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TRS-80*Model I Computer Owners

The Doubler TM: Percom's new Plug the DOUBLER™ into the
proprietary double-density disk controller chip socket

. adapter for the TRS-80*com- of your Expansion Interface
puter. and ...

t

Store up to 354 Kbytes of formatted data on five-inch disks.
• Increase formatted storage
capacity of your minidiskettes from
1% to almost 4 times.
• Use with standard 5-inch drives
rated for double-density operation.
• The DOUBLER ™ reads, writes
and formats either single- or double-
density disks.
• Proprietary design allows you to
continue to run TRSDOS*, NEW-
DOS t , Percom OS-80 ™ or other
Single-density software without
making any changes to software or
hardware.

..Mini·Disk Systems
More storage ca-
pacity, higher re-
liability - from Per-
com, the industry
leader. One-, two-

and three-drive configurations in
either 40- or 77-track format, start-
ing at only $399.

PERCOM DATA COMPANY, INC.
211 N. KIRBY GARLAND. TEXAS 75042

(214) 272-3421

• The DOUBLER ™

circuit card includes
high-performance
data separator, write
precompensation cir-
cuits for reliable disk read operations
- even on 77-track drives.

Introductory price, including
DBLDOS ™ and format conversion
utilityon minidiskette, only $219.95.
Use the coupon for even greater
savings.
Call toll-free, 1-800-527-1592,
for the address of your nearest
.dealer, or to order direct from Per-

• Includes DBLDOS,'" a
TRSDOS* compatible double-
density disk operating system.
• CONVERT utility, on DBLDOS ™

minidiskette, converts files and pro-
grams from single- to double-density
or double- to single-density.
• Plug-in installation: No strap-
ping. No trace cutting. Restore your
Expansion Interface disk controller
to original configuration by simply
removing the DOUBLER ™ and re-
installing the original disk controller
chip.,. ..•.----~-----,
PEijCOM DISCOUNT COUPON I

worth $20 I
toward

The Purchase of a I
DOUBLER T>f I

Coupon No. 80M103 I
Expires December 30, 1980

L
I Void where prohibited by law. 1-----------.1

com.
tPercom TFD·200'· drive, OS.80D" operating system
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PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. ™ trademark of Percom Data Company, Inc.

• trademark of Tandy Radio Shack Corporation which has no relationship to Percom Data Company.
:ttrademark of Apoaret Company, Inc. .



Once in a great while someone comes along
with a simple improvement for an already great
product. Take our SuperBrain, for example. Really a
simple concept. A high-powered, low cost micro-
computer packaged in an attractive desk top
cabinet. So how do you improve on that?

WE DID IT ...
It wasn't enough that our SuperB rain had

such standard features as twin double density
5%" drives with over 300,000 bytes of disk
storage. A full 32K of dynamic RAM - expandable
to 64K in seconds. A CP/M* Disk Operating
System which assures compatibility to literally
hundreds of application packages presently availa-
ble. A crisp, 12" non-glare screen with a full 24
line by 80 column display. A full ASCII keyboard
with a separate keypad and individual cursor
control keys. Twin RS232C serial ports for fast
and easy connection to a modem and/or a printer.
And, dual Z80 processors which operate at 4 MHZ
to insure lightning-fast program execution. No, it
wasn't enough. So we made it better.

ANNOUNCING SUPERBRAIN 00 ...
Our new OD model has all of the features of

our phenomenally popular SuperBrain with the
addition of double-sided dis~.drives and an extra
32K of dynamic RAM. So, for-onlyamQdestln; .
crease in price, you can order your next SuperBrain
with more than twice the disk and memory storage
capability. But, best of all, the new OD model has
the same tough, rugged construction and
exceptional Quality that made our SuperBrain
such a success.

HOW DID WE DO IT?
The secret of SuperBrain OD's incredible disk

storage lies within our new double-density double-
sided disk drives. A total of nearly 720,000 bytes
of data are formatted on two specially designed
5%" drives. And that's more than enough to get
you started with most serious small business
applications. And SuperBrain OD's standard 64K of
dynamic RAM will handle even the most complicat-
ed programming tasks.

Of course, if you're into megabytes instead of
kilobytes, you may think neither SuperB rain is right
for you. Not so! Intertec offers 20-96 megabytes of
hard-disk storage which connects in seconds to
either the SuperBrain or SuperBrain OD. So, your
original investment is always protected. As you
grow. No matter how much your needs expand.

maintain the system is a common screwdriver. And
lntertec's total commitment to product service and
customer support, with service outlets in most
major cities, insures your original investment will
be a valuable one for many years to come.

THE DECISION IS YOURS.
Whether your next SuperBrain is a regular

model or our OD version, you will have the
satisfaction of knowing you purchased what is
becoming one of the world's most popular micro-
computer systems. And regardless of which model
you choose, you'll probably never outgrow it be-
cause you can keep expanding it.

So, call or write us today for more infor-
mation. Intertec systems are distributed worldwide
and may be available in your area now.

2300 Broad River Rd., Columbia, SC 29210
(803) 798-9100 TWX 810-666-2115 V'196

BUT IS IT RELIABLE?
Our best salesmen are our present users. Not

only have SuperBrain users been impressed with
the inherent reliability of the system, they tell us
that no other microcomputer system available
today offers such a unique modolar design con-
cept. Just about the only tool required to easily
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As your computer skills grow, so does your Heath HB
System. New accessories and software are coming along
all the time to make your system do more.
Special bus design gives you seven plug-in board posi-
tions so you can configure any combination ofmemory,
I/O's and accessories. You can interchange boards. Add
accessories. Build exactly the system you want.
Awide selection of software makes your life more fun
and more efficient. Hundreds of programs for business,
home and family are available from Heath User's Group.
Also two BASIClanguages, Microsoft?' and Fortran:" And
more programs are being developed all the time.

If you haven't seen the latest Heathkit catalog, you
haven't seen the latest in computer fun. There's a new
Music Synthesizer Board, new Speech Lab, new Color

Visit your Heathkit Store
In the u.s. and Canada visit your
'learby Heathkit Electronic Cen-
ter' where Heathkit products are
displayed, sold and serviced. See
the white pages of your phone book
for the location nearest you.
'Units of Veri technology Electronics
Corporation in the U.S. CP-188

Graphics Board and new Color Monitor. And coming
soon, a new three-drive disk system. For an exciting
computer hobby, there's no more exciting computer
than the Heath HB - available fully assembled or in
money-saving kit.

For complete details and prices on the HB and the com-
plete line of Heath printers, terminals and accessories,
write today for the new, free Heathkit Catalog, or pick
one up at your nearby Heathkit Electronics Center.

Send for
FREE
CATALOG
Write to Heath Com-
pany. Dept. 351-714.
Benton Harbor, MI
49022

1/236

so you're never
left out in the cold.
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Wayne Green

PUBLISHERS REMARKS
Business Microcomputers:
Still a Rip-off?

One of the benefits-or crosses to bear, de-
pending on how you look at it-of the job as
editor of a computer magazine is to visit com-
puter firms to seewhat they are doing. In recent
months I have seen a lot of them. My question
is: If microcomputers are so hot for small-busi-
ness use, why don't I see them in use in our own
industry? The message should be clear to any
prudent person. It certainly makes me suspi-
cious.
Perhaps the industry suffers from the shoe-

maker's kid syndrome, and there really are a lot
of wonderful small-business systems available
to do all those things promised. If this is so, I
have another question begging for an answer.
For several years I've been asking in my editori-
als for articles about successful business appli-
cations of microcomputers. I've also asked vir-
tually every systems manufacturer to push their

survey, made under questionable auspices,
showed that only about 20 percent of the busi-
nesses are buying computers from computer
stores.
With all due lack of respect, until I become

more confident in the software available for
business applications, I will certainly not go to
a computer store and expect much help. If I, as
a publisher of software, am unable to get pro-
grams of any significant value, how can indi-
vidual stores with far fewer resources be ex-
pected to come up with good software?
In addition to evaluating the programs sub-

mitted to Instant Software, I also am in a posi-
tion to evaluate the software being sold by
many other firms. We receive them for testing
from one of the magazines, or even go so far as
to buy a copy, so wewillbe aware ofthe state of
the art, which is in disarray. Many of the Radio
Shack programs are disastrous and, I'm sure,
are doing tremendous damage to the whole in-
dustry. But when you consider that a billion-
dollar corporation is unable to do any better
than some of the debris they have been selling,

Most of the so-called business programs
are embarrassing to the industry

and have created more ill will than sales.

customers or dealers hard to get such articles
written, pointing out that such articles would
be solid gold in helping other dealers sell their
products. Still, with all that pushing, you know
how many articles we've had on business uses
of micros? Very few.

Before I get into an explanation of what I
perceive as the real situation, I would like to
provide one more piece of evidence: an obvious
lack of published business software by the
thousand or so firms in the business. We see
games, some educational programs (mostly
painfully primitive), scientific programs (usual-
ly bordering on the ridiculously simple) and
junk business programs such as financial calcu-
lations on loans and checkbook balancing.
As I have often written, Instant Software

could make an instant rich man out of a pro-
grammer submitting a good business package
for any specific industry. But what do we see?
Precious little so far. Are other publishers do-
ing much better? Not much. Most of the so-
called business programs are embarrassing to
the industry and have created more ill will than
sales. I constantly hear about the incessant rip-
offs due to lousy software being marketed.
There are some programmers writing good,

usable software for micros, and there are some
very happy customers, but I suspect that the
quantity is pathetically small so far. A recent

that, in itself, tells you something, if you are
paying attention.
Of course, there is always the chance that I

am so secluded in my ivory tower that I am in
the midst of many fantastic business programs,
but just don't know they exist. If that's true, I
should expect some furious letters from livid
programmers or dealers cursing me out. Well,
there's a first for everything. However, after
the cursing is over, I hope that a copy of a pro-
gram they consider of value will be included so
I can check it out. I will be more than delighted
to eat my words.
A look at the historical development of mi-

crocomputers provides us with a simple expla-
nation for why things are as screwed up as they
are at present.
It was well over a year after the Mits Altair

system was put on the market before there was
even a usable language to go with it. And it
took about the same length of time for the orig-
inal hardware bugs to be worked out of the sys-
tem for it to be of any serious use. By then we
had the Imsai and several other S-IOO bus
systems on the market, most of which were in
fair working order, but were without even BA-
SIC at that time.
If we are going to have any significantly com-

plex programs we have to have a very flexible
and well-supported language, good hardware,

including dependable disks, and an operating
system to take care of most of the routine
chores. The S-I00 bus was developing well,
with the CP 1M operating system making it
start to look really good. Then we had the first
really serious blow to the whole field-the
Heath H8, with its own bus and own BASIC.
The PET made it worse, with a different BA-
SIC and no operating system at all. Their end-
less delays in disk support staggered the field.

Next we had the TRS-SO,with another BA-
SIC and no operating system. These blows were
sinking the S-IOOsystems and all of the support
that had built up around them. There were mu-
sic systems, talking systems, listening systems,
control systems, plotters and modems for the
S-I00. The list was getting to be almost endless,
and the star seemed bright -for micros. All this
went up in smoke when Heath, Commodore
and Radio Shack hit the market with national
advertising, distribution in thousands of stores
and virtually bare-bones systems. This threw
two or so years of hard work and product de-
velopment for most of the industry right out the
window.
Few of the major firms recognized what was

happening. They tried to continue along with
business as usual, ignoring the new entries and
their incompatibility with the S-I00 bus. These
older firms could have made it if they had
recognized what was happening. After visiting
most of the defunct firms, I can tell you first
hand what I saw-blindness. The heads of the
firms, all brand-new millionaires as a result of
the explosive growth of the industry, thought
they knew more than anyone else and were not
inclined to listen to outside advice. They were
mostly surrounded by people anxious to curry
favor by telling them that they were right: So
down went The Digital Group and their arro-
gance. Down went Processor Tech and their
lavish booths at shows. Down went Imsai and
their lavish ads in Byte. Mits disappeared from
sight after absorption by Pertec. And so it
went.
It has not been long that the programmers in-

terested in writing complex software for the
field have had the tools with which to work.
The TRS-80, being the most popular system, is
being supported the best by new software,
which is only reasonable. But how long have we
had an extensive BASIC language and a really
good operating system to use as a basis for de-
veloping business programs? Maybe a year at
best. Well, it takes at least that long for some-
one to write a set of complex programs, check
them out, get rid of most of the bugs, work up
the documentation, put them into practice for a
couple of months to find out how they work in
actual use and then make the necessary
changes.
The evaluation people at Instant Software

tell me that they are beginning to see more and



more sophisticated program packages being
submitted for publication and marketing.
These are a lot tougher to check out than games
and simple scientific or educational programs,
but they are working hard on them. In some
cases, they are setting them up with local busi-
nesses to see how they work in practice. I think
we are starting to see good programs become
available. This will mean that the promises
made to small businessmen will someday soon
become honest ones.

Word Processor Woes

Good business programs not only have to be
able to do a lot of work for a businessman, but
they also have to be easy to use and as self-
prompting as possible.
A couple years ago, spurred on by the enthu-

siasm of a local computer store, I decided to
check out a word processor. We paid over
$8000 for an AIgorithmics system. I never did
get delivery of the entire system, and it took
most of the two years to get it to work reliably. I
can't even begin to tell you how frustrating it is
to write a long article and then have the system
unable to ever find it again on the disk. The
support I got from the manufacturer was one
of the more irritating aspects of the investment.
They seemed to have an enormous death wish.
Indeed, they have managed to barely eke out a
living selling their product, while other firms
were making millions ... all by dint of being
as resistant as possible to customer relations (I
suspect). I figure that if they will do that to the
editor of a major magazine, imagine what they
will do to the average customer.
When the whole system was working-which

did happen at times-it was still so cumber-
some to use that I seldom used it. I doubt if I
used it once a month on the average. Still, as I
explained to them, my original intention was to
buy the system to help out the dealer, test it for
a few weeks and then sell it off after writing a
nice article on it. The tests went from weeks to
months as the system crashed and I waited for
delivery of the monitor (it was never delivered,
even though it was paid for in full). Finally, the
process stretched out to years, with the maker
(Seals) of the computer and disk system in-
volved going out of business. There were mem-
ory problems, bugs in the program and serious
printer problems. No businessman in his right
mind would put up with that baloney for any
time at all. And, if the man had any friends in-
terested in getting something like that, he
would do all in his power to prevent someone
else from enduring similar suffering.

I finally gave up completely with the AIgo-
rithmics system and sent it over to our lab,
where we have full-time technicians keeping the
damned thing running. Some day I may be in-
veigled into trying another word processor, but
the shock was so bad after that experience that
it is going to take a while ... and an awful lot
of soothing salesmanship to iron out the emo-
tion left over. Those repeated traumas live on.
The editing function of a word processor is

convenient, but it is a luxury that I seldom need
for my type of writing. I always edit the materi-
al I write for my magazines before I send it

along to be set in type. But this is done with a
pen and the usual editing marks. I would waste
enormous amounts of time if I did all that edit-
ing on a word processor.
Another serious problem with a word pro-

cessor is that you can see only a small amount
of your material at anyone time. If I put the
rough editorial manuscript on my desk, I can
flip from page to page quickly to make sure
that I have not been too redundant in either
style or content. This is much slower with a WP
system. The copy on a tube is much slower to
read, and that, as I'm sure you know, results in
a concomitant loss of retention of the material.
It is thus slow to read and slow to edit, with the
results that I long ago gave up trying to use the
WP for writing my editorials.

At first, when I had to write an important let-
ter, I would type it on the WP, but after losing
many such letters due to disk errors or due to
problems with the printer, I found that was not
an efficient system. Once the hardware and
software are perfected, I may put another WP
system on my desk and cautiously try it again,
but it is going to take some time to wean me
from my dependable IBM-60.
One of the problems that I had with the word

processor was the complexity of the program,
which made it necessary for me to always have
a set of cards with notes on them next to the
keyboard so I could remember the special cod-
ing system used.
The two big notebooks of documentation ac-

companying the word processor were almost
impossible to figure out without an index.
Whenever I got into some problem and the
printer wouldn't work right or the whole thing
would hang up, I would have to drag out the
books and try to figure out what was wrong
. . . and that could take an hour. The program
had a system for putting page numbers on long
letters, but I never could figure from the in-
structions how to get it to work.
The program had many functions which

were of such little use that I would forget how
to use them. It was possible to search for a spe-
cific word, but not once did I ever have the need
for that. There was a function for moving
blocks of text around, but either that was not
working or I didn't know how to get it to work.
The chaps running the company were able to

sit down at the system and make it do all sorts
of fantastic things that I could never duplicate
from the instruction books. Who wants to have
to take a six-week course in how to use a new
typewriter? Yet, without adequate instructions
and constant use to refresh your memory, this
is where the state of the art seems to be.
Until someone can produce a word processor

as easy to use as a typewriter, I'm not going to
be convinced of the value of word processing
for the average office. I'm willing to try some
more systems, but my experience with AIgo-
rithmics was a definite downer.
There is no way that I can personally test

every word processor, so I'm asking for help
from all readers. If anyone of you has a word
processor-either good or bad-you've been
using, how about writing a frank evaluation of
it? Either way, you'll help others and perhaps
prevent people from getting the $8000ream job
that I feel I received. If others have used an
AIgorithmics and found it to be good, I'd even
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like to hear about that. The prospect of such a
report seems remote.
The money I feel I wasted on the word pro-

cessor is miniscule compared to the approxi-
mately $250,000 we have shoveled into the
Prime computer-with hardly anything posi-
tive to show and net losses going into the mil-
lions of dollars directly attributable to inability
to do what was promised.

But if a bunch of computer "experts" such
as we have assembled can cause such horrible
wastes of money, how can the average busi-
nessman be expected to get a good value from
computers? This is what I hope to be able to ac-
complish with this and my other computer
magazines, By getting mistreated consumers to
write about their experiences, I hope [0 force
the offenders to change and provide better
equipment, services and programs. By publish-
ing articles and letters about the good systems,
we can put further pressure on the bad ones.
This is up to you. If you find something which
is good and do not write about it, you are help-
ing the guys in the black hats. If you get
screwed and sit by embarrassed in silence, you
are as bad as the scoundrels who sucked you in.
Good or bad, let's hear from you.

New Ideas

The new Erwin International 10 megabyte
Winchester technology disk drive has a built-in
tape cartridge system for a four minute backup.
It uses a seven-channel system and a standard,
but little known, type of tape cartridge (3M
DClOOA). I wonder if there aren't some tech-
niques which could be evolved to allow us to
store those 10megabytes on a regular cassette?
We have four-channel tape heads available now
at reasonable prices, and we could ship a C-60
through a fast forward in a couple of minutes.
If that won't make it, perhaps we could use the
helical recording head of our video recorders to
get that data on there and off again.

Tape Formats

As I look over the articles published so far in
Kilobaud Microcomputing, I notice a lack of
articles on the subject of data storage on tape.
Virtually all of the people who have had to
work with tape recording of computer data
tend to work empirically, rather than from a
technical understanding of what they are do-
ing. They try this, and then that, hoping for the
best while waiting to see if the data loads. Even
the "professionals" in the field are, for the
most part, working by the seat of their pants.

I'd like to see some definitive articles on the
cassette recording formats being used by to-
day's major firms. These might explain why
most of us had so much trouble with the early
Radio Shack system, and how Personal Micro
Computers can now sell a fast loader that
works (most of the time) at the fast-forward
speed, while Radio Shack's makes you wait
ages for data to be loaded.
There is a need for information on the PET

recording system, and an explanation of why
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If you find something good
and do not write about it,

you are helping
the guys in the black hats.

most PET computers have cassette recorders
which are so far out of alignment that they are
almost incompatible with tapes made to meet
the PET test tape standard. More than 90 per-
cent of the "unloadable" cassettes returned to
Instant Software come from PET owners who
are still unaware that their recorders are out of
alignment with the PET standard. This late in
the game, they are in a miserable position: They
are unable to read their earlier tapes made on
their own systems if they realign the head now.
Yet, without this realignment, they are incom-
patible with the rest of the world.

Let's see some articles on what tones, what
data formats and what recording techniques
are being used today for all the systems in use.

Opportunity

Whether you realize it or not, with the micro-
computing industry growing at a high rate,
your career opportunities in this industry are
excellent. You can prepare for this by learning
all you possibly can about as many microcom-
puter systems as possible. You also want to
learn all you can about programming, as wellas
about hardware. These skills can get you into
the business. From there on it is up to you to
learn all you can. You want to know about sell-
ing, about advertising, about managing people.
The more you know and can do, the more un-
limited your horizons.
As the industry grows, there are going to be

more and more $50,000 jobs available, with the
main problem being finding the people to fill
them. You make money by going where the
money is. Today this means microcomputers.

Getting a Job

The growth of our publications and, in par-
ticular, Instant Software has forced me to inter-
viewmany people interested in working for us.
We're interviewing for editorial help, techni-

cal editors, programmers, technicians, carpen-
ters, plumbers, middle management, typeset-
ters, art productionists, data-processing peo-
ple, salesmen and audio tape experts, so we
have to talk with a lot of people. Frankly, I'm
surprised at the number of people who obvi-
ously have given virtually no thought to what
sort of an impression they are making.
If you are going to look for a new job, I have

a few hints for you. First, there is the resume. I
have seen virtually none of any value so far.

Not one person in a hundred includes a photo-
graph in the resume, so how is a personnel man-
ager to remember one person from another
once a dozen or two have been interviewed? A
photo is very helpful.
Then comes the matter of creating a resume

aimed at the firm and the job you want to get.
This is not time for a general listing of your ed-
ucation and experience; you eie far more than
that. You have special skillsthat will be of value
to the firm, and you should make sure that
these are cited, complete with references to
your education and experience to prove that
you are indeed capable of doing what you say
you can.

Remember the old saw: "You only have one
chance to make a good first impression." This
means writing a neat and concise letter to cover
your resume. It also means that when you go
for the interview you should look your very
best. You'd be surprised at how many people
don't even try to create a good first impression,
and consequently lose out. Neatness definitely
counts.
Sure, you are going to be nervous at an inter-

view, but you want to come across the best you
can. This means sticking to discussing things
you know. If you try to exaggerate or lie, the
chances are you'll muff it. It isn't difficult for
the interviewer to see through baloney. Get as
much information about the job or jobs the
firms has open and see how you might be able
to help them. If you come across as arrogant or'
unsure of yourself, you are not helping your
cause.
Remember the Golden Rule: "Them with the

gold make the rules." You are the one being in-
terviewed, not the firm. You are looking for a
good position with career possibilities. This is
not the best time to play hard to get.

If the firm has a position that offers you a lot
in terms of a career, remember that in turn you
have a lot to offer the firm in achieving your
career goals. The more successful you are, the
more benefit you will be to the firm. In discuss-
ing these things during an interview, try to al-
ways put the emphasis on the benefits to the
firm, not on what you want or need. I want In-
stant Software people who want to be with a
successful company and help it to grow, not
those who just want to move to New Hamp-
shire to enjoy the mountains and. fishing. I
don't hire anyone because they need a job. I
hire because I need some work done-and done
well.
If you put all requests you make of the firm

in terms of the benefits to the firm, you willgo a
long way toward getting what you want.

Winners, Winners!
If you attend a major microcomputer show,
be sure to stop by theMicrocomputing booth
to say hello and to enter our free drawing.
We're collecting names from every show we
attend, and on July 4, 1981,we'll select one of
them to win a Level II TRS-80. In addition, at
every show, we award $100 worth of Instant
Software to a lucky visitor. The winner from
last August's Personal Computing '80 show
in Philadelphia was Jon Wolfe of Clayton,
NJ. Congratulations.



new is now here
- this beautiful, feature-
packed, one-piece desktop
computer system at a very,
very affordable price. Continu-
ing the IRS-80 tradition
begun with our famous Model I,
the amazing Model III gives you
everything you've always wanted
in a personal computer-including
easy expandability
It Talks Your Language! Model IIIis
available with either Level I or
powerful new Model III BASIC.
Best news of all is that nearly all
Model I software is compatible
with Model III, so you already have
a huge library of applications to
choose from. Radio Shack already
offers over 80 quality packages -
from games to sophisticated
business programs to word
processing.
Big Storage Capacity! Model III
BASIC features dual-speed cas-
sette loading (1500 and 500 baud).
You can expand your Model III to

Radio Shack is
Lowering the Cost of
High Technologyl

~w$699·
support up to four (two integral)
double-density disks at 175K each
for a total system capadty of up to
670K bytes.
Powerful Memory! Up to 48K of
internal memory is easily added,
since no expansion interface is re-
quired. Model III is completely
self-contained. Start with a 4K
Level I system or move up to our
16KModel IIIBASICright away for
the applications you need.
High-Resolution Display! Every
Model III has a sharp display of 16
lines of 64 characters. Model III
BASIC adds lower case plus
graphics and special characters.

*Retailprices may vary at individual stores and dealers. Special order may be required initially.

Feature Packed!
III includes a ~aJLau=

interface and 65-key
keyboard. Model III BASIC
adds "extras" like a real
time clock, scroll protect,
keyboard controlled screen
print, and RS-232 firmware.

And It's Very Affordable! The 4K
Level I system is only $699.* The
16K version with powerful Model
III BASIC is just $999.* So why
wait, step up to the new standard
now. Available at Radio Shack
stores, dealers and Computer Cen-
ters everywhere.

!ladle IhaeK
The biggest name in little computers@

r
l
S~dm-;Y;u7iRS-"'soc;t;ioQi'

RadiOShack, Dept. 81·A-41 1
11300 One Tandy Center 11 Fort Worth, Texas 76102 I
I~Na~me 1
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COMPUTER BLACKBOARD
Whatever Works

Use of the microcomputer as a "what if"
machine for students is a popular notion whose
validity has been demonstrated for several
years using time-sharing terminals. With very
similar capabilities now available on much less
expensive microcomputers, many new applica-
tions are possible. One of these is to provide a
"whatever works" machine for the teacher.
Good teachers have long been aware that

providing appropriate motivation is a major
part of their job. Unfortunately, those factors
that today motivate one student not only may
not work on his peers, but they may also not
even be useful with him on another day. The
microcomputer doesn't provide a motivation
that will work with all students at all times, but
it does provide the teacher with a motivational
tool that can be adapted to a wide variety of
situations.

Some years ago I was working with a high-
school program that offered six different com-
puter electives using local time-sharing termi-
nals. Although we made an effort to have
students of all abilities use the computer facili-
ties, our efforts were only marginally success-
ful. The vast majority of students participating
in the electives were among the academically
talented.

To counteract this situation, we created a
seventh computer elective. The course title was
the equivalent of "Fun and Games with the
Computer." We could have used Ted Sage's
very fine book of the same name at that time.
Our new course had a very important pre-
requisite: Students could only enroll if they had
not already taken, were not now taking and
probably never would take Algebra I. This pre-
requisite eliminated at least 85 percent of the
student population.
The initial offering of this course was over-

subscribed. About 15 students were expected,
and 32arrived. The computer had provided the
motivation we sought. Thirty-two students
were voluntarily enrolled in a course and were
sitting in a classroom rather than spending the
same period of time in the parking lot, in the
lavatory or in some other non-supervised loca-
tion.
With a good gimmick, you can easily draw a

crowd. Keeping the crowd's attention and in-
terest is much more difficult. The curriculum
material for the new course was now in a do-or-
die situation. What was the curriculum for this
usually tough-to-manage group of students?
The answer was primarily games. The time-
sharing library was amply stocked with every-
thing from tic-tac-toe to chess, and students
were free to play whatever game, run whatever
simulation or just use whatever programs they

found in the library. One very defendable ra-
tionale for this curriculum was that anything
the students did in the computer lab was of
more value to them than anything they might
have done during the alternative unsupervised
free period.
Was the curriculum a complete success? No,

three students dropped the course during the
first two weeks. However, the results with the
remaining 29 students were very encouraging.
Before the first week of school was over, one
student came in after school to say she didn't
just want to "play those games"; she wanted to
learn to program.
In one way or another, every student in the

class did exactly the same thing before the
quarter ended. One boy lasted until the final
two days before making his request, but he did
ask. The computer had helped a rather difficult
group of students take an enormous motiva-
tional step as they each went to a teacher and
expressed a sincere desire to learn. As any
teacher will confirm, when the student says "I
want to learn," the battle is over, and a reward-
ing aspect of education begins.

Don't be afraid to permit the use of games on
microcomputers in your school. They can pro-
vide several useful support functions, not the
least of which is motivation for students who
might not be reached in more conventional
ways.
The example discussed was accomplished

with Teletypes. Today's microcomputers with
high-speed CRTs, color, sound and a variety of
peripherals can provide far more spectacular
motivation. Don't hesitate to use them that
way.
Now consider an altogether different sit-

uation. A good friend once requested a pro-
gram for a young man who needed some flash-
card-type drill with the multiplication tables. A
brief program written for the TRS-80 to ac-
complish this is illustrated in Listing I.
The student is provided 25 randomly gen-

erated multiplication problems from the de-
sired multiplication tables (0 through 12 in the

listing). If a problem is answered correctly, the
student receives immediate positive feedback.
If a problem is answered incorrectly, the prob-
lem is repeated and the correct answer is given.
After 25 problems have been attempted, the
number of correct answers is indicated and the
interaction is complete. Note the use of lines
190 and 200. These allow students to continue
at their own rate while still maintaining an un-
cluttered display on the CRT. The program did
almost everything required.
Why is the program only "almost" every-

thing required? The third grader for whom it
was written used the program for less than five
minutes, then went off to do something else.
When asked why he quit so soon, his response
was "!t's boring!"
The program did everything required except

motivate. The young man wasn't motivated to
learn the multiplication tables before the pro-
gram was available, and the program did noth-
ing to change his opinion.
Fortunately, a BASIC program on a micro-

computer can be tailored to meet the needs of
the user. As the program is written, the
student's only reward for answering a question
correctly is the word CORRECT. That's cer-
tainly interactive, and may even be rewarding
the first few times. But how rewarding is the
20th CORRECT? The young man's descrip-
tion was rather accurate. The BASIC responses
illustrated in Listing 2 added the missing di-
mension of motivation for this particular stu-
dent.
With the addition of these commands, the

program selects and prints a random positive
comment after each correct answer. In Listing 2
there are 20 comments from which to choose.
When actually done with the student being dis-
cussed, there were 50 such comments. This
modification was a huge success with the pre-
viously bored student. His first use of the modi-
fied program lasted three hours. He was mak-
ing a written list of all the different responses he
received from the computer. He'd almost for-
gotten he was doing a multiplication drill. His

100 K"O110 FOR Cml TO 25
120 P-RND(13)-1 CI"RND(13)-1
130 CLS : PRINT 'PROBLEM' C PRINT
140 PRINT P '*' CI '. ' ;
1:;0 INPUT A
160 F'fn:NT
l'!O IF 1"'*n<>ATHEN F'RINT 'NO,' P '*' (1 '." F'*Cl
lfJO IF'F'*Cl=A THEN PRINT 'CORRECT' : K=K+l
190 PRINT @976, 'PRESS THE C-KEY TO CONTINUE'
200 IF INKEY$(>'C' THEN 200
210 NEXT C
220 CLS : PRINT @256,'YOU HAD' K 'PROBLEMS CORRECT'
:~3() END

Listing 1. Multiplication drill program jar the TRS-BO.
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objective was a complete list of different
responses. That he had to answer the arithmetic
problem correctly to get a response was only in-
cidental. His teacher, however, was delighted.

The technique of providing random rein-
forcing comments is often effective, especially
if the teacher personalizes the list of possible
comments by including those remarks currently
popular with the students. For example,
today's elementary students find EX-CEL-
LENT or DECENT far more rewarding than
COOL or SWIFT. Making a list of 50 or more
responses that your students will enjoy is a fun
challenge, and one that can make you feel a lit-
tle dated when students look only puzzled at
your favorite expressions.

The programming technique illustrated in
Listing 2 is very straightforward and can be
adapted in a variety of programs. The PRINT
"CORRECT" of line 180 was replaced with
GOSUB 300 to minimize changes to the exist-
ing lines. Note that line 350, the first DATA
item, contains the number of different com-
ments available. If you feel ambitious and

make a total of 50 positive comments, then line
350 should read DATA 50. Try adding similar
lines to one of the programs you would like
students to use. You may need a little help if the
program already includes READ/DATA state-
ments. If there are no READ/DATA state-
ments, you won't have to do any more than
type the statements given in Listing 2.

Will the technique of randomly selected rein-
forcing comments work with all students? Of
course not. So dig into the capabilities of your
"whatever works" machine and try another
technique. Although the technique we're about
to examine would be expensive for classroom
use, it's effective for those with microcomput-
ers at home.

Simply stated, the new technique offers 25(1:
every time the students correctly answer 25 con-
secutive problems. If an error is made before 25
problems are correct, the program terminates.
Listing 3 contains a complete program that in-
cludes this technique.

Note the revision of line 230, which now
prints the motivating message. Note also the

180 IF P*Q=A THEN GOSUB 300 : K~Ktl
300 RESTORE : READ N
zi 0 !,"'RND(N)
320 FOR Y-l TO R : READ RS : NEXT Y
:530 F'fU NT f~j;
340 !,FTUfm
3~;()DATA 20
360 DATA YOU GOT IT. RIGHT, EXCELLENT. CORRECT, OK. TERRIEIC
370 DATA Y[~,'! !. P[f~FECT, RIGHT ON, DIRU:T HIT. ~,UPEf~AN~:;WEF~
380 DATA YEA YEA. EANTASTIC. THREE CHEERS, YOU BLEW IT AWAY!
390 DATA POW', EX-CELL-ENT, WHAMO, YOU MADE IT LOOK EASY'
400 D!llA HOCmAY

Listing 2. Motivational commands added to Listing 1.

:too !,=()
11() FOR C=1 TO 25
12() P=RND(13)-1 Q-RND(13)-1
130 CLS : PRINT 'PROBLEM' r • PRINT
140 PRINT P '.' Q '- '10;0 GOSUB soo
l60 PFUNT
:l6~.iIF A-"-1 THEN PRINT "TIMES UF'!' : PfUNT
170 IF P*Q()A THEN PRINT 'SORRY,' P '*' Q ".' P*Q C-25
180 IF P*Q-A THEN GOSUB 3()O : K-Ktl
190 PRINT @976, 'PRESS THE C-KEY TO CONTINUE'
200 IF INKEY'(~'C' THEN 200
210 NEXT C
220 CLS : PRINT @256,'YOU HAD' K 'PROBLEMS CORRECT'
230 IF K-25 THEN PRINT 1512,'CALL YOUR FATHER HE OWES YOU A QUARTER!'
240 END
3()()RESTORE : READ N
310 R-f~ND(N)
320 FOR Y=1 TO R : READ RS NEXT Y
:;;;0F'fnNT f~$
:'l40f~ETUf~N
3~:;ODATA 20
360 DATA YOU GOT IT, RIGHT, EXCELLENT, CORRECT, OK. TERRIFIC
370 DATA YES!", PERFECT. RIGHT ON. DIRECT HIT. SUPER ANSWER
380 DATA YEA YEA, FANTASTIC, THREE CHEERS, YOU BLEW IT AWAY'
390 DATA POWI, EX-CELL-ENT. WHAMO. YOU MADE IT LOOK EASY
4()O DATA HOOf~AY
:'iOOT'~O : A"'O
510 T~Ttl : IF T=200 THEN A=-l : GOTO 570
520 X$-INKEY$ : IF XS-" THEN 510
530 IF XS-CHR$(13) THEN 570
~l40 f"fnNT XS;
550 IF X$=CHR$(8) THEN A=INT(A/l0)
560 A-I0*AtVAl..(X$) : GOlD s io
570 PRINT
sao f~ETI.II'~N

GDTD s io

Listing 3. Earn while you learn program.

programming technique used to stop the pro-
gram when an error is made. Adding C = 25 to
the end of line 170 causes the computer to think
it has completed the FOR/NEXT loop that is
counting problems.

Personal experience with this type of motiva-
tion revealed the need for an additional feature.
Once a problem is presented, the student must
have a limited amount of time in which to re-
spond, If he takes too long, the problem should
be counted as incorrect. This feature has been
included in the program in Listing 3.

Because timed input can be useful in a variety
of situations, take a few minutes to understand
the programming techniques required. The IN-
PUT A command of line 150 in Listing 2 was
replaced by GOSUB 500 in Listing 3. Lines 500
through 580 are then used as an input subrou-
tine to permit timed numeric input.

The variable T is used to control the amount
of time permitted for the student response. By
modifying the IF command in line 520, you
change the time. By changing IF T= 200 to IF
T= 150, the time is decreased. By changing to
IF T = 250, the time is increased. Experiment
with these values. You can vary the delay to
meet the individual needs of each student.

The variable A is used to store the value
entered by the student. If the time limit is ex-
ceeded, A is given the value - 1, which can then
be identified elsewhere in the program.

Note that the input subroutine works much
like the INPUT A statement it replaced. The
student must press the enter key after typing the
answer (line 530 in the subroutine), and the left
arrow can be used to delete a single character
(line 550 in the subroutine).

Some readers may consider the idea of mone-
tary reward inappropriate. If that's the case,
don't use it. The program in Listing 3 may still
be valuable for some of the programming tech-
niques it illustrates. For those who don't object
to this technique, I offer the personal experi-
ence of a son who learned his multiplication
tables exceedingly well for $3.25. Although my
field is not finance, I consider that a very
sound, high-yield investment.

I hope the examples in this article have
demonstrated three of the "whatever works"
possibilities of educational microcomputers.
Different students are motivated in many dif-
ferent ways, and the microcomputer is a flexi-
ble tool that permits teachers to individualize
the presentation format of many ideas. The
programming techniques illustrated can be im-
plemented in your own programs as well as
those you've purchased and then modified. If
the result truly helps a student learn, your ef-
forts will have been worthwhile.

MICRO QUIZ
Find all ordered pairs (A,B) which make F
true.

Answer on page 212.



PET-POURRI
D & R Tape Fix

Back in the May column, I reviewed a cas-
sette system from D & R Creative Systems, PO
Box 402, St. Clair Shores, MI 48080, that used
a Sanyo recorder with a built-in counter. I men-
tioned then that the only disadvantage I could
see with their system was that the microphone
and ear cables to the recorder could not be con-
nected at the same time. Whenever you want to
switch between reading or writing a tape, you
have to switch the cables to the recorder.
A recent letter from D & R Creative Systems

outlined a simple fix for this problem: remove
one resistor from the recorder circuit board.
The diagram in Fig. I shows the location of the
47 ohm resistor that must be removed.

This change has been incorporated in all
units delivered after July I. Since Sanyo has
dropped their model M2545A recorder with
the fast forward cueing feature, D & R is re-
placing it with the M2544A model without the
cueing feature.

Robert W. Baker

TNW·232D TNW-2000 TNW-lOOO

RS·232 serial outputs
RS·232 serial inputs I
Software accessible 6 input and 0 0
RS·232 control signals 6 output

Current loop device with with yes
supported adapter adapter
RS-232 connectors I male & female included

I female male is a $25 option
$35 option

New PET/ASCII compatible with Word Pro yes
lowercase conversion others require software
IEEE bus address range 0-27 0-15 4-7, 12-15
IEEE bus addresses required
Cabinet included yes yes no
List price $369 $229 $129

Table 1.

Low speed means up to 600 bits per second
(baud), but most systems run at only 300or 110
bits per second.
The TNW 488/103 connects directly to the

telephone network via a separate data access ar-
rangement (DAA), not an acoustic coupler.
Your computer can dial the telephone for you
and answer when other computers call. You
can purchase the DAA for $159 or rent one
from the telephone company for about $6 per
month.

Included with the TNW 488/103 is a pro-
gram called PTERM that allows you to use
your PET as a standard ASCII CRT terminal.
The program properly handles conversion be-
tween the PET and ASCII character sets for
both new- and old-style PETs. Since the PET
does not have a control key, control characters
are transmitted by hitting the reverse key and
the appropriate character. You can also switch
from full- to half-duplex operations and enable
or disable output to a printer or disk.

PTERM can be purchased separately for
$19, and a version is available for the TNW-
232D or TNW-2000 RS-232 serial interfaces.
Another interesting program available from

TNW is called SWAP ($19). This system utility
program allows several BASIC programs to re-
side in a PET's memory at the same time. This
lets you run multiple programs without having
to load from tape between executions.
After loading and running SWAP, you enter

the number of separate program areas to be
created and allocate the memory space avail-
able to each area in 256-byte blocks. Following
the initialization, you can activate any program
by executing the command ?USR(n), where n is
the desired program number. The load com-
mand is used to load a program into the cur-
rently active area; the run command runs the
program in the active area.

Program swapping is performed by a ma-
chine-language program that resides in the

PET's second cassette buffer. This places limi-
tations on the use of machine-language pro-
grams with SWAP; for example, SWAP pre-
empts the USR function. In addition, the swap-
ping process clears variable storage, so that
programs in different areas can't be linked.
Once a program has been swapped out and then
back in again, it can only be rerun and not con-
tinued.

CMC Interfaces for the PET

Connecticut Microcomputer, Inc. (CMC),
has produced a new, condensed 20-page cata-
log describing the firm's expanding line of mi-
crocomputer interfaces, data acquisition mod-
ules and accessories. The CMC interfaces let
your system read and measure a variety of real-
world variables. Products covered in the litera-
ture include the AIMI6 AID converter, BSR
X-IOremote controller computer interface, ad-
dressable PET printer adapters,' Xpandr I
simultaneous multiple-input connectors,
Tempsens dual temperature probe and a variety
of connectors.
The CMC AIMI6 is a 16-channel analog-to-

digital converter that is connected to the host
computer via an eight-bit input port and an
eight-bit output port, or through one of CMC's
custom interfaces (PETMOD for the PET).
The input voltage is converted to a count be-
tween 0 and 255 (00 and FF hex). Resolution is
20 millivolts per count, with an accuracy of .5
percent, plus or minus one bit. Conversion time
is less than 100microseconds per channel, and
all 16 channels can be scanned in less than I. 5
milliseconds. The compact module sells for
$179 and requires an external 12 V de, 60 mA
power source. Power supplies are available at
$14.95 and $24.95, depending on the desired in-
put line voltage.

o I SWITCH I

o
Fig. 1.

TNW Products

TNW Corporation (3351 Hancock St., San
Diego, CA 92110) offers several serial inter-
faces designed to interface RS-232 devices to
the Commodore PET/CBM and other IEEE-
488 bus computers. Each unit can share the
IEEE bus with other peripheral devices, and
each provides a PET-style bus connector for
daisy chaining. All units include a power supply
and cable for use with the PET (TNW-lOOO
mounts directly on the PET), and each provides
old PET IASCII lowercase conversion. Table I
compares several models and their features.
For more advanced applications, TNW also

offers a low-speed modem for $389. The TNW
488/103 is a frequency shift keyed (FSK)
modem compatible with the Bell 103modem.
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PRINTER STANDSList
Price

Your
CostIPRINTERS

IOkidata
Microline 80 $ 800.•••••If'.
I
,INEWI Microline82 .. $ 960. Okidata Microline 80

RS-232 Interface
IAnadex Model with 256 Character

Dp·8000 Buffer $200.
I or Dp·8000AP .... $1095. All above Printers -
, Anadex Model DP-9500 Ask for Cable from Printer

or DP-9501 $1650. Our Price to TRS-80 $ 35. TRANSIENT CLIPPERS I
Epson Model TX-80B Ask for Epson-Serial Interface

, Friction Feed $ 710. Our Price & Cable $ 90. I
IEpson Model TX-80B Epson IEEE 488 I
, Tractor Feed & Ask for Interface & Cable $ 80. ,

Graftrax $ 799. Our Price EpsonApple Plug-in The ideal Line Voltage Transient Clipper from DPF ,
, Epson Model Ask for Interface & protects against· High Energy Voltage TransientsI MX 80 $ 645 0 p. C bl $110· on-on Switching. Lighting Induced Transients. I- . . . . . . . . . . . ur nce a e . ModeIC·1200(OtherModelsStocked) $57.50 I

: ASK FOR OUR CALLTOLLFREE" WRITETO: ,.....288

I INSTANT DISCOUNT U.S.A. .=
From Roy Hawthorne 1·800.521.2764 VIS4G "The Stocking Source"
I Talk To Bill Tokar On MICHIGAN • 23995 Freeway Park Dr. ,

Applications 1.800.482.8393 Farmington Hills, MI 48024 I--------------------------------,

INTERFACES Systems
Furniture
Universal
Printer
Stand
without
top, but
with paper
basket
....... $120.

Okidata Microline 80
Tractor Feed .. $100.
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SADI, CMC's new addressable PET printer
adapter, is a microprocessor-based serial and
parallel interface. It lets you connect the PET
to parallel and serial printers, CRTs, modems,
acoustic couplers, hard-copy terminals and
other computers. The serial and parallel ports
are independent, allowing the PET to commu-
nicate with both peripheral devices simulta-
neously or one at a time.

Special features for the PET interface in-
clude:
• Conversion to true ASCII (both in and out),
• Cursor controls and function characters spe-
cially printed,
• Selectable reversal of uppercase and lower-
case,
• PET IEEE connector for daisy chaining and
• Full addressability=-works with other IEEE
or Commodore devices.

Special features for the serial interface in-
clude:
• Baud rate selectable from 75 to 19200,
• Half or full duplex,
.32-character buffer,
• X-on, X-off automatically sent and
• Selectable carriage return delay.
Special features for the parallel interface in-

clude:
• Data strobe, either polarity, and
• Device ready, either polarity.
SADI sells for $295, fully assembled with

power supply, PET-to-IEEE cable, RS-232
connector, parallel port connector and a case.
An addressable RS-232-only interface, the
ADA 1400, is also available at $\79 and in-
cludes several printer utility programs on tape.

All CMC products are available from the
factory and from many local dealers. For more
information or a copy of CMC's latest catalog,
write Connecticut Microcomputer, Inc., 34 Del
Mar Drive, Brookfield, CT 06804.

to most RS-232 standard acoustic coupler
modems without any expensive hardware inter-
face.

The software package is based on Alpha
Software's Intelcom. This program lets the
PET pass your Source account number and
password to the timeshare mainframe with only
two keystrokes. From that point on, you are on
The Source. You can capture files from The
Source and save them on disk. The program
also gives you the capability to later pass those
files to your printer or save them under a per-
manent name for later processing. You can
even create your own files on disk and pass
these to The Source.

Price of the complete Source terminal pack-
age is $99.95, which includes software for cas-
sette-based systems that do not have a 2040 disk
available. This option does not include the ca-
pability to pass files in or out. The terminal
package may be used with timesharing systems
other than The Source, but you must manually
enter your access number, passwords and any

For more information, contact James Strasma,
clo Grace UMC, 120 West King St., Decatur,
IL 62521.

NEECO Source Kit

New England Electronics has a complete
package for connecting your PET ICBM to
STC's Source Information Utility. The Source
provides access to New York Times news ser-
vice, UPI stock reports and much more. It
allows programming in FORTRAN, COBOL,
RPG, assembly or extended BASIC. A number
of entertainment programs such as Adventure
and Star Trek are also available, along with' an
electronic mail system. The NEECO Source kit
includes a communications interface cable and
a smart terminal software package.

The interface cable converts the output of the
PET parallel user port to a compatible RS-232
output. This interface lets you connect directly

WIND CHILL TEMPERATURE

BY - ROBERT BAkER

10 REt1
20 REt'l
30 REt1
40
50 PR HH" :'I~1" TAB( 10) " ~.j I t~ D CHI L L"
60 DIt1 C(B .. ll)
70 FOR ~·J=0 TO B : FOF.: T=(1 TO 11
B0 READ CO~. r: :t~E><TT : t·jEXT ~.J
90 DATA-6(1,-5(1,-4(1.-3(1.-2(1.-10.(1.1(1.20.30.40.50
100 DATA-6B.-57.-47.-36.-26,-15.-5.6.16,27,37,4B
110 DATA-95.-B3,-70,-58.-46,-33,-21,-9,4,16,28,40
120 DATA-112, -99, -85 ..-72 ..-58 ..-45 ..-:36, -lB, -5 .. 11,22,36
130 DATA-124, -1 1(1, -96 ..-B2 ..-67, -53 ..-39 ..-25, -HL 3,1:=: ..32
140 DATA-133,-11B,-104,-BB,-74,-59,-44,-29.-15,(1,16,3(1
150 DATA-140, -125, -109, -94 ..-79 ..-63. -48 ..-33, -18, -2, 13 ..28
160 DATA-145,-129,-113,-98.-82.-67,-49.-35.-2(1,-4.11.27
170 DATA-14B,-132,-116,-1(10,-85,-69,-53,-37,-21,-6,10.26
180 PRHH"$I1TEMPERATURE (DEGRE::;S-F, ~;(1 TO -6~)";
190 INPUT T
2013 IF D5!3 THHj 2213
2113 IF T)=-6!3 THEN 240
2213 PRINT":~grEMPERATURE IS OUT OF F~At·jGEI"
2313 GOTO 18(1
2413 PR I NT":n.J I ND SPEED (t'lPH)";
2513 It~PUT ~~
2613 I F ~~)=0 THEN 29(1
2713 PRINT")l:loUND SPEED CAH"'T BE t~EGATI'v'E!"
280 GOTO 24(1
2913 Tl=INT«T+60)!I(1)
3(1(1 I F ~~)40 THEN W=40
3113 ~·H=It~T(W!5)
320 A=CO~1. T1 )
3313 IFT/10=It~T(T/10) THEt~ 46(1
3413 X=C(Wl.Tl+1)-A
350 D=<T/10)-It~T(T!Hn
360 A=A+(X*D)
37(1 I F ~~/5= I HH W/5) THEt·j 5(1(1
3813 Al=C(Wl+1.Tl)
3913 X=C(Wl+l,Tl+l)-Al
413(1 D=<T/1(1)-INHT!l!3)
4113 Al=Al+(X*D)
420 D=(W5)-INT(I·j/5)
430 :<:=A-Al
44(1 A=A-(X*D)
45(1 GOTO. 5(1[1
460 IF ~~/5=ItH(W/5) THEt·j 5(1(1
470 X=C(Wl+1.Tl)-A
48(1 D=O~!5) - It~T( W/5)
49(1 A=A+C':*II)
5(1(1 A=HH(A)
51(1 PF.:1m":818.liPPRmHt'lATE m t~D-CHI LL TEt-1PEF.:ATURE-"
520 PF.:ItH: PRItHTAB(20).; 1'1.;" DEGF.:EE::;-F"
530 I FA(=-25 THEt~ PF.:Hn" :~I~!DAt·jGERFF.:m·l FF.:EEZHlG OF E)<POSED FLESH!"
540 GOTO 18(1

READY.

MAE User's Group

A new user's group has been formed for
Eastern House Software's MAE macro assem-
bler reviewed in the August column. Currently
it is operating much like the early PET Gazette
exchange, with users contributing programs
and getting other programs at minimal cost.
They may even issue an occasional newsletter.
The goal is to exchange programs among all
6502-based machines, since many programs
will work on all with simple changes.

I just received two full disks of various utility
programs from the exchange but haven't had
time to try many. Included on the disks were
copies of Extramon, an extended monitor; BA-
SIC Aid, an extension of BASIC, adding many
convenient debugging and editing features such
as renumbering, auto line numbering, tracing,
find and change functions and block deleting;
EPROM programmer software; a basic word
processor, with more enhanced versions to be
possibly added later; various four-part music
programs; symbolic disassembler; and various
useful disk utilities.

For now, copies of the utility disks are $ IO
per disk, if you supply the disk. Individual list-
ings are $2 each. Another utility disk, primarily
for MAE 4.0 users, is currently being readied.

Listing 1.



other data required by the particular system
sign-on procedures. The Source enrollment fee
is $100, and hourly connection charges range
from $2.75 per hour (during off hours) to $15
per hour (during business hours).
For more information, write: New England

Electronics, 679 Highland Ave., Needham,
MA 02194.

PIE

Lem Data Products (PO Box 1080, Colum-
bia, MD 21044) is selling a parallel interfacing
element (PIE) that allows connecting any paral-
lel input printer to the PET using the IEEE bus.
The PIE has selectable addressing and provides
extension of the IEEE-488 bus to be compatible
with all other peripherals.
An external + 5 V supply is required, but

power can normally be supplied by most print-
ers. The PIE provides eight latched TTL data
bits and two TTL handshaking lines. Both
positive. and negative handshaking are sup-
ported, so any parallel input device can be driv-
en. An optional, switch selectable code con-
verter ROM will output the correct ASCII
codes to match all the ASCII characters dis-
played on the PET screen.
The PIE. sells for $89.95, and the code con-

verter ROM is an additional $14.95. Fully as-
sembled cables for most printers are available
for $39.95.

Wind Chill

With winter coming on, the useful little pro-
gram in Listing I will be fun to use. It computes
the approximate wind chill temperature from a
still air temperature and the wind speed.
To keep things simple, the program uses a ta-

ble of known values for various temperatures
and wind speeds. When you enter a tempera-
ture or wind speed that falls between entries in
the table, the program simply extrapolates the
wind chill temperature for the values entered.

Updates

While talking with Bob Locke of Compute
magazine recently, I learned that Compute II
will soon be merged back into Compute maga-
zine. The resulting magazine, covering all 6502-
based machines, is slated to be published
monthly starting in January.

The Paper recently announced the end of its
publication due to the editor's illness. How-
ever, Ralph Bressler and the Long Island PET
Society (LIPS), who assumed publication of
The Paper back in August, will deliver the ten
issues of volume three to the subscribers. New
subscribers can get these same ten issues for
$15. The new address is The Paper, Box 524, E.
. Setauket, NY 11733.

A new computer club is forming in Rhode
Island for owners of Commodore PETICBM
computers. The PET Information Exchange
plans to publish about 15newsletters during the
year, and they are currently working on several
interesting club projects. Dues are $6 per year.
For more information, contact Scott Summer,
27 Leicester Way, Pawtucket, RI 02860.

Several months ago, a professor from a Can-
adian university sent a copy of a program he
had purchased but whose documentation he
was having trouble understanding. The pro-
gram was a multiple regression analysis pro-
gram for the PET called PRO-GRESS. It sells
for $50 from Cognitive Products in Chapel
Hill,NC.
The program itself appears wellwritten, and

the documentation is rather extensive. How-
ever, there were no sample data sets or clear ex-
amples on how to use the program. Consider-
ing the complexity of the material involved, the
documentation would seem to be very confus-
ing to anyone not already familiar with the
material. After playing with the program for
some time, I'm still lost on how to use it. If
anyone has used the program successfully, I'd
appreciate a quick note.

In my June review of PET Pilot, I failed to
mention that the PET Pilot Editor program re-
quires two cassette drives. I hope this didn't
cause any problems. Commodore is now dis-
tributing PET Pilot, which should be available
through most PET dealers.

NEW PRODUCTS
Heath's New Floppy Disk System

The H47 is a new floppy disk system with
two-megabyte storage capacity from Heath
Company, Benton Harbor, MI 49022. This
eight-inch, dual-sided, dual-density floppy disk
system, designed for use with Heath's H8 and
H89 microcomputers, provides up to 2 1/2 mil-

Heath's H47 dual-drive floppy disk system.

lion bytes of on-line data storage. Access time
averages 176 ms. The H47 is fully compatible
with current Heath 5 1I4-inch disk systems.
Both Heath's HDOS Operating System and
CP1M permit transfer of data between 5 1/4-
and eight-inch disks.
Disk boards, providing interfacing between

the H8 or H89 and the H47, are offered sepa-
rately. A 4O-conductor flat cable is included
with the H47 to connect the floppy disk system
with the H8 and H89 interfaces. Panel switches
are included and allow write-protection for
each drive, if desired. Reader Service number
480.

8085A Microprocessor Training Unit

The 8085AATMicroprocessor Training Unit
(MTU) includes an 8085Amicrocomputer with
IK RAM, IK PROM and IK EPROM mem-
ory, programmable I/O, keyboard unit, CPU
card, display and operatory system and a 20
mA asynchronous port. Its 44-pin edge connec-
tor allows configuration to any bus structure,

and it includes an area on the CPU card for cus-
tom wire-wrap design or user-defined interface
circuitry. It is completely expandable.
The MTU software includes an instruction

manual; a user's manual; the 8085A Cook-
book, which ranges from basic microprocessor
concepts to actual design of an 8085A micro-
computer; and a software design book with

Ii;· I!~: : j ~

'¥6~mt;:
Paccom's Microprocessor Training Unit.
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Micro Video's RS-232 Pack.

over 190 executable program examples, plus
detailed examination of all 244 instructions and
typical assembly language for the 8080/8085A
microprocessor. Price is $299.95 ($249.95, kit).
Paccom, 14905 N.E. 40th St., Redmond,

WA 98052. Reader Service number 487.

RS-232C Peripheral Interface

Line printer and communications access are
now possible for Interact computer owners
with the RS-232C peripheral interface package
from Micro Video, PO Box 7357,204 E. Wash-
ington St., Ann Arbor, MI 48107.
The interface is equipped with a dual port

that has handshaking and send/received capa-
bilities for driving any RS-232-compatible de-
vice. Installation requires no soldering. The
port's design features low-power, trouble-free
operation and upward compatibility with fu-
ture hardware and software enhancements. All
I/O parameters are software-selectable from
BASIC or machine code. The RS-232 Pack in-
cludes Microsoft BASIC with printer access
commands and a BASIC editor. Price is
$129.95. Reader Service number 490.

32K 6809 System

Oimix's 6809 systems feature a 25 amp con-
stant-voltage ferroresonant transformer, fif-
teen 50- and eight 30-pin bus slots, a minimum
of 32K of static RAM and a choice of I/O

cards. A variety of system monitor options, in-
cluding the OMXBUO 09 monitor/debugger
and SWTP's SBUO-E monitor, are available.
The 6809 CPU SS-50 processor board fea-

tures selectable processor clock speeds of I, 1.5
and 2.MHz. It has provisions for a variety of
onboard devices, including a 95P or 9512
arithmetic processor, 6840 programmable tim-
er, time of day clock with battery back-up, IK
of scratchpad RAM and four PROM/ROM/
RAM sockets that can hold up to 32K of on-
board software. Memory management options
available include Oimix's enhanced dynamic
address translator (DAT) and an SWTP-com-
patible DAT. Extended addressing allows the
processor to address up to 1megabyte of mem-
ory space. Prices start from $1844.69.
Oimix, Inc., 1337West 37th Place, Chicago,

IL 60609. Reader Service number 488.

Digital Logic Probe
And Logic Pulser

OK Machine and Tool Corp., 3455 Conner
St., Bronx, NY 10475,has introduced two new
products for circuit troubleshooting and test-
ing.
The PRB-I digital logic probe detects pulses

as short as IOns with frequency response better
than 50MHz and automatic pulse stretching to
50 ns (+ and -). The PRB-I is fully compat-
ible with all RTL, DTL, HTL, TTL, MOS,
CMOS and microprocessor logic families. It al-
so features 120k ohm impedance, power lead
reversal protection and overvoltage protection

Macrotronics' interface package for Atari.

to 200 V. Price is $36.95.
, The PLS-I logic pulser will superimpose a
dynamic pulse train (20 pps) or a single pulse
onto the circuit node under test. There is no
need to unsolder pins or cut printed-circuit
traces even when these nodes are being clamped
by digital outputs. This multi-mode, high cur-
rent pulse generator can source or sink suffi-
cient current to force saturated output transis-
tors in digital circuits into the opposite logic
state. Signal injection is by means of a push-
button switch near the probe tip. Price is
$48.95. Reader Service number 485.

S-100 Video Graphics Board

Primarius, Inc., 4186-J, Sorrento Valley
Blvd., San Diego, CA 92121, offers an on-
board, dual port, 6K byte video RAM for the.
S-loo. It uses the Motorola MC6847. Alpha,
semigraphics and full graphics modes are I/O
selectable. The design implements the memory
wait technique to allowconcurrent access of
video RAM by both the CPU and the video
chip. This allows flicker-free video update dur-
ing scan time. The entire screen can be updated
in less than 60 ms for realistic animation. Price
is $250. Reader Service number 475.

Printer Interface for Atari

A parallel printer interface for the Atari mi-
crocomputers is now available from Macro-
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FILE BOX$19~~5~'disks
DISKETTE STORAGE SYSTEM for 8" disks ... $24.95*

TRS-8O™ PRODUCTS

NEWDOS/80byApparat $149.95
NEWDOS+ with ALL UTILITIES
35-track $69.95
4O-track $79.95

TRS-80TMDISK AND OTHER MYSTERIES
... $19.95

MICROSOFTTMBASICDECODED& OTHER
MYSTERIESfor theTRS-80TM $29.95

To show our appreciation for a very
successful year, thanks to our
thousands of satisfied customers, we
are offering some great products at
prices even lower than our regular low
prices. We make an honest effort to
deliver the best products at the lowest FD34-1000 ... $29.95
prices with the fastest service. The1~••••••••FD.34i-.80.0.0•. iI' $.3.9•.9.5confidence you have shown in MTC is
recognized and welcomed. Our
mothers thank you, our fathers thank
you, our children thank you ... and we
thank you.

MTC brings you the ULTIMATE diskette
storage system, at an affordable price. Stor-
ing 50 to 60 diskettes. this durable. smoke-
colored acrylic unit provides easy access
through the use of index dividers and ad-
justable tabs. Unique lid design provides
dust-free protection and doubles as a carry-
ing handle.

PLASTIC LIBRARY CASES
(not shown)

An economical form of storage for 10 to 15
diskettes, and is suitable for your bookshelf!
Caseopens into a vertical holder for easyac-
cess.

5V.-inch or 8-inch diskette case.... $3.00*

THANK
YOU

for 1980...

DISKETTES
$19~?of:o

SingleSided, SingleDensity, Soft-Sectored
5V4-inch,(for TRS-80™) Mini-floppy

Meta Technologies strikes again ... at
the competition! These are factory
fresh, absolutely first quality (no
seconds!) mini-floppies. They are
complete with envelopes, labels and
write-protect tabs in a shrink-
wrapped box.

INTRODUCING
PLAIN JANE™

DISKETTES
The Beautiful Floppy

with the Magnetic Personalltyra

In 1980 alone,MTC hassold nearly a third
of a million dollars worth of brand-name
diskettes. If anyone knows quality, we do.
And these are quality diskettes. The
catch? They are in a plain white box.
You're not paying for fancy printing, fancy
labels or fancy names on the packaging.
We don't even put our own label on the
package (labels cost money). At this in-
troductory price (our regular price will be
$21.95 per box of 10) we cannot offer
quantity or dealer discounts.

PLAINJANETMDiskettes $19.80*

VERBATIMbrand Diskettes (boxof 10)

5V.-inch (for TRS-80™)
MD525-01 $23.95
10 boxesof 10 (eachbox) $22.95

8-inch FLOPPIES

CALL FOR INFORMATION ON
OTHER TRS-80™ PRODUCTS

MOST ORDERS
SHIPPED

WITHIN ONE
BUSINESS DAY

All products
guaranteed for

replacement only.
Prices. Specifications &
Offerings subject to

change without notice.

WE ACCEPT
• VISA
• MASTERCHARGE
• CHECKS
• MONEYORDERS
• C.O.D.

• Add $2.50 for
standard UPS
shipping & handling

• $2.00 EXTRA
for C.O.D.

• Ohio residents
5'/2%

* PRICESGOODTHRU
NOVEMBER30, 1980.
Sorry, no d.ealer or
quantity discounts.
Allow for shipping
dela s for 1980

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-321-3552
IN OHIO call (216)289-7500 (COLLECT)
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26111 Brush Avenue, Euclid, Ohio 44132
800917
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PLAIN JANE is a TMof MTC.
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tronics, 1125 N. Golden State Blvd., Turlock,
CA 95380. It allows the Atari 400 or Atari 800
to directly drive a parallel ASCII printer.

The interface package includes a cable as-
sembly and parallel printer driver on cassette.
The interface will drive most seven-bit ASCII
parallel printers with handshaking (data strobe
and busy signals). Connectors are available for
most of the popular printers, giving plug-in in-
stallation. Information is provided to connect
to almost any other parallel printer. The A4P is
for the Atari 400; the A8P fits the Atari 800.
Price is $69.95. Reader Service number 481.

Analog Interface Switching Modules

Atec Systems, PO Box 128, Mendon, NY
14506, has introduced a series of switching
modules which can be used as an analog inter-
face between any microprocessor eight-bit I/O
port and signals to be switched in automatic test
equipment, instrumentation and control sys-
tem applications.

The modules can be operated from the mi-
croprocessor in either a matrix mode, where
any switch selected can be latched or unlatched,
or a multiplexer mode, where only one switch
can be closed at any time. A clear command un-
latches all switches in either mode of operation.
The latches are solid state, operating at micro-
processor speeds; and the switches are sealed
reed relays, closing in less than I ms and having

Atec's matrix/multiplexer interface module.

a life of more than 100 million operations. The
modules are 4.5 by five inch circuit boards that
can be assembled into large arrays by plugging
into prewired card cages in the required config-
uration. Also, by selecting the required inter-
face module, the complete matrix or multiplex-
er can be controlled from either an eight-bit
I/O port or from the IEEE-488 bus. Reader
Service number 489.

10/19-Inch Wide Card Cages

Now designers have a choice between stan-
dard 19-inch rack and 1O.25-inch "one-half"
rack mounting with the CCK Vector-Pak series
of four card cages. The cages are 5.25 inches
high by nine inches deep and either ten inches

NEW SOFTWARE
Flight with Apple II

Now you can fly your Apple II with the
A2-FSI Flight Simulation program from Sub-
logic Distribution Corp., Box V, Savoy, IL
61874. The system offers flight simulation that
considers 23 aircraft characteristics, a three-di-
mensional view of the ground and sky, com-
plete flight controls and 18 instrument indica-
tors. The 3D display is like looking through the
windshield of a plane. As you roll and bank,
the ground tilts accordingly, and as you dive,
the ground fills the screen.

The program is written in protected machine
code (i.e., it cannot be copied). As you load the
program, it loads its own loading bootstrap and
then the program itself. According to the in-
struction manual, Sublogic will replace the tape
if you have any loading problems.

I used the cassette version, which loads ex-
tremely well. It came right up on the first try,
and seems to be relatively stable volume-wise.
Loading the program takes 90 seconds and re-

quires the full 16K memory. Because the pro-
gram is written in machine code, it runs very
fast and is capable of updating the 3D display
as fast as five times per second. This gives a
smooth display, without much flicker.

Once the program is loaded, it will take off
running by itself. As it begins, you find yourself
on the refuelling ramp of a WWI British air
base. After becoming familiar with your con-
trols and flight maps, pour on the throttle to ex-
ceed 60 mph. As you look out of your wind-
screen and see the ground drop away, you
know you are flying. Once in flight, the pro-
gram takes into account many factors, such as
lift, pull of gravity, drag and stalls, to deter-
mine your plane's performance.

Once you have mastered the art of flying,
you can test your aviational skills in a war game
called British Ace. Your mission is to bomb an
enemy fuel supply depot, while warding off the
attack from five enemy planes. The program
will support game paddles, joysticks or even
keyboard input on the Apple. Sublogic's flight
simulation program is available for the Apple,

Vector Electronic's CCK card cage.

or 19 inches wide. Slotted side walls and brack-
ets permit cross members to be adjusted both
laterally and vertically during assembly to ac-
commodate card sizes from three to 4.5 inches
wide and 4.5 inches to 6.5 inches long. Nylon
snap-in card guides are included with the
19-inch racks to hold 21 cards; guides for ten
cards are with the one-half racks. The guides
may be easily positioned in 0.25-inch incre-
ments to accommodate any card spacing. The
cages feature ruled scales on both connector
mounting struts for fast connector-positioning
without special jigs or intricate measurement.
Price is about $40.

Vector Electronic Company, Inc., 12460
Gladstone Ave., Sylmar, CA 91342. Reader
Service number 479.

as well as the TRS-80, on cassette for $25. It is
also available for the Apple on disk for $33.50.
Reader Service number 494.

Scott King
New Hope, MN



FORTH

The FORTH language, with its fast operat-
ing speed and increased usage in microcomput-
er applications such as graphics, robotics, pro-
cess control and telecommunications, has re-
cently become available for several systems.
Eric C. Rehnke Tech Services, 1067 Jade-

stone Lane, Corona, CA 91720, has announced
the availability of the FORTH programming
system for the 6502-based KIM-I, SYM-I and
AIM-I. This version-of FORTH contains a
built-in 6502 assembler, a text editor and a cas-
sette file management system. Information on
interfacing FORTH to a floppy disk and sever-
al extensions to the language are also provided.
Price is $90. Reader Service number 497.
FORTH for the Apple II is available from

Cap'n Software, PO Box 575, San Francisco,
CA 94101. This version 1.7 includes the
FORTH Interest Group programming language
plus extensive development aids and a l30-page
tutorial manual. It also includes a structured
macro assembler, which allows you to create
machine-language subroutines, which are im-
mediately ready to run when entered, saving
development time. A screen editor, graphics
and other Apple utilities are included. The
system runs on Apple II, Apple II + or Apple II
with language card; one or two disks; and 48K
memory. Price is $140. Reader Service number
498.

FORTH for CP/M is available from Mitchell
E. Timin Engineering Co., 9575Genesee Ave.,
Suite E-2, San Diego, CA 92121. FIG FORTH
is supplied on an eight-inch, single-density disk-
ette and requires at least 24K. A FORTH-style
editor with 20 commands, as well as a virtual
memory subsystem for disk 110, is included.
Other features include a Z-80/8080 assembler
and an interleaved disk format that minimizes

',the time required for disk access. Price is $75
'for the eight-inch format and $90 for other
diskette formats. Reader Service number 499.

Stock Market Monitor

The Stock Market Monitor System, designed
for the active trader, rather than the long-term
investor, tracks user-selected issues to discover
the issue's performance against the overall
market. Set-up data is input by the user from
the Standard and Poors stock guide or Value
Line. Daily issue data (high, low, close and vol-
ume) is input from any newspaper containing
this information. Daily overall market volume
and closing Dow are also provided from a
newspaper.
The system's analysis of a given issue is done

by comparing volume and price changes of the
issue to volume and price changes of the overall
market. From these comparisons, you may de-
termine whether the issue is outperforming, un-
der-performing 'or performing with the market.
The system also performs comparisons of the
issue against itself. Designed for the TRS-80
Model I, Level II (l6'K or more), it is available
on cassette ($89) and disk ($99).

Galactic Software Ltd., 11520 N. Port

Washington Rd., Mequon, WI 53092. Reader
Service number 483.

Curves

Datagraphics, PO Box 566, Dept. G, Union
Station, Endicott, NY 13760,offers its first in a
series of programs on graphics applications
programming techniques for the TRS-80. The
first course, Curves, plots curves using a simple
arithmetic progression/regression technique
that allows displays to be realized on the video
monitor in five to 20 seconds. The program
starts with a simple explanation of For-Next
loops and line numbers; continues with ampli-
tude equations, regressions and progressions;
and ends with a program of various designs for
designing computer art. Price is about $20 for
the 16KLevel II or 4K Level I cassette. Reader
Service number 492.

Sample output/rom Datagraphics' Curvespro-
gram.

Genealogy

Genealogy is an application subsystem that
lets you trace not only the usual genealogy in-
formation-who your parents are, and their
parents, etc.-but also the entire multiple gen-
eration family, including cousins ten times re-
moved. Written in North Star BASIC, the sys-
tem requires an 80-column character or matrix
printer. Its data-base programs consist of a
name file and a detailed information file that
contains a record for each person identified.
The records are chained to each other by multi-
ple linkages that reflect the various relation-
ships that exist between people. A single den-
sity, single-sided mini diskette will enable you
to build a data base with 250members. Diskette
price is $45.
The program generates reports that allow

you to highlight the birth, anniversary and
memorial dates to remember on a monthly ba-
sis; trace the bloodline of a selected individual;
and print a selected individual's ancestral heri-
tage for six generations:
Bio-Charts Co., PO Box 423, Nanuet, NY

10954. Reader Service number 491.

Word/Data Processing System

The T/Maker system combines word pro-
cessing and data processing for 8080/Z-80 mi-
crocomputers to provide analysis and presenta-
tion of numerical data and text copy used in fi-
nancial modeling and report preparation. Typi-
cal T/Maker applications include sales projec-
tions, profitability studies, balance sheets, esti-
mates and price sheets,
T/Maker requires a 48K CP/M system and

CBASIC-2. The system includes a full screen
editor for word processing and report genera-
tion. Computation for rows and columns in-
cludes standard arithmetic, percents, expo-
nents, common transcendental functions, aver-
ages, maxima, minima and projections. With
its visual two-dimensional syntax for comput-
ing tables and other features, creating, modify-
ing and restructuring tables become as easy as
entering the data. Files can be inserted, append-
ed and sorted, Data files can be created, loaded
and processed automatically. Price is $275,

Lifeboat Associates, 1651 Third Avenue,
New York, NY 10028. Reader Service number
476.

Appointment Calendar

The Appointment Calendar, from Charles
Mann & Associates, Micro Software Division,
7594San Remo Trail, Yucca Valley, CA 92284,
can handle office receptionist functions for sin-
gle-practice practitioners and group service op-
erations. The system can schedule up to 19,000
appointments per client group (each group con-
taining up to 10,000 active clients).
The program allows the receptionist to create

temporary and permanent client files and to
schedule any length appointment either on the
phone or at the office. A simple keystroke se-
lects the appointment, enters it onto the daily
appointment log and prints a mailable appoint-
ment notice for the client. It provides for set
break and lunch periods and blocks out such
non-service days as vacations and holidays. An
on-screen HELP facility is provided. The sys-
tem is designed for the Apple II or Apple II
Plus computer and requires 48K RAM, at least
two mini-disk drives and an 80-column printer.
Price is $189.95. Reader Service number 493.

1980 Tax Program

A new tax help will be available for TRS-80
owners in the preparation of their 1980income
taxes. Tax/Saver helps you prepare taxes in a
professional manner according to the latest tax ~
rules. If there is more than one way of doing the
return, the program lets you compare and
choose the best result, Applicable for both the
long and short forms, Tax/Saver compares
itemized deductions to national averages, com-
putes medical deductions and contributions,
handles community property, checks for excess
FICA and helps determine dependents. It is
available on cassette for the 16K, Level II, for



$65, and on disk for the 32K with two disk
drives for $80.

Micromatic Programming Co., POBox 158, BOJK REVIEWSGeorgetown, CT 06829. Reader Service num-
ber 496.

Apple II ACES Simulation Program

The ACES (Apple II Continuous Equation
Simulator) program provides large differential
equation simulations for use in education and
engineering areas such as control system, elec-
tronic circuit, aerodynamic, thermodynamic
and fluidic analyses. It is written in Applesoft
and allows interactive run/rerun features. So-
lution outputs are provided via a high-resolu-
tion graphics plot and a screen/printer tabular
listing. The program allows a Disk II system to
be effectively utilized in storing output solution
plots. Simulation problem size can be in excess
of 150 integrators on a 48K system with DOS
overhead. Price is $149.95.

Modulo 2 Company, PO Box 3795, Univer-
sity Park, NM 88003. Reader Service number
477.

Microcommunicator

The Microcommunicator can transform
your Apple II or Apple II Plus into a communi-
cations device for the severely physically dis-
abled who cannot speak, write or type. A single
keystroke by finger or mouthstick will display
any sentence chosen from 60 or more pro-
grammed sentences, which can be changed by
the user at any time. Messages of up to 100
words and phrases can be constructed for dis-
play or printout (optional) by double keystroke
selections of a built-in vocabulary that exceeds
1600 sentence-building words, phrases and suf-
fixes. The system, which requires a single-disk
drive and monitor, is available with adult or
children's vocabulary. Price is about $40.

Grover & Associates, Creekside Center,
Suite D 116, 7 Mount Lassen Drive, San
Rafael, CA 94903. Reader Service number 495.

Computer Tutor

Computer Tutor is an educational software
package that presents questions in a random or-
der, with the correct answers appearing in a dif-
ferent position each time. The package consists
of the following topics-geography of the
world, geography of the United States, com-
modities of the world, commodities of the
United States and United States government.
Each series is accompanied by a number of
charts referenced by the program, enabling you
to follow along with printed information. Cor-
rect and incorrect responses are acknowledged
by the computer. This TRS-80 program comes
on a 5 Y4 -inch diskette and requires 48K memo-
ry. Price is $70.

Computer Action, 45 Paerdegat, 2nd Street,
Brooklyn, NY 11236. Reader Service number
486.

Microcomputer Analog Converter
Software and Hardware Interfacing
Titus, Titus, Rony and Larsen
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
Indianapolis, IN, 288 pp.

This book, part of the Blacksburg Continu-
ing Education series, carries on the tradition of
the "Bugbooks" published by E & L Instru-
ments. It is a follow-up to The 8080A Bug-
book, which you will need to have read to ap-
preciate the information given here.

The book covers AID and DIA interfacing,
the key to using a microprocessor to control the
external world. As in the earlier books, the au-
thors continue the black box, or "bug," ap-
proach to hardware.

They pay little attention to external discrete
components, and discuss only ICs. Rather than
attempt to explore the internal workings of
these units, the book studies their interactions.

The first two chapters cover the essentials of
AID and DI A converters and their interfacing,
and are classics of programmed learning. They
follow the general structure of the earlier Bug-
books, starting with an introduction and a list
of objectives. The complexity of the software
and hardware gradually increases; before you
know it, you are easily handling variations on
information you did not even know a few pages
earlier.

My one complaint is that they use octal nota-
tions for their software. I don't care if octal is
more logical and suited to the 8080 instruc-
tions; I have become indoctrinated with hex.

Chapters three, four and five discuss how
these modules are used for the tasks a micro-
computer would need to perform. The sixth
chapter gives a short list of some commercially
available units that incorporate AID and DIA
converters, and suggests how to interface them.
This chapter is more useful to professional sys-
tems designers to whom cost efficiency, rather
than absolute cost, is the main factor.

Unlike the earlier books, this one puts the ex-
periments at the end. This detracts from the
value of each chapter, since you lose the hands-
on experience as you progress. It does, how-
ever, have its purpose; many of the experiments
are built on the ones before, and building up
the hardware and software from scratch for
each experiment takes time.

The experiments follow the usual format,
with the needed hardware listed at the end. The
book assumes that you have a solderless bread-
board and the necessary lIO from an 8080-type
microcomputer.

Although the experiments were originally de-
signed for E & L Instruments' MMD-l micro-
computer and the LR-35.0utboard, you can
easily improvise. An oscilloscope would be
convenient but you can use a YOM.

The experiments begin by having you inter-
face a DI A converter to your computer. Then
you make this DI A converter function as an
AID converter and use both to create input to
and output from your computer. The authors
describe the software, and you can use many of
the complete units permanently. I doubt if you
will ever find a situation that can't be solved by
one of the examples.

The book ends with data sheets from several
manufacturers of analog hardware.

This book would be a good course outline for
both a theoretical and a laboratory course on
microprocessors, and would be equally useful
as a self-instruction book for the serious hob-
byist interested in making his microcomputer
do more than play games and function as a
classy calculator. I recommend it highly.

Bruce Evans, M.D.
Pickering, Ontario

General Ledger: Accounting
Programs for Small Computers
Louis D. Gray
Creative Computer Consultants, Inc.
$45

These nine programs, written in IBM BA-
SIC, are only a literal translation of a manual
accounting process.

So what, you say? Computers are great at re-
petitive processes. Accounting is a repetitive
process. When humans perform the same oper-
ation over and over, they make errors.

But the best place to catch an error is imme-
diately as it is made, and CCC's General Led-
ger doesn't provide this capability. Instead, you
have to catch mistakes in the balance at the time
of the trial balance. If the trial balance is not
correct, then the user must go back and find the
error.

This isn't too bad if you have only 100 trans-
actions a month, but try it with 1000!

A good computerized accounting system will
force the user to enter balancing debits for each
credit at the time of entry. While CCC's process
isn't bad, it could be better.

Unfortunately, General Ledger has other
problems. CCC provides "complete" flow-
charts for the programs that fail to define the
process they were intended to explain. Nothing
is clarified. How is the chart of accounts report
generated? Is it done sequentially from what's
on file, is it sorted and printed by ascending ac-
count number, or what?

In another example, the menu leads to an ac-
tion code that leads back to the menu. The only
way out of this loop that I can see is with some-
thing called "Term and Put on File," whatever
that means.



In short, the flowcharts are mostly a waste.of
space.

A more annoying problem is that the chart of
accounts is originally created from data state-
ments rather than input statements. This is
quite unusual, since the program asks for the
company name via input statements. While the
company name never changes, the chart of ac-
counts might, so this is a bit suspicious. I never
did like the IBM 5110, but a program like this
might make me like it even less.

Are these all of the problems? I wish I could
say yes, but listen on.

The edit programs allow you to do full edit-
ing or building of transaction files, but are
more suitable to a Teletype, rather than a mi-
crocomputer, environment. Programs that do
not clear the screen, present menus (there are
no menus; you must remember all possible
commands) or otherwise attempt to keep inputl
output carefully organized and simple are just
not suitable for the business environment.

Yet another possible source ofdifficuity is
that if you don't read and understand all ofthe
material carefully, you might set up a chart of
accounts that is not consistent with the balance
sheet report or the income statement (i.e., the
account numbers should be in the sequence in
which they are to appear on the balance sheet
and income statement, not just haphazard or
randomly assigned).

Quite frankly, I wouldn't pay $10 for this
book, let alone the $45 suggested retail price.
The Osborne General Ledger is better docu-
mented, more thoughtfully laid out, and uses a
video display forms technique for presenting
and requesting. information. N9w that the Os-
borne programs are available in CBASIC 2,
there is no reason to even consider CCC's of-
fering.

Thorn Hogan
Bloomington, IN

BASIC Software Library Vol. VI:
A Complete Business System
R. W. Brown
Scientific Research Instruments
Key Biscayne, FL
$49.95

If you think a complete business system
should include such basics as error correction,
data modification, audit trails and interactive
files, then save your money. This book offers
none of these.

What the book does offer is full of errors. Of
the five main programs, two do not run as
listed.

The first program, ACBB, prints up bills,
mailing labels, sales reports, accounts receiv-
able reports, last purchase reports and account
updates. But the program makes calls to the
wrong data entry routines for information not
stored in those files, and two lines created er-
roneous totals in the AIR and last sales reports.
Such errors could not have happened if the au-
thor had actually run the programs as listed.

ACBI, the inventory program, does activity
reports, minimum quantity search, inventory
lists and inventory updates. But without several

changes, this one won't run either.
The inventory depreciation program for

fixed and depreciable assets is fairly short, and
runs without any problems.

ACBL is the most lengthy and best-written
of the five. Instead of using a menu, it automat-
ically governs program flow and data acquisi-
tion. It has seven data files open at the same
time, but you can rewrite the program without
too much trouble to get around this.

The last program creates the initial data files.
The book suggests that you substitute informa-
tion pertaining to your company, since the pro-
grams do not allow you to ever correct, modify
or delete any of the data once they are in the
files. In fact, you don't even get a chance to re-
view it.

All listings are printed in dot matrix, which
makes them hard to read. For the price, the au-
thors could have used a better printing method.

So what do you get for $49.95? It all depends
on your needs. But the package does not in-
clude what the title says it does. After paying
$49.95, I feel ripped off.

Greg Greene
North Vancouver, B.C.

OSI BASIC in ROM
Edward H. Carlson
3872 Raleigh Drive
Okemos, MI 48864
68 pp., $8.95

In our happy land of computing, there dwell
several hungry, pernicious vendors of comput-
er hardware. All day long, and sometimes far
into the night, these monstrous moguls of mad-
ness sit in their castles and ponder how they
might protect their computers. Battle tactics in-
clude:
• Misinforming the customer about how much

support they will provide.
• Misleading the customer when he or she asks
questions about the deep, dark secrets inside
the product.
• Mislabeling products, just to cause confu-
sion.
• Playing dumb.
Comes one Edward H. Carlson to the great,

inviolate doors of OSlo He carries in his hands a
message of truth. It is a book, a shabby, plain-
covered, typewritten little volume of no out-
ward note. But within, there is power.

As he raises his arms to wield this power, the
arrows come singing from over the castle wall.
But the hero is shielded by armor wrought from
hours and hours of work.

As he unleashes his awesome might, hecklers
are heard from the castle: " 'Tis confusing!
And it costs too much!" But the people cry,
"Nay!" and rush the crumbling doors.

"Oh, King, we like your equipment," the
people say. "But we need his book! In times
past you have said we didn't need to know what
is written here, but that was a lie! The book ex-
plains how space is allocated, what values are
supported and why little quirks develop. It does
this for each of the BASIC statements. The ap-
pendix contains information on tape 110, ar-
rays, a BASIC trace, a memory map and a
complete disassembly of the ROM with com-
ments!"

What will His Excellency say? Will the peo-
ple get the software and hardware support they
truly need?

It seems, for some reason, that hardware
manufacturers feel threatened when informa-
tion of this type becomes available, yet history
has shown that it actually helps sales.

OSI would do well to market Carlson's book
themselves!

Dennis Thurlow
ISI staff

Peterborough, NH

LEITERS
TO THE EDITOR
16-Bit Update

Martin Moore's article on 16-bit processors
("The 16-Bit Super Processors Are Here,"
August Microcomputing, p. 26) was good, and
I hope you publish more articles like it; but it
had many incorrect statements.

The discussion of memory space failed to
mention that both the Intel 8086 and Zilog
Z8000 have segmented memory spaces. The
Motorola MC68000, on the other hand, can di-
rectly address the 16-megabyte memory map
without incurring the additional delay required
to set up segment registers. Note that while the

Zilog MMU allows expansion of the address
space to 48 megabytes through the use of the
status lines, the function code outputs from the
Motorola MC68000 may be decoded to recog-
nize four 16-megabtye address spaces for user
data, user program, supervisor data and super-
visor program, thus conceivably allowing con-
struction of an MC68000-based system capable
of addressing 64 megabytes.

Motorola has been busy accepting orders
and delivering parts to many customers, Parts
are not being rationed. Motorola has proposed
a new microprocessor bus, the Versabus, for
IEEE acceptance. The Versabus with 32 data
and 32 address lines would be usable with any
of the 16-bit MPUs and will support future



32-bit MPUs. Motorola did not have any prob-
lems with buffer register design at all. The first
mask set worked with the exception of the
STOP instruction, which, when executed,
halted the MPU until power was cycled off and
on. This problem has been fixed for about six
months now, and Motorola is delivering 4, 6
and 8 MHz MC68000s. The single clock signal
is connected to a TTL-compatible input.

Martin also failed to note that the proces-
sor's eight data registers may also be used as ad-
dress registers. The MC68000 instruction set is
a brand new instruction set optimized for
throughput and performance. There is not
enough similarity between the MC68000 and
the MC6800 to allow use of a translator, since
the resulting code would be inefficient. The
MC68000 is easier to program because it has
only 59 instructions, as opposed to 72 for the
MC68oo.
In addition, unimplemented instructions

trap to certain vector locations protecting sys-
tem integrity, allowing the user to construct his
own macro instructions and providing Motoro-
la with the capability of adding additional in-
structions. All M6800 peripherals will work
with the MC68000, thus providing a full set of
design support chips.
. Remember that 16-bitMPUs are very power-

ful, fast, typically easier to program than eight-
bit processors, while allowing the user to access
great amounts of memory.

Jack W. Browne, Jr.
Microprocessor Applications Engineer

Steve Sparks
Manager

Microprocessor Marketing and
Systems Applications

Motorola, Inc.
Austin, TX

Rules of the Game

Don Lancaster has so well expressed my feel-
ings in "Winning the Micro Game" (August
Microcomputing, p. 36) that Ihad to take the
time to say thanks. I am referring to the para-
graphs starting with "If it's old line, stomp on
it. "

However, as a senior staff programmer with
a large company, I have to work with the old-
line equipment, systems, people and problems.
I have been trying for three years to convince
my company to use micros. I have not been suc-
cessful.
The big question is, "How do you convince

the old line to take a step away from the IBM
truck and tryout the micro sportster?"

Richard Goldner
Miami,FL

Any way you look at it, there is a real mental
world. From pure theory all the way down into
structured schemes, it is every bit as real as the
physical one Don Lancaster is pointing to when
he suggests taking "a loo-watt light bulb and
shining light on the real world" ("Winning the
Micro Game," August Microcomputing, p.
36).
Don't misunderstand. I know it's a figure of

speech, and I don't criticize Mr. Lancaster's
statement. He has taught me (through his pub-
lications) more real-world engineering than any
university has. All I'm griping about is syntax;
any good programmer knows that mental is
every bit as real. As our language continues to
take shape, full of new terms and usages, let's
tell it like it is!

Dave Doody
Avalon, CA

A Good Diary

I wish to compliment you, and particularly
AI Prentice, for the excellence of the article
"File Sorting Program and Its Diary" (June
and July Microcomputing).
I am a regular reader of your magazine and

found this to be the best article I have read in
Microcomputing and, for that matter, in any
other computer magazine. The article was par-
ticularly informative for me, a recent newcom-
er to programming, since Icould learn effective
procedure. I hope you will have some similar
articles in the future.

Harry G. Schaefer
Calgary, Alberta

With some commercial software requiring
hours and hours to sort a couple of thousand
records, this is an aspect of programming that
needs more exploration ... and articles.
-Editors.

Software Pirates

As president of the Philadelphia Apple Club
and partner in Progressive Software, Iwould
like to express my views on piracy of copy-
righted software. The official policy of my club
is that no copyrighted software be traded be-
tween any members or any other club. It is the
feeling of myself and my club that any piracy is
counter-productive, since many authors work
countless hours in developing these programs.
As for my company, we are sure we have lost

thousands of dollars in sales because of piracy.
Any piracy by anyone hurts us all, regardless of
the type of micro we use.

If you have need for a program that you
think will be of use to you in one way or an-
other, buy it, since this gives other authors the
incentive to produce high-quality material at
competitive prices. We.would all benefit.

Neil D. Lipson
Progressive Software

Plymouth Meeting, PA

Whenever Iwrite a software review, I invari-
ably receive letters from readers asking if I am
willing to trade a copy of the program involved
for a copy of something that they have. I al-
ways write back to them and make my position
very clear: Selling, trading or giving away
copies of copyrighted software is illegal and is
the same as stealing money out of the pockets
of the author and vendor of that software! Per-
haps I feel very strongly about this because I

earn a small income from software that I have
created from time to time.

I also find it impossible to answer requests
for information from readers who do not send
a stamped self-addressed envelope. The cost is
one reason, but the convenience of having an
envelope already addressed is helpful in getting
through a large stack of correspondence. I
make this point not only for myself, but also
for all authors, and because I want anyone who
has written to me for advice and not received it
to know Why. I do answer all other correspon-
dence.

Rod Hallen
Washington, DC

Name-Calling

I am in total agreement with your views on
the phrase "personal computers" as expressed
in your last dealer newsletter (Microcomputing
Industry Newsletter, June 1980). However, I
would carry it one step further-instead of a
funeral for the phrase, let's have a cremation!

I was recently low bidder on a water-billing
system for a local village. Then a representative
from Infernal Big Mother (the only other bid-
der) went to the village board armed with some
computer magazine. He showed Apple II ads
using the obnoxious phrase and stated "do you
want a personal computer or a real computer to
do your water bills?" He also pointed out vari-
ous game programs (naturally, omitting the ads
offering business and professional programs)
and convinced the board that what we had pro-
posed would not work. As a result, the village
now has a system that will process their water
bills, and probably most of Chicago's water
bills as well.
Let's call them microcomputers Or desktop

computers and rid ourselves of the quasi-com-
puter image of "home" or "personal" com-
puters.

E.C. Martin
President

Illinois Computer Mart, Inc.
Carbondale, IL

Let's call them microcomputers, because that's
what they are. The use of other terms is not
helpful. -Editors.

Law and Reorder

My wife and I are both hams, WB6IUN and
WB6HJW, so it's appropriate that we stock
your publications at our newsstand. Before
moving to Oregon and starting our store just
over a year ago, I was a police detective in Santa
Maria, CA, and it was I who investigated and
put a stop to the defunct DataSync Corp. that
was written up in Kilobaud Microcomputing.
Never thought back then that I'd someday be
sellingMicrocomputing.

Ernie Kapphahn
Capitol News Center

Salem, OR



LOOKING FOR
ODE AND
BUSINESS SOFTWARE?
WE HAVE HUNDREDS
OF QUALITY BUSINESS
PROGRAMS IN STOCK!
AT PRICES YOU CAN

AFFORD.
<WHERE YOUR TRS-80* MEA S BUS ESS>

For the first time you can fillmost of your software needs with one telephone call. Whether you are
trying to find a specific program I custom software or just help with your system-give us a call.
Invoicing. Inventory Control. Accounts Payable. Accounts Receivable. Payroll. General
Ledger. Letter Writer. Word Processing. Mailing. Manufacturing Inventory. Cost Account-
ing • SalesReporting • Stock Market. Business Statistics. Statistical Analysis. Data Base
Systems. Medical Billing. Dental Billing. Special Industries. Advanced Accounting. Income
Tax. Language. Personal Finance. Technical Programs. Insurance. CPA. Law Office. Asset
Depreciation. Job Cost. Utility Programs. Educatfon • Games. Home Programs ~ Loans.
Credit Bureau. Electronics. Test Systems. Sports. Art. DOS Systems. BASIC lessons.
and much more! Send for our free catalog or give us a call today. We also do custom programs
as well as buy top quality programs.

We now sell.
Structured Systems Group. Graham Dorian • Magic Wand™
• Digital Research, Inc.• Osborne/McGraw Hill • Compiler

Systems • Software Mart Software

Software-Mart v' 322

24092 Pandora St • EI Toro CA 92630 • 24 Hour Service
In California Call (714) 768·7818 Call Toll Free 1 (800) 854·7115

OUR DESTADS ARE ~OT WRITTE~ - THEY'RE RU~~ING ON TRS-80'S
All Software Mart Programs are sold on an "as is" basis and with "All Faults" Prices and programs are subject to change without notice.

*TRS·80 is a trademark of the Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corporation. Magic Wand™ is a Trademark of Small Business Applications, Inc.
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Software Security
..
1;
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With a clever password in your BASIC program, you can thwart unauthorized access
-whether from industrial spies or nosy neighbors.

Walter K McCahan
PO Box 3314
Shiremanstown, PA 17011

NOw that minicomputers and microcom-
puters have entered the world of

business to stay, it is time to consider the
security aspects of these machines and
their related systems and programs.

The first breach of security occurs when
an unauthorized operator gains knowledge
that he has no right or need to know. This
could happen, for instance, during an unau-
thorized run of a program that contained
personnel records. Or perhaps an unauthor-
ized run of a budget program could reveal
confidential market strategies.

The second, and more serious, unauthor-
ized use of the computer results in direct
monetary gain by the unauthorized user. An
example of this is an operator who changes
a payroll program to adjust his own rate of
pay. Another example is an unauthorized
person writing himself a check against the
payroll or a check against accounts pay-
able.

When setting rules to prevent this first
kind of security violation, you should con-
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sider both the physical and software
aspects of security; the second kind of
violation is preventable mainly by security
measures built into the software.

A Byte of Prevention

Controlling the physical security of the
computer can be divided into four broad
classifications:
1. Controlling the entrance to the room in
which the computer is housed.
2. Protecting the medium upon which the
program is stored.
3. Protecting the medium upon which the
data is stored.
4. Controlling the forms upon which the out-
put is printed.

Maintaining control over who is allowed
to enter the room where the computer is
kept is usually a difficult task when minis or
micros are being used, since one of the
desirable features of these systems is ac-
cessibility. If the proper office layout can be
arranged, however, limiting access to the
computer room can be an effective deter-
rent to unauthorized use.

Controlling the media upon which the
programs and data are stored is also hardly
ever the optimum solution to computer
security. If this medium, which is most
often either tape, disks or cards, is stored at
a central point, only one person should

have access to the container. Otherwise,
every operator would have access to all of
the media. On the other hand, if each oper-
ator keeps his own medium in a secure
place, it will not be accessible to anyone
else if that operator does not show up for
work.

In large offices there is often a person ap-
pointed to keep all of this media under lock
and key. This person is usually not other-
wise associated with computer operations
and has the job of handing out the media to
each operator only on the basis of a pre-
determined access list.

If an unauthorized person is unable to
gain access to the important stock forms
used on the computer, it is difficult for him
to print fraudulent documents. For exam-
ple, if blank checks are not available, it is
certainly more difficult for someone to print
himself an unauthorized check.

The most effective, although not always
easiest, security is built into the software.
Since the preponderance of mini and micro-
computer software is written in BASIC, the
listings in this article are in BASIC,
although the concepts remain the same in
any language.

The underlying idea of building security
into software is to make the program abort
unless specific, prearranged information is
input upon request. This can be done in



several ways, as the listings in this article
will illustrate.

Listing 1 displays confidential payroll in-
formation and prints expense checks. It
contains no security provisions.

Adding a Simple Password

In order to protect the program from an
unauthorized run, you can adda few lines of
code near the start of the program to ask
the operator to enter a password. These
lines then compare the password to a
preprogrammed password. If these pass-
words do not match, the program is
aborted. To provide for this password in our
example program, add the following lines to
serve the functions indicated for each (see
Listing 2):
12-Initializes the predetermined pass-
word.
14-lnputs password by operator.
16- Compares passwords.
4000-Aborts program.

In this example the password is a com-
bination of the author's initials and post of-
fice box number - in reverse order. In
developing a password, you should re-
member that it has to be simple enough for
the authorized operator to remember, but
complex enough to be obscure to an unau-
thorized operator. You should avoid using
such obvious numbers as house numbers
and telephone numbers. Birth dates, bank
account number's and a spouse's initials
are more commonly used. Reversing the
order of one or more elements is also a com-
mon practice.

Hiding the Password

In a situation where the operator is sur-
rounded by employees or other curious
onlookers, it is desirable not to have the
password printed onto the screen as it is in-
put by the operator. Change line 14 to:
CLS: Print "ENTER SECURITY PASSWORD": GOSUB5000

and add the subroutine starting at line 5000
(Listing 3) to the end of Listing 2.

Line 14 requests the input of the pass-
word and sends the program to the input
subroutine. Lines 5000-5080 enter the
password, which will not appear on the
screen.

Using this method of matching pass-
words will prevent most casual operators
from running the program, but the more
knowledgeable operator will soon find that
most systems will run BASIC programs
from any point. The entire built-in software
security could be defeated if the program
were run starting with line 20.

Probably the best tactic to fill this securi-
ty gap is to put a matching statement at the
start of every program section. To accom-
plish this, add the following statement in
lines 75, 95, 155, 165 and 3005, which will
cause the program to abort if passwords

10 ' ** EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT DATA
20 DATA 22000,29000,32000
30 DATA 22000,29000,32000
40 DATA 5762,6868,6411
50 READ Nl$(I) ,N2$(I) ,N3$(I)
60 READ Al,A2,A3
70 READ El,E2,E3
80 CLS:INPUT"ENTER EMPLOYEES NAME";EN$
90 CLS:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"NAME - ";EN$
100 IFEN$;"JAMES SMITH" THEN PRINT"ANNUAL SALARY - ";Al
110 IFEN$;"JAMES SMITH" PRINT"LAST YEARS EXPENSE ACCT -";El
120 IFEN$;"ROBERT GREEN" PRINT"ANNUAL SALARY - ";A2
130 IFEN$;"ROBERT GREEN" PRINT"LAST YEARS EXPENSE ACCT -";E2
140 IFEN$;"WILLIAM BLACK" PRINT"ANNUAL SALARY -";A3
150 IF EN$;"WILLIAM BLACK" PRINT"LAST YEARS EXPENSE ACCT -";

E3
160 PRINT: INPUT"ENTER AMOUNT OF CURRENT EXPENSE ACCOUNT TO B

E REIMBURSED";C
170 GOSUB 3000
180 GOTO 80
3000 CLS:PRINT"THIS SUBROUTINE WOULD NORMALLY PRINT THE REIM

BURSEMENT C.HECK"
3010 PRINT:PRINT:INPUT"

"iX
3020 RETURN

**

TO PROCEED PRESS ENTER

Listing 1.

EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT DATA ****10 '
12 P$;"MKW4133"
14 CLS: INPUT"ENTER SECURITY PASSWORD" ;PW$
16 IF P$<>PW$GOTO 4000
20 DATA 22000,29000,32000
30 DATA 22000,29000,32000
40 DATA 5762,6868,6411
50 READ Nl$(I) ,N2$(I) ,N3$(I)
60 READ Al,A2,A3
70 READ El,E2,E3
80 CLS:INPUT"ENTER EMPLOYEES NAME";EN$
90 CLS:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"NAME - ";EN$
100 IFEN$;"JAMES SMITH" THEN PRINT"ANNUAL SALARY - ";Al
110 IFEN$;"JAMES SMITH" PRINT"LAST YEARS EXPENSE ACCT -" ;El
120 IFEN$;"ROBERT GREEN" PRINT"ANNUAL SALARY - ";A2
f30 IFEN$;"ROBERT GREEN" PRINT"LAST YEARS EXPENSE ACCT -"; E2
140 IFEN$;"WILLIAM BLACK" PRINT"ANNUAL SALARY -";A3
150 IF EN$;"WILLIAM BLACK" PRINT"LAST YEARS EXPENSE ACCT -";

E3
160 PRINT:INPUT"ENTER AMOUNT OF CURRENT EXPENSE ACCOUNT TO B

E REIMBURSED";C
170 GOSUB 3000
180 GOTO 80
3000 CLS:PRINT"THIS SUBROUTINE WOULD NORMALLY PRINT THE REIM

BURSEMENT CHECK"
3010 PRINT:PRINT:INPUT" TO PROCEED PRESS ENTER

n ;X
3020 RETURN
4000 CLS:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"

VIOLATION - PROGRAM ABORTED"
4010 GOTO 4010

SECURITY

Listing 2.

are not matched:
75 IFP$<>PW$ORP$ = ....GOT04000

If an authorized user is familiar with the
programming aspects of BASIC as well as
the operation of the computer, he will un-
doubtedly not be stymied by this software
security. His next move would be to list the
program and "pick out" the password by
looking at line 12.To make this job ultimate-
ly more difficult, there are several methods
of hiding the password.

The first method is by using variables,
scattered throughout the program, that rep-
resent the letters and numbers that make
up the password (see Listing 4).

To hide the password from an operator
who is familiar with programming, an even
more drastic measure must be taken:
assign each variable with a coded char-
acter. This is accomplished by assigning
the variable the ASCII equivalent of the let-

ter or number to be assiqned by the use of
the CHR$ statement.

For example, consider line 162:

162 W1$ = "M":IFP$ = ''''GOT061

Since the ASCII equivalent of M is 77,
change line 162 to:

162 W1$ =CHR$(77):IFP$ = ""GOT061

Using this method, make the following
changes to Listing 4:

5000 Pl$;INKEY$:IFPl$;""GOT05000
5010 P2$;INKEY$: IFP2$;" "GOT05010
5020 P3$;INKEY$:IFP3$;""GOT05020
5030 P4$;INKEY$:IFP4$;""GOT05030
5040 P5$;INKEY$:IFP5$;""GOT05040
5050 P6$;INKEY$:IFP6$;""GOT05050
5060 P7$;INKEY$:IFP7$;""GOT05060
5070 PW$;Pl$+P2$+P3$+P4$+P5$+P6$+P7$
5080 RETURN

Listing 3.
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61 W2$ = CHR$(75):IFP$= ''''GOT097
97 W3$=CHR$(87):IFP$= ""GOTOI90
190W4$= CHR$(52):W5$= CHR$(49):IFP$= ""GOT035
35 W6$ = CHR$(51):IFP$= ""GOTOI3

The final revised program (Listing 5) would
take even an advanced programmer consid-
erable time to decode. The security meth-

ods in this article are designed to deter the
casual and semi-sophisticated unauthor-
ized operator; they will probably not stop a
knowledgeable operator-programmer, only
slow him down and make his work harder.
When developing an overall security

system, remember that ease of operation is
one of the best features that minis and
micros have going for them, so any security
system has to balance this ease of opera-
tion against ease of committing a fraudu-
lent operation .•

10 ' ** EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT DATA **
12 GOT0162
13 P$=Wl$+W2$+W3$+W4$+W5$+W6$+W6$
14 CLS:PRINT"ENTER SECURITY PASSWORD" :GOSUB5000
16 IF p$<>PW$GOTO 4000 "
20 DATA 22000,29000,32000
30 DATA 22000,290"00,32000
35 W6$="3":IFP$=""GOTOI3
40 DATA 5762,6868,6411
50 READ Nl$(I) ,N2$(I) ,N3$(I)
60 READ Al,A2,A3
61 W2$="K": IFP$=''''GOT097
70 READ El,E2,E3
75 IFP$<>PW$ORP$=""GOT04000
80 CLS: INPUT"ENTER EMPLOYEES NAME" ;EN$
90 CLS:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"NAME - ";EN$
95 IFP$<>PW$ORP$=""GOT04000
97 W3$="W":IFP$=""GOTOI90
100 IFEN$="JAMES SMITH" THEN PRINT"ANNUAL SALARY - ";Al
110 IFEN$="JAMES SMITH" PRINT"LAST YEARS EXPENSE ACCT -" ;El
120 IFEN$="ROBERT GREEN" PRINT"ANNUAL SALARY - ";A2
130 IFEN$="ROBERT GREEN" PRINT"LAST YEARS EXPENSE ACCT -";E2
140 IFEN$="WILLIAM BLACK" PRINT"ANNUAL SALARY -";A3
150 IF EN$="WILLIAM BLACK" PRINT"LAST YEARS EXPENSE ACCT -";

E3
155 IFP$<>PW$ORP$=""GOT04000
160 PRINT:INPUT"ENTER AMOUNT OF CURRENT EXPENSE ACCOUNT TO B

E REIMBURSED";C
162 Wl$="M":IFP$=""GOT061
165 IFP$<>PW$ORP$=""GOT04000
170 GOSUB 3000
180 GOTO 80
190 W4$="4 II :W5$="11l: IFP$=""GOT035
3000 CLS:PRINT"THIS SUBROUTINE WOULD NORMALLY PRINT THE REIM

BURSEMENT CHECK"
3005 IFP$<>PW$ORP$=""GOT04000
3010 PRINT:PRINT:INPUT" TO PROCEED PRESS ENTER

II r X
3020 RETURN
4000 CLS:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"

VIOLATION - PROGRAM ABORTED"
4010 GOTO 4010
5000 Pl$=INKEY$:IFPl$=""GOT05000
5010 P2$=INKEY$:IFP2$=""GOT05010
5020 P3$=INKEY$:IFP3$=""GOT05020
5030 P4$=INKEY$:IFP4$=""GOT05030
5040 P5$=INKEY$:IFP5$=""GOT05040
5050 P6$=INKEY$:IFP6$=""GOT05050
5060 P7$=INKEY$:IFP7$=""GOT05060
5070 PW$=Pl$+P2$+P3$+P4$+P5$+P6$+P7$
5080 RETURN

Listing 4.

SECURITY

** EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT DATA **10 '
12 GOTo162
13 P$=Wl$+W2$+W3$+W4$+W5$+W6$+W6$
14 CLS:PRINT"ENTER SECURITY PASSWORD":GOSUB5000
16 IF P$<>PW$GOTO 4000
20 DATA 22000,29000,32000
30 DATA 22000,29000,32000
35 W6$=CHR$(51) :IFP$=""GOT013
40 DATA 5762,6868,6411
50 READ Nl$ (I) ,N2$ (I) ,N3$ (I)
60 READ Al,A2,A3
61 W2$=CHR$(75) :IFP$=""GOT097
70 READ El,E2,E3
75 IFP$<>PW$ORP$=""GOT04000
80 CLS:INPUT"ENTER EMPLOYEES NAME";EN$
90 CLS:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"NAME - ";EN$
95 IFP$<>PW$ORP$=""GOT04000
97 W3$=CHR$(87) :IFP$=""GOTOI90
100 IFEN$="JAMES SMITH" THEN PRINT"ANNUAL SALARY - ";Al
110 IFEN$="JAMES SMITH" PRINT"LAST YEARS EXPENSE ACCT -" ;El
120 IFEN$="ROBERT GREEN" PRINT"ANNUAL SALARY - ";A2
130 IFEN$="ROBERT GREEN" PRINT"LAST YEARS EXPENSE ACCT -";E2
140 IFEN$="WILLIAM BLACK" PRINT"ANNUAL SALARY -" ;A3
150 IF EN$="WILLIAM BLACK" PRINT"LAST YEARS EXPENSE ACCT -";

E3
155 IFP$<>PW$ORP$=""GOT04000
160 PRINT:INPUT"ENTER AMOUNT OF CURRENT EXPENSE ACCOUNT TO B

E REIMBURSED";C
162 Wl$=CHR$ (77) :IFP$=""GOT061
165 IFP$<>PW$ORP$=""GOT04000
17 0 GOSUB 3000
180 GOTO 80
190 W4$=CHR$ (52) :W5$=CHR$ (49) :IFP$=""GOT035
3000 CLS:PRINT"THIS SUBROUTINE WOULD NORMALLY PRINT THE REIM

BURSEMENT CHECK"
3005 IFP$<>PW$ORP$=""GOT040"00
3010 PRINT:PRINT:INPUT"

";X
3020 RETURN
4000 CLS:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"

VIOLATION - PROGRAM ABORTED"
4010 GOTO 4010
5000 P1$=INKEY$:IFPl$=""GOT05000
5010 P2$=INKEY$:IFP2$=""GOT05010
5020 P3$=INKEY$:IFP3$=""GOT05020
5030 P4$=INKEY$:IFP4$=""GOT05030
5040 P5$=INKEY$:IFP5$=""GOT05040
5050 P6$=INKEY$:IFP6$=""GOT05050
5060 P7$=INKEY$:IFP7$=""GOT05060
5070 PW$=Pl$+P2$+P3$+P4$+P5$+P6$+P7$
5080 RETURN

TO PROCEED PRESS ENTER

SECURITY

Listing 5.

PETTWO·WAY RS·232 and PARALLEL OUTPUT INTERFACE

~~~

~-~~

specially printed
Selectable reversal of upper and lower case
PET IEEE connector for daisy chaining
Addressable - works with other devices

Special Features for the serial interface include:
Baud rate selectable from 75 to 9600
Half or full duplex
32 character buffer
X·ON, X·OFF automatically sent
Selectable carriage return delay

Special Features for the parallel interface include:
Data strobe - either polarity
Device ready· either polarity
Centronics compatible

SADI . The microprocessor based serial and parallel
interface for the Commodore PET. SADI allows you to
connect your PET to parallel and serial printers,
CRT's, modems, acoustic couplers, hard copy terrnl-
nals and other computers. The serial and parallel
ports are independent allowing the PET to communi-
cate with both peripheral devices simultaneously or
one at a time. In addition, the RS·232 device can corn-
municate with the parallel device.

Special Features for the PET interface include:
Conversion to true ASCII both in and out
Cursor controls and function characters

Complete with power supply, PET IEEE cable, RS-232
connector, parallel port connector and case. Assembled
and tested. SADla (11OVAC) $295 SADie (230VAC) $325l!lriT3' Connecticut ~''''! I " microComputer,lnc.

!1~ 34 Del Mac Drive. Brookfield CT 06804
-- - ~ 203 775-4505 TWX. 710456-0052

VISA AND M/C ACCEPTED-SEND ACCOUNT NUMBER, ExpiRATION DATE
AND SIGN ORDER. ADD $3 PER ORDER FOR SHIPPING & HANDLlNG-
FOREIGN ORDERS ADD 10% FOR AIR POSTAGE.

Mentfon this magazine with your order and deduct 2%.
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The first personal computer
for under $200. ~

The Sinclair ZX80.
A complete computer-
only $199.95 plus $5.00 shipping.

Now, for just $199.95, you can get a
complete, powerful, full-function computer,
matching or surpassing other personal
computers costing several times more.

It's the Sinclair ZX80, the computer that
independent tests prove is faster than all
previous personal computers. The compu-
ter that "Personal Computer World" gave
5 stars for 'excellent value.'

The ZX80 cuts away computer jargon
and mystique. It takes you straight into
BASIC, the most COII1Il)on,easy-to-use
computer language.

You simply take it out of the box, con-
nect it to your TV, and turn it on. And if
you want, you can use an ordinary cassette
recorder to store programs. With the man-
ual in your hand, you'll be running programs
in an hour. Within a week, you'll be writing
complex programs with confidence.

All for under $200.
Sophisticated design makes the
ZX80 easy to learn, easy to use.

We've packed the conventional computer
onto fewer, more powerful LSI chips-
including the Z80A microprocessor, the
faster version of the famous Z80. This
makes the ZX80 the world's first truly port-
able computer (6%" x 8%" x 1V2" and a mere
l2 oz.). The ZX80 also features a touch
sensitive, wipe-clean keyboard and a
32-character by 24-line display.

Yet, with all this power, the ZX80 is easy
to use, even for beginners.

Yourcourse in computing.
The ZX80 comes complete with its own

l28-page guide to computing. The manual
is perfect for both novice and expert. For
every chapter of theory, there's a chapter
of practice. So you learn by doing - not just
by reading. It makes learning easy, exciting
and enjoyable.
The ZX80's advanced design
features.

Sinclair's 4K integer BASIC has perform-
ance features you'd expect only on much
larger and more expensive computers.
These include:
• Unique 'one touch' entry. Key words

(RUN, PRINT, LIST, etc.) have their own
single-key entry and are stored as a single
character to reduce typing and save
memory space.

• Automatic error detection. A cursor
identifies errors immediately to prevent

entering
programs with faults.

• Powerful text editing facilities.
• Also programmable in machine code.
• Excellent string handling capability-up

to 26 string variables of any length.
• Graphics, with 22 standard symbols.
• Built-in random number generator for

games and simulations.
Sinclair's BASIC places no arbitrary re-

strictions on you-with many other flexible
features, such as variable names of any
length.

And the computer that can do so much
for you now will do even more in the fu-
ture. Options will include expansion of 1K
user memory to 16K, a plug-in 8K floating-
point BASIC chip, applications software,
and other peripherals.
Order your ZX80 now!

The ZX80 is available only by mail from
Sinclair, a leading manufacturer of consumer
electronics worldwide. We've already sold
tens of thousands of units in Europe, so
demand will be great.

To order by mail, use the coupon below.
But for fastest delivery, order by phone
and charge to your Master Charge or VISA.
The ZX80 is backed by a 30-day money-
back guarantee, a 90-day limited warranty
with a national service-by-mail facility, and
extended service contracts are available for
a minimal charge.

Price includes TV and cassette connectors,
AC adaptor, and 128·page manual.

All you need to use your ZX80 is a standard TV
(color or black and white). The ZX80 comes complete
with connectors that easily hook up to the antenna
terminals of your TV. Also included is a connector for
a portable cassette recorder, if you choose to store
programs. (You use an ordinary blank cassette.)

The ZX80 is a family learning aid. Children 10 and
above will quickly understand the principles of
computing-and have fun learning.

Phone orders only: (203)265-9171.We'll
refund the cost ofyour call.
Information: General and technical-(617)
367-1988,367-1909,367-1898,367-2555.
Phones open Monday-Friday from 8AM to
8PMEST.

~·In"-Ial·rSinclair Research Ltd., 475 Main St.,iiiiiiiiiiiI..... P.O. Box 3027, Wallingford, CT 06492.r----------------i
I To: Sinclair Research Ltd., 475 Main St., P.O. Box 3027, Wallingford, CT 06492. I

Please send me ZX80personal computer(s) at $199.95*each (US dollars), plus $5

I shipping. (YourZX80may be tax deductible.) I
I enclose a check/money order payable to SinclairResearch Ltd. for $ _

I Name I
I Address I
I City State Zip I

Occupation: Age: _

I Intended use ofZX80: I
I Have you ever used a computer? 0Yes0No. KM·ll-O I
L

DOyou own another personal computer? 0 Yes0 No. "For Conn. deliveries, add sales tax. I
________________ -.J
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No 17 DWHITESMITHS C COMPILER- The ultimate o NEVADA COBOL-Subset of ANSI-74. Fea-
• © in systems software tools. Produces faster @ tures fast compilation and execution with small

® code than a pseudo-code Pascal with more object modules. Has extended arithmetic with
extensive facilities. Conforms to the full UNIX* J 18 digit accuracy. Extended 110 includes ran-

S fl -Ih Version 7 C language, described by Kernighan dam access files and sequential files of both

O ware WI and Ritchie, and makes available over 75 func-~ fixed and variable length records, and interac-
tions for performing 110, string manipulation live accept/display verbs. Good error mes-
and storage allocation. linkable to Microsoft sages and debugging facilities enhance pro-
REL files. Requires 60K CP/M .$630/$30 gram development. Requires a 32K CP/M
MICROSOFT system $149/$25

full support DBASIC-BO-Disk Extended BASIC, ANSI EIDOSSYSTEMS

~ ~H~eE~W~~D~i~~ail~~~, ~~~~~r~e'e~~t~~ji~0 KBASIC- Microsoft Disk Extended BASIC
records. MBASle version 4.51 also included on CDversion 4.51 integrated with KISS Multi-Keyed
disk. .$325/$25 Index Sequential and Direct Access file man-

agement as 9 additional BASIC commands.

P h " ftwore l " t th 0 BASIC COMPILER-Language compatible KISS included as reJocatablemodules linkableurc aSlng our so are ISJUS e <DwithBASIC-BOand3-10timesfasterexecution. to FORTRAN-80, COBOL-80, and BASIC
® Produces standard Microsoft relocatable bi- COMPILER. Specify CP/M version 1.4 or 2.xbeg inning"Wethen back it up with ~~v~~¥tRI~~u~e~ ~~c~g-~%tl~oolin~~~I~ when ordering. Requires 48K CP/M $5B5/$45

To licensed users of Microsoft BASIC-80

f "I rt modules .. $350/$25 (MBASIC) .$435/$45pro esslona suppo : o FORTRAN-BO-ANSI 66 (except for COM-

S © PLEX) plus many extensions. Includes relocat-• Subscription to "LIFELINE "for automatic @ableobjectcompiler, linking loader, library with
manager. Also includes MACRO-SO (seenotifications of revisions!. Update service for below). .$425/$25

ttw d d t t" I• li I h 0 COBOL-80- Level t ANSI 74 standard plusSO are an ocumen a Ion" e ep one <Dmost of Level 2. Full sequential, relative, and

Hotline!. Overseassoftware export service! ~@~~!~~f~lfii~~e;~gf;~;~f~:~a~t~~a~~e~~\~~~~~.l with ACCEPT and DISPLAY verbs. Program
r: . 'f}!J r- A1fh j[ tv' segmentation for execution of programs largere~I~~:~~~!~.!~::~~a~;:~Ui,eCP/M, q~ Cr/11 Ii}. than memory and CHAINcommand withpa-

rameter passing. Full support of CP/M versionA~ /Il4L().I So,,,,,, / 2 files. Includes MACRO-80 (see above), link-
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DDISILOG-As DISTEL to Zilog/Mostek DMACRO-80-8080/Z80 Macro Assembler.
@mnemonicfiles. . .. $65/$10 <DIntel and Zil09 mnemonics supported. Relocat-
® @ able linkable output. Loader, library Manager
o SMAL/BO Structured Macro Assembler and Cross Reference List utilities
® Language- Package of powerful general included. .$149/$15

purpose text macro processor and SMAL 0 XMACRO-86- 8086 cross assembler. All
structured language compiler. SMAL is an as- <DMacro and utility features of MACRO-aD pack-
sembler language with IF-THEN-ElSE, age. Mnemonics slightly modified from Intel
LOOP-REPEAT-WHILE, DO-END, BEGIN- ASM86. Compatibility data sheet
END constructs $75/$15 available. . .. $275/$25

DEDIT-SO - Very fast random access text editor
© for text with or without line numbers. Global and

intra-line commands supported. File compare
utility included. . ..... $89/$15

o MP/M-Installed for single density MDS-800.
Multi-processing derivative of the CP/M op-
erating system. Manual includes CP/M2
documentation .... $300/$50

o MAC - 8080 Macro assembler. Full Intel macro
® definitions. Pseudo Ops include RPC, IRP,

REPT, TITLE, PAGE, and MACLIS. Produces
absolute hex output plus symbol table file for
use by SID and ZSID (see below) .. $120/$15

o SID-8080 Symbolic debugger. Full trace,
® pass count and breakpoint program testing.

Has backtrace and histogram utilities. When
used with MAC, provides full symbolic display of
memory labels' and equated values .$105/$15

DZSID-Z80 Symbolic debugger with all fea-
® tures of SID $130/$15
®
o TEX- Text output formatter to create paginat-
® ed, page-numbered and justified copy. Output

can be directed to printer or disk ... $105/$15
o DESPOOL- Utility program to permit sirnulta-
® neous printing from text files while' executing 0 STANDARD CIS COBOL-ANSI '74 COBOL

• o.th.er.p.rog.ra.m.s•••••••. '';'''';...;!!O~$~OI <Dstandard compiler fully validated by U.S. Navyo XASM-6S- Non-macro cross-assembler with tests to ANSI level 1. Supports many features to
nested conditionals and full range of pseudo 0 tiny C-Interactive interpretive system for level 2 including dynamic loading of COBOL
operations. Assembles from standard Motorola ® teaching structured programming techniques. modules and a full ISAM file facility. Also, pro-
MC6800 mnemonics to Intel hex ... $200/$25 Manual includes full source listings .$105/$50 gram segmentation, interactive debug and

o XASM-65-As XASM-6a for MOS Technology 0 BDS C COMPILER _ Supports structures, powerful interactive extensions to support pro-
MCS-6500 series mnemonics .$200/$25 ® unions, 2 dimensional arrays, pointers, recur- tected and unprotected CRT screen formatting

o XASM-4S-As XASM-68 for Intel MCS-48 and <D sion and overlays. Features optimized code !~~~in~?BOL programs used with $~5gyS~~
UPI-41 families .. .. .. . .$200/$25 J:\~generator, variable sized buffers for file 110, and

o XASM-18-As XASM-68 for ReA 1802 ~;?I~gc~~il~~ct~~~~~~~a~~~~~~tgop~~d~nC~~?n~~ ~ ~g:~Cu~~ ~~~~ri~~~~r~nrO~~~~~in~~~f~~i~
. . . . .. .$200/$25 ~ able modules with MAC (see under Digital Re- COBOL programs. Automatically creates a

search). Floating point functions, full run-time query and update program of indexed files
o DISTEL- Disk based disassembler to Intel package and machine code library sources using CRT protected and unprotected screen

8080 or TDl/Xitan Z80 source code, listing and provided. Linker, library manager and textbook formats. No programming experience needed.
cross reference files, Intel orTDLlXitan pseudo included. Compiler lacks initializers. statics, Output program directly compiled by STAN-
ops optional. Runs on 8080. .$65/$10 floats and longs. . $145/$25 DARD CIS COBOL. . .$200/$20

Lifeboat Associates, 1651Third Avenue, NY, NY 10028(212) 860·0300 Telex:220501
Neu in der Schweiz Lifeboat Associates GmbH, Aegeristr. 35, 6340 Baar Telefon 042/312931

o CP/M" FLOPPY DISK OPERATING SYS-
TEM-Digital Research's operating system
configured for many popular micro-computers
and disk systems:
System Version Price

I/~ AP~~~trard~'withZ80' . z.x . .349125 0
IV' Microsoft BASIC version 5

with high resolution
graphics

North Star Single Density
North Star Double/Quad
Durango F-85.
iCOM Micro-Disk 2411
iCOM 3712 for MITS

88-2S10 Console 1.4. . .170125 "
iCOM 3712 for

3P+S/MITS SIO
Rev non-zero console 1.4 .... 170/25 *

iCOM 3812 .. 1.4 .. 170/25"
Mits 3202/ Altair 8800 . 1.4 145/25
Heath H8 + H17 t.4 145/25 @
Heath H89 .. 1.4 145/25 @
Heath H89 by Magnolia .... 2.x .. 300/25 0
Ohio Scientific C3 . 2.x .. 200/25
Onyx C8001 Standard 2.x 250/25
Onyx C8001 Enhanced 2.x 330/25 0 PUNK" - Two pass disk-to-disk linkage edi-
TRS-80 Modell. ..1.4 145/25 ® ® tor/loader which can produce re-entrant,
TRS-80 Model II 2.x. .170/25 01 ROMabie code. Can link programs that are
TRS-80 Model II + Corvus. z.x .250/25 ~ larger than available memory for execution
Processor Technology targeted on another machine. Full library

Hellos II . . 1.4 145/25 capabilities. Input can be PSA Relocatable Bi-
Intel MDS Single Density. 2.x.. .170/25 nary Module, TDl Object Module or Microsoft
Intel MDS Double Density .. 2.x 170/25 REL files. Output can be a COM file, Intel hex
Micropolis Mod I . 2.x 200/25 ® file, TDL Object Module or PSA Relocatable
Micropolis Mod II . 2.x .. 200/25 ® file. . $129/$25
M~teks MDX STD ** 0 BUG* and /1BUG* _ Z80 interactive machine

.us y~tem 2.x 350/25 ® level debugging tools for program develop-
The following. configurations are scheduled for ment. aUG has full symbolic trace and interac-
release soon. _.•1' tive assembly (mnemonics compatible with
North Star Double/Quad •.!Q.JII PASM). Dynamic breakpoints and conditional

-: Co~vus. .' 2.x .250/25 1'4 traps while tracing (even through ROM!). j..LBUG
~hlo SCientific C3-C 2.x 250125 * ts a subset of BUG and is used in memory

:gg~~~~~!Perte,o 0300"0" .. ~.~ ..• m~~~"+ limited situations .$129/$25

.. 2.x .... 170125
z.x .170/25
2.x .170125

..... 1.4 .... 145/25
PHOENIX SOFTWARE ASSOCIATES

o PASM"-Z80 macro assembler, Intel/TDL
® mnemonics. Generates Intel hex format or re-

locatable code in either TDl Object Module
format or PSA Relocatable Binary Module for-
mat. Supports text insertion, conditional
branching within macros, recursive macro calls
and parameter passing. .$129/$25

DEDIT - Character oriented text file editor. In-
® eludes macro definition capabilities. Handles

insertion, deletion, searching, block move, etc.
for files of any length. Does not require a
CRT . . .$129/$25

Software ccnsisv of the operating system, text
editor, assembler, debugger and other utilities
for file management and system maintenance.
Complete set of Digital Research's documen-
tation and additional implementation notes in-
cluded. Systems marked * and ** include firm-
ware on 2708 and 2716. Systems marked + in-
clude 5440 media charge. Systems marked
® require the special ® versions of soft-
ware in this catalog. <> includes hardware ad-
dition to allow our standard versions of
software to run unrler it.

o Z80 DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE- Consists
@of: (1) disk file line editor, with global inter and
@ intra-line facilities; (2) zao relocating assem-

bler, Zilog/Mostek mnemonics, conditional as-
sembly and cross reference table capabilities;
(3) linking loader producing absolute Intel hex
disk file .$95/$20o ZDT - zao Monitor Debugger to break and

® examine registers with standard Zilog/
® Mostek mnemonic disassembly displays. $35

when ordered with zao Development
Package .. $50/$10

DIGITAL RESEARCH

AVOCET SYSTEMS

o PASCAL/M* - Compiles enhanced Standard
® Pascal to compressed efficient Pcode. Totally

CP/M compatible. Random access files. Both
16 and 32-bit Integers. Runtime error recovery.
Convenient STRINGs. OTHERWISE clause on
CASE. Comprehensive manual (90 pp. inde-
xed). SEGMENT provides overlay structure.
INPORT, OUTPORT and untyped files for arbi-
trary 110. Requires 56K CP/M. Specify 1) 8080
CP/M, 2) Z80 CP/M, or 3) Cromemco
COOS. .$175/$20

o PASCAL/Z - Z80 native code PASCAL com-
<D piler. Produces optimized, ROM able re-entrant
® code. All interfacing to CP/M is through the

support library. The package includes compiler,
relocating assembler and linker, and source
for all library modules. Variant records, strings
and direct 110 are supported. Requires 56K
CP/M $395/$25

El PASCAL/MT - Subset of standard PASCAL.
@ Generates ROM able 8080 machine code.
® Symbolic debugger included. Supports inter-

rupt procedures, CP/M file I/O and assembly
language interface. Real variables can be BCD,
software floating point, or AMD 9511 hardware
floating point. Includes strings enumerations
and record data types. Manual explains BASIC-
PASCAL conversion. Requires 32K .$250/$30

o APL/VSO- Concise and powerful language for
® application software development. Complex

programming problems are reduced to simple
expressions in APl. Features inelude up to 27K
active workspace, shared variables, arrays of
up to a dimensions, disk workspace and copy
object library. The system also supports auxil-
iary processors for interfacing 110 ports. Re-
quires 48K CP/M and serial APL printing termi-
nal or CRT $500/$30

o ALGOL-60- Powerful block-structured lan-
® guage compiler featuring economical run-time
@ dynamic allocation of memory. Very compact

(24K total RAM) system implementing almost
all Algol 60 report features plus many powerful
extensions including string handling direct disk
address 110 etc. . $199/$20

DCBASIC-2 Disk Extended BASIC- Non-
@ interactive BASIC with pseudo-code compiler

and run-time interpreter. Supports full file con-
trol, chaining, integer and extended precision
variables, etc. Versions of CRUN for CP/M ver-
sions 1.4 and 2.x included on disk .. $120/$15

MICRO FOCUS

o XYBASIC Interactive Process Control
BASIC- Full disk BASIC features plus unique
commands to handle byte rotate and shift and
to test and set bits. Available in several ver-
sions:
Integer ROM squared .. $350/$25
Integer CP/M .. $350/$25
Extended ROM squared .$450/$25
Extended CP/M $450/$25
Extended Disk CP/M. . .$550/$25
Integer CP/M Run Time Compiler .. $350/$25
Extended CP/M Run Time Compiler$450/$25

o RECLA1M- A utility to validate media under
CP/M. Program tests a diskette or hard disk
surface for errors, reserving the imperfections
in invisible files, and permitting continued
usage of the remainder. Essential for any hard
disk. Requires CP/M version 2. . .... $SO/$5

DBASIC UTILITY DISK-Consists of: (1)
@CRUNCH-14- Compacting utility to reduce

the size and increase the speed of programs in
Microsoft BASIC 4.51, BASIC-80 and TRS-80
BASIC. (2) DPFUN - Double precision subrou-
tines for computing nineteen transcendental
functions including square root, natural log, log
base 10, sine, arc sine, hyperbolic sine, hyper-
bolic arc sine, etc. Furnished in source on dis-
kette and documentation . .$50/$35

o STRING/SO-Character string handling plus
routines for direct CP/M BOOS calls from
FORTRAN and other compatible Microsoft lan-
guages. The utility library contains routines that
enable programs to chain to a COM file, retrieve
command line parameters and search file direc-
tories with full wild card facilities. Supplied as
linkable modules in Microsoft format. $95/520

o STRING/SO source code available
separately- . .$295/NA

o THE STRING BIT-FORTRAN character
@string handling. Routines to find, fill, pack,

move, separate, concatenate and compare
character strings. This package completely
eliminates the problems associated with
character string handling in FORTRAN.
Supplied with source $65/$15

o VSORT - Versatile sort/merge system for fixed
® length records with fixed or variable length

fields. VSORT can be used as a stand-alone
package or loaded and called as a subroutine
from CBASIC-2. When used as a subroutine,
VSORT maximizes the use of buffer space by
saving the TPA on disk and restoring it on com-
pletion of sorting. Records may be up to 255
bytes long with a maximum of 5 fields. Upper/
lower case translation and numeric fields
supported. . .5175/$20

o CPM/374X-Has full range of functions to
create or re-name an IBM 3741 volume, display
directory information and edit the data set con-
tents. Provides full file transfer facilities be-
tween 3741 volume data sets and CP/M
files. .$195/$10

CPAi~StW>v

o MASTER TAX - Professional tax preparation
<Dprogram. Prepares schedules A, B, C, D, E, F,
t G, R/RP, SE, TC, ES and forms 2106, 2119,

22tO, 3468, 3903, 2441, 4625, 4726, 4797,
4972,5695 and 6251. Printing can be on readily
available, pre-printed continuous forms, on
overlays, or on computer generated, IRS ap-
proved forms. Maintains client history files and
is interactive with CPAids GENERAL LEDGER
II (see below) . . .$995/$30
Annual Update Fee. .$350

D STANDARD TAX-As above for schedules A,
t B, C, D, E, G, R/RP, SE, TC and forms 2106 and

2441. Also, does not maintain client history
files .. $495/$30
Annual Update Fee .... $175

o GENERAL LEDGER 11- Designed for CPl(s.
t Stores complete 12 month detailed history of

transactions. Generates financial statements,
depreciation, loan emoruzeuons. journals. trial
balances, statements of changes in financial
position, and compilation letters. Includes
payroll system with automatic posting to gen-
era! ledger. Prints payroll register, W2's and
payroll checks. . .5450/$30

COPYright © 1980 lifeboat ASSOCiates.No por-
tion of this advertisement may be reproduced
without prior permission.
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o T/MAKER- Powerful new tool for preparing 0 MAGIC WAND~ Word processing system with

qpI management reports with tabular data. Makes simple, easy to use full screen text editor and

~

financial modeling projects easy. Do you want a .!powerful print processor. Editor has all standard
weekly profitability report? Set up the table and .10'" editing functions including text insert and de-
compute. Just change the sales figures for next tJ lete. global search and replace, block move and
week and compute. You have a new report! library files for boiler plate text. Print processor
TIMAKER includes a full screen editor for formatting commands include automatic mar-
setting up tables which pages left, right, up gins, pagination, headings & footings, centered
and down. Compute includes standard arith- and justified text. Also prints with true proper-
metic, percents, exponents, common tran- tional spacing, merges with data files for au-
scendental functions, averages, maxima, tomatic form letters, and performs run-time
minima, projections, etc. Requires 48K CP/M, conditional testing for varied output. Requires
CBASIC-2, CRT Terminal with addressable 32K CP/M and CRT terminal with addressable
cursor positioning. . .. $275/$25 cursor. .$395/$40

•- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. 0 TEXTWRITER 111-Text formatter to justify ando BSTAM- Utility to link one computer to another @ paginate letters and other documents. Special
® also equipped with BSTAM. Allows file transfers features include insertion of text during execu-

at full data speed (no conversion to hex), with tion from other disk files or console, permitting
CRC block control check for very reliable error recipe documents to be created from linked
detection and automatic retry. We use it! It's fragments on other files. Has facilities for sorted
great! Full wildcard expansion to send «, COM, index, table of contents and footnote insertions.
etc. 9600 baud with wire. 300 baud with phone Ideal for contracts, manuals, etc. Now cornpati-
connection. Both ends need one. Standard and ble with Electric Pencil* and Word-Star pre-
® versions can talk to one another. This pared files .. .. . . . . .$125/$20

fao~~~~~~~~~~~~~~II~ti~~~~I:~?~ ~f ~~n~3}~~e~0 l?ATEBOOK - Program to manage time just01 like an office appointment book but using theo BSTMS-Intelligent ~erminal proqrarn for speed and memory of a computer. Keeps track
® CP/M systems. Permits communication be-•..\ of three appointment schedules (three dental

tween ml~ros and mainframes. Sends charac-r chairs, three attorneys, etc.} at once. Appoint-
ter data files to remote computers under com- ments consist of name, reason for the appoint-
plete control. System can record character data ment, the date and time, and the length of the
sent from remote computer systems and data appointment. System can be quickly cus-
banks. Includ~s pro.grams to EX.PA.ND an.d tomized for the individual user. Many helpful
COMPRESS ~Inary flies for transmission. This features for making, changing, finding, and re-
software req~lres a knowledqs of assembler porting appointments. Requires 48K CP/M and
language for Installation. .$200/$25 180K bytes diskette storage. Not available for

Apple CP/M. . $295/$25o WHATSIT?* -Interactive data-base system
using associative tags to retrieve information by
subject. Hashing and random access used for
fast response. Requires CBASIC-2 .$175/$25

o SELECTOR III-C2- Data Base Processor to
t create and maintain multi-key data bases.
@ Prints formatted sorted reports with numerical

summaries or mailing labels. Comes with sam-
ple applications, including Sales Activity, Inven-
tory, Payables, Receivables, Check Register,
and Client/Patient Appointments, etc. Requires
CBASIC-2. Supplied in source ..... $295/$20

DGlECTOR-General Ledger option to
SELECTOR III-C2. Interactive system provides
for customized COA, Unique chart of transac-
tion types insure proper double entry book-
keeping. Generates balance sheets, P&L
statements and [ourneis. Two year record al-
lows for statement of changes in financial posi-
tion report. Supplied in source. Requires
SELECTOR 111-C2. CBASIC-2 and 56K
system. . .$350/$25

DMA
o CBS- Configurable Business System is a
t comprehensive set of programs for defining

custom data files and application systems with-
out using a programming language such as
BASIC. FORTRAN, etc. Multiple key fields for
each data file are supported. Set-up program
customizes system to user's CRT and printer.
Provides fast and easy interactive data entry
and retrieval with transaction processing.
Report generator program does complex calcu-
lations with stored and derived data, record
selection with multiple criteria, and custom for-
mats. Sample inventory and mailing list sys-
tems included. No support language
required. .$395/$40

MICROPRO
o SUPER-SORT 1- Sort, merge, extract utility as
© absolute executable program or linkable mod-

ule in Microsoft format. Sorts fixed or variable
records with data in binary, BCD. Packed Deci-
mal, EBCDIC, ASCII, floating & fixed point, ex-
ponential, field justified, etc. Even variable
number of fields per record! .$225/$25

o SUPER-SORT II-Above available as abso-
© lute program only. . .$175/$25
DSUPER-SORT III-As II without SELECT/
CD EXCLUDE. . ... $125/$25
o DATASTAR - Professional forms control entry
© and display system for key-to-disk data cap-

ture. Menu driven with built-in learning aids.
Input field verification by length, mask, attribute
(l.e. uppercase, lower case, numeric, auto-duo,
etc.). Built-in arithmetic capabilities using keyed
data, constant and derived values. Visual feed-
back for ease of forms design. Files compatible
with CP/M-MP/M supported languages. Re-
quires 32K CP/M $350/$35

o WORD-STAR- Menu driven visual word pro-
© cessing system for use with standard terminals.

Text formatting performed on screen. Facilities
for text paginate, page number, justify, center
and underscore. User can print one document
while simultaneously editing a second. Edit
facilities include global search and replace,
Read/Write to other text files, block move, etc.
Requires CRT terminal with addressable cursor
positioning .$445/540

oWORD-STAR-MAIL-MERGE-As above with
© option for production mailing of personalized

documents with mail lists from DATASTAR or
NAD .$575/$40

~ WORD-MASTER Text Editor-In one mode
© has superset of CP/M's EO commands includ-

ing global searching and replacing, forwards
and backwards in file in video mode, provides
full screen editor for users with serial address-
able-cursor terminal ... 5145/$25

;t/£uJ~ .
pv~~~
PEACHTREE SOFTWARE"

oGeneral accounting software for small busi-
© nesses. Each product can be used alone or with
t automatic posting to the general ledger.

Supplied in source for Microsoft BASIC 4.51.
GENERAL LEDGER. . $530/$40
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE .$530/$40
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE .$530/$40
PAYROLL .. $530/$40
INVENTORY ..... $660/$40

oOther application products supplied in source
CD for Microsoft BASIC 4.51.
t MAILING ADDRESS .$530/$40

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT .$925/$40

GRAHAM·DORIAN SOFTWARE
SYSTEMS

o Comprehensive accounting software written in
© CBASIC-2 and supplied in source code. Each
@ software package can be used as a stand-
t alone system or integrated with the General

Ledger for automatic posting to ledger ac-
counts. Requires CBASIC-2.
GENERAL LEDGER .$805/540
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE . . .. . .. $805/$40
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE $805/$40
INVENTORY SYSTEM .. $555/$40
JOB COSTING .$805/$40
APARTMENT MANAGEMENT . .$805/$40
CASH REGISTER .. $805/$40

o POSTMASTER - A comprehensive package
@ for mail list maintenance that is completely

menu driven. Features include keyed record
extraction and label production. A form letter
program is included which provides neat letters
on single sheet or continuous forms. Includes
NAD file translator. Requires CBASIC-2.

.$150/$20

STRUCTURED SYSTEMS GROUP
o Complete interactive accounting software for
t business. Each product can be used stand-

alone or with automatic posting to the general
ledger. Each product is thoroughly tested and
very well documented. Each product requires
CBASIC-2.
GENERAL LEDGER $820/$40
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE .$820/$40
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE .$820/$40
PAYROLL . . .. $820/$40
INVENTORY CONTROL .$820/$40- ---- •...._..-...•..•~-=:-- .--===-~-"iiiii""~~iifii-=.••

NEWSLETTER
FROM LIFEBOAT
LIFELINES is the first step in software support for
the serious microcomputer user. Each issue
reports new revisions together with information on
the purpose for each such release, be it for correction
of "bugs" or the addition of features and facilities

Feature Articles! New Software! Product
Comparisons! Info on CP/M Users Group!

SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION:
$18 for twelve issues: U.S., Canada, and Mexico.
$40 for twelve issues: all other countries.
$2.50 for each back issue: U.S., Canada, and
Mexico.
$3.60 for each back issue: all other countries.
Send Check to LIFELINES. 1651 Third Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10028 or use your VISA or
MASTERCARD-call (212) 722-1700

o ANALYST - Customized data entry and report-
t ing system. User specifies up to 75 data items

per record. Interactive data entry, retrieval,
and update facility makes information
management easy. Sophisticated report
generator provides customized reports using
selected records with multiple level break-
points for summarization. Requires a disk sort
utility such as QSORT, SUPER-SORT or
VSORT and CBASIC-2 . . ... $250/$15

o LETTERIGHT - Program to create, edit and
type letters or other documents. Has facilities to
enter, display, delete and move text, with good
video screen presentation. Designed to inte-
grate with NAD for form letter mailings. Re-
quires CBASIC-2 . . $200/$25

o NAD Name and Address selection system-
Interactive mail list creation and maintenance
program with output as full reports with refer-
ence data or restricted information for mail
labels. Transfer system for extraction and trans-
fer of selected records to create new files. He-
quires CBASIC-2 . .$100/$20

o aSORT - Fast sort/merge program for files
with fixed record length, variable field length
information. Up to five ascending or descend-
ing keys. Full back-up of input files created

.$100/$20*******CONDIMENTS*******o HEAD CLEANING DISKETTE- Cleans the
drive Read/Write head in 30 seconds. Diskette
absorbs loose oxide particles, fingerprints, and
other foreign particles that might hinder the per-
formance of the drive head. Lasts at least 3
months with daily use. Specify 5" or 8".
Single sided . . .$20 each/$55 lor 3
Double sided .. $25 each/$65 for 3

o DC 300 Data Cartridges Specify 450 'XL or
300' certified. Pack of 5. .$100

o FLiPPY DISK KIT - Template and instructions
to modify single sided 5%" diskettes for use of
second side in single sided drives .$12.50

o FLOPPY SAVER- Protection for center holes
for 5" and 8" floppy disks. Only 1 needed per
diskette. Kit contains centering post, pressure
tool and tough 7 mil mylar reinforcing rings for
25 diskettes.

~:', ~ii~9S only ..... $J;:~~

~::: ~:~9S only .$J~:~~

o PASCAL USER MANUAL AND REPORT - By
Jensen and Wirth. The standard textbook on
the language. Recommended for use by
Pascal/Z, PascallM and PascallMT users $12

DTHE C PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE-By
Kernighan and Ritchie. The standard textbook
on the language. Recommended for use by
BDS C, tiny C, and Whitesmiths C users .. $12

o STRUCTURED MICROPROCESSOR PRO-
GRAMMING-By the authors of SMAL/SO.
Covers structured programming, the 8080/
8085 instruction set and the SMALl80 lan-
guage .$20

o ACCOUNTS PAYABLE & ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE-CBASIC- By Osborne/
McGraw-Hili $20

DGENERAL LEDGER-CBASIC-By
Osborne/McGraw-Hili. . .$20

o PAYROLL WITH COST ACCOUNTING-
CBASIC-by Osborne/McGraw-Hili. .$20

*******Hearty Appetite.********
*CP/M and tylP/M are trademarks of Digital Re-
search.
Z80 is a trademark of Zilog, Inc.
UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
WHATSIT? is a trademark of Computer Head-
ware.
Electric Pencil is a trademark of Michael
Shrayer Software.
TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.
PascallM is a trademark of Scrcim.
SoftCard is a trademark of Microsoft.
Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer.
PASM, PLlNK, BUG and "BUG are trademarks
of Phoenix Software Associates Ltd.
CPAids is a trademark of Computer Tax Ser-
vice, Inc.
MAGIC WAND is a trademark of Small Busi-
ness Application, Inc.
Peachtree Software is a trademark of Retail
Sciences, Inc.

tRecommended system configuration consists
of 48K CP/M, 2 full size disk drives, 24 x 80 CRT
and 132 column printer.

@ModifiedversionavailableforusewithCP/Mas
implemented on Heath and TRS-80 Model I
computers.

CD User license agreement for this product must
be signed and returned to Lifeboat Associates
before shipment may be made.

CD This product Includes/eXcludes the language
® manual recommended in Condiments.

®Serial number of CP/M system must be
supplied with orders.

@RequiresZSO CPU.

Ordering Information

Computer system

MEDIA FORMAT ORDERING CODES
When ordering, please specify format code.

Format Code

iCOM 4511 5440 Cartridge
CP/M 1.4 .. 01#

iCOM 4511 5440 Cartridge
CP/M 2.2 . . 02#

IMS 5000 RA
IMS SOOO .. A l'
IMSAI VDp·40 .. A4"
IMSAI VOP·42 ..... A4··
IMSAI VDp·44 .. RS"
IMSAI VDP·SO . . .. AI"
Intecolor . . .. See ISC Intecolor
Intel MDS Single Density .. A2
Intel MDS Double Density AS
Intertec SuperBrain DOS 0.1 .. A7
Intertec SuperBrain DOS 0.S·2.X AJ
intertec SuperBrain DOS 3.X .. .RK
ISC Intecolor S063/S360/S963 .A 1
Kontron PSI·SO AF

.. P6

Compulersystem Format Code Computer system

.Al'
... 01
.. 02

........ Bl
Morrow Discus A I'
Mostek Al
MSD 5'/4 RC
North Star Single Density .Pl
North Star Double/Quad . .P2
Nylac Single Density .03
Nylac Micropolis Mod. II 02
Ohio Scientific C3 A3
Onyx CSOOI . . .T2#
Pertec PCC 2000 . . . . . .. ..A I'
Processor Technology Hellos II .82
Ouay 500 .. AO
Ouay 520 AP
RAJR Single Density .. R9

• Single·Side Single· Density disks
are supplied for use with Double-
Density and Double-Side 8"' soft
sector format systems.

•• IMSAI formats are single density
with directory offset of zero.

# A media surcharge of $25 for or-
oers on tape formats Tl and T2 and
of S100 lor orders on disk formals
Oland 02 will be added.
The list of available formats is sub-
ject to change without notice. In
case of uncertainty, call to confirm
the formal code for any particular
equipment

LIFEBOAT ASSOCIATES MEDIA FORMATS LIST. Diskette, cartridge disk and cartridge tape
format codes to be specified when ordering software for listed computer or disk systems. All
software products have specific requirements in terms of hardware or software support, such as
MPU type, memory size, support operating system or language.

Format Code

.RE
.A1
.RH
. Q3

Sanco 7000 S%" RO
SD Systems S'" .. Al'
SO Systems 5114"' R3
Sorcerer .. See Exidy Sorcerer
Space byte .. AI
SuperBrain .See Intertec
Tarbell. .At"
TEl 5'14" .. R3
TEIS" AI"
Thinkerloys .. See Morrow Discus
TAS-SO Model I 5'14" R2
TAS·SO Modell + FEC Freedom RN
TAS-SO Model I ..•.Micromation .. A4·
TAS·SO Modell + Omikron 51f4" .RM
TAS-SO Modell .•.Omikron S" .. Al
TRS·SO Modell ~ Shuffleboard S" AI
TRS·SO Model II .. Al'
VDP·40/42/44/S0 . See IMSAI
Vector Graphic .02
Vector MZ .02
Versatile ... See CDS Versatile
Vista VSO5'14"Single Density . PS
Visla V200 5'14"Double Density .PB
Zenith Z89 - Lifeboat CP/M .P4
Zenith Z89 ~ Magnolia CP/M . P7

Lifeboat Associates
1651 Third Avenue, NY, NY 10028

(212) 860·0300

Altair 8S00 Disk See MITS 3200
Altos AI"
Apple + SoftCard 13 Sector AG
Apple + SoftCard 16 Sector RR
AVl Eagle .. RB
BASF System 7100 .AD
Blackhawk Single Density .03
Blackhawk Micropofis Mod II . Q2
CDS Versatile 3B 01
CDS Versatile 4 02
COM PAL-SO .02
Cromemco System 3 .. A I'
Cromemco Z2D A6
CSSN BACKUP (Iape) ..... .Tl #
Delta .. AI'
Digi·log Microlerm II .. AD
Digital Microsystems ... A l'
Discus See Morrow Discus
Durango F·SS AL
Dynabyte DBS/2 . .Al
Dynabyte OBS/4 . .Al'
Exidy Sorcerer ~ Lifeboat CP/M .Q2
Exidy Sorcerer ..•.Exidy CP/M .. 04
Heath H8 + H17/H27 P4
Heath H89 .•.Lifeboat CP/M P4
Heath H89 + Magnolia CP/M . P7
Helios II .See Processor Technology
Horizon . See North Star
iCOM 2411 Micro Floppy .. A3
iCOM3712. ..Al
iCOM 3S12 .Al·

Prices reflect distribution on 8 ,.
Single density diskettes. If a
format is requested which
requires additional diskettes, a
surcharge of $8. per additional
diskette will be added.
Prices FO.B. New York.
Shipping, handling and C.O.D.
charges extra.
Manual cost applicable against
price of subsequent software
purchase.
The sale of each proprietary
software package conveys a
license for use on one
system only.



Richard R. Parry
38 W. 255 Deerpath Road
Batavia, IL 60510

Computerized Security
~y .---------=-"' An d

Status System
. ,
1;

This dedicated 6800-based system makes your home or business intruder-proof.

15:43:23 08/14/80 TEST

16:21:40 08/14/80 TELEPHONE

16:21:46 08/14/80 TELEPHONE

16:21:52 08/14/80 TELEPHONE

16:21:58 08/14/80 TELEPHONE

17:33:10 08/14/80 FURNACE ON

17:41:22 08/14/80 FURNACE ELASPED TIME 08:12

18:02:50 08/14/80 FRONT DOORBELL

18:02:51 08/14/80 FRONT DOORBELL

18:04:02 08/14/80 BACK DOORBELL

18:04:08 08/14/80 BACK DOORBELL

18:06:12 08/14/80 BASEMENT WINDOW BROKEN

18:06:12 08/14/80 SIREN ON

18:08:42 08/14/80 SIREN OFF

18:22:04 08/14/80 MOTION DETECTED

18:22:04 08/14/80 SIREN ON

18:24:34 08/14/80 SIREN OFF

18:37:02 08/14/80 FURNACE ON

18:44:28 08/14/80 FURNACE ELAPSED TIME 07:26

Sample Run 1. Sample output of the system. The first event shows a test which
assures the user the system is operating. The telephone then rings four times, fol-
lowed by the cycling of the furnace. A hypothetical burglar rings the front and back
doorbells. decides do one is home and proceeds to break the basement window to
gain access. The siren is actuated for 2.5 minutes and scares off the WOUld-beburglar.
Minutes later he tries again. However, this time the motion detector senses the
burglar's presence and sounds the alarm again.
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Itwill never happen to me" was my reac-
tion whenever I thought of the possibility

of being burglarized. But when I came home
one day to find air occupying the space
where my stereo once stood, my opinion
quickly changed.

I now have a computer-controlled home
security and status system to help prevent
it from happening again. The system moni-
tors incoming phone calls, the front and
back doorbells and the basement windows.
I've also included a motion detector and a
110 decibel siren.

This system barely begins to explore the
possibilities. For instance, you can use it to
control your lights or call the police. With
enough hardware, you can monitor every
window and door in the house. Or you can
hook the computer up to other monitoring
devices such as light beams or smoke de-
tectors.

About the System

You'll need a dedicated computer. You
don't want to have to shut the system down
every time you wish to play Star Trek. How-
ever, after making a major expenditure on a
computer system, you're not likely to be
able to finance another complete system.
The solution is to get an evaluation kit,
which was designed to introduce the neo-
phyte to the capability and characteristics
of a particular microprocessor.

Perhaps the most popular evaluation kit
is the KIM-1.lt was developed to acguaint a
potential user with MOSTechnology's 6502
microprocessor.

Motorola offers the MEK6800D1 and the
MEK6800D2evaluation kits for the 6800. AI-



though the program described in this article
was designed for a noncommercial single
board computer, the MEK6800D2 is very
similar. An additional PIA must be added,
and the addresses of the PIAs must be al-
tered. Neither of these requires major
change.

You'll also need a dedicated printer. A
used five-level-code machine, such as a
model 15,goes for about $60.The computer
automatically converts characters from
ASCII to five-level-code before printing. If
you have an ASCII printer, you can modify
the program to skip the code conversion
routine.

An uninterruptible power supply is al-
most a must. A momentary power outage
five minutes after you left for a two-week
vacation would render the system useless.
Unfortunately, a backup system may be ex-
pensive.

But, there is another way to ensure the in-
tegrity of the system. You can place the pro-
gram in ROM in a computer that jumps to
the ROM program when it is powered up. Al-
though the time and date, which is in RAM,
will be lost, the critical features of the sys-
tem will still function.

The program is less than 1K and there-
fore fits nicely in a 2708 EPROM integrated
circuit. The MEK6800D2 evaluation kit and
most other computers accept this popular
chip.

Sample Run 1 shows all of the system's
features. The first event shows that the sys-
tem is operational. A test switch causes the
system to respond as shown.

Note that the time and date are appended
to every event. The program features a real-
time 24·hour clock and date routine. The
date routine automatically updates the day,
month and year. Only during a leap year will
you need to correct it.
Sample 1shows how incoming telephone

calls are monitored. While the system will
not tell you who called, knowing that you
were called is often useful. Here is one area
where the system can be embellished. For
example, the system can control a tape re-
corder to record messages.

The front and back doorbells are also
monitored to indicate visitors. Each time
they are actuated, the event is noted with
the time and date as shown.

The motion detector is placed in a major
traffic path or room to virtually cover the en-
tire home. This input to the system would be
deactivated when the home is inhabited.
Like breaking a window, a tripped condition
detected by the motion detector triggers
the siren.

The Software

As shown in Listing 1, the program
begins at $460. However, before actually
starting the program, you must initialize the
real-time clock variables: HR, MIN, SEC,
MON, DAY and YR. They are located at the
beginning of memory, locations 0 through
5, respectively. The clock must be initialized
by storing in these locations the time and
date in binary form. For example, $11, $21,
$00, $07, $17, $50 represents 17:33:00
7/23/80..

When the real-time clock is initialized,
you begin the program at $460. Lines 48
through 81 contain the initialization portion
of the program. This routine sets the inter-
rupt mask to inhibit interrupts until the ini-
tialization is complete.

In addition, the stack is set and the inter-
rupt vector address at $AOOOand $A001 is
set to vector all interrupts to the start of the
program shown in line 87.When the 6800 re-
ceives a 60 Hz interrupt via the PIA (periph-
eral interface adapter), it jumps to the loca-
tion specified in locations $FFF8 and
$FFF9. In most, if not all, 6800 systems,
these addresses point to another address,
namely $AOOOand $A001. In line 54, $04A9
is stored at these locations, thereby caus-
ing control to pass to $04A9 each time an in-
terrupt occurs. Due to the 60 Hz timebase,
interrupts occur every 16.67milliseconds.

The initialization routine next clears key
variables and configures the PIAs. The pro-
gram must also be informed of the location
of the ASCII-to-five-level-code conversion
table. The table is shown in lines 42 through
47. The table must be located on a 256-byte
boundary. The high-order byte of the mem-
ory location must then be stored in variable
ABAPNT. Listing 1 shows the table starting
at $0400. Therefore, lines 79 and 80 cause
ABAPNT to be initialized to $04. Similarly, if
the table were placed at $FAOO, then
ABAPNT would be initialized to $FA. Re-
member that the program may be placed

Besides these status features of the anywhere in memory, even in ROM, but the
system, two additional features are includ-
ed for home securlty=the status of base-
ment windows and a motion detector. Base-
ment windows are perhaps the easiest way
to gain access. Fortunately, they are also
easy to hook up. When a window is broken,
the event is indicated as shown in the sam-
ple.

In addition, the siren is actuated for 2%
minutes, enough to deter the average
burglar, especially if it is loud (over 110dB).

conversion table must always start on a
256-byte boundary.

The next major portion of the program is
shown in lines 82 through 129.Each time an
interrupt occurs, the computer is directed
here, where it initiates three major func-
tions. The siren is energized if the siren flag
(SIRFLG) is set, and de-energized if the
siren has been on for 2% minutes. If there is
no request for the siren, this portion of the
routine is skipped completely.

Next, the real-time clock routine is updat-
ed. It is a separate subroutine starting at
line 358. Finally, the status inputs to the
system are updated (e.g., front doorbell, fur-
nace). The status of the inputs is found by
reading the A port of PIAO.

When the computer reads the PIA, each
input is represented by a bit. While this is a
compact way of storing the data, it makes
examination of each bit cumbersome.
Therefore, a short routine (lines 113 to 129)
examines each of the eight bits and stores
them in eight bytes.

The memory map shown in Fig. 1 clearly
indicates how the input data is stored. For
example, location $40 contains the most re-
cent status on PIA input line PAO,which, in
our case, is the TEST switch. The old datais
the status that the system acquired 16.67
milliseconds earlier during the previous in-
terrupt.

The next eight routines, labeled Test
Switch, Telephone, Front Doorbell, Base-
ment Window, Movement Detector, Fur-
nace, Spare Input and Back Doorbell, all
compare the old and new data. If a differ-
ence is detected, a call to a separate routine

$ 400

PROGRAM

(MAY BE PLACED
ON ANY 256
BYTE BOUNDARY
IN ROM OR RAM)

FI FO
CHARACTER
BUFFER

NOT
USED

OLD DATA PA7

·• ETC.·
OLD DATA PAl

NEW DATA PAl

OLD DATA PAO

NEW DATA PAO

STACK

RANDOM
VARIABLES

$ 60

$ 50

$ 40

$ IF

o

Fig. 1. Thememory map indicates the loca-
tion of the program and key variables. Note
that the program can be placed in RAM or
ROM, which makes it well suited to Single
board computers with limited RAM. Note al-
so the addresses of the input data. For ex-
ample, the new and old telephone statuses
are located at $42 and $43, respectively. The
time difference between new and old data is
16.67milliseconds.
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to store the event in the FIFO character buf-
fer with the time and date is initiated.

The eight routines are similar. The base-
ment window and motion detector routines
perform the additional function of setting
the siren flag to indicate there is a need to
actuate the siren. The furnace routine sets
a flag to indicate there is a need to append
the elapsed time to the event.

A subroutine called Store, which begins
on line 273, is used to store the text with the
time and date appended. To convert the
time and date, which is stored in binary
form to ASCII characters, another subrou-
tine called STOTIM is called. This subrou-
tine converts a binary number to two print-
able ASCII characters. For example, binary
4(100) is converted to $30 and $34, which
are printable as the decimal number 04.

The next major routine starts on line 230.
This routine determines if there is an event

ACROSS
TELEPHONE
LINE

22K

3-

BASEMENT
WINDOWS

#36AWG ENAMEL COATEO WIRE
(SEE TEXT)

MOVEMENT
DETECTOR K4

CONNECTED
ACROSS
FURNACE
THERMOSTAT
SWITCH

to print by examining the variable KBlOCK.
If KBlOCK is nonzero, the teleprinter motor
is energized and given three seconds to
come up to speed before the event is actual-
ly printed. The subroutine ASCBAU is called
to convert an ASCII character to five-level
before the character is printed. If there are
more than ten events to print, no more
events are accepted by the system. To ac-
cept more events would cause the system
to overflow a 500 byte character buffer. If
more memory is available, then MAXEVT
(see line 10) may be changed accordingly.

The last portion of the program to be dis-
cussed is the event text, which begins on
line 462. When an event is detected, the in-
dex register points to one of these text mes-
sages. The text is printed until an asterisk
(*) is detected. In other words, the asterisk
acts as a delimiter. The last line of the pro-
gram is the end of line (EOl) sequence that

-sv PtAO

IK

PAO

IK

PAl

TRIAC N·68X
ISOLATION
TRANSFORMER

(K

PA2

>SV

IK

PA3

IK

PA.

>SV

IK

PAS

SPARE PASINPUT
>SV

PA7

~'1?6:1>
68K
2W

2.
PBO

27 PBI
2. PB2

2 STOP BITS 2. PB3
NO PARITY 30 PB.

>SV
>SV PBS

ADJ. 18K
NOT {

PB.
TO USED727Hz PB7

40
STAB 23 CB2

68K OUT 25

.OI,uF
~ MYLAR

4.7K 2 5

120VAC ~II r'2-V-ACVW--'-S-.lV-,I.c:. -,-".4·"-17413 ):>·-6-0-HZ-(-NT-iE:~UPT

is appended to each event. It consists of
two line feeds and two carriage returns.

About the Hardware

Fig. 2 shows a schematic of the hardware
necessary for compatibility with the soft-
ware.

The hardware consists of three major
divisions. The system's inputs are connect-
ed to the A port of PIAO. A printer interface
is connected to the UART via the B port of
PIAO. And the B port of PIA 1 is used for mis-
cellaneous signals such as controlling the
teleprinter, siren and detecting interrupts.

The input section consists of seven in-
puts; an eighth input (PA6) is not used and
may be connected to any additional input
you desire. This point is clearly marked in
the listing on line 211. Additional code
could be added here, very much like the
other seven, as well as appropriate text to

1130VOCI

PIA I

2.2K
lOW

+24V

TTY
SELECTOR

MAGNET

IN4Q02

+24V

Fig. 2. Hardware necessary for compatibility with the software a UART. Miscellaneous 110,such as interrupts, siren and the printer
shown in Listing 1. TheA port of PIAOis used exclusively for the ste- motor, are controlled by the B port of PIA1.
tus inputs. TheBport of the PIA is used to send text to the printer via
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PRINTERS & CRT'S From Orange micro .,310

$649.00
(LIST $699.00)

"The BASE 2 outperforms every printer in
its price range. Do a comparison and see for
yoursett.s ."
* GRAPHICS * TRACTORS I FRICTION FEED

• 2K Input Buffer • RS-232Serial, Centronics® Parallel,
IEEE-488, 20 ma • TRS-80 Cable option • 60 LPM - 100
CPS • Fast form feed • User programmable character
set. 64, 72, 80, 96,120,132 Oolumns r llne e Expanded
characters. 9.5H wide paper • Automatic skip-over-
perforation • Horizontal & Vertical tabs •Programmable
vertical line spacing • Intel 8085 Microprocessor - over
40 .sottware commands • Self test • 15 Baud rates to
9600 Baud •Optional foreign character sets
Interfaces to TRS·80, Apple, Afarl, PET, Northstar, and most
other computers.

After you play the
Temple of Apshal
you can play
Sticks and Stones
for free.

Within the 200 rooms and catacombs of the
Temple of Apshai, untold treasures await you -
the hero. All you have to do is elude, outsmart and

TELEVIDEO CRT'S
PRICES SLASHED!

TV1912C} Please Call Toll Free
Prices are too low toTVI920C - advertise

PRINTERS
ANACOM 150 150CPS, wide carriage, 9 x 9 dot, . , , ... , , , ... ,(List $1350)$ Call
CENTRONICS 737 Text processing dot matrix (Radio Shack LP IV) '. $ Call
CENTRONICS 730 (Radio Shack Line Printer II) , . , •.. 639
COMPRINT 912 225 CPS Electrostatic. ' •.... , ..........•..... (List $660) 529
OKIDATA MICROLlNEaO .... , ,., ..............•..... ,(L1st)S800)599
EPSON Dot graphics, serial, parallel. , ..........•............ $Call
MALIBU Dot graphics, 132Col, Letter quality .......•...• , , .. , $Call
PAPER TIGER IDS 440 w/graphlcs & 2K buffer ... , .. , , (List $1094)939

• UUIMJ:5/45' Typewriterquallty, .. " .......• , .. ". ..', (L1stS2905r2499 '

INTERFACE EQUIPMENT
APPLE" - BASE 2 parallel graphics Interlace board , , , 160
SSM AIO BOARD SeriallParaliellnterlace board .. , , . , (List $225) 199
TRS·aO CABLES expansion Interface or direct .....•....•........... " $ Call

TOLL FREE (800) 854·8275
CA, AL, HI (714)630·3322 Call for FREE CATALOG

Phone orders WELCOME. Same day
shipment for VISA, MASTER
CHARGE, and AMERICAN EX-
PRESS. Personal checks require 2
weeks to clear, Add 3% for ship-
ping and handling. California resi-
dents add 6%. Manufacturer's
warranty included. Prices subject to
revision.

OrQnge~
micro v

outwit the beasts, monsters and demons lurking
in the dark labyrinth. Spend minutes or hours on this
role-playing fantasy - the boldest computer game
in our Dunlonquest'" series.

Now, when you order the "Temple of Apshai;' you
get the "Sticks & Stones" board game for no extra
charge. In fact, if you're not satisfied with the "Temple
of Apshai;' you can return it within 10 days and still
keep "Sticks & Stones!"

But don't wait, this special offer is limited. (We'll
also send you a catalog outlining
our other exciting com-
puter games).

tJ
~---,-------------------------------------------------
Automated Simulations, Deportment KM
P.O.Box 4247, MountainView, CA94040

.,55

Please send me Ihe 'Temple of Apsnol" for:

Oossene ($24,95) Disk ($29.95)

TRS-80 o 16K, Level II o 32K TRSDOS

APPLE Not available o 48K Applesoft in ROM

PET o 32K Not available

(Add $1,00 shipping and handling charge; plus 6% or 6'12% tax for California
residents, )

•••ReaderService index-page 241

Name _

Address _

Cily, State, Zip _

o Check enclosed, Charge to: 0 VISA 0 MasterCard

Amount $___ # Expiration date _

Orchargebyphone:(800) 824-7888, operator861. InCalifornia:(800) 852-7777,
operator861, Ifyouprefer,call thesenumbersfora listot thecomputerstoresnearyou, N
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mark the event.
The test switch is connected to PAO.Its

primary purpose is to provide an indication
that the system is functioning.

The telephone is connected to line PA1.
When a phone call is received, the neon
lamp (NE-2) lights, causing the photocell to
change resistance and turn on the transis-
tor. The capacitor is used simply to filter out
the ring frequency. Note that the neon lamp!
photocell combination must be packaged
together and enclosed to ensure that exter-
nallight does not falsely trigger the system.

The front doorbell and back doorbell are
connected to PA2 and PA7, respectively.
The interface circuits used are identical for
each. The typical doorbell control circuit
used in a home is merely a switch in series
with a 28 V ac source connected across the
doorbell. Each time the doorbell switch is
depressed, 28 volts is applied to the door-
bell coil. Fig. 2 shows a relay connected
across the doorbell so that the relay will
also be energized each time the doorbell
switch is closed. The relay contact is then
connected directly to the PIA.

The status of the furnace is detected
through an optoisolator circuit. The circuit
in Fig. 2 takes advantage of the fact that
while the thermostat switch is open, there
is 28 V ac across the switch. This voltage is
merely rectified and applied to the opto-
isolator. The output, which is now TTL com-
patible, is connected to line PA5 of the PIA.
Using this method causes current to flow
through the furnace control relay while the
thermostat switch is open. However, the
current is far less than that needed to ener-
gize this relay.

Note that since the doorbell circuit is vir-
tually identical to that of the furnace, you
can interface the doorbells using an opto-
isolator circuit rather than using a relay as
shown in Fig. 2.

The basement windows are connected to
PA3. The status of windows can be detect-
ed in a variety of ways. For example, a small
magnetic proximity switch and magnet may
be attached to each window so that open-
ing a window will open the circuit. Another
method of detecting the status of a window
is through a small glass breakage detector
that is actuated by the vibration of glass
breaking. Conductive foil or paint is yet an-
other means of detection. The method
shown consists of merely looping thin
(#36AWG) enamel-coated wire through
each window. When the window is removed,
which is a virtual necessity to gain access
through conventional basement windows,
the circuit is broken.

The motion detector is connected to line
PA4 of the PIA. These units are available
commercially or can be built without too
much difficulty. Most work on an ultrasonic
principle. However, detecting changes in
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Listing 1. Source listing for the computerized home security and status program. The
program is written for the Motorola 6800 microprocessor.

1 8100 PlAODA Eau $8100 PIA OUTPUT, DATA DIRECTION REGISTERS
2 8101 PIAODB Eau S8101
3 8103 PlAIDS sau $8103
~ 8108 PlAOCA snu S8108 PIA CONTROL, STATUS REGISTERS
5 8109 PIAOCB tuu $8109
6 810B PIA1CB Eau $810B
7 003F STACK £au $3F STACt~
8 OO~O DATA Eau $40 SAVE 32 BYTES FOR OLD AND NEW DATA
9 0060 PILE Eau $60 STARTING ADDRESS OF CHARACTER BUFFER

10 OOOA MAXEVT Eau 10 MAX t OF EVENTS ALLOWEI' IN BUFFER
11 0000 ORG 0
12 0000 HR RMB 1 HOUR COUNTER
13 0001 MIN RMB 1 MINUTES COUNTER
1~ 0002 SEC RMB 1 SECONDS COUNTER
15 0003 MON RMB 1 MONTH COUNTER
16 0004 DAY RMB 1 DAY COUNTER
17 0005 YR RMB 1 YEAR COUNTER
18 0006 I1AXDAY RMB 1 MAXIMUM DAYS ALLOWED I1~ A GIVEti MONTH
19 *20 0007 FULADl RHB 2 TEMP. STORAGE LOCATION FOR WDEX REG.
21 0009 PILEAD RHB 2 THIS ADDRESS R,S,VERE[' FOR PILE POINTER
22 OOOB PRTPIL RHB 2 LOCATION OF ADDRESS OF CHARACTER TO BE PRINTED
23 OOOD TEMPIR RHB SAVE X REG (ASCII BAUDOT ROUTINE>
2~ OOOF SAVTXT RMB SAVE X REG (CHR. BUFFER STORING ROUTINE)
25 0011 ABAPNT RHB POINTER FOR ASCII TO BAUDOT CONVERSION
26 0013 KBlT RHB USED TO CONTROL BIT LOOPING
27 001~ KBLOCK RMB LOCATION RESERVED TO COUNT t OF BLOCt~S TO PRINT
28 0015 ONCE RHB CAUSES DATA TO SKIP OLD DATA AFTER FIRST TIME
29 0016 TOHUCH RMB FLAG TO INDICATE TO MUCH DATA IN FIFO
30 0017 t~TIME RHB COUNTS INTERRUPTS
31 0018 CASET RMB CASE VARIABLE FOR ASCII TO BAUDOT CONVERSION
32 0019 FURFLG RHB FLAG ItWICATES NEED TO APPEND FUR/lACE ELASPEII TIME
33 001A FURSEC RMB FURtlACE SECONDS COUNTER
3~ 001B FURMIN RMB FURNACE MINUTES COUNTER
35 001C TTYTIM RHB TIME COUNTER FOR TELEPRINTER MOTOR TURN ON
36 001D SIRTIM RHB COUNTER FOR NUMBER OF SECONDS SIREN IS ON
37 001E SIRFLG RHB FLAG =0 SIREN OFF, IF 1 THERE IS A SIREN REQUEST
38 O~OO ORG S0400
39 ****************************************************************~O * ASCII TO BAUDOT CONVERSION TABLE, PLACE ON.256 BYTE BOUNDARY *
41 ****************************************************************~2 0400 00 FCB 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,$25,0,0,2,0,0,8,0,0

0~01 00 00
0~03 00 00
0~05 00 00
0~07 25 00
0409 00 02
O~OB 00 00
O~OD 08 00
O~OF 00

43 0410 IF FeB $IF ,0,0,0,0,0 ,0, 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
0411 00 00
0413 00 00
0~15 00 00
0417 00 00
0~19 00 00
O~lB 00 00
O~lD 00 00
041F 00

44 0~20 04 FCB ~ ,S2[1, S31 ,$34 ,$29,0 ,$3A ,S28, S2F ,$32 ,$2C, $23, $2C,$23,$3C, S3D
0~21 2D 31
0~23 34 29
0~25 00 3A
0~27 2B 2F
0429 32 2C
0~2B 23 2C
042D 23 3C
0~2F 3D

~5 0~30 36 FCB $36,$37,$33, $21, $2A,$30 ,$35, $27 ,$26,$38, $2E, $3E ,0, 0 ,0, $39
0~31 37 33
0433 21 2A
0435 30 35
0437 27 26
0439 38 2E
0~3B 3E 00
043D 00 00
043F 39

46 044000 FCB 0,3,$19 ,$OE,9, 1, $OD,$IA,$14, 6,$OB,SOF, $12 ,$lC,SOC, $18
0441 03 19
0443 OE 09
0445 01 OD
0447 lA 14
0449 06 OB
044B OF 12
044D lC OC
044F 18

47 0~50 16 FCD $16,$17 ,SOA, 5 ,$10,7 ,$IE ,$13, SiD,US ,$11, 0,$3D,0 ,0, 0
0+51 17 OA
0453 05 10
0455 07 1E
0~57 13 lD
0~59 15 11
0~5B 00 3D
0~5D 00 00
0~5F 00

48 ***************************************************************



H
50
51
52 0460 OF
53 0461 8E 00 3F
54 0464 CE 04 A9
55 0467 FF AO 00
56 046A CE 00 60
57 046D [IF 09
58 OHF [IF OB
59 0471 5F
60 0472 [17 14
61 0474 D7 15
62 0476 [17 16
63 0478 [17 17
64 047A [17 19
65 047C [17 IE
66 047E F7 81 08
67 0481 F7 81 09
68 0484 F7 81 OB
69 0487 F7 81 00
70 048A 86 IF
71 048C B7 81 01
72 048F B7 81 03
73 0492 86 04
74 0494 B7 81 08
75 0497 B7 81 OB
76 0~9A 86 2[1
77 0+9C B7 81 09
78 049F F7 81 01
79 04A2 86 04
80 O+M 97 11
81 0+A6 sn 06 EE
82
83
84
85
86
87 04A9 F6 81 01
88 04AC 96 IE
89 04AE 27 2B
90 04BO B6 81 03
91 0483 85 02
92 0485 26 10
93 04B7 8A 02
94 04B9 B7 81 03
95 04BC CE 07 EI
96 04BF sn 05 F5
97 04C2 7F 00 lD
98 04C5 20 14
99 04C7 D6 lD

100 04C9 Cl 96
101 04C8 26 OE
102 04CD 84 FD
103 04CF B7 81 03
104 04D2 CE 07 EA
105 04D5 BD 05 FS
106 04D8 7F 00 IE
107 04DB 8D 06 8B
108 04DE 96 16
109 04EO 27 01
110 04E2 38
111 04E3 CE 00 40
112 04E6 86 81 00
113
114 04E9 7F 00 13
us 04EC 47
116 04ED 24 04
117 04EF C6 01
118 04F1 20 01
119 04F3 5F
120 04F4 E7 00
121 04F6 08
122 04F7 70 00 IS
123 04FA 26 02
124 04FC E7 00
125 04FE 08
126 04FF 7C 00 13
127 0502 [16 13
128 0504 Cl 08
129 OS06 26 E4
130
131
132
133 0508 CE 00 40
134 0508 A6 00
135 OSOD E6 01
136 05 OF 11
137 0510 27 OA
138 0512 A7 01
139 0514 27 06
140 0516 CE 07 54
141 0519 BD 05 F5
142
143
iH
145 051C A6 02
146 051E E6 03
147 0520 11
148 0521 27 OA
149 0523 A7 03

* INITIALIZE STACt;. INTERRUPT VECTOR. AND CLEAR KEY VARIABLES ** CONFIGURE PIA'S AND INITIALIZE REAL TIME CLOCK *
***************************************************************
BEGIN SEI

tSTACt;
tSTART
fAOOO
tPILE
PILEAII
PRTPIL

LDS
LDX
STX
LDX
STX
STX
CLR B
STA It KBLOCK
STA It ONCE
STA It TOMUCH
STA B nIME
STA B FURFLG
STA B SIRFLG START WITH SIREr~ REQUESTOFF
STA It PIAOCA GET DATA DIRECTION REGISTERS
STA B PIAOCB
STA. It PIAICB
STA B PIAO[lA SET A PORT FOR ALL It~PUTS
LDA A U1F
STA A PIAODB SET B PORT FOR ALL OUTPUTS EXCEPT BIT 5.6.7
STA A PIAIDB SET It PORT FOR ALL OUTPUTS EXCEPT BIT 5.6.7
LDA A H
STA A PIAOCA GET OUTPUT REGISTER
STA A PIA1CB GET OUTPUT REGISTER
LDA A H2D
STA A PIAOCB CBI IRa Et~AB'-E. CB2 OUTPUT ENABLE
STA It PIAODB ALL B PORT OUTPUTS LOW TTY MOTOROFF
LDA A H04
STA A ABAPNT POHiTER FOR ASCII TO BAUDOT CON'JERSION
.)SR MTEST INITIALIZE NUMBEROF DAYS It~ MONTH

***************************************U:I:UU:u***un********* EVERY 60 HZ HHERRUPT IS VECTORED HERE (START). SIREr~ IS ** TURt~EDON OR OFF AS NECESSARY. REAL TIME CLOCt; At~[1 HiPUTS :I:* TO SYSTEM ARE UPDATED, *
************************************n******n**********u:*****
START LDA A PIAODB CLEAR HaEF:RUPT

LDA A SIRFLG IS THERE A NEED TO TURN SIREr{ ON
BEG t~OSIR
LIlA A PIAIDB GET PRESErH STATUS
BIT A t2 IS SIREr~ ALREADY m~
BNE SIREr~'-
ORA A t2
STA A PIAIDB
LDX tSIRON
JSR STORE
CLR SIRTIM
BRA NOSIR

SIREN LDA B SIRTIM
CMP B t150 ·is SIREr~ ON FOR 2.5 MHlUTES
BilE NOSIR
AND A UFD
STA A PIAlDB TURN OFF SIREr~
LDX tSIROF
JSR STORE
CLR 5IRFLG

NOSIR JSR TIMESR
LDA A TOMUCH
BEa COTIN
RTI

conn LDX tDATA
LDA A PIAODA* STORE INPUT STATUS IN BYTE FORM *
CLR KElT CLEAR BIT COUNTER

AGAIN ASR A
BCe
LDA B
BRA

PLUS CLR B
STABIT STA It O.X

ItlX
TST
BilE
STA It O.X

NOTFST INX
IIlC KBIT
LDA B KElT
CMP B t8
Bt~E AGAIN

*********************** TEST SWITCH INPUT *
**********************LDX tDATA

LDA A O.X
LDA B I.X
CBA
BEG SAMEO
STA A I.X
BEa SAMEO
LDX HESTON GET TEST ON TEXT
JSR STORE

*********************** TELEPHONE INPUT *
**********************SAMEO LDA A 2.X

LDA It 3.X
CBA
BEQ

ItaTIALlZE PILE

the ambient light level is another method
that can be used. See the references for an
article by Walter Gontowski describing this
method in detail.

The advantage of a motion detector lies
in its ability to cover an entire area or room.
Most of these units have an accessory 120
V ac controlled output to allow the unit to
turn on a light or some other device. Fig. 2
merely shows a120 V ac relay connected to
such as output. The relay contact is then
connected to the PIA. Here again, an opto-
isolator circuit could be used.

The B port of PIAOis used exclusively to
send characters to the printer. An ACIA
(asynchronous communications interface
adapter) integrated circuit is typically used
to interface a computer to a serial output.
However, the ACIA does not handle a five-
bit code such as Baudot.

In addition, some evaluation kits such as
the MEK6800D2 do not have an unused
ACIA. Therefore, a UART provides the nec-
essary serial output. Of the seven lines in-
terconnecting the UART and PIA, five are
devoted to encoding the character, one is a
handshaking signal to indicate the ready
status of the UART and one is to strobe (ini-
tiate) the transmission of the character.

Only three lines of PIA1 are used. The
printer motor and the 60 milliampere cur-
rent loop for the selector magnet are both
controlled by the PBOoutput of PIA1. The
motor is controlled to prevent unnecessary
wear and tear on the printer. The current
loop is opened to prevent wasting energy.

The siren is controlled by the PB1output.
The relay contact shown in Fig. 2 is one sim-
ple way to interface the PIA to the siren. A
relay contact is shown since it is a "uni-
versal" output capable of interfacing to
almost anything. Other interface methods
may be used at the discretion of the user.

The 60 Hz interrupt signal is connected to
CB1. The 12 V ac output of the transformer
is clipped at 5.1 volts by the zener diode and
shaped into a square wave by the 7413
Schmitt trigger.

TURN ot{ SIRE:~

CLEAR SIREri SECONDCOUNTER

RETURN IF THERE IS TO MUCH MTA IN FIFO
STORWG POINTER

PLUS
t1
STABIT

ONCE
tlOTFST

GET t~EU DATA
GET OLD DATA

STORE NEW DATA IN OLD DATA LOCAT! ON

GET NEU DATA
GET OLD DATA
I S THE OLD liA TA ANII NEU DATA THE SAME

SAMEI
STA A 3.X STORE NEW DATA IN OLD DATA LOCATION

Conclusion

The possibilities for a computerized
home security and status system are vir-
tually endless. Smoke detectors can be
added to save a home from a possible fire. A
telephone calling subsystem can be added
to automatically call the fire or police
departments. A fluid detector can be added
to trigger an alarm in the event that a base-
ment is about to be flooded.

This article would have been unreason-
ably long if it had included circuits for each
of these subsystems. In addition. periodi-
cals abound with such circuits. For those
needing schematics or ideas for some of
these circuits mentioned, I have included
some references for further reading.
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I hope that the security portion of the sys-
tem will never have to be tested in a real-life
situation at your home. However, it it is
needed, it is nice to know that it is there .•
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05l
Video Games I $15
Head - On, Tank Battle,

Trap!

Video Games 2 15
Gremlin Hunt, Indy
5000, Gunfight

Board Games I 15
Cubic, Mini -Gomoku

Dungeon Chase 10
A D& D video game

C I Shorthand 12
(C2/4/8 ready soon)

For BASIC-in-ROM systems

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

Orion Software
Associates •....329

147 Main Street
Ossining, NY 10562
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150 0525 27 06
151 0527 CE 07 59

*********************** SASEMEIH WItWOW *
********* ***** ********SAME2 LDA A 6.X

LIlA S 7.X
CBA
SEO SAME3
STA A 7,X
SEO BASOFF
LDX tBASEON BASEMEIH I.:INDOI.: BROKEN TEXT
JSR STORE
LDA A U
STA A SIRFLG
BRA SAME3

SASOFF LDX t&ASEOF BASEMENT wItmow COMPLETE TEXT
JSR STORE

*********************** MOVEMEIH DETECTOR *
**********************SAME3 LDA A 8,X

LDA S 9,X
CBA
BEa SAME~
STA A 9,X
SEG SAME{
LDX tMOVEON GET MOVEMENTON TEXT
JSR STORE
LDA A U
STA A SIRFLG

*********************** FURNACE *
**********************SAME{ LDA A 10,X

LDA B 11,X
CBA
BEO SAMES
STA A 11,X
BEG FUROFF
LDX tFURI~ON GET FURNACE at: TEXT
JSR STORE
CLR FURSEC
CLR FURMIIi
BRA SAME5
IUC FURFLG SET FURNACE ELASPED TIME FLAG FOR PRINTING
LDX tFURliOF GET FURliACE OFF TEXT
JSR STORE

*********************** SPARE IliPUT *
**********************SAME5 liOP

*********************** BACt: DOORBELL *
**********************SAME6 LM A g,X

LDA B 15,X
CM
BEG
STA A
8EG
LDX
JSR

SCANOV LDA A
BEO
RTI

FIRSTT INC
CLl

*******************u******************************************* WHILE WAITH~G FOR 60 HZ INTERRUPT CHECK FOR EVEriTS TO PRINT ** AND PRHH IF NECESSARY. TrY MOTOR AND 60 MA LOOP ARE ** ENERGIZED BEFORE PRlIiTItlG. ASCII CHARACTERS ARE CONVERTED ** TO BAUDOT BEFORE PRIIHII1G. *
***************************************************************NOMTA LDA A KBLOer; IS THERE ANYTHIUG TO PRltH

BEll NODATA CONTIliUE LOOPING IF THERE IS NOTHING TO PRIIn
THERE IS SOMETHING TO PRIIiT

GET PRESENT STATE OF B PORT
CHANGE STATE OF BIT 0
TURti ON TT! IIOTOR AND 60 MA LOOP
ItiITIALllE TELEPRIIiTER IIOTOR TURN ON COUNTER

BEG SAMEl
LDX tPHONE
JSR STORE

*********************** FRONT DOORBELL *
**********************SAME1 LDA A 4,X

LDA B 5.X
CBA
BEO SAME2
STA A 5,X
BEG
LDX
JSR

SAME2
tFDOOR
STORE

058F BD 05 F5

0587 20 09
0589 7C 00 19 FUROFF
058C CE 07 BO

GET NEW DATA
GET OLD DATA

STORE NEW DATA Hi OLD DATA LOCATIOi:
IF NEW [lATA IS ZERO DO NOT STORE TEXT
GET FRONT DOOR TEXT

GET liE~ DATA
GET OLD DATA

8RANCH IF NO CHANGE
STORE NEW DATA IN OLD DATA LOCATION

SET SIREN FLAG FOR REOUEST

GET NEU DATA
GET OLD DATA

STORE NEW DATA Iii OLD DATA LOCATION

SET SIREN FLAG FOR A REQUEST

GET NEU DATA
GET OLD DATA

BRANCH IF NO CHAliGE
STORE NEW DATA IIi OLD DATA LOCATIOI~

INITIALIZE SECONDS COUNTER
ItaTIALlZE MINUTES COUNTER

GET NE~ DATA
GET OLD DATA

BRANCH IF NO CHANGE
STORE NEW DATA IN OLD DATA LOCATION
IF NEW DATA IS ZERO, DO NOT STORE TEXT
GET REAR DOOR TEXT

IF IT IS ZERO. IT IS FIRST TIME THROUGH
THEREFORE IT IS NOT FROM AN INTERRUPT REQUEST

FLAG TO I1iDICATE FIRST RUN THROUGH

WAIT 3 SECONDo BEFORE BEGHlNII;G TO PRIIH

IS UART READY FOR ANOTHER CHARACTER
CHECK BIT 5

SINCE ACIA IS READY GET AIIDR. OF LTR. TO PR

152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202

052A 811 05 F5

0520 A6 04
052F £6 05
0531 11
0532 27 OA
0534 A7 05
0536 27 06
0538 CE 07 63
0538 BD 05 F5

053E A6 06
0540 E6 07
0542 11
0543 27 16
0545 A7 07
0547 27 OC
0549 CE 07 72
054C BD 05 F5
054F 86 01
0551 97 lE
0553 20 06
0555 CE 07 89
0558 BD 05 FS

055B A6 08
055D E6 09
055F 11
0560 27 OE
0562 A7 09
0564 27 OA
0566 CE 07 A2
0569 B[I OS FS
056C 86 01
056E 97 lE

0570 A6 OA
0572 E6 08
0574 11
0575 27 18
0577 A7 08
0579 27 OE
057B CE 07 B2

203 057E BD 05 F5
204 0581 7F 00 lA
205 0584 7F 00 1B
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213 0592 01
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
22,(
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234

0593 A6 OE
0595 E6 OF
0597 11
0598 27 OA
059A A7 OF
059C 27 06
059E CE 07 [13
05Al BD 05 F5
05A4 96 15
05A6 27 01
05A8 3B
05A9 7C 00 15
05AC OE

235
236 05AD 96 14
237 OSAF 27 FC
239
239
240
241
242
243

05Bl 86 81 03
0584 88 01
0586 B7 81 03
05B9 7F 00 lC
05BC 96 lC

240 058E 81 03
245 05 CO 26 FA
246 05C2 B6 81 01 PRIIH
247 05C5 84 20
248 05C7 27 F9
249 05C9 DE 08

SCANOV
15,X
SCANOV
tRDOOR
STORE
ONCE
FIRSTT

ONCE

t~OTRDY

LilA A
EOR A
STA A
CLR
LDA A

PIA1DS
nOl
PIAHIS
TTYTIM
TTYTlM

crop A n
BilE NOTRH
LDA A PIAOD8
AND A H20
BEll PRINT
LDX PRTPIL



THEAFFIRDABLE HIIE CIIPUTER

When PMC-BO was first destroyers, etcl, STAR WARS: Fly
introduced to the United States, your space fighter into the Death
the response was overwhelrninql Star to destroy itl But watch out,
The Computer World was Darth Vader doesn't like youl,
ASTONISHED at the QUALITY, SPACE TARGET A fantastic ani-
as well as the PRICE. In fact, the-' •••••••••••••••••••••••••• -- mated arcade game of skill and
PMC-BO has almost all the daring!, SAUCERS: Can you win

features of America's best selling IS III IIISALE win the coveted Medal of Honor?computer, the TRS-BO, but with a Here's what you get:
price tag of $200.00 lessl The PMC-BO microcomputer with
(SIMUTEK'S price is $275.00 lessl) • 16,000 characters of "In Computer
Microsoft's Level II Basic and Memory", Microsoft's Level II Basic (built
16K Memory. into the computer), a cassette player for

Another reason for all the commotion storing or retrieving programs or data
is that the PMC-BO uses the same, easy to (cassette player is built into the cornputerl).
learn, LEVEL II BASIC language that the an RF Modulator for connecting the
TRS-BO uses' What does this mean? It PMC-BO to your television set, 25 FREE
means that the PMC-BO can run all the programs so you start using your computer
1000's of programs that have been immediately, complete instruction manual,
written for the TRS-BO Level II, 16K learning manual and owners manual so
computer' Some of the programs available you can begin writing your own programs
include: Flight simulation, World Champion right awayl
Chess program, Scores of educational and Best of all, you have the chance to use
business programs. Word processing the PMC-80 in your own home before
programs and hundreds of other games making your final cornrnitrnent' Keep it for
and simulations. two weeks, if. for any reason you decide
The PMC-80 is expandable! not to become a PMC-BO owner simply

Your PMC-BO is ready to grow with send it back, (in new condition please),
your needs. Using a special cable, and we will promptly refund the full
available from Simutek for $35.00, it may amount, including your delivery charqe!
be connected to Radio Shack's Expansion Time is of the essence. Please order
interface, to give you up to 48,000 now, as this price can only be guaranteed
characters of memory, up to 4 disk drives, through December 25, 1980.
addition of a telephone communication
system, Voice Synthesizer, various printers,
a real time clock, as well as plotters and
other neat interfaces! As your skills with
the PMC-80 improve, you're sure to want
some of the ADD-ON's described above.
(And these are just a fewl)
Save Money! Use your own
television!

The PMC-BO has a built in RF
MODULATOR so you can use your black
and white or color TV for a VIDEO
MONITORI A simple hook-up to your
television's antenna connector, makes
channel 3 your computer's video channel.
Special Introductory Offer:
25 Free Programs

SIMUTEK, a leading innovator in Home
Computer Software, is making a
SPECTACULAR INTRODUCTORY OFFER

V Reader Service index-page 241

Comparison Chart
Features PMC·80 TRS·80
Microsoft's Fantasllc
Level II Basic Yes Yes
Full 128 x 48 Graphics Yes Yes
16,000 characters memory Yes Yes
Tape recorder for storing
or retrieving programs Yes Yes
Use your own TV (Save $$) Yes No
Expandable to 48.000
characters of
in computer memory Yes Yes
Use TRS-80
expansion interface Yes Yes
Expandable to 4 lIoppy
disk drives
(over 100.000 characters ot
storage on each one!) Yes Yes
Telephone Communications
available: connect to large
computers/electronic mail etc. Yes Yes
1000'5 at ready made pro-
grams availble for
"educational" and "scientific"
applications? Yes Yes
Printers available Yes Yes
High Speed zao CPU Yes Yes
Interface available for
controlling lights and
appliances in home Yes Yes
Retail Price $645.00 $849.00

to people that ORDER the PMC-80 NOW.
With each purchase, we will give 25 FREE
HOME COMPUTER PROGRAMSI Some of
these include: Home Amortization tables
program, Loan payment programs,
Depreciation rate program, Interest table
program, Annuity and Investment
calculation programs as well as these
great animated games: GRAPHIC-TREK
2000: Command the Enterprise! INVASION
WORG .. Stop the invading marauders from
space before they take over earth' You
command Earth's forces of androids,
space fighters, laser guns etc., against the
enemy's robots, saucers, proton

Order NowSave$76.00~---------------.I Credit card holders may use our I
I TOLL FREE NUMBER. Or send check I
I for $569.00 plus $6.00 delivery I
I (Arizona residents add $23.BO state I
I tax). Please mention this magazine. I
I (No tax on out of state orders). I
I Call Toll Free I
I 800-528-1149 I
L!n~~~a~~ ~~8!.6~~0..9~=t_J

SIMUTEK .,-12

COMPUTER PRODUCTS ™
9881 E. Skyview Drive
Tucson, AZ B5710
TRS-80 IS a registered trademark (Jf Radio Shack. a Tandy Corp
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SAVE MORE THAN 20070
NORTH STAR - INTERTUBE - MICROTEK

ZENITH - RCA-COSMAC - ITHACA
THINKER TOYS - GODBOUT - SUPERBRAIN

FACTORY LIST ONLY
HORIZON·l·32K·OOUBLE DEN $2695 11994
HORIZON·2·32K·OOUBLE DEN 3095 2299
HORIZON·2·32K·QUAO DENSITY 3595 2699
HORIZON·2·64K·QUAO+HARD DISK 9329 7199
HORIZON MEMORY ASSM 16K 389 32K 579
HORIZON MEMORY KIT 16K 35932K 535
NORTH STAR HARD DISK 18 Mb 4999 3939
PASCAL FOR NORTH STAR ON DISK 199 190
Poworlul NDRTH STAR BASIC ..Tho Bo.t. . . . . . . ..... FREE
2 NORTH STAR SOFTWARE DISKS w/HORIZON. . . . . . . . . . FREE
NSSE 1-22 & POl TERRIFIC PRDGRAMS ONLY 10
NORTHWORD 299 MAILMAN 239 INFOMAN 369
RCA·COSMAC VP·lll 99 RCA·COSMAC VP·711 189
COLOR! RAINBOW 385 CAT·l00 1369 SPECTRUM 289
ITHACA FRDNT PANEl COMPUTER 64K 3195 2695
Z·8001 CPU CARD l6.IJit ITHACA S·100 8Mb 1179
ITHACA MEMORY 8116·bit 64K 995 845
SEATTlE 8086 CPU 16 bit 10 x fester 556
SEATTlE MEMORY 8116 BIT 16K 4Mhz 356
SSM KITS Z·80 CPU 221 VIDEO BRD VB3 4Mhz 412
MEASUREMENT MEMORY 64K A & T 4mHz 599
MEASUREMENT MEMORY 64K BANK SElECT 789
ECONORAM XIV UNKIT 16K 299 254
CENTRAL DATA 64K RAM 665 599
DISCUSI2D A & T + CPIM 1199 975
THINKER TOYS HARD DISK 26 Mb 4995 3995
DISCUSI2+2 1.2 Mbyto. A & T 1549 1285
TARBEll DISK CONTROllER DD 495 445
TARBEll CASETTE INTERFACE KIT 120 109
SUPERBRAIN 2995 2395
SUPERBRAIN DUAD DENSITY 3995 2995

2895
995
995

ZENITH·HEATH Z·89 48K
INTERTUBE II SMART TERMINAL
ZENITH·HEATH SMART TERMINAL
ZENITH·HEATH WH·ll 16bit COMPUTER
CAT NOVATION MODEM 179
MICROTEK PRINTER 795
ANADEX PRINTER DP·8000 995
ANADEX PRINTER DP·9500·1 1650
NEC PRINTER F.st Typ.writor Duolity 2915
SECRETARY WORD PROCESSOR Tho Bo.tI 85
TEXTWRITER III Book Writing Progr.m 125
GOFAST NORTH STAR BASIC Speeder Upp.r 79
PDS SUPER Z·80 ASSEMBLER & Mor. 99
SUPER BASIC DEBUGGER 189 COMPILER 135 HDS
EZ·80 MACHINE LANGUAGE TUTOR 25 STATISTICS 190
EZ·CODER Tr.n.l.tOl Engli.h to BASIC 79 71
ECOSOFT FUll ACCOUNTING PKG 350 315
BOX OF DISKETTES 29 IN PLASTIC CASE 30
Which Computo" are BEST? BROCHURE. . FREE
North Star Documentation refundable w/HRZ 20

ORDER 2 or more COMPUTERS .... BIGGER DISCOUNTS
YES WE WILL BEAT OUR COMPETITION'S PRICE!
FACTORY ASSEMBLED & FACTORY WARRANTY

AMERICAN ,....56

SQUARE COMPUTERS
KIVETT DR • JAMESTOWN NC 27282

(919)-889-4577
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2495
725
739

2995
169
675
865

1389
2799

77
112
71
89
40

250 05CB A6 00
251 05CD 81 04
252 05CF 27 08
253 05D1 BD 07 13
254 05D4 08
255 05D5 DF OEt
256 05D7 20 £9
257 05D9 08
258 05DA DF OB
259 05DC 7A 00 14
260 05DF 26 E1
261
262 05E1 B6 81 03
263 05E4 88 01
264 05E6 B7 81 03
265 05E9 C£ 00 60
266 05EC DF 09
267 05EE DF OB
268 05FO 7F 00 16
269 95F3 20 B8
270
271
272
273 05F5 96 16
274 05F7 26 6F
275 05F9 DF OF
276 05FB [16 00
277 05FD 8[1 72
278 05FF 86 3A
279 0601 8D 66
280 0603 D6 01
281 0605 8D 6A
282 0607 86 3A
283 0609 8D 5E
284 060B [t6 02
285 060D 8D 62
286 060F 86 20
287 0611 8D 56
288 0613 sn 54
289 0615 D6 03
290 0617 8D 58
291 0619 86 2F
292 061B 8D 4C
293 061D D6 04
294 061F 8D 50
295 0621 86 2F
296 0623 8D H
297 0625 Db 05
298 0627 8D 48
299 0629 86 20
300 062Et 8[1 3C
301 062D DE OF
302 062F 8D 28
303 0631 96 19
304 0633 27 OF
305 0635 D6 lB
306 0637 8[1 38
307 0639 86 3A
308 063B 8D 2C
309 063D [t6 lA
310 063F 8D 30
311 0641 7F 00 19
312 06H CE 07 F4
313 0647 8D 10
314 0649 CE 00 40
315 064C 7C 00 14
316 064F 96 14
317 0651 81 OA
318 0653 25 13
319 0655 7C 00 16
320 0658 39
321
322 0659 A6 00
323 06SB 81 2A
324 065D 27 09
325 065F 08
326 0660 DF 07
327 0662 8D 05
328 0664 DE 07
329 0666 20 F1
330 0668 39
331
332 0669 DE 09
333 066B A7 00
334 066D 08
335 066E DF 09
336 0670 39
337
338
339
340
341 0671 4F
342 0672 C1 OA
343 0674 2& 06
344 0676 8B 10
345 0678 CO OA
3,6 067A 20 F6
3-'1 067e lB
348 067[1 H
349 067E H

LDA A
CMP A
BEQ
JSR

NOPRT HlX
STX
BRA

DONE1 WX
STX PRTP[L
DEC KriLOCt:
BIlE PRINT* DONE PRINTING, ItHTIALIZE PILE AND PRINT ADDRESS, TURN OFF TTY
LIlA A PIA1DB GET PRESEtH SATE OF B PORT
EOR A *'01 . CHANGE STATE OF BIT 0
STA A PIAl DB TURli OFF TTY MOTOR AND 60 MA LOOP
LDX tPILE
STX PILEAD
STX PRTPIL
CLR TOMUCH
BRA NODATA

*********************************************** STORE EVENT AND APPEND TIME, DATE, AND EOL *
**********************************************STORE LDA A TOMUCH DO NOT STORE EVENT IF CHR. BUFFER IS FULL

BUE NEXTWD
NEXT4 STX SAVTXT

LDA It HR
BSR STOTI~
LDA A t':
BSR STOCHR
LDA It MIN
BSR STOTIM
LDA A t':
BSR STOCHR
LDA B SEC
BSR STOTIH
LDA A H20
BSR STOCHR
BSR STOCHR
LDA B MON
BSR STOTIM
LDA A t' /
BSR STOCHR
LDA B DAY
BSR STOTIM
LIlA A t' /
BSR STOCHR
LDA B YR
BSR STOTIM
LDA A H20
BSR STOCHR
LIIX SAVTXT
BSR STOR
LItA A FURFLG
BEQ NOFURii
LDA B FURIini
BSR STOTIM
LItA A t':

LDX
STA A O,X
INX
STX
RTS

************************************************************* CONVERT A BINARY NUMBER IN Ace B TO TWO ASCII CHARACTERS ** AND STORE Iti CHARACTER BUFFER. *
************************************************************STOTIM CLR A A HOLDS HIGH ORDER DIGIT
OUT! CMP B tlO B>9?

BMI OUT2 DONE I F NOT
ADD A U10 A=AH10
SUB B t10 B=B-l0
BRA OUT1 LOOP
ABA
LSR A
LSR A

X
U04
DONE!
ASCBAU

PRTPIL
PRINT

NOFURN

BSR
LDA B
BSR
CLR
LDX
BSR
LIIX
It~C
LnA A
CMP A
BCS
we
RTS

STOCHR
FURSEC
STonM
FURFLG
tEOL
STOR
tDATA
KBLOU;
KBLOCt~
tMAXE\'T
NEXTWlt
TOMUCH

GET THE NEXT CHARACTEF: TO BE PRINTED
END OF LINE DELIMITER
BRANCH IF IT IS THE EIW OF THE BLOCK
CONVERT CHARACTER TO BAUDOT

SAVE ADDRESS OF NEXT CHARACTER TO BE PRINTED

UPDATE THE ADDRESS OF NEXT CHARACTER TO BE PRINTEr!
STORE ADDRESS OF NEXT CHARACTER TO BE PRINTED
DECREMENT THE BLOCK COUNTER

CLEAR TO MUCH DATA IN FIFO FLAG

SAVE X-REG POINTER OF EVENT TEXT

RETRIEVE X-REG POINTER OF EVENT TEXT
STORE TEXT
APPEt~[1 FURNACE ELASPED TIME t

GET MINUTES FURNACE IS ON

GET SECONDS FURNACE IS ON

RESET FURlinCE PF:ltiT ELASPED TIME FLAG
GET END OF LINE CHARACTERS
STORE EOL

CHEn: TO SEE IF FIFO IS FULL

BRANCH IF CHARACTER BUFFER FULL
SET TOMUCH FLAG, FIFO IS FULL

GET A CHARACTER FROM THE DICTIONARY
ARE WE AT THE END OF THE Io!ORD
BRMiCH IF AT EriD OF WORD
GET READY FOR NEXT CHARACTER

STORE A SItiGLE CHARACTER FROM Ace

STORE A CHARACTER

*STOR LIlA A
CMP A
BEQ
INX
STX
BSR
LDX
BRA
RTS

O,X
t'*
NEXTWD

FULAD!
STOCHR
FULADI
STOR

NEXTWD

*STOCHR PILEAD

PILEA[I

OUT2



350 067F H LSR A
351 0680 44 LSR A
352 0681 8A 30 ORA A H30 A NEW DIMENSION353 0683 8D E4 BSR STOCHR STORE HIGH ORDERNUMBER
354 0685 CA 30 ORA B U30 IN APPLE ADVENTURES355 0687 17 TBA
356 0688 8D [IF BSR STOCHR STORE LOW OR[tER NUMBER
357 068A 39 RTS .D~~1[)358 ***************************
359 * REAL TIME CLOCI~ ROUTINE *
360 *************************** Adventure will never be the same! At361 068B 7C 00 17 TIMESR INC KTIME A[tD ONE TO INTERRUPT COUNTER
362 068E 96 17 LIlA A KTIME last, three dimensional graphic adven-
363 0690 81 3C CMP A tOO WAIT FOR 60 INTERRUPTS tures are available. The user moves
364 0692 27 01 BEQ CLOCI; IF 60 INTERRUPTS PASSED GO TO CLOCK PROGRAM through three dimensional mazes de-
365 0694 39 RTS picted via the APPLE's hi-res graphics.
366 *
367 0695 SF CLOCI~ CLR B At every turn, danger lurks. Objects
368 0696 [17 17 STA B KlINE must be found, monsters slain, and
369 0698 7C 00 lC lNC TTYTIM HICREMEta TELEPRHITER MOTORTURli ON COUNTER incredible problems solved.
370 069It 7C 00 111 HiC SIRTIM ADD miE TO SIREN TIME COUNTER

Deathmaze 5000 places you on the top371 069E 7C 00 lA HiC FURSEC HiCREMEln FURliACE COUNTERS
372 061'11 96 lA LIlA A FURSEe floor of a five story building. Each floor
373 06A3 81 3C CMP A tOO is a maze of twisting passageways.
374 06A5 26 05 BliE INCSEC Floors are connected by elevators and
375 061'17 [17 11'1 STA B FURSEC open pits. You have but one goal.376 061'19 7C 00 IB HK FURMHi
377 06AC 7C 00 02 HICSEC HIC SEC UPDATE SECON[IS ESCAPEALIVE! Where is the only door
378 06AF 96 02 LDA A SEC out of this nightmare? Monsters, bats,
379 06Bl 81 3C CMP A HO mad dogs, hunger, and many more
380 06B3 26 5D BliE [lONE horrors will plague your every step as381 06B5 [17 02 STA B SEC
382 06B7 7C 00 01 HK MIll UPDATE ImlUTES you struggle to escape the most com-
383 06BA 96 01 LDA A MW plex adventure ever written.
394 06BC 81 3C CNP A tOO Labyrinth places you in a maze of gi-385 068E 26 52 BilE [lONE
386 06CO [17 01 STA B MIN gantic proportions. But you are not
387 06C2 7C 00 00 HiC HR UPDATE HOURS alone! A minotaur searches for you,
388 06C5 96 00 LDA A HR seekinga grisly meal. You must find
389 06C7 81 18 CMP A 424 weapons, spells, and treasures. You
390 06C9 26 47 BliE [lONE must deal with ghosts and cave gnomes.391 06CB [17 00 STA B HR
392 06CD 7C 00 O{ WC DAY UPDATE [lAYS You must avoid the minotaur until the
393 06DO 96 04 LDA t; !tAY moment is right for the final battle.
394 06D2 91 06 CMP A MAX[IAY

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!395 06[14 26 3C BNE DONE
396 06D6 86 01 LDA A 41 SET TO FIRST [lAY OF MONTH All Med Systems Software products
397 06D8 97 04 STA A DAY come with a two week, money back
398 06[1A 8D 12 BSR MTEST guarantee. If you are not completely
399 06De 7C 00 03 HlC MON UPDATE MONTH satisfied, return your order within two400 06DF 96 03 LDA A MON weeks for a prompt and cheerful401 06£1 81 OD CMP A 413
402 06E3 26 2D BilE DONE refund.
403 06E5 86 01 LOA A 41 SET TO FIRST MONTHOF NEWYEAR REWARD!404 06E7 97 03 STA A MON
405 06E9 7C 00 05 HlC YR Deathmaze 5000 is perhaps the tough-
406 06EC 20 24 BRA DONE est adventure ever devised. Few may
407 06EE 96 04 MTEST LDA A DAY survive its corridors of death. Six of
408 06FO 81 02 CMP A t2 those who do will win a Deathmaze409 06F2 27 15 BEll M028 SET TO MONTH WITH 28 DAYS shirt and their choice of three pro-410 06F4 81 04 APRIL CMP A H
411 06F6 27 16 BEG M030 SET TO MOIHH WITH 30 [lAYS grams. For details, see our ad in the
412 06F8 81 06 JUNE CMP A 46 October '80 Microcomputing or send
413 06FA 27 12 BEil M030 SET TO MONTHWITH 30 [lAYS in the coupon below.
4H 06FC 81 09 SEPT CMP A 49
415 06FE 27 OE BEll M030 SET TO MONTHWITH 30 [lAYS Each program $12.95, for 32K APPLE II
416 0700 81 OB tlOV CMP A 411 or APPLE II PLUS, 16K TRS-80 Level II.
417 0702 27 OA 8Ea M030 ................. --
418 0704 86 20 M031 LOA A 432 IF NO MATCH ASSUME A 31 !tAY MONTH
419 0706 97 06 STA A MAX[lAY Please send the following 3-D adventures:

420 0708 39 RTS o Deathmaze ($12.95) $
421 0709 86 lD M028 LOA A 429 HHTIALIZE FOR A 28 [lAY MONTH
422 070B 97 06 STA A MAXDAY o Labyrinth ($12.95) $
423 070D 39 RTS
424 070E 86 IF M030 LDA A 431 HiITIALIZE FOR A 30 [lAY MONTH TOTAL $
425 0710 97 06 STA A MAXDAY o Please send your catalog of programs and products,
426 0712 39 [lONE RTS as well as details of the Deathmaze contest.
427 ************************************************
428 * ASCII TO BAUDOT PRINT MiD CONVERSION ROUTINE * Name
429 *******************U***************************430 0713 DF 00 ASCBAU STX TEMPIR SAVE INDEX REGISTER Address
431 0715 97 12 STA A AMP/Ht!
432 0717 DE 11 LDX ABAPtlT City State __ Zip __
433 0719 A6 00 LDA A O,X GET A BAUDOT CHARACTER
434 071B 36 PSH A Computer:

435 071C 81 82 CMP A 1$82 IF LF DO NOT CHANGECASE OTRS-80 16K Lli o APPL~ " or APPLE"
436 071E 27 2D BEll PRINTB PLUS 32K

437 0720 81 84 CMP A H84 IF SPACE DO NOT CHANGECASE
438 0722 27 29 BEG PRHnB o Mastercard OVISA o check
439 0724 81 88 CMP A 4$88 [F CR DO NOT CHANGECASE
HO 0726 27 25 BEO PRltHB MCorVISA#
HI 0728 16 TAB TRANSFER A TO B FOR TESTS
+42 0729 C4 20 AND B H2O ISOLATE BIT 5 Expiration Date

H3 072B [18 18 EOR B CASET HAS THERE BEEN A CASE CHANGE MED SYSTEMS SOFTWARE4H 072D 27 IE BEll PRINTB IF NO CHANGE GO PRINT A CHARACTER
H5 072F 85 20 BIT A 4$20 ItO WE SEtJD LTRS OR FIGS P.O. Box 2674 Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514
H6 0731 26 OA BliE F1GHR GO SEND A FIGS CHARACTER (919) 933-1990 "...129
H7 0733 7F 00 IB CLR CASET SET CASE FOR NEXT TIME
H8 0736 86 IF LItA A UIF LDA WITH LTRS CHARACTER
H9 0738 B7 81 01 STA A PIAODB PRI liT A CHARACTER
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PERSONAL
COMPUTER

c ~ l SYSTEMS_applq computc:!r
Sales and Service

APPLE II, 16K, List $1195 $ 989
32K, List $1395 $1169
48K 1259

ATARI® 400TM, List $630
OUR PRICE ONLY $499

820 PRINTER, List $599.95 $499
810 DISK DRIVE, List $699.95 $589

• Extended BASIC Language
• Advance Graphics
• CRT Built-In Display
• Magnetic Tape Cartridge for Storage

CALCULATORS BY

F,;;- HEWLETT
~~ PACKARD

HP-41C Calculator, "A System" .. $244.95
HP-32E Scientific w/Statistics $ 53.95
HP-33C Scientific Programmable 99.95
HP-34C Advanced Scientific
Programmable 123.95

HP-37E Business Calculator 58.95
HP-67 Handheld Fully Advanced
Programmable Scientific for
Business & Engineering.. . ..... 298.95

HP-97 Desktop wi Built-in Printer .. 579.95

COMMODORE PET Call for Prices

Prices do not include shipping by UPS. All
prices and offers are subject to change without
notice.

ftersonql
r~Comp(ltvr

Systems

609 Butternut Street
Syracuse, N.Y. 13208

(315) 478-6800

v' 303
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OlB3 55 52
07B5 4E 41
07B7 43 45
07B9 20 4F
07BB 4E 2A

469 OlBD 46
07BE 55 52
07CO 4E 41
07C2 43 45
07C4 20 45
07C6 4C 41
07C8 53 50
07CA 45 H
07CC 20 54
07CE 49 HI
07DO 45 20
07[12 2A

470 07D3 42
07M 41 43
07D6 4B 20
07D8 H 4F
07DA 4F 52
07DC 42 45
07DE 4C 4C
07EO 2A

471 07El 53
07E2 49 52
07E4 45 4E
07E6 20 4F
07E8 4E 2A

472 07EA 53
07E8 49 52
07ED 45 "E
07EF 20 4F
07Fl 46 46
07F3 2A

BRA PRINT 1
FIGHR LDA A H2O

STA A CASET SET CASE FOR NEXT TIME
LIlA A H1B LDA
STA A PIAODB PRINT A CHARACTER

PRINT! LDA A PIAO[lB IS UART REAllY FOR ANOTHERCHARACTER
AND A H2O IS BIT 5 HIGH
BEll PRINTI

PRHITB PUL A RETURi~ BAUDOT CHARACTERTO Ace A
STA A PIAODB PRINT A CHARACTER

IlOMTCH LDX TEMPIR RETURN H~[lEX REG.
RTS

TESTON FCC !TESHI

PHONE FCC /TELEPHONE*!

FDOOR FCC IFRONT DOORBELL*!

450 0738 20 09
451 073D 86 20
452 073F 97 18
453 0741 86 lB
454 0743 B7 81 01
455 0746 B6 81 01
456 0749 84 20
457 0748 27 F9
458 074D 32
459 074E B7 81 01
460 0751 DE 0[1
461 0753 39
~62 0754 54

0755 45 53
0757 54 2A

463 0759 54
075A 45 4C
075C 45 50
075E 48 4F
0760 4E 45
0762 2A

464 0763 46
0764 52 4F
0766 4E 54
0768 20 H
076A 4F 4F
076C 52 42
076E 45 4C
0770 4C 2A

465 0772 42
0773 41 53
0775 45 4D
0777 45 4E
0779 54 20
077B 57 49
077D 4E H
077F 4F 57
0781 20 42
0783 52 4F
0785 4B 45
0787 4£ 2A

466 0789 42
078A 41 53
078C 45 4D
078E 45 4E
0790 54 20
0792 57 49
0794 4£ H
0796 4F 57
0798 20 43
079A 4F 4D
079C 50 4C
079E 45 54
07AO 45 2A

467 07A2 4D
07A3 4F 54
07A5 49 4F
07A7 4E 20
07A9 H 45
07AB 54 45
07AI! 43 54
07AF 45 44
07Bl 2A

468 07B2 46

BASEON FCC IBASEMENT WINDOWBROKEN*!

BASEOF FCC IBASEMEliT WINDOWCOMPLETE*I

MOVEON FCC IMOTION DETECTED*I

FURIWN FCC

FURNOF FCC IFURt:ACE ELASPED TIME *"

RDOOR FCC IBACt~ DOORBELL*!

SIRON FCC ISIREN ON*!

SIROf fCC (SIREN Off*!



473 07F4 OA
07F5 OA OD
07F7 00 04
07F9 2A

EOl FCB ~OA,~OA,$OD, $OD, $04,' *

474

NO ERROR( S) DETECTED

END BEGItl

SYItBOl TABLE:

ABAPNT 0011 AGAIN 04EC APRIL 06F4 ASCBAU 0713 BASEOF 0789
BASEON 0772 BASOFF 0555 BEGIt~ 0460 CASET 0018 ClOCt( 0695
COTIN 04E3 DATA 0040 DAY 0004 DONE 0712 DOllE1 05D9
EOl 07F4 FDOOR 0763 FIGHR 073D FIRSTT 05A9 FUlADl 0007
FURFLG 0019 FURMIN 001B FURNOF 07BD FURNON 07B2 FUROFF 0599
FURSEC 001A HR 0000 It~CSEC 06AC JUNE 06F8 xarr 0013
KBLOCK 0014 KTIME 0017 MAXDAY0006 MAXEVTOOCA MIN 0001
H028 0709 11030 070E 11031 0704 MON 0003 MOVEON07A2
HTEST 06EE tlEXH 05F9 NEXTWD 0669 IWDATA 05A[I NOFURN 0644
llOltTCH 0751 llOPRT 05D4 NOSIR 04[1B NOTFST 04FE NOTR[lY 05BC
llOV 0700 ONCE 0015 OUT! 0672 OUT2 067C PHONE 0759
PlAOCA 8108 PIAOCB 8109 PIAOM 8100 PIAODB 8101 PIA1CB 810B
PLAIDS 8103 PILE 0060 PILEAD 0009 PLUS 04F3 PRINT 05C2
PRINT! 0746 PRINTS 074[1 PRTPIl OOOS ROOOR 0703 SAMEO 051C
SAMEI 052D SAME2 053E SAME3 055B SAME4 0570 SAME5 0592
SAltE6 0593 SAVTXT OOOF SCANOV 05A4 SEC 0002 SEPT 06FC
SIREti 04C7 SIRFlG 001E SIROF 07EA SIRON 07El SIRTIH 001£1
STASIT 04F4 STAcr; 003F START 04A9 STOCHR 0669 STOR 0659
STORE 05F5 STOTIM 0671 TEMPIR 0000 TESTm~ 0754 TIMESR 0698
TOItUCH 0016 TTYTIIt 001C YR 0005

Ho
M
E
S
fo
r
t
he
T
R
S-8o

v192

NONPROFIT PEOPLE'S SOFTWARE
Up to 77 high-quality programs

TRS-80 Lev. II: only $10.95!
Tope 3, People's Pascal I $19.95
Tape 6P, PASPATCH, patches old Pascal II (no
longer avail.) to use printer, floppy $15.00
Tope I, 34 bus., edu'I., game programs $10.95
Tape 2, 77- programs from Osborne book: 'Some
Common Basic Programs' $10.95
Tape 5, 24 bus., adu'L, game programs $10.95
Tape 7, 31 bus., edu'L. game programs $10.95
Tape 8, incl. high-speed tape loader, more $10.95

Overseas, $1 postg. per tape; CA res. add tax
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()HI() SCIENTIFIC
SOFTWAHE

COpy/! CAN COpy A FULL DISK IN UNDER TWO
MINUTES, USING A SINGLE DRIVE, FROM A
COLD START.

No messing around with disk initializing or track
zero set up or directory scan, these are all handled
by corv». COPY/! needs 14k RAM; it can make
o to 255 copies and can start and stop on any tracks.
It lists the sector page count foUowing each sector
read or write action. It lists disk error type and
location. All in full color with sound cues. (Also
works fully without color or sound).

Cost $20 (Plus 5% tax,
Md. residents) includes
disk and mailing.

From.
PRISM SOFTWARE
Box 928
CoUege Park, Md.
20740

SURPLUS ELECTRONICS

ASCII

0/204

TRS-80' COMPATIBLE, I

IBM SELECTRIC®-BASED
1/0 TERMINAL with

ASCII conversion installed: $645,00
Many Other Items Available:

Tape Drives; Cable;
Cassette Drives; Wire; Power Supplies (5 volt 35
amp, others): Displays: Cabinets; Transformers;

Heat Sinks: Printers: Components.

Send forfree catalog.

WORLDWIDE ELECT. INC.
130 Northeastern Blvd.
Nashua, NH 03062 0/122

Phone orders accepted using
VISA or Master Charge

TOll FREE 603-889-7881 e1-8OO-258-1036
TFlS·80 is a Irademarkof the Radio Shack DiviSiOO of Tandy Corporation.

OHIO SCIENTIFIC '-
DUNGEONS - A fantasy adven-
ture based on Dungeons and
Dragons. 8K - uses graphics.
$12.95 for cassette, $15.95 for
5%" or 8" disk.

ADVENTURE - An OSI version of
the original ADVENTURE. Ex-
plore the COLOSSAL CAVE with
its 100 rooms. 32K and 48K ver-
sions. Will run on ALL OSI, even
C3. Requires a 5%" or 8" disk
drive. $19.95
.Send $1 for complete hardware

and software catalog, includes a
free game listing. Phone orders
welcome with charge card.

•.•••193
Aurora Software Associates

I -~ P.O. Box 99553 ~
~ Cleveland, Ohio 44199 ~

'"-~ (216) 221-6981

STATE ZIP

fgc.!-,aJ~~
compUter~

FUN! Eas,/ ~~
RUSH COUPON FOR ~
g FREE FACTS
~ G~~~~SPARETIME ~ L1

Send today to DAR M11 •••••"""'_••••••••••
209-5 Kenroy, Roseville CA 95678 0/ 136

NAME

STREET

CITY

MORE NEW

OSI IP PROGRAMS
1012 ASSEMBLER/EDITOR (3K)

Self-editing input in Hex. Decjrnct Of ASCII. Saves lopes in 65VPIOfmol
Loooa through moritor. Includes tope wilh.dK &. 8K versions and docu-
mentation WIth full instructions. $1295

1017 CONVERSATIONIST
Converse with your computer through the Keyboard Asks and answers
Questions. AI times. you may even think il"s human! Needs BK. rcce and
documentotionwithlisling. $6.95

SPECIAL
1102 RENUMBER I & UTILITY PACK IIA

RENUMBER I rercrrcers 051 BaSIC programs and is snorter and roster
tbcnmoston-ees Includes error cetecton & more. Runs on any lP. Tope
and documentation with listing

UTILITY PACK IIA ISa mocNne-ionguoge roonre thot saves crw code in
65VP readable format. Uses less than 256 bytes and won't interfere with
Basic. Tape and documentation with list

Regulor coce 511.90
SPECIAL coce S995

105 BASIC CODING SHEETS Pod of 50 52.39

1066502 REFERENCE CARD 52.00

Add 10% postage for Coding Sheets

Programs also available for C2P & 4P. Send $.50 lor tompl,lft Prieft List to:

BILLS MICRO SERVICES
210 S. KENILWORTH, OAK PARK, ILL 60302 DEPT. KM

MAIL ORDER ONLY v211
FOREIGN ORDERS PLEASE REMIT U.S. FUNDS.

ILL. RESIDENTS ADO 6% SALES TAX
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CP/M Encryption
Prescription

A software 'cipher will ensure privacy for your files-and peace of mind for you.

Alan Sclawy
1119 Avenue I
Brooklyn, NY 11230

YOU hear a lot about data encryption
these days-ways of scrambling confi-

dential files so they can't be read by intrud-
ers. There is now a data encryption stan-
dard (DES); a chip implementing this stan-
dard; and lots of proposals for alternative

'. .

systems, including some very attractive
"public-key" systems.

But many of us can't use these sophisti-
cated techniques. In my case, for example, I
work in an academic time-sharing environ-
ment; the computer center would take a dim
view if I tried to install a DES chip as a pe-
ripheral. Still, schools are notorious for
characters who regard the computer, its us-
ers and their files as fair game. It was impor-
tant to be able to edit, format and store sen-

sitive materials, like examinations and
class records. So I devised this simple way
to frustrate snoopers.

The program is easy to implement and
convenient to use, yet it is based on sound
and well-understood cryptographic tech-
niques. Although files encrypted with this
program would probably yield their secrets
to a determined professional in a few hours,
they will be secure enough to thwart the
amateur, which is all most of us usually
need.

The version printed here is written in BA-
SIC for use under CPIM, but I have written
other versions in Fortran and in C and found
them equally satisfactory.

Before describing the program, I want to
define a few terms. Encryption is any kind
of transformation of a text to make it un-
readable except by authorized individuals.
A cipher is an encryption method that trans-
forms the text letter by letter, and to enci-
pher a text Is to apply a Cipher to it. (That's
what my program does.) Plaintext is the

H e 1 oPlaintext: 1

Plaintext (ASCII): 01001000 01100101 01101100 01101100 01101111
Key: 10010101 11000100 00110101 11011010 01010110
Ciphertext: 11011101 10100001 01011001 10110110 00111001

Fig. 1. Example of text enciphered by vemem's method.

p q P XOR q-------- ---------0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0

Fig. 2. Table of the exclusive-OR (XOR)
function.
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Fig. 3. Getting long key periods from short keywords. (a) Key lengths have no common
factors; period = (3*4) = 12. (b) Key lengths have a common factor of 2; period shorter
than maximum.

message to be encrypted (or enciphered);
ciphertext is the enciphered version of the
message. To decrypt a message is to trans-
form it back so it can be read, and to de-
cipher is to decrypt an enciphered mes-
sage. Cryptanalysis is analyzing and crack-
ing an encryption technique by studying the
material transmitted. It's usually assumed
that an authorized recipient deciphers a
message, while an unauthorized individual
resorts to cryptanalysis.

The Method

The encryption method used here was
devised by Gilbert S. Vernam, an engineer
at AT&T, in 1917. That was a long time be-
fore the computer era, but his techniques
will look very tarnlllar to anyone who has
been around computers. Vernam's algo-
rithm has been described in great detail by
David Kahn in his classic book, The Code-
breakers. Briefly, it consists of the follow-
ing steps:

1. Encode the message as a bit string.
2. Generate a random bit string of the

same length as the message. (This is the
key.)

3. Execute an exclusive-OR (XOR) be-
tween corresponding bits of the message
and the key. The output bit string is the ci-
phertext.

To decipher the message, you apply the



same key tothe ciphertext and execute an-
other bitwise exclusive-OR; the output will
be the plaintext.

To see how this works, let's walk through
aslrnple example, In the computer, step 1 is
done for us already, The only way the com-
puter Can handle atpriabetlcs is by repre-
senting them as bit strings, Fig, 1shows the
encryption of the message, "Hello," by
Vernam's method. The first bit string is the
ASCII representation of the message; the
second bit string is the key-a random se-
quence of 1's and D's,

To see how we arrive at the third bit
string, you must look briefly at the exclu-
siv~-ORoperation, shown in the table in Fig,
2, The usual way of describing this is to say
that p XOR q has a value of 1 if either p or q
is 1, but not both,

But there is another, more meaningful,
way of looking at this, Look at Fig, 2 again
and notice that if q = 1, the operation com-
plements the p bit, While if q = 0, the p bit is
left unchanged, XOR can therefore be
vieINed as a sort of controllable bit-tupper,
and this is the way it functions in Vernam's
algorithm,

Returning to Fig, 1, you will see that at
every place where the key bit is 0, the mes-
sage bit is copied into the cipherbit un-
changed, and where the key bit is 1, the cl-
pherbitis the complement of the message
bit. Vernam's method thus flips bits in the
message at random. To decipher the mes-
sage, we apply the same key; this time it
flips these same bits back again and re-
stores the plaintext.

This system is a good deal more powerful
than that description might lead you to ex-
pect. The key to the system, and to all its
strengths and weaknesses, lies in the word
"random." What makes a key random, any-
way? Without going into all of the philo-
sophical ramificatio,ns of probability
theory, we can say that for our purposes a
bit string is "random" if it is unpredictable
and "almost random" if it is extremely diffi-
cult to predict.

An almost-random key is usually gener-
ated by some controllable process, and the
whole trick of cracking a Cipher consists of
unearthing the controllable process and
thus making the key predictable. A truly ran-
dom key is generated by a naturally unpre-
dictable process, like the tossing of a coin
or the random emissions of radioactive de-
cay. A Vernam cipher using a truly random
key, and using it only once, is absolutely un-
crackable; the reasons for this are elegantly
explained in Kahn's book. (Stealing a copy
of the key will enable you to read the mes-
sage, but theft is not ordinarily considered a
cryptanalytic technique.)

The key in my program is almost random.
The commonest way of getting an almost-
random key is by deriving it from a keyword.

The main problem with this is that any key-
word will be too short. That's because any
almost-random key will eventually have to
repeat, and discovering and analyzing
these repetitions is the primary method of
attack in cryptanalysis. The longer the peri-
od of the key, the harder it will be to mount
such an attack.

The easiest way to generate a long-peri-
od key was discovered by a colleague of
Vernam's. He realized that if you used two
keys of different lengths, the pattern of the
combined key would not repeat until the
two words got back in step again.

For example, in Fig. 3 I use the keys BOY
and GIRL. You will see that, for example, B

and G occur together the first time, and then
get out of step, until after four repetitions of
BOY and three repetitions of GIRL they are
back in step again. This illustratesthe gen-
eral rule: if keywords are used whose
lengths have no Common factors, the peri-
od of the composite will be equal to the
product of the lengths of the keywords.

My program uses three keywords (and
could quite easily be extended to more), and
is capable of quite long periods. For exam-
ple, the keys PHILANTHROPIC, BITIER-
SWEET and HENDECASYLLABIC when
'combined will yield a composite key with a
period of (13*11*15) = 2145 characters.

The program is given in Listing 1. Lines

Listing 1. File encryption program in BASIC.
HHJ
111<l
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
61QJ
620
630
640
645

REM
REM ************* FILE ENCRYPTION PROGRAM *************
REM
REM USES VERNAM'S ALGORITHM WITH THREE KEYWORDS
REM
REM ALAN SCLAWY, JULY, 1980
REM
REM ***************************************************
REM
REM VARIABLES:
REM

FILE NAME
KEYWORDS
POINTERS TO CHARACTERS IN KEYWORDS
LENGTHS OF KEYWORDS
TEXT LINE CURRENTLY BEING ENCRYPTED
LENGTH OF IN$
CHARACTER FROM IN$ CURRENTLY BEING

ENCIPHERED
HOLDS NUMERICAL EQUIVALENT OF Z$
ENCRYPTED VERSION OF Z$
ENCRYPTED VERSION OF IN$

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM ***************************************************
REM
REM ------- MAKE ROOM FOR STRINGS
CLEAR 400
REM
REM ------- GET FILE NAMES & OPEN FILES
I~PUT "Input file"; F$
OPEN "I", 1, F$
INPUT "Output file"; F$
OPEN "0", 2, F$
REM.
REM -----~- GET KEYWORDS
INPUT "Key"; Kl$
Kl = 1
Ll = LEN(Kl$)
INPUT "Key"; K2$
K2 = I
L2 = LEN(K2$)
INPUT "Key"; K3$
K3 = 1
L3 = LEN (K3$)

F$
KI$,K2$,K3$
KI, K2, K3
Ll, L2, L3
IN$
EN
Z$

P
Y$
OT$

REM
REM --------- LOOP ON RECORDS -------------------------
FOR I = I TO 32767
IF (EOF(l» THEN 920
LINE INPUT #1, IN$
EN = LEN(IN$)
REM PRINT "EN ="; EN
REM PRINT IN$
OT$ = ""
REM
REM --------- LOOP ON CHARACTERS WITHIN RECORD --------
IF (EN=0) THEN 880
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650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
760
770
780
790
800
810
820
830
840
850
860
870
880
900
910
920
930

FOR J = 1 TO EN
Z$ = MID$(IN$, J, 1)
U$ = MID$(Kl$, Kl, 1)
P = ASC(Z$) XOR ASC(U$)
Kl = Kl + 1
IF (Kl > Ll) THEN Kl = 1
V$ = MID$(K2$, K2, 1)
P = P XOR ASC(V$)
K2 = K2 + 1
IF (K2 > L2) THEN K2 = 1
W$ = MID$(K3$, K3, 1)
P = P XOR ASC(W$)
K3 = K3 + 1
IF (K3 > L3) THEN K3 = 1
Y$ = CHR$(P)
REM --- PREVENT INADVERTENT NULL, CR, LF, OR EOF
IF P <> 0 AND P <> 10 AND P <> 13 AND P <> 26 THEN 830
Y$ = Z$
OT$ = OT$ + Y$
REM PRINT J; ASC(Z$), US; V$; W$; ASC(Y$)
NEXT J
REM --------- END OF LOOP ON CHARACTERS
REM ------- WRITE OUTPUT RECORD
PRINT #2, OT$
NEXT I
REM --------- END OF LOOP ON RECORDS -----------------
CLOSE 1, 2
END

(a) Encryption

RUN
Input file? PLNTXT
Output file? CYPTXT
Key? ALPHA
Key? BETA
Key? EPSILON
OK

(b) Decryption

RUN
Input file? CYPTXT
Output file? CLRTXT
Key? ALPHA
Key? BETA
Key? EPSILON
OK

(c) Input message

This is an example of a paragraph of text encryp-
ted by means of Vernam's algorithm. In encryption, bits in
the ASCII codes for the characters are flipped at random in
a pattern set by the key, transforming the message into
gibberish. In decryption, the same bits are flipped back
and the original text is restored. If the key is per-
fectly random, the ciphsr is uncrackable; if the key has a
long period, the cipher is crackable only with difficulty.

(d) Output ciphertext

OT?)<k?'z62a8;1=-050"*t;j86-.34%.*{*8f!)43a<>.&'41
1;?a87k(*(!5j#5w87$10f7y.,7#!#1#*htk(k>&!,%<526>1'*/92h+-

<2&wCr&<>(61,23y91' 1+-2580:#+$'.93t<;51-&4p«p=,"05'h>1
.t6%*6>70f&)8g# p9<;d* 'wa.<*+</ 4'%=0q)-/p0$7*.'51:$1$
/6)=4"( l-I/{=532169(',oh.+2}5(!?r':.>e-88a?!02,-!s%80%
'73';#3t5%5&4-1<}(579l=)j:2,;;4!:l{e u8$"a254t77a5;)1

<+~1#004+"78<qe>88a'O?(5>sI6k2(799% :*.;gl(=y$8%h-(8h*";z"
;2(.b*77:5)il>5$y.024-7s.*s-484+.):lz82-$c'9)4p+$*23)=;+6z

Fig. 4. Sample program run with input and output.
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390 to 420 identify and open the file being
encrypted and the file that receives the en-
crypted version. Lines 450-530 accept key-
words from the user. The program recog-
nizes the difference between upper and low-
ercase keywords.

Lines 560-900 are a big loop for reading,
enciphering and writing lines from the
source file. Input is done by a line input
statement in line 580. We need to use line in-
put because an ordinary input statement
will read a character string up to the first
comma and then think its job is donee You
want to handle bigger chunks of data than
that. The line input statement will read char-
acters until it finds a carriage return (CR).
Ideally we would like to read a whole sector
from the disk each time, but that requires
1/0 capabilities that are not provided in
some dialects of BASIC; using line input is a
compromise.

Lines 650-850 are a loop for enciphering
one line of text. Each character is selected
from the line, using a MID$ operation, in line
660. Vernam's XOR operations can be seen
in lines 680,720 and 760. (BASIC will not let
us do XOR operations between characters,
so you have to convert them to numbers by
means of the ASC function and then con-
vert the result back again by means of the
CHR$ function at the end.) First you XOR
the plaintext with key #1 in line 680; then
you XOR the result with key #2 in line 720;
and finally you XOR that result with key #3
in line 760. Key letters are selected each
time by MID$ operations, and after each
XOR the key's index is advanced and
wrapped back around to the beginning of
the key if necessary.

The 1/0 conventions of CPIM and BASIC
pose some special problems for us. First, a
control-Z character is used by CPIM to mark
the end of a file. Therefore, if you should ac-
cidentally hit upon a combination of mes-
sage and key characters that together pro-
duce a control-Z, this will be written onto
the ciphertext file. When you decipher, the
program will find this control-Z and think
that the file ends there, and all the rest of
the file will be irrecoverable. Similarly, an
accidentally produced CR will be treated as
a delimiter by the line input operation.

I also found out, the hard way, that BASIC
will not insert a null into a character stream,
and as a precaution I thought it wise not to
allow line feeds. Thus whenever any of
these characters resu Its from the encryp-
tion process, you give up and retain the
plaintext character. I feel a little uncomfort-
able about retaining plaintext characters,
but since these situations arise infrequent-
ly and at random, it is probably safe to do
so. Lines 810 and 820 test for these cases
and take care of them. Each new ciphertext
character is appended to the output string
in line 830, and in line 870, after the line is



A complete guide to modern i
troubleshooting and servicing that shows you how to do it
how to understand and troubleshoot digital/logic and micro-
processor circuits, how to dig into their operating systems, and
how to locate and repair problems quickly and easily. You'll learn
about binary codes, system interfacing, input/output devices,
flowcharts, using oscilloscopes, logic probes, etc., when troub-
leshooting, testing, and repairing TIL logic gates, clock pulses,
random-access memories, CPU's, VCR's, videodisc players,
complete minicomputer systems like the TRS-80, TV games, TV
tuners.30B pps., 229 illus. List $12.95

Handbook Of Microprocessor Applications

How to use microprocessors in a wide variety of applications.
including interfacing and using machine language program-
ming! Clearly explains and examines the concepts crucial to the
use of microprocessors and fully details every phase of logic and
machine decisions: Boolean algebra, the truth table, OR, NOR,
AND and NAND functions, etc. Learn to document and analyze a
problem, locate any given step, calculate forward jumps, use
timing loops, calculate delays and more. State machines,
input/output functions, data buses, ROM and RAM. This book is
practical ... and focuses on the how-to of using microprocessor
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The BASIC Cookbook
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functions-with programming examples and flowcharts-
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graphics; enter integers with READ statements; use logiC with
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complete READ and WRITE programs, and use repetitive (loop-
ing) statements to write unending loops ... plus how to
"goof-proof" entries. 350 pps., 106 illus. List $15.95
1001 Itungs To Do With Vour Personal Computer

Over 1,000 time-saving, money-saving, effort-saving and just-
plain-fun applications-with actual programs, printouts, flow-
charts, diagrams and illustrations. Twelve Chapters contain
programs for any use and taste, and applications for everyone.
business and financial mathematical, technical and scientific,
educational, statistical, control and peripheral, hobbies and
games. Includes a shorthand translator, weather forecasting,
precise values for camera settings, animated films, model
railroads, controlling household devices like wood stoves, Morse
code, almost 100 games. 336 pps., 100 illus. List $12.95
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Let us send you this 5-volume, 1,442 page

Computer Library as part of an unusual offer
of a Trial Membership in Electronics Book Club.

Here are quality hardbound volumes, each
especially designed to help you increase your
know-how, earning power, and enjoyment of elec-
tronics and computers. Whatever your interest
in electronics/computers, you'll find Electronics
Book Club offers practical, quality books that you
can put to immediate use and benefit.

This extraordinary offer is intended to prove
to you, through your own experience, that these
very real advantages can be yours ... that it is
possible to keep up with the literature published
in your areas of interest, and to save substantially
while so doing. As part of your Trial Membership,
you need purchase as .few as four books during

,Only $2.95 for
All FIVE!,Regular list
Price $64.75,Top-Quality
Hardbinding,Contains the
very latest
info on
computers!,Over 500
illustrations,Contains over
275,000 words,1442 data-
packed pages

the coming 12 months. You would probably buy at
least this many anyway, without the substantial
savings offered through Club Membership.

To start your Membership on these attrac-
tive terms, simply fill out and mail the cnupon to-
day. You will receive the 5-volume Computer
Library for lO-day inspection. YOU NEEl) SEND
NO MONEY. If you're not delighted, return the
books within 10 days and your Trial Membership
will be cancelled without cost or obligation.

ElECTRONICS BOOK CLUB, Blue Ridge Summit. Pa. 17214

Facts About Club Membership ------------_.• ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB ,,25

• Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214•
• The 5 Introductory books carry a publishers retail price of
$64.75. They are yours for only $2.95 for all 5 (plus postage/
handling) with your Trial Membership.
• YouWill receive the Club News. describing the current Selec-
tion. Alternates. and other books. every 4 weeks [13x a year).
.If you want the Selection. do nothing: It will be sent to you
automatically If you do not Wish to receive the Selection. or If you
want to order one of the many Alternates offered. you Simply give
mstructions on the reply form land In the envelope) provided.
and return It to us by the date specified Ifus date allows you at
least 10 days In which to return the form If. because of late mall
delivery. you do not have 10 days to make a decrsion and so
receive an unwanted Selection. you may return It at Club ex-
pense
• To complete your Trial Membership. you need buy only four
additional monthly Selecnons or Alternates dunng the next 12
months You may cancel your Mernbetstup any time after you
purchase these four books
• All bcoks=-mttudmg the Introductory Offer-are fully return-
able after 10 days II you rc not completely sat.sued
• All books are oHered at low Member pnces. plus a small
postage and handling charge
• Continuing Bonus: If you continue after this Trial Membership.
you will earn a Dividend Certificate for every book you purchase.
Three Certificates.plus payment of the nominal sum of $1.99 will
entitle you to a valuable Book Dividend of your choice which you
may choose from a list provided Members

Please open my Trial Membership in ELEC-
• TRONICS BOOK CLUB and send my 5-volume
• Computer Library, invoicing me for only $2.95

•
plus shipping. If not delighted, I may return the
books within 10 days and owe nothing, and

• have my Trial Membership cancelled. I agree
• to purchase at least four additonal books dur-

•
ing the next 12 months after which I may
cancel my membership at any time.•• Name Phone _

~ Address· ---------

• City

• State Zip ---::-::--:-:c
• (Valid for new Members only. Foreign and Canada add 15',.1 MC-1180



* EXORciser-compatible
MACROMODULESTM

NOVEX introduces the first in a series of highly innovative, cost effective, and
feature packed microcomputer boards. All are fully compatible with the Motorola
*EXORciser bus and *Micromodule series. * Motorola Trademark

THE PACHYDERM ™
THE MASSIVE MEMORY CARD WHICH NEVER FORGETS

UNIQUE FEATURES
.• UP TO 256 KB, INCLUDING PARITY; ON ONE BOARD!
• 5V BATTERY BACKUP OF DYNAMIC RAM
• LOWEST COST: UNIT PRICE, 64K x 9-$975

EACH ADDL. 64K x 9-$500
AND MUCH MORE!

[ill~~[ffi[ill[ill~U
SOFTWARE

ps. -We want to be your software source. Give us the opportunity to beat any nationally advertised price'

CP/M ~\~~ /MANUAL
OSBORNE ~ MANUAL ONLY

General Ledger if . .. $ 59/$20
Acct Recl Acct Pay if. $ 59/$20
Payrollw/Costif... $ 59/$20
Buy 2 get 1 free ... $1181$57
AI13 & CBASIC2.. $199/$71
DIGITIAL RESEARCH'
CPIM' 2.2 Northstar.. $149/$25
CP/M' 2.2 Cromemco. $189/$25
CPIM' (other versions). Call
PL/I-80 Call
Mac. $ 85/$15
Sid. ..$ 85/$15
z-sio. """,$ 95/$15
rex.. $ 701$15
Despool. $ 501$10
MICROSOFT
Basic-80, .. . . $289/$30
Basic Compiler. . $324/$30
Fortran-80. . .. $384/$30
Cobal-80. , ... $594/$30
Mu Math $224/$30
Mu Lisp. $169/$25
MICRO DATA BASE SYSTEMS
HDBS, , $2501$40
MDBS, $7501$40
Other. Call
S,O,F.T.WA.R.E.
Microtax" :t:
Federal individual. . $749/$50
Federal coroorate. $249/$25
State individual. $249/$25
C.PA Plus
Client Write-up. $995/$95
Time billing. . $995/$95
Business Pius:!:
General Ledger. . ... $ 79/$25
Accounts Receivable, $ 79/$25
Accounts Payable" ., $ 79/$25
Payroll, , , ,$ 79/$25
All 4, .. $269/$99
SUPERSOFT
Forth(8080orZ80)~ $129/$25
Diagnostic I. , , , ,$ 49/$20
Other disk software.. less 10%
SOFTWARE WORKS
Adapt. .$69
Rattor. $86

CPIM users: specify disk systems and formats. Most formats available.

COMPUTER PATHWAYS
Pearl (level 1)11, $ 99/$25
Pearl (level 2)#. , . $299/$25
Pearl (level 3)#. ,. $549/$25

MICROPRO
Word-Star (Ver. 2,0), ,$349/$40
Word-Star
/Mail-Merqe , , .. $489/$65
DataStar. , , , , .... $279/$35

. Word-Master., . , . $119/$25
SuperSort I. $199/$25
SuperSort II, , $169/$25
SuperSort 111.",.", $119/$25

PEACHTREE'~
General Ledger:!:, .. $449/$45
Accts Receivable:!:, ,$449/$45
Accts Payable r. $449/$45
Payrotl t .. ,,$449/$45
Inventoryf. . $499/$45
Property Mgt.:t:. , .. .. $8991$45
CPA Client Write-up:!:. $899/$45
Mailing Addressz. , . , ,$399/$45

STRUCtURED SYSTEMS
General Ledger#. $747/$25
AcctsReceivable#., $747/$25
AcctsPayable#., . $747/$25
Payroll#.. $747/$25
InventoryControl#. $4471$25
Analyst# . . .. $197/$20
Letteright #. $167/$20
NAD#. $ 87/$20
QSORT." "'"'' $ 87/$20

GRAHAM-DORIAN ~
Most packages. $699/$40

MICRO-AP
Selector III-C2 #, . $269/$20
SelectorIV#"", . $469/$35
S-Basic Compiler, , ' , , $229/$25

WHITESMITHS
"c" Compiler', , , , . $600/$30
Pascal (incl "C")". . $7501$45

EIDOS SYSTEMS
Kiss. . $299/$25
Kbasic , $529/$50

"OTHER GOODIES"
Tiny "C". . .. $ 69/$40
CBASIC(Ver 2,06)", $ 89/$15
PascallZ (Ver 3). . . $369/$35
PascallMT (Ver 3). , , ,$224/$30
Pascal/M. $149/$20
PascaI/UCSD. $299/$25
FMS-80. '" .Call
CBS, . $279/$45
HM,:!: . $369/$45
Vsort I.... '" $159/$25
String/8o, ,$ 84/$20
Whatsi!? . $149/$25
Postmaster., ,,$139/$20
Textwriterili. ",$111/$20
Magic Wand, $2991$45
Spell Binder. . , , ,$349/$45
Electric Pencil II. less 15%
CPAids. , less 12%
Vulcan D.B,M,S , . $469/$30
Neveda Cobol. , , ,$89/$25

APPLE II®
MICROSOFT
Softcard(CP/M). '" $292
PERSONAL SOFTWARE
Visicalc " '" $122
CCA Data Mgr., ",$ 84
Desktop/Plan. $ 84
PEACHTREE"~
General Ledger:!:. , , , , $224/$45
Accts Receivable:!:, , , ,$224/$45
Accts Payablez. , , $224/$45
Payrollf. .. , , , , ,$224/$45
tnventorvt . , , ,$224/$45
MUSE
Super-Text. , , , " ,., $ 84
Other disk software. less 10%
Whatsi!? . , , $129
Apple PIE. ,,$ 69

TRS-80® MODEL II
CPIM 2.2. ",$149
Electric Pencil II. less 15%

TRS-80® MODEL I
CP/M14. ,,$129
CCA Data Mgr, , $ 68

*-Special Bonus with order :t:-ReQuires rnicrosott BASIC ll-Supplied in source code "-Requires CBASIC-2 ([i)-·Mfgs. Trademark

Don't see it-CALL! Other software requirements-Call
"LlGHTNIN" service available! .lust call and ask Diana.

ORDERS ONLY-CALL TOLL FREE VISA. MASTERCHARGE
1-800-854-2003 ext. 823 •Calif. 1-800-522-1500 ext. 823
Overseas-add $10 plus additional postage· Add $2,50 postage and handling per each item' California
residents add 6% sales tax > Allow 2 weeks on checks, C.o.o. ok • Prices subject to change without notice
All Items subject to availability· .

For information write or call THE DISCOUNT SOFTWARE GROUP •..•250
1610Argyle Ave., Bldg. 102 • Los Angeles, CA 90028 • (213) 665-8280
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complete, the output string is written into
the output file.

The program includes a few added print
statements in lines 600, 610, 840 and 890 for
test and verification purposes. For actual
use, these statements are disabled by turn-
ing them into remarks, but I have left them
in for your convenience. The program gener-
ally is written a little less tightly than it
might have been; I did this for ease of devel-
opment and left it that way for clarity.

Fig. 4 shows a typical encryption run fol-
lowed by a typical decryption run, together
with the plaintext used and ciphertext ob-
tained. (The correspondence between the
two texts is not exact, since some of the ci-
phertext characters are non-printing.) Using
a 2 MHz CPU and Microsoft's Version 4.3
BASIC under CPIM, it takes just about a
minute to encipher the sample paragraph
shown in Fig. 4. Execution can be speeded
up by deleting the remarks and combining
some of the statements. For real speed,
however, you would be better off using a
compiler-type BASIC, or hand-compiling
the program in assembler language.

A word about keyword selection. Ideally a
keyword should be a completely random
bunch of symbols, and it should be easily
memorized so it does not have to be written
down. Of course, these are contradictory re-
quirements. The important points to re-
member are these:

First, keep the keywords long, so the
composite key period will be as long as pos-
sible. Ideally, the period of the key should
be at least as long as the file you're encrypt-
ing.

Second, don't use keywords that have
anything to do either with yourself or with
the matter that you are encrypting. Using
your own name or your spouse's name is
outf The temptation to draw keywords from
the file itself is nearly irresistible, but you
must resist it. When encrypting a file con-
taining notes for a patent application, don't
key it with words like "invention," "con-
cept" or "disclosure." Use crazy words like
"gesundheit," "anarnorphosis" or "3nB%r-
7*Q9Xm<."

Third, remember that the lengths of the
three keywords must have no common fac-
tors if the composite period is to be as long
as possible. For example, Fig. 3b shows
what happens if the keywords both have a
factor of 2. The individual keys have lengths
of 4 and 6, but you will notice that the com-
posite repeats after 12 characters instead
of 24.

Choosing three long keywords of mutual-
ly prime lengths all unrelated to the materi-
al you are protecting may seem tedious and
fussy, but armed with such a key, this sim-
ple encryption program will give even a pro-
fessional codebreaker a fair amount of trou-
ble .•
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FOIYOI!
The new computers are showing off.
Over $50 million worth of equipment in over 100,000

square feet of space, including the latest software and hard-
ware for business, government, home and personal use. Every-

thing the NCC show has and more will be on display, and you can
buy it all right on the spot.

Computers costing $150 to $250,000, mini and micro com-
puters, data- and word-processing equipment, telecommunica-
tions, office machines, peripheral equipment and services from

leading names in the industry like IBM, Xerox, Radio Shack
and Apple will all be there.

There'll be conferences on business uses of small to
medium sized computers, and how to make purchasing

evaluations.
There'll be robots, computerized video games,

computer art and computer music.
Everyone from kids to people who earn their liv-

ing with computers will have a great time at the large
est computer show ever organized in each region.

Admission for adults is $5. The public is
invited, and no pre-registration is necessary.

Don't miss the computer show that
mixes business with pleasure. Show;.'i§5 =:;-';Ei; a up for the show.

,....---- 55 5;.'i; ·U a E; ;----,
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I Produced by National Computer Shows, I

: 824 Boylston Street, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167. :
: Telephone (617) 739-2000. :
I I

r , : Please send me: : ,
I I
I I
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I
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I
I
I
I
I
I

WASHINGTON, D.C.
D.C. ARMORY/STARPLEX

THURSDAY -SUNDAY
SEPTEMBER 18-21

CHICAGO
McCORMICK PLACE
THURSDAY -SUNDAY

OCTOBER 16-19
11 AM. TO 9 PM. THURS.-SAT

11 AM. TO 5 PM. SUN.

BOSTON
HYNES AUDITORIUM
PRUDENTIAL CENTER
THURSDAY-SUNDAY
NOVEMBER 20-23

11 AM. TO 9 PM. THURS.-SAT
HAM. TO 5 PM. SUN.

11 AM. TO 9 PM. THURS.-SAT
. llA.M. TO 5 PM. SUN.

o __ adult tickets at $5 each. I have enclosed the proper amount of $ __
o Information on the show's conference program.

o Hotel registration information 0 Exhibitor rental information

Please print: Name _

Address _

Cily Slate'-- '--- __ Zip _
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Electrocardiogram
For Your Computer

This alarming device monitors your computer's pulse rate and signals
in the event of cardiac (or CPU) arrest.

Kenneth H. Reid
1935 Trevilian Way
Louisville, KY 40205

When a microcomputer is used in a
dedicated real-world control applica-

tion, the consequences of system failure
may be serious. Any system whose failure
would possibly produce injury, equipment
damage, crop failure or other financial loss
should have a simple, foolproof alarm de-
vice that provides a positive indication that
the system is working when it is and an
equally positive and compelling alarm sig-
nal when the system fails. A single chip cir-
cuit can perform these tasks.

The chip is the 4049, a CMOS hex inverter.
The principle of the alarm circuit is to moni-
tor a pulse emitted by the microcomputer; if
the pulse fails to recur on schedule, the
alarm is activated.

One inverter is used to sample and hold a
positive transition; this, in turn, gates two
oscillators. Each oscillator uses two Invert-
ers, for a total of five. The sixth inverter is
available as an alarm output buffer.

The Circuit

The circuit is illustrated in Fig. 1. In my
application, the alarm is located about 1000
feet from the computer, beside a remote ter-
minal. The computer operates a polling
loop, cyclically sensing data from 24 input
stations and responding to it when it ap-
pears.

Once per cycle (about two seconds) the
computer sends a single nonprinting char-
acter to the remote terminal. This is re-
ceived as an indication of proper function.
When data is received, printing characters
are sent, and these also are accepted as OK
signals by the alarm circuit. If for any rea-
son the program leaves the polling loop and
comes to a halt, the train of signals stops
and the alarm is activated.

The heart of the circuit is the sample-and-
hold, shown in the center part of Fig. 1. The
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first RC circuit merely blocks out dc on the
Signal line. The two diodes act as a half-
wave rectifier, charging the capacitor when-
ever the signal goes positive.

The RC time constant of the hold circuit
can be set to suit the signal; a good 0.5 uF
capacitor with no resistor has a time con-
stant of 10-20 minutes in a dry environ-
ment. The resistor is recommended, if only
to reduce sensitivity to local humidity.

Heart Beats

The safe signal needs to be specified
with some care if it is to be monitored all
day long in a general office or home envi-
ronment. Its purpose is to reassure. The
safe oscillator, by flashing a green LED,
confirms that the system is operating. By
flashing at the right frequency, it conveys
the message "everything is OK." The right
frequency is 40-60 flasheslminutes, the
heart rate of a relaxed person.
The trouble signal must convey the oppo-

site message. The oscillator frequency cho-
sen for this signal is 200-240 flashes/min-
ute, the heart rate of someone thoroughly
alarmed. In addition to the red LED, a high-
frequency solid-state beeper sound genera-
tor is driven at this same rate, providing a
sound signal whose urgency is almost im-
possible to ignore.

Once the emergency is recognized, the
sound signal can be turned off by a switch,
but the red LED continues to flash until the
trouble has been corrected.

Obviously, the alarm circuit should not be
disabled by a power failure. I use a re-
chargeable 6 volt battery, maintained by a
simple trickle charger. With a total current
drain under 2 mA, the battery can power the
alarm for a month. A standard lantern bat-
tery should last six to eight weeks.

I have used this alarm now for several
months. During this period it has detected
four program dropouts (illegal jumps) that
were probably caused by power line tran-
sients and three disk reading errors. These

were all soft errors, easily corrected, which
nevertheless completely immobilized the
system .•

+6V

330

10

Fig. 1. The alarm circuit consists of a safe
oscillator (top), a signal detector (center)
and a trouble oscillator (bottom). When
signals occur on the RS-232 input line, low-
to-high transitions are captured and hold
the input of inverter 1high. The output goes
low, stopping the trouble oscillator by pull-
ing point B low and releasing the safe
oscillator. If the incoming pulses stop, after
a period determined by RC, the input of in-
verter 1 goes low. This causes the output to
go high, locking point A high and releasing
the trouble oscillator, causing the alarm to
sound. The output of inverter 6 will be high
in the safe condition and will be an intermit-
tent current sink in the trouble condition.



RCA's new VP-3301 is a professional quality,
ASCII encoded, interactive data terminal, suitable for a
wide variety of industrial, educational, business and
individual applications requiring interactive communi-
cation between computer and user. Connects directly
to your computer or to a standard modem for over the
phone access to time sharing networks and data
bases. And it's compatible with networks such as those
provided by CompuServe Information Services and
Source Telecomputing Corp. Microprocessor intelli-
gence and LSI video control integrated circuits bring
performance, features and flexibility at a low price.
Operates from 5 volt power supply (included).

Unique color locking circuitry creates sharp, jitter
free, true color graphics and rainbow free characters.

You can display the entire field of characters in
any of 8 colors against any of 8 background colors
(8 gray scales with monochrome monitors). Or to add
special emphasis, you can display individual letters,
words or lines in different colors or in reverse video.

The VP-3301 offers you a choice of two software-
selectable display formats: Either 40 characters by
24 lines. Or 20 characters by 12 lines.

The terminal's resident character set consists of
52 upper and lower case alphabetics, 10 numerals, 32
punctuation/ math symbols and 31 control characters.nell*Suggested user price.

You can also define a total of 125 of your own
characters. Including: Greek letters and other foreign
alphabets, graphic symbols, large graphics building
blocks, playing card suits, unique character fonts and
"little green men."

The keyboard section features flexible-membrane
key switches with contact life rated at greater than five
million operations. A finger positioning overlay and
positive keypress action give good operator "feel".

An on-board sound generator and speaker pro-
vides aural feedback for key presses and may also be
activated with escape sequences to provide an
audio output.

The sealed keyboard surface is spill proof and
dust proof. This, combined with high noise immunity
CMOS circuitry, makes the VP-3301 ideal for hostile
environments.

Output is industry standard asynchronous RS232C
or 20 mA current loop with 6 switch-selectable baud
rates and 8 selectable data formats.

You can connect the terminal directly to a 525 line
color or monochrome monitor. Or to a standard TV set
using your RF modulator.

For more information, contact RCA MicroComputer
Marketing, New Holland Avenue, Lancaster, PA.

Or call our toll-free number: 800-233-0094.
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Printer Interface for the H8 (I)

When it comes to adding a line printer to the H8, no one way is best. This author shows how
to build your own serial interface for the IP-225...

Norman S. Dick W1NS
4 Fu/lin Court
Norwalk, CT 06881

When I decided to add a line printer to my H8 system, I
had two main requirements: an 80-column format and

impact type to let me use standard paper. The Integral Data
Systems IP-225 seemed to best fit my needs.

Printer Features

The IP-225 is an attractive, compact printer that includes
the following features:
• 17.25 inches (43.8 cm) wide x 11.5 inches (29.2 cm) deep
x 7.0 inches (17.8 cm) high
• Serial RS-232C interface or parallel TTL-Ievel interface
• Full lower and uppercase ASCII character set
• Microprocessor controller
• 7 x 7 dot matrix
• 8% inch wide paper-roll, fanfold or sheet
• Serial baud rate to 1200 bits per second
• Sustained throughput to 50 characters per second
• Line buffer of 256 characters
• Built-in-test mode, in which the printer will output a con-
tinuous full line repeating alphanumeric pattern
• Form-feed control
A more inexpensive version (IP-125) is available with fric-

tion instead of tractor feed and does not include the
automatic form-feed option. But this feature is useful during
extended printouts. Each page has a nice margin at the bot-
tom, which makes printout duplication easier.

The printer is fairly quiet and generates superb quality
printouts. The built-in-test feature is useful for isolating
system problems.

Unfortunately, the 80-column output is only 77 columns.
The print density is ten characters per inch, and the tractor-
feed holes limit the useful width to less than eight inches.
(This is not a problem in the IP-125.)

Some people may object to the upside-down printouts,
with respect to the front of the printer, but I don't find this
annoying.

Operation

When my IP-225 arrived, I loaded some paper, placed the
printer in the test mode, and it immediately began chugging
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away. I then hooked up the printer to my parallel interface
(Fig. 1).

The interface between the H8-2 and the IP-225 includes
seven data lines, a take data line from the H8-2 that clocks
data into the printer on the negative-going clock edge and a
data taken signal (from the printer back to the parallel inter-
face) that is also asserted or sent in the negative-going state.



DATA 0

DATA I
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Fig. 1. Printer to parallel interface cabling. Initial hookup.

DATA TKN is activated by negative edge.
Data should be clocked into printer on leading (negative) edge of TAKE DATA.
In the Ip·225 printer, cut etch jumper Z2 to Z4 and connect Z1 to Z3 (configures hand,
shaking polarities).
In H8·2, configure jumpers as follows: A1·A2 open (noncontinuous mode), E1·E2
shorted (true data), F, G, H open (interrupts).

Fig. 1 notes.

The IP-225 uses the handshaking method of interlocked
communication. At each end of the interface cable, each
device will send its control signal and await a response
before resending. The parallel 1/0 sends TAKE DATA, the
printer responds by sending DATA TAKEN, and the parallel
1/0, upon recognizing DATA TAKEN, may output the next
character on the data lines by sending the take data strobe.

It took a while to dig out of the Heath manuals the informa-
tion I needed to initialize the USART on the parallel interface
and manually output characters to the printer from the H8
front panel. Upon receipt of a carriage return character by
the printer, preceding characters that enter the printer line
buffer are printed out.

After successfully printing characters via the H8'.s front
panel, I then tried outputting to the printer from a BASIC pro-
gram, by using the PORT command to switch the output port
over to the parallel 110 instead of to the H9 terminal. But the
printer either hung up dead or slewed over to one side and
started grinding away. Nothing would clear the grinding ex-
cept removing and reapplying power to the printer.

Printer Connection

I finally discovered that the handshaking was not being
obeyed by the parallel interface. The H8-2 was sending over
characters without waiting for an acknowledge from the
printer. The take datastrobe was causing an interrupt to the
internal microprocessor within the printer. If this interrupt
occurred before the previous character was completely pro-
cessed, the printer's firmware crashed.

Discussions with Heathkit confirmed the problem. When
using Heathkit's BASIC, the H8-2 parallel interface looks
software-identical to the H8-5 serial interface. Characters
are spewed out at a high rate from the parallel interface
without checking the status of the acknowledge from the
printer. Hence, the handshaking is lost.

To successfully use the H8-2 with the IP-225, or any other
printer with parallel interface, you must write a software
subroutine to allow monitoring of handshaking signals from
the parallel interface. Since Heathkit did not provide a
source listing of their BASIC V10.02.01, it was virtually im-
possible to incorporate such a subroutine to the existing
BASIC. (Note: Heath has since developed later BASIC ver-
sions for use with their own H-14 line printer, in conjunction
with a serial interface (H8-4) where handshaking is provided
by a bus 1 control signaL)

At this point I stared in disgust at my expensive line printer
and H8-2, wondering if I would ever get them to talk to each
other,

I then abandoned the H8-2 and started thinking of the
serial mode of the printer. The H8-5 serial interface could be
used with the IP-225 at 1200 baud, but only if you use the
clear to send line in the serial interface. If the printer buffer is
full, new data should not be sent by the H8-5, since the
printer buffer will be overwritten and data already in the line
buffer will be lost.

However, using ten characters per inch, the printer is fast
enough to receive at 300 baud without the data buffer being
overwritten. Therefore, the printer can be used as a slave to
the H9 terminal merely by setting up the H8-5 and H9 ter-
minal for 300 baud and wiring the serial input of the printer in
parallel with the serial input to the H9. You need no addi-
tional interface cards. (Caution: other line printers may ex-
cessively load the serial input to the H9 depending on
receiver design.)

This slaving technique is applicable to many other
systems besides the Heathkit. Indeed, several higher-priced
terminals provide a printer output connection for use in the
slave mode. The slave technique is useful primarily for hard-
copy printouts of program listings. The slave mode's disad-
vantage is that information cannot be output to the printer
and to the terminal independently, under software control.

Fig, 2 summarizes all switch settings and connections
that must be made to use the IP-225 as a slave to the H9. I'm
using a 20-foot twisted pair cable from the back of the H8
computer to the input of the IP-225 with no problems. When
power is turned off in the IP-225, the H9 terminal still func-
tions normally, since the IP-225's receivers do not substan-
tially load the RS-232 interface lines with power removed.

The printer is now a pleasure to use, with no additional
hardware interfacing or software subroutines required. I
recommend ordering the IP-225 with the parallel 1/0 feature
since this is a free option and switches are provided internal-
ly to revert to the serial mode of operation.

The moral of the interfacing story is: Simplest is Best!.

BAUD RATE
SWITCH SET
TO 300
BAUD

o
l BAUD RATE

KEY
DEPRESSED

H-B COMPUTER H-9 TERMINAL

25 PIN
CANNON
CONNECTOR

Fig. 2. Final system connections.
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PROGRAMMING TOOLS
FOR YOUR TRS-80

INSIDE LEVEL II
The Programmers Guide to the TRS-SO ROMS

INSIDE LEVEL" is a comprehensive reference guide to the Level II ROMs
which allows the machine language or Basic programmer to easily utilize the
sophisticated routines they contain. Concisely explains set-ups, calling
sequences, and variable passage for number conversion, arithmetic opera-
tions, and mathematical functions, as well as keyboard, tape, and video
routines. Part" presents an entirely new composite program structure which
loads under the SYSTEM command and executes in both Basic and ma-
chine code with the speed and efficiency of a compiler. In addition, the 18
chapters include a large body of other information useful to the programmer
including tape formats, RAM useage, relocation of Basic programs, USR
call expansion, creatinp SYSTEM tapes of your own programs, interfacing
of Basic variables directly with machine code, a method of greatly increasing
the speed at which data elements are stored on tape, and special precau-
tions for disk systems. INSIDE LEVEL II is a clearly organized reference
manual. It is fully typeset and packed with nothing but useful information. It
does not contain questions and answers, ROM dumps, or cartoons. INSIDE
LEVEL 11.....$15.95

4 SPEED OPTIONS FOR YOUR TRS-80!
The SK-2' is the most versatile clock modification available for the
TRS-80. Speeds may be switched between normal, an increase of
50%, or a 50% reduction. Instructions are also given for a 100%
increase to 3.54 MHz, though the TRS-80 is not reliable at this
speed. Speed may be changed with a toggle switch or on software
command. It will automatically retum to normal speed any time a
disk is active, requires no change to the operating system, and has
provisions for adding an LED to indicate when the computer is not
at normal speed. It mounts inside the keyboard unit with only 4
necessary connections for the switch option (switch not included),
and is easily removed if the computer ever needs service. The
SK-2 comes fully assembled with socketed IC's and illustrated
instructions. SK-2 ..... $24.95

TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM
This program allows reliable high speed file transfers between two
disk-based computers over modems or direct wire. It is menu
driven and extremely simple to use. Functions include real-time
terminal mode, save RAM buffer on disk, transmit disk file, receive
binary files, examine and modify UART parameters, program 8
custom log-on messages, automatic 16-bit checksum verification
of accurate transmission and reception, and many more user
conveniences. Supports line printers and lowercase characters.
With this program you will no longer need to convert machine
language programs to ASCII for transmission, and you will know
immediately if the transmission was accurate. TELCOM ..... $29.95

PROGRAM INDEX FOR DISK BASIC
Assemble an alphabetized index of your entire program library
from disk directories. Program names and free space are read
automatically (need not be typed in) and may be alphabetized with
a fast Shell/Metzner sort by disk or program. The list may also be
searched for any disk, program, or extension; disks or programs
added or deleted; and the whole list or any part sent to the printer.
Finally, the list itself may be stored on disk for future access and
update. "The best thing since sliced bread" (January issue of '80
Microcomputing). One drive and 32K required. INDEX ..... $19.95

SINGLE STEP THROUGH RAM OR ROM
STEP80 allows you to step through any Basic or machine lan-
guage program one instruction at a time, and see the address,
hexadecimal value, Zilog mnemonic, register contents, and step
count for each instruction. The top 14 lines of the video screen are
left unaltered so that the "target program" may perform its display
functions unobstructed. STEP80 will follow program flow right into
the ROMs, and is an invaluable aid in learning how the ROM
routines function. Commands include step (trace), disassemble,
run in step mode at variable step rate, display or alter memory or
CPU registers, jump to memory location, execute a CALL, set
breakpoints in RAM or ROM, and relocate to any page in RAM. The
display may also be routed to your line printer through the device
control block so custom print drivers are automatically supported.
STEP80 ..... $16.95

ORDERING: Complete satisfaction is guaranteed or a full refund will be
made. All programs are shipped on cassette unless $5 is included for a
'formatted (no system) disk. Include $1 postage and handling. California
residents add 6% sales tax. Visa, Masterchargeand COD orders accepted.

MUMFORD MICRO SYSTEMS
Box 435-C Summerland, California 93067 (805) 969-4557
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• Highest possible quaUty 48Ox512x8 digital \ideo
Image presently avallable on the market

• Input capability from TV camera or other sources
• Vartety of synchronization choices
• 2 selectable \ideo A/D conversion circuits
• Choice of 1. 2. 4. 8. 16 or 32 bits per pixel
• 32K-byte Image memory on the basic system
• 32. 64. 128 (, 256K byte system caPacity
• Ughtpen Input
• Photographic trigger control Input
• Software selectable system parameters
• Interfaces for TR&80 and other processors
• Comprehensive line of accessories. monitors and
support software

•

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

DIGITAL GRAPHIC SYSTEMS
441 California Ave .•Palo Alia, CA 94306 415/494-6088



If North Star or Cromemco offer it •••

WE HAVE IT!!
Immediate Delivery at Discount Prices

NORTHSTAR
Horizon'" 2

~~~-'--::;:;i132KDouble Density
Assembled and Tested

List $3095

ONLV$2619
ASSEMBLED

HORIZON 1, DD $2279 32K, OD, List $2995 ..... 2539

HORIZON 2, 32K, DD . $2619
32K, OD, List $3595 3049
48K, DD, List $3590 3039

48K, OD, List $4090 3469
64K, DD, List $3830 3239
64K, OD, List $4330 3669

NORTH STAR APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE
(Exclusive for use with North Star Disk Systems - specify Double
or Quad Density)
NORTHWORD, List $399 $339
MAILMANAGER, List $299 249
INFOMANAGER, List $499 , 419
GENERALLEDGER, List $999 799
ACCOUNTSRECEIVABLE, List $599 499
ACCOUNTSPAY ABLE, List $599 499

NORTH STAR HARD DISK HD-18
18 megabytes, plugs into parallel port of North Star
Horizon. Utilizes tried-and-proven 14" Century Data
Marksman. List $4999. OUR PRICE $4199

NORTH STAR MDS-A - Double (or Quad)
Density Disk System, Kit, List $799. OUR PRICE $669
Assembled and Tested, List $899 SPECIAL $719

NORTH STAR MEMORY BOARDS
16K Dynamic RAM IRAM-16-A/A), Assembled, List $499 ..... $420

Kit, List $449 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SPECIAL $'299
32K IRAM-32/ A), Assembled, List $739 $620

Kit, List $669 ONLY $499

INTRODUCTORY SPECIALS ON .••
PREMIUM QUI~LlTY BASF DISKS
CERTIFIED FOfI QUAD SYSTEMS (Box 01 ten)

5'/,' DOUBLE DENSITY DOUBLE SIDED ust$57.50 $38.95
8" DOUBLE DENSITY DOUBLE SIDED l1SI$75.00 $47.49

Shipping $2.50 - Free Shipping In MUltiple 01 Two 80x',

£WSystem3
. by CROMEMCO

Now with Dual
Double Sided

Double Density
r 2 megabytes

of Storage)
64K of RAM

List $7395

NEW DOUBLE DENSITY CONTROLLER BOARD
From Cromemco

With built-in diagnostics - 16 FDC Controller
List $595 OUR PRICE $505

Z-2 COMPUTER SYSTEM List $995 $845
SINGLE CARD COMPUTER - SCC-W 4 MHz. List $450 $382
NEW COLOR GRAPHICS INTERFACE - SOl List $595 OUR PRICE $505
CROMEMCO HOD - 11122-megabyte Hard Disk for use with existing
systems. DMA controller. Transfer rate of 5.6 megabytes/second.
HOD-II. List $6995 OUR PRICE ONLY $5939
HDD-22. List $11,995 $10.189

LIMITED TIME $6199'
INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL •

CROMEMCO SYSTEM 2 - Now double Density
with Double Sided Drives, .Ouad Capacity mini
floppy disc drives. List $3990 ... _..... Only $3390

CROMEMCO Z-2H Full 11-megabyte Hard Disk
system. Fast Z-80A
4 MHz processor,

two floppy disk
drives, 64K RAM
memory, RS232
special interface,
printer interface,

and extensive
software available.

List $9995

OUR PRICE $8489

SHIPPING AND INSURANCE: Add $15 or Horizons, $2.50 for Boards and Software. Hard Disk Systems and Cromemco systems shipped freight collect.
Advertised prices are for prepaid orders. Credit card and C.O.D. 2% higher. Deposit may be required on C.O.D. All prices subject to change and offers
subject to withdrawal without notice.

- WRITE FORFREECATALOG -

MiniMicroMart, Inc. =
1618 James Street, Syracuse, NY 13203 (315) 422-4467 TWX 710-541-0431 I VIS4"=



Printer Interface for the H8 (II)

... Or, you can go the parallel route, as this user did with his IP-125.

Howard L. Cunningham
330 Blumen Lane
Dayton, OH 45418

Soon after my H8 system was
operating, I needed a print-

er. This need was reaffirmed
each time I had to record a list-
ing by hand. After perusing the
Heathkit catalog to determine
the requirements and cost of the
H14 printer (both kit and assem-
bled), I decided to look else-
where.

I had always wanted to design
and build something for my own
use, so I decided to buy a printer
and design the parallel inter-
face, if necessary. I selected the

IP-125 from Integral Data Sys-
tems. An associate had already
purchased one that I felt was
cost effective.

The IP-125 is a dot matrix
plain paper printer with a TTL-
parallel or RS-232C serial inter-
face standard (switch select-
able). With a common option,
you can vary the print widths.
After reviewing the H8-2 parallel
interface design, which uses
back-to-hack UARTs to imple-
ment a parallel interface, I de-
cided that the Intel 8255A PIA
should serve as a basis for my
design.

For my software design, I de-
cided to implement the printer
software driver as a patch to the
Heath CRT driver, which is com-
mon to all Heath software. I
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Photo 1. Author's H8 computer system.

planned to intercept all charac-
ters going to the CRT and echo
them optionally on the printer or
CRT, or both. This technique
allowed me to use existing
Heath software and obtain hard
copy from all Heath software.

Photo 1 shows my system,
which includes H8 with 16K
RAM, dual 1200 baud audio cas-
settes with homemade cassette
controller, H9 CRT and IP-125
printer. Note that the printer
control switch is in the small
box between the H8 and H9. The
Gould OS245A dual-trace oscil-
loscope is also pictured.

Hardware

The interface schematic is
shown in Fig. 1; Table 1 shows
the parts list. The critical ele-
ment on the parts list is the
8255A, which has improved tim-
ing characteristics over the
8255, so don't purchase the
wrong chip. The 8255A costs
about $9 from any Intel distribu-
tor.

Memory-mapped 1/0 is used
for this interface. This was
forced during board debugging.
After some problems, I discov-
ered that the Heath serial 1/0
board (H8-5) appeared to always
have its bus transceivers on for
any IIOR or IIOW operation. The
Heath schematic confirmed
this, so I decided to let Heath

use memory instructions.
U4 and U5 serve as address

bus buffers. Address decoding
is accomplished by U6 and U7.
Board operation lacks exhaus-
tive decoding; that is, the board
will not only respond to ad-
dresses 200.000, 200.001,
200.002 and 200.003, but will
also answer 2xx.00 - or
3xx.00 -, where x is any digit
(0-7) and - represents 0, 1, 2 or
3.

This technique saves decod-
ing logic. When the computer
executes a memory instruction
to the proper address, U6 pro-
duces the board select Signal,
which is CS for the 8255A. This
signal also gates MEMW and
MEM R to the data bus transceiv-
ers to complete a data path to or
from the 8255A. The Intel data
sheet describes the PIA opera-
tion.

The low-order seven bits of
port A comprise the printer data.
The data is sent through the line
drivers U9 and U10 to the printer.
In the strobed output mode, bit 6
of port C goes low (OBF) when-
ever data is written to the PIA
port A. This signal is passed to
the IP-125 as its strobe (STB).
When the IP-125 is ready for
more data, it lowers its acknowl-
edge line (ACK), which goes into
the PIA on port C, bit 7, to clear
OFB to high, completing the

keep the 1/0 instructions and handshaking. ACK also goes in-



to port C, bit 2, for use by the
driver.

The printer control switch is
brought into port C, bits 4 and 5.
Port C, bits 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, are
set up as input mode 0 (no hand-
shaking). Port B and bits 0, 1 and
3 of port C are not used in this in-
terface. See the completed
board in Photo 2.

Software

The driver source listing
places a JMP LPDRV at 040.363
of the Heath CRT driver. At
LPDRV, the character to be
printed is in the A register and
on the stack (via a PUSH PSW).
LPDRV first programs the PIA by
storing octal 251 in port C (ad-
dress 200.003). This sets port A
in mode 1 (strobed) output, bits 4
and 5 of port C as input, port B in
mode 0 as output and bits 0, 1,2
and 3 of port C as input.

The driver then checks the
printer control switch. If bit 5 of
port C is off (CRT ONLY switch
position), the driver jumps to
ENDPRT to avoid printing. If bit
5 is on (PRINTER ON LY or BOTH
switch positions), th~iver
reads port C to check if OBF and
ACK are high. If either line is
low, the driver spins until both
are high. The driver then ex-
ecutes POP PSW and prints the
character at port A (address
200.000).

After printing, the driver again
waits for OBF and ACK to go
high. This dual-spin loop check
ensures that no data is ever sent
to the printer when ACK is low. If
this is done, the IP-125 can jam
the printing head necessitating
a power on-off cycle to clear the
malfunction.

After printing, the driver ,ex-
ecutes PUSH PSW and falls to
ENDPRT. Here the driver checks
the printer control switch (bit 4,
port C). If bit 4 is low (PRINTER
ONLY switch position), the driv-
er jumps to ENDCRT. If bit 4 is
high (CRT ONLY or BOTH switch
positions), the driver executes
POP PSW and JMP $CDOUT.
$CDOUT outputs the character
to the CRT and returns to the
caller. ENDCRT executes POP
PSW and returns to the caller.

Note the six assembly errors
in the listing. Although the as-
sembler (HASL #04.01.01) gener-
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Printer Installation

In order to use the printer driv-
er with existing Heath software
(TED, HBUG, HASL, B.H. BASIC
and Extended B.H. BASIC), the
software must be configured to
limit high memory below the
driver. For my 16K system, I con-
figured high memory to 24,437,
or 137.165, leaving 140 bytes for
the driver. Although the driver
only needs 52 bytes, I allowed
for space above the driver for
the PAM stack area.

Wh i Ie all cassette-loaded
Heath software will set the
stack pointer to high memory-1,
PAM will set the stack pointer at
the pnystcat top of memory
whenever you press RST/O. If
you place the driver too close to
the physical top of memory, the

Table 1. Parts list.
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Fig. 1. Interface hardware schematic.

Integrated Circuits

U1,U2,U3 74LS368
U4,U5 74LS04
U6,U7 74LS42
U8 P8255A
U9,U1O 74LS367
U11 7805

Discrete Components
C1 10~F, 15 V, electrolytic
C2 33 ~F, 16 V, tantalum
C3-C12 .01 ~F, 10 V, disk
R1,R2,R3 4,7k Q, 'I,War other TTL pull-up resistor
SW1 OPOTcenter off rocker switch

Connectors

S201 2 Heath circuit board sockets (432·947)
S1 1 Heath 25·hole connector shell (432-938)
J 1 1 Heath 25-pin plug (432-946)
S2 08·25S
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Photo 2. Printer interface circuit board.

PAM stack will wipe out the driv-
er if RST/O is pressed. RTM/Owil1
not cause a stack reset.

In the interest of speed, I rec-
ommend that you load the driver
separately, rather than integrate
it with any Heath software. If
you dump the driver with any
Heath software to an audio cas-
sette, you will dump most of the
memory (040.100 to 137.251).
This will take longer to load. If
loaded separately, the driver will
load in two segments-one will
patch at 040.363, and the sec-
ond will load at 137.165.

You should load the driver be-
fore pressing GO after loading
the Heath software. If you forget
to do this, press RTM/O, REG PC
and remember the PC. Then load
the driver, reset the PC and
press GO to return to the Heath
software.

Operation

Let's consider a typical
system start-up sequence. After
powering up, load the desired
Heath software tape. Now load
the driver tape before pressing
GO. Check the printer control
switch.

If you want complete hard
copy, set the switch to BOTH. If
not, set the switch to CRT ON-
LY. Switching to PRINTER ON-
LY will prevent commands from
echOing on the CRT. Press GO.

If you ever list to the CRT ON-
LY and want hard copy, simply
press PRINTER ONLY or BOTH.
If you. are listing in BOTH mode
and wish to print faster, go to
PRINTER ONLY.
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The CRT is character-level
buffered, so it can be stopped
and restarted in midline with
predictable results. The printer

is line buffered. If you stop it in
midline, it remembers the char-
acters in the buffer. When you
then restart it, the printer will
print the old buffer data before it
prints the new data. To clear the
printer buffer in this case, cycle
the power off-on in the CRT ON-
LY mode.

Conclusions

Don't be concerned about
your printer sitting idle while
you work on the interface modi-
fication. The IP-125 can run in a
serial mode at greater than 300
baud. Thus, you can daisy-chain
the IP-125 right off your H9 at
300 baud.

First, strip a small piece of in-
sulation off the ground wire and
the received data wire at the H9.
Next, run two jumper wires from
the data line on the H9 to the
data pin (pin #3 on the OB-25) on

the IP-125 and from the ground
on the H9 to the Signal ground
(pin #7 on the DB-25) on the
IP-125. The H9 must run at 300
baud, since this technique ig-
nores the clear-to-send signal
from the printer. If the H9 is run
faster, you will send data when
the IP-125 cannot handle it.

To run your H9 at two baud
rates (300 and 4800, for
example), you can add a DPOT
switch to the H8-5 serial board
to vary the H8 transmission
rates, just as the H9 supports
two rates via a switch. Now you
can run CRT dialog at high
speed with the IP-125 powered
off. If you want hard copy,
switch to 300 baud (H8 and H9
both), switch the IP-125 on and
run at 300 baud.

There you have it: a parallel in-
terface for a printer and a way to
get operating without it..

*' F"P,TCH CONSOLE DRH'EI\..
040.363 ORG 4·03\~3A
().•j·().363 303 165 137 .]MP LPDRV INTEf~CEF'T OUTPUT TO CRT FOR PR

INTEF,
*
* [lRH'ER EQU(,TES

"o~o .100 START EQU 40100A PC START ADDRESS
040.111 $C[lOUT EQU 40111 A OUTPUT CRT LOW LE'vIEL

:l:F'JCTl EQU 200003A PIA CONTROL WORD
*PF,CTl EQU 200002A PRINTER CONTROL vJORD( F'ORT C)
:tTRDAT EQU 200000A F'RINTER D,',TA(r'ORT ,~)
*

137.165 ORG 137165A UF'PER H() BYTES FOR Htd~DLER
*'*'>I: HANDLE PF:IN TEF< ECHO
'"137.165 076 251 LF'DRV MVI ~IJ251Q PIA SET UFo PORT c, r10DE 1 OUTPU

T
*' F'ORT C hODE 0 INPUT

V 137.167 062 003 200 STA 200()03A
V 137.172 (l72 002 2(>() LDA 2(>OOO2A GET F'RINTER CONTROL

137.175 346 04·() ANI Ji·OQ IF SW1 LOW,NO PRINT
137.177 312 233 137 ·]Z EN[IF"Fa

v 137.202 07"1 002 200 11 LDA 2(i()()02A
137.205 3;'·6 204 {,to 20.oj·Q CHEet, OBF/ACK'
137.207 3:ib 204· XRI 20';'Q
137.21.1 302 202 137 .JNZ L1 LOOF' UNTIL BOTH (,RE HIGH
137.214 361 POP PSW GET CH,\R TO F'FnNT

v 137.215 062 000 2()0 STA 200000A PRINT IT
137.220 365 PUSH PSW SAVE CHI~IRFOH CRT

" 137.221 072 002 200 L2 L[lA 2(IOOO2~,
137.224 346 204 ANI 204Q CHECK OBF /t',CK
137.226 356 2')4 XFO 201,·Q
137.230 302 221 137 .JNZ L2 LOOP UNTIL BOTH HIGH

** NOW [10 CRT OUTF"UT
*'V 137.233 072 002 200 EtH>PF:T U>A 20(JOO2A

137.236 34·6 020 ANI 20Q IF SW2 LOW NO CRT OUTPUT
137.24-0 312 241 137 .]Z ENDCRT
137.24·3 361 POP PSW GET CHt,R
137.24·4- 303 111 (>40 .JMP $C[lOUT GO OUT TO CRT AN[I RETURN
137.24·7 361 ENDCF:T POP F'SW CLU,R STACK
137.250 311 RET RETum~ IF NO CRT OUT

*'* FROh HERE TO PHYSICAL EN[I OF MEMORY MUST LEAVE SPACE
• FOR PAM TO SET UP ITS STACK POINTER ON RST/O* NOTE THAT PAM DOES NOT RESPECT HIGH MEMORY AS
•. Cot<FIGlWED It~ OTHER HE,HH SOFTWARE ••••••••.•

END START

Driver source listing.
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INTRODUCING: the DG-64D

PU,our pro-
plimentary

.flexibility of

Prices:Y' Up to 64K bytes capacity Dynamic RAM
Y' Hardware bank selectable in 8K increments
Y' Software bank selectable in 16K increments through I/O port
Y' On-board bank select/CPU ROM disable port, addressable to

any 256 I/O addresses
Y' Up to 8 boards controllable through one I/O port (allows page

mode operation)
Y' On-board transparent refresh for 8080 or Z80 microprocessor

backed up by asynchronous refresh upon loss of normal prog-
ram execution

Y' 4 MHz operation with no wait states required
Y' Low power consumption
Y' Assembled, tested, & burned-in-90 day warranty

64K
48K
32K
16K
¢K

529.00
.480.00
.431.00
.382.00
.333.00

Documentation only (DG-64D) 15.00

STATE OF THE ART CPU FOR THE HEATH(~H8
DG 80 Z80®CPU 249 00 (Assembled & Tested)

- -. Documentation only: $25.00

NEW-SUPPORT for the DG-80
the OG-FP8-69.95 the OG-AOP4-19.95

Plug-in hardware modification to allow operation of the Heath
H17 disk system with the DG-80 at 4 MHz. Requires the use of
the DG-FP8 firmware package.

Monitor/Utility package for use with the DG-80 CPU which provides functions
of PAM-8 as well as the following:
~ Split octal or hexadecimal display and entry
~ Two keystroke display of memory contents pointed to by any register
~ Sets PC register to boot address on power-up
~ Display and alteration of Z80 primary and alternate registers
~ Provision for Z80 non-rnaskable interrupt
~ Provides front panel single step
~ Real time clock
~ Supports standard CP/M"" provided by DG Electronic Developments Co.

as well as HDOS

OG-CM01- $29.95
ROM disable port for use with the Heath® H8 computer. Ad-
dressable to any of 256 I/O ports. Allows the use of a full64K of
RAM when used in conjunction with the DG-80 CPU and the
DG-FP8 hardware/firmware package (NOT REQUIRED FOR
SYSTEMS UTILIZING THE DG-64D MEMORY BOARD).

STANDARD CP/M@Ver. 2.2-$130.00
DG-FP8/DG-ADP4- TOGETHER-$79.95
Documentation Only - $15.00 (Source Code Not Included) 16K CHIP SETS (8-4116 Type Dynamic RAMS) for DG-32D,

Apple®, TRS-80®, H88/89® and PET® (Tested) ... $49.00

NEW PRICING ON OUR POPULAR OG-320 (32K Dynamic RAM for Heath H8)
.0K .32K ........................................... 339.00 .... 235.00

.... 12.00.............................. 287.00 Documentation Only .16K (V2 populated)

CP/M IS a registered trademark of Digital Research of Pacific Grove, California. Heath, HOaS, H8, H88/89 & PAM8 are registered trademarks of the Heath Company. 280 IS a registered trademark of
Zilog Corp. PET is a registered trademark of Commodore. Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. TRS·80 is a registered trademark of TANDY Corp.

[]
~ ELECTRONIC .,-145-1:::::1 DEVELOP.MENTS CO.

OnIering Information: Products listed avaJlable from DG Electron~ D<NeIo!>-
ments Co .. P.O. Box 1124. 1827 South Armstrong. Denison. Tx, 75020. Check.
Money Ooler. VISA or Master Charye accepted Phone oroes (dlarye oo~) can
(214) 405-7805. No COO·s Fretght prepaid AJkJw 3 weeI<s for per.;onal ched<s
to clear Texas resIderTts add 5% Foreign oreers add 3()'.,.



.THE ORIGINAL MAGAZINE FOR
OWNERS OF THE TRS-80™* MICROCOMPUTER

:L[]I':1PUTR[]f}I%LS ~N~¥:~g~~E
MONTHLY NEWSMAGAZINE
Practical Support For Model 1&·11

SOFTWARE

FOR TRS-80'"
OWNERS

PROGRAMS AND ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN OUR FIRST 12 ISSUES
INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

• A COMPLETE INCOME TAX PROGRAM (LONG AND SHORT FORM)
• INVENTORY CONTROL
• STOCK MARKET ANALYSIS
• WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM (FOR DISK OR CASSETTE)
• LOWER CASE MODIFICATION FOR YOUR VIDEO MONITOR OR PRINTER
• PAYROLL (FEDERAL TAX WITHHOLDING PROGRAM)
• EXTEND 16·DIGIT ACCURACY TO TRS·80'· FUNCTIONS (SUCH AS

SQUARE ROOTS AND TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS)
• NEW DISK DRIVES FOR YOUR TRS·80'·
• PRINTER OPTIONS AVAILABLE FOR YOUR TRS·80'·
• A HORSE SELECTION SYSTEM***ARITHMETIC TEACHER
• COMPLETE MAILING LIST PROGRAMS (BOTH FOR DISK OR CASSETTE

SEQUENTIAL AND RANDOM ACCESS)
• RANDOM SAMPLlNG***BAR GRAPH
• CHECKBOOK MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
• LEVEL II UPDATES***LEVEL II INDEX
• CREDIT CARD INFORMATION STORAGE FILE
• BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO MACHINE LANGUAGE AND ASSEMBLY

LANGUAGE
• LINE RENUMBERING
• AND CASSETTE TIPS, PROGRAM HINTS, LA TEST PRODUCTS

COMING SOON (GENERAL LEDGER, ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND
RECEIVABLE, FORTRAN 80, FINANCIAL APPLICATIONS PACKAGE,
PROGRAMS FOR HOMEOWNERS, MERGE TWO PROGRAMS,
STATISTICAL AND MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMS (BOTHREE ELEMENTARY AND ADVANCED) . AND

F WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM (Cassette or Disk) For writing letters, text, mailing lists, etc., with each new subscriptions or renewal.l", LEVEL II RAM TEST '(Cassette or Disk) Checks random access memory to ensure that all memory locations are working properly.

DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (Cassette or Disk) Complete file management for your TRS·80'· Pb I:" I:"
CLEANUP (Cassette or Disk) Fast action Maze Game q~~

• PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
• BUSINESS
• GAMBLING • GAMES
• EDUCATION
• PERSONAL FINANCE
• BEGINNER'S CORNER
• NEW PRODUCTS
• SOFTWARE EXCHANGE
• MARKET PLACE
• QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
• PROGRAM PRINTOUTS
.... AND MORE

ADVENTURE (Cassette or Disk) Adventure #0 by Scott Adams (From Adventureland International) •TRS·80'· [SA TRADEMARKOF TANDY CORP

SEND FOR OUR NEW 48 PAGE SOFTWARE CATALOG (INCLUDING LISTINGS OF HUNDREDS OF TRS·80'· PROGRAMS AVAILABLE ON
CASSETTE AND DISKETTE) $2.00 OR FREE WITH EACH SUBSCRIPTIONS OR SAMPLE ISSUE.

~L[]r:1PlJTR[l~%CS~"~:""""""""""'''''''''''''''''''''''''' ..·..NE\V·TOi.·L~FRE·E
MATH;MATCA~;;;;;C~~~OAD ~a 24 HOUR ~ ORDER LINE

SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977 . ORDER -F:'•.!..-. (OUTSIDE OF N.Y, STATE)

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION $24" LINE (800) 431-2818
TWO YEAR SUBSCRIPTION $48....... (914) 425-1535
SAMPLE OF LATEST ISSUE $ 4 ....

START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH ISSUE,

(#1 - July 1978 • #7 - January 1979 • #12 - June 1979 • #18 - January 1980)
NEW SUBSCRIPTION."..... RENEWAL

NEW!!!
MOD-II NEWSLETTER
$12 or 12 issues

CREDIT CARD NUMBER EXP. DATE _

SIGNATURE _

NAME _

ADDRESS -:-_CITY STATE -LIP _
•••ADD $6/YEAR (CANADA, MEXICO) . ADD $12/YEAR AIR MAIL· OUTSIDE OF U.S.A., CANADA & MEXICO •••
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A Mini Logic Monitor
And Single-Cycler

For Hardware Debugging

This addition to your test bench helps isolate elusive glitches.

Wayne D. Smith, Ph.D.
Austin Peay State University
Clarksville, TN 37040

If you are lucky in scratch-building a
dedicated microcomputer system, the

system will function properly on the first
reset. Unfortunately, it is far more common
for the system to fail to function. This
failure can be partial, that is, the system
functions in some unintended manner, or,
more frequently, the system may give ab-
solutely no external indications of any
system function at all.

The complexity of microcomputer
systems makes such occurrences both
commonplace and exasperating. Trying to
locate the problem when there are no exter-
nal indications of circuit operation can take
many hours. You must investigate various
problem ar~as: the clock circuit, the reset
circuit, miswired address or data lines, in-
correct address decoding, improper or
noisy power supply or incorrect software. If
you have a large system, just determining
the general area to investigate can take
quite some time.

I teach an advanced microcomputer ar-
chitecture course at the NASA Johnson
Spacecraft Center, where the students

Exterior view of the single-cycle circuit,
which is completely self-contained and
even draws its power from the microproces-
sor under test. A single 40-pin proto-clip
connects the circuit to the microprocessor.

design, wire and test from one to three
small special-purpose microcomputer
systems. With from eight to 12systems un-
der construction at anyone time, debug-
ging such systems is impossible without
some method for limiting the areas to be

checked for errors. I devised a test circuit
that can be added to the system under test
to help isolate problem areas.

Design Considerations

In designing the test circuit, I had to con-

OA1A

•••••••••71\543210.,
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sider several constraints: The test circuit
should not interfere with the normal opera-
tion of the circuit under test, and the stu-
dent should not have to perform extensive
rewiring of his system in order to insert or
remove the test circuit, which should be
portable to facilitate movement from one
system to another. The circuit should also
be simple to operate, since many of the
students would be unfamiliar with complex
test equipment such as logic analyzers,
And, of course, the circuit should be inex-
pensive enough to permit providing sev-
eral such units in the laboratory.

A circuit to track down system problems
should include some method for reducing
system speed so you could observe opera-
tion. At the same time, provisions would be
made for supplying you with pertinent infor-
mation about what the system is doing at
any particular time. The obvious solution
would be some method for slowing the
system clock to a frequency that would per-
mit direct observation of system operation.

Unfortunately, this approach is not prac-
tical. Most of the internal registers of a
microprocessor are dynamic in nature and
require a minimum clock frequency in order
to ensure proper refreshing. The minimum
frequency of the 6502 processor used in
this course was experimentally determined
to be about 200 kHz. Below this frequency,
circuit operation became erratic and
unreliable. Even this relatively slow speed
is still much too fast to allow you to

Interior detail of the main circuit board for the single-cycle circuit. The board is connected
to the front panel and the microcomputer through ribbon cable. Both cables connect to
sockets on the main circuit board for ease of assembly.

observe the circuit.

Another method for reducing the speed
of a microprocessor involves the use of the
ready input to the processor. This input is

Top side of the main circuit board. Only seven ICs are required to implement the circuit. The
empty sockets near the 40-pin plug were intended for pull-up reststors, which were not
needed.
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normally used when the processor system
is equipped with memory that has a cycle
time longer than that of the processor.
When the ready input goes low, the pro-
cessor is placed into a wait state, where it
will cycle continuously in the memory read
phase until the ready signal is high at the
beginning of the cycle.

When the ready line goes high, the pro-
cessor will accept the input on the data bus
and continue with normal operations. Dur-
ing the time the processor is waiting for the
ready line to go high, the address bus is
held constant by the processor to allow ex-
ternal decoding of the address. At the same
time, the data bus is maintained in the input
or read mode. Any value that appears on the
data bus during this period originates from
external devices.

The ready input can also be used to per-
form single-cycle operation in a microcom-
puter. To accomplish this type of operation,
it is only necessary to ensure that the ready
input remains low most of the time. This
causes the processor to remain in the wait
state until you advance to the next cycle by
providing a short, high pulse on the ready
input and then bring the input low again.
The exact duration and timing of the high
pulse on the ready line can be obtained by
synchronizing the momentary high signal
with the al2 clock signal.

Since the processor will maintain the ad-
dress bus constant while the ready signal is
low, you can examine the bus to determine
the effective address of the operation tak-
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Fig. 1. Single-cycle circuit with LED drivers.
Numerals on the left indicate 40-pin clip connec-
tions for the 6502 processor. The legend may be
used for wiring for other processors. All capaci-
tors are .1 uF unless otherwise specified. S1 is
SPOT Mom; S2 is SPOT.

ing place with either a voltmeter or a logic
probe. Similarly, you can examine the data
bus to determine the values being placed on
this bus by the external devices. Address
decodlnq signals can also becheckedwhile
in the wait state.

Two Points

This process is a single-cycle, rather than
single-step, operation. In single-cycle
operation, each separate cycle of the in-
struction is stopped. In a typical machine
instruction, the machine would be stopped
for the operation code fetch, then stopped
for one or two address fetches and finally
stopped during instruction execution, pro-
vided the instruction is a memory read.

During a single-step-type operation, the
processor performs the complete fetch and
execution of a single instruction before
stopping. Themachine usually stops during
an operation code fetch, which is the only
operation that can be examined in detail.

Another salient point is that using the
ready input only allows stopping the pro-
cessor when memory is being read.This in-
cludes instruction op code and address
fetch, memory-to-register instruction ex-
ecution, input operations and stack pops.

Since the ready signal is not tested by the

processor during write operations, these
operations proceed(after the fetch of the in-
struction and its associated addresses) at
normal processor speed. Internal register
operations, such as clearing the carry flag,
also proceed at normal speed.
While single-step operation is valuable in

debugging software, it is less useful for
finding errors in system hardware,especial-
ly in new, untried systems. The circuit
described in this article provides for single-
cycle operations, and has proven to be
quite valuable in debugging systems hard-
ware. My experience with this circuit in-
dicates that the errors can usually be found,
even without the ability to stop memory-
write operations.

You can make provisions to capture the
signals involved in memory-write opera-
tions, even though you can't stop these
operations.

A Solution

The single-cycle circuit shown in Fig. 1 is
designed for use in debugging hardware
systems. The heart of the circuit is the two
J-K flip-flop pulse synchronizing circuit,
which synchronizes the output of a push-
button switch with the 02clock signal. The
output of the synchronizer remains low

most of the time.
When the pulse switch is moved to the

step position, a single, high pulse is
generated and is synchronized with the
next full occurrence of a high 02 clock
signal. The output then returns low and will
remain low until the switch is released and
then depressed again.

The output of the synchronizer circuit is
ORed with a runlpause switch to allow
either single-cycle or full-speed operation.
When this switch is in the run position, the
output to the ready input is high, allowing
full-speed operation of the processor. With
the switch in the pause position, the output
of the ORgate is determined by the output
of the synchronizer circuit.

The synchronizer circuit requires input
from a debounced switch for proper opera-
tion. The two inverters associated with the
step switch provide this switch debounc-
ing. A similar circuit is used to debounce
the runlpause switch to ensure a smooth
transition from one mode of operation to
the other.

In order to make the circuit self-suffi-
cient, the address and data bus lines are
connected directly to LED drivers. This
adds slightly to the cost of the circuit, but
eliminates the need for a logic probe and
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Bottom view of the main circuit board showing wire-wrap details. Note three despiking ca-
pacitors. The three sockets near the 40-pin socket are not used.

speeds up system testing considerably.
CMOS CD4050 buffers are used for driving
the LEDs from the data and address lines.

The only external input to the basic cir-
cuit is the microprocessor 02 clock signal.
In my implementation, both the run/pause
and the step switches are built into the
debugging system. The 16 address lines

and the eight data lines are connected
directy to the CD4050 chips, which are used
as LED drivers. The debugging circuit im-
poses one TTL load on the 02 line and one
CMOS load on each of the address and data
lines. In practice, two loads on the 02 line
have been acceptable, and the OR gate buf-
fer for this signal may be omitted if desired.

In a permanent system, the circuit in Fig.
1 could be wired directly into the microcom-
puter system. This would not only provide
the user with a single-cycle capability when
desired, but would also provide "blinking
lights" to impress visitors when the system
is in the run mode. To use in a laboratory en-
vironment, however, you have to provide a
method for quickly connecting and discon-
necting the circuit.

The quick-connect capability is provided
through the use of a 40-pin proto-clip. The
entire circuit is wired to the clip, including
all data and address lines, the 02 signal and
the ready output. Power for the circuit is
also drawn from the 40-pin clip.

By assembling the circuit in this manner,
you. can install the test circuit by simply at-
taching the clip directly to the processor
itself. You can then single-cycle the pro-
cessor until you locate the problem area.
After correcting the error, you can remove
the clip, and processor operation returns to
normal. Placing the run/pause switch in the
run position will also enable full-speed
operation of the processor.

Before using the clip, remember that
when the ready signal is not used in a
system, it is normally tied to Vcc. In order to
allow the test circuit to pull the ready input
low, it is necessary to make this connection
through a pull-up resistor of about 1.8k
ohms.

If the circuit to be tested has the ready in-
put tied directly to Vcc, it will be necessary
to break this connection and replace it with
the resistor. Installing this resistor has no
effect on the operation of the processor
when the test clip is not attached.

If the system under test already has other
connections to the ready line-as would be
the case when slow memory is used-addi-

TRS-80 Model I and
Model II Programs YSTEM

NSION
_80™

MULTIPLE REGRESSION 2.I-A disk based package of
chained programs that permits model estimation using
thousands of observations. user specified transforrna-
(ions. X-V plots. formatted for screen or printer

... $45.00
Linear Programming ..
0-1 Programming ...
Transportation Algorithm.
Heuristic Line Balancing ..

. $39.95
. $39.95

$39.95
. . $39.95

• 32K BYTES MEMORY
• PARALLEL PRINTER PORT

DUAL CASSETTE PORT
• REAL-TIME CLOCK
• SCREEN PRINTER: BUS

ONBOARD POWER SUPPLY
SOfTWARE COMPATIBLE
SOLDER MASK,SILK SCREEN

Stat. Peck-c-rnedturn. mode, mean (avg.. harmonic,
geometric), variance, histograms, Tests (T,X1,F,) one

variable regression. one and two·way ANOVA. $24.95
Differential equations-c-o methods. . $39.95
Queuing Statistics. . . $18.95
LOWERCASE MOD-Includes excellent documentation
+ all parts (nothing else to buy). compatible with Elec-
tric Pencil... . $14.95

...-198

Allilablt in Dill add\5
I.C. ,esiileob add4%sales 10 B Hollowglen SI. Irvine CA

7'" - 552 - 8946 9271.

-TOORDER --
P.O. BOl( 16216 Irvine CA 92713

~~d r!~~~~rs~dr6%~or:$n~~g.
Master Cnar~e & VISA orders now accepted
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tional wiring will be required. It will be
necessary to OR the current ready inputs
with the output from the test circuit. This
will require slightly morewiring, but will pro-
vide the single-cycle operation when need-
ed. When the test clip is not attached, the
test circuit OR gate input should be con-
nected to Vcc through a 1.Bkohm resistor.

Construction of the circuit is not critical,
although several despiking capacitors (0.1
uF) should be provided. Additionally, a 10
uF tantalum capacitor should be provided
where the power supply leads enter the cir-
cuit. These are precautions to compensate
for the long cable length between the pro-
cessor and the circuit. Thesecapacitors are
indicated in Fig. 1. Resist the temptation to
use74LScircuits, since I havehad some dif-
ficulty with noise when using the 'LS types.

I designed the circuit specifically for use
with laboratory systems using the 6502pro-
cessor. However,you can easily adapt it to
any microprocessor that has a ready input.
It has been used successfully with BOBO
systems, although it may be necessary to
use more than one clip to accommodate
clock-driver and bus-controller chips on
some systems. It has also been used to
diagnose a malfunctioning KIM-1.Usewith
the KIM-1 system requires no modification
of the KIM, since the ready pull-up resistor
is supplied on the KIM board.

Using the Circuit Output

The basic function of the test circuit is to
allow you to single-cycle a malfunctioning
microcomputer system in order to isolate
hardware problems. As the circuit is cycled
through various operations, you can
observe the values placed on the address
bus by the processor at each step. You can
also observe the values that are placed on

The single-cycle circuit connected to a typical student microcomputer design. The 40-pin
proto-clip is the only interconnection between the two circuits. Removing the clip will re-
store full-speed operation to the microcomputer system.

the data bus by memory and input units.
Usually, this information is sufficient to pin-
point problem areas.

Interpreting the values placed on the
buses requires a little practice, however.
One feature that complicates matters is the
microprocessor practice of pipelining in-
struction fetches. Most eight-bit pro-

For example, the CLC instruction in the
6502 is a one-byte instruction. The BEQ in-
struction is two bytes, and the JMP instruc-
tion is three bytes. This means that during
the instruction fetch cycle, the processor
may be required to access memory either
one, two or three times.

In order to optimize the fetching of
cessors work with variable-length machine- variable-length instructions, most pro-
language instructions. That is, an instruc- cessors utilize the technique of pipelining,
tion may consist of one, two or three bytes, which is predicated on the idea that a two-
depending on the operation code. byte instruction may be thought of as an

Z-BOUSERS - would you like to use
lRS-BO· Software? Our assembled in-
terface and complete documentation
allow you to load and interface TRS-BO·
cassette programs. $30.00

C-IO SHORT 50 FI
CASSETIES

Premium tape and cassettes acclaimed by
thousands of repeat order microcomputer
users. Price includes labels. cassette box
and shipping in continental U.S.A. VISA
and M/C orders accepted. California resi-
dents add sales tax. Phone (415) 968-1604
24 hours.

(. COMPUPRISM? COLOR

10 for
$7.50

GRAPHICS FOR THE S·100 BUS. 16K OF ON BOARD
MEMORY CAN BE USED AS RAM. 2 OR 4 MHz OPERA-
TION. HIGH RESOLUTION (144 H. BY 192 V. PIXELS)
WITH 16 COLORS AT THE SAME TIME. NO ADDRESS
JUMPS MAKE PROGRAMMING EASY. SOCKETS FOR
ALLI.C.'S. KIT $240. AANDT $280

Bare board with documentation $45.
ALL ORDERS SHIPPED COD WITHIN 72 HOURS. 4 MHz
MOD FOR S.D. SYSTEMS. EXPANDORAM $10. 16
CHANNEL A-D, 8 CHANNEL D-A FOR S-100 BUS, BARE
BOARD WITH DOCUMENTATION $30.

J.E.S. GRAPHICS
.....180

P.O. BOX 2752

MICROSETIE CO.
475 Ellis Street .....123

Mt. View, CA 94043
TULSA,OK.74101 (918)742-7104
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Buy By Mail
and Save!

COMPUTERS

INTERTEC SuperBrain® 32K. $2495
64K RAM, List $3345 $2695
64K Quad, List $3995 . . . . . . . . . $3395

NORTH STAR Horizon I®
16K D.O. Kit $1259
32K D.O. Kit $1579
32K Assembled, List $2695 $2149
Horizon 2 32K DO, Assm., $3095 $2439
32K QD, Assm., List $3595 .... $2859

CROMEMCO Z-2, List $995 $ 829
System 2, 64K, List $3990 $3179
System 3, 64K, List $6990 $5479

ATARI® 400, List $630 $ 489
800, List $1080 $ 839

TI-99/4, List $1150 $ 985

DISK SYSTEMS
THINKER TOYS® Discus 2D . $ 939
Dual Discus 20 $1559
Discus 2+2, List $1549 $1288

PRINTERS & TERMINALS
PAPER TIGER IDS-44O $ 849
with Graphics Option $ 949

CENTRONICS 730-1, List $995. $ 639
737, List $995.............. $ 849

T.I. 810 $1575
INTERTUBE II, List $995 $ 729
PERKIN-ELMER Bantam 550 .. $ 789
TELEVIDEO 912C $n9
920e $ 839
HAZELTINE 1420 $ 839
1500 $ 879

SO ROC 120 $ 745

FLOPPY DISKS SPECIAL
5 Yo" Box of 10 ONLY $29.95

TRS-BO, North Star, SuperBrain, etc.J

Most items in stock for immediate delivery. Factory sealed cartons.
w/full factory warranty. NYS residents add appropriate sales tax.
Prices do not include shipping. VISA and Master Charge add 3%.
C.O.D. orders require 25% deposit. Prices subject to change without
notice.

Computers
Wholesale,227

Box 144 Camillus, NY 13031
472·2582

The single-cycle circuit connected to a KIM-1 microcomputer. No modifications are re-
quired on the KIM, and I have found that this arrangement makes an excellent classroom
demonstration of microcomputer functions. It has also been used to diagnose malfunc-
tioning KIMs.

average instruction. Therefore, the pro-
cessor is set up to always execute a two-
byte fetch.

After the first byte is fetched, the pro-
cessor proceeds with fetching a second
byte, while the first byte (operation code) is
being decoded in the CPU. By the time the
operation code is decoded and the correct
number of bytes determined, the second
byte is already stored in the address portion
of the instruction register in the CPU.

If the operation code is, in fact, a two-
byte instruction, the processor proceeds
with the execution of this instruction, since
both bytes are already available in the CPU.
If, on the other hand, the instruction calls
for three bytes, then execution is deferred
while the processor fetches the third byte.
Execution of the instruction then proceeds
for the three-byte instruction.

Sometimes, however, the operation code
fetched during the first cycle indicates a
one-byte instruction. In this case, the pro-
cessor has already fetched a second byte,
but doesn't need it. When this happens, the
data fetched during the second cycle is ig-
nored by the processor. However, the pro-
gram counter is decreased by one to ensure
that the second byte fetched during this
operation becomes the first byte fetched
during the next cycle.

Although this process may seem com-
plex to the beginner, it is actually quite effi-
cient. The operation code must be decoded
in any event, and during this time, the data
and address buses are not needed by the
processor for other purposes. Utilizing this
decoding time to fetch the second byte
represents efficient use of processor

facilities.
If a two-byte instruction is called for, then

the processor is ready to proceed as soon
as the decoding is complete. If a three-byte
instruction is called for, then the processor
is already two-thirds through the fetch cy-
cle. Even in the case of a one-byte instruc-
tion, no time is lost, because the program
counter can be decremented while the one-
byte instruction is being executed. Since
two-byte instructions predominate most
programs, the processor is geared to pro-
cess this type of instruction at maximum
speed.

Pipelining

Pipelining leads to one of the most con-
fusing aspects of programming
microprocessors in machine language: the
reversal of the two bytes of an address field
in a three-byte instruction. This requirement
is brought about by the nature of the normal
two-byte fetch used in pipelining.

When an instruction is only two bytes
long, the second byte is usually placed on
the low-order eight bits of the address bus
during instruction execution. Therefore,
when the second byte is fetched by the pro-
cessor, it is placed in the low-order part of
the instruction register address field. Since
it would take a complete machine cycle to
move this byte to the high-order address
field, it is much faster to simply leave it
where it is when a third-byte fetch is re-
quired. Therefore, proqrarnmers reverse the
address bytes of a three-byte instruction in
order to reduce the instruction execution
time by one machine cycle.

All of this leads back to the interpretation
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of the values displayed on the buses during
the use of the single-cycle circuit. Without a
basic knowledge of pipelining, you would
not understand many of the values
displayed. It is a Gommon occurrence to
note the fetch of a second byte, even
though you know that the operation code
fetched during the first cycle was a one-
byte instruction.

In order to fully utilize the circuit under
discussion, you must appreciate the con-
cept of pipelining and have access to infor-
mation about the cycles utilized by your
machine in fetching and executing various
instructions. For the 6502 processor, this in-
formation is well presented in appendix A of
the hardware manual. In some other
systems, it may be necessary to extrapolate
this information from timing diagrams fur-
nished by the manufacturer. In any event, a
little practice with an operational system
will prepare you to use the single-cycle cir-
cuit to diagnose malfunctioning units.

Be warned that the foregoing discussion
of pipelining is an oversimplification. In a
one-byte instruction, the processor actually
decodes and executes the instruction while

vec
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the second byte is being fetched. The sec-
ond byte is then fetched again as an opera-
tion code for the next instruction. Special
addressing modes, such as immediate, in-
direct and indexed, greatly complicate the
process. However, the simplified explana-
tion serves to make the point: To obtain full
benefit from single-cycle operations, the
appropriate references for a specific pro-
cessor must be consulted.

Solving the Output Problem

The circuit works well as described; in all
cases encountered to date, the circuit has
been sufficient to isolate hardware prob-
lems for correction. There is, however,
always the possibility that a problem that
only arises during the execution of an out-
put or memory-write instruction may exist.
The circuit will not allow the detection of er-
rors in the execution of this type instruc-
tion, since the processor cannot be halted
during execution of these instructions
through the use of the ready input.

It is impossible to stop the processor dur-
ing the execution of a memory-write instruc-
tion. There is, however, a way to record

vcc TVP

Fig. 2. Snapshot circuit to record data values involved in processor write or output opera-
tions. The first three 8212s capture values from the data and address buses. The fourth chip
captures other values of interest.
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While the single-cycle circuit does not make child's play out of hardware systems debug-
ging, it does greatly simplify the task of finding errors in a microcomputer system. My
daughter, Erin, doesn't exactly understand what it al/ means, but she enjoys watching the
flashing lights on the circuit.

what the processor does during one of
these operations. The circuit to "snapshot"
the data and address buses during any
write operation is shown in Fig. 2.

Essentially, the circuit detects any
memory-write operation and latches the
contents of the data and address buses into
Ootype flip-flops at the instant that the write
takes place. Since the single-cycle circuit
will halt the processor before the next in-
struction fetch operation takes place, the
user can examine the values that were on
the buses when the write took place.

Considering the expense of this circuit,
with three 8212s and 24 more LEOs, it might

not seem worth the effort. Furthermore, the
circuit does not retain any of the other
signals that are associated with a write
operation. It may be necessary to use a
fourth latch to "snapshot" chip-enable and
write-select signals that are used during the
write operation. A more cost-effective ap-
proach is to install just the latches, with
several unassigned inputs for additional
signals, and then use a logic probe to deter-
mine the latch contents after the write
takes place.

If a scratch-built processor fails to func-
tion properly and if the single-cycle circuit
fails to locate the error, you may have to

resort to this "snapshot" circuit. Fortunate-
ly, I have not yet had to use this circuit in the
laboratory. However, I keep a board of
8212s wired up, just in case.

Summary

The problem of debugging a microcom-
puter hardware system presents a signifi-
cant challenge. This circuit will give you the
capability of easily installing a test circuit
that will assist in locating the area of the
processor system where a problem may ex-
ist. Normal troubleshooting methods can
then be used to isolate and correct the er-
ror. The use of the single-cycle circuit can
significantly decrease development time,
especially in a laboratory environment
where students may have little experience
with more advanced diagnostic equipment.

There are several other uses for a single-
cycle circuit: It can be wired directly into a
processor system to provide an inexpensive
"front panel" that can permanently remain
in the system. This panel is useful in
locating software errors. For example, a
tight program loop will give some LEOs the
appearance of being permanently on. A
longer loop will look like several distinct
patterns on the LEOs. Cassette tape loads
can also be monitored by observing the pat-
tern on the LEOs.

The circuit also has applications in
teaching computer architecture and
microcomputer hardware courses.
Students can gain a solid understanding of
machine cycles by single-cycling the
machine through a short program. Resets,
subroutines and interrupts are also easily
demonstrated with the circuit. The circuit

can also be used to diagnose turnkey
systems. The interested reader can prob-
ably discover several other applications .•

Solve your disk problems, buy 100'70
surface tested Dysan diskettes. All
orders shipped from stock, within 24
hours. Call toll FREE (800) 235-4137
for prices and information. Visa and
Master Card accepted. All orders sent
postage paid.
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Fully Expandable

2114L 300ns STATIC RAM CHIPS .. $5.90
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Add $5.00 Handling on Orders Under 5200.00

32K STATIC RAM BOARD
FOR THE SS50 AND SS50C BUS (SWTP DIe.)

• SS5DC Extended Addressing (can be disabled).
• 4 separate 8K blocks • Low power 2114L RAMS
• Socketed for 32K • Write Protect
• Gold Bus Connectors
16K .
24K .
32K .

. . $328.12
. .... $438.14

. . $548.15
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16K MEMORY UPGRADE KITS
for TRS-80', Apple II, (specify): Jumpers

PRINTERS NEe Spinwriter
Letter Quality High Speed Printer
Includes TRS-80' interface software, quick
change print fonts, 55 cps, 'bidirectional,
high resolution plotting, graphing, propor-
tional spacing: R.O. $2550

R.O.with Tractor Feed $2650 KSRwith Tractor Feed $2950
779 CENTRONICS TRACTOR FEED PRINTER $969

Same as Radio Shack line printer I
737CENTRONICS FRICTION & PIN FEED PRINTER

9 x 7 matrix Same as Radio Shack line printer IV
730CENTRONICS FRICTION & PIN FEED PRINTER

7 x 7 matrix Same as Radio Shack line printer. II
P1CENTRONICS PRINTER SameasRadiocShackquick printer $269'c
PAPERTIGER (IP440) Includes 2K buffer and graphics option $.879

(IP460)Bidirectional, 160cps, graphics and 2K buffer $1075
TI-810 Fasterthan RadioShack·lineprinter III. Paralleland

serialw/TRS-80·interfacesoftwarew/u + I case& papertray
Compressed prlnt.vertlcal form control

OKIDATAMlcroline80 Friction and pin feed
Tractor Feed, friction, and pin feed
Mlcroline 83 Bidirectional, 120cps, uses up to 15" paper

EATONLRC 7000 + 64columns,plairi-paper
ANADEX DP-9500 $1359 DP-8000

$1589
$1865
$549
$649
$101;0
$299
$825
$148
$119
$379
$155

CATMODEM WorkssameasRadioShackTelephoneInterfaceII
LEEDEX MONIToRVldeo 100
ZENITH Color Monitor
SANYO Model VM 4509 9" Monitor

DISK OPERATING SYSTEMS
PATC.HPAK*4 by Percom Data
CP/M® for Modell, Zenith $145 • for Model II, Altos
NEWDOSPlus ' 40track
NEWDOS80
ACCESSORIES
HEAD CLEANING DISKETTE: Cleans drive Read/Write head in
30 seconds. DiSkettes absorb loose oxide particles, fingerpririts,
and other foreign particles that might hinder the performance of
the drive head. Lasts at least 3 months with daily use. Specify
5'I."or 8 ". - $20 ea/$45 for 3
FLOPPY SAVER: Protection for center holes of 5V. " floppy disks,
Only 1 needed per diskette. Kit contains centering post, pressure
tool, tough 7-mil mylar reinforcing rings. Installation tools and
rings for 25 diskettes. $ 11_95 Re-orders of rings only $ 7.95
EXTERNAL DATASEPARATOR: Eliminates data separation prob-
lems (crc). Improves reliability. This plug in unlt comes fully
assembled and tested. $ 29.95
RS232 $ 84.00
TRS232:Teletype current loop output from cassette port $ 49.00
DISK·DRIVE EXTENDER CABLES: Fits all rmnl-disk drives.

$ 16.95
$ 54.00
$ 39.00

4 drive $ 35.00
$ 7.95
$ 8.00
$ 35.00
$ 18.95

RIBBON $ 6.95
$115.00

$ 8.95
$169.00
$ 99.00

.'.$,135,00.

SIX (6)PRONG,ISOl.ATOR: ISO-2
AC FILTER/6 PRONG POWER STRIP
DISK DRIVECABLES: 2 drive $29.00
DUSTCOVERS:T,RS-80/Apple
PLASTIC DISKETTE HOtDER: For ring binder, holds 20
RF MODULATOR: Adapts video to TV
TRS-80 & OTHER MYSTERIES
NEC SPIN,w~ITER THIM~LE $19.95
CCS CARDS: Parallel or serial

40 track, 102K Bytes. Folly assembled and
tested. Ready to plug-in and run the moment
you receive it. Can be intermixed with each
other and Radio Shack drive on same cable.
TRS-80' compatible silver enclosure, 90 day
warranty. One year Oil power supply. External
card edge included.
5 '14 ", 40 Track (102K Bytes) for Model I
5.'14 ",80 Track (204K Bytes) for Modell
8" Drive for Model II ('12 Meg Bytes)

$799

FOR TRS·80·
CCI-100
CCI-280
CCI-800
For Zenith Z89
CCI-189 5'1. ",40 Track (102K Bytes) add-on drive
Z-87 Dual 5 'I." add-on drive system
DISKETTES - Box of 10 (5'1.")-with plastic library case

8" double density for Model. II (box of 10)

$394
$995
$24
$36

$314
$549
$795

$629

COMPLETE SYSTEMS
ALTOS 64K; DD, SS, 2·Drlve, 1MB
APPLE 16K
TRS·SO· Modelll·64K
TRS·80· LEVEL 1I.16Kwith keypad
TRS·80· Expansion Interface
HEWLETT PACKARD Hp·85
ZENITH Z89, 48K au-In-one computer
ZENITHZ19
TELEVIDEO 9128 $745 912C $755
ATARI400 $489
APF . Game Only $99
MATTEL INTELLIVISION

$3995
$989

$3499
$689
$249

$2950
$2500
$735

9208 $769 920C $779
ATARI800 $749

Complete System $499
$229

Software available for all Complete Systems

SOFTWARE FOR THE TRS·SO* ~~,:.,"u,:,
INTELLIGENT TERMINAL SYSTEM ST·80·111BY
LANCE MIKLUS: Enables a TRS·SO* to act as a dial-
up terminal on "any standard time sharing network.
Provides a 'lRS-SO· with control key, ESC Key,
Repeat Key. Rub Out Key, Break Key, full upper and
lower case support, selectable printer output and
program selectable transmission rates $139

CCA·DATAMANAGEMENT SYSTEM:Automate your
information" processing tasks. Youcan create a file of
customer information; quickly and easily add, delete
or upcate'recoros: search a file; keep a file in order of
the value in any field; and print records and labels in
any desired sequence or from just a part of a fiI~.
Requires32KTRS·eoand one drive. $72.00

S & M SYSTEMS
INSEQ·80™: Indexed Sequential Access Method
(ISAM) for the TAS·SOModell. A must for anyone wrlt-

~~~r:d~r~s~~~~r~~e~\~~~~~i~~~dd~sckc:~:~~
any record. Access data records instantly via alpha/
numeric "key" egoPart NR, zip code or sequentially in
ascending key sequence. Add/modify records in any
order. Access up to three files per program - Files

. may'bespread over multiple.disks. Machine language

r~~o~~~~gd::~~ fft~~rtgr~~Eg%f;~~tility pr~~OO

FULLY INTERACTIVE ACCOUNTING PACKAGE:
ISAM (INSEQ·SO)based. Includes General Ledger.
Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable and Payroll.
System runs "stand alone" or "co.ordin~ted G/L" at
users option. Based on Osborne accounting method
Requires 32K. TAS·SO,2 or 3 drives. NIA CA

Genorol Lodger S99
_._.bIe $99
Accounll Pey.bIe S99
P.yroIl $99

Osborne books: Req'd as addttional documentation
$20 ea

INVENTORY Requires 32K.TRS·BO.1drive $125
INSORT·80: Callable form BASIC via USA.Sorts "Ran-
dom" Disk Files. "Disk" to "Disk" sort times - 350
records in 35 secs, 1000 records in 6 minutes. 3500
records in 12minutes. Machine language processing.

~~il~oB~S~r~r~r:r:.S~~~~i~~~~~~~Wbn8s.Uti:_~~

CP/M® BASED SOFTWARE for
Zenith, Altos, Radio Shack, Apple ~~,:.,"u,:,

Z·80SOFTCARD FOR APPLE: Your key 10 future soft-
ware expansion. Get the best of both worlds, Apple's
6502 and CP/M Z·BO.Plug In the card and get ~ ~.

~I~~~~se:';!i~~ ~e1~~~R~~a~da~~~I:.ltARpie pen~9

protocolssupportAd. Able to transfer files in both
directions without protocol where the other machine
does not support any protocol." Extensive ON·
SCREENhelp. Source code provided. $1.,

MICROPRO-WORD·STAR: Menu driven visual word

~~~r~~~ti~~~~o~~~~n :~~~~~~mti~e;~rnt~l:t -
paginate, pa~e number, justify, center and underscore.
User can prtnt one document while simultaneously
editing a second. Edit facilities include global search
and replace. Read/Write to other text files, block
move, etc. Requires CRT terminal with addressable
cursor positioning. $399

CCI-TELNET VERSION 5: A communicalion Package
which enables microcomputer users to communicate
both with Larj;JEIMainframes and other microcom-
puters. ExtenSIvecommands make lt useful in many
applications where communication between com-
puters is necessary. Powerful t~rminal mode enabling
user to save all data from a session on disk. Corn-
pletely CP/M compatible. Multiple communication

DEALER (NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL) INQUIRIES INVITED Send for FREE Catalogue

The CPU SHOP~256
TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-343-6522
Massachus~ttsresidents call (617)242·3361'
For detailed technical information, call 617/242-3361
Hours: 10AM-6PM (EST)M-F(Sat. till 5)
'TRS-80isaTandyCorporation Trademark ® Digital Research
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5 Dexter Row, Dept. K11M
Charlestown, Massachusetts02129

Massachusettsresidents add
5% salestax

Quantities on some items are limited



Efficient Data Storage
For Microsoft BASIC

Send your single- and double-precision numbers packing.

James Monagan
806 Clark St.
Iowa City, IA 52240

data storage in random disk files. These
functions allow integer, single-precision
and double-precision numbers to be packed
into strings that are two, four or eight bytes
long. Without packing, the numbers would
have to be stored as ASCII character stri ngs
that could be up to 18 bytes long.

Where random file records are fixed in
length, as in Altair BASIC orTRS-80 BASIC,
it often takes much effort to partition the
buffer so that all data items will fit in a

Microsoft BASIC includes several func-
tions for packing and unpacking

numeric data, primarily to permit efficient

RUN
DATAPACK - 03/~0/B0

DEMONSTRATES TWO METHODS OF PACKING DOUBLE PRECISION NUMBERS
INTO STRINGS LESS THAN EIGHT BYTES LONG.

THIS ALLOWS MORE EFFICIENT DATA STORAGE IN RANDOM BUFFERS.

NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES TO KEEP = ? 2

NUMBER TO BE PACKED = ? -12. 345

-12. 345 CAN BE PACKED INTO 2 BYTES, AS FOLLOWS:
00~0~~0~ ~~1~~0~1
ITS VALUE AFTER UNPACKING IS -~2. 35

NUMBER TO BE PACKED = ? ~23. 456

~23. 456 CAN BE PACKED INTO 2 BYTES, AS FOLLOWS:
00~~~0~0 00~~0000
ITS VALUE AFTER UNPACKING IS ~23. 46

NUMBER TO BE PACKED = ? ~2345. 67

~2345. 67 CAN BE PACKED INTO 3 BYTES, AS FOLLOWS:
~0000111 1~0101~0 100100~0
ITS VALUE AFTER UNPACKING IS ~2345. 67

NUMBER TO BE PACKED = ? 1234567. B9

1234567. 89 CAN 8E PACKED INTO 4 BYTES, AS FOLLOWS:
000~010~ ~~00~~0~ 0~0~~0~~ 10000~11
ITS VALUE AFTER UNPACKING IS 1234567. 89

NUMBER TO BE PACKED = 7 2~474B36. 47

21474836. 47 CAN 8E PACKED INTO 4 BYTES, AS FOLLOWS:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ITS VALUE AFTER UNPACKING IS 2~474B36. 47

NUMBER TO BE PACKED - 7 98765432~0. ~23

98765432~0. ~23 CAN BE PACKED INTO 6 BYTES, AS FOLLOWS:
~~~000~0 11001100 10~10~~0 ~0~00000 ~000~0~0 ~000~~00
ITS VALUE AFTER UNPACKING IS 98765432~0. ~2

Sample run.
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single record. Even where records may have
an arbitrary length, as in BASIC-80, it is usu-
ally important to keep them as short as pos-
sible. Shorter records mean more records
can be stored per diskette.

The techniques described in this article
let you pack most single- and double-preci-
sion numbers of interest into three- or four-
byte strings instead of four- or eight-byte
strings. I tested the techniques in both
Altair 4.0 BASIC and BASIC-80, Version
5.02. They should also work with TRS-80 BA-
SIC and other 8080-based Microsoft BA-
SICs. The listed program was written in BA-
SIC-80, running under CPIM on an Informer
III computer from Advanced Informatics.

In business programming, you usually
encounter only integers and numbers with
two or three significant decimal places.
These decimal numbers can be converted
to integers by multiplying by 100 or 1000
and taking the integer value of the result.
This conversion is worthwhile because inte-
ger values can be stored more compactly
than floating point values.

You can pack integers between - 32768
and + 32767 in a two-byte string using the
MKI$ function and unpack them using the
CVI function. Integers between - 8388608
( - 223) and + 8388607 (223 - 1) can be packed
in a three-byte string, and integers between
-2147483648 (- 231) and + 2147483647
(231 -1) in a four-byte string. Unfortunately,
there are no built-in functions to do the
packing and unpacking for these integers.

The MKS$ function does pack a single-
precision number into a four-byte string. All
eight bits of one of these bytes are used to
store an exponent, which allows floating
point numbers between, roughly, 1E - 38
and 1E + 38 to be packed into the string. The
remaining three bytes are used to store the
mantissa. This restricts single-precision
values to six digits of accuracy. Thus, num-
bers such as 1234567 stored as single-preci-



sion values are rounded off to six signifi-
cant digits (CVS(MKS$(1234567)) =
1.23457E+ 06).
The upshot is that a number such as

1234567, which would fit in three bytes,
must be stored in an eight-byte string using
the MKD$ function. Otherwise, you sacri-
fice accuracy.

The Datapack Program

The listed program, called Datapack, in-
cludes user-defined functions to accurately
pack 6.8 digits of accuracy into three-byte
strings and 9.2 digits into four-byte strings.
There is also a subroutine that will pack 10,
12 or 14 digits into five-, six- or seven-byte
strings. The functions needed to unpack
the resultant strings are also included.

The program first asks for the number of
significant decimal places. This can be any
nonzero integer, but zero, two or three is the
most likely response. Numbers with more
than the specified number of decimal
places are rounded off while being con-
verted to integers in the packing functions.

The main program loop asks for a number
to be packed. It then tests the absolute val-
ue of the number and packs it into the
smallest string into which it will fit, using
one of the three packing functions or the
one packing subroutine. The packed string,
X$, is then unpacked into the variable X#.

The program then prints out the length
and binary contents of the packed string,
followed by the value of the unpacked
string. The only difference between this val-
ue and the one submitted for packing is that
it is rounded to the number of significant
decimal places. Finally, the program
branches back to the start of the loop and
asks for another number to be packed.

Some Notes on the Program

Lines 130 through 200 contain the pack-
ing and unpacking functions for integers
less than 215.The packing function, FNP2$,
includes the ABS and SGN functions to en-
sure that negative fractions will be properly
rounded. Otherwise, -110.445 would round
off to -10.44 instead 9i -10.45 (assuming
two decimal places are being kept).

The unpacking function, FNU2#, includes
the VAL and STR$ functions to convert the
single-precision result of CVI(I$)/DD into
double precision. A function called CDBL is
supposed to do this, but it doesn't work. (It
didn't work in Altair BASIC either. The two
companion functions, CSNG and CINT,
don't do anything, so it is difficult to deter-
mine if they work. It is a wonder that they
continue to document these functions at
all.)

Lines 230 through 300 contain the pack-
ing and unpacking functions for integers
less than 223.They make use of the fact that
for values of 0# between N3# - 223and N3#
+223,the strings returned by MKD$(D#)dif-

fer only in three of their eight bytes. It is only
necessary to save these three significant
bytes. The eight-byte string can be recon-
structed before unpacking with CVD, as is
done in the function FNU3#.

The functions FNP4$ and FNU4# are
similar to FNP3$and FNU3#.They use a dif-
ferent magic number, N4#, which works for
integers less then 231.I first saw the number
N4# used in the general ledger programs
distributed by the Altair Computer Center. I
found the number N3# by analysis, trial and

error. There is probably a number N5# that
would work for larger integers, but I have
not looked for it.

The subroutine beginning at line 600 can
be used to pack integers too big to fit into a
four-byte string. As a subroutine, it is less
convenient to work with than the packing
functions. It also takes much longer to exe-
cute. It packs two digits of the input vari-
able, 0#, into each byte of the output string,
X$. The high-order bit of each byte in X$ is
also set to one if D# is positive .•

1.0 PRINT"DATAPACK - 03/1.0/80"
20 PRINT
30 PRINT"DEMONSTRATES TWO METHODS OF PACKING DOU8LE PRECISION NUM8ERS"
40 PRINT"INTO STRINGS LESS THAN EIGHT 8YTES LONG. "
50 PRINT
60 PRINT"THIS ALLOWS MORE EFFICIENT DATA STORAGE IN RANDOM BUFFERS. "
70 PRINT, PRINT
80 '
90 INPUT"NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES TO KEEP = ";ND
1.00 DD=INT(1.0AND)
1.1.0
120 '***********************************************************************
1.30 'THE FOLLOWING FUNCTION CONVERTS ITS ARGUMENT INTO AN INTEGER BETWEEN
1.40 '-32768 AND +32767 AND STORES THE RESULT IN A TWO BYTE STRING.
150
1.60 DEF FNP2$(D)=MKI$(SGN(D)*INT(ABS(D*DD)+. 5»
1.70 '
1.80 'UNPACK THE RESULT OF THE ABOVE FUNCTION
1.90
200 DEF FNU2i(I$)=VAL(STR$(CVI(I$)/DD»
210 '***********************************************************************
220
230 'THE FOLLOWING FUNCTION CONVERTS ITS ARGUMENT INTO AN INTEGER BETWEEN
240 '-B3B8608 AND +B3BB607 AND STORES THE RESULT IN A THREE BYTE STRING.
250
260 N3i=549764202496i,DEF FNP3$(Di)=MID$(MKD$(N3i+Di*DD+. 5),3, 3)
270
280 'UNPACK THE RESULT OF THE ABOVE FUNCTION
290
300 DEF FNU3i(I$)=(CVD(CHR$(0)+CHR$(0)+I$+CHR$(0)+CHR$(0)+CHR$(1.68»-N3i)/DD
310 '***********************************************************************
320
330 'THE FOLLOWING FUNCTION CONVERTS ITS ARGUMENT INTO AN INTEGER BETWEEN
340 '-21.47483648 AND +21.47483647 AND STORES THE RESULT IN A FOUR BYTE STRING.
350
360 N4i=551.903297536i,DEF FNP4$(Di)=MIDS(MKD$(N4i+D#*DD+. 5), 3,4)
370
380 'UNPACK THE RESULT OF THE ABOVE FUNCTION
390
400 DEF FNU4#(I$)=(CVD(CHRS(0)+CHR$(0)+I$+CHRS(0)+CHR$(1.68»-N4#)/00
410 '*********************************************************************
420
430
440 PRINT
450 INPUT"NUMBER TO BE PACKED ";0#
460
470 IF ABS(Di*DD+. 5)<32768! THEN X$=FNP2S(Di), X#=FNU2i(X$), GO TO 520
480 IF ABS(Di*DD+. 5)<83B8608i THEN XS=FNP3S(Di), X#=FNU3#(XS), GOTO 520
490 IF ABS(Di*DD+. 5)<21.474B3648# THEN X$=FNP4S(Di), X#sFNU4#(XS), GOTO 520
500 GOSUB 630, GOSUB 690
51.0
520 PRINT
530 PRINT Di"CAN BE PACKED INTO"LEN(X$)"BYTES. AS FOLLOWS,"
540 GOSUB 760
550 PRINT"ITS VALUE AFTER UNPACKING IS "Xi
560 GOTO 440
570
580 '**********************************************************************
590
600 'THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINE PACKS AN INTEGER OF X DIGITS INTO A STRING
61.0 'OF LENGTH (X+1.)\2.
620 '
630 J$=STR$(SGN<Di )*INT< ABS<Di*DD) +. 5»' XS=""
640 FOR I=LEN(J$)-1. TO 1.STEP-2'X$=CHR$(ABS(VAL(MIDS(JS,I,2»)-~28*(D*>0»+X.
650 NEXT, RETURN
660
670 'UNPACK THE RESULT OF THE PREVIOUS SUBROUTINE
680
690 Xi=0,IF ASC(X$»1.27 THEN Ji=1. ELSE Ji=-~
700 FOR I~LEN(X$) TO 1. STEP -1.,X#=Xi+(ASC(MIDS(XS,I.1.»AND 1.27)*J*'J#-J#*~00
71.0,NEXT,Xi=Xi/DD,RETURN
720 '**********************************************************************
730
740 'DISPLAY BINARY CONTENTS OF PACKED NUMERIC STRINGS
750
760 FOR I=1. TO LEN(X$), BYTE=ASC(MID$(XS.I.1.», GOSUB 770, NEXT, PRINT, RETURN
770 FOR BIT=7 TO 0 STEP -1., K=2ABIT
7B0 IF K AND BYTE THEN PRINT"1."; ELSE PRINT"0";
79(')NEXT' PRINT"" RETURN

Program listing. Datapack program in BASIC-80.
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Machine-Language Programming
This month's assignment is to read this chapter on machine-language programming. You
will find your homework assignment towards the end of the chapter. There will be a quiz.

Be prepared next time for a discussion on assembly-language programming.

Peter A. Stark
PO Box 209
Mt. Kisco, NY 10549

This month I'll dive right into program-
ming from a beginner's point of view

(though I assume that everybody knows at
least a bit of programming in BASIC).

Addresses vs Contents

Like most eight-bit microprocessors, the
6802 used in our Kilobaud Klassroom Kom-
puter uses eight-bit data and 16-bit ad-
dresses. Thus, I could talk of eight-bit bi-
nary data, and 16-bit binary addresses, but
as you have already learned, most discus-
sion of such binary data uses either octal or
hexadecimal numbers rather than binary.

Most modern programmers use hexadec-
imal rather than octal numbers, as I will
when discussing the 6802.Since each hexa-
decimal digit (ranging from 0 through F) rep-
resents four binary bits, I use two hex digits
to represent eight-bit data bytes, and four
hex digits for 16-bit addresses ..Thus, if you
see a column of numbers such as
1000 4F
1001 8B
1002 41
1003 BD

you can safely assume that the four-digit
numbers on the left represent addresses,
while the two-diqit numbers in the right col-
umn stand for eight-bit data.

In fact, such notation is often used to
show the contents of computer memory.
Since computer memory generally has
thousands of separate locations, any time
you list the contents of memory you must
specify where in memory each number is lo-
cated. In the above instance, the left col-
umn shows the address of a location, while
the right column shows the contents of that
location.

Beginners often have trouble with the no-
tion that a specific memory location can
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have both an address and different con-
tents. But you can think of memory as being
divided into thousands of. little post office
boxes, each of which has a box number
called an address as well as space for some
contents (mail).

Just as adjacent boxes in the post office
have consecutive box numbers, so adjacent
locations in the memory have consecutive
addresses. In a computer having 16·bit ad-
dresses, these addresses are numbered
from 0000 to FFFF. When you list the con-
tents of several memory locations, you gen-
erally list adjacent (consecutively num-
bered) locations, as in the above example.

The contents of memory, however, are
different from the contents of post office
boxes. For one thing, the PO box can hold
several pieces of mail at once. Each loca-
tion of computer memory, on the other
hand, can hOldonly one number at a time. In
fact, each time you put a new number into a
particular memory location, the old number
there is automatically erased.

Furthermore, a PO box can be empty,
whereas a memory location must always
hold some number, even if that number is
garbage and not used. When you first turn
on power, each memory location acquires
some (useless) number, and holds that
number until it is replaced by some other
number in the course of using the computer.

A third difference is that taking a number
out of a memory location (such as transfer-
ring it into another location) does not really
remove that number from its original loca-
tion. Rather than moving a number from one
location to another, you are simply copying
it, so that this same number is now in two
places at the same time. In order to remove
a number from some location, you must
erase it. But erasing memory usually means
simply replacing its contents with some
new number (such as 00), not really leaving
the location blank.

So when you see a table such as
1000 4F
1001 8B
1002 41
1003 BD

you are simply saying that location 1000
holds the number 4F, and so on.You are al-
so assuming that each of the other thou-
sands of memory locations holds some
number, even though it is not listed here.

Memory Contents

If each memory location then holds an
eight-bit number (byte), what is that number
used for? In general, the contents of a given
location could be anyone of four things:

1. Garbage. If a location is not being
used, then it may still have some number
left over from a previous program, or from
the time the computer was first powered up.

2. A numeric value. That is, that location
could be used to hold the value of some
constant or variable being used in a pro-
gram. In many cases, constants and vari-
ables are spread out over several adjacent
locations, and a particular eight-bit number
could be just part of such a number.

3. One character of a string. Alphanu-
meric strings are generally stored in mem-
ory using the ASCII code, one character to a
memory location.

4. A machine-language instruction, part
of some program.

If you just look at the contents of mem-
ory, how can you tell what is a number, an
ASCII character, an instruction or garbage?

If you look at just one specific location,
you usually cannot tell at all what its con-
tent is. On the other hand, if you look at a
group of adjacent locations, you can often
get at least a fairly good idea from the con-
text.

For example, if you see that a set of con-
secutive locations has the hex numbers 52
4541 4459, a knowledgeable programmer
may recognize the ASCII codes for the let-
ters REA 0 Y. This is obviously a string-
the chance of this sequence of numbers be-
ing a numeric value or some instruction is
just too small. But you still don't know
whether this is a useful string, or whether it
is some garbage left over from a program
run long ago.
Thus the thing to remember is that com-



ADDRESSING MODES BOOLEAN/ARITHMETIC OPERATION CONDo CODE REG.

IMMED DIRECT INDEX EXTND IMPLIED (All register labels 5 4 3 2 1 0

OPERATIONS MNEMONIC OP - # OP - :# OP -# OP - :# OP - :#= refer to contents) H I N Z V C

Add ADOA 8B 2 2 9B 3 2 AB 5 2 BB 4 3 A + M-A I • ! I I I
AODB CB 2 2 DB 3 2 EB 5 2 FB 4 3 B + M-B t • I I ! !

Add Acmltrs ABA IB 2 I A+B-A !
• !

! ! !
Add with Carry AOCA 89 2 2 99 3 2 A9 5 2 B9 4 3 A+M+C-A ! • I I I I

AOC8 C9 2 2 09 3 2 E9 5 2 F9 4 3 B+M+C-B I • I ! I I
And ANOA 84 2 2 94 3 2 A4 5 2 B4 4 3 A'M-A •• I I R •

ANDB C4 2 2 04 3 2 E4 5 2 F4 4 3 8' M-8 •• ! ! R •
Bit Test BITA 85 2 2 95 3 2 A5 5 2 85 4 3 A'M •• ! ! R •

BITB C5 2 2 05 3 2 E5 5 2 F5 4 3 8'M •• I I R •

Clear CLR 6F 7 2 7F 6 3 OO-M • • A S R A
CLRA 4F 2 I DO-A •• R S R R
CLR8 5F 2 I OO-B •• R S A A

Compare CMPA 81 2 2 91 3 2 Al 5 2 Bl 4 3 A-M •• I ! ! !
CMPB Cl 2 2 01 3 2 El 5 2 Fl 4 3 B - M •• ! I ! I

Compare Acmltrs C8A 11 2 1 A-B •• I I I I
Complement, 1 's COM 63 7 2 73 6 3 M-M •• I ! R S

COMA 43 2 1 A-A •• I I A S
COMB 53 2 1 8-8 •• I !!, S

Complement, 2's NEG 60 7 2 70 6 3 OO-M-M •• I !~ a>
(Negate) NEGA 40 2 I 00 - A - A •• I tQ) (2)

NEG8 50 2 1 00 - B - 8 •• I ICD
~Decimal Adjust, A OAA 19 2 1 Converts Binary Add: of BCO Characters •• I I I

into BCD Format
Oecrement OEC 6A 7 2 7A 6 3 M -1-M •• t t 4 •

OECA 4A 2 1 A -I-A •• ! I 4 •
OEC8 5A 2 1 B-l-B •• ! I 4 •

Exclusive OR EOAA 88 2 2 98 3 1 A8 5 1 B8 4 3 A(±)M-A •• I I R •
~OR8 C8 1 2 08 3 2 E8 5 2 F8 4 3 8(±)M - B •• I I R •

Increment INC 6C 7 1 7C 6 3 M + l--+M •• I !~ •
INCA 4C 2 1 A+l-+A ••! :~•INC8 5C 2 1 B + 1 - 8 •• I •

Load Acmltr LaAA 86 2 1 96 3 1 A6 5 1 86 4 3 M-A •• I ! R •
LDAB C,6 2 2 06 3 2 E6 5 1 F6 4 3 M -B •• I ! R •

Or, Inclusive OAAA 8A 2 2 9A 3 1 AA 5 1 BA 4 3 A+ M-A •• I I A •
OAAB eA 2 2 Oil 3 2 EA 5 2 FA 4 3 B+M-B •• I I A •

Push Data PSHA 36 4 1 A-MSp,SP-l-SP ••••••
PSHB 37 4 1 B - MSp, SP - 1 - SP ••••••

Pull Data PULA 32 4 1 SP + I-SP, MSp-A ••••••
PULB 33 4 1 SP + I-SP, MSp- 8 ••••••

Rotate left ROL 69 7 2 79 6 3
~} L{] l!jl!ljl~

• • I I

11ROLA 49 1 1 •• ! !
ROLB 59 2 1 B C b7 bO •• ! I

Rotate Right ROR 66 7 1 76 6 3 n CO __ 1111111,;::3 •• t !
RORA 46 1 1 •• I

t! tRORB 56 2 1 C b7 bO •• t I t
Shift left, Arithmetic ASL 68 7 1 78 6 3 n - •• t I t

ASLA 48 2 1 0 - 111111111-0 •• I I 6 I
ASLB 5B 2 1 C b7 bO •• I tL~ t

Shift Right. Arithmetic ASR 61 7 2 77 6 3 n9; I 1;110 - ~
•• I II~ I

ASRA 47 2 1 •• I I r& t
ASRB 57 2 1 •• I II-i t

Shilt Right, Logic LSR 64 7 2 74 6 3 n - •• R tl~ I
LSRA 44 2 1 0 J ! I ! II II I - 0 • • R I~I
LSRB 54 1 1 b7 bO C •• R t t

Store Acmltr. STAA 97 4 2 A7 6 1 B7 5 3 A-M •• t t R •
STAB 07 4 1 E7 6 2 F7 5 3 B-M •• t t R •

Subtract SUBA 80 1 2 90 3 2 AD 5 2 BO 4 3 A-M-A •• I t t t
SUBB CO 2 2 DO 3 2 EO 5 2 FO 4 3 B-M-B •• I I I t

Subtract Acmltrs. SBA 10 2 1 A-B-A •• I t I t
Subtr. with Carry SBCA 82 2 2 92 3 2 A2 5 2 B2 4 3 A-M-C-A •• t I t t

SBCB C2 2 2 02 3 2 E2 5 2 F2 4 3 B-M-C-B •• I 1 I I
Transfer Acmltrs TAB 16 2 1 A-B •• I t R •

TBA 17 2 1 B-A •• I I R •
Test. Zero or Minus TST 60 7 2 70 6 3 M -00 •• t I R R

TSTA 40 2 1 A-DO •• t I R R
TSTB 50 2 1 B - 00 •• I I R R

H I N Z V C
LEGEND: CONDITION CODE SYMBOLS:

OP Operation Code (Hexadecimal): + Boolean Inclusive OR;
Number of MPU Cycles; 0 Boolean Exclusive OR;
Number of Program Bytes; M Cornplement of M;
Arithmetic Plus; Transfer Into;
Arithmetic Minus; Bit = Zero:
Boolean AND; 00 Byte = Zero;

MSp Contents of memory location pointed to be Stack Pointer;

Half-carry from bit 3;
Interrupt mask
Negative (sign bit)
Zero (by tel

V Overllow. 2;s complement
C Carry from bit 7

Note - Accumulator addressing mode instructions are included in the column for IMPLIED addressing
R
S
!

Reset Always
Set Always
Test and set if true, tleared otherwise
Not Affected•

Table 1. Accumulator and memory instructions. (All tables courtesy of Motorola,)

puter memory can contain any of the four
types of contents, but generally like con-
tents are grouped together,

But machine-language programs are like
BASIC programs-some programmers will
put BASIC's OATA statements at the very

end of a program, while others may bury
them between other statements, In a like
way, machine·language programmers may
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CONDo CODE REG.

IMMED DIRECT INDEX EXTND IMPLIED 5 4 3 2 1 0

POINTER OPERATIONS MNEMONIC OP - # OP - # OP - # OP - it OP - tic BOOLEAN/ARITHMETIC OPERATION H I N Z V C

Compare Index Reg CPX BC 3 3 9C 4 2 AC 6 2 BC 5 3 XH-M,XL-(M+1I ••(j) l@.
Decrement Index Reg DEX 09 4 1 X-l-X ••• I ••
Decrement Stack Pntr DES 34 4 1 SP - 1 - SP ••••••
Increment Index Reg INX DB 4 1 X + I-X •••!••
Increment Stack Pntr INS 31 4 1 SP + 1 ~ SP ••••••
Load Index Reg LOX CE 3 3 DE 4 2 EE 6 2 FE 5 3 M~XH,(M+1I~XL ••®! R •
Load Stack Pntr LOS BE 3 3 9E 4 2 AE 6 2 BE 5 3 M ~ SPH, (M + 11~ SPL ••®! R •
Store Index Reg STX OF 5 2 EF 7 2 FF 6 3 XH~M, XL ~(M + II ••®l R •
Store Stack Pntr STS 9F 5 2 AF 7 2 BF 6 3 SPH ~ M, SPL ~ (M + 11 ••®! R •
Indx Reg -> Stack Pntr TXS 35 4 1 X-I - SP ••••••
Stack Pntr ...•lndx Reg TSX 30 4 1 SP + 1 - X ••••••

Table 2. Index register and stack manipulation instructions.

put all their numeric and string data to-
gether at the end of a program (or perhaps
into a completely separate area altogether),
while others intersperse it between other
program instructions. But unlike BASIC,
which recognizes DATA statements and
simply ignores them in the middle of a pro-
gram and jumps over them, a machine-lan-
guage program must in some way have the
equivalents of GOTO statements just be-
fore data to make sure the computer
doesn't accidentally try to perform it as if it
were instructions. Thus, you must always
be aware of what is numeric or string data,
and what is program.

There is another interesting difference

between programming in BASIC and in ma-
chine language. In BASIC, you generally
just type RUN, and the computer knows
where to begin-usually the top line of the
program (or the first line which is not a
REM). But in machine-language programs,
the program could lie anywhere in a very
large memory, and the computer has no
way of finding its first instruction unless
you tell it. Thus, starting a machine-lan-
guage program always involves specifying
some starting address.

If, for example, you tell the computer to
start executing a program at location 1000,
it will perform the instruction at that ad-
dress, and then proceed in consecutive ad-

.CONTINUOUS FORMS FOR YOUR COMPUTER
SELF PROGRAMMERS:
extensive stock line to choose from,"

I SYSTEMS USERS:
forms designed to fit your format
SOFTWARE HOUSES:
complete forms support for your
users
COMPUTER DEALERS:
forms installation assistance
SERVICE BUREAUS/CPA's:
quantity discounts

Please tell us your business
application and the program
you are using. We will
promptly send you the
forms that will best accomo-
date your needs.

r-------------------------------------1
I I

I name phone no. I
: :
I I
I organization I
I I
: I
I~~ :
I I
I I
: city, state zip - :
I I

I ~ha-rd~w-ar-e~(p-roc--~-so-r~~~)--.---------------------!
I------------------: I
I
I

software (a/r, inv) f
o programmer 0 dealer 0 CPNservice bureau :
_g .::d~'::~ ~:':..~~.:~::.':::.9~~.:r J

",,58

~Checks
WTo-Go software(p/r,a/p)

8384 Hercules St.
La Mesa, CA 92041
(714) 460-4975
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dresses-1001, 1002, 1003, etc.-until it en-
counters some instruction similar. to BA-
SIC's GOTO, GOSUB, IF or perhaps STOP.

Unlike BASIC (which generally performs
some error checking and refuses to perform
obviously wrong instructions), the comput-
er does no error checking when executing a
machine-language program. If there is a
wrong instruction, or perhaps numeric or
string data or garbage, in the midst of a real
program, the computer will continue
through it, trying to execute it as if it were a
real program. It simply cannot tell the differ-
ence.

Multi-Byte Instructions

A typical memory location can only hold
an eight-bit byte, which can have one of 256
different values (hex 00 through FF, which
corresponds to the decimal numbers 0
through 255). This is not enough of a range
to represent a wide variety of different in-
structions. Thus, in most microprocessors,

instructions may be spread out over more
than one location.

In the 6802, instructions can consist of
one, two or three bytes. Each particular in-
struction has a specific length; when we
use that instruction we must use the cor-
rect number of bytes, and when the comput-
er performs that instruction, it looks for that
same number.

For example, here is a portion of a 6802
program:
1000 4F
1001 8B
1002 41
1003 BO
1004 E1
1005 01

Although these six bytes occupy six loca-
tions, in reality there are only three instruc-
tions. Rather than write the program in this
way, we generally write it as
1000 4F
1001 8B 41
1003 BO E101

which groups the bytes of each instruction
together on one line. You see here a one-
byte instruction (4F) in location 1000; a two-
byte instruction (8B 41), which starts at lo-
cation 1001; and a three-byte instruction
(BO E101), which starts at location 1003.



ROM Rabbit - For new ROM PETs with new style
cassette deck. 24 pin ROM provides high-speed load/
save on cassette. Load/Save an 8K program in approx-
imately 38 seconds versus almost 3 minutes. Also, Auto
Repeat Key, Memory Test, and much more. Manual +
ROM = $49.95, + Cassette = $29.95.

PET, APPLE, ATARI, SYM, KIM Macro Assembler/Text
Editor. Requires 16K RAM System. Macros, conditional
assembly, string search and replace, MOVE/COPY/
DELETE etc., GET/PUT to cassette. Manual + Cassette
= $49.95, + Apple diskette = $55.00

MAE-Disk based Macro AssemblerlText Editor. Works
with 2001-32K, 2040 Disk, or 48K Apple" or Plus with
Disk. Same features as above but more and is totally disk
oriented. This software is a must for every serious
assembly language programmer. Includes word pro-
cessor. Requires license agreement. Manual and
Diskette =$169.95
PIG PEN - Our word processor which uses the text
editor of the Apple $49.95 Assembler. Features headers,
footers, right and left justification, centering, shapes,
etc. 100% machine language. Very fast text processing.
Manual + Cassette = $40.00, + Diskette = $45.00

TRAP 65 - 3'/2 X 43;' inch circuit board plugs into 6502's
socket via ribbon cable. Traps inimplemented opcodes
by forcing BRK instructions on data bus. Does not slow
system. Greatly aids in locating bad opcodes during
debugging. For any 6502 based computer. $149.95 (add
$4.00 for postage)
ATARI Machine Language Monitor - displays/alters
memory and registers, load/save on cassette. Manual +
cassette = $9.95 •...•178

Eastern House Software
3239 Linda Dr. Winston-Salem, N.C. 27106

(919) 748-8446 (919) 924-2889
(Send SASE for details, add $5.00 for foreign air mail)

We also sell CBM products!

SORCERER SOFTWARE
SYSTEM 2 by Richard Swannell. loads into the lOp 01 available RAM and becomes an Integral pari of the BASIC
language. All commands are single keystroke. SYSTEM 2 is written in ZaD and provides the following features:
1. SCREEN EDITOR. Use the editor to Insert, replace, delete or rubout characters In your BASIC program. Walch the

line change on the screen! Gone are the days of typing in a whole line to change one character!
2. FUNCTION KEYS. SYSTEM 2 allows 12 keys 10 be programmed to represent one or more characters Of up 10

several lines of ten each! After a key is programmed, by simply hilling key, all the text is sent to the processor
just as if you typed it in on the keyboard! Function keys may be used in all modes of operation, including the
editor. This feature is handy for lengthy andlor often used commands and may include multiple statements.

3. RENUMBERING ROUTINE. With a single keystroke your program is renumbered. Starting hne number and
increment may be changed.

4. BASIC BUFFERPROTECTOR.SYSTEM 2 sends a ICR) when the BASIC BUfFER is tull: This prevents BASIC from
crashmq.

5. PRINTER DRIVER. Simply hit CTRL P to direct output to Eentromcs printer.
6. RIVIVAl ROUTINE. If NE.Wor CLOAOare typed, or RESETis hit by mistake, your program may be recovered. This

is a safety device.
OTHER FEATURES
- RUNSTOP stops execution 'until any other key is hit.
- CLEAR clears screen then sends a ICRI. Hit CLEAR to stall on new page'
- CTRL characters such as ESC, Lf and CLEAR don't return ?SN ERROR.
- RUB doesn't require the SHIFT key to be depressed. This quickens editing.
- Includes a Real Time Random Number Generator.
- Returns automatically to BASIC after TAPE CRC ERRORwhile CLOADing.
- Suppresses premature CRLf. Normally, if RUB is used extensively while typing In a BASIC line, the cursor will

drop down to the next line before reaching the end of the current line. SYSTEM 2 prevents this.
- SYSTEM2 requires 2K of memory and is available In 8, 16, 32 & 48K versions. $35.50

RS212 PRINTER DRIVER. Requires 250 bytes 01 memory and is relocatable. Suitable tor MONITOR. STANDARD
BASIC, WORDPROCESSORPAC & DEVElOPMENT PAC. Stores each character in a buller then sends the whole line
at once, which solves timing problems. $10.00

COMBINED SYSTEM 2 & RS232 PRINTER DRIVER. SYSTEM 2 with the RS232 printer driver instead of Centronics
printer driver. $40.00

LUNA LANDER. Wrillen in lBD and Basic and requiring 16K, LUNA LANDERuses graphics to the full. Land you craft
on the moon in real time. But be careful to land softly, otherwise you will see your LANDERcrumple before your very~ ~~

SYSTEM SOFTWARE
1 Kent Street, Bieton, 6157 Australia

Program comes on cassette and includes full documentation. Specify size of
RAM. Prices in Australian Dollars. Add $2 for overseas airmail.
SORCERER is a trade mark of EXIOY INC.
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COMPUTER
EQUIPMENT

& SOFTWARE
BARGAINS

EVERY MONTH
BUY, SELL OR TRADE ALL TYPES OF COMPUTER
EQUIPMENT AND SOFTWARE (pre-owned and
new) among 20,000 readers nationwide.
FEATURES:
• Low classified ad rates - 10¢ a word

• Hundreds of ads from individuals

• Categorized ads so you can find them instantly

• Large (11 by 14") easy to read pages
Subscribe now for $10 and receive 13 issues/year
(one FREE plus 12 regular issues). After receiving
your first issue if you're not completely satisfied
you may have a 100% refund and you still keep the
first issue free. Bank cards accepted.
BONUS: If you have something to advertise (pre-
owned or software) send in a classified ad with your
subscription and we'll run it FREE. .....36@ The Nationwide Marketplace for Computer Equipment

~ r;P/!J~~!ue;lijE,S:~!!;,f!f!~~

SAVE I:![]%

1524 OAK HARBOR ROAD, FREMONT, OHIO 43420 419·332·4881 Collect

•
We accept check, money order or phone orders with Visa or _

. . VISA
Master Charge. (Shipping costs added to charge orders). _

TRS·SOis a trademark of the Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corporation.

10 Verbatim Diskettes 5)1,"
10 Verbatim Diskettes 8"
Jus-Print Word Processor
Modell or III (disk)
Model II (disk)
T.!. 810 Upper/lower RO
16K RAM Kit (250 ns.)
4KRAMKit

24.00
40.00

29.95
44.95

1550.00
45.00
29.00

---TAS-8[]---
16K level II W/Keypad
16K level II W/0 Keypad
Model III (26-1061)
Model III (26-1062)
Model III (26-1063)
Model1l64K
OK Expansion Interface
RS-232 (26-1145)

685.00
605.00
625.00
888.00

2249.00
3450.00
249.00
89.00
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CONDo CODE REG.

RELATIVE INDEX EXTND IMPLIED 5 4 3 2 1 0

OPERATIONS MNEMONIC OP - # OP - # OP - # DP - # BRANCH TEST H I N Z V C

Branch Always BRA 20 4 2 None • • • • • •
Branch If Carry Clear BCC 24 4 2 CoO • • • • • •
Branch If Carry Set BCS 25 4 2 C=1 • • • • • •
Branch If = Zero BEO 27 4 2 Z=1 • • • • • •
Branch if ;;. Zero BGE 2C 4 2 N(±)V=O • • • • • •
Branth If > Zero BGT 2E 4 2 Z + (N (±) V) = 0 • • • • • •
Branch If Higher BHI 22 4 2 C+Z=O • • • • • •
Branch If .;; Zero BlE 2F 4 2 Z + (N (±) V) = 1 • • • • • •
Branch If lower Or Same BlS 23 4 2 C + Z = 1 • • • • • •
Branch If < Zero BLl 20 4 2 N (±) V = 1 • • • • • •
Branc~ If Minus BMI 2B 4 2 N = 1 • • • • • •
Branch If Not Equal Zero BNE 26 4 2 ZoO • • • • • •
~ranch If Overflow Clear BVC 28 4 2 V=O • • • • • •
Branch If Overflow Set BVS 29 4 2 V = 1 • • • • • •
Branch If Plus BPl 2A 4 2 N=O • • • • • •
Branch To Subroutine BSR 8D 8 2 } • • • • • •
Jump JMP 6E 4 2 7E 3 3 See Special Operations • • • • • •
Jump. To Subroutine JSR AD 8 2 BD 9 3 • • • • • •
No Operation NOP 01 2 1 Advances Prog. Cntr. Only • • • • • •
Return From Interrupt RTI 3B 10 1 --@--
Return From Subroutine RTS 39 5 1

} ·1·)1·1·'·'·Software Interrupt SWI 3F 12 1 See Special 0 perations • • • • • •
Wait for Interrupt* WAI 3E 9 1 • (jJ) • • • •

'WAI puts Address Bus, RfW, and Data Bus In the three-state mode while VMA IS held low.

Notice that multi-byte instructions take
up several locations, but only the address
of the starting location is shown. Since the
second instruction has an address of 1001,
while the following one is shown at 1003,
you can conclude that the number 41 must
have been in location 1002.

Although machine-language Instructions
are different lengths, the first byte (such as
4F, ~B or BD in the above example) has a
special meaning. It is called the instruction
code, operation code or often just op code,
because it is a coded number that specifies
exactly the kind of operation to be per-
formed.

(Note the similarity to BASIC,where the
first word on a statement-such as REM,
LET,IF, READ, etc.-is a keyword which
specifies exactly what that statement is to
~) .

In the 6800 and 6802 processors, op
codes are always one byte long; in some
other processors they may sometimes be
longer.

Some operations are completely speci-
fied by the op code alone, and needno other
information. For example, the 4F code in
the first instruction above tells the 6802 to
clear the A accumulator to 00. This is spe-
cific enough to require no further details.

Other operations (such as the second
and third instructions above) require addi-
tional information which is then represent-
ee!by one or two additional bytes which are
called the operand. For example, in the sec-
ond instruction above, the 8B is the oo code
while 41 is the operand.

In general, everyop code describes a spe-
cltic operation. and requires a specific in-
struction length. For example, the op code
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Table 3. Jump and branch instructions.

4F in the 6802 is always a one-byte instruc-
tion, while 8B is always followed by exactly
one more byte to specify the operand.
The meaning of every possible op code is

defined by the manufacturer of the micro-
processor, and is part of what is called the
instruction set which is then published in
the processor spec sheets.

The 6802Instruction Set

For the 6802,Tables 1 through 4 (reprint-
ed through the courtesy of Motorola) list
every possible instruction in a concise way.
Don't panic! Although these tables look for-
midable, they contain a lot more informa-
tion than we usually need. Moreover, if you
use assembly language and an assembler,
you need not even refer to these tables in
most instances. In fact, many programmers
only use a small subset of all these instruc-
tions for the simple reason that they don't
even remember that the others exist.

These four tables break up the 6802 in-
struction set into different groups:
Table 1describes those instructions used

to manipulate memory and the two aCCiJ-
mulators. As you can see by looking at the
left-hand column of the table, these instruc-
tions allow you to add and subtract, clear
memory or accumulator contents, do com-
parisons and other such numeric opera-
tions.

Table 2 lists those instructions affecting
the index and stack pointer registers. With
these instructions you can increment or
decrement these registers, load and save
their contents in memory or interchange
their contents.

Table 3 lists jump and branch instruc-
tions. These instructions !ire similar to the

GOTO, GOSUB, IF and RETURN instruc-
tions of BASIC, except that instead of just
one IF statement, machine language has
about a dozen different forms of "branch
if ... " instructions.

Finally, Table 4 lists those instructions
affecting just the six-bit condition code reg-
ister.

In the three-step sample program above,
the second instruction had the op code 8B.
This op code is at the very beginning of
Table 1. Let's look at the top left corner of
this table a bit closer. It looks like this:

IMMED
OPERATIONS MNEMONIC OP

AcId ADDA 8B
#
2

The left column tells you that this op
code is used to do an addition; in fact, the
notation A+M-+A in one of the right-hand
columns tells you that the number in ac-
cumulator A is added to a numberin mem-
ory, and the result goes back into accumu-
lator A.
Tho second column tells us that the mne-

monic for this instruction is ADDA, mean-
ing "ADD to A." Themnemonic is a three-or
tour-letter code that programmers use to re-
mind them of the function of instructions so
they don't have to remember their numeric
op codes; it is certainly easier to remember
what ADDA means than what 8B means.
(When I get to assembly language, you will
see that assembly programs are written
with mnemonics, and the assembler auto-
matically translates from mnemonics to the
actual numeric op codes. Thus you do not
have to know or memorize the op codes
themselves.) Although the mnemonic here
is given as ADDA, it is common to write it as
ADD A to separate the words from each



CO NO. CODE REG.

IMPLIED 5 4 3 2 1 0

OPERATIONS MNEMONIC OP - # BOOLEAN OPERATION H I N Z V C

Clear Carry CLC OC 2 1 O ...•C - - - - - R
Clear Interrupt Mask CLI OE 2 1 0"'1 - R - - - -Clear Overflow CLV OA 2 1 O"'V - - - - R -Set Carry SEC 00 2 1 1"'C - - - - - S
Set Interrupt Mask SEI OF 2 1 1"'1 - S - - - -Set Overflow SEV OB 2 1 1"'V - - - - S -Acmltr A'" CCR TAP 06 2 1 A'" CCR --@--
CCR'" Acmltr A TPA 07 2 1 CCR "'A -\-\-1-\-\-

CONDITioN CODE REGISTER NOTES: (Bit set if test is true and cleared otherwise)

IBit V) Test: Result = 10000000? IBit N) Test: Sign bit of most significant IMS) byte = 1?

IBit C) Test: Result = OOOOOOOO? IBit V) Test: Z's complement overflow from subtraction of MS bytes?

IBit C) Test: Decimal value of most significant BCD Character greater than nine? IBit N) Test: Result less than zero? (Bit 15 = 1)·
(Not cleared if previously set.) 10 IAII) Load Condition Code Register from Stack. (See Special Operations)

4 IBit V) Test: Operand = 10000000 prior to execution? 11 IBit I) Set when interrupt occurs. If previously set, a Non-Maskable
5 IBit V) Test: Operand = 01111111 prior to execution? Interrupt is required to exit the wait state.

IBit V) Test: Set equal to result of N(!)C after shift has occurred. 12 (All) Set according to the contents of Accumulator A.

Table 4. Condition code register manipulation instructions,

other.
Most 6802 instructions have several dlt-

ferent forms, depending on how the oper-
and is specified. The code 8B specifies a
particular form of the ADDA instruction
called immediate. (This is what is meant by
IMMED in the table; the other forms of the
ADDA instruction are the DIRECT, IN-
DEXed, and EXTeNDed forms.)

In the table, you see an entry of 8B 2 2. 8B
is the numeric op code (in the OP column).
The 2 in the 'V column tells you that this par-
ticular instruction always takes exactly two
machine clock cycles. Since in our Kilobaud
Klassroom Komputer a clock cycle takes
1.11 microseconds, you can see that this
ADDA instruction will always take 2.22 mi-
croseconds. The execution time is impor-
tant to us only when we are writing a pro-
gram which must execute in some precisely
known time.

Finally, the 2 in the # column tells you
that this instruction always has exactly two
bytes (8B 41 in our example above).

As you can see, different forms of the
ADDA run slightly differeritly. For example,
the extended form is listed in Table 1 as BB
43, meaning that the op code is BB, that it
requires four machine cycles to execute,
and that it is a three-byte instruction. This
appears to complicate the Situation, but
since few people program directly in ma-
chine language it is not as serious as it
sounds. When you program in assembly
language; the assembler automatically
takes care of choosing the correct form of
an instruction, and even using the correct
number of bytes. Thus it is seldom neces-
sary to consult the fine print in these tables.

(The six columns at the right, labelled
HINZVC, refer to the condition code regis-
ter; I'll cover those later.)

Addressing Modes

As you will note in Table 1, there are five

columns labelled ADDRESSING MODES.
(There is actually a sixth mode, used only
for instructions in Table 3). These columns
give the various forms of an instruction.
Some instructions are available in only one
mode; others may exist in several modes.

Let's look first at those instructions in
Table 1 which only have the Implied Mode
form; this includes instructions such as
ABA (Add B accumulator to A), CLR A and
CLR B (Clear A or B accumulator), CBA
(Compare B with A) and so on. You will note
that each of these op codes has # equal to 1,
meaning that those instructions are single-
byte instructions.

Implied mode instructions are the easiest
to understand, because their function is
very clear-cut. The op code is sufficiently
explicit that no operand is required with it to
give further details.

All other instructions listed in Table 1 re-
quire one or two additional operand bytes
to give the computer some additional infor-
mation.

Look, for example, at ADD A as compared
with ABA. ABA says "Add B to A"; this is a
complete description which implies that the
number in accumulator B is added to the

number in accumulator A, and the answer is
left in A.

But ADD A leaves open the question of
"add what?" In this case, some humber
from memory is to be added to accumulator
A, and the result must be left in A; but the
job of the operand bytes is to specify where
the number in memory is located. Since
there are four forms of the ADD A instruc-
tion, there are four different ways of speci-
fying the location of the number to be
added to A.

Immediate Mode-In the immediate
mode, the number to be added is in the byte
immediately after the op code. For in-
stance, our sample program above had the
instruction
tOOt 864t

which means "add the hex number 41 to ac-
cumulator A." Since the op code 8B is in lo-
cation 1001, the computer looksin the very
next location, at 1002, for the number to be
added since the op code 8B always means
that the number to be added is immediately
after the op code.

In the same way, 8B 01 would mean "add
a 1," while8B FFwould mean "add FF to ac-
cumulator A." Thus you see that in the im-

REM NOT NEEDED ON MANY SYSTEMS

Program listing.

0100 PRINT "6B00/6802 CROSS-ASSEMBLER IN BASIC"
0110 PRINT "COPYRIGHT 1980 BY PETER A. STARK"
1H20 PRINT "ALL RIGHTS RESERVED"
0130 PRINT
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0135 REM ON TRS-SO USE "CLEAR 100"

0140 DIM NS(200), L9(200)
0150 DIM DS( 100),' D8( 100)
0160 D6 = 100
,)170 LINE= 0
,)180 L7 = 0
0190 La = 0
0200 11 = 1
0210 P4 = 1

0220 REM ZERO OUT DEFER ADDRESSES



mediate mode, numbers to be added (or
used in some other way) are placed directly
into the instruction. All the immediate mode
instructions in Table 1 are two bytes long-
the first byte is always the op code, while
the second byte is the number being used.

Extended Mode-As you will note from
Table 1, all the extended mode instructions
are three bytes long. In each case, the first
byte is the op code, and the second and
third bytes contain the address of the loca-
tion in memory where the number being
used is located.

For example, the extended form of the
ADD A instruction has op code BB. Thus an
instruction BB 3328 would mean that the
computer should take a number out of loca-
tion 3328, and add that number to accumu-
lator A.

This is an important concept to under-
stand. BB 3328 does not mean "add 3328'"
Instead, it means "add the contents of loca-
tion 3328." The difference between the im-
mediate and extended forms of instructions
is confusing at first, but essential. (Many
older computers have only extended mode
addressing.)

Either immediate or extended addressing
can do the same job. For instance, if you
want to add a 5 to accumulator A, you could
do so with an immediate instruction simply
by putting in an instruction which says 8B
05. Alternatively, you could put that 05 into
some otherwise unused location (such as
7322, for instance) and then use the instruc-
tion BB 7322 to add the contents of location
7322, a 5, to the accumulator. Both of these
methods would work, but the immediate
form is shorter and quicker since it requires
only two bytes (and two machine cycles) in-
stead of three bytes (plus a fourth to hold
the number 05, and four machine cycles).
Thus having an immediate mode is very
useful in microcomputers where saving
space and time may be important.

Direct Mode-Direct mode is similar to
extended mode, except that it is used spe-
cifically with addresses which start with 00.
In the 6802, memory locations 0000 through
OOFF are said to comprise the direct page;
the direct mode is specifically intended for
accessing data on this page. In direct in-
structions, the 00 part of the operand ad-
dress is omitted. For example, the instruc-
tions
9B 40
BB 0040

both add the number in location 0040 to ac-
cumulator A. Direct mode saves one byte
over extended mode, and also requires one
less machine cycle to execute.

Because data placed on the direct page
is easier and faster to get than data else-
where in memory (via direct mode instruc-
tions), most 6802 users reserve this page for
frequently used data so as to get the great-
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0230 FOR I = 1 TO D6
0240 DB( I) = -1
0250 NEXT I

0260 REM MAIN ASSEMBLER LOOP

0270 INPUT L$,C$,O$,R$
0280 X$ = II "

1)290 1'$ =,. II

0300 Z$ =" "
1)310 T$="" REM INDIRECT FLAG

0320 REM CHECK FOR COMMENT

0330 IF LEFTS( L$d) 0 "t" GOTO 380
0340 IF Ll = 0 GOTO 270
0350 PRINT HP4, TAB(16); L$; " "; C$; " "; 0$; " "; R$
1)360 GOTO 270

0370 REM CHECK FOR DUPLICATE LABEL

')3BO IF LI=''''GO TO 450
0390 AS = L$
0400 GOSUS 3000 REM FIND LABEL
0410 IF AB ( 0 COTO 450
0420 PRINT "DUF-LICATE LABEL", L$
0430 GOTO 270

0440 REM LIST DIRECTIVE?

0450 IF LEFT$(C$, 3) ()"LlS" GOTO 500
0460 L1 = 1
0470 GOSUS 2970
04BO GOTO 270

REM PRINT AL

0490 REM NOLIST DIRECTIVE?
0500 IF LEFT~C',3) I) "NOL" GOTO 540
0510 L1 = 0
0520 GO TO 270
0530 REM END DIRECTIVE?

0540 IF C$ () "END" GOTO 650
0550 GOSUS 2970 REM PRINT AL

0560 REM SEARCH FOR UNDEFINED LABELS

0570 FOR I = 1 TO D6
0580 IF DB( I ) = -1 GOTO 620
0590 PRINT HP4, "UNDEFINED LABEL: ";
0600 L$ = MID~D$(I),4,6)
0610 PRINT HP4, L$
0620 NEXT I
0630 END

0640 REM ON EACH NEW LABEL, SEARCH ARRAY FOR DEFERRED LABELS

0650 IF L$ = "" GOTO 990
0660 L4 = L8
0670 FOR I = 1 TO D6
0680 IF L$ () MID$(D$(I),4,6) GOTO 960

0690 REM FOUND ONE

')700 L3 = VAL< LEFT$( DI( I ),1 ))
0710 LB = D8(I)
0720 XI = MIO$(D$(I),2,2)
0730 IF L3 = 3 GOTO 880

0740 REM LENGTH = 2

07 = L4 - DB(I) - 2
IF 07 )= -12B GOTO 800
PRINT "BRANCH OUT OF RANGE"
07 = 0
GO TO 820
IF 07 ) 127 GOTO 770
IF 07 ( 0 THEN 07 = 07+256
B = 07
GOSUS 3640
(I = B$
GOSUB 2910
GOTO 940

0750
')760
')770
')780
0790
0BOO
1)810
0820
OB30
0840
0850
,)860

REM CONVERT 2 HEX

REM GO PRINT ML ONLY
REM GO ERASE ENTRY

0870 REM LENGTH = 3

0880
0890
0900
0910
0920
0930
0940

A = L4
GOSUS 3730
Y$ = A$

REM CONVERT 4 HEX
Zf = 1111

GOSUB 2910
X$ = "
Y$ = "

REM PRINT ML ONLY



TIS-APL
• Stand alone APL for Z80 includes OS& DOS.

User work space exceeds 27K with some
systems over 32K bytes.

Use of system commands, file and system
functions.

• 3D arrays inner and outer products.

• Catenate, scan, compress, reduce and
rotate along specified axis.

• Custom versions for many popular Z80
based computers.

• Systems functions for:

Communicating with other processors in-
eluding large mainframe computers.

Full ASC II and APl interface with wide variety
of peripherals.

Internal switching between APl and ASC II.

Calls to User written assembler routines.

TELECOMPUTE INTEGRATED SYSTEMS INC.
251 SPADINA AVENUE, TORONTO

ONTARIO, CANADA M5T 2E2
PHONE: 416·363·9295

.....118
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catalogue of peripheralsII available for your PET

Skyles Electric Works
231 E South Whisman Road
Mountain View, CA 94041
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MICROSTAT
NOW AVAILABLE FOR CP/M*
MICROSTAT, the most powerful statistics package available
for microcomputers, is completely file-oriented with a power-
ful Data Management Subsystem (OMS) that allows you to
edit, delete, augment, sort, rank-order, lag and transform (11
transformations, including linear, exponential and log) existing
data into new data. After a file is createil'with OMS, Microstat
provides statistical analysis in the following general areas:
Descriptive Statistics (mean, sample, and population S.D.,
variance, etc.), Frequency Distributions (grouped or individ-
ual), Hypothesis Testing (mean or proportion), Correlation and
Regression Analysis (with support statistics), Non-parametric
Tests (Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Wilcoxon, etc.), Probability Dis-
tributions (8 of them), Crosstabs and Chi-square, ANOVA (one
and two way), Factorials, Combinations and Permutations, plus
other unique and useful features.

MICROSTAT requires 48K, Microsoft MBasic with CP/M and
is sent on a single-density 8" Disk. It is also available on 5"
diskettes for North Star DOS and Basic (32K and two drives
recommended), specify which when ordering. The price for
Microstat is $250.00. The user's manual is $15.00 and
includes sample data and printouts. We have other business
and educational software, call or write:

ECOSOFT .;82

•. P.O. Box 68602
Indianapolis, IN 46268

(317) 283-8883
• CP/ M is a registered trade mark of Digital Research.

~
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HI-RES TITRATION
HI-RES TITRATION is a simulation of an acid base titration using
the Apple high·resolution color graphics. The program was written
for use as a prelaboratory preparation and practice. It is effective
as a lecture demonstration or for use by individual students. The
program was written for high school use. but it is also useful for
college chemistry classes.
32K Applesoft with Disk $19.95

RETAILING MATH
RETAILING MATH is a computer assisted instruction in the
fundamentals of pricing mathematics. Lessons and reviews deal-
ing with the mark·up equation, mark·up percentage and deter-
mining retail and cost prices are reinforced thru interactive
exercises after each lesson by vocationally certified instructions .
48K Applesoft with Disk $39.95

EDUCATIONAL CHARADES
EDUCATIONAL CHARADES is an age·long game modified for
classroom use.The teacher can create charade files relative to the
current subject being taught.
32K Applesoft with Disk ..... $19.95

APPLE-GRAMMER requires 32K in Applesoft and a disk drive
$19.95

TEACHERS' AIDE I with Multi-Choice format requires 32K in
Applesoft and a disk drive .... . . . . . . . . . . . . 19.95

TEACHERS' AIDE II with True and False format requires 32K in
Applesoft and a disk drive .. . . . . . . . . . . . $19.95

38437 Grand River. Farmington Hills, MI 48018
(313) 477-4470 .; 156

Dealer Inquiries Welcome
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est time and space saving from using direct
mode instructions.

Indexed Mode-This mode is perhaps
the hardest for the beginner to understand.
Like direct mode instructions, indexed in-
structions are two bytes long. But the sec-
ond byte, rather than referring to a location
on the direct page, is instead added to the
contents of the index register to get the ac-
tual effective address being used.

For example, suppose the instruction AB
40 is executed at a time when the index reg-
ister contains the number 4000.The proces-
sor adds the 40 to the 4000 from the index
register to get 4040, and then uses the con-
tents of location 4040 in the instruction.

Table 3 shows instructions which use
still another addressing mode, the relative
mode. Relative mode instructions perform
functions similar to BASIC's GOTO and IF
... GOTO instructions.

In relative mode instructions, the com-
puter takes the second byte of the lnstruc-
tion, treats it as a two's complement num-
ber, and adds it to the address of the next in-
struction to compute the address to which
it should execute the GOTO.

For example, the op code 20 stands for
BRAnch, which is the equivalent of a GOTO.
The instruction 20 05 always means "GOTO
the instruction five locations past the next
instruction after the current one." While
this seems quite difficult to follow, let's
leave it at that for the moment and Simply
say that if we use assembly language and
an assembler, we don't have to concern our-
selves with the fine points since the assem-
bler figures out the correct addresses auto-
matically.

Some Simple Examples

Suppose, for instance, that you want to
add two numbers and store the sum into lo-
cation 2000. One way would be to use the
following program:
1000 4F Clearaccumulator A
1001 86 05 Add 5 to A
1003 86 02 Add a 2 to get 7
1005 67 2000 Store result in location 2000.
1008 7E 1008 GOTO1008

At the end I used a 7E instruction, an ex-
tended instruction listed in Table 3, which
stands for JMP or Jump-identical to BA-
SIC's GOTO. Notice that the instruction
1008 GOTO1008

in BASIC would tie up the program in an infi-
nite loop. It does the same here. As you re-
member, a few pages ago I mentioned that
if you do not tell the computer to stop at the
end of a program, it will continue through
memory, pulling out garbage from memory
and trying to execute it as if it were a pro-
gram. To make sure that the program stops
at the end, you must put in some kind of a
stop. Stopping in an infinite loop seems as
good a way as any to keep from going on.

(You don't have to worry about this in BA-
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0950 D8( I) -1
0960 NEXT I
0970 L8 = L4

0980 REM RMB DIRECTIVE?
0990 IF C$ () "RMB" GOTO 1160
1000 GOSUS 3090 REM SAVE LABEL
1010 GOSUB 3150 REM EVALUATE OPERAND
1020 IF 07 ( 0 GOTO 1110
1030 A = L8
1040 La = La + 07
1050 GOSUB 3730 REM CONVERT TO 4 HEX
1060 IF Ll = 0 GOTO 270
1070 PRINT lIP4, " (II; AS; ." )"; REM OTHERWISE PRINT
1080 GOSUS 2970 REM PRINT AL
1090 GOTO 270

1100 REM ERROR MESSAGES

1110 PRINT "INVALID OPERAND"
1120 GOTO 1080
1130 PRINT "INVALID OPERATioN CODE"
1140 GOTO 1080

1150 REM ORG DIRECTIVE?

1160 IF C$ () "ORG" GOTO 1230
1170 GOSUB 3150 REM EVALUATE OPERAND
1180 IF 07(0 GOTO 1110
1190 L8 = 07
1200 A = LB·
1210 GOTO 1050

1220 REM Eau DIRECTIVE?

1230 IF C$ () "EQU" GOTO 1350
1240 GOSUB 3150
1250 IF 07(0 GOTO 1110
1260 IF L$ () "" GOTO 1300
1270 PRINT "ERROR - MISSING LABEL"
1280 GOSue 2970
1290 GOTO 270
1300 L7 = L7 + 1
1310 N$( L7) = L$
1320 L9( L7) = 07
1330 A = 07
1340 GOTO 1050
1350 GOSUB 3090

REM EVALUATE OPERAND

REM PRINT AL

REM SAVE LABEL
1360 REM FCB DIRECTIVE?

1370 IF C$ () "FCB" GOTO 1470
1380 COSUB 3150
1390 IF 07 ( 0 GOTO 1110
1400 B = 07
1410 GOSUB 3640
1420 Y$ = BS
1430 IF Ll = 1 THEN GOSUB 2950
1440 L8 = La + 1
1450 GO TO 270

REM EVALUATE OPERAND

REM CONVERT TO 2 HEX

REM PRINT ML AND AL

1460 REM FDB DIRECTIVE?
1470 IF C$ () "FOB" GOTO 1580
1480 GOSue 3150
1490 IF 07(0 GOTO 1110
1500 A = 07
1510 GOSUS 3730
1520 Y$ = AS
1530 Z$ = 1111

1540 IF Ll = 1 THEN GOSUS 2950
1550 LB = LB + 2
1560 GOTO 270

REM EVALUATE OPERAND

REM CONVERT TO 4 HEX

REM PRINT ML AND AL

1570 REM FCC DIRECTIVE?

15BO IF CS () "FCC" GOTO 1750
1590 D$ = LEFT$(OS,l)
1600 FOR 1=2 TO 32

: REM DELI MITER

1610 REM FIRST DELETE SPACE IN OP CODE IF NEEDED

1620 AS = MID$(O$,I,I)
1630 IF AS = "" GOTO 270
16~0 IF AS = D$ GOTO 270
1650 B = ASC(A$)
1660 GOSUB 3640
1670 Y$=BS
1680 IF Ll = 0 coro 1710
1690 IF I = 2 THEN GaSUB 2950
1700 IF I () 2 THEN GOSUS 2910
1710 La = L8 + 1
1720 NEXT I
1730 GOTO 270

REM QUIT AT END
REM DITTO
REM ASCII CODE
REM CONVERT 2 HEX

REM PRINT ML AND AL
REM PRINT ML ONLY



1740 REM EXECUTABLE INSTRUCTION SIC, since most BASICs simply assume
that you should stop when you get to the
last line of a program. The computer does
not do that while executing a machine lan-
guage program.)

Another way to add the numbers 5 and 2
would be to place them somewhere into
memory and then refer to them by their ad-
dresses. For example, this program would
do the job:
1000 B6 100e Load the contents of 100e into the

accumulator
1003 DD 100B Add the contents of 100B
1006 B7 2000 Store the result in location 2000
1009 7E 1009 GOTO 1009 to stop
100e 05 First number
100D 02 Second number

Notice how the numbers to be used in this
case immediately follow the program itself;
there is no reason why they cannot be
placed here-as long as the numbers do
not appear in the midst of the program.
Note that the program will never get past
the loop in 1009, so placing data starting at
100C is safe.

In the previous example, I first cleared
the accumulator with the 4F (CLR A) in-
struction, and then added both numbers to
it. This time I used a load instruction, which
automatically clears the accumulator and
then puts the first number into it. This saves
an extra instruction and makes the program
faster.

1750 IF LEN(C$) I) 5 GOTO 1790
1760 IF MHI$(C$,4d) () " " GOTO 1790
1770 C$ = LEFT$( C$,3)+ RIGHTS( C$.1 )

1780 REM 1S IT INDEXED?

1790 IF LEFTMR$,l) II "X" GOTO 1970
1800 GOSUB 3150 REM EVALUATE OPERAND

REM NO COMMENTSALLOWED
REM INSERT THE , X

REM FIND OP CODE

REM CONVERT 2 HEX

REM CONVERT 2 HEX

REIt PRINT ML AND AL

A Bit of Homework

So far, I have been discussing machine
language programming. There is no doubt
that programming in machine language is
not easy. Fortunately, you do not have to do
it very often. Any reasonably complete com-
puter system will have an assembler pro-
gram available which allows you to pro-
gram in assembly language. An assembler
takes much of the drudgery out of machine
programming by doing some of the more
difficult jobs itself.

I will continue with assembly lanquaqe
programming next month. In the meantime,
if you have access to a computer that runs
BASIC arid has strings, enter Program 1 into
the machine in preparation for the next in-
stallment. (If you do not feel like typing it in,
cassettes in either Kansas City format or in
TRS-80 Level II format are available for
$9.95 from Star-Kits, PO Box 209, Mt. Kisco,
NY 10549.)

This program is a 6802 cross-assembler.
The term cross means that this assembler
runs on a computer different from the one it
translates programs for. In this case, this
assembler will translate 6802assembly lan-
guage into machine language, but since it
is itself written in BASIC, it can be run on vir-
tually any other machine.

We will use this program next time to as-
semble some simple 6802 programs for our
Kilobaud Klassroom Komputer. See you
then .•
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1810 R$=""
1820 OS = 0$ + ",X"
1830 IF 07(0 GOTO 1110
1840 IF 07)255 GOTO 1110
1850 S5 = C$ + "X"
1860 GOSUB 3820
1870 B = 07
1880 GOSUB 3640
1890 .($ = BS
1900 B = 06
1910 GOSUS 3640
1920 X$ = SS
1930 IF L1 = 1 THEN GOSUS 2950
1940 L8 = L8 + 2
1950 GOTO 270
1960 REM IS IT IIt"EDIATE?

1970 IF LEFTS( 0$,1) () "II" GOTO 2130
1980 TS="II"
1990 S$ = C$ + "II"
2000 L = LEN( 0$ )
20100$ = RIGHTS(O$,L-l)
2020 GOSUB 3150
2030 GOSUS 3820

REH EVALUATE OPERAND
REM FIND OPCODE

2040 REM SEPARATE TWO-BYTE OPERANDS

2050 IF C$ = "LDX" GOTO 2600
2060 IF C$ = "CPX" GOTO 2600
2070 IF C$ = "LOS" GOTO 2600

2080 REM ONE-BYTE IMHEDIATE INSTRUCTIONS

2090 IF 07)255 GOTO 1110
2100 IF 07(0 GOTO 1110
2110 GOTO 1870 REM OTHERWISE TREAT AS OK

2120 REH IS IT RELATIVE?

2130 IF LEFTS( C$, 1) () "B" GOTO 2400
2140 S$ = C$
2150 GOSUB 3820
2160 IF 06(0 GOTO 1130
2170 GOSUB 3150
2180 IF 07 = -1 GOTO 1110
2190 IF 07 = -2 GOTa 2280
2200 07 = 07 - La -2
2210 IF 07 )= - 128 GOTO 2240
2220 PRI NT "BRANCH OUT OF RANGE"
2230 GOTO lOBO
2240 IF 07 )127 GOTO 2220
2250 IF 07(0 THEN 07 = 07 + 256
2260 GOTO 1870

REM FIND OPCODE

REM EVALUATE OPERANII

REIt DEFER

2270 REM DEFER RELATIVE

2280 FOR I = 1 TO D6
2290 IF D8(I) = -1 GOTO 2330
2300 NEXT I
2310 PRINT "DEFERRED OPERANDOVERFLOW"
2320 GOTO 1080
2330 B = 06
2340 GOSUS 3640
23:50 Ds( I) = "2"+B$+0$
2360 D8( I) = L8
2370 Y$ = " .."
2380 GOTO 1900

REM SEARCH FOR EMPTY SPOT

REM CONVERT 2 HEX

2390 REH SEPARATE OUT INHERENT FROM EXTENDED OR DIRECT

2400 S$ = C$
2410 GOSUS 3B20
2420 IF 06\0 GOTO 2500
2430 B = 06
2440 casus 3640
2450 X$ = B$
2460 IF Ll = 1 THEN GOSUS 2950
2470 LB = LB + 1
2480 COTO 270

REH FIND OPCODE

REM CONVERT 2 HEX

REH PRINT ML AND AL

2490 REH DIRECT INSTRUCTION?

2:S00 GOSUB 31:S0 REM EVALUATE OPERAND



MORE FOR YOUR
RADIO SHACK TRS·80

MODEL I!
• MORESPEED

10-20 times faster than Level II BASIC.

• MORE ROOM
Compiled code plus VIRTUAL MEMORY makes
your RAM act larger.

• MORE INSTRUCTIONS
Add YOUR commands to its large instruction
set!
Far more complete than most Forths: single &
double precision, arrays, strinq-handtinq, mpre.

• MORE EASE
Excellent full-screen Editor, structured & modular
programming
Optimized for your TRS·80 with keyboard repeats,
upperllower case display driver, slnqle- & double-

width graphics, etc.

• MORE POWER
Forth operating system
Interpreter ANO compiler
Internal 8080 Assembler
(Z80 Assembler also available)
VIRTUAL 1/0 for video and printer, disk and tape
(10·Megabyte hard disk available)

mUfi(j§FORTH
THE PROFESSIONAL FORTH

FOR TRS·80
Prices:
MMSFORTH Disk System V1.9 (requires 1 disk drive &
16K RAM)....... . just $79.95·
MMSFORTH Cassette System V1.8 (requires Level II
BASIC & 16K RAM)............ . $59.95·

AND MMS GIVES IT
PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT

Source code provided
MMSFORTH Newsletter
Programming staff available
Many demo programs aboard
MMSFORTH User Groups

FLOATING POINT MATH (L.2 BASIC ROM routines
plus Complex numbers, Rectangular·Polar coordinate
conversions, Degrees mode, more), plus a full Z80
ASSEMBLER; all on one diskette $29.95·

THE DATAHANDLER, a very sophisticated database
management system operable by non-proqrarnrners
(requires 1 drive and 32K RAM); with manuals ...$59.95·

Other packages under development

FORTH BOOKS AVAILABLE

MICROFORTH PRIMER-comes with MMSFORTH;
separately $15.00·
USING FORTH-more detailed and advanced than
above . $25.00·
URTH TUTORIAL MANUAL-very readable intro. to
UIRochester Forth $19.95'
CALTECH FORTH MANUAL-good on Forth internal
structure, etc.................................... .... $6.95·

•-Software prices are for sinqle-system user license
and include manuals. Add $2.00 S/H plus $1.00 per ad-
ditional book. Mass. orders add 5% tax. Foreign
orders add 15%. UPS, COD, VISA & MC accepted; no
unpaid purchase orders, please.

Send SASE for free MMSFORTH information
Good dealers sought

MMSFORTH is available from your 255
computer dealer or v

MILLER MICROCOMPUTER
SERVICES (K11)

61 Lake Shore Road, Natick, MA 01760
(617) 653-6136
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2510 IF 07(0 GOTO 2580
2520 IF 07>255 GOT a 2580
2530 S$ = C$ + "DII
2540 GOSUS 3820
2550 IF 06(0 GOTO 2580
2560 GOTO 1870

:!570 REM EXTENDED OR 2-BYTE IMMEDIATE

2580 S$ = C$ + II E"

REM DO EXTENDED IF DEFER
REM CAN'T BE DIRECT

REM FIND OPCODE
REM DO EXTENDED IF NO OPCODE
REM OTHERWISE TREAT SAME
AS INDEXED

REM FIND OPCODE

REM GO DEFER

REM CONVERT 4 HEX

REM CONVERT 2 HEX

REM PRINT ML AND AL

REM SEARCH FOR EMPTY

REM ALL FULL

REM CONVERT 2 HEX

REM CONVERT LaC TO HEX

REM PRINT ML AND THEN CONTINUE

2960 REM SUBROUTINE TO PRINT AL CODE ONLY

2970 PRINT flP4, TAB( 16); L$i TAB(23)i C$i TAB(29)iT$+0$i TAB(36)i R$
2980 RETURN

2590 GOSUB 3820
2600 IF 06(0 GOTO 1130
2610 IF 07 = -1 GOTO 1080
2620 IF 07 = -2 GOTO 2740
2630 A = 07
2640 GOSUB 3730
2650 "($ = A$
2660 Z$ = ""
2670 B = 06
2680 GOSUS 3640
2690 X$ = B$
2700 IF L1 = 1 THEN GOSUS 2950
2710 L8 = L8 + 3
2720 GOT a 270

2730 REM DEFER EXTENDED OR TWO-BYTE IMMEDIATE

2740 FOR I = 1 TO
2750 IF D8( I )
2760 NEXT I
2770 GOTO 2310
2780 B = 06
2790 GOSUB 3640
2800 D$( I ) = "3"
2810 D8( I ) = L8
2820 Y$ = "
2830 H = "
2840 GOT a 2670

D6
= -1 GOTO 2780

+ S$ + 0$

2850 REM SUBROUTINE TO PRINT ML CODE LESS CR

2860 A=L8
2870 GOSUB 3730
2880 PRINT flP4, ASi " "i XSi " "i Hi Z$i
2890 RETURN

2900 REM SUBROUTINE TO PRINT ML CODE ONLY
2910 GOSUB 2860
2920 PRINT flP4
2930 RETURN

2940 REM SUBROUTINE TO PRINT ML AND AL cons

2950 GOSUS 2860

2990 REM SUBROUTINE TO FIND LABEL
3000 A8 = -2
3010 IF L7 = 0 THEN RETURN
3020 FOR L5 = 1 TO L7
3030 IF AS = N$(L5) GO TO 3060
3040 NEXT L5
3050 RETURN
3060 A8 = L9( L5 i
3070 RETURN

3080 REM SUBROUTINE TO SAVE LABEL

3090 IF L$ = "" THEN RETURN
3100 L7 = L7 + 1
3110 NS( L7 ) L$
3120 L9(L7l = L8
3130 RETURN

3140 REM SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE OPERAND

3150 07 = -1
3160 IF as = "" THEN RETURN

3170 REM CHECK FOR HEX OPERAND

3180 IF LEFT$( 0$ rl) () "$" GOT a 3280
315'0 07 = 0
3200 FOR I = 2 TO 5
3210 AS = MIDS( as, I, 1)
3220 GOSUB 3560
3230 IF A(O THEN RETURN
3240 07 = 07*16 + A

REM NEXT DIGIT
REM CONVERT HEX DIGIT



We have discounts, manufacturer's war-
ranties, FREEshipping and insurance and a
TOLL FREE ORDER NUMBER available.

CALL US!

Pan American Electronics
Incorporated

a ltadl8 Ihaek
AUTHOR~ZED SALES CENTER

1117 Conway, Mission, Texas 78572
TOLL FREE ORDER NUMBER 800/531-7466
Texas & Principal Number 5121581-2765

11I11
A PROFESSIONAL DATA BASE
MANAGER FOR NORTH STAR

OPERATING SYSTEMS.
If you've been struggling with random access pointers, churning out

pages of BASIC code every time your program needs a new file. then DBMS-1
is for you!

This data base management system allows you to dynamically create
files with up to ten named, variable length fields. Alpha, numeric and space-
saving table lookup fields are supported. Your data is stored linked sequential
and automatically arranged binary tree fashion for fast. keyed searches.
Records can be amended, deleted, listed alphabetically or summed on
multiple keys.

Sophisticated "Wild Card" search procedures allow nearly limitless
sorting possibilities. There are extensive "help" routines (for instance, you
can recall your field names, parameters and record numbers at any time).

But best of all, DBMS-1 performs ALL searching and sorting IN PLACE.
That means your files don't have to be in RAM. Access to files by other
programs is easy - DBMS·1 provides header and record sizes and other
information on request.

The DBMS-1 system is a series of linking modules which run under
NORTH STAR BASIC, Release 4.0 or 5.0 with a minimum of 12K of RAM.

Price of the Diskette is $125. (US), which includes a fully commented
version of DBMS-1 and a condensed "Go" file, A sample data file is included
for experimentation. The extensive user's manual may be ordered separately
for $15., refundable on purchase of the DBMS-1. One years FREEupdate
service is also yours.

Order Post Paid From:
THE SOFTWARE DIVISION •..•312
LAKE CITY TECHNICAL PRODUCTS
No.5 - 1952 SPALL ROAD
KHOWNA, BRITISH COLUMBIA
CANADA V1Y 4R1

V' Reader Service index-page 241

VISA'

•.•••71

Turn your electric typewriter into a low cost, high
quality hard copy printer. 1 Year Warranty

Dynatyper-the patented' RDI-I/O Pak is fast becoming the industry
standard for typewriter output. Why? Because:
1. It takes 2 minutes to initially install and 5 seconds to remove or

replace.
2. You do not have to modify your typewriter. All factory warranties

and maintenance agreements on your typewriter will be honored.
3. You can use it with all powered carriage return typewriters that

have U.S. keyboard. Our Model I works with all non Selectrics and
our Model II works with Selectrics. Conversion between models
takes 2 minutes and the kit (26 plungers) is 'available for a nominal
charge.

4. You don't have to lug around a bulky printer when you travel. If
there is a typewriter at your destination, you can install the light
(3Ibs.) I/O Pak in just 2 minutes. .

5. Same interface for TRS-80, Apple and GPIB. Centronics and Pet
compatible interfaces are available in third quarter 1980. Electric
pencil available.

6. Delivery: Stock to two weeks. Price: $499. for the complete system,
FOB Rochester, Domestic.

Over 1000 in operation today. VISA and MasterCard, accepted. Call
Ken Yanicky at 716-385-4336. ....201

•Potent Pending ROCHEStER DATA
3100 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, New York 14618 incorporated

Money Back Guarantee-,-:..""'.
Deater Inquiries Welcome;

New 248-page book Includes all the former TIS workbooks
except "PET Graphics." Provides Information for both ROMs and
a comprehensive Index. Only $14.95.

Also from TIS

WB-3 PET Graphics $4.95

Software products on cassette or floppy disk with complete instruction
manual. Each $24.95 (cassette), $29.95 (diskette).

SW-1MAIL B mailing list system
SW-2 CHECKBOOK record
SW-3ACCOUNTS keep track of who owes.you how much
SW-4 MEDIT create and maintain date files
SW-5 CALENDAR appointments, meetings at-a-glance

TIS
P.O. Box 921, Dept. KB
Los Alamos, NM 87544 •..•95

Add $2 ($5 foreign orders)
shipping and handling

PET and CBM are trademarks of Commodore Business Machines
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Announcing the most important utility
ever introduced for the TRS-80* Modell

and Model 11- TMENHBAS
ENHBAS is an Enhanced Basic extension
module, which loads at the top of BASIC, add-
ing many commands and background tasks-
DOver 30 new commands added to your
BASIC:
-SORT-Multi-keying, multi-tagging array
sort. Sorts thousands of items in mere
seconds, all with one command!

-JNAME-Use line labels along with line
numbers in branching statements, as in
assembly language, using the ENHBAS
commands GTO and CSUB (special
GOTO and GOSUB).
How many times have you wanted to use
variables to reference line numbers? Now
you can! GTO and CSUB allow variable
expressions as operands, such as in
GTO X+40.

-WHILE / WEND-New, structured pro-
gramming loop construct. Makes for more
logical program flow (less GOTO's).

-EXEC / EvAL- Two new, extremely pow-
erful functions! EVAL evaluates an alge·
braic expression in string form. With EVAL
you can manipulate complex functions in
string form, and then evaluate ihem. EXEC
executes a string expression as if it were
a BASIC program line! With EXEC, your
computer can actually write its own pro-
grams and execute them!

-CALL-Pass control to machine language
subroutines at any address, passing para-
meters both ways.

-CLM / PAGE-Set up automatic page
roll-over and other line printer functions
from BASIC.
-All these and many more!

Din addition to the above commands, Model I
ENHBAS contains vector graphics and
drawing. commands. Model II ENHBAS has
many functions suited to business program-
ming-ISAM filehandling commands, RS-232
access, and many more; along with several
Modell BASIC commands leftout ofModel II
(PEEK, POKE, OUT, etc.).

DENHBAS includes many background util-
ities (Model I version):
-User-de/inable cursor
eKey click
eTwo-tone beep on error
-Automatic 'ower-case
-Automatic debounce
-Short-entry commands
(Shift-letter prints command)
-Real Control keys
-One letter commands
eFormatted LISTIngs

ENHBAS is available for:
16K Model I-Level-I! Tape $39.95
32K Model I Disk .................••.... $39.95
32K Model III (Quail. 11/1/80) .......•.... $39.95
32K Model I! (on TRSDOS disk) $99.95

-TRS-80 is a reg. trademark of Radio Shack, a Tandy Co

Other softwa~e:
CSG PILOT -Disk-based, high level language.
32K Model I Disk $59.95

Z-EMULATOR-Executes assem. lang.lines.
16K Model l=-Level-ll Tape $29.95
32K Model I Disk $29.95

ENHCOMP-Integer subset BASIC compiler.
Full graphics. Requires RS Editor/ Assembler.
32K Model I Disk $24.95

ABBREV-Level·1 abbrev. in Level-Il/Disk.
16K Modell-Level-II Tape $~4.95
32K Model I Disk. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $24.95

Dealer and OEM inquiries invited.

The Comsoft Group
6008 N.Keystone Ave., Dept. K

Indianapolis, IN 46220
(317) 257-3227 •...•176

3250 NEXT I
3260 RETURN

REM CONVERT DECIMAL

REM CONVERT DECIMAL

REM FIND LABEL

REM CONVERT [IECIMAL

REM MODULO 256

REM LEFT TWO
REM RIGHT TWO
REM CONVERT LEFT TWO

REM CONVERT RIGHT TWO

REM FOUND IT
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3270 REM CHECK FOR AN ASCII CHARACTER
3280 IF LEFH( 0.,1) () ",,,GOTO 3320
329007 = ASC(MID$(0$,2,1»
3300 RETURN
3310 REM CHECK FOR DECIMAL NUMBER
3320 A$ = LEFTS(0., 1)3330 GOSUB 3500
3340 IF A(O GOTO 3440
3350 07 = A
3360 FOR 1=2 TO·5
3370 A. = MID.(O.,I,l)
3380 GOSUB 3500
3390 IF A(O THEN RETURN
3400 07 = 07*10 + A
3410 NExT I
3420 RETURN
3430 REM FINALLY, LOOK FOR LABEL
3440 07 = -2
3450 A. = OS
3460 GOSUB 3000
3470 07 = A8
3480 RETURN
3490 REM SUBROUTINE TO CONVERT DECIMAL DIGIT
3500 A = -1
3510 IF AS ( "Oil THEN RETURN
3520 IF AS ) 119" THEN RETURN
3530 A = VAL<AS)
3540 RETURN
3550 REM SUBROUTINE TO CONVERT HEXADECIMAL DIGIT
3560 GOSUB 3500
3570 IF A)= 0 THEN RETURN
3575 IF AS="" GOTO 3610
3580 A = ASC(AS) - ASC ("A") + 10
3590 IF A(10 GOTO 3610
3600 IF A(16 THEN RETURN
3610 A = -1
3620 RETURN
3630 REM SUBROUTINE TO CONVERT TO 2 HEX DIGITS
3640 B B - INT(B/256) * 256
3650 C INT(B/16)
3660 B B - C*16 + 48
3670 C C + 48
3680 IF B)57 THEN B = B+7
3690 IF C)57 THEN C = C+7
3700 BS = CHRS(C) + CHRS(B )
3710 RETURN
3720 REM SUBROUTINE TO CONVERT TO 4 HEX DIGITS
3730 B = INT(A/256)
3740 A = A - 8*256
3750 GOSUB 3640
3760 AS = B.
3770 8 = A
3780 GOSUB 3640
3790 AS = AS + B.3800 RETURN
3810 REM SUBROUTINE TO FIND OP-CODE
3820 06 = -i
3830 FOR I = 1 TO 256
3840 READ AS
3850 IF AS = SS GOTO 3890
3860 NEXT I
3870 RESTORE
3880 RETURN
3890 06 = 1-1
3900 RESTORE
3910 RETURN
3920 REM INSTRUCTION CODE TABLE
3930 DATA -,NOP,-,-,-,-,TAP,TPA3940 DATA INX,DEX,CLV,SEV,CLC,SEC,CLI,SEI
3950 DATA SBA,CBA,-,-,-,-,TAB,TBA
3960 DATA -,DAA,-,ABA,-,-,-,-
3970 DATA BRA,-,BHI,BLS,BCC,BCS,BNE,BEQ
3980 DATA BVC,BVS,BPL,BMI,BGE,BLT,BGT,BLE



3990 DATA TSX rINS,F'ULA,F'ULI1,DES, TXS, F'SHA,F'SHB
4000 DATA -,RTS,-,RTI,-,-,WAI,SWI
4010 DATA NEGA,-,-,CDMA,LSRA,-,RDRA,ASRA
4020 DATA ASLA,RDLA,DECA,-,INCA,TSTA,-,CLRA
4030 DATA NEGB,-,-,CDMB,LSRB,-,RDRB,ASRB
4040 DATA ASLB,RDLB,DECB,-,INCB,TSTB,-,CLRB
4050 DATA NEGX,-,-,CDMX,LSRX,-,RDRX,ASRX
4060 DATA ASLX,RDLX,DECX,-,INCX,TSTX,JMF'X,CLRX
4070 DATA NEGE,-,-,CDME,LSRE,-,RDRE,ASRE
4080 DATA ASLE,RDLE,DECE,-,INCE,TSTE,JMPE,CLRE
4090 DATA SUBAII,CMPAII,SBCAII,-,AN[lAII,BITAII,L[lAAII,-
4100 DATA EDRAII,ADCAII,DRAAII,ADDAII,CPXII,BSR,LDSII,-
4110 DATA SUBAD,CMPAD,SBCAD,-,ANDAD,BITAD,LDAAD,STAAD
4120 DATA EDRAD,ADCAD,DRAAD,ADDAD,CPXD,-,LDSD,STSD
4130 DATA SUBAX,CMF'AX,SBCAX,-,ANDAX,BITAX,LDAAX,STAAX
4140 DATA EDRAX,ADCAX,DRAAX,ADDAX,CF'XX,JSRX,LDSX,STSX
4150 DATA SUBAE,CHF'AE,SBCAE,-,ANDAE,BITAE,LDAAE,STAAE
4160 DATA EDRAE,ADCAE,DRAAE,ADDAE,CF'XE,JSRE,LDSE,STSE
4170 DATA SUBBII,CMPBII,SBCBII,-,ANDBII,BITBII,LDABII,-
4180 DATA EDRBII,ADCBII,DRABII,ADDBII,-,-,LDXII,-
4190 DATA SUBBD,CMPBD,SBCBD,-,AN[lBD,BITBD,LDABD,STABD
4200 DATA EDRBD,ADCBD,DRABD,ADDBD,-,-,LDXD,STXD
4210 DATA S~BBX,CMPBX,SBCBX,-,ANDBX,BITBX,LDABX,STABX
4220 DATA EDRBX,ADCBX,DRABX,ADDBX,-,-,LDXX,STXX
4230 DATA SUBBE,CMF'BE,SBCBE,-,ANDBE,BITBE,LDABE,STABE
4240 DATA EORBE,ADCBE,ORABE,ADDBE,-,-,LDXE,STXE

P05"

DRUM
DIGITAL
PLOTTER

PRINTERS

COLOR GRAPHICS FROM
SMALL PLOTTERS WITH

DIG IDEAS.
Butdraw the line on price. That's practical!

232 SERIAL IN

FROM $ 310. SOFTWARE FURNISHED
WRITE F'oR DETAI LS TO

X," Y ENTERPRISES P.O. BOX 796
HUNTSVILLE. ALA. 35804 ;/337

PHONE (205) 534·0177

AT LAST!
Mass production prices on this high·quality software. Buy
directand save 50%.Now. also available for CBASICon CPM
and MBASICon HEATHHDOS.
DATABASEMANAGER Mod-: $69 Mod·1I $199
You can use it to maintain a data base & produce reports
without any user programming. Delinefile parameters& report
lormats on- line. Key random access. fast multi-key sort. lietd
arith.. tabel. audit log. Notime-ccnsurninqoverlays. 500happy
users In a year
AIR Mod·1$69 Mod·11S149
Invoices. statements. aging. sales analysis. credit checking.
lorm input. order entry. As opposed to most other AIR. ours
can be used by doctors. store managers. etc.

WORDPROCESSOR Mod·1$49 Mod·1I $49
Center. iustitication. indentation. page numbering. Mod·1
version leatures upper!lower case without hardware chance:
MAILINGLIST Mod·1 S59 Mod·11$99
The best! Compare and be selective. Form input. ~diglt
setection code. zip code ext., sort any field. multiple tabels.
Who else olfers a report writer?
INVENTORY Mod·1S99 Mod·11$149
Fast. key random access. Reports include order info.
performance summary. E.O.a.. and user-specified reports
Many have converted their inventory system to ours'
GL.AIR. AlP. & PAYROLL Mod·1I S129each
Integratedaccounting package.ISAM. 100' pagemanual.Uses
80 column screen. not 64. A S1.000value. Dual disk required
lll6. a cassette package of 10business programs lor level II
16Ksystems. S59.lncludesword processor & data base.Poker
game S19.

MICRO ARCHITECT. INC.. '" 108
96 Dothan si. Arlington, MA 02174
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f MAXELL® OR D D)!~9iJ1P . A
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Some computertsts pay less - but may not
receive ShuggartO or IBMo approved disks.

T
R
S

8" SINGLE SIDE
DOUBLE DENSITY Boxof 10 for S80

8" DOUBLE SIDE
DOUBLE DENSITY .•..... Boxof 10 for S708o 5~4"MINI Boxof10for S50

I DYSAN° DISKS
B 5~4"MINI. Boxof 5 for $25 M
M (Specify· S"Soft or HardSectorlS"Soft orHardSector) ~

T
E
LW

A
N:~e~1~.~
L 238 EXCHANGE STREET M
T CHICOPEE, MA. 01013 E.A. N
I 413. 592·4761 .~ 141 CR ~ 0
I established 1960 • closed mondays I
'-- ATARI TI/99·4 _ PET.J

C.O.D.- s1.00 Additional

MEMORY rc BONANZA

INTEL SV ONLY 16K DYNAMIC RAM: 150ns,
ceramic, low power (11mw stby. 150mw oper) version of
popular 16Kx1 4116. TTL compatible inputs, tri-state
outputs. Equivalent to Motorola 4516, National 5295 etc.
OEM list price in quantities of 1000 is $17, our price, Intel
02118-7s8t .' ... $10e8.

INTERSIL 4K DYNAMIC RAM: Equivalent to
Mostek 4096, 3OOns, 4Kxl, ceramic & gold, TTL
compatible Inputs, tri-state outputs, low power (24mw
stby, 380mw oper), priced at less than 1hthe usual !J.0bby
price, sold in sleeves of 24, $30 per sleeve, that's Intersil
7005-12sat. , $1.25e8.

INTEL 2716 EPROMS - SVONLY: Ceramic. 450ns.
the industry standard 2KxB EPROM. Sold by others from
$27to $59, quantity limited .. $20e8.

FULL SPEC SHEETS: Free with orderor $1.00 per set
of 3 for evaluation.

TERMS: Prices include insured UPS 48 states. UPS
COO add $2. MCNISA add 4%. Prime parts, new in
original sleeves, guaranteed to mfr's specs. $20
minimum order. N.J. add sales tax. Immediate shipment
or immediate refund.

ELECTRAVALUE INDUSTRIAL
P.o. BOX 157·K ~.
MORRIS PLAINS, NJ 07950 •

.J

Phone orders
are welcome.

201/267-1117

PRINTERS
MICROTEK MT·80

-$ LlSTS895 OURPRICE $175
-P LIST S79S OURPRICE $685

OKIDATA MT·80
LIST 5800 OURPRICE $650

BASE, MODEL 800B
LIST 5699 OURPRICE $575

'PlfASE ADD 3% FORS&H TO ORDER'

ITECHNICAl INNOVATIONS IP.O. BOX 803 DEPT. K
HIU$BORO,OR97J23

503·648·6423
;/53

G
E
N
E
R
A
L

EPROM PROGRAMMER KITS
For Single Supply 2516 [, 2716 EPROMS. PC
Board and complete plans. Connects to PIA.
Position Independent M6800 software listing
included - Verify Erased, Program, Verify
Contents. and Transfer Contents to RAM.

Postage Paid in U.S.
Arizona residents add 5'70 sales tax.
Shown assembled. Parts and box

not included .

",280
Micro Technical Products

814 W. Keating Ave .•Dept. K • Mesa, AZ 85202

SOLID STATE SWITCH
ZERO CROSSING-PHASE CONTROL

1 MODEL SS·41 A·Z is a zero crossing switch
for low noise generation and good control
of inductive loads. $12.95

2. MODEL SS·4/A is a phase control switch
for variable control of AC loads. $12.95
Both models have 4V - lO VDC, 10 -40
MA. Control input (TTL compatible). The
devices will control 2.5 AMP @ 120 VAC.
The devices have 3.5KV isolation and a
varistor protected output. The devices can
be panel mounted with spacers or on the
motherboards.

3. MODEL MB·2 is a two slot mother board
with fused outputs. $9.50

4. MODEL MB·4 is a four slot mother board
with fused outputs. $18.50

CARD ELECTRONICS ;/197
P.O. Box 3514. Augusta, Ga. 30904

Ga. residents add 4% sales tax
Visa & Master Charge

Add $2.00 shipping & handling
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A Printer with Panache

The Model BOOBfrom Base 2, Inc., combines an impressive array of features with low cost.

R. A. Geanangel
11415Kirkmeadow
Houston, TX 77089

One of the most frustrating aspects of
the microcomputer revolution is that

although you can buy a surprisingly power-
ful computer for around $500, a hard-copy
unit for it costs nearly twice as much. Re-
cently, however, things have changed for
the better. Advanced line printers with
many desirable features are now available
inexpensively. One combines both a low
price ($699)and an impressive array of fea-
tures-the Model 800B from Base 2, Inc.

General Features

The Base 2 printer is a dot matrix impact
printer that produces a 96-character (upper
and lowercase) ASCII set. Line lengths of
72, 80, 96, 120 and 132 characters may be
selected by switch-setting or through soft-
ware. The printer has capabilities for
RS-232and 20 mA current loop serial inter-
faces along with Centronics and IEEE-488
parallel interfaces, all available through
connectors on the rear panel and all switch-
selectable. Optional cables are available
from the manufacturer.

Sixteen baud rates, with a maximum of
19,200, can be selected, using a convenient
rotary switch, also on the rear panel. The
printer also has a self-test mode, which can
be operated independently of any external
connection.

Mechanically, the Model800B is very sim-
ple. Paper up to 9% inches wide is fed into
the printer from the bottom of the unit and
moves upward with tractor or friction feed.
Paper advance is activated by one of two
buttons on the front panel. (The other but-
ton controls unit select.) The printing ele-
ment is moved across the paper by a spiral-
grooved cylinder. Printing is bidirectional,
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The Base 2 Model 800B printer.

and the print head has a life expectancy in
excess of 100 million characters.

Three features which previously were op-
tions on the Model 800 are:
• A 1920-character terminal buffer.
• A stepper motor for high-speed paper ad-
vance and dot resolution graphics.
• A tractor feed mechanism which, in con-
cert with the previous option, can be used to
create hard-copy graphics output.

Print Format Features

The Base 2 printer owes its flexibility in
large part to the use of an 8085 micropro-
cessor and 32K ROM of control firmware.
The printer responds to a selection of the
usual ASCII control codes, permitting print-
ing format versatility. In addition, there are
a variety of special function codes, each of
which must be preceded by an ASCII ESC
(1B hex) code. The printer responds directly
to the ordinary control codes, including car-
riage return, line feed, form feed and verti-
cal tab.

You can also select and deselect the
printer under software control and cause

special horizontally elongated characters
to be printed-even intermixed-on a
Single line with regular characters.

Features such as these are fairly com-
mon among competing printers, but the sur-
prises are found in the other software-con-
trolled features of the Model 600B.

Table 1 lists the special format functions
supported by the printer. First, the horizon-
tal print density can be changed in steps
from eight to 16% characters per inch (64to
132 characters per line). Perhaps the most
remarkable feature of the printer is its ac-
commodation of multiple character fonts.
Besides the normal and elongated, upper
and lowercase, the standard version of the
printer sports the APL set in ROM, invoked
by the appropriate function code.

But that's not all. You may define your
own character set, and down-load it from
the computer. The format involves a 5 x 7
dot matrix format and is straightforward, if
somewhat tedious, to implement. If that
weren't enough, you can define up to eight
additional character sets, using an EPROM,
for which space is provided on the printer's



ASCII Code

ESC

°1
2
3
4
@

A
B
C
0
E
F,n
G
H

K
L
M
N
0
P
Q

R,n,m
S
T,n
V,n" .nlO
X
Y,n" .. nlO
a
b,n
c,data
5
6
7
8
9

Decimal Code

27
48
49
50
51
52
64
65
66
67
68
69
70,n
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82,n,m
83
84,n
86,n" .. nlO
88
89,n" .. n'0
97
98,n
99,data
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

Function

Advises printer of new command sequence
Sets line length to 72 characters (9 cpi)
Sets line length to 80 characters (10 cpi)
Sets line length to 96 characters (12 cpi)
Sets line length to 120 characters (15 cpi)
Sets line length to 132 characters (16.5 cpi)
Enables elongated character mode
Disables elongated character mode
Enables recognition of CR by printer
Disables recognition of CR by printer
Enables recognition of LF by printer
Disables recognition of LF by printer
Sets paper to be ejected "n" lines
Causes paper to be ejected
Enables the printer to receive data
Sets the printer off-line
General reset to initialization parameters
Loads character set in auxiliary font buffer
Enables user defined character font
Enables standard character font
Enables secondary character font
Enables optional character fonl 1
Enables optional character font 2
Enables optional character font 3
Sets buffer length to value loaded
Prints buffer contents
Set lines per page and lines to skip to new page
Sets horizontal tab positions-up to ten
Resets all tabs
Sets up to ten vertical tab positions
Resets all tabs
Sets vertical line spacing to n dots
Transmits graphics data
Disable print on Buffer Full
Enable print on Buffer Full
Enable Auto LF with CR
Disable Auto LF with CR
Set Auto FF count
Enables Auto FF
Disable Auto FF

Table 1. Function codes for special features.

logic board.

Graphics Feature

The possibility of graphics printout under
software control is another unusual feature
of the Base 2 printer. Operation in this mode
is accomplished by the use of the stepper
motor to give precision control of paper ad-
vance.

In effect, graphics printing is carried out
by eliminating the vertical spacing between
lines and the horizontal spacing between
characters and simply outputting a stream
of characters. The manufacturer warns,
however, that extensive graphics output
can overheat and possibly damage the
printhead.

Using the Model 800B

My experiences with the Model 800B
printer began with a nine-week wait for it to
be delivered. The Base 2 folks missed the
estimated shipping date by only ten days,
which is not bad considering the shortage
of components we hear about. My budget
dictated that I order the standard model
without any extras.

The unit has an air of solidity about it. The
moving parts are few, and the logic board is
well-orqanized with a minimum of point-to-

point wiring.
Upon receipt of the printer, I set about

connecting it to my TRS·80 computer, a 32K
Modell with a single disk. Since the expan-
sion interface provided a convenient
parallel port for a line printer, I choose to
employ it for the 1/0 connection. Fortu-
nately, my spare parts drawer contained the
necessary connectors. The wiring lntercon-
nections are listed in Table 2. Note that the
Base 2 printer doesn't provide an out-of-
paper signal; that line on the TRS·80 ex pan-

sion interface parallel port must be tied to
ground. After connecting that oversight, I
was able to LPRINT and LUST immediately.

The printing is fast (about one line per
second according to the manual) and read-
able, except, perhaps, at 132 characters per
line (see Sample Run). The printer is
moderately noisy, but no more than other
comparable units I have worked with, such
as the Heathkit printer. I used about two
feet of flat ribbon cable in my 1/0 connec-
tion, with ground lines separating data
lines, and there was no evidence of noise
problems in the printout.

My intentions are to use the Base 2 print-
er in scientific programs that use statistics,
curve-flttinq and various types of calcula-
tions. I therefore tested its special print tor-
matting features.
I did this initially by taking advantage of

the fact that the line printer 1/0 on my corn-
puter is memory mapped. Thus, it was easy
to write a short BASIC program to poke con-
trol codes and function codes into the ap-
propriate memory location to investigate
the printer's response. The Sample Run il-
lustrates the character format control the
Model 800B provides.

The first line illustrates the elongated
character mode obtained by transmitting
decimal 14 (CTL N) to the printer. The follow-
ing six lines illustrate the character set in
64, 72, 80, 96, 120 and 132 characters per
line.

An interesting feature to those with word-
processing and related applications is the
auto form feed capability. The printer may
be programmed to skip six lines after a pre-
determined number of lines has been print-
ed. You need only to send the auto Iorrn-
feed line count to the printer, following it
with the appropriate function code to en-
able the auto torrn- feed mode. You can also
skip a predetermined number of lines with-
out issuing individual line feeds. Tractor
feed, as opposed to friction feed, should be
used if you are to take proper advantage of
these features.

Base 2 Printer TRS·SOExpansion Interlace
Parallel Connector Line Printer·Connector
(Pin No.) (Pin No.) Function

1 1 Data strobe
2 3 Data bit 1
3 5 Data bit 2
4 7 Data bit 3
5 9 Data bit 4
6 11 Data bit 5
7 13 Data bit 6
8 15 Data bit 7
14,16,17,19-30,33 2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,20,22,24 Ground
11 21 Busy
13 25 Unit select
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Note: Pin 23 on the expansion interface represents an out-of-paper condition input from the printer. This is ground·
ed, since no such output is available from the printer.

Table 2. Wiring connections between TRS·80 and Base 2 printer.



The Base 2 organization has recently reo
leased a tlrst-rate manual for their Model
800B printer. Five sections covering general
information, functional description, instal-
lation and operation, software control and
interface specifications occupy 44 pages.
Included are photographs of all mechanical

parts in exploded views. TRS·80 BASIC rou-
tines are given for the implementation of
the printer's various features. Appendices
including full schematics, parts lists and
timing diagrams comprise the last 24 pages
of this excellent manual.

All things considered, the Base 2 printer

has an impressive array of capability for the
price. I look forward to using it in my pres-
ent and future programs .•

Base 2, Inc.
PO Box 3548
Fullerton, CA 92634
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Sample Run.

CP/M®1- based Business Software for TRS-ao®2 computers on ...
. . . the fastest Mod-II CP/M with the most features!!!

• Over 610,000 bytes/disk
• Downloading package included
• 1,200 baud operation of serial

printers without data loss
• Single drive backup
MOD-II CP/M ..........•...... $250.00

• Mixed single/double density on any
of 4 drives (even a 1-drive system)

• Ultra-fast disk operation
• Emulation of cursor addressing for

any of several "dumb" CRTs
MOD-I CP/M .......•.......... $150.00

• Auto-LF printer support & ASCII
top-of-form software (LPIII)

• Supplemental document describing
our implementation

• User-settable function keys
CBASIC2®3 (Mod lor II) $110.00

,
The following software for Mod-II CP/M only unless otherwise stated (*-requires CBASIC2):
RM/COBOL ®4 - Only COBOL for CP/M with alternate keys (multi-
key ISAM),CRTscreen handling, interactive debug,Z80 code, and
the most useful Level 2 features. Compatible with Tandy's
COBOL-but runs faster! ....••.....••................. $495.00
PMS (Property Management System) . Interactive, menu-driven
system includes full G/L, budgeting, cash journal, delinquency
list. tenant activity/rent roll. complete audit trail and reports
on vacancies, lost rent, and vendors $650.00*

demo disk & manual 75.00*
APH (Automated Patient History) •General·purpose question-
asking, answer-printing system furnished as self·administered
review-of-systemsgeneral patient history (Mod-Ialso) ... $175.00*

MAGIC WAND®5- Full·feature word processing, true proportional
spacing, file merging, and use of tun-screen editor for source
programs or data ., $400.00
RPA(Residential Property Analysis)· Analyzes income and expense,
financing, taxes, inflation and depreciation on home, condo, or
apartments over a user-selectable time. Shows payoff in terms of
ROI, Cap rate, cash-on-cash. Amortization schedules and
worksheet ..•......................•..................... $300.00*

demo disk & manual ..................•............ 35.00*
RBC (Rent/Buy Comparison) . Sales or investment tool to compare
renting and savings account investment vs. purchasing a particular
property ...............•....................... , ....•.... $250.00*

demo disk & manual................ .. 35.00*

Osborne & Assoc. CBASIC source programs (Mod-I also):
Payroll w/Cost Accounting ....•...•.•................ $250.00* General Ledger w/Cash Journal ...............•....... $250.00*
Acets. Payable/Accts. Recelvable $250.00* O&A CBASIC Books (ea.) $ 20.00

'\6batim®6 media: (Qty. 100 prices)
5W' single density .........•.................•....•... $2.50 ea. 8" single density ..........•......................•..... $ 3.00 ea.
8" certified double density ....•.....•..•.•........... $4.00 ea. 450' tape cartridges $20.00 ea.e Registeredtrademark of:

~~~~~l!-l!.--LS~ ®10igitalResearch
~ ®2TandyCorp. ~ Distributed in U.K. by:

e3CompilerSystems,Inc. ~ Microcomputer Applications Ltd.
8041 Newman Ave.,Suite 208 19- ®4Ryan-McFarlandCorp. 11, Riverside Court,
Huntington Beach, CA 92647 ®5SmallBusinessApplications, Inc. Caversham, Reading, England
(714) 848-1922 ®6VerbatimCorp. TEL: (0734) 470425
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1 INSERTER
24-28 CMOS INSERTER
36-40 CMOS SAF81NSERTER

OK MACHINE & TOOL CORPORATION 3455 CONNER ST., BRONX, N.Y. 10475 (212) 994-6600/TELEX 125091

KIT INCLUDES

~
OK MACHINE & TOOL CORPORATION ~
3455 CONNER ST., 5RONX, N.Y. 10475 U.S ..A.

PHONE 1212)9946600 TELEX NO 12~091

PRINTED 1M U.S.A, PATENT ""ENDING

MOS-2428

( WK-7 COMPLETE IC INSERTER/EXTRACTOR KIT $29.95

.INDIVI DUAL COMPONENTS

MOS-1416 14-16 PIN MOS CMOS SAFE INSERTER $ 7.95
MOS-2428 24-28 PIN MOS CMOS SAFE INSERTER $ 7.95
MOS-40 36-40 PIN MOS CMOS SAFE INSERTER $ 7.95
EX-1 14-16 PIN l:XTRACTOR TOOL $ 1.49
EX-2 24-40 PIN CMOS SAFE EXTRACTOR TOOL $ 7.95

MINIMUM BILLING $25.00. ADD SHIPPING CHARGE $2.00. NEW YORK RESIDENTS ADD APPLICABLE TAX.
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Tinkering with Tiny BASIC

How to add four new and useful commands to Tom Pittman's brainchild,
plus some tips on using USR.

0032-0033
0034-0035
0036-0037
0038-0039
0040-0041
0042-0043
0044-004)
0046-0047
0048-0127
0128-0129
0130-0181

0191
0256
0512
0515
0518-0520
0521-0523
0524-0526
0532
0536
2416
2816
2897
3072
6016-6118
7168
77397838
7840
7770
8093

0020-0021
0022-0023
0024-0025
0026-0027
0028-0029
002A-002B
002C-002D
002E-002F
0030-007F
0080-0081
0082-00B5

OOBF
0100
0200
0203
0206-0208
0209-020B
020C-020E
0214
0218
0970OBOO
OB91
DC00
1780-17E6
1COO
1E3B
1E9E
lEAD
1E5A
1F9D

START OF BASIC PROGRAM (POINTER)
END OF USER MEMORY (POINTER)
END OF BASIC PROGRAM (POINTER)
TOP OF BASIC STACK (POINTER)
CURRENT LINE NUMBER
I. L. PROGRAM COUNTER
BASIC POINTER
SAVED POINTER
LINE INPUT & EXPRESSION STACK
RANDOM NUMBER SEED
VARIABLES: 2 bytes each in order

A @ 0130-0131
B @ 0132-0133

Z @ 0180-0181
OPT COLUMN COUNTER & TAPE MODE
TEST FOR BREAK ROUTINE
COLD START-TINY BASIC
WARM START-TINY BASIC
JMP TO GET CHARACTER
JMP TO PRINT CHARACTER
JMP TO BREAK TEST
READ MEMORY BYTE SUB (PEEK)
STORE MEMORY BYTE SUB (POKE)
START OF IL CODE
BASIC PROGRAM STARTS HERE-NORMAL
START OF SCRATCH-PAD AREA IN MY
MODIFIED TINY BASIC
BASIC PROGRAM STARTS HERE-MODIFIED
KIM: EXTRA USEABLE MEMORY
KIM: START OF KIM MONITOR
KIM: PRINT HEX BYTE
KIM: PRINT SPACE
KIM: PRINT ASCII CHARACTER
KIM: INPUT ASCII CHARACTER
KIM: INPUT HEX BYTE

Table 1. Tiny BASIC decimal reference chart.

510
20
3040
50

REM ENTER HEX BYTE, PRINT DECIMAL EQUIVALENTPRINT "ENTER HEX BYTE ..
LET X • USR (8093)PRINT" ..,
PRINT X
END

Listing 1.
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Michael L. Bugg
396 Birdcage Walk
Mansfield, OH 44903

This article describes the USR function
of Tiny BASIC and shows you how to

add a few new commands to facilitate writ-
ing programs so you can replace the USR
function in many instances with more
understandable coding. I have also includ-
ed some information and hints I found use-
ful in tinkering with Tiny BASIC (both in
modifying it and using it).

I bought a KIM-1 several years ago, but,
being an avid do-it-yourselfer, I never
thought I would ever buy software. I became
tired of keying in programs and accidentally
wiping them out by miscalculating a rela-
tive branch or missing a byte.

Tom Pittman's Tiny BASIC solved these
problems. For those of us with small sys-
tems, it has to be the best software buy
around. It fits quite comfortably in my 4K



5 REM ENTER HEX BYTE, PRINT DECIMAL EQUIVALENT
10 PRINT "ENTER HEX BYTE ";
20 PRINT USR (8093)-0*USR(7838)
30 END

Listing 2. Listing 3.

memory, with room enough for my limited
collection of games. (I plan on expanding
the memory sometime, but for now, Tiny
BASIC is it.)

Using USR

One feature of Tiny BASIC that provides
unlimited versatility is the USR function.
However, it was some time before I actually
realized its potential. At first, I was hesitant
to use it, due in part to having to calculate
the addresses (and any other normally hex
numbers) into decimal. However, using
KIM'sbuiltcin subroutines, you can program
KIM-1 (in Tiny BASIC) to perform the hex to
decimal conversion for you.

The USR function is simply a machine-
language subroutine call. A language such
as Tiny BASIC is capable of performing
almost anything you want it to do, but in
some instances a machine-language sub-
routine is more expeditious. So, Tiny's USR
is the way to break out of BASIC and ex-
ecute a machine-language subroutine
directly.

listing 1 shows a simple Tiny BASIC pro-
gram written for KIM using the USR func-
tion. (Other systems require adjusting the
address, which this program jumps to.) This
program uses one of KIM's built-in ROM
monitor subroutines: the input hex byte
routine (GETBYT in the KIM-1 monitor as-
sembly listing). With this subroutine,
listing 1 converts a hex byte into its
decimal equivalent.

line 10 prints the instruction to the
operator. In line 20, the variable X is made
equal to whatever value is in the system ac-
cumulator upon return from the subroutine
addressed by the following USRfunction. In
this case, the value is the hex byte value ob-
tained by packing two hex digits entered on
the terminal keyboard. (Typing on the
keyboard produces an ASCII-code byte for
each digit entered, so this routine converts
and packs them into one byte for each two
entered, with the resultant byte in the ac-
cumulator reqlster.)

When Tiny gets to this USR, it will jump to
decimal address 8093,which is 1F9D in hex,
the start of the GETBYTsubroutine (remem-
ber: Tiny uses decimal numbers, so you will
need to know the decimal equivalent of the
address being jumped to). When Tiny gets

5 REM ENTER 2 HEX BYTES, PRINT DECIMAL EQUIVALENT
10 PRINT "ENTER 2 HEX BYTES ";
20 PRINT 256*USR(8093)+USR(8093)-0*USR(7838)
30 END

CHARACTER DECIMAL HEX DECIMAL X 2

A 65 41 130
B 66 42 132
C 67 ~4 134
D 68 136
E 69 45 138
F 70 46 140
G 71 47 142
H 72 48 144
I 73 49 146
J, 74 4A 148
K 75 4B 150
L 76 4C 152
M 77 4D 154
N 78 4E 156
0 79 4F 158
P 80 50 160
Q 81 51 162
R 82 52 164
S 83 ~3 166
T 84 54 168
U 85 55 170
V 86 56 172
w 87 57 174
X 88 58 176
Y 89 59 178

" z 90 5A 180
0 48 30
1 49 31
2 50 32
3 51 334 52 34
5 53 35
6 54 36
7 55 37
8 56 38
9 57 39
+ 43 2B- 45 2D
/ 47 2F
* 42 2A

46 2E
RETURN 13 OD

Table 2. Decimal equivalents.

variable X becomes this hex value.
line 30 simply prints a space to separate

the hex entry from the computer's upcom-
ing response. A semicolon at the end of the
line keeps everything on the same line. line
40 prints the value held in variable X.
Although we entered a hex value, Tiny
BASIC prints its decimal equivalent. Thus,
we have a program to convert from hex into
decimal.

listing 2 does exactly the same thing as
listing 1. line 10 prints the instruction to
the operator. In line 20 the PRINT command
tells Tiny to print the value of the expres-
sion that follows. First, it evaluates the ex-
pression. USR (8093) comes first, so we
jump to this address Uust as before) to get
the hex input.

The subroutine returns control back to
here, the computer waits for the operator to 'Tiny, and the program continues. So far, the
punch in two hex digits on the keyboard. expression's value is the hex number we
After the second key-Is accepted, the data entered on the keyboard. The second half of
is packed and returned to Tiny, where the the expression in line 20 starts out by sub-

tracting zero times the value of USR(7838),
which is the same as subtracting nothing.
This assures that our previous value ob-
tained will be left unchanged.

Now Tiny jumps to the subroutine at
decimal 7838 (hex 1E9E).This is the system
monitor's print-a-space subroutine (OUTSP
in the KIM monitor listing). Keep in mind
that the hex byte was already printed when
we entered it through the terminal. When
this second USR is executed, a space is
placed just' after the hex byte. Following
this, we again return to Tiny, and, being at
the end of the expression, the resultant
value is finally printed. Since we zeroed out
the second USR (assuming that the data
returned in the accumulator will be useless
and unknown), it has no effect on the ex-
pression's value, and our original hex
number remains to be converted into
decimal and printed.

This program shows what you can do
with the USR function to save a little
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memory space. By combining operations
onto fewer program lines in this fashion, we
can save that precious space in super small
systems, where every byte counts.

Computing Two-Byte Addresses

Most addresses in the computer take two
bytes to define, so we need to make the ex-
pression equal to a value of four hex digits
entered. By modifying line 20 of Listing 2,
we can create a program to convert out
known hex addresses into decimal, ex-
pedite writing out those USR functions and
have Tiny BASIC do our work for us.

The modification is shown in Listing 3.
Note that because the subroutine called by
USR (8093)only accepts one byte at a time,
we must call it iwice to get what we need.
The first call obtains the most significant
byte (MSB), so we multiply it by 256, which

effectively shifts it into the proper position
so Tiny evaluates it the way we want. The
next call produces the least significant byte
(LSB), which we add to what we already
have. Finally, a call is made (as in the
previous program) to print the space. The
value is printed in decimal.

Using this decimal address calculator (as
well as any other program using such
subroutines), you must enter all four hex
digits (or two for the earlier programs), in-
cluding any leading zero. Also, because it is
a machine-language subroutine (outside of
Tiny BASIC),no input prompt is offered, and
you don't have to hit the return key after
entering the input. You may, of course, in a
PRINT statement preceding such an input,
cause a prompt of any sort to be printed.

I have used this program to work up a
chart of often-used decimal addresses

g
10
20
30
40

45
50

REM HEX RELATIVE BRANCH CALCULATOR
REM 1= INPUT HEX SUB s= PRINT SPACE SUB
1=8093
S=7838
PRINT "ENTER 'TO' THEN 'FROM' ADDRESSES (2HEX BYTES EACH) "
Z= USR(7739,O,256*USR(I)+USR(I)+USR(S)-256*USR(I)-USR(I)-
USR(I)-USR(S)-2)

REM USR(7739 PRINTS HEX BYTEEND

Listing 4.

(Table 1). Also, a list of decimal values for
some of the commonly used ASCII charac-
ters is convenient for testing data in the in-
put buffer (Table 2).These tables, as well as
this article, deal mainly with Tiny BASIC as
run on a KIM-1 system starting at hex ad-
dress 0200. For other addresses at which
Tiny may be loaded, or other systems not
having the monitor routines as listed, you
would have to modify the program (but with
the decimal address conversion program,
this should be no problem).

Table 2 contains a column with decimal
values times two. Tiny stores its variables in
an address equivalent to the ASCII value of
the variable name (alpha-character) dou-
bled. For example, the location of variable A
in hex is 82 (the ASCII value of A is 41,which
doubled is 82) or 130 (65 times two) in
decimal.

Machine-Language Programming

Tiny BASIC's ability to stay together even
if I make a programming mistake, along
with KIM's built-in monitor subroutines,
proves to be a great aid in machine-
language programming. You can first pro-
gram and debug complicated algorithms in
BASIC and then translate them into
machine language. It's easier to delete an
instruction or modify the program in BASIC

••
APPLE COMPUTER CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANAOEX

Apple II Plus 16K. 1195.00 995.00 7114 12K Rom/Prom Card. .79.97 68.00 DP·8000·AP 96 Column
Apple II ptus 32K 7424 Clock/Calendar Card. 125.00 109.00 Printer ........ ..... 995.00 845.00

Installed ....... 1295.00 1065.00 74i~:~ig~~~~~~'e DP·950011 High Speed
Apple II Plus 48K .... 114.95 98.00 Printer · 1650.00 1495.00

Installed ................ · .. 1395.00 1135.00 7470 BCD Analog 10 CENTRONICSApple II Disk with Controller. 595.00 519.00 Digital Card ...... 111.95 98.00
Apple II Disk w/o Controller. · ... 495.00 469.00 7490 GPIB IEEE·488 730·1 Printer .795.00 695.00

AP£~:t:~SC~~.L.a.n.~~age. Interface Card. 300.00 259.00 737·1 Printer. .995.00 849.00
· ... 495.00 399.00 7520 Extender Board', '.... .24.95 22.00 779·2 Printer .. .1400.00 949.00

Apple Silentype Printer ... . ... 595.00 529.00 7710 Asynchronous Serial QUEME
Silenlype Paper (Box of 10) . ... 42.50 39.95 Card .159.95 139.00 Sprint 5/54 AO Letter
Integer Firmware Card ..... .200.00 179.00 7712 Sync'h'rono'u'sS~ria:I" Quality Printer · 2995.00 2895.00
Centronics Parallel Printer Card ........... .. 159.95 139.00 Sprint 5/45 AO Letter

Card ............... . 225.00 189.00 7720 Parallel Printer Quality Printer. . .3195.00 2795.00
High Speed Serial Card 195.00 189.00 Interface ............ 119.95 89.00 Forms Tractor. 225.00 199.00
Proto I Hobby Card. . ...... 24.95 19.95 7728 Centronics Parallel SANYODos 3.3 ... · .. 60.00 55.00 Printer Card ...... 119.95 99.00 9 inch 8 & W Monitor .. · . 240.00 189.00Apple PIOI .. .70.00 59.00 7811 Arithmetic Processor
Dos Tool Kit .. 75.00 85.00 Card. · 399.95 349.00 12 inch 8 & W Monitor · 320.00 289.00
Apple Fortran MOUNTAIN HARDWARE LEEDEX

(Requires Pascal) 200.00 179.00
AP8~~e~~oa~~ard.

100·8012 inch 8 & W
Apple Post. 49.95 45.00 280.00 259.00 Monitor. · .199.00 189.00
Apple Writer .. .... 75.00 85.00
The Cashier. · . 250.00 219.00 Supertalker .300.00 289.00 SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY

ROM Plus. ..155.00 145.00 Payroll Package
MICROSOFT ROMWriter .. . ......... 175.00 159.00 (Specify State) ... . .. 299.00 240.00

Z·80 Sof1card . .349.00 329.00 Keyboard Filter R'OM' . .55.00 49.00 Apartment Manager .... . ... 399.00 325.00
Copy ROM ... . .. 55.00 49.00 Professional Time and

D.C. HAYES Intror X-10 Home 8illing. .399.00 325.00
MicromOdem II . . 379.00 349.00 Control System ... 300.00 269.00 Inventory Program · 199.00 140.00

Firmware Development Data 8ase Managem~~t· .. 149.00 89.00
CORVUS System. 325.00 299.00 Mailing List System. 89.00 39.00

l1·AP 12 Megabyle Music System. · 545.00 499.00 COMPUTER SYSTEMS SOFTWAREHard Disk. · 5295.00 4695.00 MICROSOURCE Accounts Receivable
FUJITSU Ledger Plus (AIR, AlP, Package ... 199.00 149.00

16K Ram SeI14116·0) 2oono 180.00 49.95
Gen. Ledger) . 695.00 599.00 Sue-r-sort ... ..39.95 29.85

M & R ASSOCIATES Serial Print Routine. · .39.95 29.85
PERSONAL SOFTWARE Supermod " Video Baudout Print Routine. .39.95 29.95

..... 149.95 119.00 Modulator .. 29.95 29.00 ARTSCIINC
99.50 79.00

SU8~i~a~~~~rd .
Magic Window Word

..... 99.50 79.00 349.00 Processing System. .99.95
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than to rewrite a machine-language pro-
gram to make a few changes. Once the pro-
gram works properly, you can put it into
machine language with Tiny helping out.
Tiny BASIC can do your relative branch
calculations for you. Listing 4 shows how.

Listing 4 accepts two four-digit hex ad-
dresses, automatically separates them with
a space, and then prints the relative branch
operand in hex. To conserve space, I used
variables for the input (I) and print space (S)
subroutine addresses. Table 3 summarizes
the features of the USR function.

The USR functions are commonly used
for two subroutines built into Tiny for
reading and storing a memory byte, as
PEEK and POKE in other BASICs. Although
these are useful, they have one drawback:
they can be difficult to follow if there are
multiple USRs nested within USRs. If I'
review a program I had written some time
ago, it takes me awhile to figure out what I
had done. So, I decided to make Tiny a little
bit bigger.

Adding @ and &

To make writing programs more
understandable when imitating the PEEK
and POKE functions of other BASICs, I
modified Tiny to include a couple of new

operators - @ (for one-byte numbers) and &
(for two-byte numbers). Adding these to
Tiny is easy.

Consider the following program line us-
ing standard Tiny BASIC syntax:
P = P ~ 0 * USR (538, USR (534, 46), 13)
This stores a carriage return (decimal 13) in
the memory location pointed to by the line
pointer (decimal 46). This is used to input
string data by fooling Tiny into thinking it
has come to the end of the line so that the
next time an INPUT command occurs a
prompt will be issued and the next input will
be accepted.

Consider the following line:
LET@ @ 46 = 13
This does exactly the same thing as the
previous line with the USR operation in it.
This line affects no variables (normally, a
USR will when used as above, so we used
the "multiply by zero" trick to avoid it, such
as might be necessary in a program where
all variables are dedicated to something
else), takes up far less program memory
space and is simpler to understand at a
glance.

This line uses two separate operations:
the LET@ and the @ functions. These are
referred to as indirection operators (from
Tom Pittman's Tiny BASIC Experimenter's

USR (expression)
USR (expression. expression)
USR (expression, expression, expression)

rnachine-Ianquaqe subroutine call.
jumps to the address defined by the first
expression (in oeoimsn

2nd EXPRESSION: if included. is deposited into the

FORMAT:
or:
or:

USE:

processor's index registers
- most Significant byte goes into X-index

-least significant byte goes into Y-index
-(remember, all expressions become two-byte values)

3rd EXPRESSION: if included, is deposited into the
processor's accumulator register (8 bits only)
- most significant byte is lost
-least significant byte goes into accumulator

EVALUATION upon return to Tiny BASIC from the machine-
language subroutine the USR function becomes
a two-byte value which is dependent upon
the following:
- V-register value becomes most significant byte
-accumulator becomes least significant byte
This may be expressed as:
value of USR = 256 • (X-reg) + Accum

USR (address, X and Y index registers, accumulator)SUMMARY:

USING TINY BASIC'S BUILnN SUBROUTINES:
- READ BYTE (PEEK): USR(532, Address)
- STORE BYTE (POKE): USR(536, Address. Data)

Table 3. USR function summary.

PRINT @ D
LET@ 1000 = A
LET@A=X
LET@ A = @ x + Z
IF @ E + 40 = @ X THEN GOTO @ J
LET@ @ @ x = A * @A / @ @ 46 - USR (@C, USR (@@D, 9), @2)

Table 4. USing @ and LET@ operations.

V' Reader Service index-page 241

32K or 64K (Double or Quad Density units
available). Uses two Z-80 CPU's. Commercial-
type terminal with 12" monitor. Dual double
density minifloppies. Over 350 kilobytes of
storage (twice that with quad density drives).
Two serial RS232 ports, I/O ports standard.
Expandable with optional S-100 S-100 inter-
face. Comes with CPiMTM 2.2 operating sys-
tem. MiniMicroMart includes BASIC inter-
preter and can supply a wide range of CP/M
Development and Application software.

w/32K Double Density, List $2995. $2685
w/64K Double Density, List $3345 $2883
w/64K Quad Density, List $3995 $3595
64K Special Quad Version .. , . , , , $3395

INTERSYSTEMS
formerly ITHACA AUDIO

DPS-1, List $1795

LIMITED TIME $1299*
The new Series II CPU Board features a 4 MHz
Z-80A CPU and a full-feature front panel. 20-
slot actively terminated motherboard, with 25
amp power supply (50/60 Hz operation, incl.
68 cfm fan).
COMPLETE SYSTEM with InterSystem 64K
RAM, I/O Board w/priority interrupt and
double density disk controller board, Full 1-year
warranty, List $3595

ONLY $2895*
Above less disk controller, $3195 ..... $2539*
* Limited Time offer expires Sept. 15, 1980.

HEWLETT-PACKARD
HP-85A

Desk-Top
Computer

Call
for

Price!

F.O.B. shipping point. All prices subject to change and all
offers subject to withdrawal without notice. Advertised prices
are for prepaid orders. Credit card and C.O.D. 2% higher.
C.O.D. may require deposit.

- WRITE FOR FREECATALOG - •...•304

MiniMicroMart
1618James Street

Syracuse, NY 13203 (3151422-4467
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* * SPECIAL * * SPECIAL * *
TRS·80 ADD ON DRIVES
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

SINGLE SIDED $225.00
DOUBLE SIDED $345.00

COMPLETE SYSTEMS
SINGLE SIDED $365.00
DOUBLE SIDED $485.00

INCLUDES:
MINI DISK DRIVE
FUSED POWER SUPPLY
VENTED CABINET
CABLE
90 DAY WARRANTY
FACTORY ASSEMBLED
FACTORY TESTED

THESE ARE NEW 5" FD's

2 INTERFACE, INC 1
20932 CANTARA ST .,.-15

I CANOGA PARK, CA 91304
(213) 341·7914

VISA AND MASTER CHARGE ACCEPTED

Kit), for a poke (store) and a peek (read),
respectively. This line causes the byte at
the address stored at decimal 46 to equal
13. This is a form of indirect addressing.

LET X = @@46
which will cause variable X to take on what-
ever character the input line buffer pointer
(decimal address 46) is pointing to.

To alter a specified memory byte, you
must add a new keyword, LET@, to Tiny.
Just as before, the number following the @
sign specifies the decimal address whose
byte will be set. LET@ 1000=0 will set ad-
dress 1000 to zero.

SUPERIOR SOFTWARE PACKAGES
FORTHE
DISK BASED

SMARTTERM
TRS-80*

-$79.95
UNQUESTIONABLY THE BEST
SMART TERMINAL PACKAGE
FOR THE TRS·80
-True Break Key
-Auto Repeat (Typomatic) keys
-Programmable 'soft' keys
-Forward/Reverse Scrolling

Multipage Display
-Transmit from Disk File, Screen

or Buffer
- Receive to Disk File, Buffer or printer
-Multi Protocol Capability

SPOOL-80 • $39.95
A TRUE DISK·TO·PRINT DESPOOLER
FOR THE TRS·80
=Print Disk Files While Running

Other Programs
- Prints Compressed Basic Files
-tncludes RS·232 Driver for

Serial Printers

CALLUS FOR YOUR CUSTOM
SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS .,.-253

MICRON, INC. Model II
10045 Waterford Drive Versions
Ellicott City, MD 21043 Available
(301) 461·2721 Soon
*TRS-80 is a Trademark of Tandy Corp.
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How Indirection Works

Suppose we want to print the value of the
data at address location 1000. We must
enter the command
PRINT@ 1000
This prints the data at line 1000. The @ and LET @ operations can be used

You may have an indirect indirection op- in most any combination (see Table 4).
eration: Since these two operations don't exist in

0285 LSB ofBASIC programstartingaddress
normally00
Ileftthisunchanged

028C MSB ofBASIC program startingaddress
normallyOB
Ichanged thistoOC

097D-097E Thisbecomes jump tonew LET& and LET@
normally8B-4C
change to39-90

OA91-0A92 Thisbecomes jump tonew & and @
normallyC1-2F
change to39-C9

Table 5. Tiny BASIC modification changes.

OBOO 98 4c 45 54 A6 ,LET& BC LET@ "LET&" TEST FOR LET&
OB05 OA 01 22 LN 122 YES, SET ML ADDRESS
OB08 30 BC JS EXPR GET BYTE ADDRESS
OBOA DB DS
OBOB 2E US GO SET ADDRESS
OBOC DC SP
OBOD OA 01 29 LN 129 SET ML ADDRESS
OBI0 80 BD BC * ":" TEST FOR EQUAL SIGN
OB12 30 BC JS EXPR GET VALUE
OB14 DB DS
OB15 EO BE * TEST IF LINE END
OB16 2E US GO DO IT
OB17 DC SP
OB18 ID NX END OF THIS
OB19 91 4c 45 54 CO ,LET@ BC LET "LET@" TEST FOR LET@
DBIE OA 02 18 LN 218 YES, SET ML ADDRESS
OB21 30 BC JS EXPR GET BYTE ADDRESS
OB23 80 BD BC * ":" TEST FOR EQUAL SIGN
OB25 30 BC JS EXPR GET VALUE
OB27 EO BE * TEST IF LINE END
OB28 2E US GO DO IT
OB29 DC SP
OB2A ID NX END OF THIS
OB2B 8B 4c 45 D4 ,LET BC BACK "LET" TEST FOR LET
OB2F AD BV * GET VARIABLE
OB30 80 BD BC * ":" TEST FOR EQUAL SIGN
OB32 30 BC JS EXPR GET VALUE
OB34 EO BE * TEST IF LINE END
OB35 13 SV PUT INTO VARIABLE
OB36 ID NX END OF THIS
OB37 38 19 ,BACK J GOTO BACK TO ORIGINAL CODING
OB39 Cl ,NEW BN F40 THIS REPLACES WHAT WAS
OB3A 2F RT WIPED OUT IN ORIGINAL
OB3B 89 A6 ,F40 BC F41 "&" TEST FOR &
OB3D OA 01 15 LN 115 YES, SET ML ADDRESS
OB40 30 BC JS EXPR GET BYTE ADDRESS
OB42 DB DS
OB43 2E US GO DO IT
OB44 2F RT RETURN
OB45 89 CO ,F41 BC RET "@" TEST FOR @
OB47 OA 02 14 LN 214 YES, SET ML ADDRESS
OB4A 30 BC JS EXPR GET BYTE ADDRESS
OB4c DB DS
OB4D 2E US GO DO IT
OB4E 2F RT RETURN
oB4F 39 23 ,RET J F5 GO BACK TO ORIGINAL

CODING
097D §~6~r---THESE REPLACE EXISTING CODINGOA91
OBOO 98 4c 45 54 A6 OA 01 22 30 BC OB 2E OC OA 01 29OBI0 80 BD 30 BC OB EO 2E OC ID 91 4c 45 54 CO OA 02OB20 18 30 BC 80 BD 30 BC EO 2E OC ID 8B 4c 45 D4 AO
OB30 80 BD )0 Be EO I) ID )8 19 Cl 2F 89 A6 OA 01 15OB40 30 BC OB 2E 2F 89 CO OA 02 14 30 BC DB 2E 2F 39OB50 23

Listing 5.



16 Times
Normal Speed

'TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.

· High speed load TRS-80* Level IIcassettes
· Input 15K byte Level IIprogram in 15 seconds
· Search BASIC or SYSTEM programs by name
Unlike other high speed tape input de-
vices, FASTLOAD uses standard format
cassettes. Therefore, there is no need to
re-record on other media. At 8000 baud,
FASTLOAD is faster than disk for short
programs. FASTLOADreads tapes at the
fast-forward speed of the CTR-41 cassette
recorder. The recorder can also be used
for CSAVE at the normal speed.

FASTLOADconnects to the 40 pin I/O or
to the Expansion box.The control program
does not use computer memory because
it is in a built-in PROM. Other valuable
features are keyboard debounce program,
automatic key repeat routine and key-
beep via cassette speaker. Price is $188.00
for FASTLOADand $95.00 for the modi-
fied CTR-41 recorder.

......112

Personal Micro Computers Inc.
475 Ellis Street, MountainView, CA 94043 (415) 968-1604
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ThB days of complicatBd unrBliablB,
dynamic RAM arB gonB:

INTRODUCING

the ultrabyte memoryboard

$19 9. 95 (complete kit )
with 16Kmemory

Netronicsconsistentlyoffersinnovativeproductsat LIl-
beatableprices.Andherewe goagain-with JAWS.
the ultrabyte64KS100memoryboard.ONE CHIP DOES IT ALL
JAWS solves the problemsof dynamicRAMwith a
state-of-the-artchip fromIntel that doesit al/. Intel's
single chip 64K dynamicRAMcontroller eliminates
high-currentlogic parts ... delay lines ... massive
heatsinks. . unreliabletrick circuits.REMARKABLE FEATURESOF JAWS
Lookwhat JAWSoffersyou: Hiddenrefresh... fast
performance. . low powerconsumption latched
data outputs. . 200 NS 4116 RAMs on-board
crystal ... 8Kbankselectable... fully socketed...
.soldermaskon both sidesof board... designedfor
8080. .8085.andZ8Dbussignals. . worksinExplorer.
Sol. Horizon.aswell asall otherwell-designedSlDO
computers.

161VEYOURCOMPllTERABl6BYTEOFMEMORY I
POWERWlTNJAWS-SAVEUPTOI900N
INTRODUCTORY LIMITED-OFFER SPECIAl PRICESI

UNDECIDED? TRY A WlI8J Iii/( JA~ IN YOIJR COMPlJTER ON O/IR
IO-OAY MOWEY- BACK OFffflISPEClFY YOIJRCOMPlJTER).-------------~--------------I tOmNfffTAlU.S.A. CRfDITCARD IUYERS OUTSIDECONNECTICUTCAU. •

: CALL TOLL FREE 800·243·7428 :

!.~NIiRONics·~~~!~~~:6E~TLTDj
333 litchfield Road.New Milford.CT 06776I

Pleasesendthe itemscheckedbelow: Dept. K11
o JAWS 16K RAM kit. No. 6416. 8199.95.'
o JAWS 16K RAM fully .ssembled. telted. burned in.

No. 6416W. 8229.95.*
o JAWS 32K RAM kit. No. 6432. (reg. price 8329.95).

SPECIAL PRICE $299.95.*
o JAWS 32K RAM fully •••embled. telted. burned in.

No. 6432W, (reg. price $369.95). SPECIAL PRICE
$339.95.*

o JAWS 4BK RAM kit. No. 6448. (reg. price $459.95).
SPECIAL PRICE $399.95. *

[J JAWS 4BK fully anembl.d. tested. burned in. No.
6448W, (reg. price $509.95). SPECIAL PRICE
$449.95.*

o JAWS 84K RAM kit. No. 6464. (reg. price $589.95).
SPECIAL PRICE $499.95. *

o JAWS 64K RAM fully .nembl.d. telted. burned in.
No. 6464W. (reg. price $649.95). SPECIAL PRICE
$559.95.*

o Expansion kit. JAWS 16K RAM module. to expand
any of the above in 16K blocks up to 64K. No. 16EXP,
8129.95.*
'All prices plus $2 postage and handling. Connecticut
residents add sales tax.

Total enclosed: 8 _
o Personal Check 0 Money order or Cashiers Check
o VISA 0 MASTER CHARGE (Bank No. J
Acct. No. Exp. Date __
Signature _
Print Name _
Address _
City _
State Zip _

I_~ ~~'!..~.T~~'!!~~~O! _
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Tiny BASIC, they must be added to it.
There are two ways of accomplishing

this. The first, and best, Wi3.yis to insert the
coding for them into the existing interpreter
at the proper points and move the following
coding down with the jump addresses and
adjust them accordingly. The way I do it is
to blot out a part of the existing program
with a jump to the new routines (which are
tacked on at the end of Tiny BASIC) and
have them jump back to pick up where the
original coding left off. This takes a couple
more bytes, but it sure beats recalculating
all those jumps.

Tiny BASIC is part machine language and
part intermediate language (a kind of
macro-instruction programming). The modi-
fications take place in the intermediate
language (IL).

To help Tiny run faster I expanded it to in,
clude a two-byte indirection operator. It
works just like the @ and LET@, except it
gets and puts two bytes at a time. I use the
& sign to indicate this function. This makes
manipulating large amounts of data per-
form faster and simplifies handling vari-
ables and other values (all are two bytes). If
a program had LET@ X = A and variable A

was greater than 255, then part of that value
would be lost (you just can't store a 16-bit
value in an eight-bit byte). Ffor timing com-
parisons, see Table 6.

. HOlN ~ and LET & Work

~uppose Z = 1. Each variable of Tiny is a
two-byte value. So, in Z, the MSB is zero and
the LSB is one. LET& 50 = ~ will make the
combined bytes 50 and 51 equal to Z. Thus,
the MSB (0) will be deposited into location
51, and the LSB (1) will be put into location
50 (Tiny BASIC uses them backwards, just
like the addresses in the 6502 machine-lan-
guage operands: LSB comes first, then
MSB).

Besides variable handling, ~ASIC pro-
gram line numbers could be altered this
way. Tables and arrays are a natural for this
type of function.

To get my Tiny BASIC to learn these new
things, I put the new coding at hex address
OBOOand beyond. This is where the BASIC
program is normally put, so I changed the
portion of Tiny that determines where the
BASIC prCJgram starts. It can start jusi after
the last byte of new coding, but I prefer to
have it start at the beginning of the next

0115 86 CJ GET STX$C3 STORE MSB ADDRESS ($C2 = 0)
0117 Bl C2 LDA ($C2),Y GET BYTE-l (LSB ADDRESS = Y)
0119 48 PHA
011A c8 INY
011B Bl C2 LDA ($C2). Y GET BYTE-2
011D AA TAX
011E 68 ' PLA
011F A8 TAY
0120 8A TXA
0121 60 RTS
0122 86 C3 PUTl STXlC3 SAVE ADDRESS MSB
0124 85 E2 STA E2 LSB
0126 60 RTS
0127 EA EA NOP NOP
0129 A4 E2 PUT2 LDY$E2 SET INDEX
012B 48 PHA SAVE BYTE-2
012C 8A TXA LOAD BYTE-l INTO ACCUM
012D 91 C2 STA ($C2). Y PUT BYTE -1
012F 68 PLA
0130 c8 INY
0131 91 C2 STA ($C2). Y PUT BYTE-2
01J3 60 RTS

0115 . 86 C3 Bl C2 48 CA Bl C2 AA 68 A8
P120 8A 60 86- :c3 85 E2 60 EA EA A4 E2 48 8A 91 C2 68
0130 c8 91 C2 60

Listing 6. Source listing for machine-language coding.

USR @ & USR and LET
90 M=O

100 N =0
110 P=USR(536,N,0)
120 N=N+l
130 IF N<20 GO TO 110
140 M=M+l
150 IF M<20 GOTO 100
160 PRINT "END"
170 END

M=O
N=O
LET@N=O
N=N+l
IF N<20 GOTO 110
M=M+l
IF M<20 GOTO 100
PRINT "END"
END

M=O
N=O
LET&N=O
N=N+2
IF N<20 GOTO 110
M=M+l
IF M <20 GOTO 100
PRINT "END"
END

LET M=O
LET N=O
LET P=USR(536,N.0)
LET N=N+l
IF N<20 GOTO 110
M=M+l
IF M<20 GOTO 100'
PRINT "END"
END

TIME = 23 SECONDS TIME = 18 SECONDS TIME = 9 SECONDS TIME = 21 SECONDS

The above four programs all perform the same duties in their own way. This serves to
demonstrate how programs may be rewritten to speed things up in different ways. If a
program has need to move large blocks of data (such as character strings) the LET&
operation can obviously speed things up considerably. ,

Table 6. Timing comparison tests.



page of memory (OCOOin my system) to
allow room for array storage or extra vari-
ables without interference between them
and the BASIC program. (This eliminates
the chances of strange things happening
when a program overwrites itself.)

If you are wondering why I put the new
coding starting where I did, rather than
directly after the existing program (original-
ly ending at hex OAC6). I put a multiple-
statements-per-line modification (see 6502
USER NOTES, no. 13) in this gap. After a lit-
tle work, Tiny BASIC doesn't act quite so
tiny!

If you want to start Tiny loading the
BASIC program farther down to allow room
for its new growth, you can alter 0285 and
028C (this will avoid the need to enter
through the warm start and set the param-
eters each time you start out). Hex address
028C holds the memory page number. I set
this to OC,as opposed to OBin the original.
Address 0285 holds the LSB of the starting
address (normally 0). I left this unaltered.

Listing 5 contains the new coding for all
of these new operations (for the IL coding),
and Listing 6 shows the additional machine
coding needed to accommodate it. Finally,
Table 5 shows the necessary patches to the
existing coding. Again, these addresses are
for BASIC starting at 0200. For other start-

ing addresses you will need to determine
the changes. After you have made this
modification, refer to Table 7 to remind you
how to use the new operations.

display more readable (without the need for
extra output routines to take care of busi-
ness).

My TVT doesn't scroll up as it fills the
screen, so after the cursor reaches the end
of the page, the following output causes the
cursor to wrap around to the top again, writ-
ing over what was previously there. Some-
times, this becomes quite confusing when
one line ends in the middle, leaving the re-
mains of an old line after it. Because of this,
I replaced some of Tiny's control codes with
the desired screen control functions: clear

Uncluttering Your CRT

Along with printing the input prompts (;
and ?) and preceding a LIST operation, Tiny
BASIC outputs control codes (X-on and
X-off). If your system has a CRT for readout
and thus has no need for these control
codes, you can replace these control codes
with screen control codes to make the

@ ONE·BYTEFETCH(PEEK)-whose value is the byte
at the decimal address following the @ symbol

& tWO-BYTE FETCH(PEEK)-whose value is the
combination of the two bytes at the decimal
address following the & sign (LSB)and at one
plus that address (MSB)

LET@ ONE-BYTESTORE(POKE)-stores a byte at the
decimal address following the @ symbol

LET& TWO·BYTESTORE(POKE)-stores a two-byte value
at the decimal address following the & sign (LSB)
and at one plus that address (MSS)

The addresses specified in the above operations may
be any valid expression accepted by Tiny SASIC, including
other similar operations, USRfunctions, etc.

Table 7. @, LET@, & and LET& operations summary.

Want to
REALLY UNDERSTAND
The BASIC Language?
From the author of the highly acclaimed TRS·SO Users/
Learners Manual comes the book you've been asking for! The
BASIC Handbook is THE definitive reference and "idea" book,
explaining in detail the BASIC language as used in over 50
favorite micros, minis and mainframes.
It's not a dictionary, and nota textbook, but a virtual ENCYCLOPEDIAof the ,..,,+ 0'1,0
BASIC language. In it is everything you need to know about themost ,..,,'V ~t1;
ImportantBASICstatements,functions,operatorsand commands,explained 30-Daymoney back ~Lt...'V~.(j~ ,.~
in a way that you can put them right to work. W ~.' '"
This HANDBOOK is written to be used! Guarantee ~ (j.'o ~0'.~

/.
••.s:» ~ ~~

With the BASIC Handbook you can finally make those programsfound In .•..""r ~ ct· ~o
magazines run on your computer - or know the reasonwhy they can't. , ~V f,' ~o (jttf

/

'-v (1:>" ~v b~
If there is an alternate way to write a program usmq other BASICwords, the ~'x-.ttf IlJ
Handbook shows you how. If there is a function neededbut your machine Lt...~ ~.~~ro~(j ~:pt:a
doesn't have it, the Handbookgives you a subroutine that accomplishesthe ~V ~••<~o <o~Cj 0~
same thing. About the only thing it won't help youwith is an additional 16K of ., • »0~ 4,0 ~qj ~0 -i-'a;,
memory. 'I>f(J 'j' ,,~ (SA\. ~ 'tT
Is TRS·SO Level II covered - YE~! ~. / flI(f) ,,04' ~ '~0a;,~0
Is PET covered - YES! "'• ., -r> 6>~~", W.
Is Apple covered - YES! .It. OV'" i &'1 'i..'~'« / x ~
Sorcerer, Altair, Imsai, Etc. #~,,_•.~""~~'O b/01>-0'~
YES .... and over 50 more! "'tl"'~·"' ,..0...... a;,0~~0 ,# .-

V ~'" 0 bt· 0\0 ",'"A( ~~ rlJ-t:a ~" oro ~0 ?yO
COMPUSOFT'·PUBLISMING ,/32 ~~ K 0'" ~,0,0" 'l)-?S ~'li' ~~ r'~ r::,..~0~
A Divisionof CompuSoft, Inc.., v -,I -t

V'" Reader Service index-page 241

;
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line, clear screen and cursor home.
At 0972 hex Tiny issues X-on after print-

ing the colon prompt. Replace this with your
choice of line or screen clear. (I use line
clear.) If screen clear is used, when Tiny
gives me an error code and the CRT is at the
bottom line, the following colon and control
code would be printed on the top line, there-
by wiping out the error code before it can be
read.

When inserting the code, you must alter
it: set the highest bit to one. Thus, if your
desired control codeIs 06, it must be set to
86 to insert Tiny.

The control code following the INPUT
prompt (?) is located at 09DD hex. Again,
observe the above instructions on setting
the high bit to one.

At addresses OA03-0A06 hex are four
bytes that are printed preceding a LIST

operation. These are normally all zeros, but
I first insert a cursor-home control, followed
by a clear-screen character. This way, the
LIST starts automatically at the top of the
screen and clears any previous clutter.

Also, within a program, a simple LIST Z
command will clear the 'entire screen and
put the cursor at the home position, with Z
being equal to any number greater than the
highest line number currently in memory.
This causes nothing to be listed, so this bit
of housekeeping clears the way for a clear
screen so that any following output will be
uncluttered. At these addresses, do not set
the high bit to one as the previous ones
were; simply load them as is.

Using Tiny BASIC

To squeeze long programs into small
memory areas:

• Use no spaces in the programs. The pro-
grams will be difficult to read, but you will
save a byte of memory for each space you
don't use.
• Use abbreviations; for example, PR for
PRINT or variable character for an often-
used large number.
• Eliminate inessential words, for example,
LET, THEN.

To speed up Tiny BASIC:
• Use variables, which are interpreted
faster than numerals.
• Use the word LET. (You must decide
whether speed or memory space is more irn-
portant.)
• Put often-used routines into low memory.
Give them the lowest line numbers.

These ideas should help you develop
your own techniques to make your pro-
grams shorter and easier to write .•

THE MICRO
CLINIC

CENTRONICS 779/RS PRINTER I
LOWER CASE KIT

Don't let the newer low-priced printers with
lower-case capabilities make your Centronics
779/Radio Shack Printer I obsolete! Our assern-
bled and tested CLC·1 conversion kit will give
your 779 the full upper/lower case character set
at a fraction of the cost of a new printer. illus-
trated instructions make installation easy - just 3
connections, no etch cuts. Compare our intro-
ductory price to other kits selling for $125· at $99
our CLC·1 kit brings your 779 into the 80's and
makes word processing a practical application.

CLC-1 INTRODUCTORY PRICE: $99
Includes P/H CA add 6% tax.

VISA/MC include card number, Signature, expo
date, phone number. Me include interbank
number. Introductory price good thru 1/31/81",

THE MICRO CLINIC ~ 216.1, 17375 Brookhurst· Suite 114 I",VISA" I
Fountin Valley, CA 92708 .

'68' MICRO
JOURNALTM* The only ALL 68XX Com-
puter Magazine.

Foreign Orders-Add:
Air Mail $30.00Near Surface $12.00Near

1-Year $18.50 2 Years $32.50
3 Years $48.50

OK, PLEASE ENTER MY
SUBSCRIPTION

Bill my: M/C D - VISA D
Card #~~~~~~~~~_
Expiration Date _

For D 1-Yr. D 2 Yrs, D 3 Yrs.
Enclosed: $_~~~~~~~_
Name _

Street,_.~~~~~~~~~_
City~ ___,__-----
State~~~~~~ __ Zip---

'68' MICRO JOURNALTM
3018 Hamill Road
HIXSON, TN 37343 ~132
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AUTHORIZED SMOKE SIGNAL BROADCASTING DEALER

ROBERTSONELECTRONICS ADD $2.50 PER ORDER FOR
1003 WARM SANDS DR. SE SHIPPING AND HANDLING
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87123 ~ 102 (505) 294-0025

INCREASE
YOUR PROFITS ....

with a magazine that makes
the family computer come alive.

55-50
• CALENDAR- CLOCK
• INTERRUPTGENERATOR
• BATTERYBACK-UP
• PARALLELlIO PORT
• SAI1PLEFORMAT: SATJUL 26 1980 10:30:24 PM

eLl: 61-1 - The c r ye t e I controlled 30 pin I/O board provides a
real time calendllr/clo.ck. The batteries are r-echar-ged when the
computer i. on & will keep the clock running 3 months or more
without power. (No off-board component a needed.) Time/date is
read 02 or 24 hour format) and set using the ecf twe re provided
in the 36 page manual. Includes sample BASIC program to r ead
t iee , patch for TSC aeeeeb Ier to print time/date at top of each
page, and interrupt examples. Generates interrupts at intervals
from 488 e Lcr oeec , to 256 sec. Professional board is solder
1II1laked, silk screened, t. fully socke t ed . NOjumpers (uses nIP
switches). Includes fully buffered parallel 1/0 port for
printer, ke ybo ar d , etc. Options include: Software on Smoke
Signal Oisk (5" or 8") $14.95, Gold Bus connectors $7.50, 2 MHz
parts $2.50, and Manual only (refundable with pur chaae of ceo.
Available for INDDIAD DKLIVKn.
CLK68-1 Manual only $10.00 KIT $89.95 A t. T $119.95

FILlS.$ - Program lists SSB dir ec t or-y alphabetically in from I
to 6 columna Oong or short form) - supports wild cards. Alao
includes transients to convert hexadecimal to decimal and
decimal to hex. Specify 5" or 8" SSB disk , $14.95

NOW
Rln TRAGI.TAPE COnROLLlR Avai1able~ Provide backup for
data storage or exchange with Les-gemainframe aye t erae, $595.00

- Professional -

Real Estate Software
Fo.r Apple or TRS·80

Property Management System
(32K, 1 Disk Systems)

Features:
• Tenant Information • 5 Digit Expense Accounts
• late Rent Reports • Building Expense Report
• YTO& Monthly Income • Vendor Expense Report
• Handles - • Income Tax Report

Partial Payments • All Reports Can Be Printed
Returned Checks • Complete Documentation
Advance Payments • Easy Data Entry & Edit

• Prints Receipts • 200 Units per File

Price $225.00
Real Estate Analysis Modules:

(Cassette or Disk)
1) Home Purchase Analysis
2} Tax Deferred Exchange
3) Construction Cost/Profit
4) Income Property Cashflow
5} APR loan Analysis
6) Property Sales Analysis
7) loan Amortization

A ~35 Per M~~~~~"S'O"'E""Wh'"
! .••••••••••• Or Order COD Direct

oftware (Cal Resldenls Add 6% Sales Tax)

e!iJlom;any (:):~: ••"

DepL K 2045 ManhaUan Ave" Hermosa 8Bach, CA 90254

Published quarterly
Retails $4.00,1 yr. subscription $12.00

Dealer Discounts Available- Contact
CHRIS LA HER
P.O, BOX 466

EL DORADO, CA, 95623

~245

AT LASTI
Mass production prices on this hiqh-qualrty software. Buy
direct and save 50%, Now, also available for CBASICon CPM
and MBASIC on HEATH HODS.
DATABASEMANAGER Mod·1 $69 Mod-II $199
You can use it to maintain a data base & produce reports
without any user programming, Define file parameters & report
lormats on-line. Key random access, fast multi-key sort. field
arith., label, audit log. No time-consuming overlays. 500happy
users in a year.
AIR Mod·1 $69 Mod·1I $149
Invoices, statements, aging, sales analysis, credit checking,
lorm input. order entry, As opposed to most other A/R. ours
can be used by doctors, store managers, etc.

WORDPROCESSOR Mod·1 $49 Mod·1I $49
Center, justification, indentation, page numbering. Mod-I
version features upper /Iower case without hardware chanqel

MAILINGLIST Mod-I $59 Mod-II $99
The best' Compare and be selective. Form input, 5-digit
selection code, ZIp code ext., sort any field, multiple labels.
Who else offers a report writer?
INVENTORY Mod-I $99 Mod·11$149
Fast. key random access, Reports include order info,
performance summary, E.D.Q., and user-specified reports.
Many have converted their inventory system to ours:

GL AIR, AlP, & PAYROll Mod·1I $129 each
Integrated accounting package. ISAM, 100+page manual, Uses
80 column screen, not 64. A $1,000 value, Dual disk required.
l216, a cassette, package of 10 business programs for Level II
16Ksystems, $59.1ncludesword processor & data base. Poker
game $19.

MICRO ARCHITECT. IHC .. ~108
96 Dothan SI., Arlington, MA 02174



MULLEN Computer Products

• Gold on alt mating connector surfaces
for better electrical contact

• Formed connector leads for easy scope
probe attachment

• Jumperlinksinpowerlinesmakescur-
rent measurement and fusing easy

• large "kluge" area lets you build and
test your own circuits

S 100 CONTROLLER
• BOARD

• 8 reed relay - OUTPUTS
• 8 opto-Isolated - INPUTS

258 selectable port addresses

Our 8-100 CONTROLLERis used in laboratories, at universities. and in industry, in
hundreds of applications, and may be the answer to your control problem. Complete
programming and operating instructions included.
For higher power applications a SOOW CB.l
AC POWER MODULE is available for $'5.

M·80
CONTROL BOX

TRs-ao·accessory
Use your TRS-BO, and our M-80 control box to program control energy savings
devices at home or in your business. Send for our free application notes today.

Our HTB-O lets H8 owners troubleshoot
their boards faster and easier. Each board
can be extended above the computer for

complete access to all circuits
and components.

FEATURES

• Sturdy 3/32" board

• Molex 25-pin edge connectors
with formed leads for easy
scope probe attachment

• Jumper links in power lines
makes current measurement
and fusing easy

HTB-O HB EXTENDER
S39. Kit

",,37 MULLEN COMPUTER PRODUCTS
BOX 8214, HAYWARD, CA 94544

OR PHONE (415) 783-2866 • VISA/MASTERCHARGE ACCEPTED.
INCLUDE $1.50 FOR SHIPPING & HANDLING.

CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADO TAX.

V ReaderService index-page 241

The M·8D OCTOPORT is a simple to use interface for the
TRS·8D COMPUTER. You can control 8 external
devices and sense 8 external conditions. Each output
uses a reed relay and each input an opto-lsotator to
electrically isolate your TRS·BO.

One or more controllers can be connected to either
the interface connector or the screen printer con-
nector.

Each OCTOPORTis shipped completely
assembled, tested and INCLUDES the inter-
connector cable, a UL approved power pack,
and a 1 year warranty.

M·8D OCTO PORT CONTROLLER
$159. Assmltested

H8 PROTOTYPE BOARD Now available for the
Heathkit He
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• Full-sized FR-4 board with heat sink/mounting brackets, buss
connectors and polarizing key

• Designed for ease of external cable connection
• AU plated thru holes .042" on .1" centers, power and ground

traces
HKB-l HB PROTOTYPE BOARD S30. Kit

PROTOT.VPE KIT ACCESSORIES: if you wish to buy any of these accessories for your kit,
please list parts and add price to total order. These parts may be ordered at any time, but an
additional $1.50 shipping and handling will be charged. . if ordered separately.

PRICES: $ 5.00
$ 2.00
$ 1.00
$

44-pin edge/cable connector
5 Volt regulator with (2) 39uF capacitors
25-pin Molex connector (900 male)
25-pin Molex connector (female)



Printing the
North Star Disk Directory

From BASIC

Implemented via the mystical majesty of assembly language.

Jan Messersmith
PO Box 224
Brownsburg, IN 46112

Did you ever wish you could print the
. North Star disk directory from a BASIC

program? It might be convenient to see that
a file has actually appeared on a disk when
debugging a program.

You can usually do this easily by execut-
ing a manual two-finger halt (control-C), typ-
ing CAT (the direct mode command to list
the directory in release 4 NS BASIC) and
typing CONT. This will, theoretically, not
disturb anything.

As you may have discovered by now, 100
CAT or 100 PRINT CAT or 100 A$=CATI
PRINT CAT will not work at all. There

doesn't seem to be any easy way of getting (decimal address, parameter). The param-
program control over directory printing. eter is optional, but I can use it to pass to

the assembly-language program the num-
A Solution

I have recently discovered the mystical
majesty of assembly language. As I was
fumbling through my dog-eared NS DOS
manual, I found a page that finally made
some sense to me. Under the DOS Library
Routine Entry Points section is an entry
point called List. Its hex address is 2025 and
requires the device number (drive number)
in the A register (accumulator) when you
call it from BASIC.

The hex address is where the entry point
lives in memory, and the accumulator is the
door that usually passes information to and
from the CPU and whatever it is talking to.
(In this case, BASIC is talking to a tiny as-
sembly-language program living some-
where else in memory.)

According to the NS BASIC manual, the
format of a call instruction is A = CALL

MOV A,E ;MOVE DEVICE NUMBER FROM REGISTERE TO ACCUMULATOR

Example 1.

CALL 02025H ;CALL 02025H, ADDRESS OF DOS 'LIST' ROUTINE

Example 2.

0000 7B
0001 CD2520

MOV A,E ;MOVE DEVICE $ FROM ETO A
CALL 02025H ;CALL 2025H, ADDRESS OF

;DOS 'LIST' ROUTINE
RET ;RETURN FROM BASIC 'CALL'0004 C9
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Example 3.

ber of the drive that contains the catalog I
wish to examine.

The second argument (the parameter) is
passed to the D and E register pair, which
will hold two bytes because it is 16 bits
wide. Since I will never be concerned about
numbers higher than three or four, I only
need to be concerned with the contents of
the E part of the D and E pair.

Writing the Program

From reading the page in the DOS man-
ual I learned two things: I must place the
number of the drive in the accumulator and I
must cause the 8080 chip to go to the ad-
dress where the List routine resides.

If you carefully examined a list of 8080
mnemonics (words that stand for machine
operations), you could figure out how to do
this. There is an instruction that reads MOV
A,E. This means move to register A the con-
tents of register E. Example 1 shows how
this looks written out.

The comment to the right of the semi-
colon is a remark (in CPIM assembly lan-
guage, the semicolon is the equivalent of
REM in BASIC). This is the first line of the
assembly-language program. Now I have to
tell the CPU that the next instruction it is to
execute is located in RAM at 2025H.

I do not require that any conditions be
met (IF in BASIC); I want an unconditional
branch to a subroutine (GOSUB in BASIC).
The instruction I want is Call. Since the
computer will not respond "Number
please?", I must tell it where to call.

The next line in the program is shown in
Example 2. Here I have a minor problem.
The computer likes to have the two bytes of
the address fed to it backwards. (Some fee-
ble technical explanations claim, "that's



RISTMAS with
ud MICROCOMPUTING offers the reader:
more pages of articles monthly than any other microcomputing journal
reviews, programs, appl ications, projects
and ways to save hundreds of dollars

Kilobaud MICROCOMPUTING offers you a great way to say MERRY CHRISTMAS

What better way to say
MERRY CHRISTMAS to:

your friend
your boss
your business associate
even your father-in-law

than with a subscription to
Kilobaud MICROCOMPUTING.
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Canadian $27/1 year only, US funds, Foreign $35/1 year only. US funds.
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the way we wanted it," but these so strain
my credulity that I will not discuss them
here.)

Now I have sent control to the routine
that will list the directory on the screen, or
whatever I use for a console device. To use
the program, I must return control to BASIC
when the portion of DOS I'm using as a sub-
routine executes its own return. This I do
with a simple RET instruction. The program
now looks like Example 3. Notice how the
assembler automatically reverses the two
byte address.

I have added a couple more columns on
the left. The first contains the address of
each instruction in the program. I chose to
put the first address at OOOOH,somewhat
arbitrarily. You can start with the first of any
five consecutive bytes of free RAM that you
know is not being used for something else.

The second column contains the actual
bytes that will be present at the addresses
in the first columns. I got these from a list of
hexadecimal equivalents of the mnemonics
(of course, some of them are not instruc-
tions, but addresses, such as the 2520back-
wards). To clarify this further, I've listed the
program slightly differently in Example 4.

Now it is easier to see the exact hexadec-
imal byte sequence and where they go in
memory.

I now return to BASIC. Bya simple pro-

cess of filling those spots in memory with
the numeric values in the proper sequence, I
can create the program in memory and call
it from a BASIC program.

First, however, I must convert both the
addresses and the values to decimal. Ex-
cept in the trivial cases we are using here, I
heartily endorse the Texas Instruments Pro-
grammer calculator, which converts imme-
diately any reasonable number in any of
three bases (octal, decimal, hexadecimal)
into an equivalent number in one of the
other bases.

While I'm at it, I'll write a BASIC subrou-
tine, which I can use anywhere in a program
to list the current directory (Example 5).

If I wanted to get fancy, I would enter this
routine at line 1000 only on its first use. Af-
ter the first GOSUB 1000, I could save a frac-
tion of a second each time I needed to see

the catalog by entering at line 1060.
This is hardly worth the effort. But the

point is that once the values have been
filled into their respective memory loca-
tions, this process does not have to be re-
peated. In fact, any line that contains the
statement A = CALL(O,N)will generate a di-
rectory listing. Instead of a subroutine, I
could include the fill statements at the be-
ginning of a program and just use the CALL
(O,N)staternent.js

DODO 7B MOV A,E
D001 CD CALL
D002 25 25
D003 20 20
D004 C9 RET

Example 4.

1000 REM'" ROUTINE TO PRINT CURRENT DIRECTORY'"
1010 FILL 0,123
1020 FILL 1,205
1030 FILL 2,37
1040 FILL 3,32
1050 FILL 4,201
1060 A =CALL(O,N)\ REM N IS DRIVE NUMBER
1070 PRINT \ PRINT "CURRENT DIRECTORYON DRIVE ",N
1080 RETURN

Example 5.
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Thomas D. Brock
Dept. of Bacteriology
University of Wisconsin
Madison, WI 53706

The Apple high-resolution feature makes
some fascinating graphics but does not

provide an easy way of getting hard copy. I
tried photographing the television screen,
but this was a little cumbersome, required
photographing in a completely dark room
and, without considerable darkroom effort,
did not give large enough pictures.

I thought there ought to be a way of print-
ing the high-resolution screen, using an in-
cremental printer such as the Diablo. But a
brief examination of the memory area
where high-resolution pictures are stored-
2000 to 3FFF hex (8192to 16383decimal) for
page 1 or 4000 to 5FFF hex (16384 to 24575
decimal) for page 2-revealed that organi-
zation was quite complex and not immedi-
ately decipherable.

Fortunately, about the time that I had de-
cided it was not worth the effort, Darrell
Smith's article in the September 1979 Mi-
crocomputing appeared, describing an at-
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gorithm for scanning high-resolL!tion mem-
ory line-by-line. I was able to use this article
to develop a program that printed dot-for-
dot a high-resolution picture on my Diablo
1640 printer.

Developing the Program

Although Smith's algorithm makes it pos-
sible to scan the high-resolution screen ver-
tically and horizontally line-by-line, you are
not home free. There are only 40 horizontal
memory locations, and yet 270 dots are
plotted horizontally across the screen. How
is this accomplished?

Well, each of the 40 bytes contains eight
bits, but only seven bits in each byte are
used. The eighth is completely ignored.
Thus, when evaluating each byte, you must
ignore the last bit.

But how about the various colors avail-
able in the high-resolution mode? What
does the HeOlOR command do?

When HeOlOR is executed, a mask is
set at location 00E4 hex (228decimal). With
HeOlOR 3 or 7, each of the first seven bits
is set, and you can plot a dot anywhere on
the screen. With HeOlOR 0 or 4, each of the

Hard Copy
For Apple

~"~(!
first seven bits of the mask is a zero, and no
dots are plotted on the screen (thus leading
to black). With HeOlOR values of other
numbers, some bits are set and others are
not; if you carry out an HPlOT routine, you
will get a colored dot or line. The color will
depend partly upon which dot it is and part-
ly upon your television screen.

The Diablo does not print out in color, so
the complications involved here are not
worth working through. Since the Apple

. high-resolution system ignores the high-
order bit in any case, it is best to set
HeOlOR = 3, because then a byte will read
as zero if none of the bits is set by HPlOT.

As you scan a line, you need to read each
byte and determine which, if any, of the first
seven bits are set. To speed up the scan-
ning of the screen, you first test to see if a
byte is zero and skip by it. Since many bytes
will be zero, it is considerably faster to print
the screen if you ignore these bytes. Lines
185 and 186 accomplish this.
Then, for the bytes that have bits set, you

must determine which bits are set. I
developed a simple routine that permits
analyzing any number less than 256 and

i

I
I
~

I
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Fig. 2. Double Bessel function.

printing out its bit pattern. I found this
routine useful in studying how HCOlOR
and HPlOT work and incorporated it into
my program, lines 200 to 250, to print out
each bit that is set.

Once you know a bit is set and where on
the page the corresponding dot should be
printed, you must tell the Diablo to print the
dot. The Diablo 1620/1640 printers have two
modes that can be used for graphics. One is
called graphics mode, and the other is ab-
solute tab. The absolute tab mode is sim-
pler to use.

The Diablo printhead can be instructed to
move horizontally in increments as small as
11120of an inch, and vertically as small as
1/48 of an inch. The amounts of horizontal
and vertical movement are set by the values
of CHR$ in lines 80 and 90. The values used
in the program give a 9 x 8 inch picture size,
almost the format of the high-resolution
screen. If the shape of the picture is critical,
the horizontal and vertical formats chosen
must be proportional to those on the
screen. You can select values that will print
a highly distorted picture.

However, because the value for CHR$
must be an integer, there is some restriction
on the print format. Table 1 gives horizontal
and vertical dimensions that the printed
picture will take with different values of
CHR$.

Once you have initialized the Diablo ab-
solute tab mode, a single space output from
the Apple to the Diablo will move the print-
head the defined distance, and a single
backspace will move the printhead back the
same distance. Likewise, a single line feed
will move the paper down the defined dls-
tance,and a single negative line feed will
move the paper up the same distance. You
need only to scan each line, print bits as re-
quired and go to the next line. With this ap-
proach, you don't have to keep track of
where the Diablo printhead is vertically, but
only horizontally.

Line 270 sends out a carriage return, and
line 280 sends out a line feed. In line 440,
variable H9 keeps track of the horizontal

position of the printhead (it is initialized for
each new line in line 160), and lines 400 to
430 tell theprinthead how far to move hori-
zontally before printing. Line 450 then prints
the dot, an ASCII period, and line 460 backs
the printhead to where it had just printed
(Since each print action in absolute tab
mode results in a movement one space to
the right).

The Program
The actual program (Listing 1) thus turns

out to be surprisingly short. It takes about
15-20 minutes to print an average-sized

1 REM HIRES PRINT FOR DIABLO 1620
140

2 REM PRINTS EACH DOT ON THE
3 REM HIGH RESOLUTION SCREEN
4 REM MAKE PRINT WITH HCOLOR=3
5 REM PAGE 1 IS HGR
~ REM PAGE 2 IS HGR2
8 REM LINE 10 IS INTEGER

C,HR$ FUNCTION
9 REM SEE CALL -APPLE SEPT 79

10 DIM CHR$(126): FOR 1=129. TO
255: POKE 1927+(1-1) ,I: NEXT
I: POKE 2182,30

11 INPUT "PAGE 1 OR 2",0
12 IF D=l THEN GO TO 14
13 START=16384: GOTO 20
14'START=B192
15 REM HGR1 STARTS AT 8192
16 REM HGR2 STARTS AT 16384
20 PR.3: PRINT" ";
21 REM LINE 20 INITIALIZES

PRINTER
30 C9$=".":SP$=" "
31 REM C9$ IS THE CHARACTER

PRINTED
70 E$=CHR$(27,27):US$=CHR$(31,

31) :RS$=CHR$(30,30) :HT$-CHR$
(9,9) :LF$=CHR$(10,10) :BS$-CHR$
(8,8)

75 AS$=CHR$(l,l):AT$=CHR$(2,2)
:VT$=CHR$ (11,11)

76 REM LINES 70-75 DEFINE
VARIOUS ASCII CODES FOR DIABLO

80 PRINT E$;US$;CHR$(5,5);
81 REM LINE 80 SETS HORIZ PRINT

MOVEMENT
90 PRINT E$;RS$;CHR$(3,3);
91 REM LINE 90 SETS VERT PRINT

MOVEMENT
95 PRINT E$;HT$;AS$;LF$;
96 REM LINE 95 IS CR/LF;HOMES

PRINT-HEAD
97 REM LINES 100-150 SCAN IN

VERT DIRECTION
100 FOR Y-O TO 191
110 A=Y/64

Horizontal Size Vertical Size
Index Index

CHR$(l,l) 0"
CHR$(2,2) 2.2S" CHR$(2,2) 4"
CHR$(3,3) 4.S" CHR$(3,3) 7.99"
CHR$(4,4) 6.7S" CHR$(4,4) 12"
CHR$(S,S) 9" CHR$(5,5) 22.5"
CHR$(6,6) 11.2S"

Table 1. Picture dimensions with differ-
ent settings of horizontal and vertical
movement index.

drawing, using the Integer BASIC program
given. An Applesoft program originally writ-
ten to do the same job took me much long-
er.

Since Integer BASIC does not have the
CHR$ function, which is essential for this
program, I introduced the CHR$ routine
(line 10)given by Val Golding in Call-Apple.
Lines 70 and 75 then define the various
ASCII characters required by the Diablo for
its absolute tab functions.

Once I wrote the program, I was inter-
ested in testing it on one of the high-resolu-
tion pictures in the Apple Contributed li-
brary. Figs. 1 and 2 give typical printouts.
Note that HCOlOR is set to 3. Also note the
page of high-resolution graphics used for
the creation of the picture selected in line

Listing 1. Program in Integer BASIC to print the Apple high-resolution screen.

120 Y1=Y MOD 64
130 B=Yl/8
140 C"Y1 MOD 8
150 P=START+(A*40)+(B*128)+(C*1024)
152 REM LINES 160-260 SCAN IN

HORIZ DIRECTION AND PRINT
160 X9=0:H9=0
170 FOR X=O TO 39
180 R= PEEK (P+X)
185 IF R=O THEN X9=X9+7
186 IF R=O THEN GOTO 260
187 REM LINES 185-186 SKIP

BLANK BYTES
190 1=0
191 REM LINES 200-250 CHECK

EACH BIT TO SEE IF SET
200 R3=R MOD 2
210 IF R3<>0 THEN GOSUB 400
220 X9-X9+1
230 R=R/2
240 1=1+1
250 IF 1<7 THEN GOTO 200
260 NEXT X
270 PRINT E$;HT$;AS$;
280 PRINT LF$;
281 REM LINES 270-280 RETURN

CARRIAGE FOR NEXT LINE
290 NEXT Y
300 END
398 REM LINES 400-470 ARE THE

PRINT ROUTINE
400 N9=X9-H9
405 IF N9=0 THEN RETURN
410 POR J9=1 TO N9
420 PRINT SP$;
430 NEXT J9
440 H9-H9+N9
441 REM H9 KEEPS TRACK OF

HORIZ PRINT POSITION
450 PRINT C9$;
460 PRINT BS$;
461 REM AFTER PRINTING CHAR

BACKSPACE TO KEEP POSITION RIGHT

470 RETURN
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A CREATION OF COMPUTER HEAOWARE

New Data Fields added "on
the fly": You're not confined
to a particular "record
layout" that must be declared
in advance. Your file evolves
to fit your needs.

,,174

P.O. Box 14815 • San Francisco, CA 94114 • Tel: (415) 621·2106

r!lJ(J](jJ7]fj07]~
(WOw.' How'(/ All Thot
Stuff get In There?)

A sophisticated,
self-indexing filing
system-flexible,
infinitely useful and easy
to use, that adapts to
your needs.

WHATSIT's unique capabilities:

Multiple Entries allowed per
field: For example, a
bibliographic file can
associate each work with any
number of authors. WHATSIT
allocates file space as
needed for each.

Immediate Response: Even in
the largest files, WHATSIT
responds in seconds, thanks
to pointer linkages and hash
coding.

Conversational Dialogue:
Query and update requests
may be intermixed in any
order, without returning to a
"menu selector."

NEW
Apple II Plus

WHATS/T at special
introductory price:

$95
(Regu/ar price, $150

after December 31, 1980).

WHATS/T comes ready to run on
your App/e, App/e /I Plus, A/paMicro
NorthStar, or CP/M computer. See
your dealer for a full
demonstration ... or write or call:

11. I noticed a problem with the Integer
BASIC CHR$ function when printing some
high-resolution pictures. I corrected this by
loading the picture, resetting and rebooting
the Apple and then loading my print pro-
gram and running it.

Conclusion

Now that I can print the high-resolution
screen, I am thinking of a wide range of pos-
sibilities for using this capability. With the
use of the high-resolution character genera-
tor and character table in Apple Contribut-
ed Library, Vol. 3, I can print upper and low-
ercase characters anywhere on the high-·
resolution screen. Thus, I can draw pictures
and graphs, label them, change them in any
way desired, print them out and get hard
copy. The, copy is suitable for reproduction
and is much easier (and more fun) than pho-
tographing the television screen.

Although the routines I have given are de-
signed for the Diablo, there is no reason
why similar routines could not be devised
for any printer capable of adjustable spac-
ing of the printhead. Dot matrix printers
make possible the printing of seven bits at
once, and consequently work considerably
faster, but the quality of the print from the
Diablo is unsurpassed. This routine greatly
extends the capability of the Apple for high-
resolution graphics .•
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FROM THE LEADER IN UTILITY SOFTWARE DSM $75.00 Mod I, $150.00 Mod II ~
~ (Mod I Min 32K 2-d rive system. Mod II 64K 1-drive) ~
~ FOR THE TRS* COMPUTERS Disk Sort/Merge for RANDOM files. All machine language stand- ~
g * * NEW * * HARD/SOFT DISK SYSTEM (MOD II) $400 alone package for sorting speed. Establish sort specification in <ri
~ The Hard Disk Software Implementation You Have Been Waiting simple BASIC command File. Execute from DOS. Only operator ~
o For!! MOD II TRSDOS compatible - using Cameo controller action to sort Is to change diskettes when requested! Handles l)
i:2 Interface to popular large hard disk fixed/removable combinations multiple diskette filesl Super fast sort times - improved disk I/O ~
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s program, or can be merged by statement number. The statement ~
Q. number where the chained program execution is to begin may be subroutine calling, program looping, dynamic disassembly and more!! ~
~ specified! DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE (Mod II 64K) $125.00 '"
ti:i INFINITE BASIC (M d lTD' k) $4995 Includes RACET machine language SUPERZAP, Apparat Dis- ~
o 0 ape or IS • assembler, and Model II interface to the Microsoft 'Editor '"'
Ci Extends Level II BASIC with complete MATRIX functions and 50 Assembler Plus' software package including uploading services B
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§ INFINITE BUSINESS (Requires Infinite BASIC) $29.95 source to disk, dynamic debug facility (ZBUG), extended editor '"
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(/) BASIC CROSS REFERENCE UTILITY (Mod II 64K) $50_00 s
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~ Load from BASIC - Call with 'CTRL'R. Output to screen or printer! DOS, etc. Includes lowercase driver, debounce, screenprint!
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~~~!ye:0tls ... a fantasy. Interlude is: • A Bed of Roses (Inter-
#7). Rodeo! (Interlude #71). The King and I

Enchanted #84) • Caveman Caper (Interlude #82) • From Here
No. 30). Satin Dreams (Interlude #72).

re:flUC!eS are included in the program. Most are described in detail in the accompanying manual,
Interludes are buried in the program awaiting that very

your interview says you're ready. (When you learn secret I t I d ™
, your love life may never again be the same!) Interlude n er u e .....235

you experiences you'll never forget. Are you ready for it? The Ultimate Experience.

Pleaseencloseyourcheckpayableto INTERLUDE
orcompletethe'chargeinformation:

Poster
o 20"x24"reproductionof
thisadwithoutad copy
($4.95-includes
shippingcharges)

Available for immediate shipment.

All charge customers must sign here. _
No. Expirationdate MasterCardBankCode _

CHARGE CUSTOMERS:Drderbyphonetoll-free!1·800·231·5768 Ext.306 (Texas:1-800-392-2348Ext.306)
~_--------~~---~----------------------Age-----

______ ~-------------State Zip _
•Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computers, Inc. **TRS-SO is a registered trademark of Radio Shack, a Tandy Co.



David and Goliath

Sometimes a micro
can do it better.
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Harry Joe/
96 Caddo Park
Joshua, TX 76058

Can a business use a microsystem
when it already has a big computer?

For many companies, including my own,
the answer is yes.

My company is active in research,
development and design of equipment and
machinery used in the search for oil, gas
and minerals. The equipment is sold or
leased worldwide from the Arctic Circle to
the tropic zones. A fairly large IBM com-
puter system, with terminals and line
printers throughout the plant, processes
the large amount of data needed to keep
track of material, purchases, stock alloca-
tion and so on.

A little over a year ago, the technical
documentation group acquired a small
microsystem. It consisted of a Sol-20 with
24K RAM, a North Star single diskette unit
and a Diablo HiTerm-20 printer. The soft-
ware was the North Star BASIC and the
Electric Pencil (Michael Shrayer).

We got the computer to help us prepare
technical manuals. These manuals go

through several typing/proofreading cycles
and often must be retyped a number of
times. The micro-based word-processing
system effectively eliminates this repeti-
tion.

Copy is typed into the system. Changes
are quickly and effortlessly done on the
video screen. Old material is called back
from disk, and the edited work is sent back
to the disk after a final copy is printed at
high speed on the terminal.

Our typists learned to use the equipment
quickly. Once they had mastered a few new
routines required by the word processor
equipment, their work took less time and
was more professional.

Since we got the computer, we've pro-
cessed about 20 manuals. The copy is still
available on disk and back-up disk for later
changes. We also have boilerplates on
disk - text that may be repeated in a
number of publications.

Overall, we now have faster turnaround,
better contents and style and happier
employees.

If this system had done nothing but serve
as an efficient word processor, it probably
would have paid for itself by now. But other
applications soon developed.

While all this word processing was going
on, employees from other departments
became curious. They wanted to know what
else this "computer typewriter," as most
called it, could do.

Well, it certainly could be taught to do
specialized, small data processing and
form-handling chores when properly pro-
grammed in BASIC. The chief caretaker of
the system had learned how to program in
BASIC and was waiting for some challeng-
ing opportunities to make the system work
even harder. It did not take long before the
jobs came in.

As you will see from the examples, none
of these jobs could be effectively done on
the large system. The large system is rigidly
designed to do specific jobs. It is much
faster and has a larger data capacity. With
small and special jobs, it is not feasible to
use the big system. Even more important,
the required hard copy is not available in
the format we needed.

The small system is decidedly better



when it comes to total turn-around time.

Some Examples

Example 1.We bought a small company.
Their drawing number system had to be
converted to our system.

To make matters more interesting, the
drawing number for subassemblies and
assembly drawings was an alpha code. The
code book listed entries starting at A
through Z, then AA through AZ and so on.
Without the small system, a typist would
have had to tediously prepare a cross-
index, carefully indexing from, for instance,
DKZ to DLA while typing in the correspond-
ing ten-digit code for the new drawing
number.

We wrote a short BASIC program, de-
bugged it and printed out the BO-pagelist
within about four hours. The same program,
slightly edited, then printed out a set of
transparent labels with the new numbers.
These labels were attached to all prints by
the drafting department. A copy of the
cross-index went to departments that need-
ed this information.

Example 2. Our printroom keeps a master
log (several three-ring binders) for drawing
numbers, titles and drawing size. As new
products are developed, new blocks of
drawing numbers must be incorporated in
this system. We wrote another short BASIC
program to print a sequence of ten-digit
drawing numbers along the left margin of a
logbook page. The spacing was four lines
per inch instead of the standard six lines
per inch, but the Diablo printer can easily be
set up for this or any other spacing.

Example 3. We installed a new Engineer-
ing Change Notice procedure for plantwide
application. Initially, we logged all issued
ECOs into a handwritten logbook. After
about 2500 entries it became clear that an .
engineer preparing a new ECO needed to
know the past ECO history on a particular
item. The manual search through the
logbook was not only too slow, but also not
always correct. An item could easily be
overlooked.

We therefore developed a BASIC pro-
gram that let us enter the drawing
number/ECO record in a master disk file,
correct any entry, search by drawing
number for all ECOs issued, selectively
search by start and end number ECO,selec-
tively print out and, as an add-on, search for
all ECOs written for all subassemblies
within a given end item. The drawing
number system allowed this combination
search because all piece parts and
subassemblies designed for a particular
end item contained an identical four-digit
code within the part number.

Due to its complexity, the program was
carefully designed around functional
modules. It incorporated convenience

features for the operator (prompts,
automatic execution on start-up, free disk
space information) and input error detec-
tion.

We exercised the program for two weeks,
and found a few more hang-ups that could
have caused much grief later. After final
debugging, we now have a useful and effi-
cient tool.

Example 4.We developed another simple
routine for making additional text entries in
the drawing logbook. Record entries are
done one line at a time.

The typist enters a line on the video ter-
minal, proofs the text while it is still on the
screen, makes any required corrections and
hits the enter key. The tiny BASIC program
turns on the printer, prints the records in
proper tabulated form and returns control

content and saves it under its own file
name. The blank vellum preprinted form is
put in the printer. A yellow carbon against
the backside of the vellum provides im-
proved print quality in the Diablo machine.

Because of the format requirements of
the Electric Pencil, the form is actually
printed in two fields. After the left side print-
ing is complete, a "roll up" command on the
text file returns the form to line one.
Another print command, again part of the
text file, moves the left margin over and the
remaining half of the form is printed.

We make a backup copy of all disks so
never more than half a day's worth of work
Is lost by equipment or power failures. On
the average, each eight-inch disk holds 200
complete parts lists. So far, we have pro-
cessed nearly 3000 lists, with many updates

With small and special jobs,
it is not feasible to use the big system.

The small system is decidedly better
when it comes to total turn-around time.

to the display. It's not impressive program-
ming, but the typist loves it.

Example 5. Up-to-date parts lists are an
important part of any design, manufactur-
ing and purchasing activity. With the ever-
increasing line of products, we needed a
simple procedure that lets us create new
lists, update existing lists (see ECOactivity
above) and rapidly distribute the parts
documents.

We had to meet three specific re-
quirements. First, for printroom use, the
lists had to be printed on vellum and have
good print quality. Second, corrections had
to be made with minimum fuss and on short
notice. Third, about 5000 lists had to be put
into the system immediately, and at least
10,000 lists ultimately had to be kept on the
data base for quick retrieval during up-
dates.

The original system did not have the re-
quired disk storage capacity, and the tech-
writing group was already using the system
for the better part of each working day.
Thus, we bought another Sol-20 with a dual
disk Hellos drive and Diablo printer.

Here is the simple routine that works for
us: A copy of the Hellos system disk con-
tains a macro command file. After startup
the disk signs on, the number of free sec-
tors is displayed, the Electric Pencil loads
into memory, and the data disk in the sec-
ond disk drive is activated.

The operator then enters the parts list

already done on a large portion of this total.
The disk number and file number is printed
on every document, so retrieval is easy. We
now have clean, readable and correct
documents no matter how many times
changes are made.

Durability

How has the equipment held up? Both
systems are on line about seven hours dur-
ing each working day. Disk activity is much
higher than would reasonably be expected
in a home compter. With commonsense
care in disk handling and storage, we have
had excellent reliability from our data disks.
The hardware reliability is also quite good.
One keyboard had a worn out return key
pad, which we repaired in-house.

After the third month, the North Star disk
system acted up. A careful check disclosed
a partially made connection on the flat
cable crimp connector on the disk con-
troller. The Helios system went down once
due to a deteriorating head position servo
amplifier. The local store (Computer Port in
Arlington, TX) quickly put the system back
in order.

In summary, the microprocessor systems
at our company have proven their worth,
have earned their keep and will inspire us to
even better applications. If your boss needs
a little convincing, we hope this story will
give you some leverage to get a good
system for your company .•
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INSTANT "PET
Available in the following varieties: GAMES, FINANCE, HOME USE,
SIMULATIONS and ELECTRONICS. We now have these 23 flavors on
hand to tempt your PET's palate. Study these pages for the tastiest soft-
ware yet-guaranteed to please your PEr or CBM- ...

PET DEMO I You can give yourself, your
family, and your friends hours of fun and
excitement with this gem of a package.
-Slot Machine-You won't be able to
resist the enticing messages from this
computerized one-armed bandit.
-Chase - You must find the black piece
as you search through the ever-changing
maze.
-Flying Pheasant - Try to shoot the fly-
ing pheasant on the wing.
-Sitting Ducks - Try to get your archer to
shoot as many ducks as possible for a
high score.
-craps -It's Snake Eyes, Little Joe, or
Boxcars as you roll the dice and try to
make your point.
-Gran Prix 2001 - Drivers with experi-
ence ranging from novice to professional
will enjoy this multi-leveled race game.
-Fox and Hounds-It's you against the
computer as your four hounds try to cap-
ture the computer's fox.
For true excitement, you'll need a PET
8K. Order No. 0035P $7_95_

CODE NAME:CIPHER
Enjoy that same feeling of intrigue and

discovery with the Code Name: Cipher
package. Included are:
-Memory Game-Would you like to
match your memory against the com-
puter's? You can with the Memory Game.
-Codemaster-One player types in a
word, phrase, or 'sentence, and the PET
translates that message into a crypto-
gram. The other player must break the
code and solve the cryptogram in the
shortest time possible.
-Deceitful Mindmaster- This isn't your
ordinary Mastermind-type game. You
must guess the five letters in the hidden
code word.
-Code Breaker - Cracking this code
won't be as easy as cracking walnuts.
You'll need to flex your mental muscles
to win this game.

If you want a mental challenge, then
Code Name: Cipher is for you. For the 8K
PET. Order No. 0112P. $7.95.

,, 00
PENNY ARCADE Enjoy this fun-filled
package that's as much fun as a real pen-
ny arcade - at a fraction of the cost!
-Poetry - Compose free verse poetry on
your computer.
=Trap - Control two moving lines at once
and test your coordination.
-Poker- Play five-card draw poker and
let your PET deal and keep score.
-Solitaire - Don't bother to deal, let your
PET handle the cards in this "old
favorite" card game.
-Eat-Ern-Ups - Find out how many stars
your Gobbler can eat up before the game
is over.
These six programs require the PETwith
8K. Order No. 0044P $7_95.

DUNGEON OF DEATH Battle evil
demons, cast magic spells, and accumu-
late great wealth as you search for the
Holy Grail. You'll have to descend into
the Dungeon of Death and grope through
the suffocating darkness. If you survive,
glory and treasure are yours. For the PET
8K. Order No. 0064P $7_95_

OUBIC-4/GO-MOKU Play two ancient
games on your modern PET.The two pro-
grams included are:
-Oubic-4 - Play a multi-dimensioned
game of tic-tac-toe.
-Go-Moku - Line up five of your men
while blocking the PET's moves.
These one-player games require 8K of
memory. Order No. 0038P $7_95.

MIMIC Test your memory and reflexes
with the five different versions of this
game. You must match the sequence and
location of signals displayed by your
PET. This one-player program includes
optional sound effects with the PET 8K.
Order No. 0039P $7.95_

•A trademark of Commodore Business Machines

Instant Software"
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CHIMERA If you think the legendary
Chimera was hard to handle, wait until
you try the Chimera package. Included
are:
-Reflex- Round and round the little
white ball rolls. Only fast reflexes can
guide it into the center of the maze.
-Dragon - You'll have to shoot down
those pesky, fire-breathing dragons with
your cannon. If you succeed your castle
will be safe, if not it will mean a call to
your fire insurance company. For one
player.
-Dungeon-A very punctual guard
comes down to the dungeon every day to
torture you. This means that you have on-
ly thirty seconds to dig your way under
the castle to freedom. For one player.
-Dragon Hunt - You must go forth and
slay a fire-breathing dragon. The only
thing that will protect you from the
flames is your shield, if you know when to
use it. For one player.
-Dropoff - You must make your oppo-
nent's men "dropoff" the board by mov-
ing and firing your own men. For one or
two players. Order No. 011OP.$9.95.

BASEBALL MANAGER This pair of pro-
grams will let you keep statistics on each
of your players. Obtain batting, on-base,
and fielding averages at the touch of a
finger. Data can be easily stored on
cassette tape for later comparison. All
you need is a PET with BK. Order No.
0062P $14.95.

TANGLE/SUPERTRAP These two pro-
grams require fast reflexes and a good
eye for angles:
-Tangle - Make your opponent crash his
line into an obstacle.
-Supertrap - This program is an ad-
vanced version of Tangle with many user
control options.
Enjoy these exciting and graphically
beautiful programs. For one or two
players with an BK PET. Order No. 0029P
$7.95.

SANTA PARAVIA AND FIUMACCIO
Become the ruler of a medieval city-state

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER'S ASSISTANT
Now you can use your computer to
analyze designs for filter circuits and
microstrip transmission lines.
-Network Analysis - Your computer can
help you design and analyze four-
terminal AC networks. Just enter the in-
put load impedance, component values,
and the frequency range. Your computer
will analyze the circuit and display the
gain, the real input impedance, and the
imaginary input impedance throughout
the entire frequency range. There's even
an optional plotting routine for graphing
frequency response.
-Microstrip - This program can help you
design microstrip transmission lines for
printed circuit boards and other medi-
ums. You can get either the dimension-
less width-to-height ratio of the support-
ing medium or the impedance of the sys-
tem. For the PET BK. Order No. 0085P
$9.95.

as you struggle to create a kingdom. Up
to six players can compete to see who
will become the King or Queen first. This
program requires a PET 16K. Order No.
0175P.$9.95.

ARCADE I This package combines an ex-
citing outdoor sport with one of
America's most popular indoor sports:
- Kite Fight -It's a national sport in India.
After you and a friend have spent several
hours maneuvering your kites across the
screen of your PET, you'll know why!
-Pinball- By far the finest use of the
PET's exceptional graphics capabilities
we've ever seen, and a heck of a lot of fun
to boot.
Requires an BK PET. Order No. 0074P
$7.95..

<,

DECORATOR'S ASSISTANT This in-
tegrated set of five programs will com-
pute the amount of materials needed to
redecorate any room, and their cost. All
you do is enter the room dimensions, the
number of windows and doors, and the
base cost of the materials. These pro-
grams can handle wallpaper, paint,
panelling, and carpeting, letting you
compare the cost of different finishing
materials. All you'll need is a PET BK.
Order No. 0104P $7.95.

CASINO I These two programs are so
good, you can use them to check out and
debug your own gambling system!
-Roulette - Pick your number and place
your bet with the computer version of
this casino game. For one player.
-Blackjack - Tryout this version of the
popular card game before you go out and
risk your money on your own "surefire"
system. For one player.
This package requires a PET with BK.
Order No. 0014P $7.95.

CASINO II This craps program is so
good, it's the next best thing to being in
Las Vegas or Atlantic City. It will not only
play the game with you, but will also
teach you how to play the odds and make
the best bets. A one-player game, it re-
quires a PET BK. Order No. 0015P $7.95.

Insbnt Softvvare" Prices su bject to change without notice.

PETERBOROUGH, N.H. 03458
603-924-7296
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ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT This pack-
age will help any businessman solve
many of those day-to-day financial prob-
lems. Included are:
-Loan Amortization Schedule- This pro-
gram will give you a complete breakdown
of any loan or investment.
-Depreciation Schedule- You can get a
depreciation schedule using anyone of
the following methods: straight line, sum
of years-dlqlts, declining balance, units
of production, or machine hours.

This package requires the PET 8K.
Order No. 0048P$7.95.

MORTGAGE WITH PREPAYMENT op-
1I01WANANCIER These two programs
will more than pay for themselves if you
mortgage a home or make investments:
-Mortgage with Prepayment Option-
Calculate mortgage payment schedules
and save money with prepayments.
-Financier - Calculate which investment
will pay you the most, figure annual
depreciation, and compute the cost of
borrowing, easily and quickly.
All you need to become a financial wizard
is an 8K PET.Order No. 0006P$7.95.

ARCADE II One challenging memory
game and two tast- paced action games
make this one package the whole family
will enjoy for some time to come.
Package includes:
-UFO-Catch the elusive UFO before it
hits the ground!
- Hit - Better than a skeet shoot. The
target remains stationary, but you're
moving allover the place.
- Blockade - A two-player game that
combines strategy and fast reflexes.
Requires an 8K PET. Order No. 0045P
$7.95.

TURFAND TARGETWhether on the field
or in the air, you'll have fun with the Turf
and Target package. Included are:
-Quarterback - You're the quarterback
as you try to get the pigskin over the goal
line. You can pass, punt, hand off, and
see the result of your play with the PET's
superb graphics.
-Soccer 11- Play the tast-actlon game of
soccer with four playing options. The
computer can play itself pr a single
player; two can play with computer assis-
tance; or two can play without help.
-Shoot - You're the hunter as you try to
shoot the bird out of the air. The PETwill
keep score.
-Target - Use the numeric keypad to
shoot yo.ur puck into the home position
as fast as you can.
To run and score, all you'll need is a PET
with 8K. Order No. 0097P$7.95.

Most of the programs in this catalog were written for the old ROM. They will run in the new
ROM correctly if a few minor changesare made.
#0015P·CRAPS: In line 96 insert a cursor control CLR r1after the quotation marks (H)

and before the text BYE, HAVE A NICE DAY!
# 0022P-CHECKERS: In line 1410 delete the ending semicolon (;). In line 236 delete the

cursor control character after the first quote (H). Redo line 4020
so it reads4020 PRINT:PRINT

BACCARAT: In lines 360 and 480 add a blank either before or after the text in
quotes.

# 0038P·QUBIC-4: In all places where POKE 525 and WAIT 525 are used change them to
POKE 158 and WAIT 158.

# 0045p·UFO: Line 1220 needsa semicolon (;) added to the end of it.
# 0104p·DECORATOR'S ASSISTANT: These POKEs should be changed; 519 to 249; 525

to 158; 526 to 159; 527 to 160.
# 0112P·DECEITFUL MASTERMIND: Add this line; 1675 PRINT
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TREK-XCommand the Enterprise as you
scour the quadrant for enemy warships.
This package not only has superb graph·
ics, but also includes programming for
optional sound effects. A one-player
game for the PET 8K. Order No. 0032P.
$7.95.

> 1.<

HOOPTEDOODLE
This package is a collection of eight

entertaining programs for you and your 8K
PET.You'll escape from a monster in an
unseen maze, try your luck with the one-
armed bandits, cross a treacherous mine
field, deflect the "bouncing bail", direct a
low level bombing mission, maneuver a
high·speed "worm" to score points,
launch ground to air missiles, and playa
challenging card game.

Having fun with this package is as easy
as pressing PLAY on the Recorder.
Order No. 0091P $9.95.

TOORDER:Look for these programs at
the dealer nearest you (see list on the
next page). If your store doesn't stock
Instant Software send your order with
payment to: Instant Software, Order
Dept., Peterborough, N.H. 03458 (Add
$1.00 for handling) or call toll-tree
1·800·258·5473(VISA, MCand AMEXac·
cepted).

Pricessubject to changewithout notice.

PETERBOROUGH, N.H. 03458
603-924-7296



Finance and Investment
Attention all would-be millionaires. Now, keep

track of your investments by harnessing the
power of your Apple II (or Apple II Plus) with the
speed of floppy disk storage. The Finance and
Investment package has been fashioned to help
you, the businessman, to solve some of those
time-consuming tasks you face daily. The pro-
grams included are:
Loan Amortization Schedule-This program will
calculate a complete monthly breakdown of any
loan or investment. All you do is enter the
amount of the principal, the interest rate, the
term of the loan or investment and the number of
payments per year. You'll see a month-by-month
list of the principal, interest, total amount paid
and the remaining balance. Any of the amounts

can be listed on a paid-to-date basis, at your op-
tion.
Depreciation Schedule-It will compute a depre-
ciation schedule using anyone of the following
methods: Straight Line, Sum of Years-Digits, De-
Clining Balance, Units of Production or Machine
Hours. Just enter data in response to the com-
puter's prompts and you'll see a list of how long
the item has been or will be in use, the annual de-
preciation, the accumulated depreciation and
the remaining book value.
Mortgage with Prepayment-Use this program
to develop a prepayment plan that will provide
optimum savings on the cost of the mortgage,
reduce the terms of the mortgage and help avoid
overtaxing your income in the process. It will cal-
culate the cost of the original mortgage, as well
as the cost and savings on a mortgage with an-

rnseo- LEVELI& II
OTHERPROGRAMSFROMINSlANlSOFTWARE

0001R Basic and Intermediate Lunar Lander $7.95
0002R Space Trek 11.. $7.95
0004R Beginner's Backgammon/Keno $7.95
0007R Ham Package 1. $7.95
0008R Electronics 1 $7.95
0009R GoIfiCross-Oul. $7.95
0017R Air Flight Simulation $7.95
0019R Business Package IV $9.95
0023R Oil Tycoon $7.95
0033R Bowling $7.95
0043R Santa Paravia and Fiumaccio $7.95
0046R Othello $9.95
0050R Grade Book $9.95
0057R Chessmate-80 $19.95
0099R Typing Teacher. $9.95

lRS-80* LEVEL II
0028R Ramrom PatrollTie Figher/Klingon Capture $7.95
0034R Space Trek IV $7.95
0047R Who-Dun-It? $7.95
0049R Demo 11. $7.95
0051R Ball Turret Gunner. $9.95
0055R Demo 111.. $7.95
0056R Bowling League Statistics System $24.95
0058R Programmer's Converter $9.95
0063R Cards $7.95
0065R Teacher $9.95
0066R Mimic $7.95
0068R Your Cribbage and Checkers Partner $9.95
0069R Household Accountanl. $7.95
0070R Skirmish-80 $9.95
0072R Financial Assistant. $7.95
0076R TRS-80' Utility 11.. $7.95
0077R Enhanced BASIC $24.95
0081R TRS.80' Utility 1. $7.95
0082R Daredevil $9.95
0084R Music Master ; $7.95
0089R Energy Audit. $49.95
0092R Archimede's Apprentice $9.95
0100R Video Speed-Reading Trainer $9.95
0103R Personal Bill Paying $7.95
0106R Airmail Pilot... $7.95
0109R Body Buddy $9.95
0111R Wordwatch $7.95
0117R Night Flighl. $9.95
0118R Mind Warp $9.95
0124R Winner's Delight $9.95
0125R Investor's Paradise $9.95
0126R TheCommunicator $9.95
0127R Surveyor's Apprentice $9.95
0129R The Wordslinger $29.95
0130R Terminal-80 $39.95
0131R Sales Analysis $24.95
0132R Energy Consumption $9.95
0135R Executive Expense Report Generator. $9.95
0136R Beginner's Russian $9.95
0137R Everyday Russian $9.95
0140R Oracle-80 $75.00
0141R Battleground $9.95
0156R Money Madness $9.95
0157R 10 Test, $9.95
0159R Jet Fighter Pilot. $14.95
0171R Flight Path $9.95
0203R BASIC Programming Assistant... $14.95
0223R Cosmic Patrol.. $14.95
0230R TLDIS $14.95

0232R The Disassembler. $9.95
0250R IRV $24.95
5002R Basic Math Program from EMSI. $80.00

TRS-80* DISKS
0052RD Energy Audit........................ . $75.00
0075RD Accounts Payable/Receivable $199.95
0095RD Bowling League Secretary.... . $49.95
0123RD The One-D Mailing List... $24.95
0139RD Disk·Scope $19.95
0147RD Check Management System $39.95
0151RD OSL Manager.............................. . $19.95
0152RD Oracle-Be $99.95
0180RD Disk Editor. $39.95
0212RD The Russian Disk $24.95
0214RD Teacher'S Aide $39.95
0231RD DLDIS.......................... . $19.95
5000RD Mail List from Galactic (Mod. 1) $99.00
5001RD Mail List from Galactic (Mod. 11) $199.00

PET**
0005P Personal Weight ControIiBiorhythms $7.95
0006P Mortgage w/Prepayment Option/Financier. $7.95
0014P Casino 1 $7.95
0015P Casino 11................... . $7.95
0026P Dow Jone$ $7.95
0029P Tangle/Supertrap $7.95
0032P Trek-X $7.95
0035P PETDemo 1. $7.95
0038P Oubic-4/Go-Moku.............. . ; $7.95
0039P Mimic $7.95
0044P Penny Arcade $7.95
0045P Arcade 11. $7.95
0048P Accounting Assistant. $7.95
0054P Ham Package 1............................... . $7.95
0062P Baseball Manager. $14.95
0064P Dungeon of Death $7.95
0074P Arcade 1......................................... . $7.95
0083P Digital Clock $7.95
0085P Electronics Engineer's Assistant... $9.95
0091P Hooptedoodle........................... .. $9.95
0097P Turf and Target.................................... ....$7.95
0104P Decorator's Assistant.... .. $7.95
0105P PETUtility 1 $9.95
0110P Chimera.................. .. $7.95
0112P Code Name: Cipher. $7.95
0175P Santa Paravia and Fiumaccio $9.95

APPLE***
0018A Golf................................................. .. $7.95
0025A Mimic $7.95
0040A BowlinglTrilogy $7.95
0073A Math Tutor 1.................... .. $7.95
0079A Oil Tycoon $9.95
0080A Sahara Warriors $7.95
0088A Accounting Assistant... $7.95
0094A Mortgage w/Prepayment Option/Financier $7.95
0096A Space Wars $7.95
0098A Math Tutor 11 $7.95
0148A Air Flight Simulation $9.95
0174A Santa Paravia and Fiumaccio $9.95

APPLE***
0160AD Math Fun $19.95
0161AD Apple Fun $19.95
0162AD Finance and Investment... $19.95
0163AD Paddle Fun $19.95

nual prepayments. If you must borrow money to
make the prepayments, the computer takes the
added interest into consideration.
Financier- This program is designed to take the
extensive paperwork out of your daily financial
planning. It performs ten common financial cal-
culations that can help you: (1)design optimum
investment schedules; (2)check on depreciation
rates, amounts and resale values; and (3) let you
know exactly what a given loan is gOing to cost
in terms of time and money.

Minimum system requirements are an Apple II
or Apple II Plus with 32K of memory, one mini-
disk drive and Applesoft BASIC.
Order No. 0162AD $19.95

Skybombers II
Two countries, separated by The Big Green

Mountain, are at war. Both nations are equipped
with only one means of attack-SKYBOMBERS!

You and your opponent, each representing the
nations at war, command opposing fleets of
fighter-bombers armed with bombs and rnls-
siles. As enemy commanders, each of you has
specific orders: Fly across that mountain and
bomb the enemy blockhouse into oblivion!

Flying over that innocent looking mountain is
not easy for either air force. The aircraft can fire
missiles at each other; if that fails, they can ram
each other. Sometimes, aircraft encounter fail-
ing bombs and are blown to pieces in flight.
Desperate pilots can even crash into the enemy
blockhouse.

Flight personnel are sometimes forced to
parachute from badly damaged aircraft. As they
float slowly to earth, they become helpless
targets for the enemy to destroy in mid-air.

The sounds of battle, from exploding bombs
to the screams from wounded parachutists be-
ing attacked, are there to remind each com-
mander of his grim responsibility.

Explosions are graphically displayed for both
commanders. The scores for both countries are
constantly updated at the bottom of the display
screen.

Flying these missions develops into a grip-
ping fascination. Air warfare becomes a vivid
reality, as you both play the deadly game of
Skybombers II.

The Skybombers II program requires 32K
RAM, one disk drive, ,Applesoft in ROM and the
game paddles.
Order No. 0271AD (disk-based version) $19.95_

IWRITE FOR OUR NEW CATALOG! I
HEATH****

0087H Mental Gymnastics ,$7,95

•A trademark of Tandy Corporation
* *A trademark of Commodore Business

Machines
••• A trademark of Apple Computer Inc .
• • •• A trademark of H EAT H Company

Prices subject to change without notice.

PETERBOROUGH, N.H. 03458
603-924-7296
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The TC-8 Cassette
Interface System

TRS-80owners: save and load five times faster.

Sherman P. Wantz
424 NW Lakeview Drive
Sebring, FL 33870

The TC-8 cassette recorder interface is
one more way to save and load BASIC

and machine-language programs on a TRS-
80 Modell. The price is unbeatable-$90 for
the kit.

The TC-8's chief advantage is that it lets
you transfer your programs to and from
cassette tape at least five times faster than
the TRS-80 Model I system allows. JPC
Products Company, manufacturer of the
TC-8, claims that its system will record and
play back data at 3000 baud, versus 500
baud claimed by Radio Shack.

PLUG CONNECTIONS TO TAPE RECORDER

"EAR" JACK "REMOTE" JACK "AUX" JACK

~A

B

My own measurements show the speed
of the TC-8. With my recorder connected
directly to my TRS-80, it took nine minutes,
33 seconds to CLOAD the fourth program
on one of my cassettes. With my TC-8, it
took just one minute, ten seconds, eight
times faster.

Certainly, the dead space I had left be-
tween programs on the original tape was
Significant. But saving eight minutes in
loading one of my own programs went a
long way toward making a believer out of
me.

The compact form used by the TC-8 in
recording data on tape makes it possible to
store 50,000 characters (bytes) on a ten-
minute cassette, or 300,000 characters on a
60-minute cassette.

When you use the TC-8, you don't need to

PARTS LIST

OTY PART RADIO SHACK NO.

1/8 in. MINIATURE
PHONE PLUG_ •••_. 274-286

1/16in. SUBMINIATURE
PHONE PLUG 274-289

DIN, SPIN
AUDIO PLUG 274-003

20ft. MICROPHONE CABLE
WITH BRAIDED SHIELD __.278-1277

NOTE
REMOVE REAR PORTION OF
DIN PLUG COVER TO MAKE
ROOM FOR ENTRY OF THREE
CABLES.

DIN TYPE,
5 PIN AUDIO
PLUG
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TC-8 to recorder audio and control cable.

add dead space between the end of one pro-
gram and the beginning of the next to per-
mit you to position your tape by listening to
the tone created by the data flow. Just posi-
tion your tape anywhere ahead of the pro-
gram you want to load and the TC-8 will find
it-using the program's name you have as-
signed-and transfer it from tape to com-
puter memory.

Furthermore, the TC-8 is practically im-
mune to recorder volume setting problems.
Any volume level setting between two and
eight works just fine on my CTR-41.

The TC·8 Hardware

The Heath Company has been telling us
for years that anyone who can follow simple
directions can assemble their electronics
kits. The people at JPC Products apparently
feel the same way. They have so much con-
fidence in their manual and kit that they
guarantee to make the interface system
work within 60 days of purchase if the buyer
returns it to their plant in Albuquerque, NM.
The only charge to the buyer is the cost of
mailing the unit.

The TC-8 kit's assembly instructions are
superb. JPC Products' instructions are
clearer than those that accompany Heath-
kits. If you've built kits engineered by Heath
Company, you will recognize that I've just
paid JPC Products the ultimate compli-
ment.

The manual contains a parts list, a pic-
ture of the printed circuit board with parts
installed, a schematic diagram, many parts
layout sketches, a short course in soldering
techniques and a set of step-by-step parts
assembly directions.

Assembly instructions (as well as the
parts list) refer to resistors by their color



codes and ohmic values. Mounting and sol-
dering instructions contain notes caution-
ing against using the wrong resistor.

The kit consists of a high-quality, double-
sided, component-labeled circuit board,
five integrated circuits (sockets provided),
three diodes, two transistors, one voltage
regulator, assorted resistors, capacitors,
connectors, ribbon cable (connectors at-
tached) and a power cord adapter (an en-
cased step-down transformer).

The circuit board is mounted in a metal
cabinet that measures 5·3/4 x 4-1/8 x 2-5/8
inches and is attached through a ribbon
cable to the 40-pin connector located
beneath the hinged door at the left rear
edge of the TRS-80 Model I keyboard
cabinet.

No modifications need be made to the
TRS-80 to use the TC-8, so you needn't
worry about voiding your Radio Shack war-
ranty.

You can connect two cassette recorders
to the TC·8 for use in recording or playback
operations. I keep my CTR-41 recorder per-
manently connected to drive 1, using the
audio and control cable assembly I built
(see Fig. 1).

JPC Products' estimate of one hour to
complete the assembly job-particularly
for the neophyte builder-may be a bit over-
optimistic. It took me almost two hours to
assemble the kit. But I worked on the proj-
ect in several short bursts, which is not the
most efficient way to do it. I also scraped
every resistor, capacitor, diode and 'tran-
sistor lead to remove any possible oxide
buildup before I solder, so that takes addi-
tional time (but pays dividends in good con-
nections).

When I asked Gerry Williams, president
of JPC Products, whether the instruction
manual could actually teach inexperienced
kit builders to solder properly, he said that
of more than 300 cassette interface kits
sold thus far, only five had been returned for
repair; only two of those five had developed
problems that were traced to poor solder-
ing.

The assembled kit system has worked
perfectly since the moment I first turned it
on. All components are of fixed value so
there are no adjustments to be made.

The manual also provides clear instruc-
tions for modifying your CTR-41recorder, if
you have one, so that the TC-8 can control
the recorder's tape drive motor. The modi-
fication simply involves interchanging two
color-coded wires.

The TC-8 comes complete 'with its own
5-volt power supply, so it places no addi-
tional load on the TRS-80's power supply
system.

The TC-8 Software

The TC-8won't do a thing for you without

Five socketed ICs and other components mount easily on the TC-8's marked printed cir-
cuit board.

the utility program-appropriately named
"UTIL"-that accompanies it.

When you turn on your TRS-80, you
answer the MEMORY SIZE? question by
typing "31400" to reserve and protect space
in the upper portion of computer memory
for use by the 1354 byte UTiL program.

Because UTIL is a machine-language
(binary) program, you must type "SYSTEM"
and respond to the "*?" prompt by typing
"UTIL" and by pressing the enter key. UTIL
loads from the recorder connected to your
TRS-80 in about 23 seconds. You then type
"I" and press the enter key again to obtain
the "UTIL READY" message.

Within the UTIL program is a shorter utili-
ty program named BOOT that occupies
about 600 bytes of memory space. BOOT
lets the TC-8 load a BASIC program from
cassette tape if that program will need
some-but not all-of the memory space
that UTIL requires.

The TC-8 manual is unusually clear in
describing how you use UTIL. Each step is
explained and the computer's response-
as viewed on the screen of your TRS-80
video monitor screen-is shown.

UTIL provides the following commands:
SAVE, LOAD, LOAD?, LOADN, KILL, RSET,
RUN, PUT, GET, GET?, GETN. In addition,
UTIL supports rapid access sequential file
management with these statements:
OPEN, CLOSE, PRINT# and INPUT#.

The SAVE command is similar to CSAVE
and is used to record BASIC programs. You
must use a filename (up to eight characters
in length), and you may specify which of two
recorders connected to the TC-8 is to be
used to record the program you are trans-
ferring from computer memory to cassette
tape.

LOAD and LOAD? are similar to their
CLOAD and CLOAD? counterparts except

that they activate the tape recorder con-
nected to the TC-8. As I mentioned earlier,
when you use LOAD with your program's
filename, you can position your cassette
tape anywhere ahead of the program's loca-
tion and the TC-8 will find and load it into
memory.

LOADN is a directory command that
prints on your monitor's screen a catalog of
all program names encountered while read-
ing a cassette tape via the TC-8. Symbols
appear beside each program filename
shown to denote whether the program has
been written in BASIC, machine language
or source language.

LOADN is useful for positioning the
cassette tape at the end of the last program
so that another program can be recorded
(SAVEd). This tape positioning is done by
typing "LOADN" and the filename (in
quotes) of the final program that currently
resides on the cassette tape. The recorder's
motor will stop at the end of the designated
program.

The PUTcommand is similar to SAVE ex-
cept that PUT is used to record machine-
language programs via the TC-8.GET,GET?
and GETN commands are similar to their
LOAD counterparts and are used exclusive-
ly with machine-language programs.

If your BASIC or machine-language pro-
gram will occupy all available space in your
computer's memory bank, you may use the
KILL command to free the space that UTIL
occupies after you have used UTIL to load

, the program. After you use the KILL com-
mand, memory size is restored to 32767
bytes (for a computer having a 16Kmemory
capacity).

An RSETcommand turns on your record-
er so that its rewind and fast forward con-
trols can be used to reposition cassette
tape without removing the motor control
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The TC-8cabinet measures approximately 3 x 4 x 5 inches. Ribbon cable with 40 pin con-
nectors attached is supplied.

plug. Depressing the TRS-80's break key ter-
minates the RSET command and removes
power from the recorder's motor. Owners of
the CTR-80 recorder have no need for the
RSET command.

The RUN command searches a tape,
loads and executes a designated BASIC
program via the TC-8drive 1.Using RUN pre-
cludes your having to type "RUN" after your
program has been loaded into memory.

The OPEN, CLOSE, PRINT# and INPUT#
statements create and read sequential tape
files at high (3000 baud) speed. You must
specify the TC-8's cassette recorder drive
number (1 or 2)when you use the PRINT#or
INPUT# statements. String and numerical
data may be intermixed in the file.

UTIL contains its own set of indicators,
which appear in the upper-right corner of
your video monitor's screen. Whenever you
issue a command to UTIL, two dash marks
appear. While UTIL is loading a program in-
to computer memory, two asterisks appear;
the rightmost one blinks rapidly.

If the program has been loaded success-
fully, the right-hand asterisk is replaced by
an up-arrow symbol. If, for some reason, the
program loads incorrectly, the blinking
asterisk is replaced by C to indicate a
checksum error, by M for memory error or by
S for syntax error.

One little extra that reflects favorably on
JPC Products' sensitivity to the needs of
many of us TRS-80 owners is the inclusion
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in the TC-8 manual of a short glossary of
computer terms. Words that are used to ex-
plain how UTIL commands and statements
are employed are defined to enhance the
user's understanding.

Nothing's Perfect

Although the TC-8's hardware works
beautifully, the software program has one
minor flaw.

Two pages of the instruction manual are
devoted to helping you prepare a backup
tape for the UTIL program. The intent is that
the backup tape containing UTIL be used
and that the master copy supplied with the
TC-8 be stored in a nice, safe place.

The instructions for preparing the back-
up program cover using Radio Shack's Z-80
monitor program (TBUG) to combine the
UTIL program with Radio Shack's keyboard
debounce program (KBFIX). It's a great
idea. Unfortunately, I couldn't get the com-
bination UTIUKBFIX program to respond
properly to one command that the original
UTIL program handles quite well. That com-
mand is KILL.

I am certain that JPC Products intended
the backup program to support all of the
commands that the master UTIL program
provides. Many of us have programs that re-
quire so much memory space that they will
not function after being loaded from the
TC-8 until the KILL command has been acti-
vated to release the memory space oc-

cupied by UTIL.
But JPC Products has eliminated that

bug. I have tested the revised UTIL program
following the new instruction sheet, and the
KILL command works perfectly.

Incidentally, the new version of UTIL has
the keyboard debounce program built into it
so there is no need to incorporate KBFIX
yourself. No more bouncing keys while you
are using UTIL.

I also had some difficulties when I used
UTIL's PUT command. PUT requires that
you specify in hexadecimal form the begin-
ning address, the ending address and the
transfer (execution) address of the ma-
chine-language program you want to save
on tape using the cassette recorder you
have attached to the TC-8. How many of us
TRS-80 users know enough about machine
language to be able to find those addresses
forTBUG (monitor), EDTASM(editor/assem-
bier), KBFIX (keyboard debounce) or other
"SYSTEM" programs we may have pur-
chased? I venture a guess: not many.

Again, JPC Products has recognized the
problem and will supply with its UTiL pro-
gram tape a monitor program named TINY
that, among other things, will identify the
machine-language addresses you will need
to use the PUT command to save SYSTEM
programs in fast TC-8 format.

TINY will also let those of you who have
more than 16K of memory relocate UTIL at
the high end of your 32K or 48K memory
banks. TINY also provides a capability to
examine and change data in memory that
will make it unnecessary to load TBUG to
perform those functions.

In the section of the manual that de-
scribes statements supported by UTIL, a
sample program demonstrates how PRINT#
(TC-8 drive) transfers a sequential file to
cassette tape by using the OPEN, CLOSE
and PRINT# statements. Another sample
program shows how the INPUT#(TC-8 drive)
statement reads data stored on tape. The
two sample programs are unrelated. It
would be much more instructive to those
who are unfamiliar with sequential file crea-
tion and use if the data written to tape by
the sample PRINT# program could be read
back by the sample INPUT# program.

Conclusions

The TRS-80 Model I owner who still uses
cassette tapes for program storage is sure
to find the TC-8 recorder interface unit to be
a real bargain at $93.50 (kit, plus shipping
charges) or at $123.50(assembled unit, plus
shipping). The interface unit and the soft-
ware that controls it are everything the man-
ufacturer's advertisements have claimed-
and more.

I never want to go back to loading my
TRS-80at 500baud-not as long as my TC-8
will load it at least five times that fast..



UNIOUE
Systems, Inc.

TRIS.a:
SUPER BUSINESS SYSTEM

THE ONLY COMPLETE ON·lINE BUSINESS SYSTEM AVAILABLE
®TRS·80 MODEL II - DYNABYTESl- MOST ANY CP/M@ SYSTEM

- All systems except TRS·80 require a BLOCK MODE terminal-
NOTE: TRISA requires the use of FMG's CP/M on TRS-80 Model II.

---------------- APPLICATIONS '
• General Ledger
• Accounts Receivable
• Accounts Payable
• Inventory

• Order Entry
• Payroll
•Patient History
•Patient Billing

•Gun Registration
•Customer Information System
•Client Billing System
.Sales Information System

• Shipping Information System
• Criminal Justice Information System
•Mail List System
•Parts Tracking Information System

•Complete CHAMBER of
COMMERCE Information
System

•Complete Mail Order Business
Information System("Any application may be customized to your needs)

---- FEATURES----
• Invent custom applications of your own design
• Complete Multi·Keyed Indexed Data-Base built-in
• Add new applications whenever you need them
• On-llna custom report generator
• Custom letter writer merges with any on-line application
.On·line ENTRY, QUERY, DELETE, MODIFY
.On·line Index Processor creates list of keys
.Automatic file scanning
• Uses 32 bit Signed binary math

• All applications may be on-tine at all times
• Immediate on-line text storage and retrival
• Custom applications at any time
- Data Base allocation dynamically maintained by system
- On-line entry of new applications
-Operating speed independent of storage capacity and number of records
-Capable of handling up to 1.2 Gigabytes of data storage without loss of speed
- Never more than 3 disk accesses to find a record

SPECIAL LIMITED INTRODUCTORY OFFER ...

(

This includes all features listed above. )
Applications may be traded 1 for 1 with
those Iisted above except for ...
Criminal Justice Information System and
Complete Chamber of Commerce

Information System.
$3,000

-INCLUDES -
General Ledger - Accounts Receivable

Accounts Payable - Inventory
Payroll

TRISA Manual ... $50.00 DEMO DISK available - dem onstrates all features of TRISA - $50.00 (plus $3.00 shipping & handling)

DISTRIBUTORS AND DEALERS

KISS® & KBASIC®
(FOR THE TRS·80 MODEL II with CP/M)

"KISS" means ... KEYED INDEXED SEQUENTIAL SEARCH
KISS has 31 different command functions that can handle your

DATA BASE requirements with ease. The number of keys for each
record is unlimited. No more than 3 disk accesses to find any
record no matter how large your data file is or the number of keys.

KISS & KBASIC will also run on any standard CP/M System .

• KBASIC is ®MICROSOFT'S 4.51 Disk Extended BASIC with KISS installed as part of the
Basic Interpreter for lightning fast record retrieval.

.The KBASIC structure has over 20 new easy to use commands that will cut your coding time
in half. In addition to all the KISS commands, you also have available 32 bit signed binary
math and ACSII to Binary conversion and Binary to ASCII conversion routines for a total
of over 138 Basic Commands .

• When you buy KBASIC you get 2 manuals (282 pages) and a Microsoft relocatable module of KISS.
You can link the KISS related modules into your own machine language programs or link it
into a basic program compiled by BASCOM.

DKISS & KBASIC
Includes manuals. Supplied on IBM 3740 single density 8" diskette.
Requires CP/M.

KISS & KBASIC . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . ••. . . . . . . . .. $585.00
KISS $335.00
KISS Manual only. . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $ 25.00
KBASIC Manual only $ 25.00
BASCOM Interface to KISS .•........•...•.•. $ 25.00

AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
LICENSE REQUIRED

oCP/M 2.21
Complete CP/M with Realtime clock. Double and single density.
Single or multiple drive system.

CP/M $200.00

TERMS: COD (All items shipped First Class Mail)
Please add $3.00 for shipping and handling.
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Systems, Inc.• Executive Offices - 279 Hickory Trace Dr. - Nashville, TN 37211

(615) 889-4390



DO YOU WANT MORE FOR YOUR MONEY?
Then you may want to look at these statistics on the number of articles published
in the top three microcomputing journals.

1-+-1-+-1 Number of
1-+-+-+-1 Articles Published

(Figures based on counts made from January 1980 to September 1980)

For $25.00 a year Kilobaud Microcomputing offers you more articles (programs
you can use that are technically written for the newcomer to computing) than any
other microcomputing journal.

And remember that it is solely through magazine articles that you can keep up
with the state of the art. Books are a year behind. Only through magazines can
you have an invaluable encyclopedia of microcomputing information. Kilobaud
Microcomputing has published 1148 pages of articles to date this year-for
$25.00 that's a lot of information.

93 309
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o Yes! Bill me for one year/$25.00

Name _

30NB7

Address _

City State, Zip _

Canadian $27/1 year only, US funds. Foreign $35/1 year only, US funds. Please allow 4-6weeks for delivery.
Kilobaud Mlcrocornputtnq e Box 997. Farmingdale N.Y. 11737
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Add·On
Disk Drive

Subsystems
For Apple, TRS-aO, 8-100

Based Comput~rs
Expansion and enhanced capabilities are key words in achieving full utilization of your computer system. Our complete line of LOBO disk

drive subsystems are the ideal, cost-ettective way to provide the expansion capabilities you need to meet your system growth requirements.
All of our subsystems are complete, thorouqnly- tested, 100% burned- in, and feature a 1 year 100% parts/labor warranty.

APPLE
3101
31011
8101CA
8202CA
5101CA
5202CA

TRsao
MODELNO.

4101C
8101C II
8202C II
C802
C805

DESCRIPTION MODELNO.

SA400 in cabinet w/power C808
One SA800 in cabinet w/power for Mod. II LX80
Two SA800 in cabinet w/power for Mod. II AS232
Cable for Mod. II 16K
Cable for TAS80 Minifloppy VTOS

8-100 BASED
COMPUTERS DESCRIPTION

Two SA801 in cabinet
Two SA801 in cabinet w/power
Two SA851 in cabinet
Two SA851 in cabinet w/power

. Minifloppy

Minifloppy w/interface card
One SA800 in cabinet w/power, SVA Controller, cable and manual MODELNO. DESCRIPTION

Two SA800 in cabinet w/power, SVA Controller, cable and manual 4101 C SA400 in cabinet w/power
One SA850 in cabinet w/power, SVA Controller, cable and manual 8212C Two SA801 in cabinet w/power
Two SA850 in cabinet w/power, SVA Controller, cable and manual 5212C Two SA851 in cabinet w/power~==========================~===========

GENERAL
MDDELNO.

8212
8212C
5212
5212C

DESCRIPTION

Cable for TAS80 Eight·inch Floppy
Double-density expansion interface
Dual Serial Port Option
16K Byte AAM for LX80 (32KB max.)
4.0 Disk Operating System

JR
INVENTORY CO.,

P.O. Box 185, Santa Yuez, Ca., 93640
(8.05) 688·8781 •....126

----------------- •••• =- '.
I i;;i:i"""'"'''' "'''''''''''''''''''''\\'\~\

:t!JIATAI"""~ I

m.wmm~
9519 Tri·tc,...n TV

wllh R'mot, Control

ITEM CASH PRICE $1,000 CLUB
800 SYSTEM. .........•... .. $756.60.. .. $741.00
400 SYSTEM. . ... $426.80.. . .... $418.00
410 RECORDER.. . $ 58.20. . .. $ 57.00
810 DISK........ . $523:80 $513.00
82040 COLUMN PRINTER. $436.50. . .. $427.50
830 ACOUSTIC MODEM.. . $145.42. . $142.42
850 INTERFACE UNIT.. . .... $166.08. . $162.66
8K RAM.... . .. $ 90.93. .. .. $ 89.06
16K RAM. .. $144.09. . .. $141,12
PAIR OF JOYSTICKS $ 15.13... . $ 14.82
VERBATIM DISKETTES $ 3.40 $ 3.33
VERBATIM DISKETTES BOX OF 10 .. $ 30.00... . $ 29.40

SPECIAL SYSTEMS DISCOUNTS!

OUR PRICES ON TI SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE
ARE SO LOW THAT WE HAVE BEEN ASKED NOT
TO PUBLISH THEM. LETS JUST SAY THAT DUE TO
A DISTRIBUTOR CLOSEOUT WE HAVE SOME
DEALS THAT EVEN THE BEST CANNOT MATCH!

• W"ch one program, monlto. two OI~efS on
19-(d'ag)colQta""lwoS-(<I'a",)8&W
l~odllKlonly) SC,ftflS

• Addl,",O(oplion.!)BAWc.mera"o.lul!
IIedgedstrCUIOlysystem

• Chan","p'09,am.lromscreet')loscreenw,'h
",Iraredremolecont,,,.

• Eleciron'Cv.rlctorlun""lo, VHF-UHF
oB"II ••nl19··COlOf,.ith,n_l,negun.sIOtle(l

mask.brackstflpe~clufel •.•be
o Touchtun,ngw"h12-channerselecto,and

light sensor ci,cI.I"
• Aulomal'ct'netun,ng~ndCOlo,control
o Ughted VHF-UHF channel .ndlCarOtS

TI ANDATARI SOFTWARE AT
UNBELIEVABLE PRICES
CALL FOR SPECIALS ON
WHATEVER YOU NEED!

And, don't forget that we pay the
shipping charges on all orders
over $100.00

Put your system together and give

us a call tor a special quote! JI\.
AlARI'

PERSONAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS

BE A MEMBER OF THE ANALYTICAL $1,000 CLUB!!!
Here is how it works:

Starting with the order that puts your total cumulative
buefneee with Analytical over $1,000, you get 'another 2%
discount. These prices are reflected in the $1,000 club
prices above!

•.••.•ReaderService index-page 241

13" (d6Irg) o.lu •• ColofTV (Sam sung)
CT·332D

·OuiCkIl8r1pictu,e-;nstanrsound
• Aulomlticllne tuning and COlor conlrol
• AutomallCgalnconl'Ollnddeglluss,"'II
o Walnut woodgra.n tllgh impact plu"c cabonet
o EUY'ilriph.ndle.elfphonejack andclfco.d

$ 294.66
I'HOnE·mRTE' REMOTE 930

The ultimate from Phone-
Mate. gives you features not
found on other more expen-
stve answerers MICro-
processmg gives you
""Fall'Safe" operation. LED
dlgltalcallcounler.
blOadcas~llmer and
remote backspace
Can record two-way
conversations Use
to tape record!
dictation and announce-only
Has remote tuncuon. C-VOX.
ring adrustrnent and
All<J'U-~o.;ttl'

VISA AND MASTERCARD
4% SERVICE CHARGE

CALL ANYTIME •••

®~@.,®@~.,~",,,,~ .....319
~~~[bVu~©~[b ~V~u~l(jJ~
~@. OO@~ ~
@~~ OO~[g)@9i u~ ~"'®~@
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Frank J. Derfler Jr.
PO Box 691
Herndon, VA 22070

The Source
Revisited

Take a journey to the data communications capital
and visit with The Source chairman of the board, Jack Taub.

Jack Taub, tightly wired dynamo and chair-
man of the board of STC.

Last month I discussed The Source in
my article "What Is the Utility of a Utili-

ty?" (October 1980, p. 72). I recently visited
the source of The Source-chairman of the
board Jack Taub.

The Source claims to be something
unique. They say they are a utility that
pumps out information for everyone else's
use, just like the other utilities pump out
water or electricity.

I like to describe them as an interactive
electronic newspaper. They give any user
who has a terminal, modem and telephone
such services as the news from United
Press International; political analysis;
business news and comment; guides for
shopping, food, travel and restaurants;
classified ads; and personal electronic
mail. They provide this using the unique
capability of the computer to quickly
search, categorize and sort large amounts
of data. Each user gets only the information
requested exactly as he wants to receive it.

Users pay an initial fee of $100 and are
charged a fee of either $15/hr. (prime time: 7
AM to 6 PM) or $4.25/hr. (non-prime time).

A Visit

The offices of the Source Telecomputing
Corporation are just outside Washington,
D.C., in McLean, VA, snuggled up against
the greatest giants of computing and com-
municating. This area is rich in telecom-
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munications and equipment. Silicon Valley
may be the U.S. center for computer tech-
nology, but northern Virginia has the corner
on data communications. The Source is a
natural product of this environment.

The staff of The Source is not large. I pic-
tured rows of programmers and scores of
corporate types bustling around. Instead I
found an outfit with comfortable, but not
plush, offices and little overhead.

The Source's Prime computers are many
miles away in Maryland, where they are
maintained by a contractor. As I was to
learn, this firm is not hardware-oriented,
and the suggestion that my readers might
like to see a picture of the hardware was
dismissed by one executive because "It
looks like a row of refrigerators." Later, I
learned why the folks at the headquarters
were thinking much more in terms of ser-
vice and consumer impact than hardware.

Jack Taub is a dynamic individual Iwould
describe as "tightly wired." He goes quickly
from one subject to another and can re-
sume a conversation in mid-sentence when
interrupted. I was slightly hostile when we
began because I had recently been the vic-
tim of a Source system crash, which caused
the loss of at least an hour's work. But after
a short time with Jack Taub, the system
crashes didn't seem quite as important.

Taub: "We know that the transmission
capability of the United States cannot sup-
port a full-scale information utility. Tymnet
and Telenet cover the major cities, but a
great portion of the country is without good
access to our service. We are building our
own network and will serve our customers
in a variety of ways. We will soon be into the
libraries of 1400-1500 communities in the
U.S.We have signed an agreement with the
Ohio College Library Consortium, which

This building is the home of The Source cor-
porate offices. The name changed from
TCA to STC (Source Telecomputing Cor-
poration) earlier this year. They are located
in the heart of data communicationscoun-
try in McLean, VA.



This is the customer service branch of The
Source. If you send a message to TCA088,
either Avice Drumheller or Steve Salopek
will try to help you with your problem.

will provide many new communities with
Source power."

Microcomputing: "But you can't provide
reliable service to the customers you have
now. How can you talk about 1500 new cus-
tomers when the old ones suffer through
system crashes?"

Taub: "Every minute of downtime is a
minute too much for me. I worry about it, I'm
sorry about it, but there are better things
coming. We are in the same place the phone
companies were in the 1920s. We are learn-
ing."

Microcomputing: "How about documen-
tation and billing? Your documentation has
been criticized, and your billing would give
an accountant fits. The charges all come on
one line with no breakdown."

Taub: "That's all true in part, but we have
had very few complaints. People have been
very kind to us. Every mistake we make in
developing this information utility, every
pain, every aggravation makes it better. We
have no book to go by; we are writing the
book. Some parts of the user's manuals be-
come out of date almost as fast as we print
them because the system is changing so
fast. We have started a monthly magazine,
Sourceworld, to try and keep our users up to
date.

"Also, please consider this: Where else
can you get even the computer utility power
of The Source for the price you are paying? I
could ask you, what do you expect for $4.25
an hour? But better things are coming."

Microcomputing: "OK, what is coming?"
Taub: "We have always intended to grow.

Noel Jan Tyl is the corporate voice of STC.
He publishes Sourceworld magazine and
edits all of the copy on The Source. He also
wrote the new and much improved Source
Users' Manual and Master Index.

by keeping everything on your own comput-
ers. We have recently signed a working
agreement with Tymshare for a develop-
ment and pilot operation, working toward
establishment of The Source as a system
practically unconstrained by the problems
that affect it now. We will have greatly in-
creased capacity for simultaneous users
and great improvement in response times
at all time. We will have much more capa-
bility, speed and redundancy."

Microcomputing: "So The Source will be
a distributed system with the common data
base chasing around the Tymshare sys-
tem?"

Taub: "Yes, via the Tymnet network."
Microcomputing: "Will Telenet still be a

Source carrier?"
Taub: "Of course, and we will still keep

our local computers."
Microcomputing: "That +s a whole new

concept. The software will be tough to do."
Taub: "We use a lot of other people's

software. That is why we have some incon-
sistency in our program commands and
statements."

Microcomputing: "Yes, I never know if I
should use 'Stop' or 'Quit' to end a
program."

Taub: "But we are learning how to get
commonality of commands even when we
don't originate the software. We are also
working on an on-line tutorial package
which will take you by the hand and lead
you through the features of the system."

Microcomputing: "That will be very
valuable. How many users do you have

You can't run a full-scale information utility now?"

This small accounting office does all of the
billing for Source services. The Source is
billed to individual customers on their na-
tional credit card accounts. They seem to
be saying, "Now what did we do with
Derfler's bill?"

Taub: "We have about 5000 paying
customers. The majority of them operate in
the off-prime-time periods."

Microcomputing: "There have been per-
sistent rumors about huge financial losses
and the possibility that you were in finan-
cial trouble. Would you like to comment on
that?"

Taub: "The first management team went
through a lot of money in a short time, but
this is a new area and it is expensive to
break ground. But, believe me, we are well-
backed and the future is bright."

Microcomputing: "What is the future,
beyond the Tymshare project?"

Taub: "You know, we could go out and
grab all the smart people in this building
and guess about the future all day and
never come close. We can't see very far into
the future because of what I call the beget-
ting principle. One new idea begets another
and that begets another and so on. We real-
ly can't even guess at what the forks in the
road will lead to, but I do know The Source
is going to be a tremendous vehicle for
change. What all this change will eventually
beget is certainly not clear to us now."

The people at The Source obviously see
their business as much more than com-
puter hardware or a computer service. They
are learning and making mistakes, and
there will probably be confusing and
frustrating times ahead for both staff
members and users. But The Source is do-
ing things never done before, and those
who stick through the experience will prob-
ably look back with fondness on their part in
the history of data communications .•

I

Author's note: Shortly after this interview,
STC announced Source 2, a system ac-
cessed through Tymnet. As of publication
deadline, Source 2 had fast response time,
but a much smaller data base than the orig-
inal Source service.
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6809 Design:
Controller or System?

This chip is versatile enough for almost any application-
from a simple black box controller to a complete disk-based business system.

Tim Ahrens
7405 Ladybug Sf.
Austin, TX 78744

Microprocessors have been traditional-
ly broken up into two distinct groups:

controllers and small personal systems.

Controllers can do everything from turn-
ing on lights to making better blends of
gasoline. Some even count the number of
French fries that go into each bag. As you
can see, the microprocessor controller has
many diverse applications in everyday life.

There are three elements to every con-
troller-memory (ROM or RAM), 1/0 and the
MPU. The ROM/RAM can be whatever size
is necessary, and 1/0 can be either serial,
parallel or both. The MPU should be easy to
use, both in hardware and software. One of
the best choices is the MC6809, the most
advanced eight-bit microprocessor avail-
able.

A small system is an expanded controller
and is used in applications ranging from
hobby computers to small-business com-
puters. They are Single-user computers that
run programs written in languages such as
Pascal or BASIC. In some situations, soft-

ADDRESSES OATA VALID
START VALID (WRITE)

I I
I I

I I LI
I

o

Fig. 1. E-Q relationships.
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ware generation is the main purpose and is
done with editors, assemblers and com-
pilers. There are many more diverse con-
troller applications than small systems, due
to the nature of their environment.

The MC6809-Hardware

The hardware features of the MC6809
make system design a snap. In traditional
M6800 style, all peripherals are spoken to in
a memory-mapped 1/0 fashion.

The MC6809 requires no complex clock
generation devices: only a parallel resonant
crystal across the Xtal and Extal pins with a
frequency four times that of the bus. If you
want an externalfrequency source, the Ex-
tal input will accept a TTL level of four times
the bus frequency. Be sure to ground the
Xtal pin when operating in this mode.

The crystal frequency is internally divid-
ed by four and then output on the E pin. In
addition, a quadrature clock, Q, leads E by
90 degrees. (See Fig. 1.)

The falling edge of E signifies both the
beginning and end of a cycle. On a read or
write cycle, addresses, RIW and MPU status
signals are valid on the rising edge of Q.

This edge may be used to latch data. On a
read cycle, data must be valid on the bus
before the falling edge of E, which is late in
the cycle. See the MC6809 data sheet for
specific bus timing. Latching addresses or
data is not required when using M6800
series peripherals, but interfacing to other
devices may require these edges for timing
purposes.

The reset input on the MC6809 is a
Schmitt trigger input, which has a higher
threshold voltage than standard peri ph-

erals. Peripherals thus come out of reset
before the processor, and a simple R/C cir-
cuit resets the entire system. During power-
on, reset should be held low until the clock
oscillator is fully operational (about 100
ms). After that time, you may reset by
holding the RESET line low for a minimum
of one bus clock cycle.

Addresses are valid with the rising edge
of Q. When the MPU doesn't need the bus
for data transfer, it will output address
$FFFF, RIW = 1 and BS = O. Because of this,
no VMA signal is used on the MC6809. If you
want a retrofit to the MC6800 system, the
VMA line may be tied high. The drive
capability of the address bus in one Schot-
tky TIL load and 90 pF. This makes single
board design without buffers a reality.

The data bus provides bidirectional data
transfers between peripherals and the
MPU. The drive capability is one Schottky
TIL load and 130 pF at related bus speed.

The HALT line will suspend program ex-
ecution following the completion of the
present instruction. When halted, BA goes
high, indicating the address buses are in a
high impedance state. Fig. 2 describes a
simple single instruction stepper for the
MC6809.

The MC6809 has four states that can be
decoded by using the bus available (BA) and
bus status (BS) pins:

BA BS MPU State
0 0 Normal (running)
0 Interrupt Acknowledge

0 Sync Acknowledge
1 Halt/Bus Grant

BA indicates that the MOS buses have
been made high impedance, but does not
mean that the bus will be available for more



than one cycle. BS,when decoded with BA,
represents the MPUstate.

The DMA/BREQ input lets you suspend
execution and acquire the MPU bus for
other uses, such as DMA and dynamic'
memory refresh.
A low level on the MRDYinput pin allows

E to be stretched in one-quarter bus cycle
increments. This is useful when you are in-
terfacing slow RAM,ROMsor peripherals to
the bus. The maximum stretch is 10us, due
to the dynamic properties of the MPU.
The NMI, FIRQ and IRQ interrupt input

pins provide the designer with methods of
interrupting normal MPUoperations.

NMI is the non-maskable interrupt pin.
This input cannot be inhibited by the pro-
gram. NMI finds general use in power-down
applications, software refresh of dynamic
RAM and real-time interrupt structures.

FIRQ is a fast maskable interrupt in the
sense that only the program counter and
condition code register are pushed upon
the stack. The IRQ is an interrupt that can
also be inhibited by program commands
but will place all registers upon the stack
when executed. For interrupt vector loca-
tions, see Fig. 3.

Software

While the MC6809 has hardware at-
tributes, software is its forte.

The MC6809 gives you the following
registers:
• two eight-bit accumulators, which can
be concatenated into a single 16-bit wide
register;
• two 16-bit indexable general-purpose
registers;
• two 16-bit indexable-stack-type reg-
isters;
• one eight-bit direct page register; and
• one eight-bit condition code register.
See Fig. 4 for the MC6809 programming
model.

Converting from 6800to 6809software is
done by running the source code through a
6809 assembler or cross-assembler. Al-
though the object codes for the 6800 and
6809are noticeably different in most areas,
numerous op codes have remained the
same.

The addressing modes for the MC6809
are upward-compatible with the MC6800.
The old modes have been kept and new
ones added.

Direct addressing had previously been
only in the lower 256 bytes of the memory
map. This mode has been expanded to put
that page anywhere in memory through the
use of the direct page register (DPR).This
register may be loaded with any value that
will be the page in memory used for direct
addressing.

For example, if the DPR contains $02,
then any instruction that uses direct ad-

+5

RUN I STEP

AQ

HALT

STEP

Fig. 2. Single stepper for the MC6809.

dressing will havethe value of 02 put on the
address bus as the most significant byte.
Following a system reset, this register is
cleared to be compatible with the MC6800.

Relative branching had been limited on
the MC6800to -125or + 127bytes. In many
cases, this restricted some programming
applications and made position indepen-
dent code (PIC)difficult without many alter-
nate branches. The MC6809allows relative
branches to anywhere in the memory map
(- 32768to + 32767).

Another type of relative addressing is
program counter relative. By using this
mode, you can easily write position-
independent code. For example, if you
wanted to print a text string with the
MC6800,the common method was:

LDX #MSG
JSR PRINT

Print is a routine within the code that
prints text until you encounter an EOT
character. This type of code is difficult to
make position independent, but with the
MC6809,PIC becomes very easy:
LEAX MSG,PCR
LBSR PRINT

MSG FCC/PRINT THIS/

The load effective address (LEAX) in-
struction takes the current offset from the
program counter to the message, adds it to
the PC and places it into the X register.
Then, by doing a long branch to subroutine,

the message gets printed. This code is fully
position independent and thus executes
properly anywhere within the memory map.
The LEA instruction is available with any
of the four indexable registers (X,Y, Uor S).

The MC6809 has expanded index ad-
dressing modes, which include 0-,5-,8-and
16-bit constant offset, B/16-bit accumulator
offsets and auto increment/decrement. In
addition, these indexing modes may have
an extra level of indirection.

Indirect addressing is useful in many ap-
plications where addresses of parameters
are taken on and off of the stack pointers.
Such applications include higher-level
languages such as Pascal and BASIC.
An example of how indirect addressing

helps out when writing position indepen-
dent code follows:
LDX#$E014 Loads X register with $E018 which is the ad-

dress of the ACIA
PSHU X Places $E018 on the U stack pointer

Now, any time data is to be loaded from

MS Byte LS Byte Function

FFFE FFFF RESET
FFFC FFFD NMI
FFFA FFFB SWI
FFF8 FFF9 IRQ
FFF6 FFF7 FIRQ
FFF4 FFF5 SWl2
FFF2 FFF3 SWl3
FFFO FFF1 RESERVED

Fig. 3. Memory map for vector locations.
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X -INDEX REGISTER

Y - INDEX REGISTER

U - USER STACK POINTER

S- HARDWARE STACK POINTER

PC

A I B

"

POINTER REGISTERS

PROGRAM COUNTER

ACCUMULATORS

DP DIRECT PAGE REGISTER

7 0

I ElF I H II I N I z I V I C 1 CC-CONDITION CODE REGISTER

Fig. 4. Programming model of the MC6809.

the ACIA, only the following instruction is
needed:

LDA IO,U] Get data from ACIA

Note that many "addresses" may be placed
on the stack and called in this indirect man-
ner.

Miscellaneous

In the MC6809,any or all registers may be
pushed onto the stack with a single instruc-
tion.

A multiply instruction multiplies the un-
signed binary numbers in the A and B ac-
cumulator and places the unsigned result
into the 16-bit D accumulator. This un-
signed multiply also allows multiple-
precision multiplications and takes only 11
machine cycles (5.5 us in a 2 MHz system).

The Basic Controller Design

What is required for a controller?
As mentioned earlier, the minimum is a

microprocessor, program storage and 1/0.
The basic controller in this article contains
an MC6809, two MC6821 parallel interface
adapters (PIA), one MC6850 serial port
(ACIA) and one EPROM of any desired den-
sity (MCM2708, 2716, 2532 or MCM68764).
Also included is the necessary decoding
and baud rate generation for the serial inter-
face.

The bus frequency is 1.2288 MHz, corre-
sponding to a cycle time of 813 ns. This fre-
quency was chosen for one reason. 1.2288
x 4 = 4.9152 MHz, which is a common fre-
quency and can be divided down by an
MC14040 ripple counter to give most de-
sired baud rates for the ACIA. Note that the
bus speed is higher than that specified as
the maximum rate for a standard MC6809.
To be within specifications, an MC68A09 as
well as A series peripherals are required.

To use standard 1 MHz parts, choose a
2.457 MHz crystal, which is still usable with
the 14040.If the ACIA is not required or a dif-
ferent baud rate generation scheme is used,
any crystal within frequency specifications
may be used.
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The decoding of this system is straight-
forward. If you anticipate no expansion over
the original design, the 74LS42 may provide
all necessary chip selects for the periph-
erals. The outputs of this 7442 are eight
blocks of 8K. For a minimum parts count, tie
each chip select of the RAM, ROM and
peripherals to one of these outputs. The
ROM must be the highest-order decode line
($EOOO- FFFF).

Due to the incomplete decoding, each
peripheral will occupy many locations
within its respective block of memory. Here
is an example of a decode scheme:
PIA 1 4000-5FFF
PIA 2 6000-7FFF
ACIA 8000-9FFF
RAM 1 AOOO-BFFF
RAM 2 COOO-DFFF
ROM EOOO-FFFF

Although incomplete decoding is used, it
can be to your advantage. By addressing
the lower bank of RAM in software as BCOO
to BFFF and the upper bank of RAM as
COOOto C3FF, you have 2K of contiguous

RAM. This is possible due to the many mir-
ror images that occur with incomplete
decoding.

The RIW signal must be conditioned for
use with 2114 RAMs. This conditioning ef-
fectively delays the valid RIW signal until
the rising edge of E, which is halfway into
the memory cycle.

The 74LS139 two- to four-line decoder is
shown for those users who desire a more
complete decoding scheme. By using the
139, these additional blocks may be decod-
ed (see Fig. 5).

As mentioned earlier, the baud rates for
the MC6850 are derived from the E clock
through a CMOS counter. All common baud
rates are available from 300 baud to 19.2
kilobaud, and if using the lower 2.45 MHz
crystal, slide the taps down one for the cor-
rect baud rate.

RS-232for the ACIA is provided by simple
transistors, thus reducing cost over the
traditional MC1488/89 receiverltransmitter
devices.

A power-on reset circuit is provided in the
4.7k and 10 uF capacitor.

All unused inputs on the MC6809 are
pulled up with 3.3k resistors for a wire-or
capability. If you don't anticipate using
these inputs, you can use a direct Vcc con-
nection, further reducing cost and parts
count.

You may further reduce the number of
parts by using a device such as the MC6846,
which includes 2K of mask programmed
ROM, an eight-bit parallel 1/0 port and a
16-bit timer. Although this controller uses
only a minimum of parts, its capabilities are
great because of the flexible instruction set
of the MC6809. See Fig. 6 for the complete
schematic.

ANY TWO BK BLOCKS MAY BE SUB-DIVIDED INTO 4 2K BLOCKS - SEE BELOW

744'2 All AI2 744'2

EXAMPLE: 7442'" AOOO - BFFF

All
YO = AOOO-A7FF}
Y I '" ABOO -AFFF
Y2 = BOOO -B7FF 2K BLOCKS

Y3 = B800 - 8FFF

YO

AI2 THEN

YI

Y2

Y3

YO

Y I

Y2

Y3

AOOO- BFFF

ANY ONE 8K BLOCK MAY BE DIVIDED INTO EITHER lK BLOCKS OF BOTTOM 4K OR IK BLOCKS OF TOP 4K

EXAMPLE: 7442 = AOOD TO BFFF

744'2 +5 AI2 All AID

ADOO-A3FF BOOO-B3FF

A400 -A7FF B400-B7FF
OR

A800-ABFF BBOO-BBFF

ACOO -AFFF BCOO- BFFF

Fig. 5. 74LS139 additional decoding.



ADVERTISEMENT ADVERTISEMENT ADVERTISEMENT

Load Your SWTP at
4800 + Baud

The author tried JPC Products' cassette interface and found it reliable to 9600 baud,

Jerry L. Hunt
6709 Forsythia
Springfield VA 22150

While your Kansas City
Standard tape is loading,

do you:
A. Tap your fingers impatiently?
B. Yell at your kids and dog?
C. Rebuild your keyboard?
D. Take a correspondence
course in brain surgery?
If you would like to spend less
time fussin' and fumin' and
more time computin', read on.

Since I've had a computer,
I've spent several man-days
waiting for my KC tapes to load.
This has become limiting, as
well as irritating. After becorn-
ing fed up, I started looking for a

medium with a bit more speed.
My search first took me to the
obvious devices such as digital
tape decks and floppy disks.
These gadgets· have two corn-
mon characteristics: quickness
and expense. The first char-
acteristic is very attractive, but
the second is not as appealinq.

One evening, while waiting for
a tape to load and browsing
through a Microcomputing rnaq-
azins. I noticed an ad from JPC
Products Co., PO Box 5615,
Albuquerque NM 87185, for a
$49.95,4800 baud tape interface
bit that plugged into an SWTP
1/0 port. I looked at the rernain-
ing 10 minutes of KC tape still to
be loaded and ordered the inter-
face!

About three weeks (and

TC-3 Hi-Speed Cassette Interface

several more hours of KC tape
loading) later, the package was
delivered. It consisted of the
hardware and a comprehensive
hardwarelsoftware manual. The

kit went together with ease.
Hookup was equally easy and
consisted of soldering two
shielded cables to the con-
nector and plugging them into a
suitable cassette device.

Building Up Speed

Due to the high speed of the
data flow-up to 9600
baud-two factors are irnpor-
tant. Hiqh-quallty tape is essen-
tial, as is a high-quality cassette
machine. The manufacturer rec-
ommends only top of the line,
low-noise tapes and provides a
recommendation list of cas-
sette recorders and decks. Ba-
sically, a good stereo tape deck
and tapes should be used.

My way of providing these
was to remove the stereo tape
deck and tapes from my com-
ponent stereo system. The deck
has two features that are useful
in this application: an accurate
tape counter and vu meters (out-
put meters). Also helpful were
the record level and output level
controls.

The software documentation
provided included two pro-
grams: one for high-speed read
and write and one for KC read.
This type of interface is versatile
as well as fast, since it functions
almost entirely through soft-
ware. Thus, it can be pro-
grammed for nearly any format,

current or future' The data
transfer rate is controlled by
software constants and the
computer's clock. A short pro-
gram is included to determine
your SWTP computer's clock
rate, and constants are fur-
nished so that the baud rate is
.variable up to 9600'

The manufacturer r ecorn-
mends the baud rate be set at

.2400 for system setup, and once
any bugs are exterminated, the
rate is set to the advertised 4800
baud. After all the time I had sat
listening to the whirring of my
cassette recorder, this sounded
like the speed of light'

Conclusion

I am immensely pleased with
this system. I recommend it
without reservation as the best
buy in town for fast, economical
off-line storage, My system cost
me only $49.95 for the interface.
If you need a good tape deck,
add about $80 to that. So for
less than $150 you can have a
4800 baud system capable of
storing one megabyte (60·
minute tape).

I have no association with
JPC Products, except for admir-
ing their product. I haven't even
communicated with them, since
the interface and software oper-
ate flawlessly.

I have also just discovered
that JPC is offering software for
a cassette operating system,
file handling and basic patches.
My prayer is answered for about
$27 on cassette!.

• Low Cost-$59.95 For Complete Kit
• Optional-CFM/3 File Manager

Manual and Listing $19_95
(For Cassette Add) $ 6,95

TERMS: CASH, MC or VISA; Shipping & Handling $3,

V' ReaderService index-page 241

.....92

JPC PRODUCTS CO,
Phone (505) 294-4623
12021 Paisano Ct.
Albuquerque, N_M_87112
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Due to its functions, almost every system
design goes through many changes or even
a total redefinition of its intended use. The
basic controller circuit described earlier
can be easily launched into the small
business/personal computer market with a

few expansions. These include full 64K
RAM enhancement and a floppy-disk con-
troller for program storage/recall.

MCM6664 64K X 1 dynamic RAMs, but the
techniques employed may also be used
with the more common MCM4116 16K X 1
dynamic chips. Also included is an easy

The RAM

The RAM expansion circuit uses the new
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Fig. 6. Main schematic.
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retrofit with 16K RAMs.
Dynamic RAMs, unlike their static

counterparts, require a periodic "refresh-
ing" to maintain integrity of the stored data.
This refreshing can take on several dit-
ferent forms, one of which is discussed
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lines are multiplexed; that is, half of the ad-
dresses (the rows) are "strobed" in during
the first partof the cycle, and the other half
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same cycle. The waveforms in Fig. 8 show
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ACTIVE CYCLE

(1.228 MHz BUS FREQ) 0 407ns 814ns

E ,'-- __ --'

RAS (A)
(EVERY CYCLE)
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~~ ~Il,--__ ~Il,--__ ~

CAS (C)
(ONLY ON ACTIVE CS)

CS (D)
(7430)
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(6) ____~Il~ ~Il~ ~Il~_
393 CK (D)

Fig. 7. RAS-only refresh timing.
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Fig. 8. RAS and CAS relationships.

As shown, the row addresses are strobed
in on the falling edge of RAS, and the col-
umn addresses are strobed in on the falling
edge of CAS. On a write cycle, the data
should be valid on the falling edge of CAS,
and on a read cycle, data comes out of the
RAMs on the rising edge of CAS.

To retain the stored data,the RAMs must
have every row accessed within 2 ms. Since
a program execution generally does not ac-
cess these rows within the required time
period, you must use a hardware design to
help out the refresh. The refresh schematic
shows a pre-multiplexer, which selects
either the regular row addresses from the
MPU or a pseudo row address supplied by
an external counter.

When the RAM is selected for a memory
operation, the normal rows pass. At all
other times, these pseudo addresses are
supplied and are continually counting
through the 128 rows. During the time that
real addresses are being multiplexed, the
clock signal going to the binary counter is
held high until the pseudo addresses are re-
quired. Operation in this fashion ensures
that all rows are accessed in an increasing
manner, and no rows will be passed over
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during an access.
Following the decision point of normal or

pseudo addresses (early in the cycle), the
row addresses are multiplexed with the up-
per column addresses. These addresses,
which come from the second set of 74LS157
multiplexers, are fed directly into the
MCM6664s, which are decoded into actual
memory cell locations within the RAM. Fig.
7 also shows the relationship between the
multiplex switches and RAS and CAS.

The CAS signal is supplied by a chip
select signal and the combination of E and
Q. A chip select signal is obtained from a
13-wide NAND gate. The inputs to this gate
come from appropriate address decoders.
This CAS signal controls the actual data go-
ing into and coming out of the RAMs. Data
must be valid on the falling edge of CAS (for

1.0 MHz

a write), and data is valid on the rising edge
of CAS (for a read). See Fig. 6b for the entire
64K RAM schematic.

16K RAMs

The design used for the 64K RAMs can
also be applied to standard 16K X 1
dynamic RAMs. If you need only one bank
(16K) of memory, you'll only need to modify
the chip select circuitry to be more in keep-
ing with a 16K block. Don't forget to put the
appropriate voltages on the 4116s. (The
MCM6664 is a single voltage part.) If you
need additional banks of RAM, you must
use separate CAS selections to differen-
tiate which bank is selected.

All RAS lines may be tied together.
Although more power will be used in this
configuration, no additional circuitry is re-
quired for refresh generation. See Fig. 6c for
CAS generation circuitry. Fig. 6c shows
how standard 16K dynamic RAMs may fit
into the expanded system. The decoding
portion of the schematic uses the same
number of devices-one 74LS42 and one
74LS139-but they are arranged in a dif-
ferent fashion than that of the controller
schematic. Portions of the CAS selection
circuitry have been kept, and others have
been 16K RAM retrofit.

Floppy Disk Interface

In most applications with more than a
few K of RAM, some type of high-speed
mass storage system is used. Many times
this is cassette tape, hard or floppy disks.

Most microcomputer systems use floppy
disks of either the 5%- or 8-inch variety. I'll
describe an interface for a minifloppy drive,
although an eiqht-Inch drive could be used
with an external data separator and a pro-
cessor speed greater than 1.5 MHz.

Most of the interface involves standard
decoding and buffering of necessary buses,
although the FD1771 does require some

WRITE CYCLE

250 500 750 1000

DATA LATCHED ON E t
OATA TO 1771 -------{~L~AT~C~HE~D~D~AT~A=T~O~I~77~I:=J1-

BT26 WRITE ENABLE

Fig. 9. Floppy disk controller timing.



strange circuitry to work with the MC6800or
MC6809.
The first is that of the R/W line. The 1771

uses separate read and write enable sig-
nals. These are derived from the R/W line
and E. Each of these signals is valid for the
entire E high time.
The other circuit is required for latching

data into the FDCon awrite cycle. The 1771
data sheet states that data must stay valid
on the data bus for at least 150ns after the
WE pulse goes high. This data is valid for
only 30ns on the MC6809,or about 10-20ns
on the MC6800/6802. Because of this, a
latch is needed to hold the data on the bus.
In the read mode, no circuitry is required
because the 1771 holds the data for more
than the minimum that is specified by the
MC6809.

This data-hold specification of the
MC6809denotes how long the bus drivers
of the MPUare actually turned on, and not
how long the data will be held on the bus.
This time on the bus can vary, mainly with
the amount of loading that is present. If TTL
or other heavy-load devices are present on
the bus, the decay time will be shortened.

But, if all that are present are MOSparts
and other high-impedance devices, this
hold time will traditionally be until the MPU
bus drivers are driven to their opposite
states (as early as the next cycle). In the
given example, U44, U43, U45A, U20Dand
U7Dmay be taken out (see Fig. 6d). To be
within the guaranteed specifications of
both the 1771 and MC6809, these parts
must be installed, but, in this application,
the characteristics of a MOS bus may be
used to your advantage to save PC board
space and parts count (see Fig. 9).

Fig.6d shows the schematic used as the
floppy disk interface. You can use standard
Shugart SA-400or equivalent disk drives.

Minifloppies generally use a dc motor for
the diskette drive motor, thus shortening
their useful operating life. To make moreef-
ficient useof this time and to savethe oxide
on the diskette, you can turn off the drive
motor when not accessed.

U40 (MC1455)turns on the drive motor
when location $E018 is accessed. This is
the base location of the 1771,so any access
on the FDCwill restart the drive motor. Dur-
ing any nonactive 1771 time, the 555 will
hold the drive motors on for about ten sec-
onds before shutting down. This time is
determined by the value of C6.

Another 1455provides the head load tim-
ing delay. This time is about 80 ms, which
gives the head enough time to settle before
signaling the 1771 that data transactions
may take place.

Drive selection is determined by U36 and
U41. U36 provides a way to latch informa-
tion from the data bus. This information is
the drive number and is sent to U41,which
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offers you a selection of software~.L ~
tools at affordable prices. All SOFTSTUFF U/~
programs have been checked and confirmed ~ _~ ,.
on the hardware indicated. Documentation, though QI'\
not as extensive as standard HeathCompany documen-";'" ~
tation, has been completely reviewed and judged acceptable. , r/~_
All SOFTSTUFFproducts come on a 5V4-inch diskette, unless •..V~ ~
otherwise stated. Specify HDOS or CP/M when ordering. For value 'I'''~
and performance ... SOFTSTUFFis good stuff. ~ ~

General Ledger II: '01'\ l'tf?
Includes powerful programs for entry, maintenance, reporting and analysis of ~/~
accounting data. Features include: Custom Chart of Accounts for determining account Q
names and numbers. Any numbering system may be used, with or without decimal notation.
Comprehensive Printouts upon request.96-column. Double Entry/Automatic Entry Checking
automatically checks equality of debits and credits with each entry. Simple Data Entry, with one quick
keystroke. Account Verification helps guard against mistakes by preventing entries to non-existent
accounts and rejecting account numbers already in use. New Account Facility lets you open newaccounts
any time during data entry with no disruption to the transaction being entered. Balance Reporting lets
you call the balance of any account to the terminal during data entry. All balances are instantaneously
updated with entry of new transactions. Audit Trail for a source number and free-form description. One
of the easiest-to-use, most flexible systems you'll find anywhere. Sample printouts and program
listings included. Requires Microsoft BASIC. HODS #SF-9004: $124.95. CP/M #SF-9104: $124.95
(8"disk). Manual only, #595-2500: $15.00 (refunded when complete package is purchased).

Full Screen Editor:
Uses H89 or H19screen. Cursor motion keys position the cursor so changes can be typed anywhere on
the screen. Function keys perform character and line insert and delete, string search, move and copy
single and multiple lines, and scrolling of text in the window. For H89 and H8 + H19. HDDS#SF-9000:
$49.95. CP/M #SF-9100: $49.95.

Text Formatter:
Performs fill and justification (straight right margins) of text previously prepared by your editor. Page
numbering, headers and footers, indents, hanging indents, centering and underlining. INCLUSION
feature allows automatic insertion of up to 26 user defined strings and merging of documents.
HDOS/HI9/H89. HODS #SF-9001: $54.95. CP/M #SF-910t $54.95.

Microsoft Macro 80:
8080lZ80 MACRO Assembler. Intel and Zilog Mnemonics supported. Relocatable linkable output.
Includes LINK 80 and Cross Reference List utilities. HDOScommon deck MACROincluded. For H8 and
H89. HDDS #SF-8002: $69.95.

CPS:
Permits file transfer between the H89 and H8!H19/H17 and Information Services (MicroNET). Features
include user defined keys for auto-login, mail check, etc. Full error checking and elapsed time clock on
screen. Very easy to use on time sharing systems. HODS #SF-9003: $39.95. CP/M #SF-9103:
$39.95.

SORT:
An extremely fast assembly language routine that sorts records up to 255 characters in length with user
defined sort fields. Could be called by MBASIC or stand-alone. Source code provided. HODS #SF-
8004: $29.95.

Small Business Inventory
For complete inventory analysis. Up to 12-character part numbers (alpha-numeric), 18-character
descriptions of parts, 12 items of information on each part include reorder level, usage history by
month and year-to-date, much more. Complete printouts. Requires Microsoft BASICand H19terminal.
HODS#SF-9005: $69.95.

BOS C Compiler
Supports most features of language, including Structures, Arrays, POinters, recursive function evalua-
tion, overlays. Includes linking loader, library manager, and library containing general purpose, file 1/0,
and floating point functions. Lacks initializers, statics, floats and longs. Includes "The C PROGRAM-
MING LANGUAGE" by Kernighan and Ritchie.CP/M#SF-8106: $119.95.

CBASIC
Disk extended BASIC- Non-interactive BASIC with pseudo-code compiler and run-time interpreter.
Supports full file control, chaining, integer and extended precision variables, etc. CP/M#SF-8107:
$139.95.

Fun for hams. ..RTTY Communications Processor
Split screen lets you copy incoming while checking and editing outgoing messages. On-screen graphics
presents complete system status: time, CW identification, etc. ASCII or Baudot operation. Disk-based
autostart. HODS #SF-9006: $100.

To order:
1. Send check or money order to Heath Company, Dept. 351-718, Benton Harbor, M149022. Michigan

residents add 4% sales tax. Write model numbers clearly.
2. Call toll-free 800-253-0570 and use VISA or Master Card. In Michigan, Alaska, & Hawaii, call

(616) 982-3411.
3. Visit your Heathkit Electronic Center· where

SOFTSTUFFis on display. Seeyour telephone
white pages for the location nearest you. 'units
of Veritechnology Electronics Corporation.

.....8HEATH-
I 7'N'TN

SOFTSTUFFis a trademark of Heath Company. SF-l04
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* THIS 'MINI-MONITOR' IS ALL THAT IS REQUIRED
* IN THE EXPANDED SYSTEM TO PROVIDE THE USER
* WITH A BOOT FOR THE 'FLEX' DISK OPERATING SYSTEM.
*
*
*
*
*

THE SYSTEM AUTOMATICALLY BOOTS UP FROM RESET TO
THIS ROUTINE. OTHER ROUTINES MAY BE PUT INTO
ROM, PROVIDING THE USER WITH MORE CAPABILITIES.

*
* THIS CODE IS COURTESY OF TSC INC.

EOl4 DRVREG EQU $EOI4
EOl8 COMREG EQU $EOI8
EOIA SECREG EQU $EOIA
EOIB DATREG EQU SEOIB

*F800 ORG $FBOO
*F800 B6 EOl8 START LDA COMREG

F803 86 00 LDA #0
F8DS B7 E014 STA DRVREG
F808 8E 0000 LDX *0000
F80B 3D OVR MUL
F80C 30 IF LEAX -1,X
F8DE 26 FB BNE OVR
F810 C6 OF LDB #$OF
F812 F7 E018 STB COMREG
F81S 8D 2B BSR RETURN
F817 F6 E018 LOOPI LDB COMREG
F81A CS 01 BITB U
F81C 26 F9 BNE LOOPI
F81E 86 01 LDA U
F820 B7 EDIA STA SECREG
F823 8D ID BSR RETURN
F82S C6 8C LDB #S8C
F827 F7 E018 STB COMREG
F82A 8D 16 BSR RETURN
F82C 8E CDDD LOX HCOOD
F82F CS 02 LOOP2 BITB #2
F831 27 05 BEQ LOOP 3
F833 B6 EDIB LDA DATREG
F836 A7 80 STA O,X+
F838 F6 E018 LOOP3 LOB COMREG
F83B CS 01 BITB #l
F83D 26 FO BNE LOOP2
F83F 7E CODa JMP SCOOO
F842 80 00 RETURN BSR RTN
F844 39 RTN RTS

* RESTART VECTORS
FFFE ORG SFFFE
FFFE F800 FOB START

END
o ERROR(S) DETECTED

SYMBOL TABLE:

DATREG EOIB
OVR F8DB

DRVREG E014
RETURN F842

COMREG E018
LooP3 F838
START F80D

DRIVE REGISTER
COMMAND REGISTER OF 1771
SECTOR REGISTER OF 1771
DATA REGISTER OF 1771

TURN MOTOR ON

DELAY FOR SPEED UP

RESTORE

READ WITH LOAD

DRQ?

BUSY?

LOOP1
RTN

F817
F844

LOOP2 F82F
SECREG EOIA

Mini-monitor listing.

decodes which drive is to be selected.

System Thoughts

The system timing signal E is used by all
peripherals, including the 1771 for data
transfers. For a controller or other small
system, clock rates of up to 2 MHz may be
used with the MC6809.Note, however, that
the 1771will not work much above 1.25MHz
when used in the shown configuration. I am
using a 4 MHz crystal on the MC6809and
2.45 MHz crystal for baud rate generation.
The memory map for the entire expanded
system is shown in Fig. 10.

Expansion

Although RAMexpansion for this system
over 64K is not practical, except with ad-
dress translation circuits, other devices
such as EPROM programmers, I/O cards,
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graphics cards and printer driver cards may
be necessary in an expanded or small-
business system configuration. Fig. 6e
shows how the address/data buses may be
buffered to supply the necessary signals for
other cards on the bus. This bus may be
anything that is close at hand, or it may be
the standard Exorciser or 55-50 bus. Note
that no buffering of the address or data
buses is required on the single board ex-
panded system because of the drive capa-
bilities of the MC6809.With no software,
the most elaborate piece of hardware is
reduced to a pile of junk.

Rather than write an entire disk operating
system (DOS),which might take me forever,
I looked into the systems already available
for the MC6809. Flex from Technical Sys-
tems Consultants proved to be the best
choice as a DOS from both a cost and

FFFF

E800

MONITOR ROM
(2K)

RAM (STACK)

RAM

RAM

RAM

RAM

UNUSED

• 1771 REGISTERS ••
DRIVE REGISTER •

UNUSED

UNUSED

PIA 2

ACIA •
PIA I

RAM

ALL ADDRESSES
SHOWN HAVE
BEEN DECOOED
ON THE BOARO.

TOTAL RAM = 61.SK,
CONTIGUOUS" 56K.

r aoo

FOOD

£600

E400

E200

tore
EO 18

EOl4

EOIO

EOOC

E008

E004

EOOO

0000

*COMPAT1BLE WITH TECH. SYST. CONSULT. 6809 FLEX DOS.

* * 1771 REGISTERS:

READ WRITE

EOl8 STATUS COMMAND
EOl9 TRACK TRACK
EalA SECTOR SECTOR
EOIS DATA DATA

Fig. 10. System memory map.

capabilities viewpoint. TSC has consis-
tently featured excellent software at an af-
fordable price ever since the advent of the
MC6800.The new 6809 Flex has kept all of
the capabilities of the standard 6800 Flex,
so a conversion from an existing MC6800
system would not be too great. TSCalso of-
fers a wide range of Flex-compatible soft-
ware, which includes an extended BASIC
and an extensive debug package.

Since almost all operations use Flex, a
small monitor ROM is all that is required.
Any software debugging operations may be
done with the debug package. The monitor
ROMcontains the following functions:

INITIALIZE FLEX

Now, that's a small monitor program! The
monitor may be put in almost any type of
ROM but must be placed at the top of
memory so the MC6809 may get the ap-
propriate restart vectors. See the monitor
listing.

Conclusion

In these days and times, it doesn't take
much to make a complete system. Whether
64K or 16KRAMs are used, this design can
fill many requirements of either the con-
troller or small systems market..



NEW! TPM* for TRS-aO Model II Z8 '* 'D-Isk softwareNEW! System/6 Package
Computer Design Labs

We have acquired the rights to all TDL software (& hardware). TDL software has long had the reputation of being the best in the
industry. Computer Design Labs will continue to maintain, evolve and add to this superior line of quality software.

Carl Galletti and Roger Amidon, owners.
Software with Manual/Manual Alone------------------------------------------------

All ofthe software below isavailable onany ofthe
following media for operation with a zaoCPUusing
the CP/M' or similar type disk operating system
(such as our own TPM·).

for TRS-80' CP/M (Model I or II)
for 8" CP/M (soft sectored single density)
for 5V." CP/M (soft sectored single density)
for 5V." North Star CP/M (single density)
for 5V." North Star CP/M (double density)

BASIC I
A powerful and fast Z80 Basic interpreter with EDIT,

RENUMBER, TRACE, PRINT USING, assemQly language
subroutine CALL, LOADGO f g!!&~}ljY to
move text, EXCHAN 1141;;, Trerr6r Inter-
cept, se' i~ CII and binary
fbre. It runs in a little over 12
K. choice for games since the precision

ited to 7 digits in order to make it one of the
fastest around. $49.95/$15.

in
th

r
sacrifice

ost other Basics (even
ss precision). $99.95/$15.

The most poweriul Basic for business a ttons. It
adds to Basic II with random or llJw; in
either fixed or varia eous
access to Y command to
pr urce code, global editing,
ad ons, and disk file maintenance capa-
bilit hout leaving Basic (list, rename, or delete).
$179.95/$25.

ZEDIT
A character oriented text editor with 26 commands

and "macro" capabilityforstringing multiple commands
together. Included are a complete array of character
move, add, delete, and display function. $49.95.1$15.

ZTEL
Z80 Text Editing Language - Not just a text editor.

Actually a language which allows you to edit text and
also write, save, and recall programs which manipulate
text Commands include conditional branching, subrou-
tine calls, iteration, block move, expression evaluation,
and much more. Contains36 value registers and 10 text
registers. Be creative! Manipulate text with commands
you write using ZteL $79.95/$25.

TOP
A Z80 Text Output Processor which will do text

formatting for manuals, documents, and other word
processing jobs. Works with any text editor. Does
justification, page numbering and headings, spacinq,
centering, and much more! $79.96/$25.

MACRO I
A macro assembler which will generate relocateable

or absolute code for the 8080 or Z80 using standard
Intel mnemonics plus TDL/Z80 extensions. Functions
include 14 conditionals, 16 listing controls, 54 pseudo-
ops, 11 arithmetic/logical operations, local and global
symbols, chaining files, linking capability with optional
linker, and recursive/reiterative macros. Thisassembler
is so powerful you'll think it is doinq all the work for you. It
actually makes assembly language programming much
less of an effort and more creative. $79.95/$20.

MACRO II
Expands upon Macro I's linking capability (which is

useful but somewhat limited) thereby being able to take
full advantage of the optional Linker. Also a time and
date function has been added and the listing capability
improved. $99.95/$25.

LINKER
How many times have you written the same subroutine

in each new program? Top notch professional pro-
grammers compile a library of these subroutines and
use a Linker to tie them together at assembly time.
Development time is thus drastically reduced and
becomes comparable to writing in a high level language
but with all the speed of assembly language. So, get the
new CDL Linker and start writing programs in a fraction
of the time it took before. Linker is compatible with
Macro I & II as well asTDL/Xitan assemblers version 2.0
or later. $79.95/$20.
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DEBUG I
Many programmers give up on writing in assembly

language even though they know their programs would
be faster and more powerful, Tothem assembly language
seems difficult to understand and follow, as well as
being a nightmare to debug. Well, not with proper tools
like Debug L With Debug I you can easily follow the flow
of any Z80 or 8080 program. Trace the program one
step at a time or 10 steps or whatever you like. At each
step you will be able to see the instruction executed and
what it did. If desired, modifications can then be made
before continuing. It's all under your control. You can
even skip displaying a subroutine call and up to seven
breakpoints can be set during execution. Use of Debug I
can pay for itself many times overby saving you valuable
debugging time. $79.95/$20.

DEBUG II
This is an expanded debugger which has all of the

features of Debug I plus many more. You can "trap" (I.e.
trace a program until a set of register, flag, and/or
memory conditions occur). Also, instructions may be
entered and executed immediately. This makes it easy
to learn new instructions by examining registers/memory
before and after. And a RADIX function allows changing
between ASCII, binary, decimal, hex, octal, signed
decimal, or split octal. All these features and more add
up to give you a very poweriul development tool. Both
Debug I and II must run on a Z80 but will debug both Z80
and 8080 code. $99.95/$20.

ZAPP'LE
A Z80 executive and debug monitor. Capable of

search, ASCII put and display, read and write to I/O
ports, hex math, breakpoint, execute, move, fill, display,
read and write in Intel or binary format tape, and more!
on disk

APPLE
8080 version of Zapple

NEW!TPMno
II!

rTRS·aO Model

SYSTEM/S
TPM with utilities, Basic I interpreter, Basic E compiler,

Macro I assembler, 0 ,< ger, and ZEDIT text
editor.
Above purchased costs $339.75
Special introductory offer. Only $179.75 with coupon!!

ORDERING INFORMATION
Visa, Master Charge and C.O.D. O.K. To order call or

write with the following information. !ZJ '.-.
1. Name of Product (e.g. Macro I) I1SA I~
2. Media (e.g. 8" CP/M) ['I
3. Price and method of payment(e.g. C.O.D.) include

credit card info. if applicable.
4. Name, Address and Phone number.
5. ForTPM orders only: Indicate if forTRS 80, Tarbell,

Xitan DDDC, SD Sales (5'/.' or 8"). ICOM (5'/4' or
8"), North Star (single or double density) or Digital
(Micro) Systems. .

6. N.J. residents add 5% sales tax.

Manual cost applicable against price of subsequent
software purchase in any item except for the Osborne
software.

For information and tech queries call

609-599-2146
For phone orders ONLY call toll free

1-800-327-9191
Ext. 676
(Except Florida)

OEMS
Many CDL products are available for licensing to

OEMs. Write to Carl Galletti with your requirements.

.., Z80 is a trademark of Zilog
• TRS'BO is a trademark for Radio Shack
,. TPM is a trademark of Computer Design Labs. It is not
CP/M'

•. CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research
Prices and specifications subject to change without
notice.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

COMPUTER
DESIGN
LABS

V'18

TPM*
A NEW Z80 disk operation system! This is notCP/M*.

It's better' You can still run any program which runs with
CP/M* but unlike CP/M* this operating system was
written specificallyforthe Z80* and takes full advantage
of its extra powerful instruction set. In other words its
not warmed over 8080 code! Available for TRS-80*
(Model I or II). Tarbell, Xitan DDDC, SO Sales "VERSA-
FLOPPY", North Star (SD&DD), and Digital (Micro)
Systems. $79.95/$25.

SYSTEM MONITOR BOARD (5MB II)
Acomplete I/O board forS-1 OOsystems. 2 serial ports,

2 parallel ports, 1200/2400 baud cassette tape inter-
face, sockets for2K of RAM, 3-2708/2716 EPROM's or
ROM, jump on reset circuitry. Bare board $49.95/$20.

ROM FOR 5MB II
2KX8 masked ROM of Zapple monitor. Includes source

listing $34.95/$15.

PAYROLL (source code only)
The Osborne package. Requires C Basic 2.
5" disks $124.95 (manual not included)
8" disks $ 99.95 (manual not included)
Manual $20.00

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE/RECEIVABLE
(source code only)

By Osborne, Requires C Basic 2
5" disks $124.95 (manual not included)
8" $99.95 (manual not included)
Manual $20.00

GENERAL LEDGER (source code only)
By Osborne. Requires C Basic 2
5" disks $99.95 (manual not included)
8" disks $99.95 (manual not included)
Manual $20.00

C BASIC 2
Required for Osborne software. $99.95/$20.

342 Columbus Avenue
Trenton. N.J. 08629
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PROFESSIONAL B/W MONITORS
Designed for industry ... priced for the home.

video '00
The video 100 computer moni-

tors are ideal for all your personal
and business needs. These highly
reliable 12" black and white moni-
tors feature a 12 MHz band width
and 80 character by 24 line display.
Plug-in compatability with Apple,
Atari, Radio Shack, O.S.I., Micro-
Term and Exidy make these the
perfect text display for almost any
system.

Sturdy, lightweight plastic cabinet

UNDER $170.00

video ,aa-SO
The model 80 features an indus-

trial grade metal cabinet with built-
in disk mounting capability and
space for an 11" x 14" PC board for
custom designed electronics.
The solid state circuitry assures

a sharp, stable, and trouble-free
picture. The front panel controls
include power, contrast, horizon-
tal hold, vertical hold, and bright-
ness. Adjustments for size, video
level, and width are located on the
rear panel.

Rugged metal cabinet with disk
space

UNDER $200.00

VIDEO 100 AND VIDEO 100-80 SPECIFICATIONS
• 12" diagonal measure display • Convenient front panel controls • Video bandwidth 12MHz ±3 DB

• Input impedance 75 Ohms • 80 character by 24 line display • 90° deflection picture tube

• Video 100-80 provides mounting space for mini floppy disk .

• Resolution-Over 700 lines at center horizontally-over 350 lines at center vertically

LEEDEX CORPORATION V' 59

2420 East Oakton· Suite E· Arlington Heights, III. 60005 (312) 364·1180. TLX: 25·4186

Dealer discount available
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All About ASCII

With data communications networks bringing the world within the grasp of microcomput-
ers, a fuller understanding of the ASCII character set becomes increasingly important.

Thomas W. Parsons
42 Willow Place
Brooklyn, NY 11201

The world of the microcomputer user
is exploding. From an 8080 in a box, we

have gone to high-level languages, floppy
disks and operating systems. We have an
S-100 standard and a growing variety of
compatible processors, memories and
peripherals, with inexpensive megabyte
storage on Winchesters the latest arrival.

The next development appears to be the
computer network, and with this, your
system will no longer be confined to your
home or office. With a modem and a
telephone, you will be able to tie into the
whole world-read wire-service dispatches,
interrogate data bases (financial, scientific,
medical), communicate by electronic mail,
make your own travel reservations.

Many people will be content to sit at a ter-
minal and use these services. But to get the
most out of this world and to tie your com-
puter into these networks, you will want to
know the details of how these systems
work.

Talking to a network with your computer
is a small part of data communications.
This is a big field, and the first step is to
understand the language that your com-
puter must use to talk to a data network.
This language is the ASCII character set,
particularly the control characters that
form what we might call the invisible part of
the ASCII code.

ASCII stands for "American Standard
Code for Information Interchange." In
almost any book on computers, you will
sooner or later come across the information
in Tables 1 and 2. Many people know why
this code exists and how it works, but few

know much about the control characters.
What do DLE, SYN or GS mean, and what
are they for?

Until recently, it didn't much matter to the
micro world, because the significance of
control-C, for example, was a private matter
between the user and, say, CP/M. ASCII,
however, is basically a communications
code, and now that data communications is
beginning to reach out to the small user,
these codes are going to be more than just
casually interesting.

When you start to look into the ASCII
code, many other questions crop up. For ex-

ample, why are the codes seven bits long
when eight bits is such a natural size for a
byte? Why do the characters appear in the
order they do, and how were they selected?
All of these questions have answers, but it
takes a little digging to find them.

I did most of my digging in the standards
that define the code. These are published
by the American National Standards In-
stitute (ANSI), the Consultative Committee
on International Telephone and Telegraph
(CCITT) and the International Organization
for Standardization (ISO). With all due
respect to these organizations, these stan-

First hexadecimal digit
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 NUL DLE SP 0 @ P ,
P

1 SOH DCl ! 1 A Q a q

2 STX DC2 " 2 B R b r
~ 3 ETX DC3 II 3 C S c s
....•

4 DC4 $ 40() EOT D T d t....•
'0 5 ENQ NAK % 5 E U e u....•
'" 6 ACK SYN & 6 F V f vE!....• ,u 7 BEL ETB 7 G W g VI01
'0

8 BS CAN ( 8'" H X h x
><
01 9 HT EM ) 9 I Y i.c y
'0 A LF SUB * : J Z j zc
0
u B VT ESC + ; K [ k {<lJ
Ul C FF FS \ I, < L 1

D CR GS - = M 1 m }

E SO RS > N ~
N -

F SI US / ? 0 0 DEL-

Code 27: Apostrophe or acute accent
2C: Comma
2D: Hyphen
5F: Underline
60: Grave accent

Table 1. Table of ASCII character codes in standard format.
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DEC OCT HEX NAME KEY* DEC OCT HEX KEY DEC OCT HEX KEY
a a 0 NUL -1 I 43 53 2B + I 86 126 56 v
1 1 1 SOH -A I 44 54 2C . I 87 127 57 W
2 2 2 STX -B I 45 55 2D - I 88 130 58 X
3 3 3 ETX -C I 46 56 2E I 89 131 59 Y
4 4 4 EaT -D I 47 57 2F I I 90 132 SA Z
5 5 5 ENQ -E I 48 60 30 0 I 91 133 5B [

6 6 6 ACK -F I 49 61 31 1 I 92 134 5C \
7 7 7 BEL -G I 50 62 32 2 I 93 135 5D 1
8 10 8 BS -H/BS I 51 63 33 3 I 94 136 5E -
9 11 9 HT -1/TAB I 52 64 34 4 I 95 137 SF

10 12 A LF -J/LF I 53 65 35 5 I 96 140 60 ,
11 13 B VT -K I 54 66 36 6 I 97 141 61 a
12 14 C FF -L I 55 67 37 7 I 98 142 62 b
13 15 D CR -M/CR I 56 70 38 8 I 99 143 63 c
14 16 E SO -N I 57 71 39 9 I 100 144 64 d
15 17 F SI -0 I 58 72 3A : I 101 145 65 e
16 20 10 DLE -P I 59 73 3B ; I 102 146 66 f
17 21 11 DCl -Q I 60 72 3C < I 103 147 67 g
18 22 12 DC2 -R I 61 73 3D = I 104 150 68 h
19 23 13 DC3 -S I 62 74 3E > I 105 151 69 i
20 24 14 DC4 -T I 63 77 3F ? I 106 152 6A j
21 25 15 NAK -U I 64 100 40 @ I 107 153 6B k
22 26 16 SYN -V I 65 101 41 A I 108 154 6C 1
23 27 17 ETB -w I 66 102 42 B I 109 155 6D m
24 30 18 CAN -X I 67 103 43 C I 110 156 6E n
25 31 19 EM -Y I 68 104 44 D I 111 157 6F 0

26 32 lA SUB -z I 69 105 45 E I 112 160 70 p
27 33 IB ESC ESC I 70 106 46 F I 113 161 71 q
28 34 lC FS -, I 71 107 47 G I 114 162 72 r
29 35 ID GS -, I 72 110 48 H I 115 163 73 s
30 36 lE RS -= I 73 111 49 I I 116 164 74 t
31 37 IF US -- I 74 112 4A J I 117 H;5 75 u
32 40 20 SP SPACE I 75 113 4B K I 118 166 76 v
33 41 21 ! I 76 114 4C L I 119 167 77 w
34 42 22 " I 77 115 4D M I 120 170 78 x
35 43 23 II I 78 116 4E N I 121 171 79 Y
36 44 24 $ I 79 117 4F a I 122 172 7A z
37 45 25 % I 80 120 50 P I 123 173 7B {
38 46 26 s I 81 121 51 Q I 124 174 7C I
39 47 27 ,

I 82 122 52 R I 125 175 7D }
40 50 28 ( I 83 123 53 S I 126 176 7E -
41 51 29 ) I 84 124 54 T I 127 177 7F DEL
42 52 2A * I 85 125 55 U I

*Diablo 1640 keyboard. The character - indicates use of the control key.

Table 2. Table of ASCII character codes with alternate number systems and keystrokes
for control characters.

dards must rank as some of the least thrill-
ing reading in the world. I am going to try to
summarize them, leaving (I hope)the boring
parts behind. The standards, along with a
couple of more readable books, are listed in
the references at the end of this article.

The ASCII Character Set

Tables of the ASCII code come in two
shapes. Table 1 is used in the standards
and shows the structure of the code more
clearly. I prefer Table 2, because it isn't tied
to anyone number system and because it
gives the keystrokes used for generating
the nonprinting characters.

Otherwise, the two tables are basically
the same. For example, the line feed (LF) is
encoded with the bit pattern, 0001010. If
this pattern is interpreted as a binary
number, it has the value 10,and opposite 10
in the decimal column of Table 2 you will
see LF. The number 10 in hexadecimal is
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OA,and in column 0 and row A of Table 1
you will also find LF. The keystroke com-
bination assigned to LF is control-J (written
tJ in the table), and if you will try this on any
standard terminal, you will see that it
works.

Set the terminal to "local" so you don't
haveto be connected to the computer, hold
down the control key and strike J; you will
see that the terminal advances to the next
line. It is a bother to use a control-J every
time you want a line feed, so most terminals
supply a special key for this function; in
such cases Table 2 gives two alternate
keystrokes for the character.

Table 1 is organized into eight columns,
and the control characters are all grouped
together in the first two columns. The re-
maining columns contain graphic
characters: the letters, numbers and punc-
tuation marks that we ordinarily think of as
being the whole point of the ASCII code.

(Graphic simply means printable here and
does not necessarily refer to the drawing of
pictures.)
The control characters provide all of the

auxiliary information that goes with any
message transmitted to some remote sta-
tion. People could simply add comments
such as "this is the beginning of the next
message" or "start a new page here." But it
is more economical to implement these
comments as special symbols and you
don't have to strip them out of the text later
on.

Types of Control Characters

We can group the control characters into
several different types. One type controls
the layout of the text on the printed page.
These format controls include the back-
space and the horizontal and vertical tabs.
(Forsome reason, the space is considered a
nonprinting graphic character rather than a
format control.)

Another type of control, less well
understood than the formatters, manages
the transmission of data. Thesecodes most
clearly show ASCII's basic function as a
communications code. They include an in-
quiry code, a yes and. a no code and a
number of symbols for marking the dif-
ferent parts of a message.You can attach a
header to each message, giving, for exam-
ple, the addressee's name and location,
and the transmission c()ntrols provideways
of identifyirig the header and marking
where it ends. Other Controls mark other
structural divisions withih the message.

Similar to the transmission controls are
the information separators, intended to
mark logical subdivisions within a text.
Then there are miscellaneous codes, such
as the one that rings the bell or the one that
marks the end of medium (similar to the
EOFor tape mark usedon magnetic tape) or
the device controls used for turning devices
on and off.

Four especially interesting controls are
ESC,OLE,SOand SI.Theseallow two kinds
of extension to the ASCII set.
The ESC character' announces that the

following codes form part of an escape se-
quence. The codes in an escape sequence
do not havetheir normal meanings; instead,
the sequence as a whole has its own
special meaning. ESC sequences are fre-
quently used to control equipment.

For example, CRT terminals with ad-
dressable cursors use ESC.sequences to
control the cursor location. Daisywheel
printers use ESC sequences to set tab
stops, margins and other options.

Most device manufacturers seem to in-
vent their own ESCsequences as they need
them, but there is a move to standardize
how ESC sequences shall be formed and
used; you can find information on this in



ANSI X3.41·1974 (see the references for the
titles of these standards). For controllind
transmission facilities, another whole tamt-
Iy of sequences begins with OLE (for data
link escape). These sequences are
thoroughly standardized, since they are
used on communication channels that
serve many different users; .detalls on OLE
sequences are given in ANSI X3.28-1976.

The SO and SI characters allow an even
more sweeping extension. SO (shift out) an-
nounces a switch to a whole new code in
which all the bit strings have some otherset
of meanings instead of their standard ones.
These new meanings continue until an 51
(shift in) appears, at which point the codes
revert to their regular meanings. No one in
my reading has specified what these new
meanings will be, but only the graphic
character set will be switched. This seems

reasonable, since presumably any con-
ceivable code would always require the
controls in the first two columns. (In most
Centronics printers, SO enables those
impressive-looking double-width charac-
ters, and SI returns the printer to standard
width again.)

In Table 3, I have provided a glossary of
all of the control characters. This table
mainly reflects their accepted meanings,
but again you should remember that many
private users have found their own uses for
these codes.

To cite just two examples, a number of
operating systems (CP/M, among others)
use NAK (control-U) to cancel a command
line and ETX (control-C) to halt execution of
a program. You will see that the ASCII
meanings of these control characters have
little or nothing to do with these uses. But

ACK (acknowledgement)-generally yes answer to various queries, but also sometimes means "I received your last
transmission and I'm ready for your next."
BEL (bell)-causes bell, beeper or other audible alarm to sound.
BS (backspace)-moyes carriage or cursor back one position.
CAN (cancel)-indicates that previous material is to be disregarded. (Specifically, how much material this refers to is
a matter that must be decided on by the users.)
CR (carriage return)-moves carriage or cursor back to beginning of line.
DC1-DC4 (device controls)-for control of user's terminal or similar devices. No standard functions assigned, except
that DC4 traquentty means stop. (CCITI suggests a number of possible assignments; in general, they prefer using the
first two controls for "on," the last two for "off," and DC2 and DC4 to refer to the more important device. In an earlier
system, these codes were labeled XON, TAPE,XOFF andTAPE, respectively. X stood for "transmitter," and TAPE and
TAPE stood for "t9P~ on" and "tape off." These labels are still found on the keytops of some terrnlnals.)
DEL(delete)-used to delete a character. (Called RUBOUT on sorTieterminals. Not strictly speaking a control charac-
ter, since it does not appear in column 0 or 1of the ASCII table.) Assignment of this to the all-ones bit pattern is htstor-
ic: the only way to erase a bit pattern punched into paper tape was to punch out all the holesand agree that the result-
ing pattern was equivalent to a null. ASCii still considers DEL equivalent to a nun, although many operating systems
use it to erase the preceding character.
DLE (data link escape)-introduces a special typ~ of escape sequence specifically for controlling the data line and
transmission facilities.
EM (end of medlym)-means that this Is the end of the paper tape (or other medium) or that this is the end of the ma-
terial on the medium.
ENQ (enqu;;y)-usually used to request identification or status information. (In older systems, this code was some-
times called WRU-"Who are you?")'
EOT (end of transmisslom=rnarxs the end of transmtssion after one or more messages.
ESC(escape)-marks the begirining of an escape sequence-a series of codes which as a group have a special mean-
ing, usually a control function. (Called ALT MODE on some terminals.)
ETB (end of transmission block)-it may be convenient to break a long message up into blocks. ETB is used to mark
block boundaries. (Usually the blocks have nothing to do with the format of the message being transmitted.)
ETX(end of text)-marks tlie end of a text. (See SOH.) Used to be called EOM, "end of message," and may be so la-
beled on some terminals.
FF (form feed)-advance to top of next paqe.
FS, GS, RS, US (fiie, group, record and unit separator)-a set of "information separators" provided for delimiting
chunks of information. There is no standard usage imposed, except that FS is expected to refer to the largesi division
and US to the smallest.
HT (horizontal tab)-tabs device to next predetermined stop on the same line. (It's up to the users to decide where the
horizontal and vertical tab stops are to be.)
LF (line feed)-'-moves carriage or cursor down one line. (Some systems combine carriage return with LF, and the com-
bination is then called new line (NL).)
NAK (negative acknowledge)-means "no" answer to various queries; or sometimes, "I got your last transmission,
but it had errors and I am awaiting retransmission."
NUL (null)-used mainly as a space filler. (See also SYN.)
Sl (shift in)-used after SO to indicate that codes revert to normal ASCII meanings.
SO (shift out)-indicates that the bit. patterns to follow will have meanings outside of the standard ASCII set and will
continue to do so until Sl is encountered ..
SOH (start of.heading)-it is assumed that any message will consist of a heading (stating the name and location of an
addressee) and a text. SOH marks the beginning of the heading. Used to be called SOM, "start of message."
STX (start of text)-marker for beginning of text and end of heading (if any). Used to be called EOA, "end of address."
SUB (substitute)-character used to take the place of a character known to be wrong.
SYN (synchronous idle)-some high-speed data communication systems use synchronized clocks at transmitter and
receiver. During idle periods, when there are no bit patterns to enable the.receiver's clock to track the transmitter's, the
receiver may drift out of sync. Every transmission following an idle period is therefore prefaced by three or four SYN
characters. The SYN code has a bit pattern that enables the receiver not only to lock onto the transmitter's clock, but
also to determine the beginning and end paints of each Character. SYN characters may also be used to fill short idle
periods in order to maintain syncnrcnizatron-cnence the name.
VT (vertical tab)-tabs device vertically to next predetermined stop.

Table 3. Definitions of ASCII control characters.

there is absolutely nothing wrong with this;
a standard should be followed only as long
as it serves the interests of those con-
cerned. Nevertheless, in this article I am in-
terested in explaining all these characters
from the point of view of data communica-
tlons.

You will notice one significant omission
in Table 3. Every terminal has on its
keyboard a break key, but there is no ASCII
code for BREAK. Why not?

The reason is that break is not a
character in the ordinary sense. It is a
special signal, originally intended to inter-
rupt the other party's transmission in case
of emergency. When ASCII characters are
transmitted over voice-grade telephone
lines at low rates, the bit patterns are
transmitted one bit at a time at some
uniform rate. Gerierating a break bypasses
this process and sends out one long pulse
that might be thought of as a drawn-out
zero. This pulse doesn't fit the normal bit
pattern, and when it is detected at the other
end, it is recognized as a break.

Designing the Code

How does a code like this get set up?
A standard is usually drawn up by a com-

mittee, composed of representatives of
concerned bodies (manufacturers, users,
universities) and other interested in-
dividuals, all of whom work without pay
under the auspices of the standard-setting
organization.

I served on one such committee a couple
of years ago. Most of our work was dorie by
mail. Our chairman started out by soliciting
suggestions and comments on the existing
version of the standard. About once a
month we would receive a big, fat envelope
full of photocopies of everyone's latest
opinions and suggestions. We would read
them through, attack or second others' sug-
gestions and defend or concede our own.
Our comments, mailed back to the chair-
man, then contributed to the next month's
big, fat envelope. (None of my own sugges-
tions survived.)

Finally, we came to a consensus of sorts,
and a final report went out to the sponsor-
ing body-in our case, the ACM.

I assume that the ASCII, standard was
drawn up similarly, although perhaps their
envelopes were fatter, since there were
many more interested parties. Certainly
they found many more serious problems to
grapple with than we did, and it is in-
teresting to consider what some of their
problems were.

The ASCII code had to conform to a
number of different requirements, not all of
which were consistent. Some of the more
important of these requirements were the
following:

1. The code had to be as small as possi-
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ble while still accommodating all
alphanumerics, control codes and a
reasonable selection of punctuation. (This
was the reason for using seven bits-an
eight-bit length provides 256 codes, which
they considered unnecessarily large. Some
thought has been given to extending the
code to eight bits, nevertheless.)

2. The code had to be extendable. This
was accomplished by including the SO and
SI codes, thus allowing the user to switch
over to an alternate code, and by providing
the ESC and DLE characters for encoding
various control functions as escape se·
quences.

3. The alphanumerics had to be coded so
that sorting the bit patterns as if they were
binary numbers would automatically
alphabetize the corresponding characters.
(This alphabetization sequence is called the
collating sequence.) This is more com-
plicated than just having A come before B.
For example, the blank has to come before
everything else so that Roberts will
alphabetize ahead of Robertson. Also, the
comma should precede the alphanumerics
so that Roberts, K. is ahead of Robertson. It
is also standard practice to put the digits at
the end of the collating sequence, but this
was one of the considerations that proved
incompatible with other requirements.

4. Special characters were to include a
complete set of punctuation marks, all
regular business and mathematical signs,
all special characters used in the major pro-
gramming languages (except APL) and a
complete set of accents, or diacritical
marks, for the principal European lan-
guages. They ran out of space, and the
sacrifices came mostly from the last
category. We are left with the tilde (6), the
circumflex (0) and grave (6) accents. The
apostrophe was made to double for the
acute (6) accent, the comma for the cedilla
(,) and the quotation marks for the umlaut,
or diaeresis (6). (CCITT recommends that
these last three symbols be interpreted as
diacriticals whenever they are preceded or
followed by a backspace - as they would be
if they were overprinted on some other
character.)

5. It had to be possible to extract reason-
able subsets from the ASCII code for spe-
cial purposes by truncating it to six bits and
also to get a suitable arithmetic subset by
truncating to four bits. In the latter case, for
example, by mapping the codes from hex
2A to hex 39 onto the number 0 through 15,
you get the digits plus the decimal point
and a complete set of arithmetic operators,
missing only the equals sign.

6. There were a number of miscellaneous
considerations, of which I will list only two
or three examples here. ACK and NAK were
located far apart so a "yes" answer was not
likely to be turned into a "no" by trans-

mission errors. A space is the most com-
mon sort of information separator, so the
information separation codes were located
so that the lowest-order one would be next
to the space.

Special symbols were paired where pos-
sible to match the pairing of symbols on a
standard typewriter keyboard (for example,
I and ?, which usually appear on the same
key). Special characters were distributed so
that when this pairing broke down, it did so
on infrequently used characters. (The pair-
ing corresponds to a one-bit difference in
the bit patterns and was intended to simpli-
fy keyboard design. With the advent of
cheap ROMs and of powerful microelec-
tronics generally, this is probably not as im-
portant a requirement as it used to be.)

ASCII and You

What is the importance of this to the
average micro user? It's always useful to
understand the workings of the system you
use, and I know from experience that the
first nontrivial character manipulating you
try will land you right in Table 2, looking for
the decimal equivalent to some nonprinting
character (usually ESC).

But in addition, the ASCII set is literally
the ABC of data communications. So far,
communications for the average small
user, going at 30 characters per second
over regular phone lines, is pretty simple.
But we can expect these systems to in-
crease in speed and sophistication, and
when they do, programming for them will
undoubtedly use the ASCII controls for
handshaking .•
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file management rcutmes which allow the name and

~~i~~:~s~?t'~~~ta:\~ stgrt~g~~~up~~:~~llnr~~~~~:dc~~~ (M) ~~~?~C~~lhD~Ss~u~~~~~~;dc::~:~r ~~do~~~~~i~~tirn~
lor Microsoft BASIC $790/$30 Ierpreter , Supports lull file control, chaining. mtecer

and extended precision variables. etc.. $110/$15

(M) ::~~~e;- ~1:1~tYBtsi~~.0~~I~~~~~~ert:~n~~:rl:e~lai~~
data speed (no conversion to hex). with CRC block
control check for very reliable error detection arod
automatic retry. We use it! It's great! Full wildcard
expansion to send *.COM, etc. 9600 baud with wire.
300 baud with phone connection. Both ends need
one. Standard and ®versions can talk to one another.

(T) ~~~~~~;~te~.Al~~o~~;-c~;~n:~~~s a~~7:s~~.I~~!xf;l~ ELECTOR III COP $150/;5
_ writes checks 10 specific vendor lor certain in- (M) ~nd maintain ~u~ti Ke~t~a~:s~as~~c~~i~~~ :~r~~~~e~

~6i~t~SI00~~~~;:'~~~d~~~lcf:~e~:ln~:'d~~:~~~~~c:~~ (T) ~ao~~~:.r~6~!~ w~ti~hn~:';;~il~ala~~~;;Sr~~~, °rn~~g:~~
stand alone system. Requires CBASIC-2. Supplied in Sales Activity, Inventory, Payables, Receivables,
source .. $995/$35 Check Register, and Client/Patient Appointments, etc.

(T) :;r~s~~~:p~r~;Cs~~Y:!~;ts~ ~~::t:~~~~~~sa~~~er;~: :~~~~e~Rc~~s~~~:~IS~~~~:~ :p~i:~rc~ .~:~:~~~~
ords invoices. Provides complete inlormation oescnb- tu-cz. Interactive system provides lor customized
lng customer payment activity. Receipts can be COA. Unique chart of transaction types insure proper
posted to different ledger accounts. Entries euto- double entry bookkeeping. Generates balance sheets,
matically update GRAHAM-DORIAN General Ledger P&L statements and journ~ls. Two year re~~rd allows
or runs as stand alone system. Requires CBASIC·2. for statement of changes III financial position report.
Supplied in source .. $995/$35 Supplied in source. Requires SELECTOR III·C2,

(T) ~~~~e~~Sp~~~o~rwith~~:~~~~~;rm~~x~eF~~::::~~ed CBASIC-2 and 52~ syslem $250/$2~

~~~~~I~a~~~.~_i~tl~r~t~~~e~~s~:~afeh~~k~o~~:~t~;:~ (M) ;n:tr~~!;:~.~~ ot~:~t ~~~~!~;i.o~~~t~fi~Ja7:af~r~l~
and employee form letters with mail labels. Requires !.c uoe insertion 01 text dun.n!;! execution from other
CBASIC-2. Supplied in source . $590/$35 7~S~efl~~~a~~dc~~~IT;'n~E!e~~;~~n~e~~~!~~ ~~~eur~ft~~~

(T) ~~~~c~!~~:re~~Sa~~~ lu~:g~~;~~s~~k~~~e;f~~' ir~~:: ~~~;:t~lii~~r~f~n~~r:~~a;~~~~~~t~~~t~~ ~~~t~~lt:, :~c~
action information may be entered for reporting by Now compatible with Electric Pencil' prepared files.
salesman. Iype of sale, date of sale, etc. Reports $125/$20

~~~~~~~~ g~~SIIC.2~c~~~~I';~9 i~nsdo~r~~iSiO~$~9ao~~3g5

(T) ~~BbeCu~~Jli~~r-;c~~!\;n.:i~h f~th:re~~:~~~~g~~f;~
accounting packages for tracking and analysing ex-
penses. User establishes customized cost categories
and job phases. Permits comparison of actual versus
estimated costs. Automatically updates GRAHAM-
DORIAN General Ledger or runs as stand alone sys-
tem. Requires CBASIC-2. Supplied in source $995/$35

Sample Program Disk For Each Graham-Dorian
Business Package. Specify Package .$45

n.GRAHAM-DORIAN SOFTWARE SYSTEMSU GENERAL ~EDGER - An on-line system; no batch-
ing is required. Entries to other GRAHAM-DORIAN

(T) :~ia°~rst~~~ Pc~~~~~~;e~rec~~.~~~~~:I~~~~~~~~~~:~
register, record of journal entries, trial balances and
monthly closings. Keeps 14 month history and pro-
vides comparison of current year with previous year
Requires CBASIC-2. Supplied in source ... $995/$35

The sale of each
proprietary software

ric~~~~e f~~~"s~y~na
one system only.

Prices F.O.S.
Fort Worth, Tex.

~i~i&~i::3'c~~~~.
charges extra.

ORDERS MUST
SPECIFY DISK
SYSTEMS AND
FORMATS:

FORMATS AVAILABLE:
(A) TAS·SO Model [ (M) Keys Only
(SI TAS-SO Model II
(el TAS-BO Model III (M) Keys Only
(D) HEATHKIT H89 (M) Keys only
(El NORTH STAR
(F) SUPER BRAIN GO
(G) STANDARD UNIMPLEMENTEO

Microcomputer Problem Solving Using Pascal
by Kenneth L. Bowles

•A Book Oesigned lor Both College Courses ANO Individual
Sell-Sludy

• Ideal lor use with UCSD Pascal
• Includes Eltensions to Standard PASCAL

This book is designed both lor introductory courses in com-
puterproble~sol.vingatthefreshmanandsophomorecollege
level.and[orlndlvldualseU-stud~.llincludesmanyexamplesand
actually executableprograms. It Includes information on the nee-
essarylunctions and procedures lor handling graphics and
strings.

Price Stock No.
S9.95 #822

BEGINNER'S MANUAL FOR UCSD PASCAL
SYSTEM

: ~~~~~~rr~el~~n~~~rtODd~~~Oth!Ou~i~O~~~~tLSYSlem and How
to Program in PASCAL

• Includes Manv Practical E13mples 01 PASCAL Programs
This book is intended to be used as an introduction and refer-

ence manual lor people just beginning to use the UCSOPascal
Software System. Whether you have never used a computer be-
fo!"eor whether you Mean experiencedprOgranllm:r wl!uIS uuta-
rniliar with UCSOPASCAL,this book will provide a relativelyeasy.
yet thorough. introduction to UCSDPASCAl.

Price StockNo.
S18.95 #825

(M) r!°~i!i~~~~~~oonna~~i~~~lea~od ~~es~~h ~~~en
computers.

(T) ~~~~nd~J)Syst~,;,mc~~~~~~~a:i~~v;dnts~~t~e~f
48K CPM 2 full dize disk drives. 24 x 80 CRT and
132 column printer.

PROGRAMING IN PASCAL
by Peter Grogono

•An hcellent Introduction to One 01 the Fastest Growlnll Pro-

•~~c~:,I:~~~~~~:~~:e!o:~: Files PLUSa Chapter on Dynamic
DataStructures such as Tteesand linked lIsls

Th~lext is arrangedas a tutorial., cont~ining both examplesand
exercises to increase reader cronclency III PASCAl. Concepts are
illustrated by examples, ranging from the Tower01 Hanoi problem
to circumscribing a circle about a Iriangle. PROGRAMMINGIN
PASCALis sure to hold tne reader's interest.

Price Siock No.
$14.95 #B23

UCSD Reference Book

•A Relerence Guide to the Complete
UCSDPASCALSystem

•Includes Inlormallon on Compiler
Basic, Assembler and Editor

•Lists Actual P-Machlne Codes

rnrs rererencebook can oea vamameano time-saving guide 10
u-)rough information on Ihe UCSDPASCALsystem. The easy-to-
readmanualprovides last access to pertinent data

Price SlockNo.
S11.95 #826

Price
S14.95

'CP/M and MP/M are trademarks of Digital Research.
Z':lO is a trademark of Zilog. Inc.
TRS-SO is a trademark of Tandy Corp.
Pascal/M is a trademark of Sorcim.

D'~~~Pg~~r~t~~O';:nfl~:i~~~~~~11s~~~Ci!~~~

(M) ~!~k~l)t~~~~~~'~ri~~~~s t~~ ~~~feu~e~ ~~~ ~~h~~
cuter. Requires 32K minimum .... $751$10D.e;~E:I~!?~~; i;:ta~11\~~r t~O~~;oeg~t~~s e~~
they are being made. Has command which en-

(M) abies user to move the viewed position of the
file anywhere within the current data file OR
add information anywhere in the file. Requires
16K minimum. . . . . . .. .. $125/$25
(Also available in TRS DOS formal.
Specify model or TRS-SO)

~ •MAC - Disk-based, powerf~1 macro assem-U ~11~de~t~~~~oSdr~~~~~r~nte' Mnemonics. In-

(M) se~~I;~~~9~~~Oe ~:a~~om~~Sterr~~rar~~~~e~~~
file and produces an Intel "HEX" format object
file on the disk suitable for processing in the
TRS-CP/M environment. Requires 32K mini-
mum and CP/M..... .. . .. . .... $1001$25

~. ZSID- Efficient and reliable program testing

U ~X;I~:;; :~;c;~~c~~c:~ch~~g~~~~· f~;i)i~i~~~t~l~

(M) I~S~Dr:lati~~~6Ifck g~~~~ger which expands
upon the features of the lAS-CP/M standard de-
bugger, providing greatly enhanced facilities

~o;iraesss~~Kb~i~a/:~~;,g:n~r~p~~m. ~~:~~-~~~/:2e5nMAIL LIST - Mailing list maintenance package.

U~~ssf:~~i :~:;~~:~ut~n~~i.n~~~~r;:r~~ ~~~~;;~:;

(M) ~fb;fsd~:yO~: ~~i~t~~ei~tsu~~r ~~,~~~ebf~e~~;~
mats. Includes sort and select utilities $3001$35

FMG's LIBRARY:
PASCAL USER MANUAL & REPORT
(2nd) Edition by K. Jensen and N. Wirth

•Tutorial Manuill and Concise Relerence Repor1lor Both Pro-
grammers and Implementors

•Includes Helplul E13mpleS to Demonstrate the Various Fea-
tures 01PASCAL
The tlook consists of two parts: the user manualand the revised

report. The manual is directed 10 those ~hO have some !amiliarity

~~h t~~f~te~f~~~~~~~+~~ arnedp~r~Od~j~~e~O~1~tn~Ca~~al~~egc~lt~
which constitutes a common base between various lmplementa-
tens or the language

Stock No.
#B21

PASCAL PAlMER Problem Solving

This book has three major goals:
·To introduce all aspects 01 the programming and problem
solving process (includes problem specification and organi-
zation, algorithms, coding. debugging, testing, cccumente-
lion ilnd maintenance);

·To leach Qoodprogramming style and how to produce a high
lfuality lini~hed product; and

•Tottach the syntax of the PASCALprogramming langulfgc.
Numerous examples are employed throughout the text. PAS-

CALISused asa vehicle to teach vanous aspects of programming
techniques.

Stock No.
#B24

Price
S25.00
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BUilt-in RF
mOdUlator.

9K RAM (8K oser OVOilOble)
14KBASIC interpreter '
operating sYstem ROM.

Two bUilt-in
game ContrOl/ers
With JOYsticks and
numeric keypads.

User-programmable, in
both BASIC and MC6800
machine language.

BUilt-in COSsette
deck, With both digital

and aUdio tracks.

Load in eXCess of
1500 baud rate.

Saves and loads
programs in
45 seconds

Or less.

FUll, standard, 53-key
typeWriter keYboard.

MicrOPhone jOck
. enables You to
Odd aUdio to
program tapes.

High resOlution Picture
on YOUrTVscreen, in8 COlors.

256 x 192 groPhics mOde.



/Ail that computer for $599.
The Imagination Machine,

the personal computer from APFElectronics.

Ie Imagination Machine is more
personal computer than you'd expect
at $599.
The Imagination Machine is a

superbly designed, expandable, user-
programmable computer system ... at
$599.
No other personal computer on the

market can touch it, at that price.

Read what it brings you:
Firstof all, The Imagination Machine
has 9K RAM and 14KBASIC-IN-ROM.
A full 53-key professional, typewriter
keyboard. A high-resolution picture on
your TV set, in eight colors. Fast
loading (1500+ baud rate), built-in
dual-track cassette deck, for APF's
digitally recorded tape programs.
Built-in sound synthesizer. And, even a
built-in RFmodulator, which is a $40
option on other computer systems.

All that, plus user-programmability.
We know sophisticated users aren't
going to be satisfied forever using
preprogrammed software. (Even
though we offer a large library of
educational, entertainment, home
and business management pro-
grams.) So, we made The Imagination
Machine user programmable, in both
BASICand MC6800 machine lan-
guage. Tosimplify matters, we've just
developed the first and only BASIC
TUTORcourse on cassette. With it, you
can learn to program The Imagination
Machine in BASIC,with hands-on
training, right at the computer.

Some exceptional features.
The Imagination Machine has several
unique features that can help you
use your time at the computer more
effectively.
For example, it stores programs and

data on the same cassette tape. (With
other computers, you have to read
programs from one tape into the
computer, remove the tape, put in
another tape and store your data on
the new tape.)
Another special feature isThe

Imagination Machine's unique
keyword system, which simplifies

V ReaderService index-page 241

BASICprogramming. The machine
has 24 different programs statements
and commands printed at the top of
the keyboard. You can enter these 24
into your program without retyping
them every time you use them. Instead
of typing out "PRINT;'for example, you
just press two keys and the word
appears on the screen. The system
helps prevent typing errors and can
speed up entering programs.
A third feature isTimed Response

Monitoring, which automatically
adjusts the computer's pace and
level to your own. It makes "tutoring
programs:' for instance, easier and
more interesting to follow.
And then there are The Imagination

Machine's three graphic display
modes: 1.Alpha numerics, mixed with
low-resolution graphics in as many as
eight colors. 2. High resolution - up
to eight colors - 128 x 192 display.
3. High resolution graphics - up to
four colors - with 256 x 192 display.

And expandability.
A personal computer that can't grow
along with your growing requirements
soon becomes obsolete. So, we
designed The Imagination Machine to
be expandable. Byadding APF's
optional "Expansion Box" and inter-
face cartridges, you can hook up any
compatible floppy disk or printer, or an
additional 8KRAMmemory cartridge.

Full mini-floppy system $995.

For small business and professional
use, you may require a full mini-floppy

system. In that case, order APF's
System II. It includes The Imagination
Machine, the "Expansion Box:' floppy
disk interface and 72K-byte, mini-
floppy disk drive. All for just $995! No
one can come close to that price.

You can't beat our prices
or our guarantee.
If you can find a better personal
computer system for the money, let us
know. In the meantime, we stand by
our statement: There isno other per-
sonal computer on the market that
offers so much for so little. And if you
order now, we'll even include our
s19.95 APFTechnical Reference
Manual, with complete schematics,
absolutely free.
Order The Imagination Machine

directly from APFElectronics, with the
assurance that if you are not com-
pletely satisfied, you can return it within
30 days of purchase for a complete
refund. Toorder, or to learn the name
of the dealer nearest you, call TOLL
FREE1-800-223-1264. New York
residents call 212-869-1960. Master-
Card and VISAaccepted.

Price list:
SystemI,
TheImagination Machine. $599.
SystemII,Mini-floppy System
(Includes TheImagination
Machine, BB-2,and Mini-
floppy DiskDrive). $995.
BB-1.Expansion Boxwith
RS232cartridge. $199.95
BB-2.Expansion Boxwith
floppy disk interface
cartridge. $199.95
8KRAMmemory cartridge. $ 99.95
RS232cartridge. $149.95
Floppy-disk interface
cartridge. $149.95
Mini-floppy DiskDrive. $399.95

5599. Manufacture( ssuggested retail price.

aPFf3J1ftfJJ!PDl90~Nl~£
•..••9
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Two .Jump-on-Reset Circuits
For 8080 System Flexibility

Having trouble loading canned software because your system monitor is located in page
zero? This hardware/software project could be just the solution you're looking for.

J. C. Hassal/
H & H Enterprises
1201 Highland Circle
Blacksburg, VA 24060

for any but the most trivial programs. So
how do you change the internal reset vector
from page zero to somewhere else? You
don't-but you can trick the CPU to vector
to a location of your choice.

If your system monitor resides in low
memory (page zero), you have probably

encountered the frustration of being unable
to load some canned software bought at
your local computer store or borrowed from
a friend.

You are therefore faced with two alterna-
tives: Get a listing and rewrite all addresses
for wherever you have readlwrite memory,
or move your system monitor.

The first alternative is out of the question

Background

Canned software assumes that your sys-
tem has R/W memory available starting at
page zero. A monitor located at page zero
has some advantages, because the first in-
struction fetch cycle will go to address 000
000 (the first memory location in page zero),
which is the first instruction in your system
monitor.

The system monitor performs essential
functions such as initializing the system
and peripherals, and it contains commonly

>-+'----7 07

AO >-------------~~

It TYPE +5 GND

7402 14
7400 14 7
81LS95 20 10

rc 2

13
)o-------7GATED CSo

RESET >-----j

Fig. 1. Circuit 1, the straight hardware solution.
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used subroutines (such as I/O, ASCII to bi-
nary and octal) and the system command
decoder. You therefore want the system to
jump there automatically upon power-up or
system reset. Since a reset is automatically
executed (using circuitry external to the
CPU) on power-up, you can simply say that
you want to be able to vector to the system
monitor after a reset.

But what exactly is a reset command? It
is an internal, non-maskable interrupt that
clears the program counter, but leaves all
other registers unaffected (at least with the
8080/8085). Since the PC is cleared upon re-
set, the CPU looks for the first instruction in
memory at page zero. It is much easier to lo-
cate a programmable read-only memory
(PROM) containing the system monitor
starting at address page zero. Thus, im-
mediately after reset, the CPU will com-
mence fetching instructions without the
need to vector the PC elsewhere in memory.

So the system functions beautifully until
you try to load some commercial software
that assumes R/W memory in page zero-
right where your system monitor in PROM
lives. Now what? You move your system
monitor.

Several methods will accomplish this.
You count clock cycles after reset and in-
tercept the address bus; force the vector ad-
dress onto the data bus and use an 1/0 line
to disable the forcing function; intercept

the address bus and disable the forcing
function without software; or force a jump
instruction onto the data bus. The last two
methods are the simplest.

The components cost less than $5 for
either circuit. That price is hard to beat.

As always, there are hardwarelsoftware
trade-ofts. The first circuit is hardware-in-
tensive and uses no software. The second
circuit is much simpler and uses less hard-



ware but has a software requirement. If
your monitor cannot be modified, you must
use the first circuit. However, if you can
modify your monitor, the second circuit will
probably be more to your liking.

I will use the convention of split octal in
the following discussion of addresses. With
that method, al116 address lines can be rep-
resented by XXXYYY, where the eight X bits
are the upper memory address byte (memo-
ry that would be addressed by the H register
for the 8080/8085), and the eight Y bits are
the lower eight bits of memory (memory
that would be addressed by the L register
for the 8080/8085). Thus, 000 000 is the first
address in memory. It is also called page
zero. Similarly, 004000 is the first address in
page one, and so on. Remember that page
numbers are decimal, whereas the split oc-
tal numbers are octal. Thus, referring to Ta-
ble 1, 370 000 would be the first address lo-
cation in page 62.

Theory of Operation-Circuit 1

The program counter, after a reset, will
fetch the first instruction by causing the
CPU to output 000 000 on the 16 address
lines and then do a memory read to fetch
the contents of that memory Icoation. The
second instruction is executed. Therein lies
one of the keys to vectoring the CPU to your
monitor address: Force the CPU to execute
an unconditional jump instruction immedi-
ately after reset. With the 8080/8085, the se-
quenceot instructions necessary for an un-
conditional jump are:
JMP
yyy
xxx
where JMP is the mnemonic for an uncondi-
tional jump, YYY is the low-order eight bits
and XXX is the high-order eight bits of the
address to be jumped to.

Now XXXand YYY need to be defined. For
ease of programming, I like to have all RIW
memory contiguous, so I don't have to jump
over nonexistent memory or PROM. Since
my monitor, less than 1K long, will be ex-
panded, I have left 2K of memory space.
Therefore, the monitor is located in page 62,
with expansion to page 63 possible.

For ease of programming again, I have lo-
cated the monitor at the page boundary
(low-order bits are 000).Thus, the address to
which I must vector is 370000,where XXX=
370 and YYY= 000. Since we want to vector
immediately after a reset command, and
the CPU will execute a memory read (in-
struction fetch) cycle starting at 000000 Im-
mediately after a reset, we need to have a
memory addresslinstruction data byte cor-
relation as follows:

address data byte/mnemonic
000 JMP
001 000
010 370

You are rapidly approaching the final def-
inition of the problem, but one other factor

Address Test Points Instruction Instruction Data bus
A1 Ao X y Z code (octal) 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 DO

0 0 1 0 1 JMP 303 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 1 0 yyy 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 XXX 370 1 1 1 1 1 0 o 0

Table 3. Given the address inputs, the test points and data bus will follow this truth
table.

Number
Binary , Split Page

Address Octal Number

o 000 000 000 000 000 000000 0
o 000 000 100 000 000 001000 1
o 000 001 000 000000 002000 2

I I I
I I I
I I I
I I I
I I I

1111100000000000 370000 62
1 111 110000000000 374000 63

Table 1. Comparison of binary address
with split octal and page number desig-
nation.

must be considered. Since you need RIW
memory located at page zero, but you also
need to have your vector instructions in the
same memory space, they will fight on the
data bus and produce garbage. You must
therefore disable the chip select to page
zero memory while you are vectoring the
CPU, but re-enable the chip select immedi-
ately after executing the vector. You now
have the full definition of the problem: how
to jump unconditionally to 370 000 while
disabling page zero memory and re-enabl-
ing it immediately after the vector.

Circuit 1 Description

Referring to Fig. 1, you can see that only
three chips are used. You will also see that
only five input lines are required, while nine
output lines are generated, eight of which
go to the data bus. I have included truth ta-
bles in Table 2 for the chips used. ,

Table 3 will help you understand the cir-
cuit operation. Before you try to force the
jump instruction onto the data bus, you
must disable the chip select signal (CSo)for
RIW memory in page zero. You must re-en-
able CS after the CPU vectors to the moni-
tor. The sequence of events at reset is as
follows.

When reset goes high, the address and
data buses are Tri-stated, so A,s appears
high to TTL logic. Since you will key on the
low-to-high transition of A,s to disable the
vector-forcing hardware, you need to elimi-
nate the initial glitch at reset. The glitch is
eliminated through IC2a and b.

After reset, A,s is gated through IC2c
since reset is low. To re-enable CSo,the sig-

A
o
o

B Q

0 1
1 0
0 0

0
7402

B Q
0 1

0
0 0

0
7400

Pin
1 19 Output
0 0 0
0 0
1 0 Z

0 Z
Z

A
o
o

Input
o

X
X
X

81LS95

Pin
Input 1 15 Output
1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
X, 0 1 Z
X 0 Z
X Z

8T97

Table 2. Truth tables for each chip,
where X = don't care and Z = high im-
pedance (Tri-state).

nal is gated through IC1c and inverted by
IC1d.When reset is active (high), the output
from IC2b is forced high, which causes the
output from IC1c to go low, so gated CSo
goes high and the memory in page zero is
deselected.The output from IC2d is forced
low, which enables the Tri-state outputs of
IC3. Thus, any inputs to IC3 will be trans-
ferred to the data bus.

With system memory disabled, the vec-
tor-Iorclnq hardware will not have data bus
contention, and so is free to force the jump
instruction onto the bus. The next step is to
gate the proper signals to the data bus at
the proper time.

Gating the proper signals to IC3, depend-
ing upon the status of address lines Aoand
A, (Aobeing the least significant bit of the
address bus), is the key to the circuit. The in-
struction code for the JMP instruction is
303 octal for the 8080/8085 (Table 3). If the
op code for your processor is different from
303 octal, you will have to modify the con-
nections and the truth table, but the princi-
ple applies to any system.
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AI5 ICI

'-{>-'FROM 10 ,CPU
12 11

AIO I' 13

1-'------------_._----------7 AI5

TO
SYSTEM

RESET

rc TYPE +5 GNO

8T97 16
7400 14
8T97 16

11 13

I K
TYPICAL
OF 6

10 12 14

Fig. 2. Circuit 2, the hardware/software solution. Refer to Table 5 for alternate switch set-
tings.

When Aoand A, are both zero, data bits Do
and D, are both 1,while Doand D, are both a
for any combination of ones and zeros for
Aoand A,. This is a NOR combination, so Do
and D, are shunted together and wired to
the output of IC1b. Since D2is always low, it
is hard-wired to ground. Bits D., D, and D3all
have the same state at the same time and
have the same state as A" so they are
shunted together and connected to the ad-
dress line A,. Bits D7and D6have the same
state at the same time and have the inverse
state of Ao,so they are shunted together, in-
verted ihrough IC1a and connected to Ao.
By sequentially stepping through Table 3,
you can see the state changes of each data
bit corresponding to each state change for
address lines Aoand A,.

Immediately after executing the third in-
struction fetch cycle, the CPUwill load 370
000 into the PC and jump to that address.
The chip select CSofor system memory in
page zero is still disabled and must be re-
enabled before you can use that 1Kmemory
block. At the same time, you must disable
the Tri-state output from the vector-forcing
hardware, or you wiJl have data bus conten-
tion. Since the CPU is going to output 370
000 on the address lines, you will use one of
the upper order address lines (A15was arbi-
trarily chosen) to retoggle IC2a and c. That
forces IC2d output high, which deselects
IC3 and forces IC2b low, which, when com-
bined with CSo,will reselect page zero readl
write memory.

Theory of Operation-Circuit 2

Circuit 2 (Fig. 2)operates more directly (in
terms of hardware) than circuit 1, but has a
software trade-off. Circuit 2 adds the moni-
tor upper address byte to the address bus
after reset. This assumes that the monitor
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resides at a page boundary. The address
used for this circuit is the same as the previ-
ous circuit-370 000 octal.

As stated previously, the address on the
address bus immediately after reset is 000
000. If you were now to force some address
lines high, the CPU would think that it was
accessing memory at location 000 000, but
would actually be accessing another ad-
dress. Specifically, you want to vector to ad-
dress 370 000. The upper byte then must
read 11 111000 in binary. Thus, if the upper
four address lines (A15through All) were
forced high, the' CPU should think that it
was accessing address 000 000, but mem-
ory in 370 000 would be selected. The mem-

+5V

ory would stay selected as long as address
lines A15through All were forced high.

Circuit 2 Description

This circuit has eight input lines and five
output lines (Fig. 2). The low-to-high transi-

. tion of the reset line upon reset enables IC3
through IC2a, band c and disables IC1
through IC2d. IC1 acts as a buffer to isolate
the CPU from the vector-forcing hardware.
The outputs from IC3 could be wire-ORed
with the address bus, but this is not a good
digital design practice. The inputs to IC3
could be hard-wired or switched.

A DIP switch gives the ability to quickly
change the address to which you want the
CPU to jump after reset. Once IC3 is en-
abled and IC1 is disabled, they will remain
as such until changed by an 1/0 WR pulse to
IC2c. Here you encounter the hardwarel
software trade-offs mentioned earlier. You
must cause the CPU to execute a jump in-
struction to the address where the monitor
resides and then generate an 1/0 WR pulse
to disable IC2 and enable IC1. Table 4
shows the software routine that must be
added to your monitor to accomplish the
task, and Fig. 3 is a tabulation of the mem-
ory addresses for the program, the status of
the address bus from the CPU and the mne-
monics of the program.

Note that the CPUthinks that it is access-
ing memory in page zero, but the address
bus has been forced to page 62 by the vec-
tor-forcing function hardware. The JMP in-
struction causes the program counter in the
CPU to be set to the address contained in
the next two program data bytes. You don't
need to execute an OUT instruction imme-
diately after the JMP instruction.

" RESET TO MONITOR
" RESET TO 000 000

RESET~( -+-1--
J 01

6, ,
I
I

t 51

.c 2 i IC2

RESET~~

Fig. 3. This circuit will allow you to jump to either the monitor or address 000000.

Memory Address Output
Location from CPU Mnemonic Operation

Reset
370000 000000 JMP ; jump to
370001 000001 003 ; low byte (L reg.)
370002 000002 370 ; high byte (H reg.)
370003 370003 OUT ; disable IC3
370004 370004 XXX ; port aooress=-ooesn't

matter

Table 4. What occurs on the address bus during execution.



For example, my monitor initializes the
8255 programmable peripheral interface
(PPI) as follows.
MVI A ; move immediate to A
202 ; this data byte
OUT ; then output it to
007 ; 110port 007

This sequence saves me from executing
OUT XXX, then initializing the PPI: hence a
memory savings of two bytes. Note that the
port address byte XXX is not important;
simply outputting to any port will suffice.

Switch Circuit

Note that DPDTmomentary on the center
off switch can be used to selectively reset
to address 000 000or to your monitor (Table
4). The analog reset components are illus-
trative only and will vary depending upon
your system. You simply wire the switch in
between inverter IC2a and gate IC2b.

When reset is low, the output from IC2a
will be high. With the switch off or in posi-
tion B, the input to IC2b will float high, hav-
ing no effect on the circuit. The input to
IC2b can only be pulled low by switching to
position A, in which case reset will be high
and IC2a output will be low.

Circuit Comparisons

Both circuits force the reset vector to
some memory address other than 000 000.
Circuit 1 requires no software modification.
But circuit 2 requires only three chips. Cir-
cuit 1 must be physically located near the
readlwrite memory in page zero. Circuit 2
should be physically located near the CPU.

I use circuit 2 because of the increased
flexibility it gives me. But either way, if
you've been having trouble with a pro-
gram because your monitor resides in page
zero, one of these circuits will solve your
problem .•
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Page Oclal
Swilch Selling Address Address

S1 S2 53 S4 55 56 0 000000
cceeeo 1 004000
eeeeoe 2 010000

I I I
I I I
I I I
I I I

oooooe 62 370000
000000 63 374000

Table 5. By using this truth table, you
can modify the jump-to-address for the
monitor. Note that the switch closed
corresponds to logic zero on thead-
dress bus.
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OMEGAWHOLESALE COMP(JTER PRICES
SALES v89 DIRECT TO THE P(JBUC
CO. 12 Meeting St., Cumb rland, R.1. 02864

1·8K plug in
RAMModule

Products are
NOW
IN

STOCK
AT

OMEGA
Sales
Co.

FREE
($124.95 value)

1 Apple Tape
Recorder

FREE
($40 value)

~

~

Atari Interface
Module

1 Box (10 Pcs)
8" Diskettes

FREE FREE
($219.95 value)

APPLE II DISK ~~\:;1 Box (5

__~~~~n~~~=':~~--~~-~~~:;--J
NEC Spinwriter I jMicrosoft Basic
5530 or 5510 I SOROC IQ 120 I for only

$2449 I $699 $162.50________________________ J

I

We cany a complete line
of the above equipment

For information and
further pricing call:

TOLL FREE
1·800-556-7586

TElEX: 952106

MX·80
80 Character, 9x9 Dot
Rolls Pin Feed Printer
for your Apple, TRS·80
or Commodore $599

#~lnterfaCe to
Your Computer

OMEGA OFFERS THE BEST DELNERY AND PRICE ON:
APPLE • ATARI • TRS-80 MODEL" • INTERTEC •

T.I.81O • HEWLETT-PACKARD-85 • SOROC •
COMMODORE. NEC • QUME • CENTRONICS

OMEGA sells only factory fresh, top quality merchandise to out customers.
OMEGA will try to match any current advertised price with similar purchase conditions.

Before you buy anywhere else - be sure to call OMEGA Sales Co.
1-401-722-1021

OMEGAshipsvia UPS,truck or air. COD's,VISA,Masterchargeaccepted.
"A member in good standingof the BetterBusinessBureau." .
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JVlailingLabel/Envelope Printer

This operator-oriented program for Micropolis Disk BASIC will assist even the most active
and gregarious computer user with his paper correspondence.

Joel Shapiro
491 Kenilworth Court
Des Plaines, IL 60016

Many of my friends, business
associates and clients are in

organizations that require periodic mailings
to their memberships. It was a good reason
to adapt my existing mailing-list program
(circa 1978)to my new data-base manage-
ment system (see January 1980Microcom-
puting, pg. 84).

This program, Labels, can be integrated
with the data-base system by adding a call
to the program from either Programs or
Report. You can do this by adding the
feature as a function to either menu and ex-
ecuting a PLOADG to Labels. My own
preference is to call it from the Report pro-
gram. None of the features of the data base
system needs to be altered; the files are
compatible for either way.

Program Features and Operation

Labels has the following features:
• It prints mailing labels 1, 2 or 3 across.
• The operator selects label width, height

and spacing. It defaults to standard label
dimensions and spacing.
.It prints name, title, company name,
street address, city, state and zip code in
five lines.
• It prints sorted information with the use
of an index file and uses the sorting routine
in the data base system.
• It ignores master file data that havebeen
coded for deletion.
.It can print a partial master file by using
upper and lower limits in the operator-
selected control field as in the data base
Report generator program.
• It does not leave open lines on label if
data are not in the field. It packs label from
the bottom up.
• A test routine is incorporated within the.
program for assistance in printer setup and
adjustment.
• It permits the use of commercial self-
stick labels or labels cut from your standard
printout paper.
.It permits the use of continuous feed or
manual feed envelopes. Spacing from the
margin is operator-selected, as is the ver-
tical spacing for continuous feed.

This program, like Database, iswritten in
Micropolis Disk BASIC version 4.0. The
system in use has a Z-80CPU,48Kof RAM,
Merlin video board, Micropolis dual disk
drives (Mod II) and a DECLA-36printer with
Accelewriter for 60 cps operation .

F$(X)
G$(X)
X$(X)
Z$(X)
Y$(X)
X(X)
Y(X)
8$(X)
o "Io(X)
A%(X)

Elements 1-10 used for file setup and options.
File data read into this array. Also used within programs for parsing and other operations.
Stores field titles.
Stores field length.
Stores D, N or S field code and operator access code.
Stores length of field (value Z$(X)).
Stores pointer for beginning of field.
Multipurpose data.
Taos for printer.
Sorted record numbers from sort routine.

Arrays and their purpose.
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F$(I)
F$(2)
F$(3)
F$(4)
F$(5)
F$(6)
F$(7)
F$(8)
F$(9)
F$(10)
F$(11)-F$(30)

File code.
Number of data fields.
Number of entries coded for deletion.
Fields and sequence for report.
Printer options.
File create date.
Special filename/purpose.
Data last update.
Fields for totals in report.
Reserved.
Available for programs.

F$ array details.

Labels is a self-contained program that
can be called directly or from another
Database system program. It combines the
report generator and printer functions.
When called, the program prompts the
operator for specifics and prints labels and
continuous feed envelopes automatically.
When you use manually fed envelopes, the
program will wait between printings so you
can feed a new envelope.
The standard default label size is 3 1/2

inches wide and 15/16 inches high, for a
width of 35 characters and a label of six
lines. Thus the fields used in the master
data file must be restricted to maximum
lengths as follows:

Name
Title
Company Name
Street Address
City
State
Zip Code

35 characters
35 characters
35 characters
35 characters
25 characters
2 characters
5 characters

This will prevent truncation of the data
strings and tabulation errors.
All fields are printed as individual lines

with the exception of city, state and zip,
which are concatenated into a Single line,
with the proper two-character space be-
tween the state and zip.
The above restrictions pertain to United

States addresses only. For addresses out-
side the U.S., the city field should be



changed to 35 characters and used for the
last line of the address. The state and zip
fields should be left blank so the computer
knows that the city field will be the last field
printed.

The operator must ensure that the city
field data" does not exceed 25 characters
when domestic addresses are intermixed
with others. The domestic address will then
be printing correctly. In both cases, the
automatic stackup feature will function
properly.

You can use any or all addressee
fields-name, title and company
name-but you must use at least one. Of
these three fields, any missing field will be
replaced by data from one of the others. If a
name field (or data) is missing, the label will
show title and company name. If the name
and title are missing, the label will show just
company name. Thus, the program can be
used for either business or personal mail-
ings, or both, without modification.

File compatibility with the Database pro-
gram lets you use its features for all file
creation and maintenance functions.

Uses

Using the Report generator in Database
and the fields described herein, you can use
a company name sort to see how much you

are mailing to each company and to whom.
This can save postage and eliminate
duplicate mailings.

Most business mailings are sorted by zip
code to take advantage of lower mailing
rates. The sequence of printing depends on
the type of sort used. If a multiple-level sort
is used, you can sort for zip code and city
and discriminate between small towns
where a single zip code is used. An
alphabetical sort can also be used if re-
quired.

Since the labels are printed horizontally
across the page, they will be sorted in that
format. Envelopes are printed in sorted
order regardless of whether they are
manually or automatically fed.

The use of upper and lower limits for a
specified control field helps direct mailings
to specific titles. Assuming a zip-code sort,
a mailing can be directed to the presidents
of companies by using the limits feature in
the title field.

The control field does not have to be one
of the fields selected for printing, as long as
it appears in the file. Therefore, by proper
coding in a nonprinting field and a multiple-
level sort, mailings can be directed to a cod-
ed group of individuals or companies and
sorted by zip code within that group. In a
personal address file, a coding can be used

to select addresses for Christmas cards. A
business listing can be coded so that one
group might buy a specific type of product,
while another might include companies
with the territory of a particular salesman.

I have incorporated a test routine that will
let you print an outline of the printed label or
address block to help with your printer
setup. Because you will tend to use all
available space, the printer setup must be
as precise as possible.

I prepared a 14-entry master data file
called Address to help demonstrate the pro-
gram's features. The Report generator func-
tion of the Database program printed the
complete master data file (Sample run 1).

Sample run 2 shows the file, sorted
alphabetically, printed as three labels
across. Note the proper formatting of the
labels with regard to missing data in some
of the fields.

Sample run 3 shows how to remove a
field (in this case, title) from the label. A zip-
code sort was used.

Sample run 4 used the control field limits
to include only the range of items required
in the printing. Compare this to Sample run
2 and note the difference.

As with the Report generator program in
Database, the sensing of the word NAME as
the first four letters of a field title will

NAME
STREET

666 MERRYVILLE AVE
BAXTER, ROY T.

1 BAXTER AVE
HENRY, DR. TIMOTHY L.

45 WOOD TREE CIRCLE
JOHNSON, JOHN

3232 W. MINSTER AVE
MATHIS, CHARLES M.

4554 PANSY WAY
SMITH, PAUL H.

333 WEST 3RD STREET
ANDERSON, KENNETH

22 WEST 22ND STREET
BURTON, MR AND MRS

34 7TH AVE
JACKSON, ANDREW

388 JACKSON AVE
MARCUS, GARY L.

887 ELM ST
PRZYBLSKI, NORMAN T.

665 CARPENTER AVE
THOMPSON, DARLENE

WESTMONT AVE
MURRAY, CHARLES K.

43 LANE ROAD
BORG, CATHERINE A

567 WINDSOR LANE

TITLE
CITY

DIRECTOR OF SALES
MERRYVILLE

FERRYSTOWN
ADMINISTRATOR

NORMAL
DIR. OF MATERIALS

FREMONT
PURCHASING AGENT

MARIGOLD
PRESIDENT

SMITHVILLE

CAMBRIDGE

CLEVELAND
VICE PRESIDENT

JACKSON
SALES MANAGER

PETERSBURG
GENERAL MANAGER

LASLOW
BUYER

DENTON
PRESIDENT

TORONTO ONT CANADA

MONTREAL aUE CANADA
Sample run 1.

CO. NAME
ST ZIP DATE JOINED

GAMES BY COMPUTER, INC.
LA 70098 05/15176

BAXTER TOYS, INC.
NJ 12112 05/05/75

NORTH HOSPITALFl. 33447 07/18/78

ACME [tRYGOODS
IN 74558 06/06/76

BLOSSOM FLOWER CO.
IA 67789 12/16/76

SMITH COMPANY
CA 91104 08/14/78

ACE BRASS
MA 55739 11/12177

KS 22446 05/25/76

JACKSON TOOL AN[tDIE
MS 99446 10/19/78

TELEMAX, INC.
MS 66834 09/09/76

FORD TILE AND FLOOR CO.
ND 61111 05/26/77

WESTMONT INDUSTRIES, INC.
MD 99110 07/17/77

TERRANCE MFG
0/0/0

0/0/0
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DIRECTOR OF SALES
GAMES BY COMPUTER, INC.
666 MERRYVILLE AVE
MERRYVILLE LA 70098

ROY T. BAXTER
BAXTER TOYS, INC.
1 BAXTER AVE
FERRYSTOWN NJ 12112

KENNETH ANDERSON
ACE BRASS
22 WEST 22ND STREET
CAMBRIDGE MA 55739

CATHERINE A BORG
567 WINDSOR LANE
MONTREAL QUE CANADA

DR. TIMOTHY L. HENRY
ADMINISTRATOR
NORTH HOSPITAL
45 WOOD TREE CIRCLE
NORMAL FL 33447

MR AND MRS BURTON
34 7TH AVE
CLEVELAND KS 22446

ANDREW JACKSON
VICE PRESIDENT
JACKSON TOOL AND I1IE
388 JACKSON AVE
JACKSON MS 99446

GARY L. MARCUS
SALES MANAGER
TELEMAX, INC.
BB7 ELM ST
PETERSBURG MS 66B34

JOHN JOHNSON
DIR. OF MATERIALS
ACME DRY GOODS
3232 W. MINSTER AVE
FREMONT IN 74558

CHARLES M. MATHIS
PURCHASING AGENT
BLOSSOM FLOWER CO.
4554 PANSY WAY
MARIGOLD IA 677B9

CHARLES K. MURRAY
PRESl['ENT
TERRANCE MFG
43 LANE ROAD
TORONTO ONT CANADA

NORMAN T. PRZY8LSKI
GENERAL MANAGER
FORD TILE AND FLOOR CO.
665 CARPENTER AVE
LASLOW ND 61111

PAUL H. SMITH
PRESIDENT
SMITH COMPANY
333 WEST 3RD STREET
SMITHVILLE CA 91104

DARLENE THOMPSON
BUYER
WESTMONT INDUSTRIES, INC.
WESTMONT AVE
DENTON MD 99110

Sample run 2.

CATHERINE A BORG
567 WINDSOR LANE
MONTREAL QUE CANADA

CHARLES K. MURRAY
TERRANCE MFG
43 LANE ROAD
TORONTO ONT CANADA

ROY T. 8AXTER
8AXTER TOYS, INC.
1 BAXTER AVE
FERRYSTOWN NJ 12112

MR AND MRS BURTON
34 7TH AVE
CLEVELAND KS 22446

DR. TIMOTHY L. HENRY
NORTH HOSPITAL·
45 WOOD TREE CIRCLE
NORMAL FL 33447

KENNETH AN['ERSON
ACE BRASS
~2 WEST 22ND STREET
CAMBRIDGE MA 55739

NORMAN T. PRZYBLSKI
FORD TILE AND FLOOR CO.
665 CARPENTER AVE
LASLOW ND 61111

GARY L. MARCUS
TELEMAX, INC.
887 ELM ST
PETERSBURG MS 66834

CHARLES M. MATHIS
BLOSSOM FLOWER CO.
4554 PANSY WAY
MARIGOLD IA 67789

GAMES BY COMPUTER, INC.
666 MERRYVILLE AVE
MERRYVILLE LA 70098

PAUL H. SMITH
SMITH COMPANY
333 WEST 3RD STREET
SMITHVILLE CA 91104

JOHN JOHNSON
ACME DRY GOODS
3232 W. MINSTER AVE
FREMONT IN 7455B

DARLENE THOMPSON
WESTMONT INDUSTRIES, INC.
WESTMONT AVE
DENTON 1'1[' 99110

ANDREW JACKSON
JACKSON TOOL AND DIE
388 JACKSON AVE
JACKSON MS 99446

Sample run 3.

DIRECTOR OF SALES
GAMES BY COMPUTER, INC.
666 MERRYVILLE AVE
MERRYVILLE LA 70098

KENNETH ANDERSON
ACE BRASS
22 WEST 22ND STREET
CAMBRIDGE MA 55739

ROY T. BAXTER
BAXTER TOYS, INC.
1 BAXTER AVE
FERRYSTOWN NJ 12112

MR AND MRS BURTON
34 7TH AVE
CLEVELAND KS 22446

DR. TIMOTHY L. HENRY
ADMINISTRATOR
NORTH HOSPITAL
45 WOOIoTREE CIRCLE
NORMAL FL 33447

ANIoREW JACKSON
VICE PRESIDENT
JACKSON TOOL ANIoDIE
388 JACKSON AVE
JACKSON MS 99446

JOHN JOHNSON
DIR. OF MATERIALS
ACME DRY GOODS
3232 W. MINSTER AVE
FREMONT IN 74558

GARY L. MARCUS
SALES MANAGER
TELEMAX, INC.
887 ELM ST
PETERSBURG MS 66834

NORMAN T. PRZYBLSKI
GENERAL MANAGER
FORIoTILE AND FLOOR CO.
665 CARPENTER AVE
LASLOW ND 61111

PAUL H. SMITH
PRESIDENT
SMITH COMPANY
333 WEST 3RD STREET
SMITHVILLE CA 91104

DARLENE THOMPSON
BUYER
WESTMONT INDUSTRIES, INC.
WESTMONT AVE
DENTON MD 99110

Sample run 4.
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Now. ..
Intelligence beyond your CRT
· . .. ... . ...· . .. .. .:... : -.- ..•.• :: -: :-.: :-.: 1-.:
: 5: 1.:-: E = .. := =••:: : ••::

Xymec's HY-Q 1000™ Series brings
microprocessor capability to print-
ing. This fast, letter quality, intel-
ligent printer/typewriter expands
the capability of your computer
or word processing system.

Xymec gives your system more
of the features you want most:
• LE.D. display
• tractor feed
• RS232, IEEE-Cn9 interface

Compatible with nearly all micro-
computers, the HY-Q 1000™ Series
prints boldface and li#W#liOi#J, centers
titles, sets columns and right jus-
tifies. Your choice of three pitches
and proportional spacing, with
minimum throughput print speed
of 20 cps. Changing print wheels
or type styles takes but seconds.

....................•..............
••••Intelligent printing makes •••

good sense to me: Send
me more information
and the name of my
local dealer.

Name

Title

Company

Address

City

State Zip

Telephone

Xymec gives you more features
than any other machine on the
market, regardless of price!

Xymec intelligent printers won't
create a service nightmare. Reliably
constructed, the HY-Q 1000™
Series is built with serviceability in
mind. And with service centers
nationwide, maintenance is easy
and convenient.

Give your computer system the
intelligent edge. Join up with
Xymec. For more information, send
in this coupon today.

Xymec, Inc.
Subsidiary of Litronic Industries
17905 Sky Park Circle, Suite J
Irvine, CA 92714 (714) 557-8501

Xymec, Inc.
17905 Sky Park Circle, Suite J

Irvine, CA 92714.... .......................•.•.•...........

The Value Standard in Printers



reverse the first and last names. But it is not
an operator-selected option; it is done
automatically. The name field title must
therefore have NAME as the first four
characters.

One final note on operating the program:
The selection and stacking process takes
time. But the features are worth the delay.
You can anticipate about six seconds of
delay between printing each set of labels.
This is based on printing three labels
across at a 4 MHz clock frequency. Less
time is consumed when printing one or two
across or when printing envelopes.

Program Details

As in the Database program, most lines
up to line 1500 are subroutines common to
almost all programs in this system. Once
again, the functions defined in line 62 and
statements in lines 302-331 are used with
the Merlin video board. As in the other pro-
grams, you will have to substitute your own
subroutines.

Line 302 brings the cursor to home and
clears the screen. Line 330 reverses the
video, and line 331 returns the system to
normal video. The video reverse technique
is used only for error messages.

The optional features such as control
field limits and use of an index file are the

8$(1) 8ackslash (Char 92)
8$(2) D
8$(3) = N
8$(4) Space (Char 32)
8$(5)

8$(6)
8$(7) = /
8$(8)
8$(9)
8$(10) = S
8$(11)
8$(12) %
8$(13) Date
8$(14) Name
8$(15) Amt.

B$ array details.

Should you wish to change the standard
label width, height or spacing, the width (T1)
is in line 1640, the height (T2) is in line 1650
and horizontal spacing (T3) is in line 1660.
The tabs for label printing are determined in
line 1720.

The standards for envelope printing are
in line 1860. 0%(1) is the variable for the
number of spaces from the left-hand margin
for the start of each line in the block. T2 is
the variable for the number of vertical
spaces between envelopes and correctly
places the address block when using con-
tinuous feed envelopes.

Lines 2000-2240 take care of reading the
file and loading the G$(X) array. G$(3) to
G$(5) are used to hold up to three records of
data. The record that is undergoing pro-
cessing is in G$(1), and the parsed data are
retained in G$(2). The subroutine in lines
1060-1061 takes care of extracting the data
from G$(1) and placing them into G$(2). The
selected field data are contained in the
C%(X) array and are transferred into
variable A for use with the subroutine. This
occurs in line 2530.

After parsing, lines 2550-2670 assign the
data to different variables. Lines 2630-2670
take care of concatenating the city, state
and zip fields into a single line. Lines
2580-2620 provide the stacking feature so

same as in the other Database programs.
The label and address block formatting is
unique to Labels.

Lines 1500-1900 take care of information
from the operator on the options required
and the fields selected for printing. Note
that the computer will ask for the field to ac-
cess for each line to be printed. This allows
the use of a fairly complex file as a master,
for the program will use only those fields reo
quired for the labels or envelopes. This way,
a file containing complete personnel or
customer data can also be used for the
mailing list without having a dual filing
system.

SPECIAL
Printer for your
Microcomputer

GE TERMINET
300 PRINTER

WE HAVE FLAT-PACK
ACOUSTIC

Pin feed-9" paper

• 80 Print positions
• Receive on Iy
e ASCII code
• RS-232 interface
e30 CPS
• Upper & lowercase
e Shipping wt 75#

Shipping containers $15.00.

(used)
(good working condition)

Will run on serial RS232 port of
most micros including TRS-80. $450_00

Modem
pickup

NEW
POWER
SUPPLY
$25.00
5V at 3 Amp

12V at 6 Amp
2V at 3 Amp

USED FANS

Muffin - 8.00
Sprite - 4.00

RS 232 Cables
Like New

6' all pins wired malelfemale $25.00
8' RS 232 male/male $12.50
15' RS 232 male/male $20.00
25' RS 232 male/male $22.50
50' RS 232 male/male $45.00

MICRO SWITCH KEYBOARD
USED BUT LOOKS VERY NICENEW

POWER SUPPLY
(AC-DC Brand)

Mode11-22V @ 1.9a
Mode12-15V @ 2.4a ASC II $40.00

(With Print)

USED
OMNITIEK

MODEM
ORIGINATE

ONLY
TESTED

$90.00 Sale

ORDERING INFORMATION:
We ship the ame day we receive a certified check or money order. Texas residents
add 5% sales tax. Write for our CATAl.OG of many parts, terminals, printers, etc.
All items subject to availability. Your money returned' if we are out of stock. Mail
order hours 9·4 Monday-Thursday, Closed Fridays.

SHIPPING INFORMATION:
Modems: $3.00 each; Key Boards $4.00, Power Supply $7.00.
Large Items & Parts: Specify Freight or All Freight Collect.
Foreign Orders: Add appropriate frelgnt or postage.
We now take Master Charge and Visa orders. Specify full number,
bank number and ex iration date.
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MICRO MISCELLANY FROM JBE

79-287 ASSM. $79.95
KIT $59.95

BARE BOARD $29.95

The JBE A-D and D-A Converter can be
used with any system having parallel
ports, and interfaces with JBE Parallel
I/O Card (see below). A-D conversion
time is 2O~S, D-A conversion time is
5~S. Uses include speech, music syn-
thesizing, slow scan TV, and joystick or
paddle control inputs. Uses single
power supply (5V), see JBE 5V power
supply below. Parallel inputs and
outputs include 8 data bits, strobe lines
and latches. Analog inputs and outputs
are medium impedance zero to five volt
range. 80-153 ASSM.

KIT

This JBE 3%x5" Micro-Microcomputer has the following:
• 1024 Bytes of RAM (two 2114s)
• 2048 Bytes of EPROM (2716)
• Uses one 6522 via (documentation inc.)
• 2 8-bit bidirectional I/O ports
• 2 ts-blt programmable timer/counters
•Serial Data Port
• Latched output and input with handshaking logic.
• TIL and CMOS compatible

The 6502 Microprocessor is particularly suited for control
functions such as temperature control, burglar alarm,
electric wheelchair, lights, etc. This Micro-Micro inter-
faces with the JBE Solid State Switch and A-D and D-A

Converter and uses the JBE 5V power supply (see
$110.95 below). 2716 EPROM is available separately (not
$ 89.95 included in kit or assm. board). A 50 pin connector
$ 24.95 is included.

This is what you've been waiting for! The 31f2x2W' Apple II Extender
Board makes troubleshooting much faster and easier! Great for use-with
the JBE Apple II Display Board. 50 pin Apple connector is ihcluded.

79-2821CHANNELASSM.$13.95 KIT$10.95 BAREBOARD $ 6.95 80-143 $12.95
1 CHANNEL PKGD. $39.95 I=~====::=~~!!:~~~~~~C=:::::~======~79-282 4 CHANNEL ASSM. $49.95 KIT $39.95 BARE BOARD $24.95

This intelligent CRTController is completely contained on a 6x6V,' printed circuit
board. The design is based on an 8085A Microprocessor and an 8275 Integrated
CRT Controller. It features/the following:
• 25 Lines, 80 characters/line • Keyboard Scanning System
• 5x7 DorMatrix • Uses + 5V power supply and ± 12V
• 8085 CPU power supply (both available from
• Two 8165s JBE - see above)
• Two 2716s (1 for software, 1 for user

programmable character generato~
• Serial Interface RS232and TIL
• Baud rates of 110,150,300,600,1200,

2400,4800 & 9ElOO.

JBE Apple II Parallel I/O Card interfaces
printers, synthesizers, keyboards, and JBE
A-D .and D-A converter and solid state
switches. This interface has handshaking
logic, two 6522 VIAs and a 74LS74 for timing.
Inputs and outputs are TTL compatible.

79-295 ASSM. $69.95
KIT $59.95

$22.95

Control the world! Your computer can control power to your printer, lights, stereo and
120VACappliances up to 720watts (6amps at 12OVAC).Input 3 to 15VDC,2 -13MA
TIL compatible, isolation - 1500V,non zero crossing, the switch comes in a 1 or 4
channel version and includes documentation for interfacing with JBE DimmerControl
(see below),The 1 channel version is also available professionally packaged.

This 2x21f2" power supply uses a wall transformer for
safety and is protected against short circuit and ther-
mal breakdown. It is rated at ± 12 V 120MA and can
be used as a single 24V power supply at 120 MA.lt is
ideally suited to operational amplifier experiments.

80-161 ASSM. $22.95
KIT $18.95

BARE BOARD $ 8.95

This 2%x2W' 5V 500MA power supply is protected
against short circuit and thermal breakdown and
uses a wall transformer for safety. It operates JBE
A-D and D-A converter, 8085 computer, 8088 com-
puter & 6502 micro-microcomputer. Documentation
is included.
80-160 ASSM.

KIT
BARE BOARD

The JBE Dimmer Control has 4 chan-
nels, 256 brightness levels, on-board
power supply and four 8-bit parallel in-
put ports (not latched). This board inter-
faces with the JBE Solid State Switch
and Apple II Parallel Interface Card
(documentation included).
80-146 ASSM. $89.95
KIT $79.95
BARE BOARD $25.95

80-144 ASSM.
KIT

BARE BOARD

$49.95
$42.95
$25.95

This handy little (3x7") board
is ideal for teaching and
troubleshooting. It has a run
- stop, single step switch
which makes identification
of shorted lines between
address or data-bits easy
and shows single steps for
teaching computer logic.
The display board has 16
Address LEDS, 8 Data LEDS
& 1 RDY LED. All lines are
buffered.

$39.95

State-of-the-art system using·3 IC's, an 8085, an 8156 and either an 8355 or
8755. The system has the following:
• 3 MHz 8085 CPU • 2 serial input/output lines
• 256 bytes static RAM • Instruction set 100%
• 2048 bytes ROM upward compatible with 6080A
• 38 parallel input/output lines 14-bitcounterltimer $24.95

An 8086 Family microcomputer system using 5 IC's, an 8088 CPU, and 8284
clock generator, an 8155 RAMIIO/Timer, an 8755A EPROMIIO and an 8185 (IK
x 8) Static RAM. This system has the following:
• 16-bit internal architecture
• Up to 1280 bytes of static RAM
• 2048 bytes of EPROM
• 38 parallel input/output lines
• 14-bit counterltimer $
• Instruction set 100% compatible with the 8086 29.95

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
6502 $ 9.95
6522 $ 9.95
27165 Volt $29.95

CABLE
Standard Dip Jumpers
16 Pin, 1 Ft. Length $4.95
CONNECTORS
50 Apple Connector $5.95

JOHN BELL ENGINEERING .--99

ALL PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM: JOHN BELL ENGINEERINO
P_O. BOX 338 • REDWOOD CITY, CA 94064 • (415) 367-1137

ADD 6% SALES TAX IN CALIFORNIA_ FOR ORDERS OUTSIDE THE U_S.A_, ADD 5% FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING:
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no blank lines will be printed if the field data
aren't available.

The actual printing is done in lines
2710-2810. Line 2810does the vertical spac-
ing after printing for both envelopes and
labels.

The test routine in lines 3000-3040 prints
the outline of a label or address block to aid
in printer setup.

The program will reload Database when
completed. This is covered in line 2200. If
you wish the program to load a program
other than Database, this line will have to

be changed. Remember that the disk for the
program it is to load must be in drive O.

Summary

The setup for the labels at a 35-character
line length is crowded so I keep mine at a
maximum of 33 characters in the file'. I have
not yet run short of line length, and this
allows easier centering of the line on the
label. The label I use is 3112 inches by 15/16
inch and is obtainable from almost everyot-
fice supply store in the Chicago area. The
system is adaptable to any size YOlJr~q~ire.

The program has functioned well, and
you shouldn't have any trouble with it. In
fact, the only problem I can see is obtaining
1200 names for my rnalllnq list to fill the
system's capacity.

This program, with an updated Database
system, is available on Micropolfs Mod II
di~k for $20 postpaid. Purchasera of the
original Data base system can have their
Mod II disks updated for $10 andthe return
of their original disks. Send check and disk
to: Bonjoel Enterprises, PO Box 2180, Des
Plaines, IL 60018.•

Program listing. Labels program in Micropolis Disk BASIC, version 4.0.

61 SIZES (:'h 3,250,7150) :MEHEND16R.97FF
62 DEFFAA~16R6B9IDEFFAB=16R6C2
63 DIM S$C15,4),F$(30,30),G$<5,250),X$(30,25),Y$(30,2),XC30),Y(30),Zt(30,3)
64 STRINGCHAR'(25S)IY,='!'
65 RESTORE66IFORI=IT01SIREADB'(I)INEXTI
66 DATA',', 'D', IN'",' I,': ',',',1/1, 1_1,1*., ·S·,I.', 'X', 'DATE', ·NAME'·, 'AMT.·
68 DIMC%(7),C$(7,lB),D%(3)
69 FORI=IT07IREADC$(I)INEXTI
80!
90 DIMAX(2S),I$(3,40),J$(3,40),K$(3,40),L$(3,40),M$C3,40)
100 GOS~B302IK7=0IPRINPLABEL AND ENVELOPE PRINTER'IPRINTIPRINT'DO YOU WISH TO PRINT;'
110 PRINT' 1) LABELS' '
120 PRINT' 2) MANUAL FEED ENVELOPES'
130 PRINT' 3) CONTINUOUS FEED ENVELOPES'
200 PRINT:PRINT'ENTER FUNCTION YOU DESIRE'IINPUTAIIFA<10RA>3THEN100
210 IFA=2THENK7=1
220 IFA=3THENK7=2
230 GOT01500
302 POKE(16R6B8)=65ID=FAAIPOKE(16R6BB)=41ID=FAAIRETURN
330 POKE(16R64E)=16R80IRETURN
331 POKE(16R64E)=16ROOIRETURN
500!
510 GOSUB995lPRINT'ENTER NAME OF ';IIFA=lTHENPRINT'MASTER FILE'
511 IFA=2THENPRINT'INDEX FILE'
512 PRINT'OR \ TO EXIT PROGRAM'
515 GOSUB999 :INPUTN$ IIFN$=B' (1 >THEN2200
520 FORN9=OTOltA$=HID$(STR$(N9),2,1)!OPENAA$t-:·tN$ ERROR540
530 N$=A$t'I'tN$IT=FREETR(A) ICLOSEA IRETURN
540 IFERR=40RERR=7THENNEXTN9
550 GOSUB995IPRINTERR$IPRINT'STOPPED'IPRINT'MAKE CORRECTION'IGOSUB999IGOSUB997:GOT0500
560 GOT0510
570 GET2G$(1):I~1:K=1:A$=··:IFG$(1)=··THEN2140
571 B$=MID$(G$(1),K,1)!IFB$<:>B$(1)THENA$=A$tB$:K=Ktl:GOT0571
572 AX(I)=VAL(A$):A$=--:K=Ktl:IFI=2STHENRETURN
573 IFK<LEN (6$ (1) )THENI=I t1 IGOTOS71
574 RETURN
603 GOSUB330lPRINT'ILLEGAL INPUT! RE-ENTER'IGOSUB331IRETURN
607 GOSUB998IPRINTTAB(10)'PROCESSING DATA'lGOSUB999lRETURN
612 CLOSEIlGOSUB330lPRINT'DISK ERRORI':PRINTERR$IGOSUB331IGOSUB997:RETURN
830! PARSE G$(Rl)
831 IFI)10THENR1=3
832 IFI>20THENR1=4
834 J=LEN(G$(Rl»IX=INDEX(G'(R1),Y$)IIFX=OTHEN838
836 G$=LEFT$(G$(Rl),X-l)IG$(Rl)=RIGHT$(G$(Rl),J-X)
838 RETURN
840! PARSE G$ <TITLE, FIELD, CODE)
844 X=0IY$(I)=RIGHT$(G$,2)IG$=LEFT$(G$,LEN(G')-2)
846 X=INDEX (G', B' (1) )IX$ (l) =LEFH (GS, X-1)
848 Z$(I)=MID$(G$,Xtl,LEN(G$)-X)
849 RETURN
850. LOAD XlY ARRAYS WITH FIELD DATA
851 Y(I)=2IIFVAL(F$(2»<2THENRETURN
852 FORI=2TOVAL(F$(2»IY(I)=Y(I-l)tVAL(Z$(I-l»INEXTI
854 FORI=ITOVAL(F$(2»IX(I)=VAL(Z$(I»INEXTIIRETURN
900! COMF'OSES [lATE STRING (G$ (2» )
901 X=3IFORK=ITOLEN(G$(2»IA$=MID$(G$(2),K,I)IIFASC(A$)<48ORASC(A$»S7THEN904
902 B'=BHA'
903 NEXTK
904 G$(X)=B'IX=XtlIB,="IIFK<LEN(G'(2»THEN903
905 IFLEN(G$(S»>2THENG'(S)=RIGHT'(G'(5),2)
906 FORJ=3T05IIFLEN(G'(J»<2THENG'(J)='O'tG$(J)
907 NEXTJIG'(2)=G$(3)tB$(7)tG'(4)tB$(7)tG$(5)IRETURN
924 FORI=ITOSIG$(I)="INEXTIIRETURN
990 INPUT'( Y OR N )';ASIIFA$<>'Y'ANDA,<>'N'THEN990
991 RETURN
995 PRINTREPEATS(CHAR$(13),2S)IRETURN
997 PRINTIINPUT'PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE';AIRETURN
998 PRINTREPEATS(CHARS(13),9)IRETURN
999 PRINTREPEAT$(CHAR'(13),7)IRETURN
1000 •. READS PARAMETER DATA AND SETS ARRAYS
1001 GOSUB302IGOSUB50010PEN1NSERROR1002IATTRS(I)=3IGOT01003
1002 GOSUB612lGOT0100l
1003 GOSUBlll0lGOSUB302lGOSUB1030lGOSUB302lGOSUB850lRETURN
1030. DISPLAY FILE HEADING
1032 PRINT'HEADING DATA FOR FILE - ';RIGHT'(N',LEN(N')-2)IPRINT
1034 PRINT'CODE = ';F$(I)IPRINT'NUMBER OF FIELDS = ';F$(2)IPRINT'SPECIAL FILENAME = ';F'(7)
1036 PRINT'DATE CREATED = ';F$(6)IPRINT'LAST UPDATE = ';F'(8)IPRINTIIFG'(5)="ORG$(5)='O'THEN1038
1037 PRINT'RECORD t5 MESSAGE'IPRINTG$(S)
1038 IFVAL<FS(3»:>1THENPRINTF$(3H' RECORDS CODED FOR DELETION'
1039 PRINT'DATA RECORDS IN FILE' ;SIZE( 1 )-SIPRINT'RECOfWS REMAINING ON DISK ';T*16IPRINT:GOSUB997: RETURN
1050! DISPLAY DATA (G$(I»
1052 FORI=ITOVAL(F$(2»
1054 G$(2)=·-:G$(2J=MID$(G$(1),Y(I),X(I»
1055 PRINTI;TAB(5)X$(I);TAB(2S)O$(2)
1056 IFI=150RI=2*15THENGOSUB997
1058 NEXTIIRETURN
1060 I F'ULLS OUT SPECIFIC FIELD FOR SEARCH
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1061 G$(2)=":G$(2)=MIDf(G$(I),Y(A),X(A»:RETURN
11001 READ RECORDS 1-5 FROM FILE
1101 FORI=IT05:GET1RECORDIGf(I):NEXTI:RETURN
1110! READ G$(1-5)FROM FILE:LOAD ARRAYS
1112 GOSUBll00:GOSUB607:Rl=I:FORI=IT030:GOSUB834:F$(I)=G$:NEXTI
1114 Rl=2:FORI=ITOVAL(F$(2»:GOSUB830:GOSUB840:NEXTI
1119 RETURN .
1420! REVERSES NAME (FIRST NAME FIRST)
1421 FORI5=LEN(G$(2»TOOSTEP-l:IFI5=OTHENRETURN
1422 IFHIDS~G.(2),I5,1)=CHARS(32)THENNEXTI5
1425 G$(2)=LEFT$(G$(2),IS+l>
1427 G$=":E=INDEX(G$(2),B$(6»:IFE=OTHENRETURN
1428 G$=LEFT$(G$(2),E-l)
1429 G$(2)=RIGHT$(G$(2),LEN(G'(2»-(Etl»tG':RETURN
1500! SET UP
1510 GOSU83021A=1
1520 GOSUB1000:GOSUB9241530 DATA·NAHE-,-TITLE-,·COHPANY NAHE·,·STREET ADDRESS·,·CITY·,·STATE·,·ZIp·
1540 GOSUB302:PRINT'ALL FIELD TITLES WILL BE DISPLAYED':PRINT'NOTE FIELD NUMBERS FOR:'
1550 FORK1=IT07:PRINTTAB(10)C'(Kl):NEXTK1:GOSUB997
1560 L3=I:GOSUB302:GOSUB1050:GOSUB997
1570 FORK1=1T07
1580 GOSUB302:PRINT'ENTER FIELD. FOR ',C'(Kl):PRINT'OR 0 IF NO FIELD':INPUTC
1590 IFC>VAL(F.(2»THENGOSUB603:GOSUB997:GOTOI580
1600 IFK1>3ANDC=OTHENGOSUB603:GOSUB997:GOTOI580
1610 C7.(Kl)=C:NEXTK1:L2=L3-2
1620 IFK7>OTHEN1860
1630 GOSUB302:PRINT'HOW MANY LABELS ACROSS SHEET':PRINT'ENTER 1 TO 3':INPUTL1:IFL1<10RL1>3THENGOSUB603:GOSUB997:GOTOI630
1640 T1=35 '."-, .
1650 T2=6
1660 T3=1
1670 GOSUB302:PRINT'STANDARD LABEL SIZE IS:':PRINTT1,'CHARACTERS ACROSS AND'
1680 PRINTT2,'CHARACTERS DOWN':·PRINTIPRINT'IS THIS 0.K,':GOSUB990:IFA.='Y'THENI720
1690 GOSUB3021PRINT'ENTER LABEL WIDTH (IN CHARACTERS)':INPUTTI
1700 PRINT:PRINT'ENTER LABEL HEIGHT (IN CHARACTERS)':INPUTT2
1710 PRINT:PRINT'ENTER SPACING BETWEEN LABELS (HORIZ)':INPUTT3
1720 D%(I)=I:D7.(2)=D%(I)tTltT3:D7.(3)=D%(2)tTltT3
1730 X4=0:GOSUB302:PRINT'YOU MAY ELECT TO PRINT YOUR LABELS':PRINT'WITHIN MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM LIMITS OF'
1740 PRINT'A SELECTED FIELD. DO YOU WISH TO USE':PRINT'THIS OPTION':OOSUB990:IFA.='N'THEN2000
1750 GOSUB1050:PRINT'SELECT FIELD FOR WHICH YOU WISH TO':PRINT'SET LIMITS':INPUTX4
1760 GOSUB302:PRINT'ENTER DATA FOR LOWER LIMIT OR \ IF YOU':PRINT'WISH TO DISREGARD LOWER LIMIT':INPUTL.IGOSUBI780:PRINT:PRINT
1770 PRINT'ENTER DATA FOR UPPER LIMIT OR \ IF YOU':PRINT'WISH TO DISREGARD UPPER LIMIT':INPUTU':GOSUBI820:GOT02000
1780 IFL'=B'(I)THENL,=":GOTOI800 .
1790 IFLEFT.(X$(X4),4)=B.(13)THENG.(2)=L.:FORI6=3T05:G.(I6)=":NEXTI6:GOSUB900:L.=G.(2):RETURN
1800 IFLEN(L')<X(X4)THENL$=L.tREPEAT'(CHAR'(32),X(X4)-LEN(L.»
1810 RETURN
1820 IFU'=B'(I)THENU$=REPEAT'(CHARf(255),X(X4»:GOTOI840
1830 IFLEFT'(X$(X4),4)~B$(13)THENG$(2)=U$:FORI6=3T05:G'(I6)=":NEXTI6:GOSUB900:U$=G$(2):RETURN
1840 IFLEN(U$)<X(X4)THENU.=U.tREPEAT$(CHAR.(32),X(X4)-LEN(U$» .
1850 RETURN .
1860 GOSUB302:D7.(I)=40:T2=27:PRINT'ENVELOPE PRINTING':PRINT:PRINT'ENTER NUMBER OF SPACES FROM'
1870 PRINT~LEFT MARGIN FROM WHICH PRINTING':PRINT'WILL BEGIN (DEFAULTS TO',D%(I),')'
1880 PRINT:PRINT'jUST PRESS RETURN IF',DX(I),'IS O.K.'
1890 INPUTDX (1) :GOSUB302: IFK7~2THENPRINT' ENTER VERTICAL SPACING BETWEEN ':PRINT' ENVELOPES (DEFAULTS TO' 1T2, '),:INPUTT2
1900 Ll=I:GOTOI730
2000! READ DATA ROUTINE
2010 M$=N$:A=2:CLOSE1:GOSUB302:PRINT'DO YOU WISH TO USE AN INDEX FILE':GOSUB990
2020 X8=0:IFA$='Y'THENX8=I:GOSUB2210:GOSUB500:0PEN2N.END2140:ATTRS(2)=3
2030 GOSUB302:0PEN1H$END2240:ATTRS(I)=3:0PEN3'*P'PAGESIZE66
2040 PRINT'SET UP PRINTER-DO YOU WISH TO TEST':GOSUB990:IFA'z'Y'THENGOSUB3000:GOT0204(
20~O GOSUB607:GOSUB924:GETSEEK(1)=6:L=2
2060 IFX8=ITHENGOSUB570:N=I:FORK1=ITON:IFA7.(Kl)<=5THEN2120
2070 L=Lt1: IFX8=fTHENGET1RECORDAX(KI )G$(Ll :GOT02090
2080 GET1G$(Ll
2090 IfLEFT.(GS(L),1)=BS(9)THENL=L-l:~OT02120
2100 IFX4<>OTHEN2220
2110 IFL-2=L1 THENGOSIJB2500
2120 IFX8=ITHENNEXTK1:GOT02060
2130 60T02070
2140 IFL<3THEN2170
2150 GOSUB2500
2160 IFK7=OTHENENDPAGE3
2170 CLOSE3:CLOSEI
2180 IFX8=lTHENCLOSE2
2190 GQSUS302:PRINT·DO YOU WISH TO PRINT ANOTHER FILE·:GOSUB990:IFAS=·Y·THENIOO
2200 PLOADG-DATABASE·
2210 PRINT'PLACE DISK WITH FILE INTO DRIVE':GOSUB997:RETURN
2220 G$(I)=G.(L):A=X4IGOSUB1061:IFG.(2)<L.ORG.(2»U.THENL=L-1:GOT02120
2230 GOT02110
2240 L=L-l:GOT02140
2500! PRINT ROUTINE
2510 FORJ1=1T03: l$(Jll=' ':J.(JI )=' ':K.(JI )=' ':L.<Jl )=' ':Hf<Jl )=' ':NEXT Jl
2520 FORJ1=3TOL:G.(I)=G'(Jl):L2=0
2530 FORJ2=IT07:A=CX(J2):IFA=OTHEN2680
2540 GOSUB1061:IFX.(A)=B.(14)THENGOSUBI420
2550 IFLEFT$(G$(2),1)=B$(4)ANDJ2<7THEN2680
2560 IFLEFT'(G$(2),I)=B'(4)ANDJ2=7THENG'(2)=M'(JI-2):M'(Jl-2)=' ':GOT02580
2570 IFJ2>=5THEN2630
2580 IFI$(JI-2)=B'(4)THENI$(JI-2)=G'(2):GOT02680
2590 IFJ'(JI-2)=B'(4)THENJ$(JI-2)=G'(2):GOT02680
2600 IFK'(JI-2)=B'(4)THENK$(JI-2)=G$(2):GOT02680
2610 IFL'(JI-2)=B'(4)THENL'(JI-2)=G$(2):GOT02680
2620 IFH$(Jl-2)=B$(4)THENH$<Jl-2)=G$(2):GOT02680
2630 IFJ2=5THENFORJ3=LEN(G'(2»TOOSTEP-l:IFJ3=OTHEN2680
2640 IF J2=5THENIFMIDS (G. (2) .J301) =B' (4lTHENNEXT J3
2650 IFJ2=5THENM'(JI-2)=LEFT'(G'(2),J3tl):GOT02680
2660 IFJ2=6THENM'(JI-2)=M'(JI-2)tO'(2)t' ':GOT02680
2670 IFJ2=7THENM'(JI-2)=M'(JI-2)tG'(2):G'(2)=M$(JI-2):M'(JI-2)=B'(4):GOT02580
2680 NEXTJ2:NEXTJ1:L=L-2
2690 IFK7=1THENPRINT'SET UP ENVELOF'E FOR PRINTING AND' :GOSUB997
2700 FORJ1=IT05:FORJ2=ITOL
2710 ONJIGOT02720,2730,2740,2750,2770
2720 PUT3TAB(DX(J2»I$(J2)':GOT02780
2730 PUT3TAB(DX(J2»J$(J2)':GOT02780
2740 PUT3TAB(DX(J2»K$(J2),:GOT02780
2750 IFLEFT'(L'(J2),I)<>Sf(4)THENPUT3TAB(DX(J2»L'(J2),:GOT02780
2760 GOT02780
2770 IFLEFT$(M$(J2),I)<>e$(4)THENPUT3TAB(DX(J2»M$(J2),:GOT02780
2780 NEXT J2 .
2790 PUT3
2800 NEXTJl
2810 FORJI~ITOT2-5:PUT3:NEXTJ1:L52:RETURN
3000 I TEST ROUTINE
3010 FORJ1=ITOT2:FORJ2=ITOLI
3020 IFJ1=10RJ1=T2THENPUT3TAB(DX(J2»REPEAT,('X',Tl)':GOT03040
3030 PUT3TAB<D%(J2» 'X'tREPEATHCHAR'(32). T1-2)t'X',
3040 NEXTJ2IPUT3:NEXTJ1:RETURN
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"Super Ferro Dynamic"
Using the finest
Agfa PE 611 tape
in a professional .
quality housing.

Housing ••...• 10/$7
Add 100 pi cassette for 5 SCI'9VV- housing

Casset1e Album
Page $1.89

UBRARYCASE
3-ring binder album,
Protects your valuable
programs on disks or
cassettes. Fully
enclosed and
protected on all sides
similar to Kas-sette

box.

5%"mini Kas-setle 10/$2.49
8". Kas-sette 10/$2.99

DISKETTE DRIVE
head cleaning kits
prevent head
crashes and insure
efficient error-
free operation.

INTRODUCTORY
PRICE
$19.50

•
A B M PRODUCTS

631 "~" St.
San DIegO,
CA 92101
(714) 235-6602,.,...273

VISA • MASTERCHARGE • MONEY ORDERS
CERTlFIED CHECK. FOR PERSONAL CHECKS
/lJ..l.OW 2 WEEKS. C.O.D. REQUIRES A 10%
DEPOSIT. CAL RES. ADD 6"/0 SALES TAX

MIN. $2 SHIPPING & HANDUNG • MINIMUM
ORDER $10. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

OR FUUL REFUND.

ATTENTION: TI-99/4 HOME COMPUTER OWNERS
HARVEY'S MUSICAL KEYBOARD:

-Is a 633 line basic program which converts your keyboard into an
organ with a 5 octave range. Program uses the sound generator built
into the TI-99/4 computer.

-Is a program that assigns a note value to each key. The note plays
when the key is depressed and continues to play until the key is re-
leased.

-Speed of play is acceptable, but slightly slower than a piano. Plays
one note at a time to optimize speed of play.

-Play is in anyone ofS music keys. Program provides quick transition
from one to any of the other music keys: One of the Smusic keysonly
has a 3 octave range due to program size.

-Accidentals cannot be played. This was necessary to allow a full 5
octave range. Not a serious limitation, very few songs require it.

-Entertaining and educational for most family members. Serious
musicians who can play by ear should look into this.

-No special hardware requirements. The program cassette is all that
you need.

,.,...177
Send $20 check or M.O. only, for the program

on cassette and instructions, to:

J.H. HARIIEY
no box 4749
spal'tanbul'g, s. c. 29S0S
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THE BOOK for the Computerized Handlcappar!
WINNING AT THE RACESby WIlliam Quirin Ph.D. Computer science has come to the rescue of the
racing fan. This is the first major scientific study of handicapping available to the general public,
detailing what the computer reveals about class, form, early speed, and more; plus special multi·
pie regression computer systems. A Tom Ainsle - winners circle book.
Winning At The Races $21.95

+ $.75 Pc!r H
Order now to get on our list and receive back issues free!

PhoneOrders: Mike (213) 992-0514 Systems Design Lab (213) 374·4471
Make Checks payable to: JOE COMPUTER ,.,...247

22713 Ventura Blvd., Suite F, Woodland Hills, CA 91364
"Get on the Computers & Gambling Products mailing list for $3.00 & receive available back issues
Calif. res. add 6% tax. tTRS·80 is a Registered Trademark of Tandy Corporation

JOE COMPUTER* Presents Exclusive Software:
IT'S FOOTBALL SEASON!

Pro and College Football from SOL:
A TRS 80t translation of Ken Perry's popular Apple programs. These programs predict point
spreads with unbelievable accuracy. They are heuristic and require about 10 minutes a week to
record the weekend's results into the data base from your local newspaper. You may predict any
game within seconds from the data saved on cassette or disk. Pro Football contains all 28 pro
teams. College football contains an unbelievable data base of 78 teams! Each program comes with
the entire 1979 season data file on cassette or disk. You can display each team's record of scores
or won-loss record. A record of 4·5 weeks is required before predictions are effective so you're
just in time! Pro or Coflege Football will be shipped U.P.S. blue label the same day order is recelv-
ed. Order C.O.D. by phone. $1.00 blue label charge; C.O.D. fees added on
Pro Football Cassette (32K TRS 80 Level II) $21.95

Disk .. . . $26.95
COllegeFootball Cassette (48K TRS 80 Level II) . . ••. . . . . . ••••. . . . . . •••. . $21.95

Disk .. . $26.95
Horse Race Handicapping!
Probability Handicapping Device 1 was written by a professional software consultant to TRW
Space Systems. This is a complex program carefully human factored for easy use. It is a corn-
prehensive horse racing system for spotting overlays in thoroughbred sprint races. Your computer
will accurately predict the win probability and odds line for each horse based on your entries from
the racing form. The next day overlaid horses can be spotted on the track tote board. The users
manual contains a complete explanation of overlay betting plus much more useful information. The
appendix contains a detailed tab run of a 100 consecutive race system workout showing an amaz-
ing 50% return ($.50 returned for each $1.00 fiat wager). Includes many features such as error
correction. bubble sort. line printer output, archiving. etc. The manual may be ordered seperately
for perusal for $7.95 and credit. PHO·1 users manual and cassette for: 8K Apple II Applesoft, 8K
Challenger (specify 1P or 4P), TRS·80 16K Lavelll . $29.95
Apple or TRS·80 Disk $34.95
Brand new from SOL: Win At The Races another Ken Perry spectacular! This algorithm is based
on a currently popular book representing the most ambitious multiple regression research on
thoroughbred racing to date. The probable odds and win probability for each horse are displayed.
Line printer output, error correction. descending sort; all the niceties!
Win At The Races cassette (32K TRS-80 Level II)

Disk (48K TRS·80 Lavelll)
. $34.95

......... $39.95

Model EP-2A-87
EPROM Programmer

The Model Ep·2A·87
EPROM Programmer has an
RS·232 compatible interface
and includes a 2K or 4K
buffer. During the ON·LINE
mode, another computer
can down-load to the buffer.
Only two easy-to-implemant
commands are available to
. an external computer. (Load
buffer and read buffer.)

In the OFF·LINE mode, the Ep·2A87 will program, verify, test
buffer, and load the buffer from the EPROM socket. During the
programming cycle, the EPROM is checked before programming to
insure that it is erased and after programming it automatically verifies
that programming is correct. Power requirements are 115 VAC·
50/60 Hertz at 15 watts.
Part No.
Ep·2A87·1
EP·2A872

Description
Programmer wtth 2K buffer
Programmer with 4K buffer
Non standard voltage option (220 v, 240 v. 100 vi
Personality Module. programs TMS 2708 .
Personality module. programs 2708
Personality module, programs 2732
Personality module. programs TMS 2716 .
Personality module, programs TMS 2532
Personality module. programs 2716, TMS 2516
Personality module, programs 2704
Personality module. programs 2758. TMS 2508 .
Personality module, programs Motorola MCM68764
Disk driver software

Price
$525.00
600.00
15.00
26.00
26.00
31.00
26.00
31.00
16.00
26.00
16.00
34.00
27.50

PM·O·
PM·1
PM·2
PM·3
PM-4
PM·5
PM·6
PM·7
PM·8
MS·XX

Optimal Technology, Inc.
Blue Wood 127

Earlysville, Virginia 22936 ,.,...29
Phone (804) 973-5482



~CFR Associates EXCLUSIVE!.. -
SURPLUS COMPUTER BARGA!~S_
8 INCH FLOPPY DRIVES
Used, removed from systems. Mfd. by MPI Division of
Control Data. These are the COC floppy! Includes
schematics & I/O data. Sold 'As-Is' but complete and
whole! An incredible BARGAIN, easy to interface with
most commercial controllers. Features "hard" sectoring.

Special Price .
Buy 3 and SAVE BIG!' ..

Only S229.00.a.
3/S599.00

Plus Shipping

DAISY TERMINALS featuring the DIABLO
HyType Daisy Printer. This exciting terminal features:
RS232C ASCII, 110-1200 BAUD, KSR operation plus fan-
tastic PLOTTER mode with bi-directional horiz. & vert'l
movement, 1/60"H & 1/48"V increments. 15" platen,
prints at 10, 15 & 30 eps! Uses plastic printwheel and
has many more exciting features. Includes operator's
manual & schematics. Used & refurbed.

CASE STYLE Now Only. . .... $1499.00
MA Y DIFFER Add $30.00 for Shipping Crate. Pay Shipping On Delivery

* SELECTRICTypewriter Terminals
USED, off-lease. Features IBM Selectric Printer RS232
I/O. Takes BCD code type elements. Whole and com-
plete. "AS-IS" (may need some adjustments). SEE OUR
OCT. 1980 ADVERTISEMENT in this magazine. 15"
carriage, type ball included. 110 VAC includes power
supply, I/O and printer circuits and more.

Only . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . S469.00
Add $18.00 for Shipping Craie. Pay Shipping On Delivery

Maintenance Manuals Available ... $25.00

GET YOUR COPY OF OUR LATEST FLYER!
Circle the Bingo Card Number or Send a 1st Class Stamp for a Free Copy.

CFR ASSOCIATES, INC.
18 Granite Street .,..110

Haverhill, Mass. 01830

617-372-8536
Phone Orders

Welcome

~ 1;;.--:
~I _I

ZIP UP TO
7SPEEDSI

~.
," . ~"'.- •.-

.~ "..~~
NOW YOU CAN RUN YOUR TRS-80 RELIABLY 100% TO 125% FASTER (4
MHZ)! Our NEW speedup board enables programs to run 50% slower than
normal, normal, and 50%,70%,90%,100%, or 125% faster. A 50% mini-
mum increase is guaranteed (90% to 100% typical); however, DETAILED IN..
STRUCTIONS SHOW CHANGES REQUIRED TO THE TRS-80 THAT WILL
INSURE RELIABLE OPERATION AT THE 100% OR 125% INCREASE'
Software speed control with switch override option allows speed changes
AT ANY TIME without program interruption. Our board also compensates
for slow mamerv ! Automatic slow down possible during cassette or disk
operation (not required for TRSDOS, NEWDOS, and VTOS 4,0!), Power
LED changes color (red - yellow - green) to indicate normal, slow, and
high speed operation.

ASSEMBLED AND TESTED $37,50

VIDEO I. Provides black characters and graphics on an all white screen for
a much crisper and easier to read presentation - gives none of the glare
associated with plastic screen add-ons. Includes a unit to improve monitor
performance. SOFTWARE CONTROLLABLE

ASSEMBLED $23,95

OKIDATA Microline 80 printer.
$559 (list $800)

Calif. residents add 6% tax, Foreign orders add 10%. Printers shipped
freig ht collect,

ARCHBOLD ELECTRONICS
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670

(916) 635-5408
Dealer inquiries invited

10708 Segovia Way• -VISA-
V Reader Service index -page 241

with continuous business forms
for small computer systems
Each kit contains samples, programming
guides, flyers, prices and order forms for
checks, invoices, statements, envelopes,
stock paper and labels to fit almost every
computer system.

• Available in quantities of 500, 1,000, 2,000
4,000, 6,000

• Low Prices (500 checks only $32.50)

• FAST SERVICE - It is our policy to ship
within 6 working days following our
receipt of your order.

• MONEY BACK GUARANTEE - If for any
reason you are not completely satisfied,
your money will be promptly refunded.

Fast Service by mail or .•. PHONE ToLL FREE
1+800-225-9550

Mass. residents 1 + 800·922·8560
8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Eastern Time Monday - Friday..---------- ...•I Please Ship FREE Kit To: CODE 460 I

I
I
I
I
I

.~rForms.J
78 Hollis Street, Groton, Mass. 01450

A division of New England Business Service, Inc.

IName

ICompany

IStreet

City, State and Zip

IPhone

IComputer make & model

I~ ----
V' 291
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Dial-up Directory

Computers arid communications learn to live together .

Frank J. Derfler Jr.
PO Box 691
Herndon, VA 22070

Communications to provide Source ser-
vices to as many as 10 million homes.

• GTE is starting its own electronic mail
service on Telenet (5 cents per minute on
off-time rates).

• The Source will be providing service to
public libraries around the country.

• Southern Pacific Communications
wants to put up their own satellites by 1983
for low-cost data transmission services
across the nation .

Ifyou've been following these columns,
you have some idea of the ways in which

data communications can be used. But you
haven't seen anything yet.

Here are some recent news items:
• The Source is joining with Cox Cable

Alabama

Birmingham 205·945·1489 ABBS.

Arizona

Phoenix 602·866·0258 ABBS.
Phoenix 602·957·9282 7 PM-10 AM daily, 24 hrs., Sunday.

California

Inglewood 213·673·2206 Not 24 hours.
Santa Monica 213·396·3905 ABBS.

Florida

Miami 305·261·3639 Byte Shop ABBS.

Georgia

Augusta 404-793·1045 ABBS, software exchange.

Illinois

Macon County 217·429·5505 6 PM-6 AM, 24 hrs., Sunday.

Arlington Hts. 312·255·6489 9 AM-9 PM, 24 hrs., Sat. & Sun.

Michigan

Detroit 313·357·1422 Michigan Apple-Fone.

Washington

Tacoma 206·937·0444 Apple Bin ABBS.
Vancouver 206·244·5438 Apple Crate II ABBS.

Elma 206-482·5590 6 PM-12 AM, 24 hrs., Sat. & Sun.
Seattle 206·246·8983 Message system.

The following list of dial-up systems is taken from my file of over 200 phone numbers (most of them bad). I have
been on each of these systems at least once, but that is my only guarantee.
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• Amdahl Computers is moving into data
communications.

• Tymet and Satellite Business Systems
are going to provide low-cost, high-speed
data transmission circuits.

These items shou Id give you some idea of
the explosion taking place in the data com-
munications field. You and your micro are
sitting on the edge of a stream tossinq in
pebbles. Meanwhile, the dam has burst
above you.

30 Years Ago

Once upon a time, we only had tele-
phones. Then computers entered the scene.

In 1950, the United States set up IBM's
Semi-Automatic Ground Environment
(SAGE) system for the air defense of North
America. Radar data were sent to the SAGE
computers from remote sites in digitized
form over dedicated telephone lines (at
1200 baud). This is the earliest joining of
communications circuits and data process-
ing on a major scale.

Both computers and communications
continued to grow, but with little acknowl-
edgement of each other's existence. Com-
puters used telephone lines to support
remote job entry terminals (a way to
transmit punch card data), and the tele-
phone company used computers to send
out bills. This situation continued through
the 60s.

The integrated circuit/digital revolution
of the 70s linked the two. The world of tele-
communications grew like topsy,

Computers needed to exchange data,
and terminals needed access to computers.
The phone system was the best way to pro-
vide that access and exchange. The phone



companies (we will call them carriers now)
needed to do phone call switching and pro-
vide inexpensive dialing and billing_ Com-
puters switched calls for computers so
computers could talk to computers, ter-
minals and (more recently) people. (The first
time you get the synthesized voice that
reads the out-of-service number is spooky.)

But many people were afraid to recog-
nize that the systems were becoming
more uniform. We had communications
computers and computers that communi-
cated, but they were regulated and man-
aged in different worlds.

Not the least of the slow thinkers was
the federal government. We all probably
know about the power of the Federal Com-
munications Commission (FCC) to regu-
late the common carriers. You may not
know that the data processing companies
have been struggling under some regula-
tions, too. They have been bound by the
FCC, the Commerce Department and oth-
ers.

Some of these regulations protected
certain market areas. Others opened vari-
ous selected doors to competition. Often,
regulators seemed to be rushing off in
many different directions at the same
time. They had no cohesive regulatory
policy.

Meanwhile, the line between communi-
cations and computers practically ceased
to exist. Several companies, such as
Xerox, were getting more and more into
what had been considered communica-
tions. Others, such as GTE, were taking
some bold steps in the area of information
processing.

The Congress and the bureaucracy
agonized over regulatory reforms through-
out the last of the 70s with no great suc-
cess. Finally, in a surprising move, the
FCC cameto the rescue. In their April 7,
1980, Second Computer Inquiry, they ef-
fectively deregulated the data communi-
cations marketplace.

This is a brave and wise move that
should be welcomed by anyone interested
in computers (big or small) and their use
at every level of society. Unfortunately,
the White House and Congress seem to
think the FCC stepped out of bounds by
deregulating the industry. We can only
hope the wisdom of the FCC move pre-
vails.

I'm not suggesting that your system is
going to be compatible with all these new
developments, but the things you are learn-
ing will be. Every new piece of software,
every new technical twist in communica-
tions, every new application you come up
with better prepares you for the upcoming
data communications explosion.

The industry is crying for people who un-
derstand data communications. Exchang-

Bulletins. Reprints bulletins.
Enter a message into system.
Goodbye. Leave system (hangup).
Help with various functions.
Information about system.
Kill a message from the files.
Message alert. Messages for you?
Other systems current summary.
Quickscan of message headers.
Retrieve a message from the files.
Scan of message headers.
Selective message retrieval.
Time, date and connect time.
User modifiable system functions.
Expert user mode (on/off toggle).
Continue message entry after abort.
Prints list of commands.
Flagged message memory retrieval.

Switch msg files (toggle).
Article on Apple DOS, part 1.
Article on Apple DOS, part 2.
Article on Apple DOS, part 3.
Article by Dr. David Hoy.
Modem continuous test loop.
Printer-formatted ASCII character chart.
File of system users/interests.
Messages from Arpanet.
More messages from Arpanet.
1980 calendar/printer format.
Information for new callers.
Change your autolog defau Its.
User responses to UPDATE.
Download programs.
Upload programs/files.

This list of system commands is a little longer than most, but it gives you a good idea of what can be done. It is from
Bill Blue's Peoples' Message System in Santee, CA (714-449-5689).

Table 1. Command summary.

B
E
G
H
I
K
M
o
Q

R
S
SR
T
U
X
Z

ALT
DOS1
DOS2
DOS3
MIND
TEST
ASCII
USERS
UPDATE
UPDATE2
CAL 1980
NEWCALL
AUTO LOG
RESPONSE
GENERAL14
GENERAL15

BASIC in ROM, two disk drives and a D.C.
Hayes modem board. Some systems have
augmented the disk memory-all the way
up to ten megabytes-but the operation is
the same. The modem board is connected
to a phone line and waits for the phone to
rtnq.

At your end, your computer or terminal
should be set for full duplex, eight-bit
words, no parity and one stop bit at 300
baud, (Seven-bit words and even parity will
work, too.) Your modem should be in the
originate mode with full duplex selected. If
you are using a computer as a smart termi-
nal, you should instruct the software to get
ready to communicate in full duplex.

A work session with an electronic bulle-
tin board or message system can be divided
into four periods: sign on, bulletins and in-
troduction, message exchange and sign
off.

First, you dial the phone number of the
ABBS. If you are using an acoustic modem,
such as the Novation CAT, you listen for the
phone to ring and for the other end to
answer. An ABBS will normally answer after
the first ring. If you get three rings and no
answer, something is wrong and you should
hang up. (Did you misdial?)

When the ABBS answers, you should
hear a steady answer tone. You must imme-
diately put the phone in your modem's
crad Ie. The CAT takes about 1.5 seconds to
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ing a few programs on an ABBS doesn't
make you an expert, but it certainly should
give you a new perspective on what you
might study to become an expert.

Robert Angliss, the executive vice-presi-
dent of RCA Global Communications, re-
cently talked about a new career area he
called "movers of information"-a combi-
nation of communications and traditional
computer operations. Learn both the
technical and applications side of informa-
tion moving, and you'll be set for the long
haul.

The Opening Moves

I have resisted explaining how to use vari-
ous electronic bulletin systems because
they are simple and because anything I
print today may be different tomorrow. But
many people are afraid of either making
fools of themselves or of somehow damag-
ing the system.

Computer Bulletin Board, Forum-80 and
Apple Bulletin Board make up the vast ma-
jority of systems. My list shows more
ABBS systems than anything else. I said
last month that Bill Abney (Forum-80 found-
er) will provide instructions for Forum-80
systems if you send him a large envelope
with double first-class postage. So let's
look at an ABBS and take away the mystery.

The basic ABBS consists of an Apple II
computer with 48K of memory, AppleSoft



TRS-80™ MATHEMATICAL
PROGRAMMING SYSTEM.
A collection of programs which imple-
ment the simplex algorithm, the transpor-
tation algorithm, and a network flow opti-
mization algorithm_ (Comes with docu-
rnentation.) ... . _.. . __ $25.00

TRS-80 ™ DECISION SYSTEM.
A collection of programs which implement
break-even analysis, -decision analysis, insur-
ance analysis, element-ordering, and game
theory, (Comes with docurnentatlon.)

__. $25.00

TRS-80™ SIMULATION SYSTEM.
A program which facilitates the simulation
of continuous dynamic systems described
by differential or difference equations. Pro-
vides for integration, printing and plotting
of the output on video or printer. (Comes
with docurnentation.) __ . . . __$25.00

recognize the answer tone and send its own
originate tone. This gives you about 8.5 see-
onds to get the phone to the CAT before the
ABBS considers your call a wrong number
and hangs up.

After the ABBS recognizes your tone, it
will transmit "TYPE CARRIAGE RETURN
(CRl" twice. Respond each time with a car-
riage return. This allows the ABBS to deter-
mine the baud rate.

Some ABBS versions may also ask you if
you have a user 10. These systems recog-
nize regular users when they sign on and
tell them if they have any messages ad-
dressed to them. Reply "no" to the "USER
10?" question if you see it.

If you become a regular user, you and the
system operator can get together and es·
tablish your 10. The system will request
your name, location and phone number for

on file. Large systems will wisely ask you if
you want to limit your selection. Look
through about 100. Write down the numbers
of those that interest you. (Many systems
have automatic flagging of messages you
later want to retrieve.)

After the message scan, you will return to
the command line. Enter a command R for
retrieve. You can then retrieve the full mes-
sages you want to read by message num-
ber. Various subroutines provide prompts
and help within each of the command func-
tions.

When you return again to the command
line, you may wish to enter a message of
your own with the E command. Again, you
will be guided through each step of mes-

sage entry. Finally, when you are done, en-
ter a command G for "goodbye." Always
sign off with G. If you don't, the system will

Forum Everett, WA (3_0) 206-334-7394
Forum Leavenworth, KS (3_0) 913-651-3744 (Educational)
Forum Monmouth County, NJ (3_0) 201-528-6623
Forum Orlando, FL (3.0) 305-862-6917 Evenings-W/E
Forum Orange County, CA (3.0) 714-952-2110
Forum Seattle, WA (3.0) 206-723-3282
Forum Tulsa, OK (3.0) 918-224-5347 Evenings-W/E
Forum Westford, MA (3_0) 617-692-3973

V202

HARDWARE: CIP VIDEO MOD. MAKES YOUR 600 VIDEO

EVERY BIT ASGOQOAS THE4P AND 8P. GIVES 32j64CHRI

UNE WITH GUARDBANDS 1 AND 2 MhZ. CPU CLOCK WITH

300,600 & 1200 BAUD FOR SERIA! PORT

COMPLETE f'l.ftNS 519.95
KIT (HARDWARE e SOFI'NARE) $39.95

INSTAlLED: 32 CHR-S7Q.95 64 CHR-84.95

EXTRA K OF VIDEO RAM FOR 64 CHR Nor INCLUDED'
C1P SOUND EFFECTS 6OAAO; COMPLETELY PROGRAI\I1.

MABl.E! FOR THE DISCRIMINATING HOBBYIST. THE BEST
BOARD ON THE MARKET FOR CREATING SOUND AND

MUSIC CAN BE INTERRUPT DRIVEN SO THAT YOU CAN USE

IT FOR GAMING PURPOSES. HAS ON BOARD AUDIO AMP

16 BIT INTERVAl TIMER. 128 BYTES OF RAM AND TWO B BIT

PARAlLEL I/O PORTS. ASSEMBl.fD AND TESTED S89.95

BAR!: BOARD S39.95. BOTH INCLUDE PROG. MANUAl
AND SAMPLE SOfTWARE
CIP HI SPEEDCASSEnE KIT: GIVES ARELIABlE 300. 600 &

1200 BAUD. NO SYMMETRY ADJUSTMENTS-THE IDEAl FIX
FOR OSI"S CASSETTE INTERFACE. EASILY IMPLEMENTED IN

30 MIN.-WILL SAVE YOU TIME AND MONEY EVEN THE FIRST
NIGHT YOU USE IT! S12.95

"SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER""

PROGRAMMABLE CHARACTER GENERATOR BOAAD. S89.95

YOU CAN USE OSI"S CHARACTERS OR YOU CAN MAKE

YOUR OWN. IMAGINE YOU CAN NOW DO TRUE HIGH

RESOLUTION GRAPHICS. 512x 256 INDIVIDUAl DOTS IN

THE 64 x 32 SCREEN FORMAT. AND ALL UNDER YOUR
CONTROL

OTHER MODS AVAJI.ABlE-SfND FOR CATALOG

SOfTWARE (WITH DOCUMENTATION)
PC CHESS V1.9 $19.95

PLAY CHESS AGAJNST YOUR COMPUTER

HElICOPTER PILOT, (64 CHR VIDEO ONLY) S8.95

AN EXCELLENT GRAPHICS PRCX;RAM

GOUCHAIlENGER,S14.95

FROM 1 TO 4 PLAYERS. PLAY A ROUND OF GOLF ON YOUR

18 HOLE GOLF COURSE. ONE OF THE BEST PRCX;RAMS I

HAVE SEEN! YOU CAN EVEN DESIGN YOUR OWN COURSE

COMES WITH FULL DOCUMENTATION (14 PAGES).
TWO VERY INTRICATE SIMULATIONS!

WILD WEASEL II: YOU OPERATE A SAM MISSILE BASE DUR-

ING A NUCLEAR WAR NOT AS EASY AS YOU THINK! YOU

MUST OPERATE IN A THREE DIMENSIONAL ENVIRONMENT

FAJLSAH II: THE SHOE IS ON THE OTHER FOOTI HERE YOU

ARE IN THE ATTACKING BOMBER AND YOU MUST

PENETRATE DEEP INTO ENEMY TERRITORY. CAN YOU SUR-

VIVE? AN EXTREMELY COMPLEX elECTRONIC WARFARE

SIMULATION! SPECIAL-BOTH FOR 519.95

MANY MANY MORE-SEND FOR CATAlOG
WITH FREEPROGRAM (HARD COPY) AND
BASIC MEMORY MAP. $1.00. TWO LOCA-
TIONS TO SERVEYOU,
3336 AVONDALE CRT., WINDSOR, ONT.,
CANADA N9E 1X6 (519) 969-2500

3281 COU·NTRYSIDE CIR., PONTIAC TWP.,
MI49057 (313) 373-0468-V/$4-
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More Forum-80 systems to add to last month's list. The number in parentheses refers
to the version of software in use.

logging. The ABBS will ask you to double-
check the information and log you to the
disk. This may take a few seconds, so have
patience; the information is important to
the system operator.

That completes your sign on. The second
phase of system use, bulletins and intro-
duction, begins.

The ABBS will probably print a welcome
message and provide you with some bulle-
tins. These may include system changes,
news of club meetings or operating hours.
This will be followed by a list of commands
the system will respond to. The list may be
lonq, but you are not concerned with most
of the options. I have provided a typical
command summary (Table 1) but will con-
centrate on only S, R, E and G. Finally, you
will be presented with the following list:
(A. B, D, E, G, H, K, L, N, P, Q, R, S, T, v, W, X, ?)?

This is the command line. You start all new
functions from this point and actually start
using the system.

The ABBS will wait for you to input data.
If this is your first time on, I strongly sug-
gest that you send the "?" command for a
complete explanation of the commands.
Scan the messages available (command-S)
for the message headers. It will show who
the message is from and to, the date and
the subject.

You may be in for a little surprtse, Some
systems have several hundred messages

be unavailable to other users for about
eight minutes, or until it is convinced you
are gone. If you are confused or make an er-
ror, you can get back to the command line
by hitting a control-K. The system will quit
whatever command it is on and return you
to the command line.

Some people are afraid they might screw
up the bulletin board system. But this is
tried by experts every day, and few succeed.
Many smart (but twisted) people make
system-busting their hobby. Syst em-
busters were sometimes successful when
bulletin board software was new, but the
standard systems are now practically im-
mune to sabotage. So you are not going to
crash the system with a few mistaken com-
mands.

Bulletin board systems of all types are
out there to serve you for free. They are
helpful and practically indestructible. Give
them a try.

Try Me

If you sell items for data communica-
tions, run a system or have had some inter-
esting experiences, your comments and
news items are welcome. Send paper mail
to the address at the beginning of the arti-
cle (include a stamped envelope if you want
a reply) or address electronic mail to
TCB967 on The Source, 70003, 455 on Micro-
Net, or the AMRAO CBBS (703-734-1387) .•



DR. DALEY'S BEST Mailing List Is Now Better!

DR. DALEY has taken his best selling mailing list and made it even better! This version has
been totally revised to increase the reliability of the files and make it even easier to operate.
Several new features have been added:

• Goof-proof input routine. Eliminates the irritating results of accidentally pressing
some cursor control keys. This is a machine code routine so it is as fast as you are!
BONUS-Auto repeat on all keys!

• Interface to allow output of the entire mailing list or virtually ANY subset to WORD-
PRO III and WORDPRO IV format files so you can use these to generate personal-
ized form letters. YOU can format the structure of this output!

• Routines to merge files and to minimize the number of duplicate entries in a file.

• More machine code routines to speed up processing.

• In addition you have the same powerful' file formatting options where YOU can
determine the structure of the files. YOU can format your label output with up to 11
lines per label and from 1 to 8 (yes EIGHT) labels per line.

This system is completely menu driven. It includes 100 pages of user documentation. This
documentation is for the end user and is not padded with listings, flow charts, and other such
extraneous material.

This program will be available for a short time at the introductory price of $159.95. It is
available for the 32K PET and CBM 2000, 3000 and 8000 series computers. You can order
through your dealer or directly from us. We will accept VISA or MASTERCARD or your check
or money order. Overseas orders include 10070to cover shipping.

Charge to
your

MC/VISA
master charge

THE INTERSA,.,." C.I=IO

I

DR. DALEY'S Software ..-34

425 Grove Avenue, Berrien Springs, MI 49103
Phone (616) 471-5514

Sunday - Thursday noon to 9 p.m., Eastern Time
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The 1802 EPROM Board

Give your Elf /I easy access to monitors and programs.

Dan Rubis
PO Box 402
St. Clair Shores, MI48080

Since the inception of the RCA 1802 mi-
croprocessor chip, the software sup-

port has been fragmentary. More than a
dozen different computers based on the
1802 have their own operating system and
utility programs.

My system consists of an Elf II with Giant
Board and 4K of static memory. To take full
advantage of the machine, I realized that
easy access to monitors and programs
from various sources would be a plus.

I also wanted to be VIP-compatible, since
numerous programs are already developed
by RCA for their VIP computer. To do this, I
needed to wire up a scanning keyboard sim-
ilar to the one used by the VIP.

Also, the Chip 8 interpreter had to be
loaded at pages 00 and 01, and the VIPoper-
ating system needed to be located at page
80 in memory. A page is 256bytes, and there
are 256 pages of memory addressable by
the 1802microprocessor with 16 bits for ad-
dressing. As an alternative, the operating
system can be relocated from page 80 to
some convenient place in your RAM memo-
ry, but not without changing the program.

Reloc<;lting the operating system is
marginal at best. Besides using up valuable
RAM space that could be better applied to
user programs, user program bugs have a
bad habit of wiping out the RAM-loaded op-
erating system. The operating system must
then be loaded several times while develop-
ing machine-language or VIP Chip 8 pro-
grams. The constant wear and tear on my
cassette tape recorder was in itself enough
to justify an EPROMboard.

The same goes for Netronics' Elf Bug,
which is a real asset for helping to debug
your machine-language programs. It is relo-
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catable to any place in memory without any
change. But those prolific programming
bugs can wipe out Elf Bug, too.

I also saw the need for EPROMing some
of my personal utility programs such as
clear memory, block move, RCA's standard
call and return subroutines, RS-232 hex
dump and video refresh routines. You might
want to dedicate the entire EPROM to a sin-
gle program or high-level language such as
floating point subroutines, or wire up 4K
and have Tiny BASIC on line.

Why use the higher-priced 2716 over the
1702or 2708 EPROMs?Although the 2716 is
two times the price per bit of ROM memory
compared to the 2708, it runs on a single
power supply of 5 volts. This saves the cost
of a - 5 volt and a + 12volt power supply re-
quired for the 2708 EPROM.

One of the benefits of the 1802micropro-
cessor series is its low power consumption
CMOS design. My system draws only a little
over 1 amp of current, most of which is
eaten up by the static memory. The 2716
consumes 50 percent less power in the ac-
tivemode and 75 percent less power in the
standby mode than the 2708, which does
not have the standby mode feature. This is
another way to reduce the power require-
ments of your system.

As of this writing, 2708s cost $6, and
2716s cost $19. Nine months earlier retail-
ers were asking as much as $60 for a 2716.
With this trend in prlclnq, it could drop to
the $8 to $13 range in another six months.

Thus, you can have 2K of 2716 EPROM
memory locatable at any 2K boundary in
memory for the cost of two 2708 EPROMs,
and have the capability of easily upgrading
the board to 4K in the future.

Design

The National Semiconductor six-bit bus
comparator is the heart of this two-chip de-
sign (Fig. 1a). There are six exclusive-NOR

gates; Fig. 1b shows the truth table for this
gate.

Note that the exclusive-NOR gate goes to
logic 1 (high) if, and only if, both the T and B
inputs are logically identical. Outputs from
six of these exclusive-NOR gates are inputs
to an AND gate. The AND gate needs all in-
puts logically high before its output goes
high. Thus, you have six comparators in one
neat package. Each has a pair of inputs that
have to be logically identical before the out-
put of the device goes active low. Now you
have the tool available to address the
EPROM.

Addressing

The address bits are labeled AOthrough
A15. The decimal number located above
each bit is the power of each binary digit in
decimal (Table 1). Looking at the pin-out for
the 2716 (Fig. 1c), you will see that it re-
quires address bits A10 through AOfor its
addressing.

Table 1 shows 1024directly over address
bit A10. Therefore, this EPROM uses 2048
unique memory locations. Watching bits
A11 through A15will allow you to select the
EPROMwhen needed, and bits A10through
AOWill allow accessing the individual bytes
from the EPROM.

The 8131 bus comparator steps in to
watch the desired bits. By forcing the T in-
puts of the comparators either high or low
(depending on the bit pattern for the desired
pages) and connecting the B inputs to the
address bus, you can watch the bus for the
corresponding bit pattern.

The T inputs are forced high or low by ap-
plying a high to the inputs with a resistor
connected to the + 5 volts of the circuit (see
the schematic in Fig. 2) and connecting a
DIP'switch between the T inputs and
ground. Depending on whether the switch is
open or closed, the T inputs will be either
high or low.



R:HIGH IMPEDANCE BUS
RECEIVER

STROBE

. Fig. 1a. DM8131 six-bit bus comparator.

Taking 8000 hex as an example (see Ta-
ble 1), bit A 15 would be set high and bits A 14
through A 11 would be set low. When the ad-
dress bus pattern matches this pattern, the
output of the 8131 will go active low. Check-
ing back to the pin-out for the 2716, pin 18
(CE) has a bar over it. This means the chip is
enabled when a low level is applied to the
pin.

Timing

The 1802 has eight clock cycles for each
machine cycle (Fig. 3, line 1). First, the high-
order eight-bit byte of the 16-bit address
(AD1) is available on the address bus (see
line 2). Address bits A11, A12, A13, A14and
A 15 are applied to the B inputs of five of the
comparators in the 8131. Bits A8, A9 and
A10 are applied to the quad latch (4042).

One clock cycle later, timing pulse A
(TPA, see line 3) goes high. TPA is con-
nected to the STORE (pin 5) of the quad
latch (see Fig. 1c). This allows the outputs
of the latch to follow the inputs; what ap-
pears at the latch's inputs also appears at
its outputs.

One-half of a cycle later, the MAD (line 4)
goes low; this is applied to the STROBE in-
put of the 8131. Bits A11, A12, A 13, A 14 and
A15 are compared to the T inputs. When the

DECIMAL

ADDRESS
BIT

BIT
POWERS

PAGE 80

Table 1. Address bit assignment.

+3V TO +15V

QUAD LATCH

04 04 03 03 03 02 02

4042

04 01 Qi DI STORE POL 02

OUTPUT
{DMYt.1311

TOP VIEW

A B X

0 0 I

0 I 0

I 0 0

I I I

Fig. 1b. Exclusive-NOR gate truth table.

bus address matches the address pro-
grammed by the DIP switches and the pull-
up resistors R1-R5, the output (pin 9) of the
8131 goes low. Since this chip enable bit
will change one cycle later when the low ad-
dress byte appears on the bus (see line 5 of
Fig. 3), it must be latched for the entire
memory cycle. To accomplish this, the chip
enable bit is applied to one of the inputs of
the quad latch.

Another one-half cycle later, TPA goes
from high to low. This negative transition
latches the outputs of the quad latch until
the end of the memory cycle, when a posi-
tive transition (low to high) occurs seven
cycles later. See lines 4 and 5 of Fig. 3.

The MRD is also applied to the output OE
(pin 20) of the 2716. It does not matter
whether the OE line is activated before or
after the chip is enabled. The outputs of the
2716 are in the high-impedance state when
the chip is not enabled, and therefore do not
interfere with the data bus.

Now you have A8, A9, A10 and the chip
enable latched in. The outputs of the latch

DECODED BY 8131

PIN NAMES

Ao -A9 ADDRESSES

CE IPGM CHIP ENABLE I PROGRAM

OE OUTPUT ENABLE

00-07 OUTPUTS

Fig. 1c. 4042 and 2716 pin configuration.

are applied to the respective pins of the
2716. When the low-order byte (AO-A7) of
the address appears on the bus, we have
everything required to extract the data in
the 2716 EPROM.

Now for a hint on addressing a 2732 4K
EPROM. Address bit A 11 has 2048 decimal
located above it (Table 1). Therefore, with
this bit and bits A 10 through AO, 4096 bytes
of memory can be addressed.

On the 2732, the programming function
shares its pin with address bit A 11. Subse-
quently, you need only to disconnect the
8131 T input from the DIP switch and the B
input from the address bus for A 11 and tie
both high. Then connect A 11 from the ad-
dress bus to another 4042 quad latch and
the output from that latch to the A 11 pin on
the 2732.

Two 2716s can also be used, but use an
inverter gate instead of the quad latch. You
should have enough information on ad-
dressing presented here to enable you to
change the design for two 2716s. But if you
get stuck, write. I will be happy to assist.

DECODED BY 2716
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Construction

Construction can be accomplished sev-
eral ways, but a single-sided printed board
is probably the easiest. I recommend the
positive photographic system for etching
your own boards, because one of the photo-
graphic steps is eliminated. Send an SASE
for a copy of the positive artwork for the PC
board layout.

The 2716 can be found almost anywhere
and at varying prices. Shop around for the
best deaL At this writing, one source is seil-
ing them for $13. The DM8131 may be hard
to find locally, so I purchased a few extra for
those who have trouble. Write if you need
one. Don't rush out to buy a 2732; they're
asking $90. I expect them to eventually drop
to around $25.Then you'll have a 4K EPROM
board for your 1802 with minimum effort
and expense.

Conclusion

We now have 2K bytes of 2716 EPROM
with a minimum of fuss and cost. This two-
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Fig. 2. 2716 EPROM circuit and power supply.

IC design is probably the simplest around.
But what about programming the 2716?

You can accomplish this in several ways.
On one extreme you can get a friend to do it
for free, or on the other extreme you can buy
a $1000 EPROM programmer. More practi-
cally, many computer stores offer EPROM
programming services, and a variety of

homebrew programmers have appeared in
the microcomputer magazines.

I am still working on the details for a two-
IC EPROM programmer.

I wish to acknowledge the assistance of
Gary Bergeron.

All questions and comments are wel-
come. Send an SASE for a reply, please.•

LINE

_'-+-----,
MRO

81311-.f.:.7~",...."r---C-HA-"-GI-NG-':"'lE-VE-LS-. -H'-T-¢-.-. -lO-T-'-.--\r.-:=~",""",,:::

OUTPUT ._~.:.L~" ~ __ -'- -' '-'='-""'-"'-""-

4042'-+-~,r--'r-----l-'-TC-HE-D-0-U-TP-U-TS----~
OUTPUTSO_+---.J''-_'''- :=.:=-=.::~.:..::..._ ....J\__

W- OUTPUT FOLLOWS INPUT

Fig. 3. Timing diagram for the 2716 EPROM circuit.



• ORDER NOW TOLL FREE 1 (800) 345-8102

HARD DISK
for TRS-80 Model II

$5995
10 meg. 5 fixed 5 removable

.SALE.
DISK HEAD
CLEANERS
5-1/4" $12.95
reg. $14.95

8" 3M CLEANER
$24.95 reg. $30.00

.SALE.
TRS-80

Disk & Other
Mysteries
$19.95

reg. $22.95

• IN PENNSYLVANIA (215) 461-5300 •

SUPERBRAINTM QlBY INTERTEC

64K $2995. 00
complete with
5·1/4" disk droves. in stock

TRS-80™
64K MODELII
$3495.QQ
NEW LOW PRICE

Model II Drives
1 Drove Smgle Enclosure $ 899.00
1 Drove Multiple Enclosure 1069.50
Additional Drives for Mult. Ene. 540.00

SOFTWARE MOD. I MOD. I!

$1500
300

Medical/Dental Patient Accounting
Word Processing (Magic Wand)
General Ledger
Payroll
Data Base

$149.95
99.95
149.95

Upper/Lower Case Modification
Tape
$19.95

Comprehensive Diagnostics

CP/M
34.95 34.95

$175.00
New DOS + 40 TK
New DOS/80

100.00
145.00

Software Documentation Available. CALL FOR PRICES

V Reader Service index-page 241

249 16K L I!
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199 RS·232
299 OK Expansion Interface

Disk
$24.95

16K Expansion Interface
32K Expansion Interface
Telephone Modem
Emulator CRT by Intertec
CRT Stands from
Anti-static Mats



Data Manager $175.

J INSAM n. Data Manager for 16K-32K PETICBM and CBM or
COMPU/THINK Disk. (Printer optional). Stores up to 650 Records per
disk. Has features listed above, plus

FREE: LABEL PRINTER MODULE
FREE: REPORT GENERATOR MODULE

Powerful user commands. Self explanatory, easy to use. Straight forward
input and editing routines - "idiot proof". Create any desired relationship.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS: Personnel files, Customer files, Inventory,
Sales records, School records, Appointment schedules, Real estate
IApartment listings, Subscription lists, Research surveys, Mailings.

LISTED BELOW, optional MODULES which Interface with JINSAM~
to access the entire database or select Records.

MATHPACK™ allows+,-, x, + on any numeric field bya
Constant or other numeric field. Results temporary or permanent.

STATPACK™ descriptive statistical interface to find
Average, Variance, Standard Deviation, Chi Square, Correlations,
Regressions, Number of Occurances. Results to screen or printer.

W 0 RDP A C KTM Word Processor interface to personalize
textby accessing field contents formass mailings, reports, invoices ...
Text may be saved, altered and recalled. Powerful commands to edit,
center, insert, delete, move blocks of text. Screen editing.

MUL TI-LABEL™ module prints multiple labels per
Record with 2 line caution message and consecutive numbering.
Used for inventory label printing, lot numbering, serial numbering.

USER'S GUIDE only
DEMO TAPE $5
Optional MODULES

$ 25
DEMO DISK $ 8

$ 40
each

Specify CBM 2040 or COMPU/THINK DISK

Special Offer (Save $35)
Total Package $300

JINSAM~ + all modules above

Send Check or Money Order plus $2 Shipping
(NY residents add 8% Sales Tax)

-DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOMED-

JINI MICRO-SYSTEMS, Inc. v 164

P.o. Box 274-K • 8TOnx, NY 10463
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theULTIMATE in
CHEAP VIDEO

BOOK&KIT
ONLY $42.95

Don Lancaster s "CheapVideo
unlimited options, including:

* Scrolling, Full performance cursor.* Line/Character formats of 16/32, 24/80, 32/64 ....
or almost anything.

* Graphics-up to 256X 256B&W; 96X 128 COLOR
(requires low-cost option modules)

* Works with 6502, 6800 and other micros.

SPECIAL OFFER: Buy the Kit (upper case alpha-
numeric option included) &get the Book at 112 price.

v1061DiA ELECTRONICS, OEPT.K, 1020W.WILSHIRE BLVD.. OKLAHOMACITY, OK 13116r------------------------------------------------------
I I'm Sold, PLEASE RUSH.... ( ) SEND FREE CATALOG
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

L_!'!'.!!:o_iLi~~O~~c~_Oi~~2~,_I~~O_!I~S~~~!L~~~~~~H~~~E~~2~2~1!~ _

( ) TVT'6518 Kit& Cheap Video Cookbook - $42.95
( ) TVT -65/8 Kit only (book required for assembly) -$39.95

name:: _

·address: _
city: state: zip: _

LEARN MICROPROCESSING
ON YOUR OWN COMPUTER!

VYou Learn How To:
• Design and code microprocessor software
• Use logic and Bit Manipulation Techniques
• Enter and execute programs on your own

computer

• Understand Microprocessor Architecture
and Support Chips

• Control Programmable Input/Output Ports
• Implement Real-Time Interrupt Handling

and Data Transfer
• Design your own microcomputer

8085 MICROPROCESSOR
TRAINING UNIT $299.95

RATED BEST VALUE
BY INSTRUCTORSYou Receive:

• A fully tested and assembled 8085A
Microcomputer with 1K RAM, 1K
EPROM and 1k PROM Memory,
Programmable 1/0, Keyboard Unit, CPU
Card, Display and Operating System, 44
pin edge connector can be configured to
any bus structure, area on CPU Card for
Custom wire-wrap design or user
defined interface circuitry, completely
expandable

• Complete Step-by-Step Instruction Manual
• Complete User's Manual with programs

included

• 352 page 8085A Cookbook takes you
from basic microprocessor concepts to
actual design of an BOBSA
Microcomputer

.344 page 8080/8085 Software Design
Book 1 with over 190 executable
program examples plus detailed
examination of all 244 Instructions artd
typical assembly language program for
the 8080/8085 Microprocessor.
Satisfaction Guaranteed. If not
completely satisfied you may return the
product within 30 days for a full refund

i.1 FOR BANK CARD ORDERS: i'l.li
CALL TOLL-FREE NUMBER:

1-800-426-6254 ~lTi I VISA' I14905 NE 40th, Dept. KB11
REDMOND, WA 98052

YES! I want to start learning Microprocessors. Please rush me:
o 8085AAT Microprocessor Training Unit at $299.95 plus $3.00 P & H
NAME CARD NO.

ADDRESS EXP. DATE

CITY o VISA o MASTERCARD

STATE ZIP SIGNATURE
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The Personal CHORGANIZER
Are you thinking about owning a personal computer
but the thought of having to learn a lot of "greek"
sounding words turn you off? Wish people could

talk and write in plain English? Well, behold the
Cttorqenirer. This book discusses just what most peo-
ple expect a computer to do for them. It shows how
to remove the drudgery from common chores. How?
Through high-speed organization techniques - the
very thing a computer is well suited to do. The Char-
ganizer will help you to learn how to save money,
plan better, locate important facts quickly. This can

lead to a better hfe-stvle for you. It will free you from
laborious chores. What kind of chores, you wonder?

Just to name a few, a computer can help you balance
your checkbook, maintain a list of household valuables
for inventory and insurance claim purposes, keep a list

of monthly department store charges, record tax-

deductible expenses by category for income tax pur-
poses, and mail cards, invitations or notices to friends,

members of a club, business associates, etc. Using a

few simple commands and statements, and a data-base

management program on your personal computer and

your time can be spent on life's pleasures instead of

day-to-day chores.

Only $5.95 No. 87

SCELBI's Secret Guide
to Computers
This book will turn you into a computer expert, quick-

ly and easily. It explains the kind of computer found

in most schools, small businesses and homes -- the kind
that has interactive BASIC. You'll learn BASIC, having

fun every step of the way. The book explains how to
deal with computer machinery, which buttons to press
and trains you to write many kinds of programs. The

author's "underground" style of writing is sure 10 hold

your interest. The only way to learn BASIC program-

ming is to look at sample programs. analyze them, and

then invent your own. This book contains 150 sample

programs that do just that. Charts are given comparing
the different computers. Follow the four "secret" les·

sons of this book and you'll be programming a corn-

puter with confidence!
Just $5.95 No. 93

Z80 Instruction Handbook
Your complete guide to the powerful Z80 instruction

set. Machine codes are presented in both octal and

hexadecimal format. A convenient index lists all in-

structions alphabetically along with machine codes

and timing information. Industry standard mnemonics
used throughout. Convenient pocket-sized edition.

Only $5.95 No. 20

Introduction to
Low Resolution GRAPHICS
What is "low resolution graphics"? It's graphics pre-

sented on a point-by-point basis where the number of

points is limited to about 8000 or less. The APPLE II,

TRS-80 and PET all have this capability and this pub-

lication will enable you 10 utilize your computer to
the fullest. Consolidate data through graphics. Plot

plain and simple, or fancy and complex, graphs for
business. A computer presentation can improve impact

by clarifying and amplifying the substance of the ma-

terials at hand. But if your interests lean more toward

just having fun, this book will quickly show you the
way. Learn to produce amazing computer graphics -

even if you can't draw a line, literally! Master the basics

of line & shapes, then on to drawing pictures, even cre-

ating animations! Produce a deck of playing cards
a clown that winks ... or if you feel really inventive,
try your hand at meshing your favorite illustration

with synchronized, computer-generated sound. A new

opportunity in programming awaits you - invest in
Introduction to Low Resolution Graphics.

Just $11.95 No. 65

Software Cookbooks -
6502, 6800, 8080,Z80
With the right SCE LBI Gourmet Guide & Cookbook,

you'll be able to put together programs without hav-

ing to start from scratch. YOU'll have the most useful

routines at your command - already programmed and

ready-to-use. Features are search and sort routines,

numerous examples of general-purpose utility routines,

1/0 and interrupt programming, control and manipula-

tion of stacks, code and numeric conversion routines,
flowcharts and source listings. Special listings include

a presentation 01 machine codes (hexadecimal and oc-

tal notation included), and a reference guide 10 com-

plete instruction set. All recipes are time tested. Tens

of thousands of SCELBl's cookbooks have been used
throughout the U.S. and in countries around the worfd.

No. 99 165021$12.95; No. 50 168001$12.95
No. 60 180801$12.95; No. 75 IZ801 $15.95

Learn Micro-Computers
A new multimedia information package for the begin-

ner. Includes text from Understanding Microcomput-
ers plus high-quality cassette. Covers all the basics

quickly, easily and enjoyably. Companion tape in-

cludes chapter-by-chapter synopsis of the book. A
great new idea for self-study.

Just S14.95 No. 40

Take My Computer ... Please!
An uproariously funny full length book about the
true-to-life misadventures of well-known author Steve
Ciarcia and his computer's inability to cooperate. Page
after page of jollies and illustrations, too! Hardcover

edition.

Just $5.95 No. 35

Personal Information
Management System
Increase your information management capabilities -

use PIMS! In business you've got a personal stake In

how information is managed because information is

your key to success. PIMS will allow you to unleash
the power of a microcomputer, to make It work for

you! Use your computer for accounts receivable. . ac-

counts payable. maintenance of inventory records
to keep track of credit charges. Or, apply PIMS to

personal chores and let it help you to improve your

ability to plnn save money. locate important
facts quickly. Specifics such as management of income

tax deductions, department store charges, keeping
track of personal disbursements, and more, can be

managed through your computer. Let PIMS introduce

you to a new way of living . enjoy a better life style,

more happiness and freedom from drudgery of routine

chores through the better command of information

that PIMS can bring your way. Designed for computers

such as the TRS-80, PET, etc.. PIMS will give you the
power to succeed in either the professional or personal

arena, even without prior knowledge of programming.

Easy-to-read manual and source listing included. Suc-

cess is only as far away as your copy of PIMS!
Only $11.95 No.10

Understanding Microcomputers
If a basic understanding of microcomputer language

has now become a necessity, help is here. Understand-
ing Microcomputers offers its readers an education in

microcomputer system information. The easy-to-read
format assures quick comprehension IGr both the neo-

phyte as well as the professional searching for business

applications. This 300-page publication tells how to se-

lect a small computer system, introduces BASIC lan-

guage programming, and illustrates BASIC instructions
for almost every class of microprocessor. The conveni-
ent glossary covers all key terms.

Only $9.95 No. 90

Calculating with BASIC
Here's a variety of programs in BASIC language to
help the businessman, scientists and engineer. Shows

how to apply the language to practical problems and

equations. Formulas cover calculations of interest,

payback periods, mortgage schedules, techniques for

extending number of useful digits in monetary calcu-

lations using limited BASICs. A variety of electronic-

applied formulas are programmed. The mechanics

chapter covers resultant-force calculations, attractive
forces due to gravity, projectile motion prediction and

graphing, moments of inertia for 'r.secnon. I-section
and channel sections. Mathematics chapter includes

programs to solve the quadratic formula, general sum-

mation formulas such as sum of geometric progression,
number conversion program, algorithms to compute

sine, cosine, tangent, log e. For fun, games of Hang-

man and Space Capture are provided.
Only $8.95 No. 30

Microcomputer Potpourri
A pocket-sized reference for the beginner. Data on all

the popular chips. Pin connections, diagrams, distin-
guishing features. All the pertinent information is pre-

sented clearly and concisely. Also included is a glos-

sary covering all the jargon. Full digest on understand-

ing microcomputers.
Just $3.95 No. 70

You'll appreciate a special quality of SCE LB I
books - A mark of excellence that's hard 'to
find elsewhere. Books written authoritatively,
yet in a style that is easy to read and with an
appearance that makes reading them a pleas-
ure. See SCELBI books at your favorite elec-
tronics or' computer store or use this handy
coupon and order direct. HP-85 users, ask
about our new programs for that machine.

r----------------,
~SCELBI Publication ..-281
~20 Hurlbut St., Elmwood, CT 06110

IMPORTANT ORDERING INFO! Please include $1
shipping/handling charges for each item. Prices shown

are for North American customers. MC/VISA, Postal

and Bank Money Orders preferred. Allow 4 weeks for
delivery.

DNo.10 DNo.20

DNo.35 D No. 40

D No. 60 D No. 65

D No. 75 DNo.87

D No. 93 DNo.99

Name (print)

Address

City/State

Zip Code

Card No.

D No. 30

DNo.50

D No. 70

DNo.90

Bank No. '- Amt. Enc. __

'- L- •••• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••
Signature _
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A Video Graphics Primer

It involves more than meets your eyes.

Photo 1. This representation of a normal curve is but one of the many different mathe-
matical images possible on a home microcomputer with video graphics capability.

Jeff Knutson
1116 Morgan St.
Ft. Collins, CO 80524

Ifyou ask the average novice or even some
advanced hobbyists what video display

graphics capability is, the common re-
sponse may be "It's what lets the computer
draw pictures on the monitor, isn't it?"

This is true but oversimplified and vague;
using the computer to generate pictorial
displays or, as they are also Known, video
graphics images is captivating.

A novice generally has no concern for the
operation of the video output beyond mak-
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ing sure the screen is free of distortion and
waviness. He isn't aware that using video
graphics capabilities in a home computer
depends on understanding the video output
of the computer as a whole. This knowledge
needn't be technical, but it does involve
more than simply making sure that the VDU
(video display unit) is properly adjusted.

Video Display Graphics-How to Acquire It

A hobbyist can take two routes to acquire
video display graphics: buy it as a standard
feature of a package system, or buy it as an
expansion option.

As a rule, you can purchase a home com-

puting system with video display graphics
as a standard feature, or as an upgrade op-
tion within the unit. This is desirable; a
system designed to support video graphics
usually allows the user to take complete ad-
vantage of its potential. Also, many prob-
lems frequently related to programming
graphic displays are reduced.

The documentation included with such
systems is usually geared to helping the
hobbyist. It will also usually touch on some
possible applications.

Finally, cost is the other consideration. A
new system with video graphics capability
as a standard feature is less expensive than
buying the units separately.

On the other hand, some hobbyists may
be thinking of adding video graphics to ex-
isting systems. Such a hobbyist may have
bought his computer before video graphics
capabilities were available, or before he
could afford it.

In either case, if the money is available
now, so is the capability. A variety of video
expansion boards and kits is available,
most for a reasonable cost. Some of the kits
are designed for a certain type of ter-
minal-the Lear-Siegler ADM-3A, for exam-
ple. Others may be configured to plug into
the motherboard' of the computer, and
operate in conjunction with the current
video output circuit. Most of the boards that
fall into this second area, however, are con-
figured to fit the S-100 bus, and would be
useless in any other popular bus design.

Video Graphics-What 15 It?

Video graphics is the ability to generate
video screen displays that convey informa-
tion pictorially.
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Printout. This is one example of the sort of mathematical graphics that can be executed
by simply using the ASCII characters avaifable. A program called UL TRAPLOT, from
"BASIC and the Personal Computer" by Dwyer and Critchfield, generated this output.

This is different from generating alpha-
numeric text on the screen. For example, if
the word "plane" appears on the screen, the
user knows what it means. If, however, a
graphic image of a plane is put on the
screen, the user can comprehend the object
directly.

Video graphics capability does not stop
at drawing pictures. It also includes plot-
ting data points, reproducing mathematical
curves, and generating histograms and bar
graphs (Photo 1)..

Three forms of video graphics exist: al-
phanumeric graphics, memory cell graph-
ics and bit graphics. Alphanumeric graph-
ics can be executed on any home computer.
The user develops graphic images using
PRINT statements and the standard ASCII
character set. One method is to use math
formu las, IF ... GOTO statements and
PRINT commands. The other technique, if
the machine dialect of BASIC will support
it, is to attempt string manipulations.

In the printout, the program's output is in
the form of a graph, and uses the capital let-
ter I and hyphens (-)to draw the axes. The
data points in the graph are illustrated us-
ing asterisks. The result is quite effective.

This form of video graphics is available to
any hobbyist, free of charge, courtesy of his
imagination. Those interested in learning
more about this form of graphics capability
should read BASIC and the Personal Com-
puter, by Thomas Dwyer and Margot Critch-
field. It contains an elementary but com-
plete treatment of the topic. Several pro-
grams are included to help the reader ex-
plore what can be done with what is avail-
able.

This type of graphics should not be taken

lightly. A talented artist can do amazing
things with only letters, numerals, punctua-
tion marks and inspiration.

The Other Two Graphics Forms-Some
Background Information

The other two forms-memory cell
graphics and bit graphics-require some
background information before they can be
discussed.

Both approaches have common origins.
They employ the same basic components,
and are designed with similar principles in
mind. The major differences are the BASIC
commands used to program images in each
technique, and in how they allow the com-
puter enthusiast to use them.

The contents of the video display are ac-
tually the contents of a given number of
memory locations in the computer. The con-
tents of these memory locations are being
output directly to the video monitor. In ef-
fect, all of the changes that can be ob-
served on the screen .are the result of pro-
cessor manipulation of the corresponding
memory within the system.

Assume that the screen can be divided
up into a series of rows of individual
squares or cells. Each cell can be thought
of as representing a unique memory loca-
tion in the computer. Consequently, you
can insert information anywhere on the
screen by placing the appropriate data into
the respective memory location (Fig. 1).

These cells are quite small. Each one is
only large enough to contain a single
discrete character: for example, the letter A.
A word might be displayed by locating the
letters in the correct adjacent cells on the
screen.

Fig. 1. Each "cell'' in the video display can
contain only one character at a time.
Words or numbers can be made by placing
the proper characters in adjacent memory
locations horizontally, vertically or even
diagonally.

As a result, the maximum number of let-
ters that can be put into one row on the
screen is equal to the number of cells in that
row. The same is true for the number of
rows of characters or lines that can occupy
the screen simultaneously.

The specification that describes these
dimensions of the screen is the lengthfline,
or default, format. It is typically described
as a pair of two-digit numbers, such as
80/20. The value 80 refers to the number of
characters in a single line, while the 20 in-
dicates the number of lines displayed on
the screen at one time. The lengthfline for-
mat describes the dimensions of the video
output on the screen in terms of characters.

Effective resolution is another term that
comes up. The term usually refers to the
smallest element of the video display on
screen. It is sometimes used synonymously
with .the lengthlline format specification,
but this is an error; the two are not
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Fig. 2. The positions that pixels will appear
at on the VDU are determined by the inter-
section points of the lines of resolution on
the screen.
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necessarlly equal.
When the design of a video display is be-

ing evolved; the designers split the screen
into a large number of horizontal and, ve~-
tical lines, known as lines of resolution.
More lines mean finer detail on the screen.
The result is a screen full of little dots called
pixels (Fig. 2). The effective resolution of a
computer video display is measured by the
number of pixels in its horizontal and ver-
tical dimensions. This specification is
described by a pair of three-digit numbers,
such as 512/256. The number 512 indicates
the number of pixels across the screen,
while the number 256 describes the number
of pixels down the screen.

When taken together, effective resolu-
tion and lengthlline determine the number
of pixels in each memory Cell on the screen.
In essence, this determines the number of
pixels under the control of a single memory
location, and gives you a good idea of the
degree of detail you can display on the
screen at the same time.

er control of the pixels is direct and com-
plete.

This difference shows up in a variety of
areas within a system, such as in language
commands used to program the different
graphics forms, and in ttie degree of pro-
gramming complexity involved. How a par-
ticular manufacturer wisties to implement a
particular approach in a home computer is
an additional consideration. At first glance,
some forms of graphics may not fall clearly
into one form or the other.

In the final analysis, though, the method
of controlling pixels in the display is what
determines the technique used by the com-
puter.

Memory Cell Graphics-Fill in the Squares

The memory cell graphics technique,
also known as low-resolution graphics, is
the less complex of the two. Each memory
location has control of a discrete matrix of
pixels. The size of the matrix varies widely;
some of the more common sizes used are
9 x 7, 8 x 8, 5 x 7. This matrix is equivalent
to the memory cell mentioned in the
analogy. Any data placed into a memory
location being output to the screen deter-
mines what will appear in that correspond-
ing cellon the screen.

The data is actually interpreted by the
video output hardware to mean "activate
the appropriate pixels in cell XXXX in the
video display" (Fig. 3).This is the key aspect
of memory cell graphics. The user has con-
trol over the contents .ot any memory loca-
tion, but it is the memory location that con-
trols the pixels on the screen. Hence the

Fig. 3. The process of placing an ASCII character on the video screen might be envi-
sioned as having the five steps shown here. In actuality, other steps are involved, but
have been arbitrarily condensed for clarity.
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The Main Difference between Memory Cell
and Bit Graphics

The most important difference. b~tween
memory cell and bit graphics is how they
allow the user to control pixels on the
screen.

The memory cell approach lets the user
control pixels in blocks; that is, he uses the
memory cells in generating graphics im-
ages. User control over individual pixels is
indirect and incomplete.

The bit graphics technique places each
individual pixel at the user's command. Us-
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Apple PIE
Apple PIE (Programma International Editor)

and FORMAT (text formatter) offer full strength
solutions to today's word processing problems.
These versatile, powerful programs provide
document preparation and word processing
capabilities previously found only on much larger
computer systems.

PIE is a general purpose, full screen editor
that uses control keys and function buttons to
provide a full range of editing capabilities such as
search and replace, delete, copy, insert, move.
Changes may be made directly anywhere on the
screen and are shown as they are performed.

FORMAT uses simple instructions
embedded in the input text to describe the desired
appearance of the final document. It handles
centering, underlining, indenting, page numbering,

+ Formatter
margins, headers, footers, even form letters, and
includes a proofing capability.

These high-quality, cost-effective programs
come with comprehensive documentation and run
on a 32K Apple II. They are available through
your local computer store or direct from
Programma International, Inc. at the
introductory price of $79.95*.

VIDEX VERSION T.M.
DOUBLE VISION T.M.
SUPR TERM VERSION T.M.
STANDARD VERSION

"December 1, $129.95.
"...11

PROGRAIVIIVIA
3400 Wilshire Boulevard aor !~ J
Los Angeles, California 90010

Simple enough for the beginner. Versatile enough for the professional.



name, memory cell graphics.
Imagine that the user wishes to place the

letter A at a certain point on the VDM. He
would place a certain value into the desired
corresponding memory location. The video
output hardware would examine the value
and respond by activating the appropriate
pixels within the cell to obtain a capital let-
ter A.

If you had a light microscope, you would
notice that the character would appear as a
dot matrix. All of the characters that can be
generated in memory cell graphics are
simply values that activate various com-
binations of pixels in memory cells on the
screen.

As you may have guessed, the entire
ASCII character set the computer uses for
text generation is exactly the same. The
characters are graphics elements that hap-
pen to portray letters, numbers and punc-
tuation.

Some form of memory cell output is used
by most (if not all) home computers today to
display alphanumeric contents on the
screen. The concept of memory cell graph-
ics is merely an extension of this idea: plac-
ing a number of abstract memory cell ele-
ments (beyond the standard ASCII set) at
the user's command,

Memory cell graphics contains two types
of graphics elements, and most home com-
puters try to incorporate both. The stand-
alone graphics element and the building-
block graphics element both get their names
from the way they are most likely to be
used.

The stand-alone graphics element is

meaningful to the viewer even if it is the only
element on the screen. Such characters in-
clude tanks, houses and race cars. The
stand-alone element is generally some form
of game symbol, and is highly specific in its
appearance.

The building-block element by itself isn't
the least bit meaningful to a viewer. It in-
cludes many types of lines, squares, rec-
tangularunits and miscellaneous figures.
The element is used almost exclusively for
creating larger graphics images, and is
nonspecific in appearance (Photo 2).

BASIC has two commands to program
memory cell graphics: PRINT and POKE.
Because graphics elements are part of the
character set, just as ASCII characters are,
you can display them on the screen using
the PRINT command. Simply typing in
PRINT CHR$ (XX) will cause the desired
graphics element to print at the bottom of
the screen. Like all PRINT statements, the
graphics element would be scrolled upward
with each succeeding line feed that oc-
curred.

In building larger images, the POKEcom-
mand is more common. POKE places the
value directly into the desired memory loca-
tion on the screen, and locates the graphics
element without disturbing any of the
previous elements on the screen. Once
there, however, all memory cell graphics
elements will scroll up the screen when line
feeds occur.

One of the most noticeable advantages
of memory cell graphics is the time it saves.
A few minutes might be spent on a display
that would take an hour or more on a bit

Photo 3. This graphics representation of a black hole in the fabric of space was pro-
grammed on a memory cell graphics system. The overall effect is quite convincing, but
note that the grid does not connect with the black hole fn the lower right-hand corner of
the screen. This is a result of having exceeded the capacity for detail on this particular
system.
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Photo 2. This excerpt of a memory cell
graphics set is fairly representative of the
type of graphics elements contained in
most memory cell graphics systems to-
dayc. The top five rows contain building-
block type elements, while the lower three
rows contain stand-alone type elements.
Incidentally, this is also a good example of
being able to mix video graphics and text
on the screen.

graphics system. The programming of
dynamic graphics offers another advan-
tage: a minimum of memory manipulation.
If I wish to orbit a ship around a planet, I can
whip up a subroutine in about 20 minutes
and have it running free of bugs in 20 more.
The same is not true in a bit graphics
system.

Also in memory cell dynamic graphics,
fewer variables are moved around the
screen. Thus, the equations needed to
move an image around on a screen are
simplified.

Finally, it is possible to easily mix text
and graphics on the screen. When you label
graphs and curves, or scale the axes of a
display, this becomes important, as it does
in many game applications.

Memory cell graphics does have a few
serious drawbacks. First, the user is
restricted to using the graphics element set
that is programmed into the machine's
ROMs when it comes. The user is not able
to program his own character elements.
Most manufacturers provide a large selec-
tion of graphics elements to the user, but
some do not.

Also, graphics elements available for
machines from one manufacturer may not
be available on systems of a different make.

Finally, insufficient detail capacity is an
occasional problem. The user may have a
screen with XXXX number of cells on it, but
once those cells are filled, no new informa-
tion can be placed on the screen without
losing old information somewhere. Con-
sider, too, that most graphics elements are



not very detailed themselves (unless one is
using stand-alone elements). So varying
from computer to computer, complex im-
ages above a certain level of detail are not
possible.

Because this level is not a fixed value, it
usually isn't too noticeable. It proves to be a
headache only. when most of the screen is
used. The user must simply learn to live with
it.

On balance, the memory cell graphics
technique is an excellent approach. The
final results seldom fail to meet the pro-
grammer's expectations (Photo 3).

Bit Graphics

With bit graphics-or, as some purists
prefer to call it, "true" graphics-the user
has control over every individual pixel in the
display by discarding the lengthlline format
used in text generation. Instead, the com-
puter uses a direct pixel by pixel onloff con-
trol of the screen.

This does not change the fact that some
form of memory is still being output to the
screen. The difference is in how the video
display hardware decodes the values in the
respective memory locations.

In memory cell graphics, a single memory
location controls the contents of a memory
cell by turning the individual pixels within
the cellon or off to generate the appropriate
element.

In bit graphics, the different bits of the
byte lnthe memory location control the in-
dividual pixels assigned to that memory lo-
cation (Fig. 4). This is the key aspect of bit
graphics. The user has control over each in-
dividual pixel on the screen by manipulat-
ing the necessary bits in the corresponding
memory locations.

Bit graphics can be used to plot points or
. to draw a larger overall image.

The point-plotting function is unique in
that the user can address the pixel on the
screen with a pair of Cartesian coordinates.
To plot a series of polnts, the user types the
coordinates into the computer. It responds
by activating the pixels addressed.

The plotting function can be tied into pro-
grams too, with the result that complex
mathematical curves can be duplicated
with a high degree of precision (Photo 4).
. A new capability associated with bit
graphics, vector graphics, can greatly
simplify generating graphics images. When
a pair of points has been plotted on the
screen, the user may instruct the computer
to connect them. The computer will respond
by "drawing" a line between the points
specified.

Liberal use of vector graphics is effective
in creating an overall detailed image. Even
so, programming an image in bit graphics
can be time-consuming.

The POKE command, and usually some
form of a PLOT command, are the BASIC
commands used to program bit graphics.
The PRINT command cannot be used here
because pixels are not part of the character
set.

The PLOT command informs the video
output hardware that a certain point is to be
placed on the screen, and that the address
of the point will be a pair of coordinates, not
a direct memory address. The function is
easy to use, too-the command is entered
as PLOT XX,YY, and the point is plotted.

In bit graphics, the POKE command
serves as a software on-off switch. In pok-
ing a memory location, the user is only in-
serting the desired bits into the location. In
units which can implement a variety of
color tones on a color monitor, the POKE
command also may be used to select the
desired color of pixels.

Bit graphics systems have some sizable
advantages. The greatest one is also the
most obvious-finely detailed images
(Photo 5). The bit graphics user does not
have to contend with a restrictive graphics
element set.

This also allows another choice-the
scale of the image that the user wishes to
portray. The same object can be pro-
grammed big or little. The scale of an image
that can be programmed in a memory cell
graphics system is much more limited.
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Fig. 4. Bit by bit control of the pixels on the video screen has been implemented in a wide
variety of ways by different manufacturers. Most techniques in use in home computers
using bit graphics are far more complex than the method shown here.
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Photo 4. Here, a sync function has been plotted on a bit graphics
system. Because bit graphics is set up to perform true point plot-
ting, it is well suited to reproducing complex mathematical func-
tions. Programming this display, however, was not a quick effort,
according to the programmer.

Photo 48. This is the same sync function as before, but shown in
inverse format. Both memory cell graphics and bit graphics can
support the inverse function, and both can support other graphics
enhancing features as well. These include underlining, blinking
and inverse blinking video output.

Bit graphics also allows true point plot-
ting on the screen. Analogous functions
can be programmed for memory cell sys-
tems, but they are all subject to the flaws of
being an imitation.

Bit graphics has its faults. Unfortunately,
there is no such thing as a small image.
Because a minimum number of pixels is
always needed, only large images and
larger images exist. Thus, even though
some computers have software to minimize
the problem, programming takes time.

The problem lies not only with having to
turn on all of the pixels needed for a display.
Discovering which memory locations con-

trol which pixels is difficult. The memory
mapping of the video display is different
from memory cell graphics, and is much
more complex.

Programming dynamic graphics is also
more complex in bit graphics than it is in
memory cell graphics. The motion of hun-
dreds of pixels, rather than a few memory
locations, has to be programmed. Experi-
ence, however, usually takes care of any
problems.

Bit graphics' extreme memory consump-
tion is one problem that can't be solved.
Each pixel on the display is being controlled
by a unique bit in a given memory location,

Photo 5. This is a good illustration of the degree of detail a bit graphics system can sup-
port. This display is part of the chess program Sargon. A large portion of the memory con-
sumed by Sargon is for graphics manipulation only.
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and a bit graphics system with a high effec-
tive resolution needs a large amount of
memory to support itself. Memory is expen-
sive-the more that is needed by the sys-
tem, the more the system is going to cost.

Also, the bit graphics system makes it
difficult-though not impossible-to mix
text and graphics on the screen. One solu-
tion is to set up a symbol table for the text
when writing the program. In essence, the
programmer is designing his own set of
character elements. The other solution is to
buy the appropriate hardware for the sys-
tem.

On the whole, bit graphics can be chal-
lenging to learn to program. But most of the
difficulties are related to software complex-
ity, and given time any user will be able to
surmount them.

Some Closing Thoughts

Hobbyists conSidering acqurnnq video
graphics capability should keep a few con-
siderations in mind. These points will help
ensure hobbyist satisfaction with the ap-
proach he chooses.

First, neither form of video graphics is
better than the other. Each approach has its
strong and weak points. Understanding the
capabilities of each approach is the most
important part of the hardware.

Next, the hobbyist is a large part of the
equation. He should take a good look at
where his interests lie, and how much time
and effort is needed to use a specific
graphics form. It would be a shame if a part-
time enthusiast bought a bit graphics sys-
tem, but [lever used it for lack of time. It
would be just as bad to have a real afi-
cionado buy a memory cell system, only to
discover it can't meet all of his expecta-
tions .•



The biggest and best computer show ever to be in the
Boston area is ready to take place. Make sure you take
it in.

Over $50 million worth of software and hardware for
business, government, home and personal use will

be featured at the new Northeast Computer
Show in November. Computers from $150 to
$250,000, mini and micro computers, data-
and word-processing equipment, tele-
communications, office machines, periph-
eral equipment and services will all.be on
display and for sale right on the spot.

All the major names like IBM, Xerox,
Radio Shack and Apple will be there. There
will be conferences on business uses of
small to medium sized computers, and how

to make purchasing evaluations.
Plus, robots, computerized video games,

computer art and computer music will enter-
tain and educate kids, spouses and people
who don't know a program from a memory disk.
It's going to be a great show for everyone.

Admission for adults is only $5. The public is
invited, and no pre-registration is necessary.

Don't miss the coming of the computers. Show up for the show.
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The Otto Electronics Terminal:
More for Less

Fortunately, you sometimes don't get what you pay for.

Henry Roberts
U. T. 161
Columbia, SC 29201

minal controller. This chip is a microproces-
sor and is programmed to handle all of the
terminal's activities except actual charac-
ter generation and memory. This helped ex-
plain the low cost.

The terminal features full cursor address-
ing, upper and lowercase, the entire Greek
alphabet, special math symbols and other
assorted characters.

They also sent a photo of the terminal
without the cover. It appeared well-made,
and the circuit board looked simple. That
made up my mind.

When it arrived I was surprised at the
high-quality parts. For example, all but a
couple of the ICs were major American
brands.

Another pleasant surprise was the man-
ual, Which uses the Heath manuals as its

The ad for the Otto Electronics videoter-
minal looked too good to be true. They

were offering for under $300 what I couldn't
buy anyplace else for $2000.

I called and spoke with Linda Otto. She
assured me that the parts were all high-
quality, and, more importantly, were off-the-
shelf items. A few days after my phone call,
I received a letter responding to my con-
cerns. I was impressed by their interest in
me as a potential customer.

Terminal Features

The terminal is based on the Mostek ter-
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guide. It is simple enough for anyone to fol-
low, has a troubleshooting section and a
complete operating guide.

The kit, which I assembled in about nine
hours, was not difficult. The point-to-point
wiring was simpler than wit·h most other
kits I've wired. (The kit assumes that you
know how to solder and have access to a
voltmeter.)

The only problem I had was some miss-
ing parts in the George Risk keyboard. The
parts were two resistors and a capacitor.
They were easy to replace, and later I dis-
covered they had no function. Still, it would
have been more convenient if there had
been a note advising me that the parts were
missing, but not needed.

Checking the System

Since the unit had sockets for all the
chips, I was able to check the power supply
first and thus avoid blowing all the chips at
once if the voltage polarity were backwards
or the voltage itself were too high.There are
three separate voltages in the Otto termi-
nal, and all but one were in tolerance. The
+ 5 volt line read zero. I quickly switched
the terminal off and measured for a short.
Finding none, I checked the inputs to the
voltage regulators, everything was OK.

I traced the problem to the output of the
bridge rectifier that converts the ac from the
transformer to dc. A quick check of the
bridge rectifier with an ohmmeter showed
that it was all right. That puzzled me for a
minute. The PC board was beautiful with
heavy plating, but I took my meter and
checked the connections on the board be-
tween the bridge and the voltage regula-
tors. They were OK.

It tu rned out that one of the holes for the
rectifier itself wasn't plated through. The
output from the rectifier fed a trace on the
top of the board, and, of course, I had sol-
dered it on the bottom. Fixing this proved
difficult since the part covered the pad on
which it rested.

I put plenty of solder on that lead of the
bridge and plenty of solder on the top pad
that wasn't plated through, filling the hole.



Holding the rectifier in place, I applied heat
directly on the tinned lead of the bridge and,
when the solder melted on the top of the
pad, quickly pushed the bridge flat on the
board. Then I turned the board over and ap-
plied solder to all of the unsoldered pads. A
quick check with my ohmmeter showed I
had fixed the problem.

I grounded myself to a cold water pipe
(taking care to stay away from everything
electric) and installed the 33 chips. After
quickly plugging everything together, I
flipped the power switch and waited. Noth-
ing happened.

Using an oscilloscope, I found that sig-
nals weren't passing through the shift reg-
ister that converted the parallel output from
the Motorola character generator to serial
video.

I called Neil Otto and told him about the
defective part. He said he would send a re-
placement by ftrst-class mail the next day.
The problem, he explained, was due to TI
back-ordering that particular part. Neil had
bought a lesser brand to fill his back orders.

He told me it was the last time he would
ever do that, because he had ended up re-
placing a lot of the parts. Buying from peo-
pie such as TI was his only assurance of
good parts, since he didn't have the tacili-
ties to test chips in quantity.

With the new parts, everything worked in-
stantly. I sat and played for a while and en-
joyed the upper and lowercase alphabet. I
tried entering the control characters for the
Greek alphabet. My wife, who is a mathema-
tician, wanted to see all the math symbols,
such as square root and integral signs. I
waited to connect it to the computer while
the family, including our two children,
played with the terminal for the rest of the
day.

Connecting It to the Computer

The next evening I hooked the terminal up
to the serial interface of my computer.
Everything worked perfectly.

One of my main concerns when I bought
the terminal was its connection to the
Southwest Technical cassette interface,
which is in series with the computer. South-
west Tech's literature repeatedly warns
that you must have access to your
terminal's 16Xbaud rate clock or buy a sep-
arate serial interface. Also, the software-
controlled features of the cassette inter-
face require decoding circuits in the termi-
nal.

But the 16Xbaud rate clock only provides
a 4800 Hz tone. This tone is divided down, in
the cassette interface, to provide the 2400
and 1200 Hz tones used in the Kansas City
Standard recordings. This means you must
have a 4800Hz signal to record directly from
the terminal. I solved the problem by con-

Inside the Otto Electronics video terminal.

to the terminal's 16X baud rate clock with a
jumper along the back of the PC board in
the cassette interface. Do not run the
jumper underneath the board, since this
causes cross-talk, and you will have diffi-
culty reading binary tapes.

USing the automatic functions of the cas-
sette interface proved to be almost as easy.
Appendix A of the Southwest Tech Assem-
bler Manual gives a list of four connections
from the serial interface of the computer to
the control input lines on the cassette inter·
face.

These connections are between the LSI
chip on the serial interface of the computer
and the center edge connecter along the
rear of the cassette interface PCboard. I am
considering pin 2 as ground on the AC-30
cassette interface (see Table 1).

A Year Later

The terminal has worked well. The extra
characters and the addressable cursor
have added a new dimension to my pro-
gramming. I have had no failures of any kind
with the terminal. Keyboards are one of the
first things to give problems in equipment
such as this, but I have had no keybounce or
failure of keys to enter properly. The keys
feel right, and this is important to me as a
touch typist.

Problems

I did find a few relatively minor problems.
Control-C does not stop endless printing
loops very well. This has always been a
problem with Southwest Tech computers,
but is worse with the Otto Electronics termi-
nal. The proorern Is caused by the fact that
parallel-to-serial conversion is done by soft-
ware at both ends. Southwest Tech uses

necting the computer's 16Xbaud rate clock MIKBUG, which adapts a parallel interface

to serial. Switching to SWTBUG and a serial
control interface, I am told, will stop BASIC
cold with one control-C. .

I could not change the control-H to a DEL
in Southwest BASIC. The control-H will
back-space, but I would rather use the de-
lete key since it also erases the characters.
The problem, I discovered, is with South·
west Tech BASIC: It will not accept 7F for
any purpose, even in a literal print state-
ment.

Conclusions

This video terminal is a fine piece of
equipment and compares well with terrni-
nals costing several times the price. If you
are in the market for a hiqh-quality video ter-
minai, I strongly suggest that you take a
close look at the Otto Electronics terminal.
The extra features alone make it worth-
while. It is available from Otto Electronics,
PO Box 3066, Princeton, NJ 08540.

The only disadvantage I can find is that it
is fixed at a 300baud rate. This is not a prob-
lem for me since I don't own a printer and
could not read a faster baud rate as the
lines scroll by.

The price tag was my original reason for
purchasing the Otto Electronics terminal. It
proves the exception to the rule, "you get
what you pay for.".

From To
MP·C IC1 pin 7 (read on)
MP·C IC1 pin 4 (punch on)
MP·C IC1 pin 6 (read off)
MP·C IC1 pin 5 (punch Off)
MP·C IC1 pin 1 (ground)

AC·30 pin 9
AC·30 pin 10
AC·30 pin 7
AC·30 pin 5
AC·30 pin 2

Table 1.
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SORCERER*
°SOFIWARE!

Unless otherwise noted, all programs are on cassette and
require only 8K o( memory.

FORTH
new! Now Sorcerer owners can enjoy the convenience and speed of the fascinating FORTH
programming language. Based on FIGFORTHand written by James Albanese, this version
was designed especially for the Sorcerer and includes the capability to read and write data
(screens) to cassette tape and a complete on-screen editor. Requires at least 16K of RAM.

$49.95

new! GRAPHICSANIMATION by Lee Anders. This package provides the BASICprogram-
mer with a powerful set of commands for graphics and animation. The program iswritten in
machine language but is loaded together with your BASICprogram and graphics definitions
with a CLOADcommand. Any image from a character to a large graphic shape may be
plotted, moved, or erased with simple BASICcommands. Encounters of plotted character
sets with background characters are detected and background images are preserved. Con-
tains a medium resolution plotting routine. A keyboard routine detects key presseswithout
carriage returns. Includes a separate program for constructing images. $29.95
new! STARBASEHYPERION'· by Don Ursem. At last, a true strategic space game for the
Sorcerer! Defend a front-line Star Fortress against invasion forces of an alien empire. You
create, deploy, and command entire ship squadrons as well as ground defenses in this
complex tactical simulation of war in the far future. Written in BASICand Z-80 code. Full
graphics and realtime combat status display. Includes full instructions and STARCOMbattle
manual. Requires at least 16K of RAM. $17.95
new! HEAD-ON COLLISION'· by Lee Anders. You are driving clockwise and a computer-
controlled car is driving counter clockwise. The computer's car is trying to hit you head on,
but you can avoid a collision by changing lanes and adjusting your speed. At the same time
you try to drive over dots and diamonds to score points. Three levels of play, machine
language programming, and excellent graphics make this gamechallenging and exciting for
all. At least 16K of RAM is required. $14.95
new! LUNAR MISSION by Lee Anders. Land your spacecraft softly on the moon by
controlling your craft's three. propulsion engines. Avoid lunar craters and use your limited
fuel sparingly. You can see both a profile view of the spacecraft coming down and a plan
view of the landing area. Land successfully and you get to view an animated walk on the
moon. Nine levels of play provide a stiff challenge to the most skillful astronaut. Requires at
least 16K of RAM. $14.95
new! HANGMAN/MASTERMIND by CharlesFinch. Two traditional gamesare brought to life
by Sorcerer graphics. HAf'-IGMANhas three different vocabulary levels for you to choose
from. InMASTERMIND,the computer selects a four-character code and you have to uncover
it. These two games provide an enjoyable way for young people to develop their vocabulary
and their logical reasoning ability. Written in BASIC. $11.95

QSSMARTTERMINAL by Bob Pierce. Convert your Sorcerer to asmartterminal. Usedwith a
modem, this program provides the capability for you to communicate efficiently and save
connect time with larger computers and other microcomputers. The program formats
incoming data from time-sharing systems such as The Source for the Sorcerer video.
Incoming data can be stored (downloaded) into a file in RAM.Files, including programs, may
be saved to or loaded from cassette, listed on the video, transmitted out through your
modem, or edited with an on-board text editor. Interfaces with BASIC and the Word
Processor Pac. $49.95
DPX'· (Development Pac Extension) by DonUrsem. Serious Z80 program developers will
find this utility program to be invaluable. Move the line pointer upward. Locate a word or
symbol. Change a character string wherever it occurs. Simple commands allow you to jump
directly from EDITto MONITORor DDT80modes and automatically set up the 1/0 you want
for listings. Built-in serial driver. Stop and restart listings. Abort assembly with the ESekey.
Save backup files on tape at 1200 baud. Load and merge files from tape by file name.
Versions for 8K, 16K, 32K, and 48K Sorcerer all on one cassette. Requires the Sorcerer's
Development Pac. $29.95

Other utility programs:
PLOT by Vic Tolomei. High res and low res modes ................•..... $14.95
SHAPE MAKER'· by Don llrsern. An on-screen character maker. . . . . •. . . .. $14.95
DEBUG by BobPierce. Debug machine language programs. . . . . . . . . •. . . .. $14.95
SOFTWAREINTERNALS MANUAL by Vic Tolomei. A 64-page book ....•..... $14.95
Other game programs:
MARTIAN INVADERS'· by James Albanese. . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. $14.95
NIKE 11'. by Charles Finch and Bob Broffel .•...... $11.95
TANK TRAP by Don Ursem . .•............. $11.95
MAGIC MAZE'· by Vic Tolomei $11.95
FASTGAMMON'· by Bob Christiansen. . . . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . . .. $19.95

QUJlLITY SOFTWJlRE
6660 Reseda Blvd" Suite 105, Reseda. CA 91335
Telephone 24 hours, seven days a week: (213) 344.0599

WHERE TO GET IT: Ask your nearest Sorcerer dealer tosee Quality Software's Sorcerer
programs. Or, if you prefer, you may order directly from us. MasterCharge and Visa card-
holders may telephone their orders and we will deduct $1 from orders over $19 to compen-
sate for phone charges. Dr mail your order to the address above. California residents add 6%
sales tax. Shipping Charges:Within North America orders must include $1.50 for first class
shipping and handling. Outside North America the charge for airmail shipping and handling
is $5.00 - payable in U.S. currency.
"The name "SORCERER" has been trademarked by Exidy, Inc.
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MEMOREX
DISKETTES

8 CARTRIDGES
for your computer or word processor

BUY THE BEST FOR LESS.
Lowest prices. WE WILL NOT
BE UNDERSOLD!! Buy any
quantity. Call free (800) 235-
4137 for prices and information.

100 Foothill Blvd.
San Luis Obispo, CA
93401. (In Cal. call
(805) 543-1037.)

Easy to install ... in your present 24·volt heatingi
cooling system - in minutes - using only a screwdriver.

Easy to program. . for up to 4 temperature
changes each day with dual set back feature.

Easy to operate with exclusive slide controls
for both time and temperature.

Features continuous LCD read-out of time, temperature, day
of week ... 7·day clock exclusive Sliding lever controls ..
"Day Skipper" switches complete instructions.

Commodore Thermostat - pays for itself
In fuel savings in a year or less!

o.t It today ••••tart ""Ing tomorrow

$149.95 includes shipping

~~:ii
~ -ACcess, inc.

PO Box 1555 South Bend IN 4662451591 US 31 North
TOLL· FREE ORDER LINES: In California: Information Line:
(BOO)227·1617 ext 349 (800)772-3545 ext 349 (219)277-8301





MARK GORDON
COMPUTERS

DIVISION OF MARK GORDON ASSOCIATES, INC.
P.o. Box 77, Charleslown, MA 02129

v84 (617) 491-7505

SORT-80
Produced exclusively for
Mark Gordon Computers by SBSG

TRS-80* disk files may be sorted and merged
using SORT-80, the general purpose, machine
language, sort program. Written in assembly
language for the Z-80 microprocessor, it can:

-Sort files one disk in length
-Sort Direct Access, Sequential Access and

Basic Sequential Access files
-Reblock and print records
-Recontrol files from disk
-Be executed from DOS
-Be inserted in the job stream
-Allow parameter specification

• input/output file specification
• input/output record size
• lower/upper record limit
• print contents of output file
• input/output file key specifiers

The minimum requirement is a 32K TRS-80*
Level II computer with one disk drive or a sin-
gle drive Model II computer. It will operate on
35,40 and 77 track drives, and has been tested
on TRSDOS 2,1, 2.2, 2.3, NEWDOS 2.1, 3.0 and
VTOS 3.0.1. It is compatible with most ma-
chine language printer drivers. Sort time is
fast: for example, a 32K file will sort in approxi-
mately 40 seconds. $59.

InfoBox is the easiest-to-use information man-
ager available for the TRS-80*. It's ideal for
keeping track of notes to yourself, phone num-
bers, birthdays, inventories, bibliographies,
computer programs, music tapes, and much
more. This fast assembly language program
lets you enter free-format data, variable length
items and lets you look up items by specifying
a string of characters or words that you want
to find. You can also edit and delete items.
Items entered into InfoBox can be written to
and read from cassette and disk files. All or
selected items can be printed on a parallel or
serial printer. InfoBox occupies 3K. Specify
cassette or disk version. $29.95

• VIS4

*TRS·80 is a Tandy Corp. Trademark

730-1
YOURS FOR OILY
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F R E E Shipping anywhere in
the Continental U.S.

CENTRONICS - PARALLEL

7x7 Dot Matrix • 80
char./line • Avg. 30
lines/min. • 3-way

paper handling • excellent
print quality

Serial
Interface $715

737 l~t~r~~~le8849 In~::;:~e8884
rhe same characteristics as the 730-1 but with
proportional spacing. Great for word processing.

THE 700 SERIES· 132 COLUMI PARALLEL PRIITERS
Avg. lines Dot Ribbon Char.!

Model Per Min. Matrix C&rtridge inch PRICE
700-9 40 9x7 Std. 10 '1,287
701-9 70 9x7 Std. 10 1,596
702-9 140 9x9 Std. 10 2,155
703-9 200 9x9 Std. 10 2,685

Send your order, shipping address, tel. no. and
your personal or company check or money order to·

SLECTRONICS v205

205 Lewi. St., Lynn. M••••01902
(617) 272-8588 Sorry - NO Phone order •

• 2-6 week. delivery • M••••Re•••dd 5% ta.

THE
SOFTV1l4RE
DIRECTORY
A Comprehensive Guide to Programs

Now, yqu can have access to hundreds of
computer programs, quickly and easily.

The Software Directory listsavailable programs
for major home and small business computers, including
Apple ...Atari ...North Star...Radio Shack ...PET...CP/M
Systemsand more.

Indexed for fast and easy reference, Directory
categories include games, education, utilities, home
accounting, and professional business programs. It's
organized according to computer type, so you can find
the programs designed for your computer, fast.

The Software Directory describes each program,
and lists the minimum required system, program price,
ordering information and vendor address.

The Software Directory has all the information you
need for ordering any of the hundreds of software
programs available. To get it. send a check or money
order for $9.95 to Software Central. We'll send you a
software reference book you'll use time and again .

Software Central v 146

P.o. Box 30424 Dept. K
Lincoln, NE 68503



Microcomputer Hardware
For the Handicapped

Single-key data entry for the PET.

Alfred J. Bruey
201 S. Grinnell St.
Jackson, h4149203

NOt everyone is able to use a keyboard
to enter data into a microcomputer. A

severely handicapped person may have to
rely on a headswitch, kneeswitch or foot-
switch. In such a case, a switch to be used
by whatever muscle that person can control
with accuracy must be designed.

The switch hardware and software de-
scribed here were developed as part of a
test project to develop a scanner-type com-
munication device for severely handi-
capped people. The project differs from
others because this one has been done in
BASIC for the Commodore PET, with the
switch input implemented on the user port.

The alphabet, the digits from 0 to 9 and a
few special symbols are displayed in four
rows on the bottom half of the PET screen.
A cursor moves down the left side of the
screen, stopping for one second at the end
of each of the four rows.

When the cursor stops at the end of the
row that contains the character you wish to
display, you press a button. Then the cursor
moves across that particular row, stopping
for one second under each character. When
it stops under the desired character, you
press the button again. The selected char-
acter is displayed on the top half of the PET
screen.

By repeating this process, you can build
a message on the top half of the screen.
You can also select special symbols to play
a note, to erase a character, to erase the en-
tire message or to return to the main menu.

The Hardware

Thl;! only parts you need are an edge con-
nector for the user port (available from AB
Computers, 115 E. Stump Rd., Montgomery-
ville, PA 18936), some wire, a 10,000 ohm

(10k) resistor and a switch (a momentary,
normally open, push-button switch is best).
Three connections must be made to the
edge connector, to pins GND, PAOand PA1
(Fig. 1).

The circuit is shown in Fig. 2. Make the
wires from the switch to the edge connector
long enough to use from in front of the PET.

The Software

The edge connector points that you just
made connections to are from the PET's
6522 PIA. You need two memory addresses
for this application-location 59459 is the
direction register and location 59471 con-
tains the values of bits PAO to PA7.

Assume we enter the command POKE
59459,7. This will make pins PA7, PA6, PA5,
PA4 and PAO input pins and PA3, PA2 and
PA1 all output pins. This is because 7 deci-
mal is 00001110 binary; the 0 in a position
makes that position an input port and the 1
makes it an output port. Now you can use a
POKE to location 59471 to send signals to
the output pins and a PEEK at location
59471 to see if any information has been
placed at the input pins.

For our example, we want to make PAOan
output pin and make the rest input pins. The
command
POKE 59459, 1

will do this. Next we want to set the output
pin high (to a 1). For this we use
POKE 59471, 1

Now pin PAOwill stay high throughout the
run.

GND PAC PAl
(A) (C) (D)

Fig. 1.

Let's look at what happens in Fig. 2 when
the switch is both open and closed. When
the switch is open, pin PAOwill be high be-
cause we set it that way. Pins PA7 to PA1
will be high because PET 6522 PAO-PA7
pins are high if they are input pins and not
connected to anything.

Therefore, if we want to tell if the switch
is open, we PEEK at location 59471. Since
all pins are high, we should find a decimal
255, since this is 11111111 binary.

If we close the switch, PA1 will be the on-
ly pin to change. Since closing the switch
connects PA1 to ground, it will go to O.
Thus, peeking at location 59471 will return
253, which is 11111101 binary.

Now enter the following short BASIC pro-
gram. It doesn't do much, but it shows you
how the switch works.
10 POKE 59459,1
20 POKE 59471,1
30 Print PEEK(59471);
40 GOT 30

Run this program. You should see 255s
on the screen when you are not closing the
switch, and 253 when you are closing it. Try
to hold down the switch just long enough to
get one 253.

It's going to be hard, especially if you
have a bouncy switch. This problem has
two solutions-one hardware and one soft-
ware: You could design hardware that
would allow a switch closing to be captured
just once, ignoring the extra length of time
that you allow the button to be pressed. The
software method is to sit and idle in the pro-
gram until the button has been released.

(A) (C) (D)
GNO PAD PA I

L~
Fig. 2.
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MAGTc WAND"
$349.00

MANY ARTICLES HAVE PRAISED THIS CP/M'
BASED WORD PROCESSING SOFTWARE AS
THE BEST. NOW, THE BEST IS EVEN BEDER!
VERSION 1.1 ADDS SUCH CAPABILITIES AS
FORMATIING TO THE SCREEN AND BI-
DIRECTIONAL PRINTING. THIS TRULY RE-
MARKABLE SOFTWARE CAN BE YOURS FOR
THIS TRULY REMARKABLE PRICE. SEND
CHECK OR MONEY ORDER (TEXAS RESIDENTS
ADD 5%TAX) TO:

WORD WIZARDS
5814 JESTER DR.

GARLAND. TEXAS 75042
v 284

MAGIC WAND IS A TRADEMARK OF SMALL BUSINESS APP, INC. C!PM IS A
REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF DIGITAL RESEARCH CORP REOUIRES BOBO/Z8D
CPfM. AND 32K RAM

WHY PAY CUSTOM PRICES???

SMALL QUANTITY
STOCK CONTINUOUS

FORMS
- CHECKS
-INVOICES
- STATEMENTS
-SPEED-O-GRAMS
-BILLS OF LADING
- PURCHASE ORDERS

IMPRINTING AVAILABLE

STOCK PRINTOUT PAPER
STOCK CONTINUOUS LABELS

Call or Write for Prices & Samples

DDFDiSCOUNT DATA FOAMS, iNC.
4W EISEnHOWERLAnE SOUTH
LOmBARD,ILLInOIS 60148

,.....270 (J12) 629-6850
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CORRESPONDENCE INDEX
MAGAZINE ARTICLE DATA BASE

AUTOMATED AUTHORS NOTEBOOK
RECIPE DATABASE

All are current applications of INFORMATION
MASTER, a simple yet powerful information retrieval
program for CP/M systems. Don't worry about key fields
and maximum field length, that is for accounting systems.
Retrieve essentially unlimited text using combinations of
keywords to quickly find exactly what you want. Search a
500 entry data base in 12 to 15 seconds.

INFORMATION MASTER runs on 8080or Z-80mi-
crocomputers using a CP/M compatible operating system
and having at least two disk drives and 32K of memory,
On 8" single density and many popular 5" disk formats,
Write for currently available formats and notes on the
above applications.

INFORMATION MASTER program is shipped ready
to run, on disk with demonstration data base and 22 page
users manual.

- $37,50, postage paid -

Island Cybernetics v 279
P.O, Box 208, Port Aransas, TX 78373

(512) 749-5843

The following program does this.
10 POKE59459,1
20 POKE59471,1
30 IF PEEK(59471)= 255THEN30
40 PRINTPEEK(59471);
50 IF PEEK(59471)=253 THEN 50
60 GOTO30

This program should print a 253 every
time you press your button to close a
switch. Using the ideas in this example, you
should be able to incorporate a switch into
your own programs.

Extensions

You might want to try several extensions:
Use a photoresistor circuit as the switch.

. I
Your PET could be controlled by turnmg a
light on and off.

You can put more than one switch at a
time on this port. By decoding location
59471, you can tell which switches are
closed .•

FOR MICRO-COMPUTERS

When you order 23 C-10 cassettes
featuring Precision transport
mechanism and Digital pressure
pad .. (In individual, dust-proof,
plastic boxes with labels) for a low
introductory price of $19.95, we
will send you FREE 1 C-10 cassette
for you to test. If you are not
delighted with its performance you
can return the unused 23 units for
a full refund. Please add $1.05 to
cover postage and handling. N.Y.
Res. add 7%. VISA and Master
Charge accepted.
Write for pricing on larger quantities.

Studio Magnetics Co.,lnc.

S III Department K-1 v 179
12 Long Island Avenue

•
Holtsville,N.Y.1l742
516-289-3400

16K UPGRADE

$4995

AIARIOWNERS

TRS80 -
KEYBOARD

APPLE II
ATARI800

TRS80 -
EXP. INTERFACE

SORCERER
HEATH 89

*Fits all other parallel Centronics plus Anadex,
Base 2, Epson, Comprint and Microtek,

Order by part number, Me I VISAaccepted.

5'9.!!esadd6~otax
v207

HACROTRONICS, inc.®
11115H. Golden State
Turlock, CA 95380 (K)
(1I09) 667-1I888 / 634-8881

FACTORY FRESH 200 ns 16K RAMS FOR
MEMORY UPGRADE. KIT INCLUDES FULL IN-
STRUCTIONS AND COMPONENTS TO ALLOW
EASY 16K CONVERSION IN MINUTES. WHY
PAY DOUBLE FOR THE SAME PARTS THE
MANUFACTURERS USE?

ALL PARTS CARRY A FULL 12 MONTH WAR-
RANTY, ADD $2.00 POST AND PACKAGING;
TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX.
CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ACCEPTED.

IAN ELECTRONICS v209

P.O. BOX 14079
AUSTIN, TEXAS 78761

For our current catalog contact:

Parallel Printer Interface
for the ATARI 400 / 800
Connects to controller jacks 3&4
works with BASIC / DOS / ASSEMBLER
Three printer connectors available:

ATARI400 /
TRENDCOM 100 / 200 A4P-1
CENTRONICS 730 / 737 A4P-2
CENTRONICS36 PIN' A4P-3

800
A8P-1
A8P-2
A8P-3

•• AIP••.••• lllP.••..•••-...
AT LAST!

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
Business and Educational Software
is now available for the powerful
Heath and Zenith computer systems.

Experience and Professionalism are
the hallmarks of XtraSoft and are

reflected by the products we sell.

~ V r ,.-'200~ ...n tra ..Iolt
--.::cP""'R""O""FE"'S"'-SI""O"-'NA7:L""'SOFTWARE DEVELO""P""ME"'N"'T:-----

~ P.O. Box 34323 L.vlS<. J
~ lc.uisville,KY40232



1-800-841-0860 Toll Free Order Entry
r:J~~tl[] r:Jf1~f1[Jtr:Jt~T SYSTEr:JS,~~L.

MODEL II

26-4002
64K 1 Drive
$3499.00

MODEl III

26-10614K I. $630.00
26-1062 16K 111. 900.00
26-1063 32K III
2-Drives, RS232 2246.00

cenTRoniCS
Fast 100 CPSCentron ics
730 Printer $675.00
Text Quality Centronics
737 Printer , $850.00

Model II Cobol Compiler
$360.00

Cobol Run Time Package
$36.00

No Taxes on Out Of
State Shipments

Immediate Shipment
From Stock on Most Items

AUTHORIZED

TRS-80~ALEAA301
COMPUTER SPECIALISTS

26-1056 16K Level II System with Keypad. $670.00
26·1145 RS·232 Board..... . 84.00
26·1140 "0" K Interface.
26·1141 "16" K Interface.
26·1142 "32" K Interface.

................... 249.00

MODEL I

26-1054
4K Level II
$552.00

COLOR

26-30014K...........•........ $360.00
26-300216K 540.00
26-3010 Color Video 360.00
26-1206 Recorder 54.00
26-3008 Joysticks 22.50

8Acorn
Software
Products, Inc.

GAMES:
Alien Invasion $9.00
Stock Market. . . .. . .. . .. 9.00
Star Trek. . . .. 9.00
Block 'Em. . .. 9.00
Ting-Tong. . . . . . . .•. . . .. . . .. 9.00
UTILITIES:

......................... 365.00
...........•....... 476.00

26·1160Mini Disk· DriveO 424.00
26·1161Mini Disk· Additional .............•........ 424.00
26-1154 lineprinter II. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 720.00
26-1156 lineprinter III 1799.00
26·1180 Voice Synthesiser. . . . . . . . . .. ..339.00
26·1181 VOXBOX... . ........•......... 145.00
26·1104 Factory Upper flower
Case Modifcation Installed ..............•.... · ... ·· 70.00
26-1506 Scripsit . Tope. . ..............•.......... 60.00
26·1563 Scripsit . Disk. . 85.00

NOTE: Call for availability of VIDEO TEX, Model III, Color,
and other new products.

System Savers.
EDUCATION:
language Teacher.

.14.00

. ... 18.00

ALL OTHER R.S. SOFTWARE
FURNITURE, STANDS, CABLES
AND ACCESSORIES DEDUCT
10% FROM CATALOG PRICE

Novation Cat Modem .. $149.00
CCA Data Management
System 72.00
Adventure Games
Games 1-9 each 14.00

Pocket Computer

FREE: PRICE LIST
UPON REQUEST

t/ 100

Full Factory Warranty
on All Items Sold.

largest Inventory
In the S.E. U.S.A.

V Reader Service index-page 241

26-3501 1.9K P.C $225.00
26-3503 Cassette I/F ......•.....•...... 45.00
14-812 Recorder. ...............•...... 72.00

DOWNTOWN PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
115 C SECOND AVE. S.W.
CAIRO, GEORGIA31728

(912) 377-7120 Ga. Phone No.

*TRS.80 Is a r•.gi.tered trademark of the Tandy Corp.
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So I Bought
This Computer

Howa microbusiness uses an Apple /I for fun and profit.

David C. Goodfellow
13026 13th S. W.
Seattle, WA 98146

When my microbusiness-writing, edit-
ing, illustrating and page layout for

technical manuals, sales brochures and
whatever else my customers want in the
printed word-started to take off a couple
of years ago, my production became in-
creasingly limited by myoid Itel paper-tape
word processor. The speed wasn't too bad,
but the Itel's Selectric typewriter was begin-
ning to shake itself apart, generating errors
in embarrassing places, such as final copy.
This slowed me down considerably, for I
had to watch while it typed, and correct er-
rors as they occurred.
So in June 1978 I started looking at alter-

natives. The IBM Electronic Composer was
too expensive, and its memory was too
limited. IBM's MTSC was also too expen-
sive. I was about to buy a used CPT word
processor when I wandered into a micro-
computer store and was bitten by the bug.

Back then, you couldn't find a micro to do
quality word processing. But I was sure that
it would soon be available, probably by the
time I'd learned how to use the computer.
And while I waited for word processing, the
computer could keep the books, print the
bills, write the checks, clean out the office
and play games.

An Apple II

The day I came home with my Apple II
(16K, with one disk drive), I found two new
jobs waiting. So I set the computer up in the
living room and gave my family carte
blanche. After showing them where the
manual says that the only way you could
hurt the Apple was to type on it with a ham-
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mer, I disappeared into my basement office.
When I finally emerged two months later, I
found my 12-year-old daughter was an ex-
pert programmer, and she'd half worn out
the electrons.

I set up my Apple next to my worn-out Itel
word processor (which I was destined to
use for another year). Its very presence
started bringing in new customers. It didn't
matter fhat I didn't know how to use it. The
Apple brought in $15,000worth of business
in 1979 that I otherwise wouldn't have had.

Naturally, the Itel couldn't hack it. My
work week increased from about 45 hours
to nearly 70. While the Itel clanked and
groaned in harmony with my aching back,
the Apple sat there and smirked.

I devised a plan whereby I could learn
how to actually use the computer - peeks,
pokes, calls, the whole bit - thus making
my work easier through understanding
what I was talking about.

The first thing I learned was that my com-
puter was dumber than a human being, but
smarter than a programmer. I won't go into
the other things I learned, because it won't
do you any good. You have to learn them the
same way I did, by reading good textbooks,
going to classes and working with the com-
puter. Suffice it to say that I finally began to
know what I was talking about in all those
computer-oriented technical manuals I was
now writing. And with that knowledge came
the realization that this microcomputer
really was the tool I'd been saying it was.
That silly gadget started keeping my
checkbook up to date, telling me what my
business loans were going to cost me,
keeping track of my billable time, generat-
ing the bills and, finally, handling my word
processing.

VVords, VVords, VVords
Word processing. What an exquisite tool

for a free-lance writer! It's the closest thing
yet devised to direct translation of thought
to hard copy. Move that paragraph? Sure.
No more cut-and-paste. A few keystrokes
and it's done.

But it didn't come easy. First, I purchased
a black box printer. A slow, all caps ma-
chine, it worked well for printing bills, but
was hardly what I needed for quality word
processing. Then I got a Trendcom to check
out word-processing programs in caps and
lowercase. No point in spending a lot of
money on a printer until I had usable soft-
ware.

I finally found Word Weaver, an inexpen-
sive program by Bob Huelsdonk (Huelsdonk
Products, 15703Midvale North, Seattle, WA
98133). It worked so well that I didn't even
squirm when I plunked down $3800 for a
Diablo 1640 terminal, chock full of options.

The System

My system included a 48K Apple with two
disk drives, serial interface, Word Weaver
and a Diablo. It spits out words three times
faster than the Itel did in its prime and has
yet to make a mistake. Not only does it let
me keep up with my new-found workload
and ask for more, it even gives me time to
write articles and software.

For those of you who may be looking for a
word processor, here's a rundown of my
system:

1. A 48K Apple II, with Applesoft in ROM,
the Paymar lowercase adapter, an Apple
high-speed serial interface and a D.C.
Hayes Micro modem. 32K is probably suffi-
cient, but 48K is more convenient. The
Micro modem has nothing to do with word
processing, but some of my customers are
interested in time-sharing on my computer.

2. A pair of Apple disk drives. A single
drive is OK, but the second drive faCilitates
generation of backup text file copies. I keep



Word-processing station for the Goodfellows, Commercial Publications. I've been accused
of using the tools mounted on the wall over the video monitor for fine-tuning the system.
Not so, not so!

the program in drive 1 and write text to drive
2. This allows easy filing, with one diskette
perrnanuat. I have had as many as 50 pages
on a single disk, using both sides, and have
never run out of space.

3. A Leedex Video 100 12-inch BIW video
monitor. I started out with a G.E. 12-inch
portable TV, but the fuzzy picture was hard
on my eyes. The extra 200 lines of resolution
makes all the difference in the world when
you're trying to read capital and lowercase
letters on the screen.

4. A Diablo Model 1640 terminal, with
word-processing enhancement. I bought a
terminal instead of a printer because the
resident keyboard lets me bypass the com-
puter to directly type the figure captions,
specially formatted page numbers, words
to be pasted into illustrations and so forth.
The word-processing enhancement option
supports automatic underscore, shadow
print, bold print, auto center and propor-
tional spacing. My software takes care of
auto center, so that feature is redundant.

I will make software changes to support
other options, because I can't stand the
thought of those features being there but in
hiding. So far I haven't needed them, be-
cause my clients have been happy with the
copy as produced.

5. A Sears cassette tape recorder. Once I
used this to load programs.

6. Miscellaneous software, including
Word Weaver by Huelsdonk, Client File Bill-
ing by me, Checkbook and File Cabinet by
Apple and a host of smaller programs by
various magazine contributors.

The computer has turned things around
at our house. Its mere presence gives us a
prestige I'm vain enough to enjoy, as well as
brings in new business. It's turned my
daughter (now 14) into a hotshot program-

mer, for better or worse. It gets the whole
family involved in games. And it's increased
my productivity by about 70 percent, thus
paying for itself many times over in less
than two years. It has even increased my
capabilities, by allowing me to trade my
tired old Itel for a tired old press .•

MaxUle& .--171

Company Inc.
6 East 43rd Street, N.Y., N.Y.10017

• In his business. AI Zenker of Zenker
Denial labs in Penndel. Pennsylvama
uses our pens for data entry. Harry
Lee of Pittsfield. Massachusetts uses
the pen to select telephone numbers
to be dialed by his computer. Thorwald
Esbensen 01 Micro-Eo. lnc. In Min-
neapolis. Minnesota writes education
software for the 3-G Light Pen. Swiss
Air Dispatch at Kennedy Airport in New
York uses our pens to speed up Its bus-
iness operations. Or. Richard Kerns
of East Carolina University mcopor-
ales OUf pen In a demonstration With a
vorce synthesizer to teach his students
how to use computers. In Holland. Jo-
han Smilde uses a 3·G Light Pen to
experiment With graphics.

• These people have discovered the be-
nefits of usmq a 3-G Light Pen
woutonr a 3-G Light Pen make your
system more versatile and more func-
tional? Yes. of course II would!

• Don'tWait- order your pen today and
receive

1) 3-G Light Pen
2) Demonstration cassettes (with

Pr ofe ssronal TAS-80. PET and
Apple)

3) Sample program listing
4) Complete documentation rind

Instructions
5) Other Lighl Pen software and

games available

If you're serious
about the stock market,

you need
Tickertec ™

Watch 48 to 400 of your favorite
stocks without a 15minute delay.
Tickertec" is a computer program that dis-
plays the NYSEor AMEX tickertape on your
TRS-80" Model I or both exchanges as an
option on the Model II.You see every trode
as it is reported by the exchange and track
the last ten trades. tickertape reported
volume. and high and low limits on the
stocks you are watching. Tickertec pro-
gram prices start at $1.000.00 with many
optional features available including hard
copy and portfolio management systems.
Programs may be purchased for cash (i.e ..
hard dollars) or payment can be arranged
in the form of discounted brokerage com-
missions (i.e .. Soft Dollar Sortwore"). Ex-
change fees are extra. Call for FREEbro-
chure TOLL-FREEat (800) 223-6642; in New
York call (212) 687-0705; or Circle the
reader service number.

FREE your keyboard - interact directly with the
screen. Why waste time typing? Use a 3-G Light Pen.

• NO ASSEMBLY NECESSARY. READY
TO PLUG IN AND USE.

• Complete documentation so you can
write your own program in BASIC. No
machine language coding necessary

• All 3-G Professional models plug into
machine ports. Economy model plugs
mto cassette and batteries are in-
cluded

Card No Exp. date

r-- - - _. Mail Coupon or Call Today for Immediate Delivery. - - - -,

Ii: 3-G Company, Inc. Oept. KB Remember, 3-G otters a 30-day
~ Rt. 3, Box 28A, Gaston, OR 97119 unconditional Money back

(503) 662-4492 GUARANTEE

iJ lRS-SO Economy 0 lRS·SO Protes sronar i.J PEr Ptotess.onat 0 Apple Proresnona!
519.95 534.95 531.95 532.95

Yes. I want 10 make my computer more versatile. Rush me 3-G Light
Pens. (Add $1.50 for mailing and handling - $6.00 foreign.)

Enclosed is: Dcheck or money order 0 Master Charge 0 Visa • ale

NAME _

ADDRESS _
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Digital Research Computers
16K 55-50 5tatic RAM Board

Boost your memory without depleting your pocketbook.

Dennis Doonan
c/o Graphics /
345 Main St.
Racine, W/ 53403

Like many hobbyists, I was faced with
insufficient memory in my system and

not enough money for additional boards.
Also, my motherboard was running out of
main slots. With three 8K RAM boards, the
CPU, the Percom disk controller and I/O
boards, the SWTP power supply was close
to its limit.

What I needed was a low-power 16K
board. But while SWTP, Gimix and Smoke
Signal Broadcasting provided excellent
boards that would fit my need, they did
not fit my budget.

Fortunately, Digital Research Compu-
ters (PO Box 401565, Garland, TX 75040)
came to the rescue with its 16K static
RAM board for the 55-50 bus. Though a
complete kit costs $229, the bare board is
available for $30, the support ICs and ca-
pacitors for $19.95, and a complete set of
sockets for $12. DRC sells eight low-pow-
er, 300 ns 2114 RAMs for $44 (4K worth).

So for $105.95 (or less, if you furnish the
sockets and chips) you can assemble a 4K
board that is expandable to 16K in 1K
steps. Granted, you will save money by
buying the complete kit, but you can start
with 4K and expand as need and finances
permit. This is a tremendous advantage
for home computer users.

The board is good quality-double-
sided, solder masked, with component
labels. The sockets are a mixtureof prime
gold Tis, quality tin and less expensive
AMP types.

The mix of parts had me wondering for a
while. But top-quality parts are used in the
critical areas, and adequate parts are
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used in the support areas. The 2114 chips
proved to be an excellent value, so much
so that I will soon be ordering more.

Assembly

I assembled the kit and ran memory di-
agnostics in a single evening. Assembly
was straightforward. The documentation
is better than most manufacturers' and is
topped only by the Heathkit manuals. For
users past the beginner stage, documen-
tation rates "very good."

Placement of the four voltage regula-
tors along the top of the card to keep heat
away from the memory chips is good de-
signing. The only feature lacking is the
write protect option of the SWTP 8K
board. I must admit I have never used this
option, so I don't miss it.

I've had the DRC board in daily use with-
out a sign of trouble. It is addressed on
16K boundaries by jumpers. Since it can-
not be split into 8K or 4K blocks, you must
give some thought to its placement in
your system's memory map. I placed mine
in the 16K to 32K position. With only 4K
worth of 2114s installed, BASIC crashed.

Most BASICs seek the end of memory
automatically. Addresses without chips
read as $00 rather than $FF of unassigned
locations. Just supply the end-of-memory
pointer with the actual ending address. In
Percom Super BASIC this is location
$0150.

To sum up, the Digital Research Com-
puters 16K board lets me add memory in
affordable bytes, and I strongly rec-
ommend it..

The DRC 16K board.



FOR APPLE II AND APPLE II PLUS COMPUTERS

Doublevlslorf

80 x 24 Video Display with Upper and Lower Case
COlUMNS UNES

• is a hardware board that may be plugged into any slot in Apple II or Apple II Plus 32K or 48K Disks • full 128 ASCII character set, including
control characters • fully programmable cursor • built in light pen capability • inverse video • full cursor control • works with
50/60Hz • has 2k of its own screen memory • has its own video output jack that must be connected to a monitor (or a high band width black
& white TV thru a good RF modulator). Color TV's produce a poor display and are not recommended. • permits you to connect another
monitor (or a T.V. set thru RFmod) to the Apple video output jack. displays 24 lines of 80 column text - programmable for different
values • permits you to have graphics on Apple video output • video output and Apple video output may be connected to one monitor thru
optional video switch • is active only when addressed for reading from or writing to • accepts lower case input from keyboard by use of
escape key. (no modification required) or direct use of shift key (1-wire connection from shift key pad to DoubleVision required). • is compati-
ble with the latest version of various word processing software packages. Presently these include Apple-pie 2.0- Programma International,
Easywriter Professional system-Informational Unlimited, Text Editor/Formatter-Peripheral's Unltd. (when ordering from these companies,
please ask for versions compatible with DoubleVision). All software available from Computer Stop when released .• Peripheral's Unltd.
B.I.T.S. and P.I.T.S. and Southeastern Software's "DATA CAPTURE" with Micromodem and communication card. These packages give ability
to upload, transfer and download files from remote computers, and all at 80 columns! • Programma lnt. latest assembler LISA V:20 will sup-
port full 80 column display • is transparent for use with Basic and Pascal • software on disk for easy modification and adaptation for dit-
ferent applications. completely commented source listing of software and hardware schematics available· PASCAL
(optional) • becomes the console when installed in Pascal • Permits 80 column text processing with full upperllower case while using
Pascal's editor • must be plugged into slot 3 when operating with Pascal

Available now at your local computer store $295.00
Call Computer Stop for Store nearest you Calif. Residents add 6% Sales Tax

Shipping, Insurance, Handling, extra •Apple is a Registered TM of Apple Computers, Inc.

Dealer inquiries invited.
Contact: The Computer Stop

16919 Hawthorne Blvd.
Lawndale, CA 90260 .,..283

(213) 371-4010

MON. - SAT.
10-6

COMPUTER STOP CORP.
2545 West 237th St.
Suite L
Torrance, CA 90505
539·7671
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Professional Business Software
For The Commodore 32K Microcomputer System

With 2040 Dual Drive Disk & 2022 Tractor Feed Printer

General Ledger Accounts Payable Accounts Receivable Payroll

• Holds Up To 300 Accounts. • Interactive Data Entry With • Maintains Invoice File For Up • Maintains Monthly, Quarterly,
• Accepts Up To 3000 Verified Input And Complete To 300 Invoices. And Yearly Cumulative Totals

Transactions Per Month. Operator Prompting.
• Accomodates Full Or Partial

For Each Employee.

• Cash Disbursements Journal, • Automatic Application Of Invoice Payments. • Payroll Check Printing With
Cash Receipts Journal, and Credit And Debit Memos. Full Deduction And Pay Detail.
Petty Cash Journal for • Customer File Maintains
simplified data entry. • Maintains Complete Purchase Purchase Information For Up • Sixteen Different Reports

• Maintains Account Balances Records For Up To 200 To 1000 Customers. Including W2 And 941.
For Present Month, Present Vendors.
Quarter, Present Year, Three • Allows For Automatic • Interactive Data Entry With
Previous Quarters, And • Invoice File Accepts Up To Progress Billing. Easy Correction Of Entry
Previous Year. 400 Invoices. Errors.

• Complete Financial Reports • Random Access File • Provides For Credit And Debit • Automatic Data Verification.Including Trial Balance, Organization Allows Fast Memos As Well As Invoices.
Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss Individual Record Updating.

• Prints Individualized • Complete Job Costing Option
Statement, Cash Receipts With Cumulative Totals And
Journal, Cash Disbursements • Multiple Reports Provide A Customer Statements. Overhead Calculations.
Journal, Petty Cash Journal Complete Audit Trail.

• Interactive Data Entry Withand more. • Random Access File
• Accepts Postings From • Check Printing With Full FullOperator Prompting. Organization For Fast

External Sources Such As Invoice Detail. • Complete Data Input Updating Of Individual
Accounts Payable, Accounts • Full Invoice Aging. Verification And Formating. Records.
Receivable, Payroll, • Automatic Posting To • Automatic Posting To • Automatic Posting To
Etc. . ......... $295.00 General Ledger .... $195.00 General Ledger .... $195.00 General Ledger .... $350.00

Structured around the time tested and reliability proven
series of business software systems developed by Osbome
and Associates, these programs have been designed to fill
the need of a comprehensive accounting package for the
new Commodore PETmicro computer system. Each program
can either stand alone, or be integrated with the others in a
total software system.

Designed with the first time user in mind, these programs
lead the operator through step by step, verified data entry. It
is impossible to 'crash' a program due to operator error or
invalid data input. Design consistency has been maintained
from program to program to greatly increase operator
familiarity and confidence.

Documentation, normally a problem for small systems
users, is provided by the comprehensive series of Osborne

and Associates user manuals. These three manuals together
total over 800 pages of detailed step by step instructions
written at three levels for DP Department Managers, Data
Entry Operators, and Programmers. You don't have to worry
about getting 'promises' instead of documentation because
the documentation was written before the programs
\were developed. A second set of manuals details any
changes required during conversion. Each program
provided on disk with complete documentation. Packaged
in a handsome three ring binder with pockets and twelve
monthly dividers for convenient storage of reports.

See your nearest Commodore dealer for a demonstra-
tion of this outstanding business software system.

eMS Software Systems v5

5115 MENEFEE DRIVE • DALLAS, TX 75227 • 214-381-0690
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Relocating the
Dynamic Debugging Tool

CP/M owners will save troubleshooting time with this program.

Ken Barbier
Borrego Engineering
PO Box 1253
Borrego Springs, CA 92004

'I f you do much customizing of your
CP/M operating system, this Relocate

DOT program can save you a lot of trouble-
shooting time. It will allow you to run
CP/M's Dynamic Debugging Tool (DOT) in
memory along with the entire CP/M operat-
ing system.

As originally supplied with CP/M, DOT
loads itself into memory, overlaying the
CP/M Console Command Processor (CCP).
Digital Research created it this way to save
memory space.

But if you want to make patches in the
operating system or your Custom Basic 1/0
System (CBIOS), you have to go through a
number of error-prone operations to move
the entire operating system image down in-
to empty RAM, make your patches and
write the results onto the disk. Then you
have to reload the modified system and test
your changes. And you can't use DOT to
help with this testing.

This procedure is more complicated than
it needs be. An alternative, made possible
by the Relocate DOT program, allows you to
use DOT to make changes in your system as
it normally resides in memory. DOT can
then be used to debug the modified version
of CP/M. When you have verified that your
customized version is working, you can
write it out onto the disk as your new operat-
ing system.

This last step requires that you have a
routine in your disk operating system (DOS)
or on disk as a .COM file, which will cause
the operating system resident in memory to
be written onto the disk beginning on track
0, Since this operation is highly hardware
specific, you will have to supply it yourself if

it is not included with your DOS. This pro-
gram will be different for each version of
CP/M and each computer.

Even if you do not have access to such a
Write System to Disk program, Relocate
DOT can still save you a lot of debugging
time by allowing you to enter and test sys-
tem changes through the DOT facilities.
When your changes are fully checked out,
then you can use MOVCPM and SYSGEN to
save the updated system.

How the Relocator Works

When called from the console, DOT is
loaded into RAM beginning at location 100,
as are all transient programs (all addresses
are shown in hexadecimal). Before begin-
ning execution, however, DOT relocates it-

self in memory, taking up the 5K bytes just
below the BASIC disk operating system
(BOOS). In the 16K version of CP/M, DOT will
move up to addresses 1800 through 30FF,
Since the CCP resides at 2900 through
30FF, it will be wiped out by DOT as a result
of this move.

In a 16K system, this overlaying is neces-
sary for debugging user programs, since
there isn't much user workspace available
to begin with. But if you want to debug sys-
te_1J1changes, and not user programs, you'll
have enough memory space and you won't
want DOT to overlay the CCp,

When first loaded at location 100, DOT
looks at the two-byte address portion of a
jump instruction stored at location 0005 to
determine how far up in memory to move.

2980 = CBASE EQU 2908H BASE OF 16K CP/M CCP
4008 = BIAS EQU 4888H OFFSET FOR 32K CP/M
68F8 NBASE EQU CBASE+BIAS-18H NEW BASE ADDRESS

8188 ORG 8188H

0188 2A8688 OOTX LHLO 6 MOVE OLD JUMP TO NEW BASE
8183 22F168 SHLO NBASE+l (JUMP IS TO BOOS ENTR',')
8186 21F068 LXI H.NBASE SET NEW BASE ADDRESS
8189 228688 SHLO 6 INTO PAGE 8 JUMP
818C 36C3 MVI M.8C3H JMP OPCOOE TO NEW BASE
818E: 218344 LXI H.4483H CREATE NEW COMMAND
8111 228769 SHLO CBASE+BIAS+7 IN CONSOLE INPUT BUFFER
8114 214454 LXI H.5444H SAVING ''~OT''
8117 228969 SHLO CBASE+BIAS+9
811A AF XRA A TERt1INATEO WITH 8
811B 328B69 STA CBASE+BIAS+8BH
811E 3E88 MVI A.B RESET COMMAND POINTER
8128 328869 STA CBASE+BIAS+88H
8123 3A8488 LOA 4 SELECT CURRENT DRIVE
8126 4F MOV C.A
8127 C38869 JMP CBASE+BIAS AND LOAD DOT

812A END

8888 2A 06 08 22 Fl 68 21 F8 68 22 06 88 36 C3 21 83
8818 44 22 87 69 21 44 54 22 89 69 AF 32 8B 69 3E 88
8828 32 88 69 3A 84 88 4F C3 88 69 88 88 88 80 88 88
8838 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88
8848 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 80 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88
8858 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88
8868 88 88 88 00 80 00 00 13131313013 08 88 80 88 130 08~oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Program listing. DDTX program in assembly language.
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16K MEMORY
EXPANSION KIT

FOR YOUR TRS·aO,
APPLE, AND 5·100

COMPUTER

only$59
• 200 Nsec Access, 375

Nsec Cycle
• Burned-in and Fully

Tested
• 1 yr. Parts Replacement

Guarantee
• at Discounts Available

OHIO SCIENTIFIC &ARISTO/
POLKS FULL STOCK AND SER-
VICE ON CHALLENGER MICRO-
COMPUTERS.
CHALLENGER C1P BK $399.00
C1P 5" FLOPPY 20K $1250.00
SUPER BOARD C1P $299.00
CHALLENGER (COLOR) C4P BK $750.00
C4P FLOPPY 24K 5" $1795.00
CHALLENGER C8P $950.00
COLOR-DUAL 8" FLOPPY C8P $2895.00
C-3 48K DUAL FLOPPY 8" $4095.00
C-3 + 23 MEG HARD DISK $12,99500
C-2-0EM 48K DUAL FLOPPY 8" $2799.00
PLUS ALL SOFTWARE & PERIPHERALS

Mail order invited if machine can be
sent back to us for service. 220V
conversions available for systems-
write for quote. Write for free cata-
log. MfC, VISA, AX CARDS ACCEPTED

Aristo/Polks •212-2y;~~g34

APPLE
Apple II 16K $999.
Micro Music Board
lor Apple 168.
OHIOSCIENTIFIC
Superboard II 275.
C1PBK 359.
C4PBK 625.
C4PMF 1548.
CBP 795.
CBPDF 2449.
C2OEM 2499.

S?75 wIll brint; you a complete set of 23 computer
p1ctur"" (4 Snoopy", 5 Christmas, 6 N.ked l.di".,
Star Trek, Abe Lincoln, and more) on S8 sheet.s of
14 7/8 X 11 compute, printout paper. Send check
or money order to Data AnalY8ia Systems, Inc.,
P.O. Box 162, Franktown, Colorado 80116

UPDATE:
'l'R5-80· II 1551

INCREASE YOUR TRS-80*
CAPABILITIES

WITH OUR QUALITY PRODUCTS

• COLOR GRAPHICS BOARDS:
Model C-1000 ..... ,$12995

Model C-2000 ...•• ,$18995

Model C-300o. , , , , _ ,$32995

• lower case BOARD. . . . . . . . $ 4 I 9S

• PROTOTYPE BOARD $ 34 50

ADD $300 POSTAGE And HANDLING

Dealer lnouiries Welcome!

: : ~1f1i'eel5lf'ai'eeoJ Mn. Residents

=:=:§eIf'Wuce .,- 13B Add 4% Sales Tax.

= =§Vl§i'eelfT1§ ~If1C
1011/~ES~'"BRO~;;;;AY " I. i-VISA' I

MINNEAPOLIS, MN., 55411 •
(612) 522-6631 'Trademark of Tandy Corp.
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JWSEngineering Box67
.,-203 Lebanon, N.J.08833

Add $3.00 for Postage and Handling
N.J. Residents add 5% Sales Tax

This address field is part of an instruction
that is a jump to the BDOS entry point and
was stored here when CPIM was moved into
memory by the bootstrap loader. Knowing
where BDOS is, DDT can compute where its
own start address should be relocated.

If you change that location 5 address
field, you can force DDT to load itself any-
where in memory. But things are not all that
simple, since DDT uses this jump instruc-
tion to access CPIM's 110 facilities.

You can move this jump instruction to an-
other place in memory and substitute a
"jump to that location" instruction in loca-
tion 5. Now DDT will relocate itself just
below the address where you put the moved
instruction. Then when DDT calls location
5, it will encounter a jump to the moved in-
struction, which will, in turn, jump to BDOS
at the proper entry.

While this sounds complicated, it only
takes 42 bytes of code to set up these two
jumps and to make other changes neces-
sary to get DDT relocated and running. The
program listing is called DDTX to differenti-
ate it from DDT itself. From the command
mode of CPIM, you call for DDTX instead of
DDT. DDTX sets up the two jump instruc-
tions (see the first five lines of code) and
then sets up the CCP input buffer to make it
think you really asked for DDT.

Without going into needless detail, this
requires loading a command length value
(3), followed by the ASCII for DDT, followed
by 0, all starting at a location seven bytes
above the beginning of the CCP. Next you
set a pointer to the beginning of this com-
mand.

All that's left then is to load the current
disk drive number into register C and jump
to the start of the command processor. CCP
will look into its input buffer and find DDT; it
will load and execute DDT, and you will have
a relocated version of DDT.

8088 STARTER
SYSTEM

The 8088 is an 8086 family
microcomputer.
The Starter System has the
following:

8088 CPU (8 Bit Data Bus)
8284 Clock Generator
2K RAM-2114
2K Eprom-2716
8255-24 I/O lines
8251
Voltage Regulator
Work Area
8086 Instruction Set
Solder Mask-Silk Screen
Bare Board & Instruction-S55.00

-to order- Send Check or Money Order to:

Understanding the Listing

This program is written in a general form
to permit its use with any size version of
CP/M. If you have relocated CPIM, you will
know what BIAS has been added to the
BASE address of CPIM to get it to the top of
memory. In the listing, BIAS is set to 4000,
for a 32K version. The value of BIAS in the
pseudo-operation "BIAS EOU 4000H" is the
only change you will have to make to use
this routine with any version of CP/M. If your
BIAS is different, change the value in this
line and reassemble DDTX. The other ad-
dresses required will be computed by the
assembler.

These other addresses include a new
base address, NBASE, where you will place
your moved instruction. The assembler
similarly computes the addresses for the
command line and its pointer and the entry
to the command processor .•





A PLL (JART Clock

The author enhances his 6800 system with a low-cost do-it-yourself clock synthesizer.

John M. Franke
1006 Westmoreland Ave.
Norfolk, VA 23508

When I finally built my 6800 micropro-
cessor system, I found that I did not

want to spend more money for a 1.8432 MHz
crystal and MC14411 chip to generate the
2400 Hz clock for the Teletype PIA. I also
needed a 16X clock or 4800 Hz clock to add
to the 6850 ACIA.

The engineering note with the 6830 ROM
recommended a simple resistor-capacitor
network using the MC14536. I tried this with
partial success. Using a ten-turn poten-
tiometer, I easily set the baud rate by
monitoring pin 13 on the MC14536. But the
temperature stability was poor. The fre-
quency had to be touched up every half
hour; otherwise, the terminal would not
print replies from the computer, or would
print partial replies.

I decided to try a completely different and
less expensive approach. I built a phase-
locked loop to synthesize both 4800 Hz and
2400 Hz from the 60 Hz ac line. The synthe-
sizer in Fig. 1 and Photo 1 uses a 4046
CMOS micropower phase-lock loop. The
voltage-controlled oscillator output is buf-
fered by an inverter, then divided by eight,
and then by-ten with a 4040 and 4518 to ob-
tain a nominal 60 Hz.

The divided output is compared to the 60
Hz line frequency. The comparator output is
fed through the low pass filter formed by
the 100k and 27k resistors and 47 uF ca-
pacitor to the voltage-controlled oscillator.
The loop locks in less than one second from
power on and remains locked. The output
from the locked oscillator is 4800 Hz; 2400
Hz is obtained from the first divider chip.
Both outputs are buffered with 4049 in-
verters, which can directly drive two TTL
loads each.

Since line frequency is held to better than
one percent, the output stability is more
than adequate. The 60 Hz could be supplied
from a digital clock crystal time base if you
desire total freedom from the ac line. The
cost was under $6 and the current drain is
less than one mA. •
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Photo 1. Phase-lock loop UART clock synthesizer.

lOOK

60Hz REFERENCE

4800Hz
OUTPUT

2400Hz II 2400Hz

OUTPUTvcc

6.3V 10K

60Hz

CHIP GNO VCC (5V)

4046 5.8 I.

4040 8, II I.

4518 7,8.9,15 2,10,16
4049 8,14 1,16

IN914

4800Hz

IN914

ALL INVERTERS PART OF

4049 HEX INVERTER

Fig. 1. Synthesizer circuit.
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Goodies from GALACTIC·
Specialty Programs for

TRS-80 Model I - II - III
MODEl II HOST I/O SYSTEM
From the original author of the TRS-80 HOST and TERM
systems in the RADIO SHACK "COMMUNICATIONS
PACKAGE". This system allows the full control of the HOST
facility by your BASIC program. Set the number of nulls to
be sent after a C/R, set a command line to be executed if
carrier is lost, turn HOSTon and off, switch to channel Aor B
as desired, enable and disable the ability for the remote
terminal to "BREAK" BASIC, identify whether a character
came from the HOST'Skeyboard or from the REMOTE'Sand
more. No knowledge of assembler needed. All options may
be accessed from BASIC or ASSEMBLER. Complete with
detailed documentation. Don't isolate your Model II, Let
outside terminals access it's computing power.
Model II with TRSDOS l.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $179.00
Model II with TRSDDS2.0 $199.00

MAIL/FILE SYSTEM
This is the name, address, phone number data base
manager that has set the standard by which other systems
are compared. This system contains advanced editing and
output capabilities. The TRS-8D Modell system will handle
up to 600 records per file, while the Model III version will
handle up to 1150 records and the Model II will handle
2500 records per file. All versions are file compatable and
maintain constant sort indexes on both NAME and ZIP
CODE. International PHONE numbers and ZIP CODESare
supported. Thousands of code combinations are available.
The Model II version also has a "word processor" type input
editor and fast assembler sorting. Complete documentation
is included with each version of MAIL/FILE.
Model I Version $ 99.00
Model III Version _ . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . .. $149.00
Model II Version _.• _ ... _ . _•_. _ . . . .. $199.00

ULTRA TREK
This is an all new concept for this type of game, and
compares to the others like chess compares to checkers .
ULTRA-TREK is a complex, logical game, intended for the
serious contestant. It is doubtful that you will ever master
this game, but you will certainly enjoy trying! This program
requires a TRS-80 Level II, 16K or more. The program is
written totally in BASIC and uses 15.5K of RAM.
Model I & Model III Version

(cassette only) $14.95

galactic software Itd ....301
A Division of GS & WS, Inc. .

11520 N. Port Washington Rd. ~
Mequon, Wisconsin 53092 i
(414) 241-8030 ~

Money Orders & COD's Shipped Within 24 Hours. Checks allow 2 weeks .

EDAS 4.0 (Editor/Assembler)
This is the highly acclaimed "USER ORIENTED" Assembler
for the TRS-80 Model II by GALACTIC.Loaded with features
such as assemble to memory, block move, link to debugger,
default filenaming, reverse video editing, warm start entry
and much more. Now the programmer can write, assemble,
test, and debug his code without ever leaving EDAS.
EDAS4.0 with complete manual 1120 pages)
Model II Version Was $229.00

NOW ONLY $179.00

MASS/MAIL SYSTEM
This is the NAME and ADDRESS system for subscription
control or large mailing lists. It will handle up to 10,500
records, with a worst access time of less than 15 seconds
and usual access of less than one second. All adds, deletes,
and edits are instant for the operator and are then
completed later in a "batch monitor". Extensive documen-
tation and ongoing support. Requires TRS-80 Model II and 2
disk drives minimum. Contact GALACTICdirect for deta iled
specifications and prices for your exact needs.
Model II Version Contact GALACTICfor Price

STOCK MARKET MONITOR
This day to day market monitor is designed for the active
trader. The system will track the performance of an issue
against the market as well as against itself. The package
comes with complete documentation and explainations of
the formulas that are used by the program. The system is
available for the Model I and the Model III TRS-80.
Model I and III cassette version $89_00
Model I and III disk version ........•..•... $99.00

INVENTORY MASTER
Tired of being a slave to an out-of-control inventory? Let
GALACTIC'SINVENTORYMASTERput you in control of your
inventory. INVENTORY MASTER operates on a TRS-80
Modell and Modelll148Kdisk system IMinimum of 2 drives
with capabilities of up to 4 drives). Drive spanning
capabilities allow you to track 2700 inventory items with a 4
drive system 15100 items for the Model III). Unique
machine language sort allows for instantaneous item
insertion (approx. 15 seconds with 2700 items in system).
Item access can be immediate using system-supplied
control numbers. Modeled after a proven main-frame
system costing tens of thousands of dollars. Complete
add/edit/delete capabilities supported. Placement of
orders can be machine-generated as well as user-
generated, with editing capabilities. Full report-generator
included. Exquisitely documented.
Model I Version .
Model III Version .

$159.00
$259.00



Natural Organic Apple Software
Educational, intriguing and challenging ... naturally!

Apple Fun
We've taken five of our most popular pro-

grams and combined them into one tremen-
dous package full of fun and excitement. This
disk-based package now offers you these
great games:
Mimic - How good is your memory? Here's a
chance to find out! Your Apple will display a
sequence of figures on a 3 x 3 grid. You must
respond with the exact same sequence, within
the time limit.

There are five different, increasingly difficult
versions of the game, including one that will
keep going indefinitely. Mimic is exciting, fast
paced and challenging - fun for all!
Air Flight Simulation - Your mission is to take
off and land your aircraft without crashing.
You're flying blind: on instruments only.

You start with a full tank of fuel, which gives
you a maximum range of approximately 50
miles. The computer will constantly display
updates of your air speed, compass heading
and altitude. Your most important instrument
is the Angle of Ascent/Bank Indicator. It will
tell if the plane is climbing or descending and
whether banking into a right of left turn.

After you've acquired a few hours flying
time, you can try flying a course against a map
or doing aerobatic maneuvers. Get a little
more flight time under your belt and the sky's
the limit!
Colormaster- Test your powers of deduction
as you try to guess the secret color code in this
Mastermind-type game. There are two levels of
difficulty, and three options of play to vary your
games. Not only can you guess the computer's
color code, but it will guess yours! It will also
serve as referee in a game between two human
opponents: Can you make and break the color
code ... ?
Star Ship Attack - Your mission is to protect
our orbiting food station satellites from
destruction by an enemy star ship. You must
capti.re, destroy or drive off the attacking ship.
If you fail, our planet is doomed.
Trilogy- This exciting contest of logiC has its
origins in the simple game of tic-tac-toe, The
object of the game is to place three of your col-
ors in a row into the delta-like, multi-level
display. The rows may be horizontal, vertical,
diagonal and wrapped around, through the
"third dimension". Your Apple (or human oppo-
nent) will be trying to do the same, and there
are many paths to victory. You can even have
your Apple play against itself!

Minimum system requirements are an Apple
II or Apple II Plus computer with 32K of
memory and one minidisk drive. Mimic re-
quires Applesoft in ROM, all others run in RAM
or ROM Applesoft.
Order No. 0161AD $19.95

Paddle Fun
This new Apple disk package requires a

steady eye and a quick hand at the game pad-
dies! We've included four different games to
challenge and amuse you. They include:
Invaders - You must destroy an invading fleet
of 55 flying saucers while dodging the carpet
of bombs they drop. Keep a wary eye for the
mother ship directing the incursion. Your
bomb shelters will help you - for a while. Our
version of a well known arcade game! Re-
quires Applesoft in ROM.
Howitzer - This is a one or two person game in
which you must fire upon another howitzer
position. This program is written in HIGH-
RESOLUTION graphics using different terrain
and wind conditions each round to make this a
demanding game. The difficulty level can be
altered to suit the ability of the players. Re-
quires Applesoft in ROM.
Space Wars- This program has three parts: (1)

Two flying saucers meet in laser combat -for
two players, (2) two saucers compete to see
which can shoot out the most stars-for two
players, and (3) one saucer shoots the stars in
order to get a higher rank - for one player only.
Requires Applesoft.
Golf-Whether you win or lose, you're bound
to have fun on our 18 hole Apple golf course.
Choose your club and your direction and hope
to avoid the sandtraps. Losing too many
strokes in the water hazards? You can always
increase your handicap. Get off the tee and on-
to the green with Apple Golf. One ofits nicest
features is you'll never need to cancel a golf
date due to rain. Requires Applesoft.

The minimum system requirement for this
package is an Apple II or Apple II Plus com-
puter with 32K of memory and one minidisk
drive.

0"",'"0.".,.0 "'.95 @
~

Math Fun

1234567890%

Change an Apple computer into a
mathematics tutor and change boredom into
enthusiasm with the Math Fun package. Using
the technique of immediate positive reinforce-
ment, students can improve their math skills
while playing a game with:

Hanging - A little man is walking up the steps
to the hangman's noose. But YOU can save
him by answering the problems posed by the
computer. The program uses decimal math
problems. Each correct answer will move the
man down the steps and cheat the hangman.
Spellbinder- You are a magician competing
against a computerized wizard. In order to cast
death clouds, fireballs and other magic spells
on him, you must correctly answer questions
about using fractions.
Whole Space- Pilot your space craft to attack
the enemy planet. Each ti me you give a correct
answer to the whole number problems posed
by the computer, you move your ship. But for

every wrong answer, the enemy gets a chance
to fire at you.
Car Jump-Make your stunt car jump the
ramps. Each correct answer will increase the
number of buses your car must jump over.
These problems involve calculating the areas
of different geometriC figures.
Robot Duel- Fire your laser cannon at the
computer's robot. If you give the correct
answer to problems on calculating volumes,
your robot can shoot at his opponent. If you
give the wrong answer, your shield power will
be depleted and the computer's robot can
shoot at yours.
Sub Attack - Practice using percentages as
you maneuver your sub into the harbor. A cor-
rect answer lets you move your sub and fire at
the enemy fleet.

All of these programs run in Applesoft
BASIC, except Whole Space, which requires
Integer BASIC.
Order No. 0160AD $19_95

TO ORDER: Look for these programs at the dealer nearest you. If your store doesn't
stock Instant Software send your order with payment to: Instant Software, Order Dapt.,
Peterborough, N.H. 03458 (add $1.00 for handling) or call toll-free 1-800-258-5473
(VISA, Me and AMEX accepted).

Instant SofPNare"
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Prices subject to change without not lea.

PETERBOROUGH, N.H. 03458
603-924-7296



Ask for Instant Software at a computer store near you.
Alabama
Anderson Computers
3156 University Or., Huntsville
Computerland 01 Huntsville
3020 University Dr., Huntsville
Olensky Bros.
3763 Airport Blvd., Mobile

Arizona
Professional Data Systems
4506·A N. 16th St., Phoenix
Millets TV & Radio
621 East Broadway, Mesa
California
AM CO Elect. Supply
635 E. Arrow Hwy., AZusa
Byte Shop
8038 Clairmont Mesa Blvd., San Diego
Byte Shop
123 E. Yorba linda, Placentia
Byte Shop 01 Mt. View
1415 West EI CamIno Real, MI. View
Byte Shop of Sacramento
6041 Greenback Ln.. Citrus Heights
Capital Computer Systems
3396 EI Camino Ave., Sacramento
Computers Made Easy
819 East Ave. 0·9, Palmdale
Computer Store of San Leandro
701 MacArthur Blvd., San leandro
Computer World
6791 Westminster Ave., Westminster
Computertand
16720 S. Hawthorne, Lawndale
Oomputertand of W. LA
6840 La Cienega Blvd., Inglewood
Coast Electronics
3118 No. Main St., Morro Bay
Computerland
24001 via Fabrtcante No 904, Mission Viejo
Computer Mart of California
315 Diamond Bar Blvd., Diamond Bar
Electronic Systems
4883 Tonino, San Jose
Hobbl-tronics
1378 So. Bascom Ave., San Jose
Hobby World
19511 Business Ctr. Dr., Unit 6, Borthridge
Huntington Computing
2020 Charles St., Corcoran
I.C.E. House Inc.
398 North E. SI., San Bernardino
Jade Computer Products
4901 W. Rosecrans, Hawthorne
Malibu Microcomputing
23910A Deville Way, Malibu
Mariam Co.
6351 Almaden Rd., San Jose
OpamplTechnical Books
1033 N. Sycamore Ave., Los Angeles
PC Computers
10166 San Pablo Ave., EI Cerrito
Q.I. Computers, Inc.
15818 Hawthorne Blvd., Lawndale
Radio Shack Dealer
8250 Mira Mesa Btvd., San Diego
Radio Shack Dealer
50 N. Cabrillo H••••.y., Half Moon Bay
Santa Rosa Computer Center
604 7th St., Santa Rosa
Silver Spur Elect. Comm.
13552 Central Ave., Chino
The Computer Store
820 Broadway, Santa Monica

Colorado
Colorado Computer Systems
311 W. 74th Ave., Westminster
Computerland 01 North Denver
8749 Wadsworth Blvd., Arvada
Computer Shack
1635 South Prairie, Pueblo
Software Gourmet
1111 S. Pearl St., Denver

The Computer Store
2300 Welton 51., Denver

Connecticut
American Business Computers
454 Thames 51., Groton
Computerlab
130 Jefferson, New London
ccmoutenano
1700 Post Rd., Fairfield
Computerland
60 Skiff St., Hamden
Computer Works
1439 Posl Rd. E., Liberty Plaza, West pori
Diversified Electronics
2 Amity Rd., New Haven
Instructional Systems Computers
807 Hartford Rd., Manchester
Technology Systems
208 Greenwood Ave., Bethel

D.C.
The Program Store
4200 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C.
Florida
AI Personal Computer
178 Oxford Rd., Fern Park
AMF Microcomputer Center
11158 N. 30th SI., Tampa

Boyd-Ebert Corporation
1328 West 15th St., Panama City
Computer Center
6578 Central Ave., SI. Petersburg
Computer Junction
5450 So. State Rd. 7, FI. Lauderdale

Computerland
7374 S. Tamiami Trail, Sarasota
Cornputertand of Ft. Lauderdale
3963 N. Federal Hwy., Ft. Lauderdale
ComputerJand of Jacksonville
2777·6 Universily Blvd. W. Jacksonville

Computerland of Tampa
1520 E. Fowler Ave., Tampa
Oomputertand of West Palm Beach
4275 Okeechobee Blvd., West Palm Beach
Computer Shack
3336 Beach Blvd., Jacksonville

Computer System Resources Inc.
3222 S.W. 35th srve., Gainesville
Curtis Waters Enterprises
236 Talbot Ave., Melbourne
Heath Kit Electronic
4705 W. 16th Ave. Center, Hialeah
HIS Computermation
1295 Cypress Ave., Melbourne
Ukatan Computer Store
Airport Rd., Destin
Williams Radio & TV Inc.
2062 Liberty SI., Jacksonville
Your Basic Computer Store
2729 So. US 1, Suite 11, Port Pierce
Georgia
Al1anta Computer Mart
Atlanta
Compulerland of Atlanta
2423 Cobb Parkway, Smyrna

Micro Computer Systems
3104 E. Shadowlawn N.E., Allanta
Hawaii
Computerland of Hawaii
567 N. Federal Hwy., Honolulu
Radio Shack Assoc. Store
1712 S. King St., Honolulu

Idaho
Electronic Specialists
8411 Fairview Ave .. Boise
Illinois
Computerland
4507 North Sterling, Peoria
Computerland
9511 N. Milwaukee Ave., Niles
Computer Station
3659 Nameoki Rd., Granite City
Garcia & Associates
203 No. Wabash Ave., Suite 1510, Chicago
Midwest Micro Computers, Inc.
708 S. Main St., Lombard

Indiana
Computer Center of South Bend
51591 US 31 North, South Bend
Data Domain
221 W. Dodds, Bloomington
Fall Greek Electronics Store
732 Center St .. Pendleton
Iowa
Memory Bank
1721 Grant St., Betlenborf

Kansas
Central Kansas Computers
6 S. Broadway, Herington
Maine
Maine Computronics
Intown Plaza, Bangor
Mid Maine Computer Co.
158 Turner St., Auburn
Radio Shack
315 Main Mall Ad., So. Portland
Maryland
Computer Age
9433 Georgia Ave .. Silver Springs
Jack Fives Electronics
4608 neouen Circle, Pikesville
The Comm Center
9624 FI. Meade Rd., laurel
Massachusetts
ComputerCity
175 Main St., Charlestown
ComputerCity
50 Worcester Rd., Framingham
Computerland of Boston
214 Worcester Rd., Wellesley

Computer Packages Unlimited
342 Boston Turnpike, Shrewsbury
Land 01 Electronics
1127 Western Ave., Lynn
Lighthouse Computer Software
14 Fall River Ave., Rehobath

Mark Gordon Computers
15 Kenwood St., Cambridge
New England Electronics Co.
679 Highland Ave., Needham
Small Business System Group
Main 51., Dunstable
The Computer 51ore
120 Cambridge st., Burlington
'rurts Radio & Electronics
206 Mystic Ave., Medford

Michigan
Computer Center
28251 Ford Rd., Garden City
Computer Connections
38437 Grand River, Farmington Hills
Computerland of Grand Rapids
2927 28th St. S.E., Kentwood
Computerland of Southfield
29673 Northwestern Hwy., Southfield
Computer Mart
560 W. 14 Mile Rd., Clawson
Computer Room
455 E. Michigan Ave., Kalamazoo
Computronix Corp.
423 S. Saginaw Rd., Midland
Hobby House
1035 W. Territorial Rd., Baltle Creek
Main Systems Inc.
1161 No. Ballenger Hwy., Flint
The Alternate Source
1806 Ada, Lansing
The Eight Bit Corner
722 Evanston Ave., Muskegon
TRI Country Electronics & Sound Center
1537 North Leroy, Fenton
Ye Olde Teacher Shoppe
1823 Witmyre St .. Ypsilanti

Minnesota
Computerland of Hopkins
11319 Hwy F., Hopkins
Digital Den
Burnsville Center
Minnesota Software Inc.
5422 Fisher 51., White Bear Lake
zrm Computers
5717 Xerxes Ave., N. Brooklin Center

Mississippi
Dyers, Inc.
200 E. Main SI., West Point
Softwarehouse
816 Foley St., Jackson
W. Vernon Foster Inc.
816 Foley St., Jackson

Missouri
Century Next Computers
1001 E. Walnut. Columbia
comc-u-rrs Software Center
51 Florissant Oaks Shopping Center, Florissant
Software Shack
16501 Greenwald Court, Belton

Montana
Intermountain Computer
529 So. 9th St., Livingston
Personal Computer
121 Red Oak Dr., Carl Junction
The Computer Store
1216 16th St. W. #35, Billings

Nebraska
Computerfand of Omaha
11031 Elm St., Omaha
Midwest Computer Co. Inc.
8625 I SI., Omaha
Midwest Computer Co. Inc.
4442 S. 84th St., Omaha
Midwest Computer Co. Inc
4403 S. 87th st., Omaha
Scottsbluff Typewriters Inc.
1824 Broadway, Scottsbluff
Nevada
Century 23
4566 Spring Mountain Rd.. Las Vegas

New Hampshire
ansnevtes Computer Center
568 Pleasant St.. Concord
ComputerCity
1525 S. Willow, Manchester
Paul's TV
Main st., Fremont
Portsmouth Computer Center
31 Raynes Ave., Portsmouth
Radio Shack Assoc. Store
Fairbanks Plaza, Keene

Sturdivant and Dunn
124 Washington SI., Conway

New Jersey
Ace's TV Sales & Service
CoJlege Town Shopping Center, Glassboro
Computer Corner of NJ
439 Rte. #23, Pompton Plains
Computer Encounter
2 Nassau sr.. Princeton
Ccmputertand
35 Plaza Rte. #4, W. Paramus
Computer Mart of NJ
501 Rte. 27, Iselin

Crowley's
Ad. #3, Whitehouse Station
Dave's Electronics
Pennsville Shopping Ctr., Pennsville
GHB Enterprises Inc.
Rte. 38, Rudderaw Ave .. Mapleshade
lashen Electronics Inc.
21 Broadway, Denville
Personal Computing Inc.
51 Central SQ., linwood
Radio ShackJJ&J Electronic
Mansfield Shopping Ctr.
Rt. 57 Allen Rd., Hackettstown
The Bargain Brothers
Glen Roc Shopping Center
216 Scotch Road, Trenton
The Computer Emporium
Bldg. 103, Avenues of Commerce
2428 Rte. 38, Cherry Hill
New Mexico
Aulel Electronics Co.
146 Wisconsin NE, Albuquerque
South West Computer Center
121 Wyatt Drive, Suite 7, Las Cruces
Thomas E. Carr Jeweler
1300A Tenth St., Alamogordo
New York
Aristo Craft
314 Fifth Ave., NVC
Berliner Computer Center
t02 Jericho Turnpk, New Hyde Park
Bits& Bytes
2800 Straight Rd., Fredonia
Computer Corner
200 Hamilton Ave., White Plains
Computer Era Corp.'
1570 3rd Ave., New York
Computer Factory
485 Lexington Ave., NYC
Computer House, Inc.
721 Atlantic Ave., Rochester
Computerland 01 Nassau
79 Westbury Ave., Carle Place
comcuterieno of New York City
58 W. 44th St., New York
Computer World
519 Boston Post Rd., Port Chester
Comtek Electronics, Inc.
2666 Coney Island Ave .. Brooklyn
Ccmtek Electronics, Inc.
Staten Island Mall
Store 220A, Staten Island
Digibyte Systems Corp.
31E. 31st St., New York

SO·Microcomputer Services
t18 Masten Ave., Cohoes
Future Visions Computer Store
70 Broad Hallow Rd., Melville
Home Computer Center
671 Monroe Ave., Rochester
Mr. Computer
Imp. Plaza, Rte. 9, Wappingers Falls
Soltron Systems
308 Columbia Turnpike. Rensselaer
The Computer Tree Inc.
409 Hooper Rd., Endwell
Upstate Computer Shop
629 French Rd., Campus Plaza, New Hartford
North Carolina
Byte Shop of Raleigh
1213 Hillsborough SI., Raleigh
Sound Mill
Slocum Shopping Ctr., Havelock

Ohio
Altair Business Systems, Inc.
5252 North Dixie Dr., Dayton
Astro Video Electronics
504 E. Main St., Lancaster
Cincinnati Computer Store
4816 Interstate Dr., Cincinnati
Computerland
4579 Great Northern Btvd.,
N. Olmstead
Computerland
6429 Busch aivo.. Columbus
Computerland
1268 Som Rd., Mayfield Heights
Computer Store of Toledo
18 Hillwyck Dr., Toledo
Microcomputer Center
7900 Paragon Rd., Dayton
Micro·Mini Computer World
74 Robinwood, Columbus
ztst Century Shop
16 Convention Way, Cincinnati
Universal Amateur Radio, Inc.
1280 Aida Dr., Columbus
OklahomaInstantSoftware"

PETERBOROUGH, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03458 •...40

Sounds, Etc.
Hyw. 33, Watonga
Vern Street Products
114 W. Taft St., Sapulpa

Oregon
Cornputertand of Portland
t2020 S.w. Main SI., Tigard

Computer Pathways Unlimited, Inc.
2151 Davcor 51. S.E., Salem
TRS·SOProducts lid.
3520 S.E. Vineyard Rd., Portland

Pennsylvania
Artco Elect.
302 Wyoming Ave. Kingston
Artco Elect
Back Mountain Shopping Center, Shavertown

Audio Mart
518 Filth Ave., New Brighton

Computer Workshoppe
3848 William Penn Hwy, Monroeville

Computerland of Harrisburg
4644 Carlisle Pike, Mechanicsburg
Computerland of Pittsburgh
5499 William Flynn Hwy., Gibsonia
Erie Computer Co.
2127 West 8th SI., Erie

J + E Communications
617 3rd Ave., Duncansville
Mighty Byte Computer Center
537 Easton Rd., Horsham
Personal Computer Corp.
24·26 West Lancaster Ave., Paoli
Personal Computer Corp.
Frazer Mall, Lancaster Ave., Frazer

Rhode Island
Computer City
165 Angell SI., Providence

Digital World, Inc.
329 Bald Hili Rd., Warwick
Tennessee
ACS
1100 8th Ave. So., Nashville
Computerlab
671 S. Menden Hall Rd., Memphis
H & H Electronics Inc.
509 N. Jackson St., Tullahoma
Texas
Computerland of S.W. Houston
6439 West helmer, Houston
Computer Port
2142 N. Collins, Arlington
Houston Computer Tech
5313 Bissonet, aeuene
Interactive Computer
7620 Dashwood, Houston
K.A. Elect.
9090 Stemmons Frwy., Dallas
Pan American Elect. Inc.
1117 Conway, Mission
Radio Shack Dealer
21969 Kaly Freeway, Katy
The Compute Shop
6353 Camp Bowie Blvd., FI. Worth
Waghalter Books Inc.
3 Greenway Plaza E., Houston

Utah
DC Computer Co.
1911 West 70 South, Provo
Quality Technology
470 E. 2nd So., Salt Lake City
Virginia
Computer Works
Rte. 6, Box 65A, Harrisonburg
Home Computer Center
2927 Virginia Beach Blvd.
Virginia Beach
Southside Radio Comm.
135 Pickwick Ave., Colonial Heights

Washington
American Mercantile Co. Inc.
2418 1st Ave. S., Seattle
Byte Shop of Bellevue
1-4701 N.E. 20th St., Bellevue
Computer Connection Inc.
3100 NW Bucklin Hill Rd., Silverdale
Computerland of South King Co.
1500 S. 336 St., Suite 12, Federal Way
Personal Computers
S 104 Freva, Spokane
Ye Old Computer Shop
1301 G. Washington, Richland

West Virginia
The Computer Corner Inc.
22 aeecnurst Ave., Morgantown
The Computer Store
Municipal Parking Bldg., Charleston
Wisconsin
Byte Shop Of Milwaukee
6019 West Layton Ave., Greenfield
Computerland
690 S. Whitney Way, Madison
Computerworld
3015 W. Wisconsin Ave., Appleton
Magic Lantern Computed
3313 University Ave., Madison
Petted Microsystems
4265 W. Loomis Rd., Milwaukee

Wyoming
Computer Concepts
1104 Logan Ave., Cheyenne

Puerto Rico
The Microcomputer Store
t568 Ave. Jesus T. Pinero
Caparra Terrace
Canada
CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS:
Micron Distributing
409 Queen St., W. Toronto, Onto
M5V 2A5
Computerland of Winnipeg
715 Portage Ave., Winnipeg, Man.
Compumart
411 Roosevelt Ave., Ottawa, Ontario
Micromatic Systems Inc.
1303 Powell 51., Vancouver
Micro Shack of W. Canada
333 Park Street, Regina. Sask.
Orthon Holdings Ltd.
12411 Stony Plain Road
Edmonton, Alberta
Total Computer Systems
Ajax, Ontario



Universal Multiplexed Display

Here's one that's easy to operate and understand.

George Young
Sierra High School
Tollhouse, CA 93667

Computer buffs and hams are always
displaying characters on seven-

segment readouts. If the number of seven-
segment displays used is four or five, it will
usually be less expensive and simpler to
use a nonmultiplexed circuit. At about six
dig'its or more, or if multiple-digit displays
are used, the circuits must be multiplexed.

Multiplexed displays are usually so com-
plex that most of us will fight the extra lines
running to the display unit rather than at-
tempt to fight with the multiplexing circuitry
to make it operational.

Fig. 1 represents a multiplexed display
that is easy to operate and understand.

The clock was originally .prssented to
Kilobaud readers in Kilobaud Klassroom #1,
May 1977, and is formed from half of a 7404.
The output is approximately 200 kHz with
the .01 uF capacitor. For troubleshooting,
this capacitor may be paralleled temporarily
with a much larger capacitor. Try 10-100 uF
to slow the clock down.

Operation

The clock output drives a counter. Fig. 1
shows a BCD counter, but a binary counter
may be used. The counter can be from the
7490 family, the 74160 family, the 74176
family or the 74190 family.

The four outputs of the counter drive a
1:10 decoder, such as the 7442, to provide
ten different active-low outputs. The de-
coder can be a 1:8 decoder, such as the
8250 or the 74155 connected as a 1:8 de-
coder, if fewer decoder outputs are needed.
The decoder can be the 74154 used with a
binary counter if more decoder outputs are
needed.
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A multiplexed calculator-type display is
shown in Fig. 1. This can just as easily be
discrete seven-segment readouts as well.
Most multiplexed calculator readouts will
require active highs on one side of the read-
outs, say for the digits, while the other side
of the readouts will require the opposite
type of drive, or active lows, for the segment
drive.

One particular seven-segment multiplexed
display, the Fairchild FNA 45, requires ac-
tive-high drive for both the digits and the
segments. For this reason inverters are

+5

shown between the decoder outputs and
the digit drive inputs. Most seven-segment
displays will not require these inverters.

A four-line to seven-segment decoder is
used to drive the segments. For a common-
cathode-type digital-only display, this
would be the 7447 or an equivalent. For a
common-anode-type digital display, this
would be the 7448 or its equivalent. For use
as a microcomputer display, this could be
the Signetics 8T51 or the National DM8880
for common-anode-type displays. If your
data manuals are a little more recent than

+ 5 volts and ground are applied to the chip for normal operation and for verifying the programmed bits. The chip
is open collector, so puti-ut: resistors (470ohm to 4. 7kohm is satisfactory) are required. Theburn circuit for use on
a solderless breadboard and matrix for using the 8223 as a hexadecimal decoder are shown. To burn a bit high
(they are all low to start). address the row the bit occupies by jumping the address lines to ground or to + 5 volts.
Address the bitin the row by taking the bitline to + 12 volts through a 390 ohm resistor. Raise Vcc(pin 16) to + 12
for 10ms; return Vcc to + 5 volts. Connect bit line to LED test circuit. If the bit is now high, the LED will illuminate.
If LED does not illuminate, bit is still low and burn must be repeated. Once high, a bit is permanently high.

Fig. 1. Simplified burn procedures for.7488/8223.
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PARTIALLY DESIGNED BY DWAYNE BRANT, GRACE 9

Fig. 2. "Universal" multiplexed display. (Partially designed by Dwayne Brant, Grade 9.)

mine, there are probably seven-segment de-
coders for the common-cathode-type dis-
plays available as well.

A 7488/8223 can also be programmed for
use as a computer seven-segment decoder.
Fig. 1 shows how to do this. Fig. 2 shows
the 8223 used for this purpose, while Fig. 3

gives the burn pattern in matrix for~ to
make the computer display decoder from
the 8223.

The active-low outputs from the 7442 also
are used as enables for Tri-state sections.
The Tri-state sections may be any of the Tri-
state buffers (the 8T97, 74367, 8097,
74LS367, 74125, 74LS125). The outputs of
the Tri-state sections go to a four-line data
bus, which feeds the inputs of the seven-
segment decoder. Here it is shown going to

four of the five address inputs of the 8223.

If pin 14, the A4 address input of the 8223,
is low, the first, or upper, half of the matrix
of Fig. 2 will be accessed. If pin 14 is tied to
+ 5 volts, the lower half of the matrix will be
accessed. Both types of seven-segment de-
coders are shown in the matrix of Fig. 2, so
that the circuit can be used with either
common-anode-type displays or common-
cathode-type displays. To select the
decoder type, pin 14 is either low or high.

Now, whatever is on the inputs to the top
four lines will be placed on the four-line
data bus when the 0 output of the 7442 goes
low. Digit 0 is simultaneously enabled. The

DECODER
SELECT

5

9
R. b

'I , I· [

d

'L/' E
F

Fig. 3. "Universal" seven-segment decoder.
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8223 decodes the data on its four input pins
and activates the corresponding segments
of the least significant digit on the display.
Since no other digit enables are active, no
other digits are illuminated.

A fraction of a second later, the 1 output
of the 7442 goes low. The second digit is
enabled, and at the same time the enable
line of the second Tri-state group goes low,
placing the inputs to this section on the
four-line data bus to be decoded by the 8223
and turning on the appropriate segments.

When the nine digits shown in Fig. 1 have
been scanned and illuminated, the 7442 will
have one more output, which does nothing,
and then the entire process will repeat. The
display is being scanned so rapidly that the
eye interprets the display to be "on" con-
tinuously. If the clock timing capacitor is
paralleled with a large capacitance value,
the clock will slow down enough to allow

the builder to see exactly how the circuit
functions.

The Display

The pull-up resistors on the 8223 will
need to be adjusted to control the bright-
ness of the display. Try 1k for a starting
point. If the display is too dim, then try 470
ohms. The resistance value can be halved
each time until you reach about 47 ohms. If
the display is not bright enough yet, you will
probably have to increase the + 5 volts sup-
plied to the pull-up resistors on the 8223.
Use extreme caution if you run the display
at a very slow rate for troubleshooting or for
seeing how it works with low pull-up resis-
tance values. You can destroy the display.

For use as a computer display, only six of
the digits would be normally needed: four
for the display of the address and two for
the display of the data. The leftmost digit

would not have its digit enable line con-
nected; the next two to the left would have
their digit enable lines connected; then one
or more digits in the display would not be
connected; and finally four more digit
enable lines would be enabled. Only six
quad Tri-state sections would be needed.
The unused 7442 decoder outputs would be
left floating.

If more digits were needed, say for a
counter display, each added digit would reo
quire four more Tri-state sections, another
sevsn-seqrnent display and another digit
driver.

La~ches should not be necessary. The
display of the digits or the data changes as
the input lines to the quad Tri-state sections
change. If your application requires that the
input. data be latched, the latches can be
added ahead of each of the quad Tri-state
sections .•

Advanced Scientific Software for
TRS-80

APPLE II and NORTH STAR
MATH Library

22 quality programs (req. 16K) including root of
equations, integration, differentiation, Simulta-
neous equations, matrix operations, interpola-
tions, regression analysis (linear, polynomial,
multiple), ordinary differential equations, partial
differential equations, statistics and plotting;
with detailed user manual.

TRs·ao disk, or Levell! tape $29.95
Apple II disk $34.95
North Star disk (single density) $34.95

ODE Master
Solves single and simultaneous ordinary differ-

ential equations; can handle even 'stiff' prob-
lems; error control and formatted output to CRT
or printer; with user manual.

TRS·80level II, 16Ktape $14.95
Apple IIdisk $19.95

V' 213 NorthStar disk (single density) $19.95

Sc.-jel( Add $2 for shipping (foreign orders add $5); N.J.
.•• resident add 5% sales tax. Send check or money

order.

L 509 King George Rd .. Cherr) Hill, N.J. 08034 (609) 482-0191

DISASSEMBLED HANDBOOK
FOR TRS-80

VOLUME 1-$/0. POSTPAID
Using ROM Calls in assembly language programming
Self-programmed learning course-IO Chapters
All BASIC ROM Calis-ROM ancillary functions
CINT. CSNG & CDB,"- arith/trig/log/etc. demo pgms

VOLUME 2-$15. POSTPAID
Advanced assembly language course-13 Chapters
Storing 'Vilieo in MEM for later use & recall
Split-screen video with scroll/store/recall
Decoding single & double precision numbers

COMMENTS
COMPUTER INFORMATION EXCHANGE-ship 100
Vol. 2
George Blank-Vol. I good intro. to ROM CAlls
SOITSIDE-will reprint 3000 copies of Vol. I
Allan Moluf-I especially recommend this book
S-80 BUllETIN-A must for every 80 bookshelf
Charles Butler-most informative and accurate
INTERFACE-save you 1 year's assy. lang. study
Joni Kosloski-we sold over 500 first 30 days
THE ALTERNATE SOURCE-SId. text for using ROM
Miller Microcomputing-ship us a carton ASAP
DH. HOBEHTSON-I)('sl THS-,sO book eve-r published.

RICHCRAFT ENGINEERING LTD. V'172
Drawer /065, Wahmeda Industrial Park
Chautauqua, New York 14722
phone (716) 753-2654for COD orders
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. ~ DEPRECIATION(W PROGRAM

* 5 DEPRECIATION RATES
* UPTO 99 YR TERM
* RECORDSUPTO 600 ITEMS ON DISK
* UPTO $1 MILLION FOR EACH ITEM
* REPORTSEACHMONTH, QUARTER, OR

ANNUALLY
* BONUSDEPR., INVESTMENT CREDIT
* PRO·RATESDEPRECIATION
* UPDATE RECORDSEACH YEAR
* EQUIPMENT INVENTORY
* FISCAL YEAR BASED
* CONVERT METHODSANY TIME o,,~•.
* AN ACCOUNTANTS DREAM •.<

APPlESOFT. . 32K MIN .. ~\l~~SlS0.00
HANDBOOK $5.00 \~"\ ••o

VISA & M/C USERS - CALL ~l~N~:LD~~I~N~:~
509-943·9004 RICHLAND. WA 99352

APPLE IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK
~ OF APPLE COMPUTER INC. ~

~ DEA~~;e;~~~t~~~~s;~s~al~ED~
BAP$ SOFTWARE V'166

6221 Richmond Ave; Suite 220
Houston, Tx. 77057

this ~Iication
isavailable in
miaofotm

University Microfilms International
300 North Zeeb Road
Dept. P.R.
Ann Arbor, MI48106
U.S.A.

18 Bedford Row
Dept. P.R.
London, WC1 R 4EJ
England

BAP$ SOFTWARE
8K Programs for OSI C2/4

1980 INCOME TAX ESTIMATES (1040).
Tax tables written into program. Just input the
figures and program displays taxes due or
refund. Even computes carry-forward cap.
gains or losses. Excellent vear-round : $1 995
spot-check tax program.

STOCK CHARTING. Let your computer
draw your charts. Displays daily highs, $1 95
lows, closes and volume. 5
PERSONAL FINANCE PACKAGE. 4 pro-
grams - tax info. file, budgeting. $ 95
mileage and current income/payables. 1 7
UNDERSTANDING FINANCIAL STATE-
MENTS. Four 8-K programs. Great tuto-$ 95
rial for intro. to financial statements. 24
Add $1.50 for shipping. Add $4 for disk.

kilobaud

MICROCOMPUTING
BINDERS

ol"dE:I"
YOlll"5
todaY

Keep your library of Microcomputing sate from loss
or damage in these handsomelY appointed binders
with rich dark blue covers and gold lettering. Each
binder holds 12 issuesmaking an EXCELLENTREFERENCE
HANDBOOK.Several binders form a quality library you
can be proud at. Please state years.

S7.50 each ... 3 tor S21.75 ... 6 for $42.00
Postage paid in USA Foreign orders please include
S2.50 for postage.

Send check or money order only to:
KILOBAUDMICROCOMPUTING BINDERS
P.O.Box 5120, Phila., PA 19141

Allow 6·8 weekI fO! delivery Pleose no C.O.D. o,dell. no phone mdeH



SIRIUS 80+
High PerfOrmance
Low Cost Floppy Add-Ons!
The SIRIUS SYSTEMS 80+ Series of Floppy
Disk add-ons are designed to provide un-
matched versatility and performance for your
TRS-80-. Consisting of four different add-
ons, there is a 80+ Series Roppy Disk Drive to
meet your needs.

COMMON CHARACTERISTICS
• Sms track-to-track access time
• Auto-Eject
• 180 day WARRANTY
• Exceptional speed stability - 1112%
• Single/Double Density operation
• Mix any or all 80+ Series on the SS

Standard cable

SPECIFIC CHARACTERISTICS
The SIRIUS. 80+1 -a single sided, 40 track
Drive. Offering 5 more tracks than the Radio
Shack model, it cost $120 less. Formatted
data storage is 102K/204K Bytes Singlel
Double Density.
SIRIUS 80+1 .$379.95
The SIRIUS 80+2 is a dual sided, 80 track (40
per side) Disk Drive. It appears to the TRS-80-
as TWO 40 track drives yet COST LESS THAN
HALF THE PRICEI Even greater savings result
since data is recorded on both sides of the
media instead of only a single side. This unit
may require the SS Standard cable. Formatted
data storage is 204K1408K Bytes SinglelDouble
Density.
SIRIUS 80+2 ... $449.95
The SIRIUS 80+3 - a single sided, 80 track
Drive. Offering 2Va times the storage of a
standard Radio Shack Disk Drive, the 80+3
greatly reduces the need for diskettes corre-
spondingly. Additionally, because of the in-
creased storage and faster track-to-track
access time, the 80+3 allows tremendously
increased throughput for disk based pro-

grams! The 80+3 includes SIRIUS's TRAKS-
PATCH on diskette (for use with 96 tpi drives).
Formatted data storage is 204K/408K Bytes
SingleiDouble Density.
SIRIUS 80+3 , $499.95
The SIRIUS 80+4 -a dual sided, 160 track (80
per side) 5V,' monster! The ultimate in state-
of-the-art 5%" Floppy Disk Technology, the
80 +4 is seen by the TRS-80- as two single
sided disk drives. Thus, in terms of capacity,
one 80+4 is equivalent to 4'13standard Radio
Shack drives - at a savings of over 73% (not
to mention diskettes!!!). (With a double den-
sity converter the available memory is huge!)
The 80+4 (a 96 tpi drive) includes TRAKS-
PATCH on diskette and may require the SS
Standard cable. Formatted storage is 408KI
816K Bytes Sing leIDouble Density
SIRIUS 80+4 $649.95
All 80+ Series Floppy Disk add-ens operate at
5ms track-to-track but are Expansion Interface
limited to 12ms for the TRS-80-
*TRS-80© of Tandy Corp.

ACCESSORIES
SS Standard 2 Drive Cable . . .. . ... $29.95
NEWDOS/80-Sophisticated Operating System
for the TRS-80- from Apparat ..... $149.95

NEWDOS/80, SIRIUS 80+3, and Two Drive Cable
NEWDOS/80, SIRIUS 80+4, and Two Drive Cable
NEWDOS/80, Two (2) SIRIUS 80+3's, Two Drive Cable
NEWDOS/80, Two (2) SIRIUS 80+4's, Two Drive Cable

Save up to 10% with these SIRIUS Packages!
................ $624.95

...... $749.95
..$1080.95
.$1349.95

PRIAM
Hard Disks
Now Available
from SIRIUS
SYSTEMS!

PRIAM's high-performance, low-cost Winchester disc drives speed up throughput and expand data storage
from 20 megabytes to 154 megabytes. And a single controller can be usedto operate 14-inch-disc driveswith
capaotes of 33, 66, or 154 megabytes or ftoppy-disc-size drives holding 20 and34 megabytes. So rt's easyto
move up in capacity, or reduce package size, wrthout changing important system elementsor performance.

• Fast, Unear Voice Coil Positioning
• 10ms track-to-track positioning
• Fully servoed head posilioning
• Deoicateo servo tracks

• DC Power required only'
• Simple, parallellntertace
• Optional SMD Interface

• 50 ms Average POSitioning time
• 90 ms Maximum POSitioning Time
• 6.4 ms Average Latency

THE PRIAM LINEUP
Model/Disc Size Capacity Size
DISKOS 3350114"1 33Mbytes 7" x 17" x 20"
DISKOS 6650 14" 66 Mbytes 7" x 17" x 20"
DISKOS 15450 14" 154 Mbytes 7" x 17" x 20"
DISKOS 2050 8" 20 Mbytes 4.62" x 8.55" x 14.25"
DISKOS 3450 8" 34 Mbytes 4.62" x 8.55" x 14.25"
DISKOS 1070 10.6 Mbytes ftoppy-size
All PRIAM DISKOS Drives have a Transfer Rateof 1.03 MbytesiSec.
Optional SMD interface avai/able for $150.

Weight
33lbs.
331bs.
331bs.
201bs.
20 Ibs.
(low)

Introducing the Versatile, LOW-Cost
OMECA Series Controller
As new technological advances bring down the
cost of fast, reliable mass data storage, the need
for an inexpensive, versatile controller have be-
come greater and greater. To meet this need,
SIRIUS SYSTEMS' OMEGA Series Controller
was designed.
The SIRIUS OMEGA Series Controller Module
utilizes an on-board microprocessor to
mediate data transfer to a wide variety of
peripherals from an equally wide variety of host
computer systems. Up to four Winchester Hard
Disks (8" or 14"), four 5"''' Floppy Disks Drives
andlor up to eight 8" Floppy Disk Drives may be
in use at one time. Host systems interfacing
is accomplished via a parallel or a serial inter-
face. With the additon of a Personalrty module,
the OMEGA Series Controller Module is directly
compatible with many popular com-
puter systems (among them the TRS-SO·,
Apple, Heath, and others). Provision is made for
the addition of a streaming tape drive, also.
SPECIFIC HARDWARE
FEATURES INCLUDE:
• Control of up to twelve Floppy Disk Drives

(eight 8" andlor four5V,')
.8" andlor 5V,' Disk Drive Utilization
• Single (FM) or Double (MFM) density data

storage
• Hard or Soft sectored diskette usage
• Utilization of "Quad" density (96 tpi) 8" or

5V,' Disk Drives

• Control of up to four WINCHESTER type
PRIAM DISKDS Disk Drives
• 8" or 14"may intermix on the same cable
• Accommodates 8" andlor 14" drives of

5.3Mbytes to 154Mbytes
• Ultra-Fast data transfers

• Extremely flexible host-controller interfacing
SPECIFIC SOFTWARE
FEATURES INCLUDE:
• Dynamic format modificalions via command

words
• Extremely flexible format acceptance for un-

usual data storage formats
• Easily interfaces to standarg operating sys-

tems (TRS-DOS-, CP/M" , etc)
• Operates in either geUput sector mode or

data string mode
• Performance parameters may be changed by

EPROM replacement or Dynaminic Repro-
gramming
CP/M""of Digital Research

Dedicated systems cards are also available on a
limited basis for the STD-BUS and the S 100.
These cards feature shared memory also (again,
software selectable) in addition to the regular
OMEGA Series Controller Module features. Con-
sult SIRIUS SYTEMS for current price and
availability for the entire line of OMEGA Series
Memory Units and Controllers. Dealer inquir·
ies are invited.

What TFORTH Is - and what It has to Offer YOU!
TFORTH is a unique growth programming language for the TRS-80" that combines the best

features of an interpreter and a compiler all in one functional easy-to-use package. TFORTH cannot be
simply compared with Fortran, BASIC or PASCAL. This high speed, high level·modular code offers
the speed found in many FORTRAN compliers yet retains the on-line conviences found in BASIC
INTERPRETERS by flaggmg input errors as they occur line-by-line. Unlike PASCAL, TFORTH needs
no "run-time" package for support. Servlnq as an operating system, compiler, assembler, inter-
preter, virtual memory manager, all in one: TFORTH makes easy, efficient- structured re-entrant
programs a natural consequence.

The key to TFORTH's flexibility and ease of use lies in its use of a stack for parameters and a unique
dictionary for WORDS. These WORDS are stated in terms of other WORDS already defined in the
dictionary. It is this rich set of WORDS that provides DO LOOPS, IF-THEN-ELSE statements,
BEGIN-END statements, virtual memory, any number base (to base 32) for input or output, a macro
assembler, re-entrant code, multithread dictionary, line editor, excellenl math package (16 bit
integers, double precision floating point, SIN, CDS, TAN, EXP and LOG) and it runs under either
TRSDOS· or NEWDOS. Assembler inherently nests with high level in an easy fashion. Complicated
drivers for new devices take only a few lines of TFORTH which saves both memory and disk space!

TFORTH is a procedural language specifing a process rather than a desired result. The ability to
have the language grow in the direction the user desires is excellent for novel applications. New data
types and new processes can become part of the language. Due to the modular constructions, a very
compact code IS produced which executes at exceptionally high speeds between machine code and
machine code plus 20% typical overhead speeds. Memory requirements can be "less" than
assembler coding or other high level languages.

TFORTH comes complete for the TRS-80" with as little as 16K of memory and a single Disk Drive
using either TRS-DOS" or NEWDOS. It provided on diskettes and an optional Math and Utilities
package is available.

Through TFORTH an excellent way to develop new languages, provide simple control of device
(including video monitors, AID and D/A converters and burglar alarms) and to implement tasks
requiring monitoring and decision is offered. Many WORDS to handle peripherals are part of basic
TFORTH and others may be added easily. Often, substantial hardware development can be eliminated
by using TFORTH to do the major digital or reduction of data.

For many applications a minimal task may bewritten in high level (or mixture of assembler and high
level) code: loaded, assembled and prior to execution may be written to the disk as a ready to execute
machine code/EXE module with the DOS.
TFORTH (on diskette - specify for Standard or 96 tpi Disk Drives) ... $129.95
TFORTH with the addition of TRAKS-PATCH (a powerful combination!) .. $136.95

Price
$2995
$3749
$4695
$2995
$3745
$2195

SIRIUS SYTEMS offer cases and enclosures for all PRIAM Hard Disk Drives. All 14" Winchesler
Drives will mount in our 14" Standard Case. The 8" Winchesters have two alternatives: a Single
drive case and a dual drive case. All SIRIUS SYSTEMS Winchesler drive cases include Power
Supply, internal cabling, switches, fan, extra AC outlet (not switched, but fused) and possess very
adequate ventilation. Drive addressing is done on the rear of the Case and not on the drive iteself
to provide ease of use during operation. All WINCHESTER DRIVE Cases are Warranted for a full
year and come in our standard blue-black color scheme. Consult us for current availability and
pricing.

STATE-OF-THE-ART DISK DRIVES
®

OUME DataTrak 8
8" Disk Drive
DOUBLE SIDED!
DOUBLE DENSITY!
High performance Double Sided Disk 8" Disk
Olive. Single or Double Density. Door Lock
and Write Protect INCLUDED! • Negative DC
Voltage not required. Low Power Operation
• FAST! 3ms track-to-track access
• Low friction and minimum wear
• Superior Head Load Dynamics

au ME DataTrak 8 . . ... $574.95
(2/$549 ea)

aUME Technical Manual. . $6.95
Connector Set #3 (AC, DC, & Card Edge)

............... $10.95
Connector Set #4 (AC and DC) $2,95

MPI 51/52 &91/92
5%" DiSk Drives

• Fast! Sms track-to-track access
• Excfusive Pulley-Band Design
• Unique Door/Ejector Mechanism
• Reliable 11/2% Speed Stability
• Smgle/Double Density Operation
• Industry/ANSI Standard Interface

MPI51 (Single Head/40 tracks)
125K/250K Bytes SinglelDouble Density ••
. $259.95
MPI52 (Dual Head/80 tracks (40/side))
250K/500K Bytes Single/Double Density ••
......... . .$349.95

MPI 91 (Single Headf80 tracks)
250K/500K Bytes Single/Double Density--
.......................... $399.95

MPI92 (Dual Head/160 tracks (80/side))
500K/1000K Bytes Single/Double Density-·

MPi TectiriicalManual. : : :.$5~~:~~
••Unformatted data storage

v67 • TOORDER CALL (615) 693-6583
~ Phone Orders Accepted 9AM-7PM (EST) Mon-FriSIR IUS . We accept MC, VISA, AE, COD (requires Certified Check, Cashier's Check

SYSTEMS~ . or Cash) and Checks (personal checks require 14 days to clear). SHIPPING
AND HANDLING: $7.00 per Floppy Disk Drive or 80+ Module. 5% for other

. . items (any excess will be refunded). Foreign Orders add 10% for Shipping
7528 Oak Ridge Highway & Handling. Payment in U.S. currency. Tennessee residents add 6% Sales
Knoxville, Tennessee 37921 Tax. VOLUME DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE



Electronic Systems
Serial 1/0 Interface Kit

For the Apple

Inexpensively converts an Apple" to a terminal.

Edward Burlbaw
945 Brook Circle
Las Cruces, NM 88001

Iordered an Electronic Systems serial 1/0
interface kit recently to inexpensively

convert my Apple II to a terminal. I figure I
couldn't go wrong for $42. I haven't regret-
ted the choice.

I panicked when the kit first arrived-it
had no step-by-step assembly instructions.
But I found that instructions weren't
necessary. The package included a sche-
matic diagram, a circuit description and a
photograph of the completed board. Also,
the part values were silk-screened on the
circuit card. I was able to "stuff" the board
in less than one hour.

I didn't need fancy equipment for the
baud rate adjustment-Electronic Systems
included a baud rate adjustment program
for just that purpose. The program showed
the current baud rate digitally on the video
screen, and also provided a relative analog
display to guide me to the correct adjust-
ment.

The kit contained parts necessary to
build a 110baud interface and instructions
to change the circuit for rates up to 2400
baud. I needed300baud, so I had to change
one capacitor. Switch-selectable baud
rates would be possible with an extra
switch or two, but that was too fancy for my
needs.

On board, a DIP-socket-type bank of five
switches selects parity, on or off, odd or
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even, number of stop bits and number of
data bits, as required by your application.
The terminal software (included) is written
for peripheral slot #0, but it is easy to adapt
the software for other slot usagewith the in-
formation E.S.gives on the Apple's periph-
eral connector memory locations. The soft-
ware lets you use the Apple as either a
"dumb" or "intelligent" terminal, and you
can use a Teletype as input andlor output.
Software for output in correspondence
code is also included.
The 1/0 board is advertised as RS-232in-

put and output. Theenclosed literature con-
tains a schematic for an RS-232/20 mA cur-
rent loop interface (junk-box type of parts).

E.S. fails to mention one additional fea-
ture. I discovered it by necessity when I pur-
chased the E.S. modem kit, intending to
hook it to the 1/0 board. I failed to notice
that the modem was TTY compatible and
the 1/0 board was RS-232. I was able,
though, to squeeze out of the board the re-
quired TTL input and output. The UARTchip
is TTL and the output is RS-232,so some-
where TTL is converted to RS-232.All I had
to do was locate the input (and output) of
the conversion circuit. Since E.S.also sells
an RS-232 TTL conversion board, the
schematic was in the E.S.catalog enclosed
with my order. TheTTL input and output are
pins 20 and 25, respectively, of the UART
chip.

Convenient places on the circuit board to
solder the TTL leads needed to be found. I
used a feed-through hole in the board for

the output, while a 1k resistor lead made a
convenient solder point for the TTL input.
Now I was ready to directly couple to the
modem.
While Iwas at it, I tapped the + 5Voff the

1/0 board to power the modem, thereby
eliminating the need for an additional
power supply. I also jumpered the RS-232
output and input. The character being out-
put echoed back to the video terminal. This
will force half-duplex mode whether the
modem is in half or full-duplex mode opera-
tion.

Building the serial 1/0 interface kit was
easy. I was temporarily confused by the ad-
dition of a data terminal ready (DTR)con-
nection with its associated components
that was not mentioned in the included
schematic. I assume that it was new to the
board, and that E.S.'s literature had not
been updated. DTR is not used for the sim-
ple modem application. I'm sure that if you
had a data terminal with a DTR line, you
would appreciate its inclusion.

If you are still uncertain about your kit-
building abilities, you might consider buy-
ing the assembled and tested board for an
additional $20.Electronic Systems offers to
repair a nonworking board for$10, so even if
you botch the job you can still come out
ahead.
Whichever route you choose, you will

havean inexpensive but versatile 1/0 board
for your Apple, and will beone step closer to
hookup with a CBBS Electronic Systems
Serial Interface.•



1IIIIIIEliTIFII
means BUSINESS. •

with years more experience in hard
disk technology, time sharing and
networking, OHIO SCIENTIFIC is
the state of art in computer
technology 0

APPLE II PLUS WITH 48K RAM
TEXAS INSTRUMENT 99/4 COMPUTER WITH MONITOR

Tl810 PRINTER
CENTRONIC PRINTERS:

730-1 PARALLEL PRINTER
737-1 PARALLEL INTERFACE
SAVE ON ALL OTHER MODELS

SPINWRITERS FROM NEC
5510 RIO + 5530 RIO
5520 KSR SERIAL WITH KEYBOARD

PAPER TIGER 440G
960

BASE-2 PRINTERS 800 M_S_T.
ANADEX9501
COMPRINT 912 APPLE, TRS-80, PET

912SERIAL
SYM-l WIMANUALS
COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES:

CBM8032
PET2001-16K
PET 2001-32K
PET 2022 TRAC. FEED PRINTER
PET 2023 FRIC. FEED PRINTER
PET 2040 DUAL FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
PET 8050

ATARI800 16K PLUS FREE 8K
INTERTEC SUPERBRAIN (32K)
NORTH STAR COMPUTERS

HRZ-2-32K-D-ASM
HRZ-2-32K-Q-ASM

DISPLAY TERMINALS:
INTERTUBE II
HAZELTINE 1410
HAZELTINE 1420
TELEVIDEO 920C
SAVE ON COMPLETE HAZELTINE LINE

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
MULTI-BUSINESS COMPUTER SYSTEMS

28 MARLBOROUGH STREET .,..81
PORTLAND, CONN. 06480

MIF 9-6 SAT 9-3 (203) 342-2747f. TWX: 710-428-6345 ~i
_' . ! MBCSYS iIIiiiiiIIi

$1190.
$ 989.
$1590.

SO DO WE!
10 Service. Factory trained personnel with years

of experience. Service contracts available.
2. Full-Line Dealer. Visit our showroom. We

have nearly the entire OSI line in stock.
(Both Business & Personal Computers).

3. Software Support. If its for OSI, we've got it
plus we've tested it.

4. OEMISoftwarehouse Support. We don't just
sell and forget. We help you make your sale.

.,..38

INTECHNOLOGY SERVICE ORG.
23 East 20th Street

NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 673-6310

$ 659.
$ 879.

$2490.
$2795.
$ 990.
$1149.
$ 649.
$1390.
$ 559.
$ 599.
$ 229.

$1595
$ 895.
$1090.
$ 749
s 679.
$1090.
$1499.
s 799.
$2595.

$2275.
$2675.

$ 775.
$ 775.
$ 899.
$ 849.

THE FIRST TRS-80@ COMPATIBLE COMPUTER
WITH HIGH DENSITY COLOR GRAPHICS!

LNW80
PC BOARD $89.95

Ask about our: Keyboard
caDlnetLNW

RESEARCH

LNW RESEARCHintroduces the LNW80, a high performance color computer, com-
patible with the TRS-80™ Modell. The fully integrated LNW80 is a sophisticated and
versatile microcomputer with the following powerful features.

COMPATIBILITY
Hardware and software compatible to the Radio Shack TRS-80™ Modell computer,
provides the widest software base of any microcomputer. Cassette interface; expan-
sion bus.

DISPLAY
Quality upper and lower case display.
Two modes of color graphics, high resolution graphics, 384x 192 in eight colors-
higher density than the Apple II." Low density color graphics of 128x 192 are also
available in eight colors.
High resolution-black and white graphics-of 384x 192 mixed with text and
TRS-80™ standard graphics.
Reversevideo, composite video RF output.

PERFORMANCE
The LNW80 utilizes the fast Z-80A microprocessor which executes at a speed of 4
MHZ-over twice the speed of the TRS_80™ Modell.

EXTERNAL DATA SEPARATOR

SYSTEM
EXPANSION

.,..198

LNW RESEARCH3183-EAIRWAY AVE COSTAMESA CA 92626714-552-8946
''''I>~ It" ~ 1M of Apple ComPU(~,Inc

rlr<;.«liJ, rMoll~nd~C"'I>_

ASSEMBLED
AND FULLY TESTED

$14.95
SOME SOLDERING REQUIRED

AT

$69,95 [PC BOA'D & ]
USER MANUAL

V Reader Service index-page 241

ORDERING INFORMATION

• SERIAL RS232C120mA I/O
• flOPPY CONTROLLER
• 32K BYTES MEMORY
• PARAllel PRINTER PORT
• DUAL CASSETTE PORT
• REAL-TIME ClOCK
• SCREEN PRINTER BUS

_ • 0 ONBOA.D POWE' SUPPLY
'_VISA " °

0
SOFTWARE COMPATIBLE
SOLDER MASK,SILK SCREEN
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o o-i-~Ut6\t..1~lRC GOODMAN«o~~.- wl~ FOR APPLE 2

HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS
MULTI SKILL LEVELS

SUPER SOUND EFFECTS

48K DISK
$19.95

NOW AVAILABLE AT
YOUR LOCAL

COMPUTER STORE
IF NOT, CALL
OR WRITE TO:

4K By 1
STATIC MEMORY

MK4104-4 $4.50 Ea.

Introductory Offer

ALL NEW! $795
A Full Color* TV Game For The Family

Six exciting TV Games - Hockey, Tennis and Handball with oneor two
player 'capability for each game. Ball velocity doubles after the fourth
player hit for an increasingly competitive game.

Adjustable paddle size for each player allows for handicapped play if
desired. Paddles can give automatic ball spin with seven possible
angles of ball deflection.

Automatic digital scoring appears after each point is scored. Game
ceases automatically after one player scores 15 points. Serving is from
the paddle of player who scored the last point, thus server can "place"
his shot.

Video-Volley is designed to be installed, with a minimum of effort, to
any standard television receiver, either color or black and white.
Batteries are not required.

Small hand-held player modules with 15 foot cord length provides
more comfort and versatility for players.

The compact command module sits atop the television receiver and
has front panel control allowing effortless change from normal
television reception to game play. Easy disconnection of the player
hand-held modules facilitates easy set-up and take-down for storage.

60 Hz CRYSTAL TIME BASE
$4.95 (Complete Kit)

Uses MM5369 CMOS divider IC
With high accuracy 3.579545
MHZ Crystal Use with all MOS
Clock Chips or Modules. Draws
only 1.5 MA. All parts. data and
PC Board included. 100 Hz.
same as above. except $5.95

D.C. HORN
VERY LOUDI
6-12 VDC

Like Used In
Smoke Alarms.

FANTASTIC SAVINGS.
Compare this true value.

.60 ea. 4 For $2.00

Add 50¢ postage, we pay ers under $15 add 75¢
handling. No C.O.D. We accept Visa. MasterCharge and American Ex-
press cards. Tex. Res. add 5% Tax. Foreign orders (except Canada) add
20% P&H. 90 Day Money Back Guaranteeon all items.

D to A CONVERTER
MC1408L6 Each
While They Last $4.95

PMD-11K-60
60 Volts. HFE 800-20K
12 Amps. PNP TO-3 SR/>.tlO

"'EVJ\150 Watts. By Lambda. ,.•

$1.50

REPEAT OF A SELL-OUT!
VECO PRECISION THERMISTOR. GLASS TYPE. VECO
#41A72. 8.2K OHMS AT ROOM TEMP. VERY SENSITIVE.
INDIVIDUALLY PACKAGED IN PLASTIC VIALS. $3.00VALUE

$1.00 each or 3 FOR $2.50

EACH

MICRO MINI
TOGGLE SWITCHES
6 for $5 with hardware.

99¢
SG3501A VOLTAGE REGULA BY SILICON GENERAL

14 Pin Dip. ± 15V Regulator - Great for OP AMP
Supplies - Output Adjustable For ± 10V to ± 23V -

Thermal Shutdown Protected.

Digital Research: Parts
(OF TEXAS)

P.o. BOX 401247C GARLAND, TEXAS 75040 • (214) 271-2461



Video the Easy Way

The Gimix Ghost Video Board for the SS-50 bus.

Jerry Sorrels
'6266 Banner Ct.
Riverside CA 92504

As a confirmed hardware per-
son, I was reluctant to trust

a video display that used soft-
vrese to do the scrolling and cur-
sor positioning. Sure, I know
there are lots of this type in op-
eration, but not in my system!
For the application I was work-
ing on, however, I had to keep it
slmple and the cost and size
down.

I started looking at the differ-
ent SWTP·compatible video
boards. One that looked prornls-
ing was the Gimix Ghost Video
Board. I called Gimix for more in-
formation and discovered that
they make an entire line of SWTP
compatible boards, including
their own 6800 system.

The price of the video board
had just been reduced by $51 to
$198 for an assembled and test-
ed board, including shipping.

I was going to order the board
immediately, but Gimix Vice-
President Richard Don suggest·
ed that if I wasn't in a hurry he
would send the documentation
so I could make sure the board
would be suitable. Two days lat-
er I had the information. Not bad
for Chicago to California!

I received the video board's in-
structions, including a simple 84
byte driver routine and a parts
placement diagram. The circuit

diagram was not included but
does come with the board.

After looking over the intor-
mation, I was convinced, maybe,
that software could handle the
job, in fact, it almost looked too
simple! So the next day I placed
my order. Gimix said it would be
shipped from stock.

Six days later, I had a package
from Gimix in my hand. It had
been shipped via UPS, blue label,
which is air mail!

The board was packaged like
an Egyptian pharaoh. Removing
the outer box revealed another
inside, and upon opening this
one I found a conductive bag
containing the video board in
perfect condition.

Hardware

The board is double-slded fi·
berglass with throuqh-hole plat-
ing. It also has a solder mask
and all ICs are socketed. The
board's + 5 volt is supplied by
two 5 volt regulators, and the
- 5 and - 12 volt are zener-requ-
lated.

Twenty-nine bypass capacl-
tors are used on this board and,
along with the crystal-controlled
clock, provide a stable display.
The board layout is OK with the
character density and margin
position controls located at the
top. The video ouput is supplied
with a 5 foot cable and -connec-
tor.

Format

The board displays upper-
case ASCII only, with a format of
16 lines of 32 or 64 characters

per line. To change to 64 charac-
ters requires six easy trace cuts
and the addition of six short
jumpers. The software driver is
also changed in six places.

The board contains 1K bytes

of RAM, one location for each
character position. This memory
can be jumper addressed to any
1K section of memory. When us·
ing 32 character lines, the dis-
play does not need the upper

I
I THIS ROUTINE DISPLAYS THE
/ CHARACTER CONTAI!<ED BY ACCA
I AT THE CURSOR LOCAT~ON. IT
I IGNORES ALL LOWER CASE CHAR-
I ACTERS, AND ALL CONTROL CHAR-
I ACTERS EXCEPT CR. IF THE CUR-
I SOR r1OVES. OFF THE BOTTO!·I OF
I THE SCREEN, ALL THE TEXT ON
I THE SCREEN WIL~ BE SCROLLED
I UP 1 LINE.
I
I THIS ROUTINE IS FULLY RELO-
I CATABLE, AND I·IAY BE PUT IN
I PROTECTED MEMORY OR PROM.
I IT DOES NOT AFFECT ACCA OR
I ACCB, BUT WILL DESTROY IX.
I
I MEMORY USAGE:
I THE VIDEO BOARD HAS 1K OF
I RAM WHICH THE ROUTINE ASSU!1ES
I IS AT (HEX) 0000. D000-Dl?F
I IS THE 32 X 16 DISPLAY. 0200-
I D3FF IS PRESENT REGARDLESS OF
I THE DISPLAY SIZE.
I THE CURSOR LOCATION IS STORED
I IN 1C-1O (24-25).
I
I THE ROUTINE USES 84 (54H)
I BYTES OF ~IEI10RY.
I
I TO CONVERT TO 32 X 16,
I USE THE LINES !'IARKED n I> n

I TO REPLACE THE LINES
I JUST BENEATH THEM.
I
I SYMBOLS USED IN THIS ASSEM-
I BLER:
/ "N": IMMEDIATE OPERAND
/ 11.": TWO-BYTE IMI1EDIATE

OPERAND
/ ":I": DIRECT ADDRESS
/ "X": INDEXED ADDRESS
/ "@": RELATIVE ADDRESS
I
I ALL NUI1ERIC VALUES ARE GIVEN
I IN HEXADECIMAL NOTATION
I
I PREFACE ROUTINE
I SAVES & RESTORES ACCB
P PSHB

BSR @A
PULB
RTS

I
I TEST FOR CONTROL CHARS
ABITA #E0

BEQ @C
I TEST FOR BIT 8 • 1

BMI @Z
I TEST FOR LOWER CASE LETTERS

CMPA #60
BGE @Z

Listing 1. The Gimix video driver routine that comes with the
board. Note the simpticttv of each subroutine. (Repeated by per-
mission of Gimix, Inc., 1337 W. 37th Place, Chicago IL 60609.)

I
I DISPLAY CHARACTER

LOX %IC
STAA X00
INX
STX UC
BRA @T

I
I TEST CONTROL CHAR FOR CR
C CMPA #00

BNE @Z
I CARRIAGE RETURN ROUTINE

LDAB UD
I>ANDB NE0

ANDB #C0
I>ADDB #20

ADDB #40
STAB UD
LDAB UC
ADCB #00
STAB UC

I LOAD IX FOR TEST
LOX UC

I
I TEST FOR CURSOR OFF BOTTOM
/>T CPX *D2~H'
T CPX "0400

BNE @Z
I
I SCROLL TEXT UP 1 LINE

LOX '0000
/>S LDAB X20
S LDAB X40

STAB X00
INX

I>CPX 'D1E0
CPX 'D3C0
BNE @S
STX %IC

I
I ERASE LEFTOVER TEXT
I>LDX 'D1FF

LOX 'D3FF
!.DAB H'

E STAB X00
CPX s ic
BEQ @Z
DEX
BRA @E

I
I ROUTINE HOMES CURSOR
I ROUTINE ADDRESS=(P)+4E
H LOX "O~00

STX s ic
Z RTS
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512 bytes, which can be used for
program storage or whatever.
Accessing any of the video
board's memory momentarily
blanks the display. This causes
a little black snow on the screen,
but since most of the display is
black, it is hardly noticeable.

The hardware takes care of
displaying the characters stored
in memory so all the driver pro-
gram has to do is get a character
from the A register and put it in
the next memory location, keep
track of the current cursor posi-
tion and do the scrolling. Screen

refresh is done by the hardware,
not the processor.

Software

A simple, but adequate, dis-
play driver is included (see List-
ing 1). Routines to home cursor,
erase from cursor to end of
screen and scroll the display are
provided. The driver is written
for low memory using direct ad-
dressing but is relatively easy to
assemble for another location.
The direct addressing will have
to be changed to relative ad-
dressing if the program is moved

off the first page of memory.
If bit 8 of a display location is

a one, a solid white block will be
displayed regardless of the other
bits. I modified the driver routine
using this feature to display a
white block at the current cursor
position. This type of memory-
mapped display allows the pro-
cessor to update any display po-
sition quickly, making it useful
for limited graphics as well as
alphanumerics. The versatility is
in the software. Gimix also sells
a 2K ROM monitor that contains
a 64 character driver routine.

The only time I slowed down
was when I wanted to change
the address of the display mem-
ory. It would have been helpful if
a chart was included showing
the A10·A15 jumpers to use for
different 1K boundaries.

I have been pleased with the
product and the service I re-
ceived from Gimix. If you are
looking for 6800 hardware, you
might like to see what Gimix has
to offer. I hear their new main-
frame is built like a tank, and
they are working on a new super
video board .•

rr-----"TRS·SO is a registered trademark of TANDY CORP.'·------r1
(.loll about our f.nt.stlc price on
a-drtve complete system.

LenlII 4K $551.10
Level II 16K s720.00
Exp•.nslon Interf.ce $269.00
bp •.nslon Interf.ce 16k 5403.20
hp.tnslon Interf.ce 12K $524.00
16K Memory Kit for TR!i-80 or Apple

$19.95
TRS-SO & NORTH STAR ADD-ON DRIVES

CUSTOM CABLE
ENCLOSURE INCLUDED

Single drive system in custom enclosure S400.00
Single drive system in metal enclosure. . S375.00
Double drive system in custom enclosure. . S806.00

MPI. .......••....... S275.00
MPI. 052. dual headed. . S:l49.OO
Shugart SA400. . S275.00
Shugart SASOO.. .. .. .. .. .. ...••. . S419.00
Tandon single sided... . S219.00
Tandon double sided. . . . . ..••. . . . . . ••. .. .. S425.00
Hazeltine 1000....... . ..............• ...S450.00
Single tier walnut enclosure for Shugart. . . . . . . . . .••. . ... S 35.00
Double tier walnut enclosure for Shugart. .........•.•......... i 32.00
Atori 400. . ..........•.....•.•..... S546.49
Atari SOO.. . . . . . . . . ...•. . . S195.00
Hazeltine 1410,.... . S149.00
Centronics PI Printer (TRS·SOadd on) ...........•••......•..... S:l9S.95
Centronics 779-2 tractor (TRS-80 add on) .....•. _....... . .. S1049.95
TI Printer.............. . ..........•••...•••.••... S1599.00
Dose 2. . . . . . ...•.•......•..... S649.00
Horizon 1. :12K. . S2290.OO
Felevideo 912..... . S775.00
SPECIAL! MINI FLOPPY DISKS, box of 10 (with plastiC box) only
$28.00 (without plastic box) only $26.S0. Box of 10. 8" disks (in plastic
box $30.00). Centronic 779 ribbons $:..;3:;.S:..;0...:e:.:a::.ch:;. -4-I

tora ~65

rYftemfl'£
WE ACCE"T .ANI( AMEltK;AJlO, r-/SA, MASTE" CHA"GE

29·02 23rd Ave., Astoria, N.Y. 11105

TWX 7105822107 (212) 728·5252
(800) 221·1340

~~~~KRELL SOFTWARE,~~~~~
~~ presents for the TRS-BO

PET, Apple II, and Apple II Plus

COLLEGE BOARDS

The best way 10 sharpen your skills for the College Board SAT Exams is
to work on actual examinations. Each of these 4 programs confronts the
user with a virtually limitless series of questions and answers. Each is
based on past SAT exams and presents material of the same level of diffi·
culty and in the same form as used in the verbal and mathematical por-
tions of the College Board Examinations. Scoring on each exam is pro-
vided in accordance with the formula used by College Boards.
COLLEGE BOARD-VOCABULARY
COLLEGE BOARD-WORD RELATIONSHIPS
COLLEGE BOARD-MATH PART A
COLLEGE BOARD-MATH PART B
Complete Set

19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
59.95

TIME TRAVELER

The best of the adventure games. Confronts player with complex deci-
sion situations and at times, the demand for real time action. Using the
time machine, players must face a challenging series of environments
that include: the Athens of Pericles, Imperial Rome, Nebuchadnezzar's
Babylon, Ikhnaton's Egypt, Jerusalem at the time of the crucifixion, the
Crusades, Machiavelli's Italy, the French Revolution, the American
Revolution and the English Civil War. Deal with Hitler's Third Reich, the
Vikings, etc. Involve yourself with historical military and government
operations, markets, etc. in tascinatinq game situations. Each game is
unique! $24.95

THE SWORD OF ZEDEK

Fight to overthrow Ra, the Masler of Evil. In this incredible adventure
game you must confront a host of creatures, natural and supernatural. To
liberate the Kingdom, alliances must be forged and treasures sought.
Treachery, deceit and witchcraft must be faced in your struggle as you en-
counter wolves, dwarves, elves, dragons, bears, owl, arcs, giant bats,
trolls, etc. Each game is unique in this spectacular and complex world of

fantasy. $24.95 i VIS< I •
•All programs require 16K. TRS·80 Programs require Level II BASIC .• Apple programs require Apptesott BASIC

Send check or money order to Krell Software •....124

21 Millbrook Drive, Stony Brook, NY 11790 (516) 751-5139

1t.1JDER5 T ,J:'lJ[;R [l .> S6 PH (219) 293-4316/ 10·8 EST / For C.O,D. INFORMATION

· .... TERMINALS/ ADDS 20 ....$799/25 .... $8491 HAZELTINE 1410 ....$749: i500 ....S949/1510, .. ,$1049/1520 ....$l295

TERMINALS/ HEATH-ZENITH WH·19 $849/ PERKINS·ELMER $7291 INFOTON 100 .... $8491 MICRO TERM ACT5 ....$749 .

TERMINALS/ LEAR·SIEGLER AOM·1A $13591 AOM·3.(assrn.l $7991 AOM·31....$11591 LOWER CASE·NUIV1. PAD. (avail) ..

· .. SYSTEMS/ PASCAL MICROENGINE (board). ...$1549/ CAB. & PW SUPP .... $2295/ PASCAL PLUS (2 drivesl. ...$299!J ....

· .SYSTEMS/ HEATH·ZENITH WH·89 (16Kl. ...$1899/ CROMEMCO SYS·3 (64K, 1.2M dr.I ....$5349/ Z20W Iassm.) $1839 ..

. . . . . SYSTEM/ NORTHSTAR HOZ. 1(321< 00) $2895/ HOR. 1(16K 00) $24001 SWTC 6809(56Kl. $1695 .

. . . . . PRINTERSI TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 810 $1529/820KO ....$1959/ DIABLO 1640 .... $2779/1650 $2995 .
. . . . . . PR INTE RSI NEC 5510 ....$24991 5520KO, $28951 5530P ....S24981 HEA THZEN ITH WH .14 ....$779.

· PRINTERS/ CENTRONICS 730 $775/799·2 $995/702 $17251 COMPRINT 912GP $499/912S $529 .
· .SUPPORT/ SEATTLE COMPUTER PROO.(16K rnernory plus 250ns static) ....$2791 CENTRONICS RIBBONSI N.EC RIBBONS ..

· .SUPPORTI NEC THIMBLESI PRINTER STANOSI CRT WORK STATIONS/ CIRCUIT MANUALSI RS·232 CONNNECTORS ..
. . . . . . SUPPORT/T.O.M. Oisckettes 8" (TRS Mod. 2) Box 10 $45/8" SS Box 10 $35/5);." SS Box 10., ..$35 .

. 1.'.·1:\"1>/./\(; Frcigh t Collect- TO ()UOI:R Ccrt.il'crsoual Ck:' c.o.o P.O. Nux «n, HUtS/Of., tV -/(,5{) 7
•



Think of the possibilities and add to those here if you wish
Price for current package Version 1 IS $550. or Version 2 (rnctudinp aged debtors analysis, etc.) IS $750. or full listing. $300.

All programs in BASIC for SWTP6800/Pet 16/32KSystems/Z80 Stroke CPM Systems/Package Includes 31 programs

Approximately 60-100 entries/inputs require only 2-4 hours
weekly and your entire business is under control.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•PROGRAMS ARE INTEGRATED-
01 = ENTER NAMESI ADDRESS. ETe.
02 = •ENTER/PRINT INVOICES
03 = •ENTER PURCHASES
04 = •ENTER A/C RECEIVABLES
05= 'ENTER A/C PAYABLES
06 = ENTER/UPDA TE INVENTORY
07 = ENTER/UPDA TE ORDERS
08 = ENTER/UPDATE BANKS
09 = EXAMINE/MONITOR SALES LEDGER
10= EXAMINEIMONITOR PURCHASE LEDGER
I I = EXAMINE/PRINT INCOMPLETE RECORDS
12 = EXAMINE PRODUCT SALES

SELECT fUNCTION BY NUMBER
13= PRINT CUSTOMER STATEMENT
14 = PRINT SUPPLIER STATEMENTS
15= PRINT AGENT STATEMENTS·
16=PRINT TAX STATEMENTS
17= PRINT WEEKI MONTH SALES
18 = PRINT WEEK/MONTH PURCHASES
19 = PRINT YEAR AUDIT
20= PRINT PROFIT/LOSS ACCOUNT
'2 I = UPDATE END MONTH FILES
22 = PRINT CASH FLOW FORECAST
23 = ENTER/UPDA TE PAYROLL (NOT YET AVAILABLE)
24 = RETURN TO BASIC

••••••••••••••••
WHICH ON[! ([NTlR 1.24)

Each program goes to sub menu, e.g.:

(9) allows A, LIST ALL SALE.S; B. MONITOR SALES BY STOCI< CODES;

C. R[TRI[V[ INVOIC[ err AILS', D. AM[ND LWGER fIL[S;

L LIST TOT AL ALL SALlS.

••••••••••••••••

Widely used in UK and USA
• • • • Tested and proven ••••
• • • • Power at your fingertips ••••
• • • • Just compare this list ••••

• Robust set of programs with error traps covering PET DOS rename malfunctions, casual user error, disk failures, PETDOS
mismanagement block allocations, disk failures, fast single key stroke entries, controlled input with visible line length, and date
verifications preventing erroneous date entry.
• Comprehensive database management system includes:
• ••• file create/delete/search
• ••• record create/delete/amend/print 4 ways
• ••• record sort by any field both alpha or numeric
• ••• index search or general scan by any field (e.g., town or credit limit)
• ••• four arithmetic functions to use as calculator on last four fields
• ••• auto check to prevent double entry with file management system dynamically allocating information for minimum disk
space consumption.
• Auto invoice numbering (with override option), plus auto printout integrated with stock and address files for payment term dis-
count, agent allocation, price index retrieval and auto stock update; nominal codes retrieved from address files may be optionally
overridden.
• Powerful alternative double entry system providing a bureaux type facility for tracking monthly trading figures and tax ac-
cruals.
• Currently using 16 sale and 66 purchase commodity codes which are automatically written into ledgers from address files
(includes override option).
• Automatic triple posting of sales/purchases to invoice & general & open item ledgers with complete audit trail to include ac-
count verification on payments in/out, so that discrepancies are re-allocated to outstanding accounts. This facilitates part
payments.
• Final liquidity strikes a complete audit trail balance with creditors and debtors o/s amounts, bank balances, stock movements,
and remaining stock value to give profitability of company.
• Powerful account tracking facilities include auto statement production for all accounts excluding nil balances, with date com-
parison • current· 30 days' 60 days' 90 days > and appropriate messages when a date block has an inclusion.
• Complete search/create/amend/delete facilities on any significant ledger heading against either open or general ledger in date/
invoice/accountlagentlnominal code/headings, for full information retrieval such as a shortlist of overdue account for a specified
month.
• ---NO---specialprinted stationery needed so your 50-100invoices cost you a fraction of a penny each, and they are formatted
precisely to fit in a standard 'ryman' window envelope for convenient posting. Tracking program enabling printing of past invoices
-recall on screen. Plus monitor of specified sales-purchase of commodities by code.
• Monthly quarterly tax calculations plus standard mailing ticket print facilities.
• Add-on option of auto stock movement report and update quantity on hand as result of purchases and sales.
• Add-on option of auto bank update from receivables and payables against ledgers.
• Stores up to 2200addresses or up to 4000simple ledger records on one diskette with 160Kof user menu callable programs from
other disk. -Only one program disk-and the hard core programs can't be busted.
• Substantial user group in UK and abroad with all positive feedback implemented every 3/4 weeks and re-distributed free of
charge (except cost of disk and mailing 50-70 pounds p.a)so you become part of a commonwealth of users working with an identi-
ty of interests.
• This must be surely the most comprehensive, compact, proven, and cost-effective onqoinq package on the marketplace at this
point in time.
• Total price version 3-475 .. add-on stock option 100 pounds .. add-on bank option .. 100 pounds .. remaining programs 19,
20,22,23 jointly 100 pounds.
• Think of just keying in 100 invoices, 50 cheques and going for a walk (provided you left your printer on with paper in).You could
leaveour programs to do all the secretarial posting automatically, and when you return to set in motion the auto statement run,
you can simply post out all paperwork with statements which havedone the statement comments for you....

WE EXPORT TO ALL COUNTRIES CALLERS ONLY BY APPOINTMENT CONTACT TONY WINTER ON 01.636_8210
89 Bedford Court Mansions, Bedford Avenue, London W_C_1_

NOTE!!! All versions, especially 9_00 use broad financial principles and 9_00 is one 16K core program releasing both disk
drives for data storage, as well as being translateable into any foreign language_
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Hashing It Out

With this scheme, you can save time and memory on your computer.

Jon A. Kapecki
161 Crosman Terrace
Rochester, NY 14620

One of the drudgeries of an
interpretive language (from

a computer's point of view) is
that the machine must continuo
ously repeat the same tunc-
tions. Consider the simple loop
in this program:
10 FOR I = 1 to 1000
20 LET V(I) = 0
30 NEXT I
The computer must decode
those FOR, LET and NEXT
keywords a thousand times,
when all it really wants to do is
zero that vector.

A typical BASIC interpreter
can have 60 commands, tunc-
tions and keywords to sift
through, so decoding can
become quite a job in itself.
Also, the computer is not con-
tent to compare just the first
character before deciding it
hasn't found a match (for exam-
pie, REM and RUN statements).

Solutions

An alternative method is to
limit the system to sinqle-letter
commands (as in PILOT). How-
ever, this can result in software
that is difficult to read and lack-
ing self·documentation.

Another solution is to let the
computer handle the abbrevlat-
ing internally. Rather than store
the full text of a multicharacter
command, the interpreter stores
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an unambiguous "token," or
single byte code, representing
the command. (These kinds of
interpreters are sometimes
called "incremental c orn-
pilers.")

This method saves memory
and disk space and allows plen-
ty of time on program entry to do
the table look-up. LiSTing the
program requires retranslation
of the token back into the
character codes for the corn-
mand, but this is usually a small
price to pay. Most BASIC inter-
preters use a variant of the
token technique.

Hashing, the Connoisseur's
Delight

In the hashing system, the
ASCII codes for the incoming
keyword or command are corn-
bined by a mathematical pro-
cess (see Table 1) to produce a
single integer. A good hashing
scheme at the machine-tan-
guage level uses simple opera-
tions the computer can perform

quickly. The system keywords
(along with the corresponding
jump addresses) have already
been hashed by the same tor-
mula and placed in a table or
tables. The interpreter scans the
table for a simple byte match.

For N keywords, an average of
N/2 tries are needed for a match,
if we ignore the frequency
distribution of command words.
(For obvious reasons, this pro-
cess is called a linear search).

If we arrange the hashed en·
tries in numerical order, we can
perform a more efficient binary
search. First, we must start in
the middle of the table and
determine whether the sought
after hash code is larger or
smaller than the midpoint value
(if it's the same, you found your
match). Then we go to the mid-
die of the appropriate half and
repeat the process. (You need a
table of length 2n - 1, but you
can fill out a short table with
dummy entries or modify the
algorithm slightly.)

1.Rotate "A" twice left. = 1404,

2. Rotate "8" once left.

3. Add result of step 2 to step 1.

4.Add "S" to the result of step 3.

Thus, if Ln is the letter code to be hashed, the algorithm is L,'2' + L,'2 + L,.

= 2533,

= 604,

= 2210,

Table 1. An actual scheme used to hash three-tetter keywords in-
to a 12-bit code starting with the 8-bit ASCII for each letter. Only

shifts and additions are used; the example is for the function
ABS.

A binary savings grows dra-
matically as the table gets big·
ger. For instance, a 64 keyword
system takes an average of 32
tries for a linear search, as op-
posed to 6 for a binary search (x
= log2n = log264 = 6). The sav·
ings in search time may not be
worth the extra code for short
lists, however.

To add an item to a binary
search table is cumbersome;
you usually have to reorder the
entire table. However, for soft-
ware as fixed as an interpreter,
that's usually of limited irnpor-
tance. A bigger problem is that
more than one word can pro-
duce the same hash code. How
often this happens depends on
the size of the hashed number,
the length of the keywords and
the hashing algorithm. This is
no problem for keywords that
we get to choose, but a typing
error or other random set of
characters can unwittingly ini·
tiate a valid command. Careful
choice of the hashing pararne-
ters can minimize these "col!i-
sions."

Application

Even though you're not plan-
ning to write an interpreter or
modify one, hashing can still
prove useful. For example, if you
have a company of 100 or fewer
employees, each of whom is
tagged with an arbitrary in·
surance number from 1 to
20,000, you may want to write a
program that will identify the
employee's name with the in-



10 REM: HASH CODING DEMO -- EMPLOYEE INSURANCE NUMBER LOOK-UP
15 REM: J. A. KAPECKI -- JUNE '79 (INSURVER1.0)
20 DIM E7.(100),A$(100)
30 REM: DATA ENTRY SECTION
40 FOR 1=1 TO 100 , LET E/.(I)=O/., NEXT I
50 L7.=1Z
55 PRINT 'ENTER DONE TO END DATA ENTRY'
60 IF L/.)100 THEN PRINT '***** LIST FULL' , GO TO 250
70 PRINT 'EMPLOYEE NAME ';
80 LINPUT N$
90 IF N$='DONE' THEN 250
100 PRINT 'INSURANCE t';
110 INPUT T
120 FOR 1-1 TO 100 , IF T=E/.(I) THEN 540 , NEXT I
140 GOSUB 450
150 IF F%=2% THEN 70
155 L7.=LHl7.
160 LET J7.=T-INT(T/I00)*100tl
170 IF E7.(J7.)=07.THEN 210
180 LET J7.=J7.tl7.
190 IF Jr.=101r. THEN Jr.=l/.
200 GO TO 170
210 LET E7.(J7.)=T
220 LET A$(J7.)=N$
230 GO TO 60
240 REM: RETRIEVAL SECTION
250 PRINT 'PRINT 'PRINT
270 PRINT 'INSURANCE t (ENTER 0 TO STOP)';
280 INPUT T
290 IF T=O THEN 570
300 GOSUB 450
310 IF F%=2~ THEN 250
320 LET J7.=T-INT(T/I00)*100tl
325 LET D7.=J/.
330 IF E7.(J7.)=TTHEN 400
340 LET J7.=J/.tl/'
345 IF J7.=D7.THEN 420
350 IF J%<=1007. THEN 330
370 LET J/'=l7.
390 GO TO 330
400 PRINT 'EMPLOYEE IS ';A$(J/.)
410 GO TO 250
420 REM: EMPLOYEE NOT FOUND
430 PRINT '***** NO EMPLOYEE FOUND WITH INSURANCE t';r
440 GO TO 250
450 REM: VALIDITY CHECK
460 IF T)20000 THEN 500
470 IF T<=O THEN 500
480 LET F7.=l/'
490 RETURN
500 PRINT '***** INVALID INSURANCE NUMBER'
510 PRINT' MUST BE FROM 1 TO 20000'
520 LET F7.=27.
530 RETURN
540 REM: DUPLICATE NUMBER CATCHER
550 PRINT '***** INSURANCE .';T;' ALREADY ASSIGNED'
560 GO TO 70
570 END

Listing 1. Demo program that implements a hashing scheme
combined with a linear search to establish a list of insurance
numbers with corresponding names and then retrieve the name
for a given insurance number.

surance number. and you have the memory to do
You could execute a linear it, this simple approach wastes

search of an insurance number
list keyed to a name list, but as
your lists became larger,
searches would take increasing-
ly longer. A binary search would
be faster, but the frequent addi-
tion or deletion of names is
awkward and usually would re-
quire adjustment of the search
parameters to a new power of
two.

A simple, yet fast, technique
is to store the names in a string
vector A$(N) so that calling up
insurance number 8903, for ex-
ample, would involve little more
than PRINTing A$(8903). But
this would require dimensioning
A$ to 20000. Even if your version
of BASIC allows this (some set

space. Only about V2 percent or
less of the A$ vector would be
populated (i.e., a "sparse
vector").

With hashing techniques, we
can reduce the storage re-
quirements for our example to
two vectors of 100 entries, about
one percent of the space re-
quirements of the simple ap-
proach. The saving can be even
greater if you must explicitly
dimension the length of your
string vectors (as in Hewlett-
Packard BASIC, for example, or
those BASICs permitting virtual
arrays).

First, we take the insurance
number (T) and hash it so the
result (J) falls between 1 and 100
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upper limits to array subscripts) (we've avoided 0 only because

Have computer,
Executive Computer System Carrying Cases.
•Makes your microcomputer truly portable.
• Protects your equipment: locking latches limit access.
• Rugged black vinyl with metal corners outside.
• Protective foam Tubber, black velveteen covered, inside.
• Computer can be:operated without removing from case.
• And cases are custom designed for full systems:

Terms: FOB Los Angeles-Master Charge, Visa or check
with order. Allow 3·4 weeks for delivery.
•Registered , Apple Computers, Inc.
**Registered Trademark, Tandy Corporation.

some BASICs won't allow it as a
subscript). A simple algorithm
for doing this is
J =T -INT(T/100)*100+ 1

Then we store the insurance
number T as the Jth item in vec-
tor E(100) and the corresponding
name as the Jth item in vector
A$(100). To retrieve the name,
we hash the insurance number
as above and print A$(J). No
searching!

Many insurance numbers can
hash to the same vector loca-
tion. To handle such collisions
on entry, we first check to see if
E(J) is empty (equal to zero). If it
is, we can store T there. If not,
we must find the next available
empty slot and put T there along
with the name in the corre-
sponding position in A$.

On retrieval, we check to see
if E(J) = T. If so, we print A$(J) as
above. If not, we begin a linear
search from that position until
we find E(J) = T. The correspond-
ing A$(J) is the one we want. To
take care of overcrowding at the
top of the table, we wrap it
around to the first entry; that is,

10960 Wilshire Blvd, Suite 1504
Los Angeles, CA 90024

COMPUTER TEXTile
y" 119

(213) 477-2196

Apple* Executive Case holds:
• Apple microcomputer.
• 9/1 Sanyo monitor.
• 2 disk drives.
• Power strip.
• 2 boxes diskettes.
• Manuals.
• Dimensions: 2S"x 21/1x 10%~'
• Weight: 17 pounds.
• Price: $179

we create a "circular vector," so
that if E(100) is occupied, we
proceed to E(1).

The BASIC program in listing
1 shows how such a scheme is
implemented. The variables are
the same as in the discussion
above, except that a percentage
sign (%) following a variable or
constant designates an integer
value (a space-saving feature in
this interpreter). These signs
can be eliminated. with no
changes in program execution.

To set a good example for
routines that might be derived
from it, the program also checks
to see if the list is full (line 60),
the insurance number is valid
(line 450), the insurance number
is not duplicated (line 120), and
that the list is not traversed
more than once looking for a
nonexistent account (line 345).

Though you may never need
an insurance number look-up,
applicat ions of these tech-
niques to similar problems
(serial numbers, record albums,
car license numbers) involving
sparse vectors are easy to do .•

TRS·80** Executive Case holds:
• TRS·80 Microcomputer.
• Expansion interface.
• 2 disk drives.
• Power strip.
• 2 boxes diskettes.
• Manuals.
• Dimensions: 2S"x 21% "x 8%;'
•Weight: 17 pounds.
• Price: $179
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~ubscrfption
Problem?

Kilobaud Microcomputing does not
keep subscription records on the
premises, therefore calling us only
adds time and doesn't solve the prob-
lem.

Please send a description of the
problem and your most recent ad-
dress label to:

Kilobaud Microcomputing
Subscription Dept.
PO Box 997
Farmingdale, NY 11737

Thank you and enjoy your subscription.

pplCZ,"
~f~~~1

Happy Holidays!
Disk Based System: Apple II or
Apple II Plus with 48k RAM
installed, Disk II complete
with controller _".__"_._,,.$1749
Shipped free continental U_S.

Buy a 16k Apple II or Apple II
Plus for $1195; get 32k more
memory, installed, free!

Apple Silentype® Printer $595;
includes 10 rolls paper, free!

Microsoft Z-80 Soft card
In stock "Xmas special $299

DOS 3.3 in stock ,,_,, ..._.... $60
Paper Tiger with graphics

Xmas Special """""" $999.95
CALL TOLL FREE

~ (800) 621-5802 H
ERICKsuN
COM MU NICATIONS ...-254

Chicago. IL 60630
15456 North Milwaukee Ave.
1'(312) 631-51811within Illinoisl
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Deeter Inquiries Invited.

... With the KGS-80 Keyboard Actuator
• Plug-in compatibility with the TRS·80 ... attrac-
tive enclosure contains actuator and interface.

• Least expensive way to get letter quality printing.
• No mechanical modifications to the typewriter
are necessary.

• Rests firmly above the typewriter keyboard. Can
be installed or removed in 5 seconds.

• Does not require any software to operate
works with Pencil, Scripsit and other word pro-
cessing programs.

• Solenoids with soft plastic tips strike typewriter
keys with the same force a typist would exert.

[KCiS) ~ 2e~!~,~~~N.J~2o·(~01~!-~:9

.------ TRS-SO s, OTHER NEEDS FILLED FOR LESS ------.

+ + +COMPATIBLE DISK DRIVES WITH POWER SUPPLY AND CASE-120 DAY WARRANTY + + +
• 40 TRACK (204,800 BYTE/DISK) USE BOTH SIDES, ANTI·CRIMP/POWER PROTECT $329
• 81N. DRIVE & P.S.lCASE $790 WITH P.S.lCASE FOR 3 DRIVES $929
• 80TRACK(204.8K BYTE) 90 DAY WARRANTY $479
• 4·DRIVE CABLE $28 •• 10 DISKS·5IN. @ $24·8 IN. @ $36HARD CASE $3 & 5
••• BASE 2 PRINTER·(60 LlNE/MIN, 72,80,96,120 or 132 CHAR LINE BI·DIRECT DOT MATRIX IMPACT 96
CHAR ASCII, 15 BAUD RATES) $499 2K BUFFER, GRAPHICS, & TRACTOR OPTION AVAIL.···
• CENTRONICS 737 $829 + + + + + CABLE @ $ 25
• HARRIS SELECTRIC (WORD PROCESSING·TYPEWRITER & PRINTER) $790
• LOWER CASE FOR CENTRONICS 779/RADI0 SHACK LINE PRINTER 1·EASY INSTALL $99.95
• UPS (UN INTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLY) PREVENT POWER DROPSURGEOR OUT? FROM $195
•CAT MODEM (ORIG/ANS) $144 + + + + + + + + 16KMEMORYSET(200NANO) $44
• 16K L2 RALJIO SHACK COMPUTER SYSTEM $649

• APPLE, ATARI, RADIO SHACK MODEL 1/2 HARDWARE/SOFTWARE DISCOUNTED A/R, A/P, G/L. P/R FOR
$360 or $100 EA. (MODEL 1) & $630 OR $165 EA. (MODEL 2). APPLICATIONS INTERACT & ARE COMPLETE &
PROFESSIONAL. WILL RUN ON OTHER COMPUTERS. THIS IS A SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE.
• ASK FOR FREE FLYER WITH OUR LOW PRICES-DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED MASS. RESIDENTS ADD
5% TAX-F.O.B. TEWKSBURY-FREIGHT EXTRA.
M/C, VISA OR CHECK ACCEPTED. TRS·80 IS A REG. TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORP.
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OMNITEK SYSTEMS _ 24 MARCIA JEAN DR., DEPT. K, TEWKSBURY, MA01876 CALL617·851·3156

I
l!;; •••
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MICROCOMPUTING'"
OFFERS YOU MC)RE ~
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THE SPIKE-SPIKERTM with transient absorber and filters
Computer Power Console
v" Protects computer equipment from

most power line transients
V' Provide RF "hash" filtering between

computer and motorized equipment in
the computer system. home or office
to help prevent interference

•....Provides convenience of plugging all

computer equipment into one unit and
simply switching the equipment on and
off in required sequential order

,/ Eliminates constant plugging and
unplugging of power cords

$59.95

The Spike-Spiker has 8 individually switched 120 VAC outlets divided into two rows of separ-
ate filtered circuits of 4 outlets each. main on/off switch. fuse. and indicator light Prewired and
ready to use!

Plug your CPU. interface. ete in one filtered set of 4 outlets and your disks and printer in the
other set of 4 outlets. This allows RF "hash" filtering to help prevent interference between the
the computer and its peripheral motorized equipment

VAl~4\® ...-222

~ ELECTRONICS CO., INC.

COLONY DR. LP.
P.O. BOX 2062
BETHLEHEM, PA 18001

OUT OF STATE
800-523-9685
215-865-0006



COMPUTER CLINIC
I am interested in obtaining information

about existing computerized methods of editing
and displaying music. I am not specifically in-
terested in playing music on a computer, but
am interested in the process of getting musical
information into the computet, editing it, dis-
playing it and printing or plotting it out.

Mike Firth
104 N. St. Mary

Dallas, TX 75214

I need schematics and operation manuals for
the GTE Novar Selectric typewriters, series
5500 through 5570. These are no longer avail-
able from GTE or as separate items in the sur-
plus market.

Joseph M. Kuc
5344 W. Winnemac
Chicago, IL 60630

We are attempting to locate a source for
MICR readers (they read the strange-looking
numbers at the bottom of checks) that will in-
terface with an Apple II microcomputer. If
anyone knows of such a source, please contact
me directly.

E.C. Martin
President

Illinois Computer Mart, Inc.
1114West Main

Carbondale, IL 62901

I am looking for information regarding the
existence or planned formation of a user's
group or club for the TI 99/4.

Larry Morrow
8075 Spring Garden Court

W. Chester, OH 45069

Since taking on the repair of my Interact
home computer (model one). I have found that
the company has gone out of business and has
not released any information. I have not been
able to find any service data. I have heard ru-
mors that engineers from Interact gave infor-
mation to a computer club somewhere in Mich-
igan. If this is true, or if anyone knows where I
may find the data I need, please contact me.

Stephen Carrel
RCA Solid State Division

Route 12
Findlay, OH 45840

I am running Microsoft BASIC in ROM sup-
plied by Netronics that will not execute certain
functions the first time they are used in a pro-
gram (e.g., CHR$ and others). The problem
seems only to be associated with string opera-
tions and invariably disappears the second time

the statement is executed in the program. My
memory passes every test, and Netronics tells
me that the ROM works in their shop comput-
er. Can anyone help me with this problem?

Colin Evans
150Walnut St.

Stratford, CT 06497

I recently acquired an !TEL 1051 Model
#78-10-10-10computer terminal manufactured
by Dura International of Greeley, CO (now out
of business), in about 1970-72. After many
phone calls and many "we are not interested"
answers, I was finally able to acquire the sche-
matic logic diagram. I was not able to find an
operations manual. I am not proficient enough
at engineering to dope out all of the machine's
functions. Could someone provide me with a
photocopy of the operator's manual?
Also, I have an Elf II by Netronics using 4K

memory, the Giant Board and video board. I
need a program that is not attached to BASIC
in order to drive the RS-232-C I/O, so that I
may use the RS-232-C for some of mymachine-
language programs.

James Wicks
1970-ACedar Ave.

Long Beach, CA 90806

CLUB NOTESI would appreciate information from anyone
that is currently uploading and downloading
text or data files between Apples and a DEC
11170utilizing BASIC.

John E. Konopacky
Northeast Educational Processing Lab 1---------------------------------------1

1927Main st.
Green Bay, WI 54301

Does anyone have any schematics or other
information for a 1977 Imsai 32K dynamic
RAM board?

Rusty Meadows
Box 169

Lake Dallas, TX 75065

We are a group of Apple II owners in Saudi
Arabia that is interested in corresponding with
clubs and individuals so that we can keep up to
date on what is happening with microcomput-
ers in general in the U.S. and the Apple in par-
ticular. We are also interested in swapping
disks. Most of us have Apple lIs with two disks
and the Pascal Language System.

C. Brandon Gresham, Jr.'
Red Sea Apple Club

Saudi Arabian Parsons, Ltd.
PO Box 3694

Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

Woodsbridge, VA
The Prince William Computer Club holds its

regular meetings at the Prince William Branch
Library in Woodsbridge, VA, on the first Tues-
day of each month at 7:30 PM. For informa-
tion, call Don Bennett, 703-670-4773.

Cedar Rapids, IA
A PET user's group is active in the Cedar

Rapids, lA, area under the direction of Don
Vorhies, chairman. Write to Don at 1321 42
St., SE, Cedar Rapids, IA 52403, for more in-
formation.

Salem, OR
The Salem Area Computer Club meets on

the first Monday of each month at the McKin-
ley Community School on MeGilchrist Street in
Salem on odd-numbered months and at the
Computer Pathways Unlimited Retail Store in
the Lancaster Mall in Salem on the even-num-
bered months. Club membership-$5 per year

-covers the cost of the club's monthly newslet-
ter. For further information, contact Doug
Walker, 3485Mock Orange Ct., S., Salem, OR
97302, 503-364-2488.

Hamilton, Ontario
The OSI User's Group of Southern Ontario

has released the following meeting dates for the
1980/81 schedule: Dec. 6, March 7, June 6 and
Sept. 5. For more information, contact Dr. N.
Solntseff or C. Bryce, Unit for Computer
Science, McMaster University, Hamilton, On-
tario L8S 4K1, 416-525-9140,ext. 46800r 2065.

Ann Arbor, MI
OSI-MUG-the Ohio Scientific Michigan

User's Group-has been in operation since
May and has an initial membership of approxi-
mately 130 people from primarily the south-
eastern Michigan area. For further information
contact Ralph V. Johnson, Sr., 3247 Lake-
wood Ave., Ann Arbor, MI 48103
(313-761-5358).
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TRS·80 or PET expansion board, power suppLy, and enclosure $200.
Kim expansion board and power suppLy $150.

[MJO©~@©[gJ~@@
for the AIM

KIM
SYM

AIM

ATARI PET

APPLE

OSI

AIM MicroChess with Player's and Programmer's Manual,
Listings, Object on Cassette Tape.
$15.00 plus shipping [$1.00 US/$2.OOAnywhere Eisel
.MICRO Software, P.O. Box 6502, Chelmsford, MA 01824

source

8-100 TR8-801

The 6502 Journal

0/309

Are you tired of searching through computer
magazines to find articles that relate to your 6502
system? Since 1977 MICRO has been devoted ex-
clusively to 6502 systems. On a regular monthly
basis, MICRO publishes application notes, hardware
and software tutorials, interfacing information and
program descriptions with complete source listings,
a continuing 6502 bibliography, with the same
printed quality as the magazine you are now reading.
In the near future, MICRO plans to add a hardware
catalog, product evaluations, technical data sheets,
and a news section on current 6502 happenings. We
have already published over 20 issues and our world-
wide circulation has been growing with each issue.
MICRO is the compleie reference source for all 6502
enthusiasts, and we're prepared to let you see for
yourself. If you haven't seen MICRO yet, write to the
address below for a FREE sample copy. No matter
what computer magazines you have, if you are
serious about 6502, you need MICRO!

You can order twelve issues of MICRO for $15.00 within the
United States, or for $18.00 outside the U.S. Air mail
subscriptions cost $27.00 in Central America, $33.00 in
Europe and South America, and $39.00 in all other countries.

P.O. Box 6502
Chelmsford. MA 01824

NEW... ...AD200
S-100 AID and
TIMER BOARD

12 Bit A/D
High Speed
8 Ch. Differential
16 Ch. Single-ended
Each A/D Board $495

Tecrnars new A/D and Timer
Board is designed to meet sophis-
ticated dataacquisition needs.The
board can accommodate various
A/D modules providing options
such as 12, 14, or 16 bit accuracy;
100 MHz throughput; variable
ranges and gains. It contains a
powerful timer circuit (AMD 9513)
which can start A/D conversion
and can also be used independ-
ently for time of day, event count-
ing, frequency shift keying and
many other applications.

KIM2 APPLE S·100 BOARDS
RealTime $850
Video Digitizer f:, Display
8086CPU $450
W/vectored interrupts
Ram 8Kx16/16Kx8 $395
8086 PROM-I/O $495
Serial and Parallel I/O $350
Parallel I/O [. Timer $350
AD 100 $495
AD 200 Call
DA 100 $395

D/A 12Bit
High Speed
4 Channel

•••
•••
•••

Each D/ABoard $395 •••

Ih:: c IIIRR";
tHe.

23414Greenlawn· Cleveland.OH44122
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TECMAR, INC.
(216) 382-7599 Complete Systems Also available

IReg. Trademark of Tandy Corp.
2Reg. Trademark of Commodore



WP·650Z
a very fine word processor

for 1IIIIIIEliTIFII
Tape (C1,C2,C4l $75
5" Disk (C1 ,C2,C4l $75
8" Disk for 650 $75

8" 650 & 65U ..... $125
Descriptive
Brochure FREE

Dwo Quong Fok Lok SOW
23 East 20th Straat

New York, N.Y. 10003
(212) 673-6310 ,/ 87

The American Cancer Society thanks you.
Your employees thank you.
Their families thank you.

You've become a life saver. Literally. For installing our
Employee Education Program. For letting us supply free films,
exhibits, speakers, pamphlets, posters, and articles for your
company publications. For accepting our help in arranging
"action" programs for your employees ... for detection of
colorectal cancer, instructions in breast cancer examination, for
detection of cervical cancer via the Pap test. For simply
understanding that if cancer is detected in its early stages,
chances for cure are greatly increased. Thank you.

Hundreds of companies now have an American Cancer
Society Employee Education Program. If yours isn't one of
them, call us.

!
American Cancer Society
2,000,000 people fighting cancer.
THIS SPACE COf'ITRIBUTED AS A PUB\..IC SERVICE.

V' Reader Service index-page 241

THE TX-80 MATRIX with GRAFTRAX
SPEED: 58 LPM, 125 CPS
INTERFACES: Parallel standard lEEE488 and serial RS-232

optional, (Apple type parallel card and
cable _ $99.)

CHARACTER SET: Full 96 Character ASCII Set (upper and
lower case with expanded print).

PRINT HEAD: 100 x 106 character life expectancy.

GRAFTRAX OPTION· full dot addressable graphics (480 dots/
line) with Automatic print head protec-
tion on dense pictures plus form feed
and skip over perforation.

FREE! APPLESOFT-WARE for graphics dump included

-UPDATE EARUER TX-80's TO GRAPHICS for $99.
/l\asterchrage s Visa O.K.

DEALER INQCJIRIES INVITED ,/97

Computer Comer of New Jersey
439 Rt.23, PomptonPlains,N.J.07444 (201) 835-7080

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

One year (24 issues) only $13.00
Two years (48 issues) only $20.00

Subscribe NOW Call TOLL-FREE 1-800-453-6464
In Utah phone 268-3000 ,/ 115 .

lir'll COMPUTER INSTANT ADS ASSOCIATION
Ii 1-1 277 East 6100 South • Salt Lake City, Utah 84107

CAN HELP 'IOU · · ·
BUY SELL OR TRAOE.
eLOWCOST
eHOT LlJiEMONTH
eTWICE '"COMPUTER

INSTANT ADS
Buy or sell fast with the Computer Instant Ads. The all ad
low cost computer publication for individuals and businesses.
It's on convenient 8]1," by 11" pages in easy to read type.
Bargains - Computers, Components, Peripherals, Software,
Positions and Help Wanted, whether you're buying, selling,
or swapping you can get fast results at low cost with the CIA.
Instant Ads - If you don't want to wait a few days for the next
CIA issue-just dial our special computer hot line number
(reserved for subscribers) anytime, 24 hours a day, and our
computer will tell your computer (with 300 baud modem) all
about the ads received by the CIA since our last issue. Call
as often as you like. The only additional expense to you is
the price of a direct dial phone call. But remember, if you
don't want to pay for the phone call, you only have a few
days to wait because the CIA is published TWICE each month.
LOW COST ADVERTISING - Only 10¢ per word for one ad
and just 8¢ per word per issue when the same ad is run in
two or more consecutive issues.
FREE ADVERTISING - Subscribe now for free advertising.
Mail an ad (up to 50 words type written or printed, please)
to us with your subscription and we will run it free; or phone
your subscription using our toll-free number and charge your
subscription to your VISA or Master Charge Card. When you
telephone your subscription, we will send you a certificate
for a free ad.
LOW SUBSCRIPTION RATES
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Attention
Dealers

••
kilobaud

MICROCOMPUTING T.M.

ng Kilobaud MICROCOMPUTING, the most
journal of microcomputing, brings the
enthusiast through your door. Once he's

your store, you can sell him anything.

information on selling Kilobaud MICROCOM-
G, call 603-924-7296 and speak with Ginnie

drieau, our bulk sales manager, or write to her
Kilobaud Microcomputing, 80 Pine Street, Peter-

,NH 03458.

r dealers are telling us that Kilobaud MICRO-
OMPUTING is the hottest-selling computer

..~~~.~....~ on the newsstand, so call today and join
ranks of dealers who make money with KM .

•
kilobaud

MICROCOMPUTING T.M.

80 Pine Street, Peterborough NH 03458
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is HARD COpy STORAGE a problem?
KILOBAUD MICROCOMPUTlNG, as
thick as it is. is more like a floppy
when it comes to standing on the
bookshelf. Try the KILOBAUD
MICROCOMPUTING Library Shelf
Boxes ... sturdy corrugated white
dirt-resistant cardboard boxes
which will keep them from flopping
around. We have self-sticking labels
for the boxes. too. not only for
KILOBAUDMICROCOMPUTlNG,but
also for 73 MagazIne, 80 MICRO-
COMPUTING... and for CQ, QST,
Ham RadIo, Personal ComputIng, RadIo Electronics, Inter-
face Age, and Byte. Ask for whatever stickers you want
with your box order. They hold a full year of KILOBAUD
MICROCOMPUTlNG, 80 MICROCOMPUTING ... or 73
MagazIne. Your magazine library is your prime reference;
keep it handy and keep it neat with these strong library
shelf boxes. One box (BX-l000) is $2.00.2-7 boxes (BX-
1001) are $1.50 each. and eight or more boxes (BX-l 002)
are $1.25 each. Be sure to specify which labels we should
send. Have your credit card handy and call our toll-free
order number 800-258-5473. or use the order card in the
back of the magazine and mail to:

kilobaud TM

MICROCOMPUTING
peterborough nh 03458

Dear Subscriber:

Kilobaud Microcomputing does not keep subscrip-
tion records on the premises. Therefore, calling the
Peterborough offices doesn't solve your subscrip-
tion problem.

To quickly solve your problem, please send your
most recent address label and a description of the
problem to:

Kilobaud Microcomputing
Subscription Department
PO Box 997
Farmingdale, NY 11737

Please allow the subscription department at least
two weeks for an answer or a solution to your prob-
lem.
Thank you and enjoy your subscription .
Sincerely,

Debra L. Boudrieau
Circulation Manager



TEXAS COMPUTE
!ladle Ihaek

Authorized Sales Center, OFFERS

LOWEST PRICES on----.---- .~..-.
a

Radio Shack® computers are discounted up to In.! CAU for the latest prices on the items
you need, or get advice from our consultant about your specific needs. CAU for prices on the Model I, II,
and the new Model III, Cola, Computer and Pocket Computer.
SAVE up to m on accessories (non-Radio Shack® ). Need more disk space? Ask about single/DOUBLE

D£NSITl controller for the Model I. 300k in a 2-disk system. 5 minute installation wino modifications.
Copies you, single density data to DOUBLE for complete compatabihts, Less than $200.

40 track disk drives $359. 16k memory add on only $58 w/instructions. Specify computer or expansion
interface. CALL for information on Programs available.* UPS prepaid insured delivery-FREE except some large items.* No taxes on out-of-state shipments. Texas res. Add 5%.* All merchandise is new, checked and guaranteed by manufacturer.* Payment: Money Order, Cashier's Check, Certified Check. Personal Checks require 3 weeks to clear.

VISA, MASTERCHARGE-Add 3%.* Prices subject to change at any time.* Delivery of merchandise is subject to availability.
,/ 328

TeS, 106 East 10th, Brady, TX~76825
An Authorized RADIO SHACK® Sales Center f70t

TOLL FREEOrder Number 1·800·351·1473
Texas Residents 915·597·0673

Computer House Div.
Programs for Commodore & Apple

"Legal Accounting" ...... .$1200.00
"Political Party Mailing List" 150.00

ENGINEERING & MACHINE SHOP
"Machine Part Quoting" .$280.00
"Trig & Circle Tangent" 70.00
"Bolt Circle" .. 25.00
"Spur Gears" 35.00
"Beams; Stress & Deflection" 145.00
"Tank Thickness"
For Filament Winding. . . . . . . . . . . . ... 85.00

All 6 for only $495.00

"SCRUNCH" - $36.00
For Apple II or Apple II Plus. Compacts Basic
Programs up to 20%.

Dealer inquiries invited
,/ 285

COMPUTER HOUSE DIV.
1407 Clinton Road

Jackson, Michigan 49202
Phone: (517) 782-2132

PRODUCTS FORTHE TRS 80· §MALL
lfW&~~
YSTEM

NEW! PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
PEN"OD - $19.95. Adapts Disk-Pencil to Radio Shack Lower case modification.
ALso adds singLe page printing and seve r a l other new features.

SCRIPfI'OD - $14.95. Add TRS232 print driver, or add handshake/linefeed
control to Rs-232-C driver in Radio Shack's SCRIPSIT (disk version only).

WHISTLER: HOMECONTROLLERINTERFACE - $34.95. New hardware product that
controls lights, app li anc e s , computer peripherals, darkroom timers and other
115 volt devices anywhere in your house! Software controlled by c e s s e t t e
cable. Use with Sears or BSR Home ControL System with uLtrasonic option.
AssembLed, tested, seLf-contained, and includes Basic software.

UTILITIES
RS"-2: "ACHINE LANGUAGE"ONITOR FOR 16K TRS-80'S - $26.95
RSJlt-2D: THREE VERSIONS OF RSM-2 FOR DISK SYSTEMS - 29.95
A:S"-2 RELOCATOR: PUT RSM-212D ANYWHEREIN ME"ORY - 9.95

Machine Language monitors with Z-80 d i s e s s e mbLe r ! HEX end ASCII memory
dumps; EDIT, MOVE, EXCHANGE, VERIFY, FILL, ZERO, TEST, or SEARCH memory,
read/write SYSTEM tapes, enter BREAKPOINTS, PRINT with TRS232 or Centronics,
read/write disk sectors directly! RSM-2 tape loads at top of 16K LEVEL I or
II; RSM-2D disk includes 3 versions for 16K, 32K and 48K.

DCY-l: CONVERTSYSTEM PROGRAMSTO DISK FILES -$9.95. Execute Adventure,
Air Raid, RSL-1, ESP-1, T-BUG, etc. from disk, even if they interfere •••i t h
TRSDOS! New version works with TRSDDS 2.3.

BASIC-1P: LEYEL-1 BASIC WITH PRINTING! - $19.95. Run any LEVEL-I BASIC
program on your 16K Level-2. PLUS LPRINT and LLIST with our TRS232 or
Centronics. Furnished on tape; can be used from disk.

MACHINE LANGUAGE GAMES
AIR RAID, BARRICAOE or RSL-1: - $10.00 each, aL L "5 for $25.00

AIR RAIO: A super shooting gallery; our most popu l a r game. Ground based
missile Launcher shoots high speed aircraft! Hours of fun!

BARRICADE: "BREAKOUT" for the TRS-80! Break through 5 v a t l s with
high-speed ball and keyboard controlled paddle! 96 different options!

RSL-1; Enter patterns with repeating keyboard! Save patterns on tape (4
furnished). PLay John Conway's LIFE. FAST - about 1 second per generation!

NEW! ELECTRIC PENCIL-IIB FOR JlWDEL-IL Super Penci L version runs under
TRSDOS or CP/M. Automatic centering, dynamic print formatting, single-page
printing,etc. Buffered keyboard eliminates missed characters at Line ends!
Diablo, NEC, Qume versions incLude boLd face print, va ri ab Le pitch, & more!
TRSDOS PENCIL: Standard printer - $325; DiabLo, NEe, cume (specify) - $350
CP/M PENCIL: Standard printer - $275; DiabLo, NEC, oume (specify) - $300

ELECTRIC PENCIL FOR MODEL-I: TAPE-$99.95, DISK-$150.00. Po pu l a r video
~dit~r for.creating and saving text fiLes. Prints formatted copy with right
j us ti fi cat ton, page titling & numbering, etc. Upper case onLy, or Lower
case with modification. Requires at least 16K.

RSMII: ENHANCEDRSM MONITORFOR THE MODEL-II - $39.95. ReLocatabLe version
of RSM-2D pLus screen editor for modifying either memory or disk sectors in
both Hex and ASCII, sp ti t screen scroLLing, and formatted se ri e t or paraLLeL
printing. SoLd on seLf-booting disk; directions to s ave as TRSDOS fi Le .

CP"" OPERATING SYSTEM: MODEL-I - $145.00; MODEL-II - $170.00. The
80801Z80 "Software Bus" for TRS-80's. ModeL-I includes TRS232 and RS-2:'i2-C
software. ModeL-II supports s i nq l e and double density disks, and reads
TRSDOS files. Many unique utilities included in both versions!

PRINTER SUPPORT
TRS232 PRINTER INTERFACE - $59.95 Assembled g tested printer interface for
RS232 or 20-miL current loop printers. Expansion interface not r e oui r ed ,
Print from leveL-II BASIC, CP/M, BAS!(-1P, ELECTRIC PENCIL, etc. St2ndard
cassette software incLuded. Add $2.00 for shipping.

TRS232 "FOR~ATTER" SOFTWAREPACKAGE - $14.95. Adds page and Line length
controL, pr t nt e r pause, "smart" Line termination, etc. to TRS232.

RS"232:
PEN232:
EDT232:

Adds Rs-232-c capabiLity to RSM-2/2D monitors - $9.95
RS-232-C for cassette version Electric Pencil - 9.95
TRS232 and Rs-232-c for tape version of EDTASM- 9.95

SMAll SYSTEM SOFTWARE Z PO. BOX 366 •• NEWBURY PARK, CA 91320
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OTHER PRODUCTS FOR THE TRS-80

ESP-1: $29.95. Assembler, Editor, Monitor (8080 mnemonics)
LST-1: 8.00. Listing of Level-1 BASIC with some comments

CP/M t m DigitaL Research, Inc. TRS-80 tm Tandy Corp.
See your deaLer or order direct. Calif. Residents add 6% tax

SMAll SYSTEM SOFTWARE Z PO. BOX 366 •• NEWBURY PARK, CA 91320
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Edited by Eric Maloney

MICRO-SCOPE
Astrology Goes Computer

The next time you go have your astrology chart read, a micro-
computer may be doing most of the work.

"The computer revolution has just started for us, and we'll
soon be in the middle of it," National Astrological Society direc-
tor Barbara Somerfield told the Associated Press at the Society's
national conference in late August. "Last year only about I per-
cent of all astrologers had computers to help in their calculations.
This year it's 5 percent, next year 20 percent and in a few years
everyone will have one."

Astrologers are using micros primarily to eliminate much of
the mathematical drudge work involved in erecting natal (birth)
charts. An astrologer can often spend hours doing all sorts of
logarithmic calculations to determine the planets' positions at the
time of birth. A micro' can do it in a matter of seconds.

"It gives us more time to concentrate on the essential part of
our craft -interpreting the data and helping a person realize their
full potential," says Somerfield.
In addition, some astrologers are writing their own programs

to compile statistics for research or for special functions. Charles
A. Jayne, an owner of two Commodore PETs, describes in an
article in Astrology Plus several of these programs. One, called
TRISHIFf, can shift all of the planets in an individual's horo-
scope to any locality in the world, to determine the compatibility
of that person to that particular place. Such computations, if
done by hand, could take days.

Already, several computer astrologers are making their marks
in the world of astrology. Michael Erlewine of BigRapids, MI, is
writing programs for the TRS-80, Apple and PET, and markets
these and other people's programs through his own organization.
The American Federation of Astrologers also sells his programs,
and will soon be publishing a series of books on microcomputing
for the astrologer.

"One can truly say that the mechanical and technical side of
astrology is now already being revolutionized, and that this
ought to be beneficial in its effects," Jayne concludes.

Ashes to Ashes, Dust to Disk
If you live in the Pacific Northwest and haven't heard yet-or

if you've got an active volcano in your backyard-be warned:
volcanic ash is not healthy for your computer.
Lewis A. Whitaker, executive vice-president of Innovative

Computer Products in Tarzana, CA, suggests that computerists
in the fallout area take the following steps to minimize damage
and data loss:
Keep magnetic media in covered containers. Disk cartridges,

cassettes, magnetic tape and floppy disks may look hardy, but
they are extremely vulnerable to microscopic dirt particles.

Cover equipment when not in use. Use a plastic typewriter-
type cover to cover the disk drives, printer and CRT. It is better
to keep contamination from a computer surface than to try and
remove it once a problem has occurred.
Periodically maintain media. Cleaning and testing of magnetic

"My Apple's a Scorpio. What's yours?"

media will not only lengthen the life of media, but will help main-
tain error-free processing over the life of the media.
Maintain drives frequently. Dirt seems to gravitate to heads of

magnetic media equipment. While hard disk drives do not have a
head-to-media contact and, therefore, do not need to be cleaned
as frequently, magnetic tape, cassette tape and diskettes all have
head-to-media contact, and cleaning of these heads on a daily ba-
sis would surely minimize contamination-caused problems.

Computer Blamed for Massacre
A computer has been blamed for what one scientist at the Uni-

versity of California called "the Guyana massacre of mice."
Some 1500 of the rodents, part of a $1 million biological re-

search project, turned belly-up last August when a computer de-
signed to control the temperature in their storage area malfunc-
tioned, says an article in the Washington Post. The temperature
rose to 100 degrees, leaving only 500 survivors.
The article did not say whether the computer has been turned

over to the local humane society.

Cooking with CompuServe
News and stews from Better Homes and Gardens magazine are

now available to CompuServe information service subscribers.
Information related to the magazine's monthly recipe features

will be offered with detailed nutritional and calorie analyses.
Other features being planned include complete menus built
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"Quit picking at the salad!"

around a recipe, approximate food costs per serving and recipes
in addition to those appearing in the magazine.

The service will be expanded to cover other areas, such as
gardening, building, decorating, crafts, travel and money
management.

CompuServe subscribers will have access to some of the raw
material used by the magazine's editors that is not included in the
final publication of the monthly magazine.

Games "On Way Out"?
Computer games are "on the way out," says a man who has

spent the last three years inventing them.
Joseph Willhide, creator of the Mathemagician teaching calcu-

lator, told the Boston Globe recently that the market is saturated
and will soon experience a "shakeout." The trend, he says, is to-
ward electronic toys, where there are more opportunities for cre-
ativity and innovation.

"The consumer does not spend that much time choosing a
game, and it just becomes tougher and tougher to come up with
things that are perceived as new by the public," he says.

Willhide adds that the games industry will have to adjust when
the consumer learns how to evaluate games and can determine
whether he is getting his money's worth.

Journals Selling More Ads
Display advertising was up 7 percent and ad revenues up 19.4

percent in 16 computer and data communications journals dur-
ing the first half of 1980, compared with the same period in 1979,
a C System study shows.

Computerworld enjoyed the largest increase in total ad pages,
up 226 pages (to 2368 pages) for a gain of more than 10 percent.
Computer Systems News had the second largest increase, up 156
pages for a gain of more than 50 percent. Computer Design and
Mini-Micro Systems each showed nearly a I50-page increase over
the first half of 1979. C Systems Ltd. specializes in computerized
analyses of trade journal and business publication advertising ac-
tivity.
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MARK GORDON
COMPUTERS

,,-239

DIVISION OF MARK GORDON ASSOCIATES, INC.
P.o. Box 77, Charlestown, MA 02129

(617) 491·7505

COMPUTERS
l.evel-ll 41<System. ............... 529.00

. .. 659.00Level-Il 161<System .
Model·1I 64K System. ......... 3499.00

DISK DRIVES
40 Track 5'/4 inch drive 319.00

.................... 549.0077 Track 5'/4 inch drive.
4 Disk Drive Cable. . 39.00

PRINTERS
Centronics 730 599.00
Centronics 779-2 799.00

Centronics 737 849.00

Comprint 91 2p. . 599.00
Integral Data 440G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .999.00
NEC5510 w-tractor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2679.00
TI 8 I 0 Basic. . 1895.00

MISC HARDWARE
........... 249.00Expansion into TRS-80(Ok) ..

Novation Cat modem.
16K Memory Kit.

........... 159.00
......... 49.00

...............•.......... 109.00
Printer Cable for above 49.00
150·2 Isolator. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .54.00
AC LlNEFILTER. . 24.00

Leedex Monitor.

STORAGE MEDIA
Verbatim-box 10-5'/4. ................ 25.00
Memorex-box 10-5'/4 22.00
Plastic Storage Box. . 5.00

OPERATING SYSTEMS
NEWDOS by APPARAT INC. 49.00
NEWDOS+ by APPARAT INC. 99.00
MMS FORTH DISKETTE-PRIMER 79.95

DISKETTE TRS-80*
BUSINESS SOFTWARE BY SBSG

Free enhancements and upgrades to registered owners for
the cost of media and mailing. 30 day free telephone sup-
port. User reference on request.
Fully Interactive Accounting Package, General Ledger,

Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable and Payroll.
Report Generating.
Complete Package (requires 3 or 4 drives)
Individual Modules (requires 2 or 3 drives)

Inventory II: (requires 2 or 3 drives)

$475.00
$125.00
$ 99.00

Mailing List Name &. Address II
(requires 2 drives)

Intelligent Terminal System ST-80 III:
The Electric Pencil from Michael Shrayer
File Management System:

$129.00
$150.00
$150.00
$ 49.00

FINE PRINT
lRS-BO is a Tandy Corporation trademark. Use of above operating sys-
tems may require the use of Radio Shack TRS·DOS. Radio Shack
equipment subject to the will and whim of Radio Shack.

ORDERING INFORMATION
We accept Visa and Mastercharge. We will ship C.O.D. certified check

or money orders only. Massachusetts residents add 5 percent sales tax.

The Company cannot be liable for pictorial or typographical inaccuracies.
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DISK DRIVE WOES? PRINTER INTERACTION?

MEMORVLOSS? ERRATIC OPERATION?

DON'T BLAME THE SOFTWARE

Power Line Spi kes, Surges & Hash could be the culprit!
Floppies, printers, memory & processor often interact!
Our unique ISOLATORS eliminate equipment interaction
AND curb damaging Power Line Spikes, Surges and Hash.

Clear up Software and System problems
with an ISOLATOR!

ALL ISOLA TORS: • 125 VAC, Standard 3-prong plug
• 1875 W MAX Load - 1 KW/Socket or socket bank
• Balanced Pi Filtered sockets or socket banks
• Spike/Surge Suppression - 1000 Amps, 8/20 USl!G

(SUPER ISOLA TORS offer expended filtering and
Spike/Surge Suppression capabilities)

CALENDAR

IS0-1A -3 individually filtered sockets $ 56.95

IS0-4 -6 individually filtered sockets 96.95

IS0-2 -2 filtered banks; 6 sockets 56.95

ISO-5 -3 flitered banks; 9 sockets 79.95

Computer Crime Workshops
Computer Crime Info, an international conference on computer

security and fraud control, will be held at the Crystal City Marriott in
Washington, D.C.,' Dec. 1-3. Participants will include Joseph E.
Henehan, chief of the White Collar Crime Section of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation; Robert P. Campbell, president of Advanced Informa-
tion Management, Inc., and general chairman of Computer Crime Info;
Robert V. Head, federal executive fellow of the Brookings Institution;
John Michael Williams, director of information security of the System
Development Corporation; Carl Hammer, director of computer sciences
at Sperry Univac; J. T. Westermeier, attorney at law; and P J Corum, di-
rector of Computer Auditing Systems, Pansophic Systems. For informa-
tion write the Information Exchange, 1730 North Lynn St., Suite 400,
Arlington, VA 22209.

Intro, Troubleshooting Workshops
Integrated Computer Systems has set its winter schedule for its Hands-

On Microprocessor workshop. The workshop is set for Dec. 2-5 in
Chicago, Dec. 9-12 in Cherry Hill (Philadelphia), Jan. 13-16 in San
Diego and Jan. 27-30 in Washington, D.C. Its Hands-on Microprocessor
Troubleshooting workshop is scheduled for Dec. 2-5 in Sunnyvale, Dec.
9-12 in Cherry Hill, Jan. 20-23 in San Diego, and Feb. 3-6 in Washing-
ton, D.C. For more information, contact Ruth Dordick at Integrated
Computer Systems, 3304 Pi co Blvd., PO Box 5339, Santa Monica, CA
90405 (213-450-2060).

Oklahoma Workshops
Oklahoma State University at Stillwater has two workshops scheduled

this fall and winter. "Microcomputer Workshop," an introduction to
microcomputers, is set for Oct. 20-21 and Dec. 4-5. "Microcomputer
Systems and Interfacing," a program for persons with little experience
who are using or maintaining microcomputer systems, is scheduled for
Oct. 20-21. For further information contact Technology Extension, 313
Crutchfield, Stillwater, OK 74078 (405-624-5714).

Virginia Tech Workshops
Four workshops are set at the Virginia Tech campus in Blacksburg,

VA. The programs will be directed by Dr. Paul Field, Dr. Chris Titus,
Dr. Jon Titus, Mr. Andy Staugaard and Mr. David Larsen. The
workshops are "Digital Electronics for Automation and Instrumenta-
tion," Dec. 8, 9 and 10; "Microcomputer Interfacing Programming and
Application Using the 280/8085/8080," Dec. II, 12 and 13; "TRS-80
Radio Shack Microcomputer Interfacing and Programming for Scien-
tific Instrumentation," Dec. 15, 16 and 17; and "Motorola Single Chip
Interfacing and Programming Using the 6801,6809 and 6800," Dec. 18,
19 and 20.

For more information, contact Dr. Linda Leffel, C.E.C., Virginia
Tech, Blacksburg, VA 24061 (703-961-5241).

Arizona Microcomputer Conference
The College of Education at Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ,

will host a special microcomputer conference Jan. 16-17, designed to
introduce educators to the many applications of microcomputers in the
classroom.

The goal is to provide an awareness of microcomputers and their im-
pact on society and ways that microcomputers are currently being used in
education at the elementary and secondary levels, in the fine arts areas, in
career and vocational education, and in special education. Dr. Gary G.
Bitter, Arizona State University, Payne 203, Tempe, AZ 85281.

New Mexico Computer Fair
The New Mexico Computer Society is hosting the second annual New

Mexico Computer Fair at the Civic Auditorium in Albuquerque, NM,
Nov. 15 from lOAM until 8 PM. Admission is free. For more information
contact Ron Benninghoff at 505-831-3683 or 505-836-0065 after 4 PM.

·SWITCHABLE ISOLATORS - ALL ISOLATOR advantages
combined with the versatility, convenience and utility of indi-
vidually switched sockets. Each switch has associated pilot
lite.

IS0-6 -3 switched, filtered sockets $128.95

IS0-8 -5 switched, filtered sockets 161.95

·SUPER ISOLA TORS - Cure for severe interference problems.
Useful for Industrial applications and heavy duty controlled
equipment or peripherals.

• Dual Balanced Pi Filtered sockets
• Spike/Surge Supprassion - 2000 Amps, 8/20 usac

IS0-3 -3 super filtered sockets
IS0-7 -5 Super-filtered sockets .

$ 85.95
139.95

·CIRCUIT BREAKER any modal (add-CB) . ADD 7.00
·CKT BKR/SWITCH/PILOT any modal (CBS) ADD 14.00

• PHONE ORDERS 1-617-655-1532 v93

1E'll Electronic Specialists, tnc.
171 South Main Str••t. Natick. Mess. 01760

Dept. KB-B
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PET to NEC and CENTRONICS
PRINTER ADAPTER

LOWEST COST COMPLETE INTERFACE ON

THE MARKET

Simple to use-low cost-designed for NEC 5530 Spinwrit-
er and Centronics parallel printers. Works 'with WORD PRO
and other software. Switch for upper-lower case conversion
or upper case only.

Plugs into the PET and into the printer-all cables and con-
nectors included-extra IEEE connector for Commodore disk
drives.

Uses BASIC PRINT statements-no machine code needed.
Device address selectable-works with other peripherals.
$129 complete-compare to others at $225. Generous deal-

er discounts.
Assembled and tested. Our usual 30 day money back trial

period applies.

Order direct or contact your local computer store.

~ Connecticut ""
! _ /' . microComputer,lnc.
• . ~ 34 Del Mar Drive, Brooklield, CT 06804I. ___ . (203) 7754595 TWX 710 4560052

VISA and M/C accepted-send account number, expiration
date and sign order. Add $3 per order for shipping & handling
-Foreign orders add 10% for air postage.

Mention this magazine with your order and deduct 2%.

7.45 10/6.95 50/ 6.55 100/ 6,15
8.40 10/ 7.95 50/ 7.35 100/ 6.90
5.15 10/ 4.90 50/ 4.45 100/ 4.15
6.90 10/ 6.50 50/ 6.10 100/ 5.70
7.90 10/ 7.40 50/ 7.00 100/ 6.60

4.45 20/ 4.25 100/ 3.95
5.65 20/ 5.35 100/ 4.95
13.45 5 /12.75 10/11.85

42.00
8 lor 41.90

12.70
SolderTail $2.15

6502
6502A
6520 PIA
6522 VIA
6532
2114-L450
2114-L300
2716 EPROM(5 volt)
2732 EPROM(5 volt)
4116-200 ns RAM (NEC)
6550 RAM (PET8K)
S-100 Wire Wrap $2.65

DISKS •(write for quantity prices)
SCOTCH(3M) 8" 10/3.00 50/2.85 100/2.75
SCOTCH(3M) 5" 10/295 50/2.80 100/270
Maxell 5" 10/3.65 50/3.40 100/3.15
Maxell8" DoubleDens 10/4.10 50/3.95 100/3.80
Verbatim 5" 10/2.40 50/2.35 100/2.30

(add 1.00 for plastic storage box)
BASF 5" soft 10/2.40 20/2.35 100/2.30
BASF 8" soft 10/2.40 20/2.35 100/2.30
Diskette Storage Pages 10 for 3.95
Disk Library Cases 8"-2.85 5"-2.15

COMMODORE PET·CBM
Write or call for quotes
NEW 8016/32 80 column screen
NEW 8050 950K Dual Drive
EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

.A AlARI 800 $777

A P Products ; Ii
15% OFF

A P HOBBY·BLOX 15% OFF
All books 15% off
KIM-1 $159
SYM-1 $209
KTM 2/80 $349
LeedexMonitor $129
Centronics737 $800
C-10 Cassettes
(AGFAPE611) 10/5.65
NECSpinwriter-
. parallel $2450
XYMECHI-Q1000 $2150
ZenithZ19Terminal $739
ZenithZ89 with 48K $2150
FORTH+ for PETor
APPLE(fullFIGversion) $60
PASCALfor PET $75
Z80A 64K +2.4
Meg Disk $3500

All Atari Modules
25% OFF

SPECIAL·purchase ATARI 800, receive extra 8K memory FREE,
EDUCATIONAL PLAN -buy 2 ATARI Computers, receive 1ATARI FREE!

WRITE FOR CATALOG
Add $1.25 per prepaid order for US shipping (UPS)

...-121 115 E. Stump Road
A B Computers Montgomeryville, PA 18936

. (215) 699-5826
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779 UPPERCASEliower case
''Conversion Kit ."

Expand the capabilities of your 779 line printer to
include word orocesstnon Available to all CentroniCS
779 and TRS80 Printer I owners is the option of lower
caseand changing slasha Zero to standard O.No etch
cuts or soldering needed. Installs in minutes with a
screwdriver. No program modification or additional
interface is required. . Price $125.00
UPPER/LOWER CASE NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE FOLLOWING
CENTRONICS PRINTERS:
101AL, 102BL, 306, 500, 501, 503, 700, 701, 702, 703, 780, 781,
Motor Control "CONVERSIONKIT II"
FOR ALL CENTRONICS 779 & TRS 80 PRINTER I LINE PRlNTERSII
Our "Conversion Kit II" Motor Controller gives your 779
the ability to turn the motor on and off automatically.
Removes the annoying noise of constant run,
increasing the life span of your 779 and TRS80 line
printer motor! No soldering, software or hardware
changes needed. Installs easily. Price $95.00
SAVE! Buy Service Technologies "Conversion Kit I"
and "Conversion Kit II" together for the single price
of $199.00
To order, please send check or money order in the
proper amount to: . r If rt

@
Uervice Jec/m%riell, Jnc.
32 Nightingale Rd. ,/208
Nashua, N.H. 03062
(603)883-5369

Visa and Master Charge accepted (please include signature,
expiration date and phone number).

TOLL FREE ORDERING

These Fine
Products and More

NORTHSTAR
HRZ 1-32K-D 2100
HRZ2-32K-D 2340
HRZ2-32K-O . .2690
HARD DISCSYSTEM 3950
DYNA BYTE
DB 8/1 4 8K . . . .2395
DB 8/2 4 8K 3900
DB 8/4... . 3030
32M PHOENIX 11800

THINKER TOYS
DISCUS2 + 21 DRIVE.. , .. 1265
DISCUS2D 1DRIVE 970
DISCUSM26 HARD DISC .. 4095
SOLID STATEMUSIC Kit Assm
SBl SYNTHESIZER, .. 161 227
VB1BVIDEO. ..125 170
CB2 Z80CPU 168 220
MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS
DM320032K 250ns 500
DM640064K 250 ns ,640
DMB3200. . . . . . . . . . .. . 650
SOFTWARE·DISCS-MISe
CPM·2...... . 150
WORDSTAR. . . 350
GRAHAM-DORIAN CALL
STRUCTUREDSYSTEMS .. CALL
VERBATIM 5(10).... , 28
VERBATIM 8(10) 35
ATARI, .. CALL
T199-4 . . CALL

TERMINALS
TELEVIDEO912 ..
TELEVIDEO920. ,
so ROC 10-120
PRINTERS
NEC5510 . , .2700
NEC5520 2975
TI-820 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1650
ANADEX ,. . 795
BASE2 600
EPSON CALL

...745
.. 795

..... 700

WE WILL TRY TO BEAT ANY ADVERTISED PRICE
Automated Equipment Inc.

4341 W. Commonwealth Ave Suite D
Fullerton, Calif. 92633 ..•96

(714) 739·4701 (800) 854·6003
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APPLE II TRS·SO
QUALITY cD

DISK SOFlWARE •
o HOME FINANCE PAK I: Entire Series$49.95 ®cDo BUDGET: The heart ~f a comprehensive home finance system. Allows user to 'define up to 20 budget

items. Actual expense input can be by keyboard or by automatic reading of CHECKBOOK II files. Costs are
automatically sorted and compared with budget. BUOGET produces both monthly actual/budget/variance
report and a veer-to-date by month summary of actual costs. Color graphics display of expenses. . $24.95

o CHECKBOOK II: This extensive program keeps complete records of each check/deposit. Unique check
entry system allows user to set up common check purpose and recipient categories. Upon entry you select
from this pre-defined menue to minimize keying in a lot of data. Unique names can also be stored for corn-

~~et~enJ:to ~OSi~h:~k~~:~ ~~~~~ ::~r~ge~hFil~Sr:~~~~ib~!s~~a~~D~~i~rr::::~~ ~e.v~e~.. 40 ~~I.um.nSr~i.;~
OSAVINGS: Allows user to keep track of deposits/withdrawals for up to 10 savings accounts. Complete

records shown via screen or 40 column printer.: . .$14.95

o CREDIT CARD: Keep control of your cards with this program. Organizes, stores and displays purchases,
payments and service charges. Screen or 40 column printer display. Up to 10 separate cards. . .. $14.95

o UNIVERSAL COMPUTING MACHINE: $39.95 ®cD
A user programmable computing system structured around a 20 row x 20 column table. User defines row
and column names and equations forming a unique computing machine. Table elements can be multiplied,
divided, subtracted or added to any other element. User can define repeated functions common to a row or
column greatly simplifying table setup. Hundreds of unique computing machines can be defined, used, stored
and recalled, with or without old data, for later use. Excellent for sales forecasts, engineering design analysis,
budgets, inventory lists, income statements, production planning, project cost estimates-in short for any
planning, analysis or reponing problem that can be solved with a table. Unique curser commands allow you
to move to any element, change its value and immediately see the effect on other table values. Entire table
can be printed by machine pages (user-defmed 3·5 columns) on a 40 column printer.

o COLOR CALENDAR: $19.95 ®
HI·RES color graphics display of your personal calendar. Automatic multiple entry 01 repetitive events. He-
view at a glance important dates, appointments, anniversaries, birthdays, action dates, etc. over a 5 year per-
iod. Graphic calendar marks dates. Printer and screen display <Isummary report by month 01 your full text
describing each day's action item or event. Ideal foranyone with a busy calendar.

o BUSINESS SOFTWARE: Entire Series$159.95 ®cDo MICROACCOUNTANT: The ideal accounting system lor the small business. Based 011 ctassic Laccouuts
and double-entry bookkeeping, this efficient program records and produces reports on account balances,
general ledger journals, revenue and expenses. Screen 01 40 column nnuter reports, Handles 1111 to 1000
journal entries per month lip to 300 accounts. Includes a short primer in Financial Accounting. .$49.95

o UNIVERS~l BUSINESS MACHINE: This program is designed to SIMPLIFY and SAVE TIME ~Ol the
serious businessman who must periodically Analyze, Plan and Estimate. The program was created uS1l1guut
Universal Computing Machine and it is programmed to provide the following planning and turecasunq touts.
CASH FLOW ANALYSIS PROFORMA BALANCE SHEET SOURCE AND USE OF FUNDS
PROFORMA PROFIT & LOSS SALES FORECASTER JOB COST ESTIMATOR

Price, including a copy of the Universal Computing Machine

o BUSINESS CHECK REGISTER ANO BUOGET: A combination 01 OUI CHECKBOOK II and BUOGH
prcprems expanded to include up to 50 budgetable items and up to 500 checks per month. Includes bank
statement reconciliation and automatic check search (48K). . S49.9b

o ELECTRONICS SERIES: Entire Series$159.95 ®

.S89.95

CORRECTIONS
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The parts list accompanying Fig. I of Sep-
tember's "Get Your PET on the IEEE 488
Bus" (part 3, p. 53)was inadvertently not pub-
lished with the article. It is listed below. The
parts numbers are in the hexagons in the origi-
nal figure.

CAL

o LOGIC SIMULATOR: SAVE TIME AND MONEY. Simulate Vour digital logic circuits before you build
them. CMOS. TTL. or whatever, if it's digital logic, this proqram can handle it. The pruqram is an inter-
active, menu driven, tult-Iledqed logir. ~imtll;ttor capable of simulating the bit-time by hit-time response of a
logic network to user-specified input patterns. It will handle up to 1000 gates, includinu NANOS, NORS, IN·
verters, FLIP·FLOPS, SHIFT REGISTERS, COUNTERS and user-defined IliIACROS. UII to 40 usur.definad,
random. or binary input patterns. Simulation results disillayetl on CRT or printer. Accepts network ues-
criotieus from kevbuard 01 from LOGIC DESIG~ER fOI simulation. . ..... S89.95

OlOGIC DESIGNER: Interactive HI·RES Graphics pruqram fur designing digital logic systems. A menu
driven series of keyboard commands allows you to draw directly on the screen up to 15 different gate types,
including 10 gate shape patterns supplied with the program anti 5 reserved lor user specification. Standard
patterns supplied art! NAND, NOR, INVERTER, EX·OR, T·HOP, JK·FlOP, D·FLOP, RS·FlOP, 4 Bit
COUNTER and N·SIT SHIFT REGISTER. User interconnects gates just as you would normally draw lIsiny
line graphics commands. Network descriptions 101 LOGIC SIMULATOR generated simultaneously with the
CRT diagram being drawn. .S89.95

o MATHEMAtiCS SERIES: Entire Series$49.95 ®o STATISTICAL ANAL YSIS I: This -meuu driven program perhJrnls SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION analv-
sis. determines the mean, standard deviation end plots the frequency distribution of usarsuuplied data sets.
Printer, Disk, I/O and edit routines included (32K min.]. . $19 9S

o NUMERICAL ANALYSIS: HI·RES 2·Dimensional plot of any tuncuon. Automatic scenna.At vour option,
the program will plot the tuucnon. plot the INTEGRAL, plot the DERIVATIVE, determine the ROOTS,
lind the MAXIMA and MINIMA and list the INTEGRAL VALUE. . . $19.95o MATRIX: A general purpose, menu driven program lor determimnu the INVERSE and DETERMINANT 01
any matrix, as well as the SOLUTION to any set olSIMUL TANEOUS LINEAR EOUATIONS. Disk 110 fOI
data save. Specify 55 eqn. set (48K) or 35 eqn. (32K) . . . . S19.95

03.0 SURFACE PLOTTER: Explore the ELEGANCE and BEAUTY 01 MATHEMATICS hy cleatmg HI·RES
PLOTS of 3·dimensional surfaces from any 3·vanable equation. Ilisk save and recau routines for plots. Menu
driven to vary surface parameters. Hidden line or transparent plotting .519.95

o ACTIONADVENTUREGAMES:Entire Series$29.95 ®
o REO BARON: Can you outfly the RED BARON? This fast action game simulates a rnachine-qun DOG·

FIGHT between your WORLD WAR I BI·PLANE and the baron's. You can LOOP, DIVE. BANK or CLIMB
in anyone of 8 directions . and so can the BARON. in HI·RES graphics. .514.95

o BATTlE OF MIDWAY: You are in command of the U.S.S. HORNETS' DIVE·BOMBER squadron. Your
targets are the Aircrah carriers, Aka!!i, Soryu and Kaga. You must fly yoU! way through ZEROS and AA
FIRE to make your DIVE· BOMB run. In HI·RES graphics .514,95

o SUB ATTACK: It's April, 1943. The enemy convoy is headed for the CORAL SEA. YOUI sub, the
MORAY, has just sighted the CARRIERS and BATTLESHIPS. Easy pickillYs. But watch out fOf the DE·
STROYERS· they're last and deadly. In HI·RES graphics . S14.95

o FREE CATALOG· All programs are supplied on disk and run on Apple II w/Disk & Ancresott ROM Car" &
TRS·80 Level II and require 32K RAM untess otherwise noted. Detailed instructions included. Orders ship-
ped within 3 days. Card users include card number. Add $1.50 postaqe and handltng with each Older.
California residents add 6~% sales tax.

Make checks payable to: V 306

~f~Sl~Y4~t~9.ETn~~~~4087
For phone orders· 408·738·4387
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
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Number Part Vendor Description

I, 15 CD 4049A Motorola, RCA CMOS hex inverter
2,3,4 7400 TI, National TTL 4-2 NAND
5 7410 TI. National TTL 3·3 NAND
6 9324 Fairchild ITL five-bit comparator
7 7425 TI, National TTL 2·4 NOR
8,9,10 MC 3448A Motorola OPIB interface
II 7402 TI, National TTL4·2 NOR
12 AY·3·1015 General Instruments UART
13 7408 TI, Fairchild TTL4·2 AND
14 206-7 James Electronics Seven-position DIP switch
16 10k resistors, 5 percent

A section of Fig. 1 in Dexter French's "A
Hardware Calendar Clock for Your 6800"
(June 1980) was incorrect as published. The
corrected sectioa of the schematic appears in
Fig. I.

IN3

C04011

~ II

~

Fig. 1.

The price for the PTS-3 interface unit was in-
correctly listed in the August 1980Microcom-
puling New Products section (p. 15). It should
have been $89.95, not $69.95.

"Disassembler for the 1802" (July 1980, p.
196) contains two structural errors. The op
code IRX ($60) outputs as OUT 0, and the in-
valid op code $68 outputs as INP 0. The
patches needed to correct these errors, so $60
disassembles as IRX and $68as INVALID, are
shown below. Note that the user space now
starts at $07DE, instead of $07CO.

04A7":" co 07 co

07CO- 52 32 D4 FF 08 CA 04 AA
07C8- 79 DB 49 4E 56 41 4C 49
07DO- 44 00 30 DA 79 DB 49 52
07D8- 58 00 22 co 04 3C

David Henderson
Puyallup, WA 98371

TIM



• AP101S Apple and Single Disk Drive $109
• AP102D Apple and Double Disk Drive : 119
• AP103M Apple, 9 inch Monitor and Double Drive 129
• RS201 TRS-80, Expansion Unit and Double Drive 109
• RS202 TRS-80 Monitor and Accessories 84
• P401 Paper Tiger Printer 99
• P402 Line Printer II-Centronics 730 89
• CC90 Matching Attache Case 75

o Payment enclosed

Cl]MPUHtl ~R5E ~[JMPRNY
5650 INDIANA MOUND CT COLUMBUS. OHIO 43213

(614) 868·9464

MOVING'
• • GREAT

FOR
XMAS

Let us know 8 weeks in advance so that you won't
miss a single issue of Kilobaud Microcomputing.
Attach old label where indicated and print new address
in space provided. Also include your mailing label
whenever you write concerning your subscription. It
helps us serve you promptly.

o Address change only
o Extend subscription
o Enter new subscription
o 1 year $18.00

If you have no label handy, print OLD address here.

o Bill me later

ATTACHE STYLE CASES FOR CARRYING AND PROTECTING A COM-
PLETE COMPUTER SET-UP. CONSTRUCTED OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY
LUGGAGE MATERIAL WITH SADDLE STITCHING WILL ACCOMMODATE
EQUIPMENT IN A FULLY OPERATIONAL CONFIGURATION ALONG WITH
MANUALS, WORKING PAPERS AND DISKS. NEVER A NEED TO REMOVE
EQUIPMENT FROM CASE: SIMPLY REMOVE LID, CONNECT POWER AND
OPERATE LID CAN BE REPLACED AND LOCKED FOR SECURITY AND
PROTECTION WITHOUT DISCONNECTING CABLES. FULLY TESTED.

-...J
lJ..J
c:cName __ ---,- _
"Z

-...J
>< Address
[ City State Zip, _
"Z

print NEW address here:
Name _

Address

Ct St t

Kilobaud Micracamputing

P.O. Box 997. Farmingdale NY 11737

0/320

Now the world's most popular micro-
computer, with 16K of memory and
Level II basic for only $685, complete.
We accept check, money order or phone
orders with Visa or Master Charge.
(Shipping costs added to charge orders).
Disk drives, printers, peripherals, soft-
ware and games ...you name it, we've got
it (Both Radio Shack and other brands).
Write or call for our complete price list.

C&S ELECTRONICS MARTLtd.

32 E. Main Street. Milan, Michigan 48160 • (313) 439·1508
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CLAil'IFIEDS
Classified advertisements are intended for use by persons desiring to buy, sell or

trade used computer equipment. No commercial ads are accepted.
Two sizes of ads are available. The $5 box allows up to 5 lines of about 35 charac-

ters per line, including spaces and punctuation. The $10 box allows up to 10 lines.
Minimize.use of capital letters to save space. No special layouts allowed. Payment is
required In advance with ad copy. We cannot bill or accept credit.

Advertising text and payment must reach us 60 days in advance of publication
(i.e., copy for March issue, mailed in February, must be here by Jan. 1). The publisher
reserves the right to refuse questionable or inapplicable advertisements. Mail copy
with payment to: Classilleds, Kilobaud Microcomputlng, Peterborough NH 03458.
Do not include any other material with your ad as it may be delayed.

WE
DELIVER!
Osborne [3usiness

Sofrwore

Before you buy the programs that your company is going to
depend on for its accounting, ask the following questions:

Do I get the source (Don't settle for less.
code? You cannot make the

smallest change without it.)
Is it well documented? (The Osborne documen-

tation is the best.)
Is it fully supported? (If not, why not? What are

they afraid of?)

The Osborne system is the industry standard accounting
package, with literally thousands of users. We offer an en-
hanced version of that package that will run on most systems
without recompiling.

CRT INDEPENDENCE. The original programs were
designed to run on a Hazeltine terminal. To use a different
CRT, you had to modify and test two modules - and recom-
pile every program! With the Vandata package, you simply
pick your CRT from a menu and run.

FILE/DRIVE MAP. The original package had all data files
on the same drive as the programs. Ours allows you to
dynamically specify the drive assigned to each file. In fact, you
can change the drive assignments whenever you wish, to ac-
commodate expanded file sizes or new hardware - all
without recompiling!

INTEGRATION. The original AR and AP systems had to
be changed and recompiled to feed journal entries to GL. Our
installation program eliminates this hassle. It simply asks you if
you want the systems integrated, and what your special ac-
count numbers are.

SPEED. The original programs used a binary search to ac-
cess the GL account file. We use an enhanced technique that
greatly cuts down on disk accesses, thus speeding up account
lookups significantly in the GL, AR and AP systems.

BUGS. We have corrected a number of bugs in the original
programs. If you find a bug in our programs, we'll fix it - and
send you a $20 reward' Our users are sent bug fixes in source
form.

MORE! We have made many minor enhancements, and
fixed many minor problems. We are committed to the ongoing
support of our package. Vandata has been an independent
software supplier for over seven years. Quality and support are
our way of doing business.

General Ledger with Cash Journal
Accounts Receivable
Accounts Payable
Payroll with Cost Accounting

• All Four Packages (GL, AR, AP, PR).

$95
$95
$95
$95

. .. $295

Digital Group System Z-80 CPU, 26K memo
ory, 16x64 CRT, 2 Phi-Decks, Expander
printer. extensive software. all documen-
tation and loads of extras. $2()(x) negotiable.
Paul. A. Teseny, 17 DeKalb Place, Morris-
town NJ 07960. 201·539·6876, evenings.

For Sale: New 16K RAMs from scrapped
computer boards. Tested, 200 ns 41165. High
reI. ceramic. $45 for 8, $80 for 16. D. Gcn-
netten, 4425 Goshawk Drive, Ft. Collins,
CO 80526. 303-226-1395.

For Sale: SYM·I computer, $110, 4K RAM.
In original box with all manuals. COD ok.
Doug Gennetten, 4425 Goshawk Drive, Fort
Collins, CO 80526. 303·226-1395.

For Sale: Digital Group Z·80 microcomputer
with 42K RAM, keyboard, monitor, 2 digital
tape decks and much software. Complete
$1300. Phone 805·968·5893 or write: Steven
Farnell, 7536 Evergreen, Goleta, CA 93017.

For Sale: 32K Apple II with RS-232,
Suprmod, recorder and $125 in books and
software. A $1500 value for $1275. Bob
Biagioni, 525 Ahrens, Lombard, IL 60148.
312-627-6374.

For Sale: LSI·11/2 with 64KB memory, An-
dromeda FDCII floppy controller (RX-OI
compatible) with dual PerSci 277 drives,
console and line printer interfaces, Heath
box and power supply. $4595 or best offer.
John Sterne. 3880 San Rafael Avenue, Los
Angeles, CA 90065.213·225·2474.

For Sale: H9 video terminal assem .• $200.
SYM-I micro wlcase, power, new monitor
installed & 5 issues Micro, $225. G. Zimmer-
man, 113 8th St., Downers Grove, IL60515.
312·969·1595.

Execuport portable terminal-300 baud-
built in acoustic coupler. Can also be used as
printer. With carrying case-$600 + ship-
ping. 203·563·5750, after 9:00 PM.

Compucolor II microcomputer with 16K
memory and built-in disk drive for sale. I
year old $1500, 7620 Pagent Lane, Wichita,
KS 67206, 316·684·4256.

For Sale: Tl·59 Programmable Calculator
with PC· IDOC printer cradle; both in excel-
lent condition. Includes extra paper for
printer, all manuals, my own library of pro-
grams. $380 or best offer-I pay shipping.
Mike Smith, 908 Murray Hill Rd., Bingham-
ton, NY 13903.

For Sale: Printer-Texas Instruments Silent
700 Electronic Data Terminal. Excellent,
like-new condition. Can be interfaced with
TRS-80 or others. $495. Call Debi 212·224·
2448 (eve.).

For Sale: 4K static memory boards by At-
wood Enterprises; four each with mother-
board. A $320+ value for $200. Also, one
each Ramsey TH3216 video board. $200+
value for $130. Want, TRS·80 expansion in-
terface after selling above. M. Schuldt, 412
Donner Ave., Petaluma, CA 94952. 707·
762-6975. Fine condition, I pay shipping.

Magic Wand (Super Word Processor 1 I) $345
Pearl Level III (best prog. tocl available) . $645
CBASIC-2 $110
TR&8()® MOD II CP/M® 2.2 (Pickles & Troul) $185
H89/Z89 CP/M® 2.2 (Magnolia inc. h/w mod) $295

Formats: Std. 8". 5" NorthStar DO. TRS·80 MOD II tm. H89/Z89. Manuals for
GL, AR/AP. and PR are not included in price - add $20 per manual desired
(AR/AP are in one manual). CP/M® and CBASIC·2 required to run accounting
software. Users must sign licensing agreement. Dealer inquiries invited.

To order call:
or write:

(206) 542·8370
VAN DATA ",.,158

17541 Stone Avenue North
Seattle, WA 98133

VISA/MC W~lcome - CPJM® is 41. registered trademark of Digital pcsearcb.

TRS-aO'" is a registered trademark of Radio Shack. Inc.
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For Sale-Mits: Two 16MCD RAM @$2oo;
four 4MCD RAM @ $50: ACR, $75. Clare-
Pender ASCII kybd, $25. TTY ASR33,
stand, long-roll paper, RS·232; $3OO+ship·
ping. DEC LA36, tray, table, RS·232; $750
+ shipping. Moduperf 30 cps paper tape
punch, interface plans included; $100. All
working when last used. Documentation.
Offers considered, but first check for stated
price accepted. Details: John Neville, Box
400, Onamia, MN 56359. 612·532-3103.

For Sale: SYM-I microcomputer with 8K
RAM, BASIC in ROM (8K Microsoft), and
enclosure, $295. KTM·2140, $240. John
Maslowski, 108 Meadowcrest Dr., Nan-
ticoke, PA 18634.717·735-2341.

For Sale: Integrand S·IOO mainframe (non
diskchassis)withP.S. ±16V,3A, +8V,25
A, -8 V, 3 A E.M.L. filter, active bus term,
etc. to conn on 12 position M.B., all docu-
mentation & like new cond, $200. For Sale:
Z-80 S.D. Starter System's complete micro-
computer on-board hex display. Complete
with 5 V P.S. & 25 V EPROM P.S. extra tK
mem, all doc., up and running, $150. Call
213·780·9378 after Oct 28th.

For Sale: Netronics ELF II in steel enclosure;
2-4K static RAM bds; Giant bd; kluge bd;
MathlROM bd; tape cntrl bd; rf modulator;
video display bd & ASCII kybd in steel en-
elosure; and expansion pwr supply. All for
$700. Netronics software, courses & books.
Worth $115. Incl. free. Money order pre-
ferred. WriteJ. Absetz, Box 696, USNSGA,
FPO New York, NY 09518.

Wanted: Synertek KTM-2 keyboard and lor
Trendcom 200 printer. In return I will
fabricate an equal value of prototype PC
boards. R. Hegel, 7332 Portland Ave., Rich-
field, MN 55423.

Diablo Hytype I Model 1200. Best of the
"daisy wheel" printers. Brand new units
wlpin feed friction platen & print wheel. In-
terface for Apple, TRS-80 & CP 1M systems,
maintenance manual and additional inter-
face info available. There is no better buy
anywhere. After 6 PM. Scott Priester, 211
White Water Ct., Greer, SC 29651,803·268-
0678.

MICROOUIZ
From page 11.

Answer: (0,0), (0,1) and (1,1).

A B A +B (A +B) +B
o 0 1 1
o 1 0 1
1 0 0 0

o 1



Now NRI takes you inside the
world's most popular microcomputer

to train you at home as the
new breed of. puter specialist!

NRI teams up with Radio Shack
to teach you how to use,
program and service

microcomputers ... make you
the complete technician.
It's no longer enough to be just a

programmer or a technician. With micro-
computers moving into the fabric of our
lives (over200,000 of the 'fRS-80TlI alone
have been sold), interdisciplinary skills
are demanded. And NRI can prepare
you with the first course of its kind,
covering the complete world of the
microcomputer.

Learn At Home
in Your Spare Time

With NRI training, the program-
mer gains practical knowledge of hard-
ware, enabling rum to design simpler, more
effective programs. And, with advanced
programming skills, the technician can
test and debug systems quickly and easily.

Only NRI gives you both kinds of
training with the convenience of home
study. No classroom pressures, no night
school, no gasoline wasted. You learn at
your convenience, at your own pace. Yet

're always backed by the NRI staff and

'fioaining inclndes TRS-80 computer, transistorized
volt-ohm meter, digital frequency counter,
and the NRI Discovery Lab with hundreds of tests
and experiments.

(TRS-80 is a trademark of the Radio Shack division of Tandy Corp.)

the NRI Discovery Lab, •••- - - - - - - - - ~
performing ov~r 60 NRI ~r~~:~OntinUing '''' •..••ee•••-~

separate expenments Education Center
in the process. You ~ j r~~ 3939 Wisconsin Avenue
I h C':"l • Washmgton, D.C. 20016
earn ow your ."-n ~ NOSALESMANWILLCALL
trouble-shooting •• Please check for one free catalog only.

tools work, and gain 0 Computer Electronics Including 0 Digital Electronics' Electronic
de d Microcomputers ThchnoIogy • Basic Electronics

greater un rstan - 0 TV/Audio/Video Systems Servicing 0 Small Engine Repair
ing of the informa- 0 Complete Communications ElectroniCS 0 Electrical Appliance Servicing
tion they give you. with CB • FCC Licenses' Aircraft, 0 Automotive Mechanics

B h . Mobile, Marine Electronics 0 Auto Air Conditioningot microcomputer 0 CB Specialists Course
do Air Conditioning, Refrigeration, &an equirment c0!lle Heating including Solar Iechnology

as part 0 your tram-
ing for you to use
and keep.

your instructor, answering questions, giving
you guidance, and helping you over the
tough spots.

Explore the 'fRS-80
Inside and Out

NRI training is hands-on training,
with practical experiments and demon-
strations as the very foundation of your
knowledge. You don't just program your
computer, you introduce and correct faults
... watch how circuits interact ... interface
with other systems ... gain a real insight
into its nature.

You also build test instruments and

Send for Free Catalog ...
No Salesman Will Call

Get all the details on this exciting
course in NRI's free, lOO-page catalog. It
shows all equipment, lesson outlines, and
facts on other electronics courses such as
Complete Communications with CB,TVand
Audio, Digital Electronics, and more. Send
today, no salesman will ever bother you.
Keep up with the latest technology as you
learn on the world's most popular computer.
If coupon has been used, write to NRI
Schools, 3939 Wisconsin Ave.,Washington,
D.C. 20016.

All career courses
approved under GI Bill.
D Check for details.

Name Age(Please Print)

Street

172·110
City/State/Zip
Accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council
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DEfilE
EI Monte, CA

Ohio Scientific specialist in the San Gabriel
valley serving greater Los Angeles. Full prod-
uct line on display. Specializing in business
computers. In-house service. Custom pro-
gramming. Terminals. Printers. Open Mon-
Sat, 9 AM-7 PM. Com puler & Video, 3380
Flair Dr., Suite 207, EI Monte, CA 91731,
572-7292.

Hannibal, MOSarasota, F L
Dynabyte computer systems, Hazeltine and
NEe. Word-Star, Structured Systems account-
ing. Consulting. training, sales, service.
Glisco, Inc., 4001 Roberts Point Rd., Sarasota,
FL 33581, 349-0200.

Chicago,IL
Brand new lowest prices, never undersold,
postpaid in USA-Teletype 43 keyboard
printers, Okidata & Integral Data printers,
55-50 bus computers. peripherals & business
software. Data Mart, 914 EastWaverly Street,
Arlington Heights, I L 60004, 398-8525.

Ohio Scientific products, modifications, ser-
vice, software. 8" disk for C1p, C4p. Process
control specialist. E&I Technical Service, 5300
Paris Gravel Road, Hannibal, MO 63401, 248-
0084.

Tampa, FL
Apple Computer sales and service. 5-100
boards from SSM, Godbout, Thinker Toys,
California Computer Systems. Computer
books and magazines. AMF Microcomputer
Center, Inc., 11158 N. 30th Street, Tampa, Fl
33612,971-4072,977-0708.

sr. Louis, MOGarden City, MI
Complete systems for business, professional
and personal applications. Custom program-
ming available. Apple II, North Star, Vector
Graphic and other lines of microcomputers,
software, books, components. Computer
Center, 28251 Ford Rd., Garden City, MI
48135, 422-2570.

Experimenters' Paradise. Electronic and me-
chanical components. Computer People,
Audio People. Hams, Robot Builders, Experi-
menters. Open six days a week. Gateway Elec-
tronics Corp., 8123-25 Page Blvd., st. louis,
MO 63130, 427-6116.

N. Hollywood, CA
Wholesale prices to dealers & computer club
members! Anadex, Atari, Base-Z. Centronics,
Emako. Godbout, Hazeltine, Lobo. Microp-
olis. MicroPro, NEe. Okidata. Paper Tiger.
Soroc. Tarbell, Televideo, TI, Vector Graphic,
Zenith & others. Patio Computer Sales Co.,
5437 Laurel Canyon 81., #208, N. Hollywood,
CA 91607, 762-0020.

Aurora,IL
Microcomputer systems for home or busi-
ness; peripherals. software, books & maga-
zines. Apple, Hewlett-Packard, North Star,
Cromemco systems. IDS-440G printer w/Ap-
pie graphics, New HP-85 & HP calculators.
Farnsworth Computer Center, ·1891 N. Farn-
sworth Ave., Aurora, Il 60505, 851-3888.

Portland, OR
Westland, MI

Integrated circuits, TTL, CMOS, linear. Many
hard to find "S" and "t S" types. Resistors,
capacitors, diodes, IC sockets and many other
items. Westland Electronics, 34245 Ford Rd.,
Westland, MI 48185, 728-0650.

Ohio Scientific specialists for business and
personal computers. Local service. Terminals,
printers, custom programming. Full OSI prod-
uct line on display! 10 AM to 6 PM M-F. Fial
Computer, 11266 SE21s1Ave., Milwaukie, OR
97222, 654-9574.

San lose, CA
Bay area's newest computer store. Featuring
the new Texas Instruments TI 99/4 home &
business computer. Software for TRS-BO,Ap-
ple, PEl, etc. Magazines. Hobbi-Tronics, 1378
S. Bascom Ave., San Jose, CA 95128, 998-1103.

Chicago,IL
Computer Hardware Specialists for home and
business. Largest selection of computer
books, magazines and copyrighted software
in Illinois. Experienced factory-trained ser-
vice department. Feature Apple, Alpha
Microsystems and Hewlett-Packard calcula-
tors and accessories. Data Domain o i
Schaumburg, 1612 E.Algonquin Rd., Schaum-
burg, IL 60195, 397-8700.

Dealers: listings are $15 per month in prepaid
Quarterly payments, or one yearly payment of
$150 also prepaid. Ads include 25 words
describing your products and services plus
your company name, address and phone. (No
area codes or merchandise prices, please.)
Call Marcia at 603-924-7138 or write Kilobaud
Microcompuring, Ad Department, Peter-
borough, NH 03458

Milwaukee, WI
Specializing in the C8M-PET, business, per-
sonal, educational, industrial, telecomputing
systems. Consulting, modems, printers,
books, accessories, magazines, supplies,
peripherals, timesharing. Factory authorized
service. Convenient freeway access. PETTED
micro systems, 4265 W. loomis Rd., Milwau-
kee, WI 53221, 282-4181.

Santa Barbara, CA
Complete computer systems for business and
personal use. Classes, seminars, word process-
ing supplies, books, magazines. Computers
Plus, 1827 State St., Santa Barbara, CA 93101,
963-4542.

Dealer Inquiries
Invited

1st Ann iversary
Sale

Thank You For
Our 1st Year

Overseas Orders Add
$4.00 For Postage

-Cloth Backed Naugahyde Vinyl
-Waterproof & Dustproof
-Lonqer Life
-Irnproved Reliability
-Avallable in
Saddle Tan - Black

TO ORDER:
Include $1 ,50 for

Postage & Handling
Send Check or Money Order To

CompuCover
P.O. Box 324 Dept. A
Mary Esther, FL 32569
Phone (904) 243-5793

Full Apple II $12.95
Apple II Keyboard 7.95
Apple Disk... ... 3.95
Apple Disk (Slacked·Z Disk). . .7.95
Apple III Avatlabla Soon

Pel 2001... •.••...$12.95
Pel 2040 Disk 12.95
Pet2022Prinler 9.95
PeI2023Printer...... ..9.95

Superbrain •.......... $19.95
Emulator _.. . 19.95
tntertube ... •.•.•.•..19.95

vecrc-crecnrc MZ... . $14.95
VeclorGraphlcTerminal 18.95

CPT 8000... ••.•.•.•$22.95
CPTRolaryIV ......................•.•.•. 12.95
CPT Rotary V... . . .... 15.95

CompuColorl1
Entire Unit.. $19.95
Keyboard Only .•..........•.•.•.•.•... 7.95

Uhio Scientific CIP $14.95
Ohio screnutrc C4P.... . 14.95

Heatn Ocmpany
H·19.... . $18.95
H·89 18.95

Ourne Sprinllll 14.95
Teletype Model 43 12.95
Integral Data Systems 440 ..•...... 12.95
Texas Instruments 800 Series .... 18.95
Trendom 100 or 200 ...........•.•......... 9.95
Decwri1er III 18.95
Decwriter IV .•.•...................... 15.95
Centronics

700,701,702.703,704,753 18.95
Centronics 779.... . 16.95
Centronics Pl, 13001737 ..,..•........ 9.95

Percom 5'1,·· Mini Disk S4.95
Micropolis 1031 or 1053.... . 9.95
MPIB510rB52... . ..•...... 4.95
Lobo Mini Disk... • 5.95
Lobo Double 8" Disk 9.95
Matchless Mini Disk 6.95
Vista Mini Disk.... . .•...•...... 5.95
Vista Double Disk.. . 9.95

IBM 3276.... ..........•..•........... $22.95
IBM 3278.... ••.•....... 22.95

... 22.9'.J

Honeywell VIP 7200... . .... $22.95
Data General Nova

Keyboard ... .... S7.95
Video ..........•........................... 15.95
Package Oiler.... ..22.95

TIlS·SO"" MODEL I
Keyboard ... . .........•..... $7.95
cassene.; . 4.95
Video Display... . 9.95·
PackageOIfer 18.95·
"NOTE-Add $3. lor Expansion Interface

TRS·SO"" 5'1,·· Disk 4.95
Two Disk Cover •.......................•.. 7.95

H·14.... . ....••••....•...... 9.95
H·17... . 9.95
WH·34.... .15.95
WH·36, WH·l20, WH·I80 18.95

Wang Terminal Without Disk $18.95
Wang 2221 Printer .............•....•... 19.95
Wang 2231 Prinler.... ..19.95

North Star Horizon... . $14.95
Hewlett Packard 85 14.95
Sorcerer... . .. 9.95

TRS·SO"" MODEL II
Entire Unit S22.95

Keyboard Only.... •...•.7.95
3 Disk Uni!.... •.•.•18.95

LinePrinterl. SI6.95
LinePrinterll _ ...............•........ 9.95
Line Printer m., 15.95
Line Printer IV 9.95
Quick PrinterL... • .•.•....9.95
Quick Pnnter II... .... 5.95

Hazeltine
1400,1410,1500,1510,1520,1552
...........................•..... . 518.95
Sorce 10 120.......... . 18.95
Adds Terminals 25. 100,980 etc .• 19.95
ADM-3... ..14.95
Leedex Video 100 9.95
LeedexVideo 100·80.... 12.95

NEC Spinwriter wUh Keyboard ... S 15.95
NEe Spinwriter withoul KeybOard

..... 15.95
Diablo with Keyboard.. . 15.95
Olablowithout Keyboard ......•.. 15.95
Xerox Printers with Keyboard .•.•.15.95
Xerox Printers Without Keyboards

••.•...15.95

Model III and Color Computer
Covers Available Soon

--IR5·aOiS<lreylsll;llIllJ!lademark.ol
Tandy Corp.

Apple aesemme-ccvere entire Appie II
wilh 9'· video and two stacked disk

...................................•.••. $15.95
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16K MEMORY KITS
TMS-4116 ~~:.

FOR: APPLE, TRS-80, HEATH
EXPANDORAM I & II AND MANY
MORE

12 MONTH GUARANTEE

SLL&00 PER SET
~. OF8CHIPS

ADD $2.00 SHIPPING & HANDLING
PER ORDER

PAYMENT: MASTER CHARGE, VISA
CASH, MONEY ORDER,
U.P.S., C.O.D.,
PERSONAL CHECKS

v80 REQUIRE 2·3 WKS.
TO CLEAR BANK.

30 Hwy 321, NW.
P O. Box 2292
Hickory, N. C. 28601
(704) 294·1616

PHONE HOURS:

6 P.M. - 9 P.M. EST

September, October Super Special
Apple II 16K

$950.00 "g. 1195.00

INTEGRAL DATA Centronics 737 $895
SYSTEMS High Quality Dot Malrix reg. 995.00

Apple Silentype $535
440G: Paper Tiger $950 Includes inlerface and reg. 595.00

with Graphics; reg. $1095 graphic capabilities

2K Buffer

460: $1099
Apple Parallel lnt. $160

Word reg. $180

Processing Quality reg. 1295 Apple Serial Int, $175

460G: IDS 460 w/Graphics $1199
reg. $195

Centronics Parallel lnt, $185
reg. 1395 reg. $225

DOUBLEVISION $295.00
16K RAMS forDISK"

with controller $525.00 APPLE II $59without controller $445.00 TRS-80
MICROMODEM $325.00
PASCAL $425.00
LEEDEXMONITOR $140.00 VERBATIM
KG-12C $275.00 DISKS $27Green Phosphor

10 for12" Screenw/mare Cover
18 MHz bandwidth

The Computer Stop
16919 Hawthorne Blvd.

Lawndate, CA 90260 v 105 MON. - SAT.
(213) 371·4010 10-6

V' Reader Service index-page 241

APPLE-JACK
the graphics & games people

New!
Super Starbase Gunner

$19.95
DISK

$19.95
DISK

Most shoot-ern-up target games are 2·0 shoot across the screen type, and
quite frankly there is a glut of inferior ones. A need for a new approach ex-
ists, such as fast 3·0 HIRES simulations with clever and complex chat-
lenges. How about shooting into the screen, into 3·0 space, where the tar-
get is mathematically many feet behind the screen surface? How about
computer intelligent targets that shoot back and use strategy and learn?
How about all this and the best attributes of the more popular games?
Let's include high score, 10 levels of play, snappy sound effects, colorful
explosions and real time graphics. Why not go all the way and have a three
dimensional gunsight? A real space battle simulation ... Nah. . no one
would believe it or could even write it. Right?
WRONG!! WE HAVE IT .. and it is SUPER STARBASE GUNNER. We are
very excited about this product because it is all the things we wish we had
and didn't. And you can have it now with this introductory offer.

SUPER STARBASE GUNNER DISK. . $19.95 48K with APPLESOFT ROM

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR DEALER OR DIRECT FROM
APPLE-JACK, BOX 51, CHERRY VALLEY, MA 01611

v314 (INQUIRIES INVITED)

NON·PROFIT/SERVICE INDUSTRY ACCOUNTING
For TRS·80 and CPM. In use over 2 yrs. A partner of a big
8 acct firm said " ... the best accounting program I have
seen ... does in a few pages what is frequently not
done in 50 ... " Unique features include:

- Twice as fast as other systems
-Common sense accounting-no debits or credits
- Budgets, prior year, and year-to-date
- Current status available at all times
-8 separate Funds or Co's allowed
- over 2000 accounts allowed
- standard 8'/2 x 11 output
- one year free update service

Min. system 2 disk, 32K TRS·80 or 1 disk, 48K Z·80 CP/M
$695/$35 manual, Complete systems also available.

SECURITY FOR TRS·80 AND CPM
The best security system available. Automatically en·
codes/decodes all data to/from disk. A billion billion
(1018) combinations. Typical uses include: proprietary,
sales, financial, tax, or confidential client information;
and time sharing/multi user systems such as Source,
Micronet, etc.

$49.95 Min. systems 1 disk, 16K, TRS·80 or 24K CP/M.
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.SOME OF THE BEST FROM KILOBAUD/MICROCOMPUTING-BK7311-A c
lection of the best articles that have recently appeared in Kilobaud/MICROCOM-
PUTING. Included is material on the TRS-80 and PET systems, CPIM, the 80801
8085/Z80 chips, the ASR-33 terminal. Data base management, word processing,
text editors and file structures are covered too. Programming techniques and
hardcore hardware construction projects for modems, high speed cassette inter-
faces and TVTs are also included in this large format, 200 plus page edition.
$10.95. *

• UNDERSTANDING AND PROGRAMMING MICROCOMPUTERS-BK7382-A valuable addition to your computing library. This
two part text includes the best articles that have appeared in 73 and Kilobaud Microcomputing magazines on the hardware and soft-
ware aspects of the new microcomputing hobby. Well known authors and well structured text helps the reader get involved in
America's fastest growing hobby. $10.95*

.40 COMPUTER GAMES-BK7381-Forty games in all in nine different categories. Games for large and small systems, and even a
section on calculator games. Many versions of BASIC used and a wide variety of systems represented. A must for the serious com-
puter gamesman. $7.95*

3 NEW BOOKS

• HOBBY COMPUTERS ARE HERE!-BK7322-lf you (or a friend) want to
come up to speed on how computers work ... hardware and software ...
this is an excellent book. It starts with the fundamentals and explains the
circuits, and the basics of programming. This book has the highest recom-
mendations as a teaching aid for newcomers. $4.95.·

• THE NEW HOBBY COMPUTERS-BK7340- This book takes it from
where "HOBBY COMPUTERS ARE HERE!" leaves off, with chapters on
Large Scale Integration, how to choose a microprocessor chip, an introduc-
tion to programming, low cost I/O for a computer, computer arithmetic,
checking memory boards ... and much, much more! Don't miss this tremen-
dous value! Only $4.95.·

_-INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS (VOL. 0-111)---1

.AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS, VOL. 0-
BK1130- The Beginner's Book-Written for readers who know
nothing about computers - for those who have an interest in
how to use computers - and for everyone else who must live
with computers and should know a little about them. The first in
a series of 4 volumes, this book will explain how computers
work and what they can do. Computers have become an in-
tegral part of life and society. During any given day you are af·
fected by computers, so start learning more about them with
Volume O. $7.95.·

• VOL. 1- BK 1030 - 2nd Edition completely revised, Dedicated
to the basic concepts of microcomputers and hardware theory.
The purpose of Volume I is to give you a thorough understand-
ing of what microcomputers are. From basic concepts (which
are covered in detail), Volume I builds the necessary cornpo-
nents of a microcomputer system. This book highlights the dif-
ference between minicomputers and microcomputers. $12.50.·
• VOL. 11- BK1040 (with binder) - $30.00· - Contains descrip-
tions of individual microprocessors and support devices used
only with the parent microprocessor. Volume II describes all
available chips.
• VOL. 111- BK1133 (with binder) - $20.00.· Contains descrip-
tions of all support devices that can be used with any micropro-
cessor .

• HOW TO BUILD A MICROCOMPUTER - AND REALLY UNDERSTAND IT - BK7325 - by
Sam Creason. The electronics hobbyist who wants to build his own microcomputer
system now has a practical "How-To" guidebook. This book is a combination technical
manual and programming guide that takes the hobbyist step-by-step through the design,
construction, testing and debugging of a complete microcomputer system. Must reading
for anyone desiring a true understanding of small computer systems. $9.95.·

.TOOLS & TECHNIQUES FOR ELECTRONICS- BK7348-by A. A. Wicks is an easy-to-
understand book written for the beginning kit builder as well as the experienced hob-
byist. It has numerous pictures and descriptions of the safe and correct ways to use
basic and specialized tools for electronic projects as well as specialized metal working
tools and the chemical aids which are used in repair shops. $4.95.·

·U:5e the order card in the back or this rnaqazrneor Itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to Kilobaud Microcomputing Book
Department· Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information. No C.O.D. orders accepted. All orders add $1.00

handling. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Questions regarding your order? Please write to Customer Service at the above address.

EEORDERINGCALL1-800-258-5473
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t------SPECIAL INTERESTS----'
eTRS-80 DISK AND OTHER MYSTERIES - BK1181 - by Har-
vard C. Pennington. This is the definitive work on the TRS-80
disk system. It is full of detailed "How to" information with ex-
amples, samples and in-depth explanations suitable for begin-
ners and professionals alike. The recovery of one lost file is
worth the price alone. $22.50. '
elNTRODUCTION TO TRS-80 GRAPHICS- BK1180- by Don
Inman. Dissatisfied with your Level I or Level II manual's
coverage of graphics capabilities? This well-structured book
(suitable for classroom use) is ideal for those who want to use
all the graphics capabilities built into the TRS-80. A tutorial
method is used with many demonstrations. It is based on the
Level I, but all material is suitable for Level II use. $8.95.'
e MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACING TECHNIQUES- BK1037
- by Austin Lesea & Rodnay Zaks will teach you how to inter-
connect a complete system and interface it to all the usual
peripherals. It covers hardware and software skills and tech-
niques, including the use and design of model buses such as
the IEEE 488 or S100. $15.95.'

e MICROPROCESSOR LEXICON - ACRONYMS AND DEFINITIONS - BK1137 - Compiled by the staff of SYBEX is a convenient
reference in pocket size format. Sections include acronyms and definitions, part numbers and their definitions, S-100 signals,
RS232 signals, IEEE 499 signals, microcomputer and microprocessors, JETDS summary (military) and a code conversion table.
$2.95. '
e MICROPROCESSORS FROM CHIPS TO SYSTEMS - BK1036 - by Rodnay Zaks is a complete and detailed introduction to
microprocessors and microcomputer systems. No preliminary knowledge of computers or microprocessors is required to read
this book, although a basic engineering knowledge is naturally an advantage. Intended for all wishing to understand the con-
cepts, techniques and components of microprocessors in a short time. $10.95.'

MONEYMAKINGeHOW TO MAKE MONEY WITH COMPUTERS-BK1003-ln
10 information-packed chapters, Jerry Felsen describes more
than 30 computer-related, money-making, high profit, low
capital investment opportunities. $15.00.'
e HOW TO SELL ANYTHING TO ANYBODY - BK7306 - Ac-
cording to The Guinness Book of World Records, the author,
Joe Girard, is "the world's greatest salesman." This book
reveals how he made a fortune - and how you can, too. $2.25. '

eFREELANCE SOFTWARE PUBLISHING-BK1179-by B. J.
Korites. "This book is about money and how to make it by
writing and selling computer programs," (author's foreword). If
you have the skills to write a saleable program, you now need to
acquire the skills to sell that program. This compact book com-
prehensively covers the entire publishing process and many
aspects of software salesmanship. $14.95.'

eTHE INCREDIBLE SECRET MONEY MACHINE-BK1178-by Don Lancaster. A dif-
ferent kind of "cookbook" from Don Lancaster. Want to slash taxes? Get free vacations?
Win at investments? Make money from something that you like to do? You'll find this
book essential to give you the key insider details of what is really involved in starting up
your own money machine. $5.95.'

ePAYROLL WITH COST ACCOUNTING-IN BASIC-BK1001-by L. Poole & M.
Borchers, includes program listings with remarks, descriptions, discussions of
the principle behind each program, file layouts, and a complete user's manual with
step-by-step instructions, flowcharts, and simple reports and CRT displays. Pay-
roll and cost accounting features include separate payrolls for up to 10 com-
panies, time-tested interactive data entry, easy correction of data entry errors, job
costing (labor of distribution), check printing with full deduction and pay detail,
and 16 different printed reports, including W-2 and 941 (in CBASIC). $20.00.'

eSOME COMMON BASIC PROGRAMS-BK1053-published by Adam Osborne &
Associates, Inc. Perfect for non-technical computerists requiring ready-to-use pro-
grams. Business programs, plus miscellaneous programs. Invaluable for the user
who is not an experienced programmer. All will operate in the stand-alone mode.
$12.50 paperback.'

ePIMS: PERSONAL INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM-BK1009-Learn
how to unleash the power of a personal computer for your own benefit in this
ready-to-use data-base management program. $11.95. *

-Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to Kilobaud Microcomputing Book
Department· Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information. No C.O.D. orders accepted. All orders add $1.00

handling. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Questions regarding your order? Please write to Customer Service at the above address.

FOR TOLL FREE ORDERING CALL 1-800-258-5473
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-PROGRAMMING & COOKBOOKS-I

\e~' -
~ elNSIDE LEVEL 11- BK1183- For machine language program-

mers! This is a comprehensive reference guide to the Level II
ROMs, allowing easy utilization of the sophisticated routines
they contain. It concisely explains set-ups, calling sequences,
variable passage and I/O routines. Part II presents an entirely
new composite program structure which unloads under the
SYSTEM command and executes in both BASIC and machine
code with the speed and efficiency of a compiler. Special con-
sideration is given to disk systems. $15.95. *

e PROGRAMMING THE Z-80- BK1122 - by Rodnay laks. Here
is assembly language programming for the l-80 presented as a
progressive, step-by-step course. This book is both an educa-
tional text and a self-contained reference book, useful to both
the beginning and the experienced programmer who wish to
learn about the l-80. Exercises to test the reader are included.
$14.95. *
eZ-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING-BK1177-
by Lance A. Leventhal. This book thoroughly covers the l80 in-
struction set, abounding in simple programming examples
which illustrate software development concepts and actual
assembly language usage. Features include l80 I/O devices
and interfacing methods, assembler conventions, and compari-
sons with 8080A/8085 instruction sets and interrupt structure.
$12.50 .:
eZ-80 SOFTWARE GOURMET GUIDE AND COOKBOOK-
BK1045- by Nat Wadsworth. Scelbi's newest cookbook! This
book contains a complete description of the powerful l-80 in-
struction set and a wide variety of programming information.
Use the author's ingredients including routines, subroutines
and short programs, choose a time-tested recipe and start
cooking! $15.95.* ---6502-
ePROGRAMMING THE 6502 (Second Edition)-BK1005-
Rodnay laks has designed a self-contai ned text to learn pro-
gramming, using the 6502. It can be used by a person who has
never programmed before, and should be of value to anyone us-
ing the 6502. The many exercises will allow you to test yourself
and practice the concepts presented. $12.95. *

e6502 APPLICATIONS BOOK- BK1006 - Rodnay laks
presents practical-application techniques for the 6502 micro-
processor, assuming an elementary knowledge of
microprocessor programming. You will build and design your
own domestic-use systems and peripherals. Self-test exercises
included. $12.95. *
e6502 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING-BK1176-
by Lance A. Leventhal. This book provides comprehensive
coverage of the 6502 microprocessor assembly language.
Leventhal covers over 80 programming examples from simple
memory load loops to complete design projects. Features in-
clude 6502 assembler conventions, input/output devices and in-
terfaCing methods, and programming the 6502 interrupt
system. $12.50.'
e6502 SOFTWARE GOURMET GUIDE AND COOKBOOK-
BK1055 - by Robert Findley. This book introduces the BASIC
language programmer into the realm of machine-language pro-
gramming. The description of the 6502 structure and instruc-
tion set, various routines, subroutines and programs are the in-
gredients in this cookbook. "Recipes" are included to help you
put together exactly the programs to suit your taste. $12.95.'

-8080 / 8080A-
e8080Al8085 Assembly Language Programming-by Lance.
Leventhal-BK1004-Assembly language programming for the
8080A/8085 is explained with a description of the functions of as-
semblers and assembly instructions, and a discussion of basic
software development concepts. Many fully debugged, practical
programs are included as is a special section on structured pro-
gramming. $12.50.*
e8080 PROGRAMMING FOR LOGIC DESIGN-BK1078-ldeal
reference for an indepth understanding of the 8080 processor.
Application-oriented and the 8080 is discussed in light of replac-
ing conventional, hard-wired logic. Practical design considera-
tions are provided for the implementation of an 8080-base con-
trol system. $9.50. *
e8080 SOFTWARE GOURMET GUIDE AND COOKBOOK-
BK1102 -If yu have been spending too much time developing
simple routines for your 8080, try this new book by Scelbi Com-
puting and Robert Findley. Describes sorting, searching, and
many other routines for the 8080 user. $12.95. *

-6800-
e6800 PROGRAMMING FOR LOGIC DESIGN-BK1077-0ri-
ented toward the industrial user, this book describes the process
by which conventional logic can be replaced by a: 6800
microprocessor. Provides practical information that allows an
experimenter to design a complete micro control system from
the "ground up." $9.50.'

e6800 SOFTWARE GOURMET GUIDE AND COOKBOOK-
BK1075 - Like its culinary cousin, The 8080 Gourmet Guide,
this book by Scelbi Computing and Robert Findley describes
sorting, searching and other routines - this time for the 6800
user. $12.95.'

-COOK BOOKS-
eCMOS COOKBOOK- BK1011- by Don Lancaster. Details
the application of CMOS, the low power logic family suitable
for most applications presently dominated by TTL. Required
reading for every serious digital experimenter! $10.50.'

e TVT COOKBOOK - BK1 064 - by Don Lancaster. Describes
the use of a standard television receiver as a microprocessor
CRT terminal. Explains and describes character generation,
cursor control and interface information in typical, easy-to-
understand Lancaster style. $9.95.'
eTTL COOKBOOK-BK1063-by Donald Lancaster. Explains
what TTL is, how it works, and how to use it. Discusses prac-
tical applications, such as a digital counter and display
system, events counter, electronic stopwatch, digital voltmeter
and a digital tachometer. $9.50.'
eM/CROCOMPUTlNG CODING SHEETS Microcomputing's
dozen or so programmers wouldn't try to work without these
handy scratch pads, which help prevent the little errors that can
cost hours and hours of programming time. Available for
programming is Assembly/Machine Language (PD1001), which
has columns for address, instruction (3 bytes), source code
(label, op code, operand) and comments; and for BASIC
(PD1002) which is 72 columns wide. 50 sheets to a pad. $2.39.'

'Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to Kilobaud Microcompuling Book
Department· Peterborough NH 03458.Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information. No C.O.D.orders accepted. All orders add $1.00

handling. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Questions regarding your order? Please write to Customer Service at the above address.

LL FREE
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----BASIC ANDPASCAL-~///

• PROGRAMMING IN PASCAL-BK1140-by Peter Grogono. The computer
programming language PASCAL was the first language to embody in a
coherent way the concepts of structured programming, which has been
defined by Edsger Dijkstra and C.A.R. Hoare. As such, it is a landmark in the
development of programming languages. PASCAL was developed by
Niklaus Wirth in Zurich; it is derived from the language ALGOL 60 but is
more powerful and easier to use. PASCAL is now widely accepted as a
useful language that can be efficiently implemented, and as an excellent
teaching tool. It does not assume knowledge of any other programming
language; it is therefore suitable for an introductory course. $12.95. *

.THE BASIC HANDBOOK-BK1174-by David Lien. This book
is unique. It is a virtual ENCYCLOPEDIA of BASIC. While not
favoring one computer over another, it explains over 250 BASIC
words, how to use them and alternate strategies. If a computer
does not possess the capabilities of a needed or specified
word, there are often ways to accomplish the same function by
using another word or combination of words. That's where the
HANDBOOK comes in. It helps you get the most from your com-
puter, be it a "bottom-of-the-line" micro or an oversized
monster. $14.95. *

NEW REVISED EDITION

• LEARNING LEVEL 11- BK1175 - by David Lien. Written
especially for the TRS-80, this book concentrates on Level II
BASIC, exploring every important BASIC language capability.
Updates are included for those who have studied the Level I
User's Manual. Sections include: how to use the Editor, dual
cassette operation, printers and peripheral devices, and the
conversion of Level I programs to Level II. $1 *

• BASIC NEW 2ND EDITION - BK1081- by Bob Albrecht. Self-teaching guide to
the computer language you will need to know for use with your microcomputer.
This is one of the easiest ways to learn computer programming. $6.95. *

• BASIC BASIC (2ND EDITION)-BK1026-by James S. Coan.
This is a textbook which incorporates the learning of computer
programming using the BASIC language with the teaching of
mathematics. Over 100 sample programs illustrate the tech-
niques of the BASIC language and every section is followed by
practical problems. This second edition covers character string
handling and the use of data files. $9.45. *

.ADVANCED BASIC - BK1000 - Applications, including
strings and files, coordinate geometry, area, sequences and
series, simulation, graphing and games. $9.65*.

• MY COMPUTER LIKES ME. " WHEN I SPEAK BASIC- BK1039-An introduction to BASIC
· .. simple enough for kids. If you want to teach BASIC to anyone quickly, this is the way to go.
$3.95. *

.SIXTY CHALLENGING PROBLEMS WITH BASIC SOLUTIONS (2nd Edition)- BK1073- by Donald
Spencer, provides the serious student of BASIC programming with interesting problems andsolu-
tions. No knowledge of math above algebra required. Includes a number of game programs, as well as
programs for financial interest, conversions and numeric manipulations. $6.95. *

E,-----I
• WHAT TO DO AFTER YOU HIT RETURN - BK1071 - PCC's
first book of computer games ... 48 different computer games
you can play in BASIC ... programs, descriptions, many illus-
trations. Lunar Landing, Hammurabi, King, Civel 2, Qubic 5,
Taxman, Star Trek, Crash, Market, etc. $10.95. *

.BASIC COMPUTER GAMES-BK1074-0kay, so once you
get your computer and are running in BASIC, then what? Then
you need some programs in BASIC, that's what. This bookhas
101 games for you from very simple to real buggers. You get the
games, a description of the games, the listing to put in your
computer and a sample run to show you how they work. Fun.
Anyone game will be worth more than the price of the book for
the fun you and your family will have with it. $7.50. *

.MORE BASIC COMPUTER GAMES-BK1182-edited by
~ David H. Ahl. More fun in BASIC! 84 new games from the people

•..\ .• who brought you BASIC Computer Games. Includes such
~~' favorites as Minotaur (battle the mythical beast) and Eliza

.t'\..V (unload your troubles on the doctor at bargain rates). Complete
" .., with game description, listing and sample run. $7.50. *

'Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to Kilobaud Microcomputing Book Department
.•Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information. No C.O.D. orders accepted. All orders add $1.00 handling.

Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Questions regarding your order? Please write to Customer Service at the above address.

FOR TOLL FREEORDERING CALL 1-800-258-5473
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"THE BIG BOARD"
OEM - INDUSTRIAL - BUSINESS - SCIENTIFIC

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER KIT!
Z-80 CPU! 64K RAM!

THE FERGUSON PROJECT: Three years in the works, and maybe too good to be true. A tribute to hard headed,
no compromise, high performance, American engineering! The Big Board gives you all the most needed
computing features on one board at a very reasonable cost. The Big Board was designed from scratch to run the
latest version of CP/M*. Just imagine all the off-the-shelf software that can be run on the Big Board without any
modifications needed! Take a Big Board, add a couple of 8 inch disc drives, power supply, an enclosure,.C.R.T.,
and you have a total Business System for about 1/3 the cost you might expect to pay.

FULLY SOCKETED! FEATURES: (Remember, all this on one board!)

(64K KIT
BASIC I/O)

SIZE: 8'h x 13'1, IN.
SAME AS AN 8 IN. DRIVE.
REQUIRES: +5V @ 3 AMPS
+ - 12V @ .5 AMPS.

64K RAM 24 x 80 CHARACTER VIDEO
With a crisp. flicker-free display that looks extremely sharp even on small
monitors. Hardware scroll and full cursor control. Composite video or split video
and sync. Character set is supplied on a 2716 style ROM, making customized
fonts easy. Sync pulses can be any desired length or polarity. Video may be
Inverted or true. 5 x 7 Matrix - Upper & Lower Case

Uses Industry standard 4116 RAM·S. AII64K is available to the user, our VIDEO
and EPROM sections do not make holes in system RAM. Also, very special care
was taken in the RAM array PC layout to eliminate potential noise and glitches.

Z-80 CPU
FLOPPY DISC CONTROLLERRunning at 2.5 MHZ. Handles all 4116 RAM refresh and supports Mode 2

INTERUPTS. Fully buffered and runs 8080 software. Uses WD1771 controller chip with a TTL Data Separator for enhanced
reliability. IBM 3740 compatible. Supports up to four 8 inch disc drives. Direclly
compatible with standard Shugart drives such as the SA800 or SA801. Drives can
be configured for remote AC off-on. Runs CPIM' 2.2.

SERIAL I/O (OPTIONAL)
Full 2 channels using the Z80 SIO andtheSMC8116 Baud Rate Generator. FULL
RS232! For synchronous or asynchronous communication. In synchronous
mode, the clocks can be transmitted or received by a modem. Both channels can
be set up for either data-communication or data-termtnate. Supports mode 2'nl.
Price for all parts and connectors: $85.

TWO PORT PARALLEL I/O (OPTIONAL)
Uses Z-80 PIO. Full 16 bits, fully buffered, bi-direclional. User selectable hand
shake polarity. Set of all parts and connectors for parallel 1/0: $29.95

BASIC I/O REAL TIME CLOCK (OPTIONAL)
Consists of a separate parallel port (Z80 PIO) for use with an ASCII encoded
keyboard for input. Output would be on the 80 x 24 Video Display.

Uses Z-80 CTC. Can be configured as a Counter on Real Time Clock. Set of all
arts: $14.95

CP/M" 2.2 FOR BIG BOARDSYSTEM COMPARISON
.......... $370.00 Talk about bang. per buck! The prlcn Ihown for

365.00 S100 kits were taken from the July 1980 BYTE.
. ... 235.00 Thl. will give some balll for comparison between

~~~::~ the Big Board and a similar system Implementa-
45.00 tlon on the S100 Buss.

$1330.90

64K RAM KIT
80 x 24 Video Kit ....

~~~~Pt,m"~lfo.ntroll~r K." .

SER & PAR. 1/0 .
S-100 Mother Board

SUB TOTAL

The popular CP/M' D.O.S. modified by MICRONIX
SYSTEMS to run on Big Board is available for $150.00.

PC BOARD
Blank PC Board with Rom Set and Full Documentation.

$195.00

PFM 3.0 2K SYSTEM MONITOR
The real power ofthe Big Board lies In Its PFM 3.0 on board monitor. PFM commands Include: Dump Memory, BootCPIM', Copy, Examine. Fill Memory, Test Memory, Go To,
Read and Write 1/0 Ports, Disc Read (Drive, Track, Sector), and Search. PFM occupies one of the four 2716 EPROM locations provided.
Z-80 II a Trademark of Zilog.

TERMS: initial shipments will be made approximately 3 to 5 weeks after we
receive your order. VISA, MG, cash accepted. Wewill accept COD's (forthe
Big Board only) with a $75 deposit. Balance UPS COD. The $75 deposit
assures your place in line for the initial production run of Big Board.

Digital Research Computers
(OF TEXAS)

P.O. BOX 401565 • GARLAND, TEXAS 75040 • (214) 271-3538

*TRADEMARK OF DIGITAL RESEARCH. NOT ASSOCIATED WITH DIGITAL RESEARCH OF CALIFORNIA, THE ORIGINATORS OF CPM SOFTWARE
**1 TO 4 PIECE DOMESTIC USA PRICE.



USES 2716's

Blank PC Board - $34

ASSEMBLED & TESTED
ADD $30

SPECIAL: 2716 EPROM'. (450 NS) Are $14.95 EA. With Above Kit.

KIT FEATURES: 7. Any or all EPROM locations can be
1. Uses +5V only 2716 12Kx8) EPROM's. disabled.
2. Allows up to 32K of software on linel 8. Double sided PC board, solder-masked,
3. IEEE S-100 Compatible. silk-screened.
4. Addressable as two independent 16K 9. Gold plated contact fingers.

blocks. 10. Unselected EPROM's automatically
5. Cromemco extended or Northstar bank powered down for low power.

select. 11. Fully buffered and bypassed.
6. On board wait state circuitry if needed. 12. Easy and quick to assemble.

16K DYNAMIC RAM PARTIALS
¥.. \ INTEL 2108 8K X 1 RAMS (0

\..00 8 FOR $9.95 32 FOR $35 0 I( I
FACTORY PRIME! .

Huge special purchase of INTEL DynamiC RAM's. These
are 2108-4, 300NS, 8K, Ceramic DIP. The 2108 is the
INTEL 2116 (16K) tested for either upper or lower 8K only.
These are factory prime. Full Spec. See INTEL 1978 Cat.
for details or Memory Design Handbook for application
data. Both IMSAI and EXTENSYS did mfg. S-100 RAM
boards using these devices. - P.S. These devices will not
work in the SD EPANDORAM™. Please specify upper or
lower 8K. (S1626 or S1627). A super easy RAM to interface
to a Z80, 16 PIN DIP.

pRICE LOW POWER - 300NS
CU,.\ 2114 RAM SALE!
4K STATIC RAM'S. MAJOR BRAND, NEW PARTS.

These are the most sought after 2114's, LOW POWER and 300NS FAST.
8 FOR

8 FOR

$37.50FOR
4MHZ

16K STATIC RAM KIT-S 100 BUSS
PRICE CUT!

KIT FEATURES:
1. Addressable as four separate 4K Blocks.
2. ON BOARD BANK SELECT circuitry. (Cro-
memcoStandard'). Allows up to 512K on line! BLANK PC BOARD W/DATA-$33

~•.~~~~11~64~~~~6~~~~~ti~~fTm~i-ATES LOW PROFILE SOCKET SET-$12
5: Double sided PC Board,with solder maskand SUPPORT IC'S & CAPS-$19.95
Silk screened layout. Gold plated contact fingers
6. All addressand data lines fully buffered ASSEMBLED & TESTED-ADD $35
7. Kit includes ALL parts and sockets.
8. PHANTOM is jumpered to PIN 67.
9. LOWPOWER:under 1.5ampsTYPICAL from OUR #1 SELLING
the +8 Volt Buss.
10. Blank PC Board can be populated as any RAM BOARD!
multiple of 4K.

At last, an 8-100 Board that unleashes the full power ot two
unbelievable GenerallnstrumentsAY3-8910 NMOS computer
sound f C's. Allows you under total computer control to
generate an infinite number of special sound effects for
games or any other program. Sounds can be called in BASIC,
ASSEMBLYLANGUAGE,etc.
KIT FEATURES:

: ;6'jlR G~ASR~~~~L~~M;~;i~ 6~SBOARD II BLANK PC
* USESON BOARDAUDIO AMPSOR YOURSTEREO. BOARD W/DATA

: ~~LBS~"cRK~~~,Opj,,~+~~~g~~~~WARE ARE INCLUDED $31
* PC BOARD IS SOLDERMASKED,SILK SCREENED,WITHGOLD CONTACTS.
* EASY,QUICK, AND FUNTO BUILD. WITH FULL INSTRUCTIONS.
* USESPROGRAMMEDI/O FORMAXIMUMSYSTEMFLEXIBILITY
Both Basic and Assembly Language Programming examples are included.

SOFTWARE:
SCLTW is now available! Our Sound Command Languagemakes writing Sound Effects programs
a SNAP! SCl'" also includes routines for Register-Examine-Modify, Memory-Examine-Modify,
and Play-Memory. SClT ••is available on CP/M' compatible diskette of 2708 or 2716. Diskette-
$24.95 2708 - $19.95 2716 - $29.95 Diskette includes the source. EPROM'S are ORG at
EOOOH.

COMPLETE KIT!

$8495
(WITH DATA MANUAL)

PRICE CUT!

ASSEMBLED AND
TESTED - $35

KIT FEATURES:
1. Addressable on 16K Boundaries
2 Uses 2114 Static Ram
3. Fully Bypassed
4. Double sided PC Board. Solder mask

and silk screened layout
5. All Parts and Sockets included
6 Low Power: Under 1.5 Amps Typical

BLANK PC BOARD-$30 COMPLETE SOCKET SET -$12
SUPPORT IC'S AND CAPS-$19.95

4K DYNAMIC RAM BLOWOUT!
SAME AS INTEL 2107B!

4K RAMS AT AN UNBELIEVABLE 50¢ EACH!!!
Prime, new, National Semi., 1979 date coded, full spec. parts. N.S.
#MM5280-5N. Same as INTEL 2107B-4, T.I. TMS4060, NEC uPD411, etc.
We bought a HUGE QTY. from a West Coast Distributor at truly
DISTRESS PRICES! One of the most popular and reliable RAM's ever
made. These parts have been used by almost all Major Computer Main
Frame Mfg. the world over! Arranged as 4K x 1,270 NS Access Time, 22
Pin Dip. These units DO NOT use multiplexed addressing, thus making
REFRESH and other timing very simple. See INTEL MEMORY DESIGN
HANDBOOK for full application notes. The NAT. SEMI. MEMORY DATA
BOOK is available at most Radio Shack Stores. Prime units in original
factory tubes!

V\(\ #528D-5N 4096 BITS x 1 270 NS ACCESS
~'fI\\~a\a) 8 FOR $4.95 32 FOR $160,,\0

FACTORY CASE (450 PCS) - $180
Sockets Special: 22 Pin Low Profile (With Purchase of 5280's) 8 FOR $1.

COMPUTER PARTS SPECIALS
74LS175 - .99 8035 Intel Single Chip CPU - 5.95
74LS240 - 1.79 Signetics 2901 4 Bit Slice - 6.95
74LS241 - 1.79 AMD 2903 4 Bit Super Slice - 12.50
74LS244 - 1.79 AMD 29705 Dual Port RAM - 8.95
74LS373" 1.99

Digital Research Computers
(OF TEXAS)

P.O. BOX 401565. GARLAND, TEXAS 75040 • 271-3538

NEW! G.I. COMP

"TRADEMARK OF DIGITAL RESEARCH.

UND CHIP
AY3-8910. As featured in July, 1979 BYTE I A fantastically powerful Sound & Music
Generator. Perfect for use with any 8 Bit Microprocessor. Contains: 3 Tone Channels,
Noise Generator, 3 Channels of Amplitude Control. 16 bit Envelope Period Control, 2-8
Bit Parallel 1/0.3 D to A Converters, plus much more' All in one 40 Pin DIP. Super easy
interface to the S-100 or other busses. $11.95 PRICE CUT!
SPECIAL OFFER: $+4-:%each Add $3 for 60 Data Manual.

TERMS: Add $1.50 postage. We pay balance. Orders under $15 add 75¢
handling. No C.O.D. We accept Visa and MasterCharge. Tex. Res. add 5%
Tax. Foreign orders (except Canada) add 20% P & H 90 Day Money Back
Guarantee on all items: Orders over $50, add 85¢ for insurance.

NOT ASSOCIATED WITH DIGITAL RESEARCH OF CALIFORNIA, THE SUPPLIERS OF CPM SOFTWARE.



Start learning and computing for only $129.95 with a Netronics 8085-based
computer kit. Then expand it in low-cost steps to a business/development system
with 64k or more RAM, 8" floppy disk drives, hard disks and multi- terminal I/O.

THE NEW EXPLORER/a5 SYSTEM
Special! Full 8" floppy, 64k system for less than the price of a mini! Only $1499.95!

(Also available wired & tested, $1799.95)
Imagine - for only $129.95 you can own the starting
level of Explorer/85, a computer that's expandable into
full business/development capabilities - a computer
that can be your beginner system. an OEM controller,
or an IBM-formatted 8" disk small business system.
From the first day you own Explorer/85, you begin
computing on a significant level. and applying princi-
ples discussed in leading computer magazines. Ex-
plorer/85 features the advanced Intel 8085 cpu. which
is 100% compatible with the older 808OA. It offers on-
hoard S-100 bus expansion, Microsoft BASIC in ROM,
plus instant conversion to mass storage disk memory
with standard IBM-formatted 8" disks. All for only
$129.95, plus the cost of power supply. keyboard/
terminal and RF modulator if you don" have them (see
our remarkable prices below for these and other; ac-
cessories). With a Hex Keypad/display front panel,
Level" A" can be programmed with no need for a ter-
minal, ideal for a controller, OEM, or a real low-cost
start.

Level "A" is a
complete operating
system, perfect for
begtnners. hobbyists,
industrial controller
use. $129.95

LEVEL "A" SPECIFICATIONS
Explorer/as's Level" A" system features the advanced
Intel 8085 cpu, an 8355 ROM with 2k deluxe monitor/
operating system, and an advanced 8155 RAM I/O ...
all on a single motherboard with room for RAM/ROM/
PROM/EPROM and S-I00 expansion. plus generous
prototyping space.

PC Board: Glass epoxy. plated through holes with
solder mask. • I/O: Provisions for 25-pin (OB25) con-
nector for terminal serial 110, which can also support a
paper tape reader ... cassette tape recorder input and
output ... cassette tape control output LED output
indicator on SOD (serial output) line printer inter-
face (less drivers) ... total of four a-bit plus one s-bn
I/O ports .• Crystal Frequency: 6.144 MHz. ' Control
Switches: Reset and user (RST 7.5) interrupt ... addi-
tional provisions for RST 5.5, 6.5 and TRAP interrupts
onboard. ' Counter/Timer: Programmable, 14-bit bi-
nary. ' System RAM: 256 bytes located at F800. ideal
for smaller systems and for use as an isolated stack
area in expanded systems .. RAM expandable to 64K
via 5-100 bus or 4k on motherboard.

System Monitor (Terminal Version): 2k bytes of
deluxe system monitor ROM located at F~, leaving
il000 free for user RAM/ROM. Features include tape
load with labeling examine/change contents of
memory ... insert data ... warm start ... examine and
change all registers ... single step with register display
at each break point, a debugging/training feature ... go
to execution address ... move blocks of memory from
one location 10 another. . fill blocks of memory with a
constant .. display blocks of memory ... automatic
baud rate selection to 9800 baud ... variable display
line length control (1-255 characters/line) chan-
nelized I/O monitor routine with 8-bit parallel output
for high-speed printer serial console in and console
out channel so that monitor can communicate with I/O
ports.

System Monitor (Hex Keypad/Display Version):
Tape load with labeling ... tape dump with labeling
... examine/change conlents uf memory.. insert data
. . . warm start .. examine and change all registers

Full 8" disk system for less than (he price of a mini (shown wilh
Netronics Explorer/85 computer and new terminal). System (eatures
floppy drive [rom Control Data Corp., world's largest maker of
memory stomge systems (not a hobby hrand!)

Level "A"
With Hex
Keypod/Display.

nal 256 bytes located in the 8155A). The static RAM
can be located anywhere from ,tjfit11l to EFFF in 4k
blocks.

LEVEL "E" SPECIFICATIONS
Level "E" adds sockets for 8k of EPROM to use the
popular Intel 2716 or the TI 2516. It includes all sockets.
power supply regulator. heat sink. filtering and decou-
piing components. Sockets may also be used for 2k x 8
RAM IGs (allowing for up to 12k of onboard RAM).
DISK ORNE SPECIFICATIONS
• 8" CONTROL DATA CORP. • Data capacity: 401.016 bytes

professional drive. (SO). 802,032 bytes (DO),
• LSI controller. unformatted.
• Write protect. • Access lime: 25ms (one
• Single or double density. track).
DISK CONTROLLER/I/O BOARD
SPECIFICATIONS
• Controls up 10 four 8" drives. - 2716 PROM socket included
• 1771A LSI (SO) floppy disk for IISP. in custom

controller. applications.
- Onboard data separator • Onboard crystal controlled.

(IBM compatible). • Onboard I/O baud rate
- 2 Serial I/O ports generators to 9600 baud.
- Autoboollo disk system _ Double-sided PC board

when system reset. (glass epoxy.)
DISK DRIVE CABINET/POWER SUPPLY
- Deluxe steel cabinet with individual power supply for max-

imum reliability and stability.

ORDER A COORDINATED
EXPWRER!85 APPLICATIONS
PAK!
Beginner's Pak (Save 526.00!)- Buy Level "A" (Ter-
minal Version) with Monitor Source Listing and AP-l
s-amp Power Supply: (regular price $199.95). now at
SPECIAL PRICE: $169.95 plus post. & insur.
Experimenter's Pak II (Save $53.40!) - Buy Level
"A" (Hex Keypad/Display Version) with Hex
Keypad/Display, Intel 8085 User Manual, Level "A"
Hex Monitor Source Listing, and AP-1 5-amp Power
Supply: (regular price $279.35), all at SPECIAL
PRICE: $219.95 plus post. & insur.
Special Microsoft BASIC Pak (Save $103.00!) - In-
cludes Level "A" (Terminal Version). Level "B" .
Level "0" (4k RAM). Level "E". 8k Microsoft in
ROM. Intel 8085 User Manual. Level "A" Monitor
Source Listing. and AP-15-amp Power Supply: (regu-
lar price $439.70), now yours 'at SPECIAL PRICE:
5329.95 plus post. & insur.

ADD A TERMINAL WITH CABINET,
GET A FREE RF MODULATOR: Save
over $114 at this SPECIAL PRICE: $499.95
plus post. & insur.

Special 8" Disk Edition Explorer/85 (Save over 5104!)
- Includes disk-version Level "A", Level "B". two
S-l00 connectors and brackets. disk controller. 64k
RAM. AP-15-amp power supply. Explorer/85 deluxe
steel cabinet. cabinet fan. 8" SO/DO disk drive from
famous CONTROL DATA CORP. (not a hobby
brand!). drive cabinet with power supply. and drive
cable set-up for two drives. This package includes
everything but terminal and printers (see coupon for
them). Regular price $1630.30. all yours in kit at
SPECIAL PRICE: $1499.95 plus post. & insur. Wired
and tested, only 51799.95.

Special! Complete Business Software Pak (Save
$625.00!) - Includes CP/M 2.0. Microsoft BASIC.
General Ledger. Accounts Receivable. Accounts
Payable. Payroll Package: (regular price $1:lZ5). yours
now at SPECIAL PRICE: $699.95 .

single step with register display at each break point
go 10 execution address. Level "A" in this version
makes a perfect controller for industrial applications.
and is programmed using the Netronics Hex Keypad/
Display. It is low cost. perfect for beginners,
HEX KEYPAD/DISPLAY SPECIFICATIONS
Calculator type keypad with 24 system-refined and 16
user-defined kers, Six digit calculator-type display.
that displays ful address plus data as well as register
and status information.
LEVEL "B" SPECIFICATIONS
Level "B" provides the S-100 signals plus buffers/
drivers to support up to six S~100 bus boards. and in-
cludes: address decoding for onhoard 4k RAM expan-
sion selectable in 4k blocks . address decoding for
onboard 8k EPROM expansion selectable in Sk blocks
. . . address and data bus drivers for onboard expansion
... wait state generator (jumper selectable). to allow the
use of slower memories ... two separate 5 volt regula-
tors.
LEVEL "c" SPECIFICATIONS
Level "C" expands Explorer/as's motherboard with a
card cage. allowing you to plug up to six S-loo cards
directly into the motherboard. Both cage and card are
neatly contained inside Explorer's deluxe steel
cabinel. Level "C" includes a sheet metal superstruc-
ture. a s-card. gold plated S-100 extension PC hoard
that plugs into the motherboard. Just add required
number of S-100 connectors.

Explorer/8S
With Level "C"
Card Cage.

•....•.....•.......................•.•........•......•••••.•••••••.................••••••.•....••....•.................•..
LEVEL "0" SPECIFICATIONS
Level "D" provides ak of RAM. power supply regula-
tion. filtering decoupling components and sockets to
expand your Explorer/85 memory to 4k (plus the origi-

Dept. 11K Please send the items checked below: 0 AP~I Power Supply KU±8V@5amps) in deluxe steel cabinet 0 Disk comrouer Board \\1.th 1/0 Porls. . S)99.95 plus $2 post.
o Explorer/85 Level "A" Idt(Termillal Version). .5129.95 plus ... 539_95 plus $2 post. & insur. & insur.
$3 post. & insur. 0 Gold Plated 5--100 Bus eenoecrors . $4.05 each. postpaid. 0 SpeciaJ: Complete Business SOftware Pak (see above]

o Explorer/OS Level "A" kit (Hex Keypad/Display Version). 0 RFModulator kit {allows you to use yourTV set (IS a monitor) S699.96 postpaid.
SI29,95 plus $3 post. & insur. . ••$8.95 postpald. SOLD SEPARATELY:

o Ok Mlcroson BASICon cassette 'ape. $64.95 postpaid. 0 16k RAM Idt (S-lOO board expands to 64k). .5)99.95 plus $2 0 CP/M 1.4. SIOOposlpaid.
o OkMh:rosoft BASICIn ROMkit(requires Levels "8", "0" and post. & insur. 0 CP/M 2.0 ... $150 postpaid.
"E") ... 5911.95plus $2 post. & insur. 0 32k RAM kit. 5299.95 plus $2 post. & insur. 0 M1crosofi BASIC... 5325 postpaid.

o Level "B" ($01001 kit ... S49.95 plus $2 post. & insur. 0 48k RAM kit ... S3911.95plus $2 post. & insur. 0 Intel 11085cpu user lllanual ... $7.50 postpald.
o Level "C" 1$oIOOlH:ard "pander) kit. 539.95 plus $2 post. 0 64k RAM kit. S499.95 plus $2 post. & insur. 0 Level "A" Monitor Source Usllng. $25 postpaid

& insur. 0 16k RAM Expansion kit (to expand any of the above in 16k, COntineOlaJ US.A. Crectl! Card Buyers OUtside connecucur t
~ ~~:: ::g:1:~=k~~1io~·9m~S~I~,r;;,~~~hSlJf 0 ~J~~tlOfs~~~~ers; =~tluS:UO)~;s~p~~:t"' each. CALL TOLL FREE: 800-243· 7428
o Deluxe Sleet f.ablnel for Explomr/85 549.95 plus $3 post. 0 12" Video Monitor (10MHz handwidth) . 5139.95 plus $5 To Order F:om ~o, n~ectic~t C?r Fo~ Technical

& insur. posl. & insur. . Assistance. call (20:3) 354-9,175
o ~rln :~;~J/~inpu~~r5~r~;:Jlki~ rr::;':I\I~e~n;~uh;11128 0 Beginner's Pak(se(~ above) 5169.95 plus $4 post. & insiur. Total Enclosed (Conn res. add sales lax) $ _

character set. u&l case: full cursor control: 75 ohm video 0 i~!ur~imenter's Pak (see above] ... 5219_95 plus $6 post. & Paid By:
output: convertible to baudot output: selectable baud rate. 0 Special Microsoft 8ASIC Pak Mlhout ~rminaJ [see above}. 0 Personal Check 0 Cashier's Check/Money Order
RS232-C or 20 ma. I/O, 32 or64 character by 16 line formats. $329.95 plus $7 post. & insur. 0 VISA 0 Master Charge (8ank No. )
and can be used with either a CRT monitor or a TV set (if you 0 Same as above. plus ASCII Keyboard 1ermlnaJ ~th cabinet, Acct. No. Exp. Date _
~ar;~~SI~r~~I~bi ·f~)~11~~~tLUeSy~~:~~~t~~n~~sur. ~~~e:RF Modulator (s{~eabove] . 5499.95 plus $10 post. Signature _

oNe~\~:~l~~~fo~n·s!~~~~tO)Same featurns as above. 0 ~~~60~~t~~ ~~~t~l~~Explorer/OS (s(!!! above] $1400.95 ~~~e
except tz" monitor with keyboard and terminal is in dr!luxl' 0 Wired & Tesled ... 51700.05 plus S~6 po:'!l. ~ insur. J\ddres;s-================
singte cabinet: kit ... S399.95 plus $7 post. & insur. 0 Extra 8" coe t10ppy Drives. . $4911.95plus $12 post. & insur. City.-========z:;=========o Hazeltine terminaJs: Our prices 100 low to quote - CALLUS 0 cabinet & Power Supply For Drive.. $69.95 plus $3 post. & State Zip

o C~~rL-Slusglerterminals/prlnters: Our prices too tow to quote insur. Ii\\ NETRONICS Research & Development uc,
~ 0 Drive cable set-up for lWo Drtves . 525 plus $1.50 post. &

o Hex Keypad/Display kit ... $69.95 plus $2 post. & insur. insur. ~ 333 Litchfield Road, New Milford, CT 06776~.............................................••.....••................•...•.•..••.•..••••..••.•...•.•.....•..............•
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5IH STATIC RAm
5·100MEMORY BOARD

$49995
F/A.lr STATIC OI"ERAr/oN
.,'" BANI( ADDRESSABLE
EXTENDEO IlllEltfORr MGMT
MEETS IEEE I¥fOI"OSED
$-/00 SIGNAL STANOARDS
.f MHZ OI'£RAr,ON

VOlTAGERECWTORS•• ASSEMBLED' 24goo
& TESTED

SrsImIS

NEGATIVE
790S(SVI
790818'"
1'91SIISVI
1918118VI

SELECTOR!

8212
I/o Qort
$295

555 Timer
27¢DUST COVERS

APPLE GAME PORT
REMOTEPLUG-IN EXPANDERwith

APPLE DISK
APPLE KEYBOARD
TRS-80 KEYBOARD
TRS-80 RECORDER
TRS-80 SINGLE DISK
TRS-80 DOUBLE DISK
PET DISK
PET TERMINAL/COMP.
NORTHSTAR COMPUTER
SOROC TERMINAL

$ 3.75
$ 8.75
s 7.75
s 3.75
$ 3.75
s 6.75
s 7.75
$15.75
$11.75
$10.75

Allows continuous
connection of any three
of t.heApple game port ~

~H~O~M~E~S~T~UD~Y~C~O~U~R~SE~O~N~~~'~L~~~~~39~
1;.

cour'>~ oetow melodes 0 spec.ct cco-se book plus two cosseuev. tor a tore! ccw se lengrh
'1 hOuIS The tecn.r e '$ {omplet~ly coord.ocred 10 Ihe pages of !he book, ond c c s s ene s
be ptcveo on any sroodcr d c cs sene plover

"TT~'
SN7400N .20 SN7475N .36
SN7402N .22 SN7482N 1.05
SN7404N .22 SN7492N .50
SN7408N .26 SN7493N .48
SN7410N .22 SN7495N .60
SN7412N .28 SN7496N .70
SN7413N .35 SN74122N .39
SN7414N .55 SN74136N .95
SN7416N .29 SN74141N .69
SN7417N .29 SN74151N .65
SN7423N .28 SN74153N .65
SN7425N .25 SN74154N 1.25
SN7430N .23 SN74155N .80
SN7437N .29 SN74157N .69
SN7438N .30 SN74160N .95
SN7440N .22 SN74161N .90
SN7442N .57 SN74163N .85
SN744~N .78 SN74164N .87
SN7445N .78 SN74165N .87
SN7451N .20 SN74174N .99
SN7454N .20 SN74175N .89
SN7474N .36 SN74180N .75

52' PROGRAMMI NG
MICROPROCESSORS

For the student who has completed 5·1.
GOAL: i)provide an over.alland practical
understanding of the concepts 01 Micro
Computer Programming. 2.5 hours.

$2995 $2995
•NO TECHNICAl8ACKGROUND

MSMS832 MICROPROCESSOR
REAL·TIME
CLOCK/CALENDAR
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
'11<1"4SM~32 •••rno.,••hmoc ""''''I"9lle c",os ••te~'.teG
ewe•••, I~II tu~c"o ••••••'eol,,,,,,, c;Iock Clle"" •• '0' u'" '"
- .•••••~_ mc·_oceu<>< 1pp'K..'_, ' •••on..:;"'" l2 168
IiICrysIlolC""""".a"";"I"'~_b.a""C"""'eG"o ••n~
1>'~_, •••.•DIt'·Do1I od.t.orSECONOS """IUTES
HOURS OAY-Of·•••.EE..: OAlf,,",ONTH _¥tAR D"'K-
c•••"cO~'oI',""DyI·C"'CI<Ire •• cn,p ••'''' ' ••" ••,,!t.,..,
hOIc!,npyt.01n••,'u""toon.,ncluo.']HJH"o ••".,wleChon
Ie"", "., .nl,j",.bOn 1M "' ••.•y.J . J.OMCone!<o"","on
'tie "'SM!.I12 ""''''aIIy _,.t.,. 10.,.... ~ """ _~, _
~PHc.-""_.'_00 ••,.1011.~.""_conl""~' •••n
oI_~""'''9 •••••n''''''''I>O••.t" .•on On""""fI~lrac'h.
1.''''.~lnl,n9""n.t''''''k",po''901M, ••"",.ln.'''SM:>I3'
>soH"eeI", In 'S-leA<!au.I·'n·ltn~ pla>l,eIflS suH"1p.e'.g~
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Get the inside
COPY- of CPIM*
Just purchase aJade Double-D
or CCS double density disk
controller this month and
CPIM* 2.2 is yours for free.

S-100 Boards

DOUBLE-D - Jade
Double density disk controller with the inside track

IOD-1300K Kit & CPIM 2.2 $395.00
IOD-1300A 8" A & T & CPIM 2.2. $469.00
10D-1305A 5'/i" A & T & CP/M 2.2 $469.00
10D-1200B Bare board .. $55.00

DOUBLE DENSITY - Cal Comp Sys
5'/," vr 8" disk controller with free CPI M 2.2

10D-1400A A & T . . $374.95

THE BIG Z· - Jade
2 or 4 MHz switchable Z·80· CPU with serial 110

CPU-30201K Kit $145.00
CPU-30201A A & T $199.00
CPU-30200B Bare board $35.00

£BS-I00 - SD Systems
25 MHz Z 80* CPU with serial & parallel 1/0 ports

CPC-30100K Kit $269.95
CPC-30100A Jade A & T $339.95

SBC-200 - SD Systems
4 MHz Z·80· CPU with serial & parallel I/O ports

CPC-30200K Kit $299.95
CPC-30200A Jade A & T $375.00

CB2 - S.S.M.
2 or 4 MHz switchable Z·80· CPU with RAM, ROM, & I/O
CPU-30300K Kit $239.95
CPC-30300A A & T $299.95

2810 Z-80* CPU - Cal Comp Sys
2/4 MHz Z·80A* CPU ui/serial I/O port

CPU-30400A A & T $275.00

ExpandoRAM I - SD Systems
2.5 MHz RAM board expandable from 16K to 64K

MEM-16130K 16K kit .... $245.00
MEM-16130A 16K Jade A & T $295.00
MEM-32131K 32K kit $275.00
MEM-32131A 32K Jade A & T . . . .. $325.00
MEM-48132K 48K kit $305.00
MEM-48132A 48K Jade A & T .... $355.00
MEM-64133K 64K kit ... $335.00
MEM-64133A 64K Jade A & T $385.00

64K RAM BOARD $359.95

ExpandoRAM II - SD Systems
4 MHz RAM board expandable from 16K to 256K

MEM-16630A 16K kit $249.95
MEM-16630A 16K Jade A & T $299.95
MEM-32631K 32Kkit $289.95
MEM-32631A 32K Jade A & T . . . . $339.95
MEM-48632K 48K kit $324.95
MEM-48631A 48K Jade A & T . $374.95
MEM-64633K 64K kit .. $359.95
MEM-64633A 64K Jade A & T . . . $409.95

32K STATIC RAM BOARD $299.95
1fjK'STA TIC RAM BOARD $169.96

32K STATIC RAM - Jade
2 or 4 MHz expandable static RAM board uses 2114L's
MEM-16151K 16K 4 MHz kit $169.95
MEM-16151A 16K 4 MHz A & T $224.95
MEM-32151K 32K 4 MHz kit $299.95
MEM-32151A 32K 4 MHz A & T . .. $349.95

s.p.I.e. - Jade
Our new I/O card with 2 SID's, 4 CTC's, and 1 PIO

IOI-1045K 2 ere», 1 S1O, 1 P10 .. $199.00
10I-1045A A & T . . . . . . $259.00
IOI-1046K 4 CTC's, 2 S1O's, 1 P10 $259.00
IOI-1046A A & T . . . . . . . . .. $319.00
101-1045B Bare board wi manual $59.95
101-1045D Manualonly $20.00

16K STATIC RAM - Cal Comp Sys
2 or 4 MHz 16K static RAM· a real memory bargain

MEM-16160K 16K 2 MHz kit $249.95
MEM-16160A 16K 2 MHz A & T .. $279.00
MEM-16162K 16K 4 MHz kit ..... $279.95
MEM-16162A 16K 4 MHz A & T .. $309.00
MEM-16160B Bare board $29.95

PB-l - S.S.M.
2708,2716 EPROM board with built- in programmer

MEM-99510K Kit .. $159.95
MEM-99510A A & T . $239.95

PROM-I00 - SD Systems
2708,2716,2732,2758, & 2516 EPROM programmer

MEM-99520K Kit $175.00
MEM-99520A Jade A & T . . . .. $225.00

1/0-4 - S.S.M.
2 serial I/O ports plus 2 parallel I/O ports

IOI-1010K Kit . . .. .. $179.95
101-10] OA A & T. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $259.95
101-101OB Bare board.. . ..... $35.00

BIT STREAMER II - Vector Graphic
. 3 serial JlO ports plus 2 parallel I/O ports

10I-1025A A & T $259.00

lOOK DAY CLOCK - Mtn Hardware
Crystal controlled S-JOOclock with NiCad backup

IOK-1400A A & T ... . . . .. $329.95

SBl- S.S.M.
15 Hz to 25K Hz music synthesizer for 5·100

IOS-I005K Kit .. . .. $239.95
IOS-I005A A & T . . . . . . . .. $299.95

TB-4 - Mullen
Extremely versatile extender board with logic probe

TSX-180K Kit . $55.00
TSX-180A A & T $75.00

TERMINATOR & EXTENDER - C.C.S.
Can be used as both an $·100 extender and terminator
TSX-150K Kit .. .. $39.95

S-100 EXTENDER - Cal Comp Sys
Puts problem boards within easy reach

TSX-160A A & T $24.95

VERSAFLOPPY I - SD Systems
Versatile floppy disk controller for 8" or 5'/'''

IOD-1l50K Kit.. . $219.95
IOD-1l50A Jade A & T $269.95

VERSAFLOPPY II - SD Systems
New double density controller for both 8" & fjlj.,11

IOD-1l60K Kit.................... $309.95
IOD-1l60A Jade A & T $369.95

S-100 PROTO BOARD - Jade
Universal design, plated thru holes, gold fingers

TSX-140B Bare board .... . ... $24.95

2708/2716 EPROM BOARD - Jade
Holds up to 16 EPROMs, addressable on 1K banks

MEM-16230K Kit , $69.95
MEM-16230A A & T, no PROMs $99.95
MEM-16230B Bare board $30.00

•Z-80, Z-SOA,and the letter Z are recognized trademarks
of Zilog, lne.

VDB-8024 - SD Systems
80 x 24 I/O mapped video board with keyboard 1/0

IOV-I020K Kit........ $339.95
IOV-I020A Jade A & T $399.95

VB3 - S.S.M.
80 x 24 or 80 x 48 memory mapped with graphics

IOV-1095K Kit, 4 MHz $399.95
IOV-I095A A & T, 4 MHz .. .. $464.95
IOV-I096K 80 X 48 upgrade, 4 MHz . $89.00

VIDEO BOARD - Jade
64 x 16 assembled & tested 5·100 video board

IOV-1050B Bare board .. .. $29.95
IOV-I050A A & T sale price $99.95

Single Board Computers
AIM-65 - Rockwell

6502 computer with printer, display, & keyboard
CPK-50165 1K AIM ... . $374.95
CPK-50465 4K AIM . . . . .. $449.95
SFK-74600008E 8K BASIC ROM ... $99.95
SFK-64600004E 4K assembler ROM $84.95
PSX-030A Power supply .... .. $59.95
ENX-000002 Enclosure. .. $49.95

4K AIM, 8K BASIC, power supply, & enclosure
Special package price .. $599.00

Z-80* STARTER KIT - SD Systems
Z·80· computer with RAM, ROM, I/O, & keyboard

CPS-30010K Kit $319.95
CPS-30010A Jade A & T $399.95

Video Monitors
VIDEO 100 - Leedex

12" B & W video monitor with 12 MHz bandwidth
VDM-801210 $139.95

VIDEO 100-80 - Leedex
81 x 24' version of Video 100 with metal cabinet

VDM-801230 $179.95

9" B & WMONITOR - A.P.F.
High quality, high resolution video monitor

VDM-750900 9" monitor. . . . . . . . .. $149.95

13" COLOR MONITOR - Zenith
The hi res color you've been promising yourself

VDC-201301 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $449.00

12" GREEN SCREEN - NEC
20 MHz, P31 phosphor video monitor with audio

VDM-651200 12" monitor $249.95

Software
SDOS - SD Systems

DOS, CBASIC·2, Z·80· assembler/editor/linker
SFX-55001000D Manual set $24.95
SFX-55001002M 5W' disks & man $199.95
SFX-55001006F 8" disk & manual $199.95

CP 1M 2.2 - Digital Research
Latest & most powerful release of CP/M

SFC-52506000D Manual set $24.95
SFC-52506000M 5'//' disk & manual $149.95
SFC-52506000F 8" disk & manual $149.95

'CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital
Research Corp.
All royalties paid by Jade Computer Products and
California Computer Systems.
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Accessories for Apple
16K MEMORY UPGRADE

Add 16K of RAM to your TRS-80, Apple, or Exidy
MEX-16100K TRS-80 kit ", ........• $39.95
MEX-1610lK Apple kit $39.95
MEX-16102K Exidy kit $39.95

PRINTER INTERFACE - Cal Comp
Centronics type lIO card w/ firmware

IOI-2041A A & T $99.95

8" DRIVES for APPLE
Controller, DOS, two 8" drives, cabinet, & cable

Special package price $1475.00

AIO - S.S.M.
Parallel & serial interface for your Apple

TOI-2050K Kit..................... $159.00
iOI-2050A A & T . . . . . . .. $199.00

APPLE CLOCK - Cal Comp Sys
Real time clock w/battery back-up

IOK-2100A A & T $125.00

SUPERTALKER - Mtn Hardware
Speech recognition/synthesizer w/speaker & mike

IOS-2015A A & T . . . . .. $275.00

Z-80· CARD for APPLE
Z-80' CPU card with CP/M for your Apple

CPX-30800A A & T $298.00

MICROMODEM - D.C. Hayes
Auto answer/dial modem card for Apple or S-100

lOM-2010A Apple modem $349.95
IOM-llOOA S-100 modem .... , ..... $375.00

Printers
BASE 2 - Impact Printer

132 cps, bi-directional, tractor feed, & graphics
PRM-13100 $675.00

DP-9501 - Anadex
9 x 11 dot matrix, 220 column, 200 cps, & graphics

PRM-10501 Standard DP-9501 .... $1495.00
PRM-10511 with graphics & 2K .. $1595.00

ANACOM 150 - Special
150 cps, 9 x 9 matrix, tractor feed

PRM-11150 Parallel interface $995.00
PRM-11151 Serial interface $995.00

SPINWRITER - NEC
65 cps, bi-directional, letter quality with tractor

PRD-55510 with 2K buffer $2695.00

NOVATION CAT
300 baud, auto answer/originate acoustic modem

IOM-5200A Special sale price $139.00

D-CAT 300 baud, direct connect modem
IOM-5201A Special sale price .... ,. $189.00

EPROM ERASERS
L.S. Engineering UV eraser for up to 48 EPROMs

XME-3200 A & T $39.95

Spectronics hi intensity industrial eraser
XME-3100 Without timer $69.95
XME-3101 With timer $94.50

TV-l - Best Buy
The inexpensive alternative to video monitors

IOR-5040K Kit $8.95

Call for yourfree 1980 catalog

Disk Drives
JADE DISK PACKAGE

Double-D controller kit, two 8" double density drives
CPIM 2.2, cabinet, power supply, & cables

Special package price $1395.00

DUAL 8" DRIVES - Jade
A pair of double density Shugarts in a cabinet

MSF-12800R 2 single sided $995.00
MSF-125202 2 double sided $1425.00

8" DISK DRIVES
Highly reliable double density floppy disk drives

Shugart 801R single sided, double density
MSF-10801R SA-80lR $425.00
Special Sale Price 2 for $800.00

Qume Datatrak 8 double sided, double density
MSF-750080 851R compatible ..... $625.00

DISKETTES - Jade
Bargain prices on magnificent magnetic media

51A" single sided, single density, box of 10
MMD-511cn03 Soft sector .. $27.95
MMD-5111003 10 sector $27.95
MMD-5111603 16 sector $27.95

514" double sided, double density, box of 10
MMD-5220103 Soft sector $39.95

8" single sided, single density, box of 10
MMD-8110103 Soft sector $33.95

8" single sided, double density, box of 10
MMD-8120103 Soft sector $55.95

8" double sided, double density, box of 10
MMD-8220103 Soft sector $57.95

RAMS
21L02 2 MHz ..
21L02A 4 MHz.
2114L 2 MHz _ .
2114LA 4 MHz .

1.25
1.50
3.75
3.95

39.95
4.95

175.00
6,75
7.25

18.95

2147 70ns
4116
4164 64K xl
52572MHz
5257A 4 MHz _ .
MK4118

8212 $ 4.95
8214 $ 4.65
8216. '" $ 2.95
8224 .... $ 3.25
8224-4 .. $10.95
8226 $ 3.85
8228 S 4.95
8238 .. " $ 4.95
8243 5 8.00
8250 514.95
8251 $ 6.50
8253 $13.95
8255 $ 6.50
8257. _.. $19.95
8259 517.95
8275 $49.95
8279 $15.95

lIARTS
A Y5-10I3A .. 55.25
A Y3-1014A .. $8.25
TRI602B $5.25
TMS6011 $5.95
IM6403 $9.00

DUAL DISK CABINET Jade
Metal enclosure f.or 2 801R's, power supply & fan

END-000021 Bare cabinet $99.00

BAUD RATE
GENERATORS

MCl4411 .. $10.00
CRYSTAl .. $ 4.95

Motherboards 6800
SliPPORT

6821P . s 5.95
6828P . $11.95
6834P . $12.95
6840P . $18.75
6850P . 5 4.80
6852P . $ 5.79
6875L . 5 7.40
68488P 525.00

Z80 SlJPPORT
3881 (PIO) '" ... 5 9.50
3881-4

(PI0-4 MHz) .. 514.50
3882 (CTC). . $ 9.50
3882-4

(CTC-4M Hz) .. 514.95
3883 (SIO) $29.50
3884 (SIO) .. $49.50

ISO-BUS - Jade
Silent, simple, and on sale - a better motherboard

6 Slot (514" x 8%")
MBS-061B Bare board $19.95
MBS-061K Kit . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $39.95
MBS-061A A & T . . . . . . . . ... $49.95

12 Slot (9%" x 8%")
MBS-121B Bare board . .. $29.95
MBS-121KKit $69.95
MBS-121A A & T $89.95

18 Slot (14W' x 8Y,")
MBS-181B Bare board $49.95
MBS-181K Kit $99.95
MBS-181A A & T . .. $139.95

••••••••••= PLACE ORDERS
TOLL FREE

•• Inside California Continental U.S.
800-262-1710 800-421-5500

II For customer service
• or technical inquiries call 213-973-7707

• Write for our FREE 1980 catalog

• J".AL.::I::»:E
• COMPUTER PRODUCTS
• 4901 W.Rosecrans, Hawthorne. CA 90250 _ ••• '1
IITERMS OF SALE: Cash. checks. credit cards

•
money orders or from recognized institutions
Purchase orders aecepted. Minimum order $1

•
California residents add 6% sales tax.
shipping and handling charge $2.50. PricesIII U.S. and Canadian delivery only and are-

•
. to change without notice. For export

information send for a=~=~===~
• CATALOG. I VISA] f;--'
• m•••••••••••

Mainframes
MAINFRAME - Cal Comp Sys

12 slot S-100 mainframe with 20 amp power supply
ENC-1l2105 Kit $309.95
ENC-112106 A & T $349.95

DISK MAINFRAME - NNC
Dual 8" drive cutouts with 8 slot motherboard

ENS-112320 with 30 ampp.s $699.95

KIM-l - Commodore
6502 computer with RAM, ROM, lIO, & keyboard

CPK-5001OA A & T $175.00

SYM-l - Synertek
6502 computer with RAM, ROM, IIO, & keyboard

CPK'-5002A A & T $249.95

...-48



SYM-l, 6502-BASED MICROCOMPUTER
• FULLY-ASSEMBLED AND COMPLETELY INTEGRATED SYSTEM that's

ready-to-use
• ALL LSI It'S ARE IN SOCKETS
• 28 DOUBLE-FUNCTION KEYPAD INCLUDING UP TO 24 "SPECIAL"

FUNCTIONS
• EASY-TO-VIEW 6-DIGIT HEX LED DISPLAY
• KIM-l * HARDWARE COMPATIBILITY

The powerful 6502 8-Bit MICROPROCESSOR whose advanced
architectural features have made it one of the largest selling "micros"
on the market today.

• THREEON-BOARD PROGRAMMABLE INTERVAL TIMERS available to
the user, expandable to five on-board.

• 4K BYTEROM RESIDENT MONITOR and Operating Programs.
• Single 5 ·Volt power supply is all that is required.
• lK BYTESOF 2114 STATIC RAM onboord with sockets provided for

immediate expansion to 4K bytes onboard, with total memory expan-
sion to. 65, 536 bytes.

• USER PROM/ROM: The system is equipped with 3 PROM/ROM ex- Synertek has enhanced KIM-l * software as well as the hardware. The
pansion sockets for 2316/2332 ROMs or 2716 EPROMs software has simplified the user interface. The basic SYM-l system is

• ENHANCED SOFTWARE with simplified user interface programmed in machine language. Monitor status is easily accessible,
• STANDARD INTERFACES INCLUDE: and the monitor gives the keypad user the same full functional capabili-

-Audio Cassette Recorder Interface with Remote Control (Two ty of the TTY user. The SYM-l has everything the KIM-l * has to offer,
modes: 135 Baud KIM-l * compatible, Hi-Speed 1500 Baud) plus so much more that we cannot begin to tell you here. So, if you want

-Full duplex 20mA Teletype Interface to know more, the SYM-l User Manual is available, separately.
-System Expansion Bus Interface SYM-1 Complete w/manuals $229_00
-TV Controller Board Interface SYM-1 User Manual Only $7_00
-CRT Compatible Interface (RS-232) SYM-1 Expansion $60.00

• APPLICATION PORT: 15 Bi-directional TTL Lines for user applications ExpanSion includes 3K 01 2114 RAM chips and 1-6522 I/O chip.
with expansion capability for added lines SYM-l Manuals: The well organized documentation package is com-

• EXPANSION PORT FOR ADD-ON MODULES (51 I/O Lines included in plete and easy-to-understand.
the basic system) SYM-1 CAN GROW AS YOU GROW. It's the system to BUILD-ON.

• SEPARATE POWER SUPPLYconnector for easy disconnect of the doc Expansion features that are available:
power BAS·1 8K Basic ROM (Microsoft Basic)

• AUDIBLE RESPONSE KEYPAD KTM·2 (Complete terminal less monitor)

QUALITY EXPANSION BOARDS DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY fOR KIM-l, SYM-l & AIM 65

$89.00
$319.00

These boards are set up for use with a regulated power supply such as the one below, but, provisions have been made so that you can add
onboard regulators for use with an unregulated power supply. But, because of unreliability, we do not recommend the use of onboard
regulators. All i.C.'s are socketed for ease of maintenance. All boards carry full 90-day warranty.
All products that we manufacture are designed to meet or exceed industrial standards. All components are first qualtiy and meet full
manufacturer's specifications. All this and an extended burn-in is done to reduce the normal percentage of field failures by up to 75%. To you,
this means the chance of inconvenience and lost time due to a failure is very rare; but, if it should happen, we guarantee a turn-around time of
less than forty-eight hours for repair.
Our money bock guarantee: If, for any reason you wish to return any board that you have purchased directly from us within ten (10) days after
receipt, complete, in original condition, and in original shipping carton; we will give you a complete credit or refund less a $10.00 restocking
charge per board.

VAK- 1 8-SLOT MOTHERBOARD
This motherboard uses the KIM-4 * bus structure. It provides eight (8)

expansion board sockets with rigid card cage. Separate jacks for audio
cassette, TTY and power supply are provided. Fully buffered bus.

VAK-l Motherboard $139.00

VAK-2/4 16K STATIC RAM BOARD
This board using 2114 RAMs is configured in two (2) separately

addressable 8K blocks with individual write-protect switches.
VAK·216K RAM Board with only $239.00
8K of RAM ('12 populated)

VAK·3 Complete set of chips to $125.00
expand above board to 16K

VAK·4 Fully populated 16K RAM $325.00

VAK-S 2708 EPROM PROGRAMMER
This board requires a + 5 VDC and ± 12 VDC, but has a DC to DC

multiplyer so there is no need for an additional power supply. All
software is resident in on-board ROM, and has a zero-insertion socket.

VAK·5.2708 EPROM Programmer $249.00

V AK-6 EPROM BOARD
This board will hold 8K of 2708 or 2758, or 16K of 2716 or 25,6

EPROMs. EPROMs not included.
VAK·6 EPROM Board $119.00

VAK·7 COMPLETE FLOPPY·DISK SYSTEM
See May Kilobaud for details

VAK-8 PROTYPING BOARD
This board allows you to create your own interfaces to plug into the

motherboard. Etched circuitry is provided for regulators, address and
data bus drivers; with a large area for either wire-wrapped or soldered
IC circuitry.

VAK·8 Protyping Board $39.00

$1299.00

POWER SUPPLIES
ALL POWER SUPPLIESare totally enclosed with grounded enclosures for safety, AC power cord, and carry a full 2-year warranty.

FULL SYSTEM POWER SUPPLY
This power supply will handle a microcomputer and up to 65K of our

VAK·4 RAM. ADDITIONAL FEATURESARE: Over voltage Protection on 5
volts, fused, AC on/off switch. Equivalent to units selling for $225.00 or
more.
Provides +5 VDC @ 10 Amps & ±_12 VDC @ 1 Amp

VAK-EPS Power Supply $119.00
VAK·EPS/AIM - same as VAK-EPS but w/additional 24 volt
unregulated (specifically for AIM 65) $149.00

•..••52

KIM-l * Custom P.S. provides 5 VDC @ 1.2 Amps
and +12 VDC @.1 Amps

KCp·1 Power Supply $3.9.00

*KIM is a product of MOS Technology
Add $2_50for shipping & handling for all excep.! AIM 65.

WE'VE EXPANDED AGAIN!
NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS.
2951 W. Fairmount Avenue
Phoenix AZ. 85017
(602)265-7564



WAMECO
THE COMPLETE PC BOARD HOUSE
EVERYTHING FOR THE S-100 BUSS* FPB-1A FRONT PANEL BOARD FOR 8080A AND Z80

SYSTEMS IMSAI COMPATIBLE.
PCBD $56.95 KIT $175.00

* MEM-2 16K RAM 2114's. ADDRESSABLE IN 4K
BOUNDARIES.
PCBD .... $33.95 KIT (LESS RAMS) $80.95

* EPM-2 16/32K ROM USES 2716 OR 2708. ADDRESS-
ABLE IN 4K BOUNDARIES.
PCBD . $33.95 KIT (LESS ROMS) $74.95

* CPU-1 8080A PROCESSOR BOARD WITH VECTOR
INTERRUPT.
PCBD ... $33.95 KIT $124.95

* IOB-1 I/O BOARD. ONE SERIAL, TWO PARALLEL
WITH CASSETTE. PCBD $33.95

* FDC-1 A FLOPPY DISC CONTROLLER BOARD USES
1771. PCBD . . .. $45.95

FUTURE PRODUCTS: 80 CHARACTER VIDEO BOARD.
Z-80 CPU BOARD WITH ROM, 8 PARALLEL PORT I/O BOARD.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED, UNIVERSITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER

* QMB-12 13 SLOT MOTHER BOARD.
PCBD ... $42.95 KIT $125.95

* QMB-9 9 SLOT MOTHER BOARD.
PCBD $35.95 KIT ....... $109.95

* PTB-1 POWER SUPPLY AND tERMINATOR BOARD.
PCBD $29.95 KIT $49.95

* RTC-1 REAL TIME CLOCK BOARD WITH TWO
INTERRUPTS.
PCBD $29.95 KIT $79.95

* MEM~1 A 8K RAM, USES 2102's.
=cao .... $33.95 KIT (LESS RAM) $71.95

* EPM-1 4K HOZ BOARD.
PCBD $29.95 KIT (LESS ROM) $59.95

MOST PRODUCTS FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT. NO 4-8 WEEK DELAYS REQUIRED FOR OTHERS.

WAMECO, INC., P. O. BOX 877 • 455 PLAZA ALHAMBRA. EL GRANADA, CA 94018 • (415) 726-6378

e::I CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS
16K RAM BOARD. Fully buffered addressable in 4K
blocks. IEEE standard for bank 'addressing 2.114's.
PCBD ... $28.95 Kit 450 NSEC .. $249.95
PT-1 PROTO BOARD. Over 2,600 holes 4" regula-
tors. All S-100 buss functions labeled, gold fingers.
PCBD $28B5
PT-2 PROTO BOARD. Similar to PT-1 except set-
up to handle solder tail sockets. PCBD .. $28.95

CCS MAIN FRAME. Kit (S-100) $339.95

APPLE EXTENDER. Kit ...... $22.95

APPLE IEEE INSTRUMENTATION INTERFACE
KIT 7490. Kit $275.00

ARITHMETIC PROCESSOR FOR APPLE 7811A.
Kit $350.00

APPLE ASYNCHRONOUS SERIAL INTERFACE
7710A. Kit ..... $89.95

APPLE SYNCHRONOUS SERIAL INTERFACE
7712A. Kit .....$89.95

ALL OTHER CCS PRODUCTS AVAILABLE--~::111
PB-1 2708 & 2716 Programming Board with pro-
visions for 4K or 8K EPROM. No external supplies
required. Textool sockets. Kit $143.00

CB-1A 8080 Processor Board. 2K of PROM 256
BYTE RAM power on/rest Vector Jump Parallel
port with status. Kit .. $146.00 PCBD $31.95

VB-3 80x24 VIDEO BOARD. Graphics included.
4MHZ . $379.95

10-4 Two serial I/O ports with full handshaking
20/60 ma current loop: Two parallel I/O ports.
Kit $168.00 PCBD $31.95
VB~IC 64 x 16 video board, upper lower case Greek
composite and parallel video with software, S-100.
Kit' $143.00
CB-2 Z80 CPU BOARD. Kit $199.95

AIO APPLE SERIAL/PARALLEL. . .... $144.95

ALL OTHER SSM PRODUCTS AVAILABLE

WAMECO INC.

$4.99

NOV. SPECIAL SALE
ON PREPAID ORDERS

(Charge cards not included on this offer)

WAMECO AND MIKOS PARTS SALE.
10% off on Wameco peBD with Mikos parts
assortments.

MIKOS PARTS ASSORTMENT
WITH WAMECO AND CYBERCOM PCBDS
MEM-2 with MIKOS "7 16K ram
with L2114 450 NSEC ..... $229.95
MEM-2 with MIKOS "13 16K ram
with L2114 200 NSEC $249.95
CPU-1 with MIKOS "2 8080A CPU $99.95
QM-12 with MIKOS #4 13 slot mother
board $11 0.95
RTC-1 with MIKOS "5 real time clock $65.95
EMP-1 with MIKOS "10 4K 1702 less
EPROMS .. $ 49.95
EPM-2 with MIKOS "11 16-32K EPROMS
less EPROMS .... .... $65.95

FDC-1 FLOPPY CONTROLLER BOARD will drive
shugart, pertek, remit 5" & 8" drives up to 8 drives,
on board PROM with power boot up, will operate
with CPM'M (not included). PCBD .. $43.95
FPB-1 Front Panel. IMSAI size, hex displays. Syte,
or instruction single step. PCSO .. $48.50
MEM-1A 8K x 8 fully buffered, S-100, uses 2102
type rams. PCBD . . .. $28.95

QM-12 MOTHER SOARD, 13 slot, terminated, S-100
board only $39.95

CPU-1 8080A Processor board S-100 with 8 level
vector interrupt. PCSD ..$28.95

RTC-1 Realtime clock board. Two independent in-
terrupts. Software programmable. PCSD.. $25.95

EPM-1 1702A 4K Eprom card. PCBD $25.95

EPM-2 2708/2716 16K/32K EPROM CARD.
PCSD .$28.95

QM-9 MOTHER BOARD. Short Version of QM-12.,
9 Slots. PCSD . ..$33.95

MEM-2 16K x 8 Fully Buffered 2114 Soard.
PCSD $28B5
PTB-1 POWER SUPPLY AND TERMINATOR BOARD.
PCSD $28B5
IOB-1 SERIAL AND PARALLEL INTERFACE.
2 parallel, one serial and cassette.
PCBD ..... $28B5
2708 $7.50 2114L 450 NSEC

QM-9 with MIKOS "12 9 slot mother
board $99.95
FPB-1 with MIKOS "14 all parts
for front panel $144.95
MIKOS PARTS ASSORTMENTS ARE ALL FACTORY MARKED
PARTS. K ITS INCLUDE ALL PARTS LISTED AS REQU IRED
FOR THE COMPLETE KIT LESS PARTS LISTED. ALL SOCK-
ETS INCLUDED.

LARGE SELECTION OF LS TTL AVAILABLE
PURCHASE S50.00 WORTH OF LS TTL AND GET
10°0 CREDIT TOWARD ADDITIONAL PURCHASES.
PREPAID ORDERS ONLY.

VISA or MASTERCHARGE.Send account number, interbank num-
ber, expiration date and sign your order. Approx. postage will
be added. Check or money order will ue sent post paid In U.S.
If you are not a regular customer, please use charge, cashier's
check or postal money order. Otherwise there will be a two-
week delay for checks to clear. Calif. residents add 6% tax.
Money back 30-day guarantee. We cannot accept returned tc's
that have been soldered to. Prices subject to change without
notice. $10 minimum erder. $1.50 service charge on orders
lessthan$10.00.

2716 $25.95 2114L 200 NSEC $5.99

(415) 726-7593
P. O. Box 955 • EI Granada, CA 94018

Please send for IC, Xistor and Computer parts list



16 lines, 64 columns'
Upper and lower case
• 5x7 dot matrix· Se-I •••
rial RS-232 in and out
with TTL parallel
keyboard input· On
board baud rate
generator 75, 110,
150, 300, 600, &
1200 jumper select-
able· Memory 1024
characters (7-21 L02)
•Video processor chip
SFF96364 by Necu-
lonic > Control char-

1~"1=~=mii-1acters (CR, LF, ~, +-,t, •.non destructive
cursor, CS, home, CL
•White characters on
black background or
vice-versa· With the
addition of a key-
board, video monitor
or TV set with TV
interface (part no.
107 A) and power
supply this is a com-
plete stand alone
terminal· also S-100
compatible' requires
+16, & -16 VDC at
100mA, and 8VDC at
1A. Part No. 1000A
$199.95 kit.

Interfaces printers, syn-
thesizers keyboards, and
JBE A-D D-A Converter
& Switches. This inter-
face has 4 I/O ports
with handshaking logic,
2-6522 VIA's and a
74LS74 for timing. In-
puts and outputs are
TTL compatible. Part
No. 79295K Complete
Kit-$69.95 • Part No.
79295A Assembled-
$79.95

REALTIME
100,000 DAY

CLOCK
MT. HARDWARE Dou-
ble the utility of your
S-100 bus computer
with a real-time clock
that keeps time in
100"S 'increments for
over 273 years. Pro-
gram events for the en-
tire period with real time
interrupts ...without de-
railing the system. Main-
tain a log of computer
usage, time and date
transaction printouts,
call up lists. On-board

Uses 2708 PROMS,
memory speed selec-
tion provided, ad-
dressable anywhere in
65K of memory, can
be shadowed in 4K in-
crements. Board only
$24.95 part no.
7902, with parts less
EPROMs $49.95 part

7902A.

There are 8 inputs that
can be driven from
TTL logic or any 5 volt
source. The circuit
board can be plugged •• ----IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!II.!I •••----------4
into any of the 8 sockets
of your Apple II. It has
a 16 pin socket for
standard dip ribbon
cable connection.
Board only$15.o0. Part
No. 120, with parts
$69.95. Part No.1 20A.

OPTD-ISOLATED
PARALLEL INPUT

BOARD FOR
APPLE II

VIDEO TERMINAL

PARALLELT~li~;~:'f~T11~11.
This board has 8 triacs capable of switching

110 volt 6 amp loads [660 watts per channell or a
total of 5280 watts. Board only $15.00 Part No.
210, with parts $119.95 Part No. 21 OA

APPLE 1m
SERIAL I/O
INTERFACE

D.C. HAYES MICROMODEM

1/0

Baud rate is continuously adjustable from 0
to 30,000 • Plugs into any peripheral
connector. Low current drain. RS-232 input
and output. On board switch selectable 5 to
8 data bits, 1 or 2 stop bits, a nd parity or no
parity either odd or even. Jumper selectable
address. SOFTWARE. Input and Output
routine from monitor or BASIC to teletype or
other serial printer. Program for using an
Apple II for a video or an intelligent terminal.
Also can output in correspondence code to
interface with some selectrics .• Also
watches DTR • Board only $15.00 Part No.
2, with parts $42.00 Part No. 2A, assembled
$62.00 Part No. 2C

• Programs 2708's address relocation of each
4K of memory to any 4K boundary. Power on
jump and reset jump option for "turnkey"
systems and computers without a front panel
• Program saver software in 1 2708 EPROM
$25. Bare board $35 including custom coil,
board with parts butno EPROMS'$139, with4
EPROMS $179, with 8 EPROMS $219.

SPINWRITER
MODELS 5510 and 5520

Features-EIA RS-232C/CCITT \/,24 Inter-
face Standard • 55 Characters Per Second
Maximum Print Rate. Impeccable Print Quality
(OCR Quality) • Microprocessor Electronics •
High Resolution Plotting/Graphing • Lowest
Operating Noise Level • Self-Test Printing •
Operator Engineered Control Panel • Prints
Original and up to Seven Copies. NEC Informa-
tion Systems new Model 551 0 Receive Only and
Model 5520 Keyboard Send/Receive SPIN-
WRITER terminals are microprocessor con-
trolled serial, impact terminals designed for
remote printing applications where impeccable
print quality is required. Model 5510 RO, Part
No. NECA30759 $2795.95 • Model 5520
KSR, Part No. NECA30762 $3095.95

Fully S-100 bus compatible including 16-bit
machines and 4 MHz processors .• Two soft-
ware selectable Baud rates-300 Baud and a
jumper selectable speed from 45 to 300 Baud.
(110 standard). Supports originate and answer
modes. • Direct-connect Microcoupler. This
FCC-registered device provides direct access
into your local telephone system, with none of
the losses or distortions associated with acous-
tic couplers and without a telephone company
supplied data access arrangement .• Auto-
Answer/Auto-Call. The MICROMODEM 100
can automatically answer the phone and receive
input; it can also dial a number automatically .•
Automatic Reset and Disconnect .• Software
compatible with the D.C. Hayes Associates
80-103A Data Communications Adapter.
Micromodem-DCHA32625-$379.95

TIDMA
-

. \11" .. _ .• '-:' ,

';:-t ,,~~_! ~-=-l_, J

'_;':"',U":'~~
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Tape Interface Direct Memory Access. Record
and play programs without bootstrap loader [no
prom) has FSK encoder/decoder for direct con-
nections to low cost recorder at 1200 baud rate,
and direct connections for inputs and outputs to
a digital recorder at any baud rate. S-100 bus
compatible. Board only $35.00 Part No. 112,
with parts $110.00 Part No. 112A.

SYSTEM MONITOR
8080, 8085, or Z-80 System monitor for use
with the TIDMA board. There is no need for
the front panel. Complete with documentation
$12.95.

This board has two
active circuits, one con-
verts RS-232 to 20 mA,
the other converts 20
mA to RS-232. Re-
quires +12 and -12
volts. $9.95 Part No.
600A Kit.

Four Serial I/O RS-232
ports. S-100 Bus, Soft-
ware or jumper selectable
baud rate 1110,300, 600,
1200,2400,4800,9600,
19.2K), on board Xtal baud
rate generator, Address-
ing, switch selectable,
Parity or no parity lodd or
even) switch selectable, 1
or 2 stop bits, 5 to 8
bits/character. Board only
$29.95, Part No. 7908.
With parts lkitl $199.95,
Part No. 7908A.

S-100 BUS
A TIVE TERMINATOR



HEX ENCODED KEYBOARD
Four onboard LEOs indi-
cate the HEX code gen-
erated for each key
depression. The board
requires a single +5
volt supply. Board only
$15.00 Part No.HEX-3,
with parts $49.95 Part
No. HEX- 3A. 44 pin
edge connector $4.00
Part No. 44P.

!11lJJ1ii
T.V.

TYPEWRITER

• Stand alone TVT
• 32 char/line, 16
lines, modifications for
64 char/line included
• Parallel ASCII [TTU
input. Video output
• 1K on board memory
• Output for computer
controlled curser •
Auto scroll. Non-
destructive curser •
Curser inputs: up,down,
left, right, home, EDL
EOS • Scroll up, down
• Requires +5 volts
at 1.5 amps, and -12
volts at 30 mA • All
7400, TTL chips •
Char. gen. 2513 •
Upper case only •
Board only $39.00
Part No. 106, with
parts $145.00 Part
No. 106A

ASCII KEYBOARD
3 f R d video to53 Keys popular ASR-3 ormat· ugge AM modulated RF,

G-10 P.C. Board· Tri-mode MOS encoding Channels 2 or 3. So
•Two-Key Rollover' MOSIOTLITTL Compat-
ible' Upper Case lockout. Data and Strobe powerful almost no
inversion option • Three User Definable tuning is required. On
Keys' Low contact bounce' Selectable Par- board regulated power
ity •Custom Keycaps •George Risk Model supply makes this ex-
753. Requires +5, -12 volts. $59.95 Kit. tremely stable. Rated

1----------------- •••very highly in DoctorDobbs' Journal. Recom-
mended by Apple •
Power required is 12
volts AC C.T., or +5
volts DC • Board only
$7.60 part No. 107,
with parts $13.50 Part
NO.107A

UART&
BAUD RATE
GENERATOR

• Converts serial to
parallel and parallel to
serial • Low cost on
board baud rate gener-
ator • Baud rates:
110, 150, 300, 600,
1200, and 2400 •
Low power drain +5
volts and -1 2 volts
required • TTL come
patible • All characters
contain a start bit, 5
to B data bits, 1 or 2
stop bits, and either
odd or even parity .• All
connections go to a 44

• •• pin gold plated edge
connector. Board only
$12.00 Part No.1 01,
with parts $35.00 Part
No.1 01 A, 44 pin edge
connector $4.00 Part
No.44P

44 BUS MOTHER
BOARD

Has provisions for ten
44 pin (156) connec-
tors, spaced 3/4 of an
inch apart. Pin 20 is
connected to X, and
22 is connected to Z
for power and ground.
All the other pins are
connected in parallel.
This board also has
provisions for bypass
capacitors. Board
cost $15.00 Part No.
102. Connectors
$3.00 each Part No.
44WP.

ASCII TO CORRESPONDENCE
CODE CONVERTER

This bidirectional board is a direct replace-
ment for the board inside the Trendata 1000
terminal. The on board connector provides
RS-232 serial in and out. Sold only as an
assembled and tested unit for $249.95.
Part No. TA 1000C

ASCII KEYBOARD
TTL & DTL compatible' Full 67 key array
•Full12B character ASCII output - Positive
logic with outputs resting low' Data Strobe
•Five user-definable spare keys' Standard
22 pin dual card edge connector' Requires
+5VDC, 325 mA. Assembled & Tested.
Cherry Pro Part No. P70-05AB. $119.95.

Upper/lower case dis-

1
••play • Numeric keypad

& cursor keys • Pro-
tected fields, '12 inten-
sity display • RS 232
interface & aux. port.
IQ120-$799.95 •
IQ140 Detachable key-
board-$1199.95

RS-232/20mA
INTERFACE

A-to-D D-to-A CONVERTER
• Analog to Digital,

Digital to Analog
Ccnverter,A-Dem-
version time 20us.
D-A conversion
5us. Uses include
speech and music
synthesizing and

'" slow scan TV. Sin-
gle power supply [5V), S Bits wide, latched I/O,
strobe lines. Part No. 792S7K Complete Kit
$49.95. Part No. 792S7A Assembled $69.95

a low cost
tape recorder to a
digital recorder. Works
up to 1200 baud. Dig-
ital in and out are TTL-
serial • Output of
board connects to mic.
in of recorder • Ear-
phone of recorder con-
nects to input on board
• No coils. Requires
+5 volts, low power
drain • Board only
$7.60 Part No. 111,
with parts $29. 95Part
No.111A

• Type 103 • Fullor half
duplex • Works up to
300 baud. Originate
or Answer. Serial TTL
input and output. con-
nect S f1 speaker and
crystal mic. directly to
board • Requires +5

"1IIIII"'111111~~~_"volts. Board only$7.60
Part No.1 09, with parts
$29.95 Part No.1 09A .

COMPUCOLOR II

TTL to
232, and converts RS- With reg. keyboard

Your computer can control power 232 to TTL • Two se- MOD3 8K $1449.95
[120VAC) to your printer, lights, parate circuits • Re- MOD4 16 K $1495.95
and other 120VAC appliances up quires -12 and +12 MOD5 32K $1699.95
to 720 watts [6AMPS at 120VACl volts. All connections Without disk drive sub-
Input 3 to 15 VDC, 2-13 MA TTL go to a 10 pin edge tract $450.00. Add-on

compatible, isolation 1500V. Part No. 79000K connector,kitffi9.95Part drives, $495.00. With
1 Channel Kit $9.95. Assm. $12.50. Part No. No.232A10Plnecigecoo- 101 key option add

This board has two 79004K 4 ChannelKit $34.95. Assm. $44.95. nector $3.00 part No. $134.95. With 117 key
passive, oPto-isola-I ~~:;::_:::;::_----'~1~0~P~. ~ __ .L~OP~t:io:n~a:dd~$:17:9~.:95:._ _I
ted circuits. One con- SUPERMODEM
verts RS-232 to
20mA, the other con-
verts 20mA to RS-
232. All connections
go to a 10 pin edge
connector. Requires
+12 and -12 volts.
Board only $9.95,
part no. 7901, with
parts $14.95 Part
No. 7901A.

V' ReaderService index-page 241

• Soard supplies a regulated +5
volts at 3 amps., +12, -12, and-5
volts at 1 amp .• Power required is
S volts AC at 3 amps., and 24 volts
AC C.T. at 1.5 amps .• Board only
$12.50 Part No. 6085, with parts
excluding transformers $42.50
Part No. 60S5A
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Power Supplies! Power Supplies! Power Supplies! SOLID STATE!! (5)
We got 'em! Take your pick ...

These units are ideal for micro computers. They have been removed from equipment, checked out and
guaranteed.

1-5 volts @ 8 amps + 12 volts @ 2 amps + 6 volts @ 75 MA. Power supply has a 3·wire line cord and fused. Dimensions:
10'12" x 5'12" x 4 '12". Shipping weight: 161bs 37.50ea. 2170.00

2-ModeI818, 5 volts at 15amps + 12volts at 4 amps-12 volts at 2 amps. (with line cord) , 35.00 ea. 2/65.00
3- + 5 volts at 5 amps ± 12volts at 500ma. + 6 volts at 25 ms. (line cord included) 32.95ea. 2160.00------------------------------------------4-Elexon, multi output. Input: 120/240 AC, ± 10%,47-63 hz; output: 1) 12V, 1_5A, DC, OVP; 2) 12V,

1_5A, D.C., OVP. New, in box with operating instructions 31.50
5-Power Design, Model 1210, constant voltage, DC. P.S. input: 105-125 A.C., 55 to 440 hz. Output:

1-12 volts, 0-10 amps, DC. continuously adjustable output voltage and current limiting 139.00

COMPUTER GRADE CAPACITORS ...
4,000 mfd 75 VDC
1,000 mfd 100 VDC
6,800 mfd 100VDC
4,700 mfd 150 VDC

1.75
1.00
3.50
3.75

18,000 mfd 10 VDC
4,400 mfd 20 VDC

46,000 mfd 20 VDC
3.000 mfd 25 VDC

1.25
1.00
2.50
1.00

11,000 mfd 25 VDC
35,000 mfd 35 VDC
10,000 mfd 50 VDC
22,000 mfd 60 VDC

1.50
3.50
2.50
3.75

WIRE WRAP BOARDS
These boards are pre-wired and removed from equipment. Easy to un-
wrap for setting up your own board, contains mostly 14-pin IC sockets
with individual pin connections. Each board has VCC and ground
planes.

Smaller board measu res 6V2" x 6" and has 40 to 50 sockets.
Larger board measures 13'12" x6" and has 75 to 100 sockets.

Reduced prices
$7.50 ea. 2/$14.00
$12.50 ea. 2/$23.00

DIABLO System Disc Drive HEWLETT PACKARD model 200CD/rack
mounted AUDIO OSCILLATOR freq:5hz to
600khz output: 160mw $165.00SERIES 40, MODEL 43

100 tracks per inch, total capacity of 50 rneqa-
bits, w/Model 429 power supply, sector
counter, 24 sectors, 1 fixed disc, 1 removable
disc •.average access time 38 ms, PPM: 2600,
dimensions: 10 5/16" high, fits in standard
rack, equipped with full extension slides, ex·
cellent used condition. Shipped freight col-
lect.

--------------------
HEWLETT PACKARD model 400D
ANALOG VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER
freq: 10hz to 4mhz voltmeter range: 1mv to
300vac in 12 ranges $85.00$2495

TRANSFORMERS IMC MAGNETICS
SUPER BOXER FANS

Clock Crystal Oscillators- TIL, Vectron, type CO·

231T. Crystal freq. 4.9152 mhz. Input voltage 5 VDC
±. Output: Drives 10 TIL Loads Logic "0": 0.4V
max., sink 16ma. Logic "1" 2.4V min source 2 ma.
(above 50 mhz drives 2 Schottky TIL loads). Tuning
adjust. with nominal range of ± 30 ppm below 25
mhz and 15 ppm above 25 mhz. R.F.E. 1V," x

1V2" X 1/2" •.•.....................••.••••• $13.95

ISOLATION STEP-DOWNTYPE
Unused, Model WS2107FL
-310, 2201240 VAC, .3
amps, 50160 hz, 411116" x
411116"x 1,112"

$13.95
EACH

Primary: 2301115V, 50160
CPS, Secondary: 115 volts
output 250 VA.

$8.95

TRENDLINE PHONES
Manufactured by I.T.T.

These units have rotary dials. Colors are: white, black, red, and
green. They are packaged and have 6-foot cord and installation
instructions. Used, but in good operating condition.

34.50 WALL TYPE

SG·132 SWEEP SIGNAL GENI=-r OR
FREQ: 15 TO 400 ML-Q'- I \

Output: AM & FM: CW P' '0 \.) -,u at any fre-
quency. Crysh,' .. ,£., ornhz or ± 10B. Fre-
quency ac.SO~ ...,oscilloscope for observing
waveforms. $329

Minimum order $25.00. Items offered subject to prior sale. FOB, Brockton, Mass. Money order or check w/order. Shipments and
handling add 5%. Shipments by parcel post or UPS. No COOs. Mass. residents add 5% sales tax.

WALLEN ELECTRONICS CO. INC. Tel: (617) 588-6440-6441 CE~~~~~~'is
,,-45 108 SAWTELL AVE., BROCKTON, MA. 02402 c~~~~~~~:S~E~JRE
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FIRST CLASS
InterlaCing

CompuPro's feature-packed 5-100 I/O boards conform to the IEEE696/5-100 standard to
provide reliable, cost-effective interfacing between your computer and its associated
peripherals (such as terminals and printers).

Interfacer I is a dual channel, full R5-232 serial board. Hardward UARTsperform all
bas-e I/O operarrons, thus freeing the CPU from the need to perform these routines; this
increases speed and reliability.
Interfacer II incorporates one channel of serial I/O (identical to an lnterfacer I serial

port), three full duplex parallel ports for handling I/O data, and a separate full duplex
parallel port for status and interrupt control to give unparalleled interfacing flexibility.

Inlerlacer I
• Dual RS-232 ports with full handshake
• Independently selectable Baud rates for each port, up to 19.2 KBaud - simulta-

neously drives slow and fast devices (such as teletype/terminal combinations)
• EIA line drivers and receivers
• Conversion to TTL, current loop (20 mAl, and RS-232 levels for interfacing

to almost any kind of serial device
• On-board crystal timebase for freedom from system clock variations
• Software programmable UART parameters, interrupt enables, and hand

shaking lines (handshaking lines are full RS-232- not just a three wire system)
• Operates with 2 or 4 MHz systems

• Provision for optically isolated current loop for each channel
• Dip switch selectable port addresses

• Provision for custom frequency compensation on both receive and transmit sides (accomodates
varying speed/noise situations or unusual cable lengths)

• Compatible with interrupt-driven I/O systems

PARALLEL CHANNELS Inlarlacar II
• Latched input and output data with 24 mA drive current
• Each full duplex port has strobe, attention, and enable bits (each with

selectable polarity); an input interrupt; and 16 data lines, giving a three
port total of 48 true data lines
• Interrupts for each input port
• Separate 25 pin connectors with power for each channel
• .Separate status port for interrupt mask and port status
• No mode selection/initialization required

• Handles Centronics type interface, daisy type printers, and interfaces to
A/D converters

SERIAL CHANNEL
• RS-232 port includes all features of an Interfacer I serial channel, such as EIA line drivers

and receivers, interfacing to almost any kind of serial device, on-board crystal controlled Baud rate
generator (up to 19.2 KBaud), full interrupt capability, ete.

• Works with any software I/O drivers developed for the Interfacer I

Either board costs $199 unkit (sockets, bypass capacitors pre-soldered in place), $249
assembled, and $324 qualified under the Certified System Component high-reliability program.

These and other CompuPro products are available at finer computer stores world-wide;

write us direct if there's no store in your area.

TERMS: Californians add tax. Allow 5% for shipping, excess refunded. VISA®/Mastercard® orders call (415) 562·0636, 24 hours. Please include street address for UPS delivery.

( -impUProTM
Bldg. 725, Oakland Airport, CA 94614

from
",..42
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- *w,mv
SN7400N .25 7400 SN74156N .79
SN7401N .20 SN14157N .69
SN7402N .25 SN74160N .89
SN7403N .25 SN74nN .29 SN74161N .89
SN7404N .25 SN7473N .35 SN74162N .89
SN7405N .29 5N7474N .35 SN7416JN .89
SN7406N .35 SN7475N .49 SN74164N .89
SN7407N .35 5N7476N .35 SN7416SN .89
SN7408N .29 SN7480N .50 SN74166N 1.25
SN7409N .29 SN7482N .99 SN74167N 2.79
SN7410N .25 SN7483N .69 SN74170N 1.95
SN7411N .29 SN7485N .89 SN74172N 4.95
5N74!2N .35 5N7486N .35 SN7417JN 1.39
SN7413N .'" SN7489N 1.75 SN74174N .99
SN7414N .69 SN7490N .49 SN74175N .89
SN7416N .29 SN7491N .59 SN74176N .79
SN7411N .29 SN7492N .45 SN74177N .79
SN7420N .25 SN7493N .45 SN74179N 1.49
SN742lN .29 SN7494N .69 SN74180N .79
SN7422N .45 SN7495N .69 5N74181N 2.25
SN7423N .29 SN7496N .69 SN74182N .79
SN7425N .29 SN7497N 3.00 SN74J84N 2.49
SN7426N .29 SN14100N 1.49 SN7.q185N 2.49
5N7427N .25 SN74107N .35 SN74190N 1.25
SN7429N .39 SN74109N .39 SN74191N 1.25
$N7430N .25 SN74116N 1.95 SN74192N .89
SN7432N .29 SN74121N .39 SN14193N .89
SN7437N .25 SN74122N .55 SN14194N .89
SN1438N .40 SN74123N .59 SN14195N .69
SN1439N .25 SN14125N .49 SN14196N .89
SN1440N .20 SN14126N .49 SN14191N .89
SN7441N .89 SN14132N .75 SN14198N 1.49
SN7442N .59 SN14136N .75 SN14199N 1.49
5N7443N 1.10 SN74141N .9' SN14221N 1.25
SN1444N 1.10 SN74142N 3.25 SN14251N .99
SN7445N .89 SN14143N 3.49 SN14216N 1.95
SN7446N .79 SN14144N 3.49 SN14279N .79
SNl447N .s9 SN14145N .79 SN74283N 1.49
SN1448N .79 SN14147N 1.95 SN14284N 3.'"
SN7450N .20 5N14148N 1.29 SN14285N 3.'"
SN7451N .20 SN741SON 1.25 5N74365N .69
SN1453N .20 SN74151N .69 SN14366N .69
SN7454N .20 5N74152N .69 SN14367N .69
SN7459A .25 5N74153N .79 SN74368N .69
SN7460N .20 SN74154N 1.25 SN14390N 1.49
SN7410N .29 SN74155N .79 SN14393N 1.49

14LSoo .29 74LS 74LS192 1.15
74LSOI .29 74LS193 1.15
74LS02 .29 14LS92 .75 74LSl94 1.15
14LS03 .29 74LS93 .75 74LS195 1.15
74LS04 .35 74LS95 .99 74LS197 1.19
14LSOS .35 74LS96 1.15 74LS221 1.19
14LSoa .'9 74LS107 .45 74LS240 1.95
74L509 .35 74LSI09 .45 74LS241 1.95
74LSIO .29 74LS1l2 .45 74LS242 1.95
74LSll .75 14LS1l3 .49 74LS243 1.95
74LS12 .35 74LS1l4 .49 74LS244 1.95
74LS13 .59 74L5122 .89 74LS245 2.95
14LS14 .99 74L5I23 1.25 74L5241 1.19
74LS15 .35 74L5125 .89 74LS248 1.19
74L520 .29 14L5126 .55 14LS249 1.19
74LS21 .35 74LS132 .99 74LS251 1.49
14LS22 .35 74LS133 .89 74L5253 .99
74LS26 .35 74LSl36 .49 74LS257 .89
74LS21 .35 74LSI38 .89 74LS258 .99
74L528 .35 14LSl39 .89 74LS260 .69
74LS30 .29 74LS15I .8'l 74L5266 .69
74LS32 .35 14LSl53 .ss 74LS273 1.95
74LS33 .59 74LSl54 1.75 74LS279 .75
74LS37 .45 74LS155 1.19 14LS283 1.09
74LS38 .49 74L51S6 1.19 74LS290 .99
74LS40 .35 14LS157 .89 74LS293 .99
74L542 .89 74LSl58 .99 14LS298 1.25
74LS47 .89 14LS160 1.15 74LS352 1.29
74LS48 1.15 74LS16l 1.15 74L5353 1.29
74L549 1.15 74LS162 1.15 74L5365 .75
14L551 .29 74LSI63 1.15 74LS366 .75
74LS54 .29 74LSI64 1.25 74LS361 .75
l4L555 .29 14LSI6S L25 74LS368 .75
14L573 .45 74LSIG8 1.19 74LS373 1.95
74LS74 .45 14L5169 1.19 l4LS3l4 1.95
74LS75 .59 74LS170 2.49 74LS3l5 .89
74L5l6 .45 74LS173 1.39 74LS386 .69
74LS78 .49 74LS174 .99 74LS393 2.49
74LS83 .89 74LSI75 .99 14LS399 2.49
74LS85 1.25 74L5181 2.95 74LS670 2.49
74LS86 .45 14 LS190 1.25 81LS95 1.95
74LS9O .59 74LS191 1.25 alLS91 1.95

74500 .so 74S 745244 3.25
14502 .50 745251 1.45
14503 .50 745133 .55 745253 1.45
74504 .55 745134 .69 745257 1.35
74505 .55 745135 1.19 745258 1.35
74508 .so 745}36 l.75 745260 .79
74509 .so 745138 1.35 745280 2.95
74510 .so 745139 1.35 745287* 4.95
74511 .50 745140 1.15 745288* 4.9S
14515 .50 745151 1.35 745373 3.49
74520 .so 145153 1.35 745374 3.49
74522 .50 745157 1.35 745387* 5.95
14530 .50 745158 1.35 745472* 19.95
74532 .55 745174 1.59 745473* 19.95
74540 .55 745175 1.59 745474* 21.95
74551 .so 745188 4.95 745475* 21.95
74564 .SO 145194 1.95 745570* 7.95
14565 .so 145195 1.95 145571* 1.95
14514 .79 145196 3.95 745572* 19.95
14586 .79 145240 2.95 745573* 19.95
745112 .79 745241 2.95 745574* 14.95
745113 .79 745242 3.25 745940 3.15
745114 .79 745243 3.25 745941 3.15
* LIMITED AVAILABILITY ON THESE PROMS

CA3013H 2.15 CA-L1NEAR CA3089N 3.75
CA3023H 3.25 CAJ096N 3.95
CA3039H 1.35 CA3130H 1.39
CA3046N 1.30 CA3081N 2.00 CA3140H 1.25
CA3059N 3.25 CA3082N 2.00 CA3160H 1.25
CA3060N 3.25 CA3083N 1.60 CA3401N .59
CA3080H 1.25 CA3086N .85 CA3600N 3.50

CD4000 .39 CD4082 .39
CD4001 .39 CD-CMOS CD4093 .99
CD4002 .39 CD4098 2.49
CD4006 1.19 CD4506 .75
CD4oo7 .25 CD4041 1.49 CD4507 .99
CD4009 .49 CD4042 .99 CD4508 3.95
CD4010 .49 CD4043 .89 CD4510 1.39
C04011 .39 CD4044 .89 CD4511 1.29
CD4012 .25 CD4046 1.79 CD4514 3.95
CD4013 .49 CD4047 2.SO CD4515 2.95
CD4014 1.39 CD4048 1.35 CD4516 1.49
CD4015 1.19 CD4049 .49 CD4518 1.79
CD4016 .59 CD4050 .69 CD4519 .89
CD4017 1.19 CD4051 1.19 CD4520 1.29
CD4018 .99 CD4052 1.19 CD4526 1.79
CD4019 .49 CD4053 1.19 CD4528 1.79
CD4<l20 1.19 CD4056 2.95 CD4529 1.95
CD4021 1.39 CD4059 9.95 CD4543 2.79
CO"", 1.19 C04060 1.49 C04S62 11.95
CD4Q23 .29 CO_ .79 CD4566 2./9
CD4024 .79 CD4068 .39 CD4583 2.49
CD4025 .23 CD4069 .45 CD4723 1.95
CD4026 2.95 CD4070 .55 CD4724 1.95
CD4027 .69 C04071 .49 MC14409 14.95
CD4028 .89 CD4072 .49 MCI4410 14.95
CD4029 1.49 CD4073 .39 MC14411 14.95
CD4030 .49 CD4075 .39 MCI4412 11.95
CD4035 .99 CD4076 1.39 MC14419 4.95
CD4040 1.49 C04081 .39 MCI4433 13.95
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.JE60B PROGRAMMER
2708 EPROM PROGRAMMER

O~O[b
Part No. Function Price
10451PI CMOS Precision Timer 14.95
1045EV/Kit* Stopwatch Chip, XTL 22,135
7l06CPL 31k Digit A/D (LCD Drive) 16.95
7l06EV/Kit* IC, Circuit Board, Display 34.95
7l01CPL 31k Digit A/D (LED Drive) 15.95
7l07EV/Kit* IC, Clrcu:t Board, Display 28.95
7l16CPL 31k Digit A/D LCD 015. HLD. 18.95
7l17CPL 31{2 Digit A/D LED 015. HLD. 17.95
72011DR Low 6attery Volt Indicator 2.25
120SlPG CMOS LED Stopwatch/Timer 12.95
1205EV/Kit* Stopwatch Chip, XTL 19.95
7206CJPE Tone Generator 5.15
1206CEV/Kit* Tone Generator Chip, XTL 9.95
12Q7AIPD Oscillator Controller 6.50
72tl7AEV/Klt* r=req. counter Chip, XTL 11.10
7208IPI Seven Decade counter 17.95
1209IPA Clock Generator 3.95
72151PG 4 Func. CMOS Stopwatch CKT 13.95
7215EV/Kit* 4 Func. Stopwatch Chip, XTL 19.95
7216AIJI 8-Dlgit umv. Counter C.A. 32,00
7216CIJI 8-01glt Freq. Counter C.A. 26.95
721601PI 8-Diglt Freq. Counter C.C. 21.95
n171J1 4-Diglt LED Up/Down Counter 12.95
7218CIJI s.oreu Univ. LED Drive 10.95
72241PL LCD 4'12 Digit Up Counter DRt 11.25
7226AIJL s-crsu Univ. Counter 31.95
7226AEV/Klt* 5 Function Counter Chip, XTL 74,95
7240lJE CMOS Bin Prog. Timer/Counter 4.95
72421JA CMOS Dlvide-by-256 RC Timer 2.OS
72SOIJE CMOS BCD Prog. Timer/Counter 6.00
7260IJE CMOS BCD Prog. Timer/Counter 5.25
75551PA CMOS 555 Timer (8 pin) 1.45
7556IPD CMOS 556 Timer (14 pin) 2.20
7611BCPA CMOS Op Amp Comparator 5MV 2.25
7612BCPA CMOS oc Amp Ext. cmvr. 5MV 2.95
76218CPA CMOS Dual Op Amp Compo 5MV 3.95
1631CCPE CMOS Trl Op Amp Camp. 10MV 5.35
764ICCPD CMOS Quad Op Amp Compo 10MV 7.50
7642CCPO CMOS Quad Op Amp Camp. 10MV 1.50
766QCPA Voltage Converter 2.95
8OEi9CCQ sceem Band-GAP Volt Ref. Diode 2.50
8211CPA volt Ref/Indicator 2.50
8212CPA Volt aet/tnotcator 2.50

* INTER51L'5 EVALUATION KITS
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JE608K KIT.
JE608A Assembled and tested.

$399.95
$499.95=-- DISCRETE LEOS

XC5S6R .200" red
XC556G .200" green
XC556Y .200" yellow
XC556C .200" clear
XC22R .200" red
XC22G .200" green
XC22Y .200" yellow
MVIOS .170" red

5/$1
4/$1
4i$l
4/$1
5/$1
4/$1
4/11
4/$1

XCIllR .190" red 5/$1
XClllG .190" green 4/$1
XClllY :190" yellow 4/$1
XCIlIC .190" clear 4/$1

6/$1
5/$1
4/$1
4/$1
5/$1
4/$1
4/$1
4/$1

MV50 .085" red
XC209R .125" red
XC209G .l2S" green
XC209Y .125" yellow
XC526R .185" red
XC526G .185" green
XC526Y .165" yellow
XC526C ,.185" clear

INFRA· RED LEO
1/4"X 114" X 1/16" flat

IRL-5/$1

Type
MANI
MAN2
MAN3
MAN52
MAN 54
MAN 71
MAN 72
MAN 14
MAN82
MAN 84
MAN 3620
MAN 3630
MAN 3640
MAN 4610
MAN 6610
MAN 6630
MAN 6640
MAN 6650
MAN 6660
MAN 5110
MAN 6750
MAN 6780
DL704
DUOl
0L728

DISPLAY LEDS c.c. - Common cetnooe
Polarity Ht Price Type Polarity Ht Price
C.A.-red .270 2.95 DL741 C.A.-red .600 1.25
5x7D.M.-red .300 4.95 DLl45 C.A.-red ± 1 .630 1.49
C.C.-red .125 .25 DLl41 C.A.-red .600 1.49
C.A.-green .300 1.25 OLl50 e.C.-red .600 1.49
c.c.e-areen .300 1.25 DL33B C.C.-red .HO .35
C.A.-red .300 .75 FND70 C.C. .250 .69
C.A.-red .300.75 FND358 C.C. t 1 .351 .99
C.C.-red .300 1.25 FND359 C.C. .357.75
C.A.-yellow .300 .49 FND503 C.C. (FNDSOO) .500 .99
C.C.-yellow .300 .99 FND507 C.A. (FND510) .500 .99
C.A.---orange .300 .49 HD5P-1401 C.A.-red .800 1.50
C.A.-orange ± 1 .300 .99 HD5P-3403 C.C.-red .800 1.50
c.c.r-oranse .300 .99 5082-7613 C.e.,R.H.D.-red .300 1.25
C.A.-orange .400 .99 5082-7620 C.A.,L.H.D.-yel. .300 1.25
C.A.-orange-DD .560 .99 5082-7623 C.C.,R.H.D.-yel. ,300 1.25
C.A.-orange ± 1 .560 .99 5082-7730 C.A.,L.H.0.-red.3OO .99
C.C.-orange-DO .560 .99 5082·7731 C.A.,R.H.0.-red.3OO 1.25
C.C.-orange t 1.560 .99 5082-7750 C.A.,L.H.Q.-red.43O 1.7S
c.Ae-orenae .560 .99 5082-7751 C.A.,R.H.D.-red .430 1.25
C.A.-red-DD .560 .99 5082-7160 C.C.,R.H.D.-red.430 1.75
C.C.-red ± 1 .560 .99 5082-7300 4x7sgl. dig. RHO .600 22.00
c.c.e-ree .560 .99 5082-7302 4x7sgl. dig. LHD .500 22.00
C.C.-red .300 1.25 5082·7304 Overnge.char.(±l) .600 19.95
C.A.-red .300 1.25 LIT-I Photo x srstor octc-tsct. .59
C.C.-red .500 1.49 MOC30IO Optically tsor.t rtec Driver 1.25

14COO .39 74C 74CI95 1.59
74C02 .39 74C221 1.95
14C04 .39 74C240 2.25
74C08 .39 14CI06 .75 14C244 2.25
74CIO .39 74CI07 1.89 74C373 2.49
74C14 .75 14CI51 2.95 14C314 2,59
74C20 .39 74Cl54 3.95 74C901 .89
14C30 .39 14Ci57 2.25 74C903 LI5
14C42 1.39 74Cl60 1.69 74C911 10.95
74C48 1.95 14C161 1.60 14C912 10.95
74C73 .79 74C162 1.49 74C915 1.69
74C74 .79 74C163 1.69 74C917 10.95
14C85 1.95 14CI64 1.59 14C922 5.49
74C86 .99 14C173 1.39 74C923 5.75
14C89 6.95 74C174 1.39 14C925 7.SO
14C90 1.29 14CI75 1.39 74C926 1.50
74C93 1.29 74CI92 1.69 80C95 .79
14C95 1.59 74C193 1.69 80C91 .79

LHOOO2CN 6.85 LINEAR
NE570N 4.95

LMI0CLH 4.50 LM702H .79
LMllCLH 4.75 LM703CN .89
LH007O-0H 5.05 LMl4OT-5 1.25 LM709N .29
TL071CP .79 LM340T-12 1.25 LM710N .79
TL072CP 1.39 L.M340T-15 1.25 LM711N .79
TL074CN 2.49 LM341P-5 .75 LM723N .69
LH0082CD 35.80 LM341P-12 .75 LM733N 1.00
TL082CP 1.19 LM341P-15 .75 LM739N 1.19
TL084CN 2.19 LM342P'5 .69 LM74lCN .35
LHOO94CO 36.80 LM342P-12 .'9 MC1741SCG 3.00
LM300H .99 LM342P-15 .69 LM747N .79
LM301CN .35 LM348N 1.25 LM748N .59
LM302H 1.95 LM350K 5.75 LMI014N 2.75
LM304H 1.95 LF351N .GO LM1310N 1.95
LM305H .99 LF353N 1.00 LMI458CN .59
LM307CN .45 LF355N 1.10 LM1488N 1.25
LM308CN 1.00 LF356N 1.10 LM1489N 1.25
LM309H 1.95 LM358N 1.00 LM1496N 1.95
LM309K 1.25 LM359N 1.79 LM1556V 1.75
LM310CN 1.75 LM370N 4.49 LM1800N 2.95
LM311H .90 LM373N 3.25 LMI877N-9 3.25
LM312H 2.49 LM377N 2.95 LMI889N 3.20
LM317MP 1.15 LMlBON 1.25 LMl896N 1.75
LM317T 1.75 LM381N 1.95 LM2002T }.49
LM317K 3.95 LM382N 1.79 LM2877P 2.05
LM318CN 1.95 LM384N 1.95 LM2878P 2.25
LM319N 1.95 LM386N-3 1.29 LM2896P'1 2.25
LM320K-S 1.35 LM387N 1.45 LM3189N 2.95
LM320K-12 1.35 LM389N 1.35 LM3900N .'9
L.M320K·15 1.35 LM392N .GO LM3905CN 1.25
LM320T-S 1.25 LF398N 4.00 LM3909N 1.15
LM320T-12 1.25 L.M399H 5.00 LM3'314N 3.95
LM320T-15 1.25 TL494CN 4.49 LM3915N 3.95
LM323K-5 5.95 TL495CP 1.75 LM3916N 3.95
LM324N .99 NE510A 6.00 RC4I36N 1.25
LM3290Z .OS NE529A 4.95 RC4151N8 3.95
LM331N 3.95 NE531H 3.95 RC4194TK 5.95
LM334Z 1.30 NE536H '.00 RC4195TK 5.49
LM315Z 1.40 NES40H 6.00 KB4428 4.25
L.M336Z 1.75 NE544N 4.95 KS4429 5.95
LM331T 1.95 NE550A 1.30 LM4500A 3.25
LM337MP 1.15 NE555V .39 ICL80388 4.95
LM338K 6.95 LM556N .99 LM13080N 1.29
LM339N .99 NE564N 3.95 LMl3600N 1.49
LM340K-5 1.35 LM555N 1.25 75138N 1.95
LM340K·12 1.35 LM566CN 1.95 75450N .89
LM340K-15 1.35 LM561V 1.25 75451CN .39

CAPACITOR CORNER

C.A. - Common Anode

RADIO CONTROL CIRCUITS
Ideal for remote control systems which use pulse amplitude modu-
lation (toy cars, coats. tanks, etc.) Features: five function control,
adjustable steering angle, suitable for 27 and 47MHz bands and low
power consumption.

KB·4428 TRANSMITTER ., ". $4,25
Ab5. max. rating (TA@25°C). Supply volt.: veer 12VOC.
Power Olsslp.: PO: 300mW; Temp. range: Oper. 0·+50"C-

#~~~::::":~~~ ~~r5~~lIi~i:;n+~~;u1ts ~;ccepf~b~~. votr.: HIV. Crystal or

KB-4429 RECEIVER $5.95

f~~:~~~'e~ag~~i~::A6~~~): ~~~~:r~~I~e,:VJ~~~.I~V± ~coct
Rec. oper. volt.: VOPI 7·11V - VOP2 3-6V.- LOW PROFILE •SOLDERTAIL

(TIN) SOCKETS STANDARD (TIN)
1·24 25·49 50·100 1·24 25·49 50-100

8 pin LP .17 .16 .IS
14 pin 5T .27 .25 .2414 pin LP .20 .19 .18 16 pin 5T .30 .27 .2516 pin LP .22 .21 .20 18 pin 5T .35 .32 .3018 pin LP .29 .28 .27 24 pin 5T .49 .45 .4220 pin LP .34 .32 .30 28 pin 5T .99 .90 .8122 pin LP .37 .36 .35 36 pin 5T 1.39 1.26 1.15

24 pin LP .38 .37 .36 40 pin ST 1.59 1.45 1.30
28 pin LP .45 .44 .43
36 pin LP .60 .59 .58 I' WIRE WRAP SOCKETS40 ptn LP .OJ .62 .61

(GOl:D) LEVEL #3
. SOLDERTAIL (GOLD) 1-24 25·49 50·100

STANDARD a ctn ww .59 .54 .49
10pinWW .69 .OJ .58•1·24 25-49 5D-lCWl 14pinWW .79 .73 .G7

8 pin SG .39 .35 .31 16 pin WW .85 .77 .70
14 pin SG .49 .45 .41 ta om WW .99 .90 .81
16 pin 5G .54 .49 .44 zu c!n WW 1.19 1.08 .99
18 pin SG .59 .53 .48 22pinWW 1.49 1.35 1.23
24 pin 5G .79 .75 .'9 24pinWW 1.39 1.26 1.14
28 pin 5G 1.10 1.00 .90 28pin WW 1.69 1.53 1.38
36 pin 5G 1.55 1.40 1.26 36plnWW 2.19 1.99 1.79
40 pin SG 1.75 1.59 1.45 40pinWW 2.29 2.09 1.89

1/4 WATT RESISTOR ASSORTMENTS - 5%
50 VOLT CERAMIC DISC CAPACITORS

Value 1-9 10·99 100+ I Value 1·9 10·99 100+
10 pf .08.06.OS .00I,uF .08 .05 .OS

~~~i :~:~:~ :gr;#F :g::~ :g~
100 pf .08.06 .05 .022}.LF .09 .07 .06

~~~: :g::~:~ :~WF :n :~~ :~
100 VOLT MYLAR FILM CAPACITORS

.OOlmf .12 .10 .07 [.022mf .13.11 .08

.0022mf .12.10 .07 .047mf .21 .17 .13

.0047mf .12 .10 .07 .lmf .27 .23 .17
,01mf .12 .10 .07 .22mf .33 .27 .22
+20% DIPPED TANTALUMS (Solid) CAPACITORS

.1/35V .39 ,34 .2911.5/15V .41 .37 .29

. 15/35V .39.34.29 2.2/35V .51.45.34

.22/3SV .39.34.29 3.3;2SV .53.47 .31

.33/35V .39.34.29 4.7j25V .63.56.45

.41/35V .39.34.29 6.8j25V .79 .59 .55

.68/35V .39 .34.29 15/25V 1.39 1.25 .95
1.0/35V .39 .34 .29 22/5V .79 .69 .55I-:::..;;.;,:.;..,:.;.:.",....,._-:-:-~~-:-:-,,,..:,:...;.;.:..-;..:;,:-:--;::~:...;.;..,;,,..,....; __ ...;.. ~ MINI. ALUMINUM ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS

10 Ohm 12 Ohm 15 Ohm 18 Ohm 22 Ohm
$1.95ASST. 1 5ea. 27 Ohm 33 Ohm 39 Ohm 47 Ohm 56 Ohm 50 pes,

68 Ohm 82 Ohm 100 Ohm 120 Ohm ISO Ohm
$1.95ASST. 2 a ea. 180 Ohm 220 Ohm 270 Ohm 330 Ohm 390 Ohm 50 pes.

470 Ohm 560 Ohm 680 Ohm 820 Ohm IK
$1.95ASST. 3 Bee. 1.2K 1.5K UK 2.2K 2.7K 50pes.

3.3K 3.9K 4.7K 5.6K 6.8K
$1.95ASST. 4 5ea. 8.2K 10K 12K ISK 18K 50pcs.

22K 27K 33K 39K 47K
$1.95ASST. 5 5ea. SGK 68K 82K lOOK 120K 50pes.

150K 180K 220K 270K 330K
$1.95ASST. 6 5ea. 390K 410K 560K s80K 820K 50 pes .

1M l.2M l.5M l.8M 2.2M
$1.95ASST. 7 Bea. 2.7M 3.3M 3.9M 4.7M 5.5M 50 pes.

ASST. SR Includes ResistorAssts. '·7 (350 pcs.) $10.95 ea.
$10.00 Min. Order - U.S. Funds Only Spec Sheets 25/
Calif. Residents Add 6% Sales Tax 1981 C;talog Available - Send 41e stamp
Postage-Add 5% plus$1 Insurance lif desired)

Axial Lead Radial Lead
.47/S0V .16 .14 .10 .47/25V .IS .13 .12
1.0/SOV .19 .16 .12 .47/SOV .16 .14 .13
3.3;soV .17 .IS .11 1.0/16V .IS .13 .12
4.1f25V 18 .15 .11 LOj2SV .16 .14 .13
10/2SV .18 .IS .11 1.0/SOV .17 .15 .14
1O/50V .19 .16 .12 4.7Jl6V .IS .13 .12
22j25V .19 .16 .12 4.1/25V .16 .14 .13
22/50V .24 .20 .18 4.7/50V .17 .15 .14
47/25V .25 .21 .19 10/16V .15 .13 .12
47/':JOV .Z9 ." .23 lO/Z:\V .10 .14 .13
lOO/25V .28 .24 .22 101S0V .17 .IS .14
lOO/SOV .41 .37 .34 47/SOV .25 .21 .19
22O/25V .39 .34 .33 100/15v .21 .17 .14
22tl/SOV .49 .45 .41 l00;2SV .25 .23 .21
470/25V .54 .49 .45 l00/50V .37 .34 .31
lOOO/I6V .79 .'9 .61 220/16V .25 .21 .19
2200/16V .89 .79 .69 470/25V .35 .31 .27

PHONE
ORDERS

WELCOME
(415) 592-8097

Jameco
ELECTRONICS

MAlL ORDER ELECTRONICS - WORLDWIDE
1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002
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AF121-1CJ TOl1Ch Tone Low Pa••Filler The JE610 ASCII Keyboard Kit can be interfaced into
AFI22-ICJ Touch Tone Low Pass Filter most any computer system, The kit comes complete
LM308AH Super Gain oc Amp with an Industrial grade keyboard switch assembly
LM334Z constant Current Source (52-keys), IC's, sockets, connector, electronic cornco-
LM335Z Temperature Transducer nents and a double-sided printed wiring board. The

~~:~ ~:;~~!~!E;~i.£~~!~~e:'~ppm/c' ~e~~o~z:~~e~:~~at~~~~i~~Sat:~~s:~01 ~~~s~eanne~a~el;h~UVS-11E............ ADC0604LCNe-en AID Converter u LSB) 126 characters, upper and lower case ASCII set. Fullyt~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0:~:_~~:N~':4:":W:A~c:=:n:rt:_~.~~:'~L:~:'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I buffered. Two u~r-define keys provided for curtomJumbo 6-Digit Clock Kit ~~~~iC:;:iil~~:~;~s7~(~6_~ri~F~~~~c~:~-~e~I~_~~~amc:~~ar~
chip. Outputs directly compatible with TTL/DTL or

•:~~~~~O~~:~:~~;~~~300"ht. DESIGNERS' SERIES ~a~;i~o8~~ea~~anY~~c~~::interfacing with a 16-pin dip or

• Uses MM5314 clock chip BI k 0 k"T. EI t . E I J.E610 $7995
.Sw;tche.!orhou",m;nutesandholdfunct;o", an es -lOP ec ronlc nc osures (Ease not included) •

«Hours easily viewable to 30 feet K62 (Keyboard only) $34.95
• Simulated walnut case u'- ,> ..

·115VAC operation • High strength epoxy molded Desk-Top Enclosure for
: ::c~~d~: ~,~~~::~~i~t~,case and wall transformer fi~~st.iecesin mocha brown JE610 ASCII Encoded Keyboard Kit
• Size: 6%" x 3-1/8" x 1%" • Sliding rear/bottom panel for ~~~~,:c~as~e~~~0~9h~nt~I~Sa~~%in~~o~~~:~;~~~~~ldde~

JE"7J17 $2995 service and component ac- end pieces in mocha brown. Includes mounting hardware.,..."",.,""'".u .~~;i~~~t;;'om panels.DaD thk ~~~3~'1~ x 14Y.,"W x 8%"D. $4995

6-Digit Clock Kit '.I~~Ifl~i~h (:!r:i~intt~~iorI2f~~ SPEC/~L' J~6'1~;~;".~~ ~~~~~~~E'D'~~GETH'ER

.~~~~1,p1~~ht. comm. cath- {. be~.rint adhesion after (Value $129:90) , , , , , , . , . , , , , , , . $124,95

~§~lf.~~{~;:;;:: ,_: 1!t~:~1~~f;:;~~:HeXadeCi~n~COder Kit
.120r 24 hr. operation [!...~·~aclll·t~!ln~fo~~~~ents, case & CONSTRUCTION: .

e Slze: 6%" x 3-1/8" x 1 %" Johdea'~~T;~'d~~~n~o~e;~t~~~qE~r;Z~~~ca~~c~~~u~:sua;eeddt~i5~:~ I~dbul~~raf~~Joh~~I:.m;hn: r~i~~~BJ~UTPUT

J E701 $19.95 end pieces are precision molded with an internal slot (all around) to accept both top and 19-KEY KEYBOARD
bottom panels. The panels are then fastened to %" thick tabs inside the end pieces to

Regulated Power Supply provide maximum rigidity to the enclosure. For ease of equipment servicing, the rearl
bottom panel slides back on slotted tracks while the rest of the enclosure remains ln-

Uses LM309K. Heat sink tact. Different panel widths may be used while maintaining a common profile outline.
provided. PC board con- The molded end pieces can also be painted to match any panel color scheme.

struction. Provides a solid ~-
1 amp @ 5 volts. Can supply up
to ±5V, ±9V and ± 12V with
JE205 Adapter. Includes compo-
nents, hardware and instructions.
Size: 3]1," x 5" x 2"H

The JE600 Encoder Keyboard Kit provides two separate
hexadecimal digits produced from sequential key entries
to allow direct programming for a-bit microprocessor
or B-bit memory circuits. Three additional keys are pro-
vided for user operations with one having a bistable
output available. The outputs are latched and monitored
with 9 LED readouts. Also included Is a key entry strobe.
Features: Full 8-bit latched output for microprocessor
use, Three user-define keys with one being bistable
operation. Oebounce circuit provided for all 19 keys.
9 LED readouts to verify entries. Easy interfacing with
standard 16~pin IC connector. Only +5VDC required

I--:-~:::.-====:::.:;:~~~...::=::::::=;:::::=;:;:==~===:..t for operation.
$10_00 Min_ Order - U.S. Funds Only Spec Sheets - 25t JE600 (Case not included) $59.95
~~~f~g~~~:~~::~:;; ~~~~sr:::e (if desired) 1981 Catalog Available - Send 41, stamp K 19 (Keyboard only) $14.95

Desk-Top Enclosure for
JE600 Hexadecimal Keyboard Kit

Compact desk-top exclosure: Color-coordinated de-
signer's case with light tan aluminum panels and molded
end pieces in mocha brown. Includes mounting hardware.
Size: 3%"H x 8:v.."W x 8%"0.

DTE-HK , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , . , $44,95
SPECIAL: JE600/DTE-HK PURCHASED TOGETHER

(Value $104.90) , , . .. $99,95

~~~~~~~~ductorClockModules
12VDC

AUTDMDTIVEI
INSTRUMENT

CLDCK
APPLICATIONS:
• In-dash auto clocks
• After-market auto/

RV clocks
• Aircraft-marine cf ks.
• 12VOC o cer. instru.
• Portable/battery

powered tnstrumnts.

Features:Bright 0.3" green display. Internal crystal time-
base. ± 0.5 sec,/day accur. Auto. display brightness control
logic. Display color filterable to blue, blue-green, green &
yellow. Complete-just add switches and lens.

MA 1003 Module """""." $16,95

MA 1023.7" low Cost Digital lED Clock Module 8.95
MA 1026 .7" Dig. LED Alarm Clock/Thermometer 18.95
MA5036 .3" low Cost Digital LED Clock/Timer 6.95
MA1002 .5"lED Display Dig. Clock & Xformer 9.95

~ RArrSALE
MM5290J-2 IMK4116/UPD416), , , $6,95 each
16K DYNAMIC RAM 1150NS)
18 EACH $49.95) 1100 EACH $550.00/10t)

MM5298J-3A .. , , , , , , , , , , , $3.25 each
8K DYNAMIC RAM (LOW HALF OF MM5290J) 200NS
18 EACH $23.95) 1100 EACH $250.00/10tl

MM2114-3 """"""'" $5,95 each
4K STATIC RAM 1300NS)
18 EACH $43.951 1100 EACH $450.00/1011

MM2114L-3 , , , , , , , , , , , , , , $6,25 each

~4~1:~E~S;~t~~~~~~~:~.:~~~I~IIL~1~~~~E~~~OC~~~E~r4~~~~~~~~~~~ot~)~~~~~EEE~

EPROM Erasing Lamp

• Erases 2708,2716, 1702A, 52030, 52040, etc.
• Erases up to 4 chips within 20 minutes.
• Maintains constant exposure distance of one inch.
• Special conductive foam liner eliminates static build-up.
• Built-in safety lock to prevent UV exposure.
• Compact - only 7-5/8" x 2-7/8" x 2"
• Complete with holding tray for 4 chips.

JE200"""" $14.95
ADAPTER BOARD
-Adapts to JE200-
±5V, ±9V and ±12V

DC/DC converter with +5V input. Toriodal hi-
speed switching XMFR. Short circuit protection.
PC board construction. Piggy-back to JE 200
board. Size: 3%" x 2" x 9/16"H

JE205"",."",.",$12.95

--/--IDAlrAACQUISITION (CONTINUED)--
6.~ 8-Blt AID Converter (S·Ch. Multi.)
3.25 a-Bit AID Converter U6-Ch. Multl_) 10.95
5.95 DACIOOOLCN 10-8it o/Acoev, Micro. Camp. (0.05',) 13.95
3.49 DAC100<1LCN JO-8ItD/A Conv. Micro. Compo (0.20'10)8.95
3.95 DAC1020LCN 10-BltD/A Converter (0.05%Lln.) 8.49
3.49 DACI022LCN 10-BltD/A Converter (0.20%Un.) 5.95

System Controller/Bus Driver 4.95 DACl222LCN 12-8it a/A Converter (0.20'4Lln.j 9.95
System Controller 5.95 CD4MIN 8-Channel Multiplexer 1.1':1
I/O Expander for 48Series 9.95 AY-S-1013 30KBAUO UART 5.95

:rS~9~c~~r;:;~~~/~o~~A~~~ent I~:: I-------~RI'M'S ,._"

:;~:: ~~~~~~a~r;li~~"{PPI) I::: ::~! ~:~Js~?t7camlc 3::
Pro9_ DMA Control 19_95 2101(8101)

:~~~: ~n~~r~~~t~~I~~:OI !:::~ ~:~02 :~::: ~::::~ l:~
~r~~_1~~~b:ea;~i~~:sPlay Interface I::: ~::!(8111) 4.95 COMPUTER CRT MONITOR & ACCESSORY CASE

~::~ ~:::L i::: i~:::~:~:Low Power ~:~: ~a~~iei~~~ h~:~~h d~~~ r~I~~efII(~t~t~~f;~~~extured finish)~:~ ~m~-3 ~~;~~~~a;~ca:~~5~~;(:~~::"arked) !:~: ~~j~t~ien C~~~r;dh~~~~Ii~~~na~~o~~;o~~~~~~I:~r 2 Apple
MM2147J 4C/96xlFa,t 70n, 19.95 • disk drives below shelf

14.95 5101 7.95 • Three 2)1,/' holes provided In bottom of case for addition
MPU with Clock and RAM 19.95 MM5261 1024)<1Dynamic Fully Decoded .99. of fan if needed.

~~~~~!:!:cl~t:r~ Adapt (MC6820) ~:~ ~~~:ci/2l01 !:~I06;~:~~c ::~ : ~~~:~~eC~~ls~!i~~~~:~~~et~io\}:hmO~~~~r~~~~;.ocation.
Priority Interrupt Controller 10.95 ~~~:~:;~1I61 ~~KD~~~:,~~~:~~~Po~~6~5290J) 4.95 • Case accommodates most B&W and Color uncased CRT

:;~~~~~~~:~~i.:~~~~~~:;ter I,:O.."'~ UPD414/MK4027 !~~~t~~~IC re-ctn ~:~ : f~0~;;~~~:~1!~~1 ~~~~:~,~:;Y:p~~e~i~~s/t;aetn~~; ~~7~~~
=bb:,S~~~I~~~t~~DEM 12.9~ ~~~=-'l5NL 4K Static • Size: 15" x 15" x 1 5" 0.0., 14)f,"H x 14Y."W x 13%" I. D.
QUii"J:>-SIiI\l6ui.Tnns.(MC8T~) 2.25 f-----IPR()MS./EPROMS·----~I.Weight: approximately 121bs.

MICROPROCESSOR CHIIPs----I ~;~A 2K UV Erasal>le PROM ~:~~ • CRT monitor fan and disk drives not included.

CPU(MK3880N) 13_95 TMS2716 16KEPROM (-5V, +5V, +12V) 19.95 CUBE 1 $9995
CPU (MKl880N-'I) 15.95 2716)ntel(2SI6)TI 16KEPROM (Single +5V) _

19.95 2132Intel(2S32)TI 32K EPROM 49_95 • , •••• , • • • • •
16.95 21SS 8K EPROM (45{lns)(Single+5V) 1.%t----------~-------_I

IOM290IAOC cr-u-s-eu suce (Com_Temp_Grade) 19.95 52113 2(\4SPROM 1495 TRS 80
MCS6S02 ~:~~~:~~~Je~Bytes Memory) :~:~ ~~~:!74SI88) !~8 :1~~I~r ~o:~~ Collector) I::: -

~:~-;~IB~~:::8~~~:28bytesRAM) !;:: ~~:~(14S288) 32x8Trl-State Blpollr PROM ~:~~ 16K Conversion Kit
~:~ Bytes RAM ~~:~ f-------R()M'S------

MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS

8-Blt Input/Output
Priority Interrupt control
Bi-Directional Bus Driver
ClOck Generator/Drlver

System Timing Element
8·Blt Bi-Oirectional Receiver
8-Blt ar-tnrecnoner ReceiVer
8-Blt BI-Olrectlonal Receiver

INS8040N-6
INS8070N
"",INS&9O(I
TMS9900JL

CPU-16-Blt
MPU--16-Blt

29.95 2513(2140) Character Generator (Upper cesej e.ss
49.95 2513(3021) Character Generator (Lowe. Case) s.ss

2516N Character Generator 10_95
21)48-BIIRead Only Memory I.S5

.sc READ ONLY MEMORIES--.sc

.so \2SX9x7ASCII Shifted wiG reek

.sc l28x9x7Math Symbol & Pictures
a.ss 128x9x7Alpha.ContrOI Char. Gen.
i.ss MICROPROCESSOR MANUALS
.as

s. ss M-COPI802

3.95
M-26SO

•.es SPECIAL FUNCTION
2.95 DSOO25CN Dual MOS Clock Driver (5MZ)
.ss DSOO26CN Dual MOS Clock Driver (SMZ)
2_95 INS1771N-l FlOppy Disc Controller
2_95 INS26SIN Communication Chip

MM58167N Microproce>sor Real Time Clock
'.00 MM58174N Microprocessor CompatIble Clock
ass Microcontroller with 64-0igll RAM
e.ss and Direct LED Drive

5_95
19.95 E!KEYBOARD CHIPS19.95 Push Button Telephone Dialer).00
i.so Repertory Dialer
1.40 CMOS crock Generator
1.10 AY·5-2376 Keyboard Encoder (88keys)

HDOI65-S KeybOard Encoder U6 keys)3.95 14C922 Keyboard Encoder (16keys).."
4.95 Keyboard EnCOder (20keys)

,." PUShButton Pulse Dialer
96/144-KeYSerial Keyboard Encoder

Expand your 4K TRS-80 System to 16K.
Kit comes complete with:
* 8 each MM5290-2 (UPD416) (16K Dynamic Rams)
(250NS or, less)

* Documentation for conversion

TRS-16K 49.95
JE610 ASCII

EnCO{d KeYbO~d Kit

Microcomputing, November 1980 233V Reader Service index-page 241

MMI402
MMSOl3
MM5016H
MM5034N

ouat zs-en Dynamic
Oual sa-en Dynamic
OuallOO-Blt Static
ocersa-en Accumulator
256-Bit Dynamic
1024-BitDynamic/Accumulator
5OO/512·Bltovnaeue
oceet se-en

eszav
""V2512N
1341PC

1024-BltDynamic
HexJ2'8It Static
ouerisz.eu seeuc.
512-Blt Oynamic
1024-BltDynamic
Dual 25<i-BltStatic
DlJal250-Bit Static
ouarz-c-an Static
Quad 8O-BIIStatiC
Fifo (Qual SO)

---DATA ACQUISIITIIONI-----!

E[=-" l: Enclosure Panel:](-Y~'~~jrModel No. Width PRICE

DTE-8 8.00" $29,95

DTE-11 10,65" $32,95

t., -", ---L ,.;"f DTE-14 14,00" $34,95

Jameco ".-41 ri~g~~s
WELCOME

(415) 592-8097

MAIL ORDER ELECTRONICS - WORLDWIDE
1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002

11/80 PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE



P.O. Box 4430S

Santa Clara, CA 95054

Will calls: 2322 Walsh Ave.
(408) 988-1640

"...44 Sameday shipment. First line parts only. Factory tested.
Guaranteedrnoney back. Quality IC's and other cornpo-

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS nents at factory prices.

7400TTl LM323K-5 5.95 CD4026 2.5<) 4116200n5 7,95 CONNECTORS KEYBOARDS
74UON 19 lM320K-12 t.su CD4027 66 6/4116200n549.00 30 pin edge 2.50 56 key ASCII keyboard kit $67.50
7402N .20 LM320K·15 1.50 CD4028 as 25138 6.30 44 pin edge 2.75 Fully assembled 77.50
7404N 25 LM320T·5 1.35 CD4029 1.35 MM5262 40 100 pin edge 4.50 53keyASCllkeybo(lrdkit 60.00
7409N 23 lM320T-a L35 CD4030 45 MM5280 3.00 100 pin edge WW 5.25

FUI~n~~~eu~ebl~'~stiC
70,00

7410N 20 LM320T·12 1.35 CD4035 1.35 MM5320 9.95
ICSOCKETS

14.95
7414N .70 LM320T-15 1,35 CD4040 1.35 MM5330 5.94 Metal Enclosure 29.95
7420N 20 lM324N 1.40 CD4042 85 PD411O-3 4.00 Solder TIn Low ereme
7422N .39 lM339N 1.00 CD4043 85 PD411D·4 5,00 PINlUP PINlUP LEOS
7430N 20 LM340K·5 1.35 CD4044 85 P5101L 8,95 B 15 22 30 Red T018 15
7442N .58 LM340K·8 1.35 CD4046 1,67 4200A 9.95 14 14 24 35 Green, Yellow T018 20
7445N 74 LM340K-12 1,35 C04049 .45 B2S25 2.90 16 16 28 42 Jumbo Red .20
7447N .58 LM340K·15 1.35 CD4050 49 91L02A 1.50 18 27 36 58 Green, Orange. Yellow Jumbo 25
7448N 77 LM340K·24 1.35 CD4051 1.13 HOO165-5 6.9520 ,29 40 57 Cliplile LED Mounting ClipS 8/$1.25
7450N .20 LM340T·5 125 CD4060 1.42 MM57100 4.50 2le"el14pmww 20 (specify red. amber. qreen. yellow. cleal)
7474N 35 LM340J.8 1.25 CD4066 .71 GIAY38500-1 9,95 WIRE WRAP LEVEL 3
7475N 49 LM340T·12 1.25 CD4068 .40 MCM66751A 9.95 PIN PIN CONT!NENTAL SPECIALTIES in slock
7485N 88 LM340T-15 1,25 CD4069 40 9368 3,50 14 .32 24 86 Complete line 01 breadboard lest equip
7489N 1.85 LM340T·18 1,25 CD4070 50 4100 10.00 16 33 28 1.00 MAX·l0D 8 digit Preq. ctr. $128.95
7490N 43 LM340T·24 1.25 CD4071 45 416 16,00 18 .57 40 1.23

OK WIRE WRAP TOOLS in stock7492N 43 LM350 7.50 CD4072 45
7493N 43 LM377 3.50 CD4073 45 CLOCKS CRYSTALS Portable Multimeter $18.00
7495N 69 LM379 5.00 C04075 45 MM5311 5,50 1 MHl 4.50 Complete line olAP Products in stock
74100N 1,20 LM380N 1.00 CD4075 1.65 MM5312 3,90 2 MHl 4.5<)
74107N 35 LM381 1.60 C04078 40 MM5314 3.90 4 MHz 4.25 SPECIALPROOUCTS
74121N 34 LM382 1.60 CD4081 35 MM5369 2.10 5 MHz 4.25 MM5865 Stopwatch Timer
74123N 59 LM703H .65 CD4082 35 MM5841 14:45 10 MHz 4.25 with 10 P9 spec g,OO
74125N 45 LM709H 2B GD4116 47 MM5865 7.95 18 MH~ 3.90 PC board 7.50
74145N 77 LM723H/N .50 C04490 5.50 CT7010 8.95 20 MHz 3.90 Swll£hes Mom. Pushbutton 27
74150N 1.20 LM733N .85 CD4507 100 CT1Q1S 8,95 32 MHl 3.00 a pos. slide 25
74151N 69 LM741CH 35 CD4506 4.25 MM5375AA/N 3,90 32768 Hz 4.00 Encoder HD0165·5 6,95
74154N 2.00 LM741N 38 CD4510 1.02 MM5375AG!N 4.90 1.8432 MHz 4.50 Paralronicsl00ALogic
74157N .69 LM747HIN 75 CD4511 94 7205 16.50 3.5795 MHz L20 Analvzer 5425.00
74161N .87 LM748N 35 CD4515 2.52 7207 7.50 2.0100 MHz 1.95

Model 10 Trigger
74162N 1.25 LM1303N 1,75 GD4516 1.10 720B 15.95 2.097152 MHz 4.50 Expander Kit $229,00
74163N .87 LM1304 1,10 CD4518 1.02 7209 4.95 2.4576 MHz 4.50 Model 150 Bus
74174N 96 LM130S 1,27 GD4520 1,02 DSOO26CN 3.75 3.2768 MHz 4.50 GrabberKil S369.00
74175N 95 LM1307 200 GD4527 1.51 DSOO56CN 3.75 5.0688 MHz 4.50
74190N 1.15 LM1310 2,75 CD4528 .79 MM53104 2.50 5.185 MHz 4.50 Clock Calendar KII $23.95
74192N 87 LM1458 47 CD4553 3.50

MICROPROCESSOR
5.7143 MHz 4.50 2.5 MHz Frequencv

74193N 85 LM1812 7.50 CD4566 2,25 6.5536 MHz 4.50 CounlerKIl $37.50
74221N 2.75 LM1889 3.00 CD4583 2,35 6502 10.95 14.31818 MHz 4.25 30 MHz Frequency
74298N 1.65 LM2111 1.75 CD4585 1.10 65<)4 9,95 18.432 MHz 4.50 CounterKIl $47.75
74365N 89 LM2902 2,25 CD40192 3.00 5522 9.95 22,1184 MHz 4.50
74366N .89 lM3900N 60 74GOO .35 6800 ,6,95

KEYBOAROENCODERS TRANSFORMERS
74367N 89 LM390S 1.75 74C04 40 6802 11.95 6V 300 ma 3.25

LM3909N 95 74Cl0 35 5820 4.95 AY5·2376 $12.50 12 Volt 300 matranstcrmer 1.25
74LSOOTTL MC1458V 50 74C14 1.95 6850 5.95 AY5·36oo 17.95

12.6V CT600 ma 3,75
74LSOON .35 NE550N 1.00 74C20 35 8080A 5.95 AY5-9100 10.50 12V 250 ma wallpluQ 2.95
74LS02N 35 NE555V 39 74C30 .35 BOB5 12.95 AY5·9200 16.50 12VCl 250 ma w.lI plug 3,50
74lS04N .55 NE556A 85 74C48 2.25 BOBS 75.00 74C922 55<)

24VCT400 ma 3.95
74LS05N .40 NE565A 1.00 74C74 .85 "0 9.95 74C923 5,50

lOV 1.2 amp 1'1.11plug 4.85
74LS08N 45 NE566V 1.50 74C76 1.75 180A 11.95 HOO165·5 6.95

12V5 amp 12.95
74LS10N 45 NE567V 1.00 74C90 1.75 6212 100 AY5·9400 10,50

12V 500 ma wall plug 4.75
74LS13N 55 NE570B 4.75 74C93 1.75 B214 3.95

DConnBctorsRS232 12V 1 amp wall plug 6.50
74lS14N 1.25 78L05 .60 74C154 3.00 8216 2.90

DB25P 3.62 10115 VAC Bl16 VA wall plug 9.75
74LS20N 45 78108 .60 74C160 2.00 6224 3.45

DB25S 5.20
74LS22N 45 78M05 85 74C175 1.35 6228 4.95

cover 1.67
74LS28N .45 75108 1.75 74C192 2.25 8251 6.95

DE9S 1.95 DISPlAY LEOS
74L530N 45 75491CN 50 74C221 2.50 6253 15,00

DAIS? 2,10 MANI CA ,270 2.90
74LS33N .75 75492CN 55 74C905 6.00 8255 5.75

DA15S 3.10 MAN3 CC.125 .39
74LS36N 75 75494CN .89 74C906 15 6257 10.95

Complete Set 9.50 MAN72174 CAiCA .300 1.00
74lS74N 1.25 74C914 1,95 8259 14.95 DL704 CC.3001.25
74LS75N 1.00 74C922 6.00 1802CPplas.13,95

Hlckok3l':iolgltlEDmul· Dl707/01707R CA.3001oo
74LS90N 1.00 AloDCONYERTER74C923 6.00 1602D?plas.17.95 DL7271728 CAlCC.5001.90
74LS93N 1.00 80388 4.50 74C925 7,50 1861? 11,50 IImeltr 74.95 D1747/750 CA/CC.6001.95
74LS95N 1.10 8700CJ 13,95 74C926 6,95 CDP1802C028,95 Stop.ltch Kit 26.95 OL750 CC.6001.95
74LS107N 65 8701CN 22.00 74C927 6.95 CDP18020 35.00 AutoClockKlt 17.95 FN0359 CC.357 70
74LS112N .65 8750CJ 13.95 COPla61 15,95 DlgU.t Clock Kit 14.95 FND5001507 CCICA.5001.35
74LS113N 45 LD130 9.95 INTERFACE UART/FIFO 8KJ16K Eprom Kit

FN05031510 CC/CA.500 90
74LS132N 89 9400CJVIF 7.40 8095 65 AY5-1013 5,50 $89.00

FND800IB07 CCICA.8002.20
74LS136N 65 ICL7103 9.50 8096 .65 (less PROMS) 3 digit Bubble .60
74LS151N 1,10 lCL7107 14,25 8097 65 AY5·1Q14 7.50 Mothertlolrd $39,00 4digit8ubble 80
74LS155N 1.10 B098 65 3341 6,95 ExienderBOlrd $t5.00 uca rnorescenr 1,75
74LS157N 1.10 CMOS 8T09 1.25

PROM REStSTORS '/,waI15%
nntu nuo.escent 1.75

74LS162N 1.65 CD4000 25 6T10 4.50 10 digit display 1.25
74LS163N 1.65 CD4001 35 8T13 300 1702A 4.95 10pertype.03 7520Clairexphotocelis 39
74LS174N 200 C04002 35 8T20 5.50 2513Buppercase8.7525pertype.025 TlL311 Hex

CC.30
9.50

74LS190N 1.25 CD4006 1.10 8123 3.10 2708 7,75 100peltype.015 MAN3640 1.10
74LS221N 2.5<) CD4007 .35 8124 3.50 2716T1 18.00 1000 per type ,012 MAN4610 CA.40 1.20
74LS25BN 1.60 CD4008 28 8125 3.20 27t61ntel 23,00 350 piece pack MAN4640 CC,40 1.20
74LS367N 1.65 CD4009 45 8126 1.69 8J2716Intelt60.00 5 per type 6.75 MAN4710 CA.40 95

CD4010 .45 8128 2,75 2732 65.00 Ii> wallS'.'. per type .05
MAN4740 CC.40 1.20

UNEAR CD4011 35 8T97 1.69 2758 22,50 MAN6640 CC.56 2.95
CA3045 90 CD4012 28 8198 1,69 8741A 60,00 MAN6710 CA,60 1,35
CA3046 1.10 CD4013 .47 8748 65.00 Televldeohrmlnal MAN6740 CC.60 135
CA30S1 t sn r:04014 125 8748·8 60.00 Model 912 S845.00
CA3082 1.00 CD4015 1.00 MOS/MEMORY RAW8755A 55,00 Model 920 5945.00

MA1002A 8.95
CA3089 2.95 CD4016 55 2101·1 2.95 NB2S23 2.95 MA1002E 8.95LM301ANIAH .35 CD4017 1.05 2102·' .95 N82S123 6,50 TIny BlSle Expe~melllOl1 KII
LM305H 87 CD4018 94 2102AL-4 1.34 N82S126 3.75 MA1012A 8.95

LM307N 35 CD4019 45 2102AN·2L 1.60 N82S129 8,50 $10.00 102P3transformer 2.25

LM30BN 1.00 CD4020 1.02 2104A·4 4.95 N82S131 8.50 MA1012A Transformer 2.25
LM309K 1,50 CD4021 1.35 21078-4 3.75 N82S136 8.75 BSR Controller 539.95
LM311HIN 90 CD4022 1.10 2111-1 3.75 N82S137 8.75 Connectyo",wmpu!~'!ol11eBSAHomeConlrol
LM317T!K 3,75 CD4023 28 2112-2 3.95 OM8577 2.90 Sys!em. Compu!ercootrolled urtrasomc trans
LM318 1,35 CD4024 75 2114L 300ns 6.75 8223 2.90 mit1~r fo' you, BSA, SoItwa," for 1802 user
LM320K-5 1.50 CD4025 28 2114L450ns5.95

PROM Eraser
assembled. 25 PROMcapacity $37.50
(with timer $69.50). 6 PROMcapacity OSHA!
UL version $69.50 (with timer $94.50).
Z80 Microcomputer
16 bit liD, 2 MHz clock, 2K RAM, ROM Bread·
board space. Excellent for control. Bare Board
$28.50. Full Kit $99.00. Monitor $20.00. Power
Supply Kit $35.00. Tiny Basic $30.00
S-100 Computer Boards
8K Static Godbout Econo IIA Kit 145.00
16K Static Godbout Econo XIV Kit 285.00
24K Static Godbout EconoVIIA-24 Kit 435.00
32K Static Godbout Econo X-32 Kit 575.00
16K Dynamic RAM Kit 199.00
32K Dynamic RAM Kit 310.00
64K Dynamic RAM Kit 470.00
Video Interface Kit $135,00
80 IC Update Master Manual $55.00
CompoICdataselector,2700pg. master reference
guide. Over51.000 cross references.Freeupdate
service through 1980. Domestic postage$3.50.
Modem Kit $60.00
State of the art, orig., answer. No tuning neces-
sary. 103 compatible 300 baud. Inexpensive
acoustic coupler plans included.
LRC 7000+Printer $389.00
40/20 column dot matrix impact. std. paper.
Interface all personal computers.

64/40/32/20 version $405.00. Optional cables
available.
LRC 7000 printer interface cable for Super Elf
with software $26.00

This is truly an astounding value! This board has points can be usedwith the register save feature
been designed to allow you to decide how you to isolate program bugs quickly, then follow with
want it optioned. The Super Expansion Board single step. If you have the Super Expansion
comes with 4K otlow power RAMfully address- Board and Super Monitor the monitor is up and
able anywhere in 64K with built-in memory pro- running at the push of a button.
tect and a cassette interface. Provisions have Other on board options include Parallel Input
been made for all other options on the same and Output Ports with full handshake. They
board and it fits neatly into the hardwood cabinet allow easyconnection of anASCIIkeyboardto the
alongside the Super En. Theboard includesslots input port. RS 232 and 20 ma Current Loop for
for up to 6K of EPROM(2708, 2758, 2716 or TI teletype or other device are on board and if you
2716) and is fully socketed. EPROMcanbe used needmore memory there are two S·l00 slots for
forthe monitor andTiny Basicor other purposes. static RAM or video boards. Also a 1K Super
A IK Super ROMMonitor $19.95 is availableas Monitor version 2 with video driver for full capa-
an on board option in 2708 EPROMwhich has bility displaywith Tiny Basicand avideo interface

NiCad Battery Fixer/Charger Kit been preprogrammed with a program loader/ board. Parallel I/O Ports $9.85, RS 232 $4.50,
Opens shorted cells that won't hold a charge editor and error checking multi file cassette m 20 ma I/F $1.95, S-100 $4.50. A 50 pin
and then charges them up, all in one kit w/full read/write software, (relocatable cassette file) connector set with ribbon cable is available at
parts and instructions. $7.25 another exclusivefrom Quest. It includesregister $15.25 for easy connection between the Super

save and readout, block move capability and Elf and the Super Expansion Board
Rockwell AI M 65 Computer video graphics driver with blinking cursor. Break PSI K' f th I' (6502 basedsingle board with full ASCII keyboard ower upp y It or e comp ete system see
and 20 column thermal printer. 20 char. alphanu- Multi-volt Power Supply).
meric display, ROM monitor, fully expandable. Announcing Quest Super Basic- SECOND GENERATION
$375.00. 4K version $450.00. 4K Assembler A new enhanced version of Super Basic now Enhancements include increased speed, built-
$85.00. 8K Basic Interpreter $100.00. available.Questwasthe first companyworldwide in provisions for Stringy Floppy, Aoppy Disc,

Specialsmall power supplyfor AIM65 assern.in to ship a full size Basic for 1802 Systems. A Printer Driver. I/O. user definable command
frame $54.00. CompleteAIM65 in thin briefcase complete function Super Basic by Ron Cenker library and statement renumbering.
with power supply $499.00. Molded plastic including floating. point capability with scientific Easily adaptable to most lB02 systems. Re.
enclosure to fit both AIM65 and power supply notation (number range ± .17E~), 32 b1t Inte~er quires 16K RAM minimum for Basic and user
$47.50. SpecialPackagePrice:4KAIM. 8K Basic, ±2 billion; multi dim arrays, string arrays; string programs. Sliurce listing for both Serial and
power supply, cabinet $599.00 manipulation; cassette 110; saveand load, baSIC, Parallel I/O included.

AIM65/KIMNIM/Super Elf 44 pin expansion and machl~~~~~i%~~g:n~rograms;and over Super Basic on Casselle $40.00.
board; 3 female and 1 male bus. Board plus 3 • .;.;:-.;;;;;~;;.;::;:...::.;:.;::.:;:.:.::-:~~~;:;;;:-:-- •.•-::"::-:-:-:~--:-=:-::=-:::-----ll
connectors$22.95. lor Video Kit 95
60 H C t I r .B K't $4 40 32 x 16 alpha/numerics and graphics; up to 8

Z rys a I.me. ase an se. colors with 6847 chip; lK RAM at EDOO. Plugs
Converts digital clocks from AC line frequency into Super En44 pin bus. No high res. graphics.
to crystal time base. Outstanding accuracy. On board RF Modulator Kit 95

Video Modulator Kit $8.95 1802 16K Dynamic RAM Kit $149.00
ConvertTV set into a high quality monitor w/o Expandableto 32K. Hiddenrefreshw/clocksupto4
affecting usage. Compokit w/full instruc. MHz wino wait states. Addl. 16K RAM $63.00
Multi-volt Computer Power Supply Super Elf 44 pin expansion board; 3 femaleand 1
8v 5 amp. ±18v .5 amp, 5v 1.5 amp, -5v male bus. Board plus 3 connectors $22.95
.5 amp, 12v.5 amp, -12v option. ±5v, ±12v Tiny Basic Extended on Casselle $15.00
are regulated. Basic Kit $29.95. Kit with chassis (added commands include Stringy, Array. Cas.
andall hardware$43.95. Add $4.00shipping. Kit selle 110 etc.)
of hardware $14.00. Woodgrain case $10.00. s-ren 4.Slot Expansion
$1.50 snipping. Super Monitor VI I Source Listing

RCA Cosmac 1802 Super Elf Computer $106.95
Compare features before you decide to buy any
other computer. There is no other computer on
the market today that has all the desirable bene,
fits 01 the Super Elf for so little money. TheSuper
Elf is a small single board computer that does
many big things. It is an excellent computer for
training and for learning programming with its
machine language and yet it is easily expanded
with additional memory, Full BaSiC, ASCII
Keyboards. video character generation, etc.
Before you buy another small computer, see if it
includes the following features: ROM monitor;
State and Mode displays; Single step; Optional
address displays; PowerSupply; Audio Amplifier
andSpeaker;Fully socketedfor aIlIC's; Realcost
of in warranty repairs; Full documentation.
The Super Elf includes a ROM monitor for pro-
gram loading, editing and executionwith SINGLE
STEPfor program debugging which is not in-
cluded in others at the same price. With SINGLE
STEPyou canseethemicroprocessor chip opera-
ting with the unique Quest address and data bus
displays before, during and after executing in-
structions. Also, CPUmodeand instruction cycle
are decoded and displayed on 8 LED indicators.
An RCA1861 video graphics chip allows you to
connect to your own TVwith an inexpensivevideo
modulator to do graphics and games. There is a
speaker system included for writing your own
music or using many music programs already Tiny Basic Cassette $10.00, on ROM $38.00,
written. The speaker amplifier may also be used original Elf kit board $14.95. 1802 software;
to drive relays for control purposes. MoewsVideo Graphics$3.50. GamesandMUsic
A 24 key HEX keyboard includes 16 HEX keys $3.00, Chip 8 Interpreter $5.50.

Super Expansion Board with Cassette Interface $89.95

plus load. reset, nun,wait. input, memory pro-
tect, monitor select and single step. Large. on
board displays provide output and optional high
and low address. There is a 44 pin standard
connector slot for PCcards and a 50 pin connec-
tor slot for the Quest Super Expansion Board.
Power supply and sockets for all IC's are in-
cluded in the price plus adetailed 127pg. tnstruc-
tion manual which now includes over 40 pgs. of
software info. including a series of lessons to
help get you started and a music program and
graphics target game. Many schools and univer-
sities are using the SuperElfasa courseof study.
OEM's use it for training and R&D.
Remember, other computers only offer Super Elf
features at additional cost or not at all. Compare
before you buy. Super Elf Kit $106.95, High
address option $8.95, Low address option
$9.95. Custom Cabinet with drilled and labelled
plexiglass front panel $24.95. All metal Expan-
sion Cabinet, painted and silk screened, with
room for 5 S-100 boards and power supply
$57.00. NiCadBallery Memory Saver Kit$6.95.
All kits and options also completely assembled
and tested.
Questdata, a software publication for 1802 com-
puter users is available by subscription for
$12.00 per 12 issues. Single issues $1.50. Is-
sues 1-12 bound $16.50.

$ 9.95
$1500

Super Color S-100 Video Kit $129.95
Expandable to 256 x 192 high resolution color
graphics. 6847 with all display modes computer
controlled. Memory mapped. lK RAM expanda-
bleto 6K. S-100bus 1802, 8080, 8085, Z80etc.
Editor Assembler $25.00
(Requires minimum of 4K for E/A plus user
source)
1802 Tiny Basic Source listing $19.00
Super Monitor V2 0/2 1 Source Listing $20 00

Plugs into I providing Super Elf 44 and 50 pin
plus S-100 bus expansion. (With Super Ex-
pansion). High and low address displays, state
and mode LED's I 00.

TERMS: $5.00 min. order U.S. Funds. Calif residents add 6% tax.
$10.00 min. order BankAmericard and Master Charge and COO. $1.00 insurance optional. FREE: Send for your copy of our NEW 1980
Shipping charges Will be added on charge cards. QUEST CATALOG. Include 48~ stamp.
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HOB13:1WORLD bringp to you
largest ~eleatiol'Zof eleatronlG5 parcp
and ~uipment Our va$t jnvenlorM
inalud~: computerp~stem$~peripher~I~
compu.terile[ toyS ~game~ , appllaatIon
board~I dii>k. ~di$kette~J inte.9rated
airQuits J an exten$ive library of
Gomprehen~ive ~of1:,wa.re and book,?
.... almopt an~thing ~OTA. ma}! .n~ecl,
HOBB~WOR.LDhas it! From fnendl~
GL\$lomer reJation~to {he rare in handling
and $hippin,g "you.r order~, Hcbb~VJorla.
i~ dediqaled 1.0 serving you)

SET YOURFREE GBTBLoG!
Circle Reader.s' Service:tf
,,10 or phone11$...

. . Free:U~B(800)12.~-5~81
aalif (800)j51-~{'51

~ local ~Oul$ide USH:~1;)88~~200
or Fill out the inFormation
below and.send to:

HOBB~WORLD ELECTKoNiCS.iNG.
1~511BU~iN£~~~TR.DR.clept 1{1l
NOKTHKiOOE, aRLiF. 9132'1

Name _
GOlT2pan~ _
Eddre~~ _
Gity _
~ta1:e lip
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CompuMart·
lets you

put 'em on trial
CompuMart has been selling com-
puters by mail since 1971. Our thou-
sands of satisfied customers rely on
CompuMart for services not generally
available from the others. Namely:
• Product Selection/Each product ad-
vertised by CompuMart has been eval-
uated by our in-house staff for best
price, performance, and supplier reli-
ability
• Return Privilege/After receipt of our
products, you are protected by Compu-
Mart's exclusive, 10-day return privi-

;----,===Terminals=='=1

ledge- good for all products except
software.
• Support/Our Customer Service Dept.
and expert technicians are always there
to assist you by phone or at Compu-
Mart's outlets. Our knowledgeable
phone sales force can provide you with
detailed information and complete
product specifications.
• Phone Ordering/For added conveni-
ence, CompuMart maintains a toll-free
ordering number. 1-800-343-5504.

• Phones open M T W Th F 8:30 a.m. - 7:00
p.m. Sat. 11:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

with 10 day free return

=========Printers=========1
The Paper Tiger
Printer From
Integral Data
Uses standard % inch roll
paper and ribbon
40 characters per line
Speed:40 characters
per second
UL approved

High resolution dot
matrix impact printer
IDS Paper Tiger Printer
IDSGraphics PaperTiger Printer

....... $995
... $1,094

FREECablewith your PaperTiger.

NEW! From Integral Data.
The IDS 460.
We saw this new desktop printer at the Nee 80
and when we saw its features: Correspondence
quality printing, High-resolution graphics capa-
bility, programmable print control functions, and
automatic text justification-we knew that we had
to offer this printer to our cost/features consciou
customers $1,295

The Omni 810 Printer from
Texas Instruments

TI Omni 820Receive-Only(RO)Package.Includes
machine-mountedpaper tray and cable.A com-
pressedprint option and device forms control are
standardfeatures $2,155

TI Omni 820 KeyboardSendReceive
(KSR)PackageComeswith full ASCII
Keyboardwith numeric Key-·padand
an EIAcable with autospeedselect.

$2,395

CENTRONICS PRINTERS
New! The incredible Model 737·Correspondence
and Draft Quality Printing for Under $1,000.This is
the first printer in its class to offer print quality
suitable for text processing, plus the performance
and application flexibility required for data pro-
cessing.

737·1(Parallel Interlace)-
737-3(Serial Interface)

$899
$1,045

Tractor Feed Printer- Centronics' Most Popular
Model. Perfect for the needs of a small business
sytesm. Recommended by Apple and Radio Shack.

$1,079
FREECablewith purchaseof anyCentronics printer.

NEC The First Name in Letter
Quality Printers.
CompuMart offers beautiful print quality with NEC
Spinwriter terminals. The Spinwriters, both KSR
and RO versions, give unsurpassed hard copy
output. CompuMart offers a complete range of

NEC Spin- writers-Call our
expert sales force

Compumartwill throw in
., a FREEfabric ribbon and
. Currier 72element when

you buya NECfrom us.

NEW FROM SANYO - Four Great Moni-
tors at Low CompuMart Prices.
Sanyo's new line of CRT data display monitors are
specifically designed for the display of alpha-
numeric or graphic data.
9" SanyoMonitor
12" Sanyo Monitor
12" Sanyo Monitor with green screen

13" Sanyo Color Display Monitor

Free6' Cable
with purchaseof anySanyo

We've got the following Lear Sieg-
ler Terminals In Stock at prices
too low to print~Call for quotes.
ADM·3A Industries favorite dumb terminal for
some very smart reasons.
ADM·3A.+ New from Lear Siegler. CALL!
ADM·31. The terminal that's too smart to be con-
sidered dumb.
ADM-42. Available with keyboard semi-
intelligent terminal offering tremendous user flexi-
bility. The optional configurations
are amazing.

Call for details.

HAZELTINE TERMINALS AT
SPECTACULAR SAVINGS!
Hazeltine 1410.
Hazeltine 1420:
Hazeltine 1500.
Hazeltine 1510.
Hazeltine 1520.
Hazeltine 1552.

List $850
List $995
List $1095
List $1395
List $1585
List $1395

CompuMart $749
CompuMart $895
CompuMart $995

CompuMart $1325
CompuMart $1485
CompuMart $1295

Call CompuMart for complete specs
and quantity discounts.

Calculators ==:;;j

A CALCULATOR, A SYSTEM, A
WHOLE NEW STANDARD.

HEWLETT·PACKARD'S Hp·41C

HP-41CCalculator. .. $288.00
The System
Memory Modules. For storing programs or up to
2,000lines of programmemory. .$45.00
"Extra Smart" Card Reader. Records programs and
data back onto blank mag-cards. . .$199.00
The Printer. Upper and Lower case, High resolution
plotting, Portable Thermal operation $355.00
Application Modules $45.00EACH
Standard pac: ~.
Statistics, •••.
Math,
Financial &
Surveying

1/2off Financial DecisionsPAC
with purchaseof HP-41

NOVATION CATTM
ACCOUSTICMODEM
•AnswerOriginate • Bell 108
•300 Baud • Low Profile Design
Looks good, works great! $169.00

Texas Instruments TI·99/4 Home
Computer
Save $300 on this 16·Bit computer with
monitor
TI·99/4 wlMonitor
TI·99/4 wlo Monitor

$1250
$ 950

EXCLUSIVE from CompuMart!
Special Offer. Zenith Color Video

Monitor for $379!

The perfect monitor for Apple, Atari
and Texas Instruments owners.



We carry the most complete inventory
of Apple computers, peripherals, and
software. CALL!
Our Christmas Apple Special: Save over
$250 on our most popular Apple System. System
includes a 48K Apple II, Apple Disk & Controller, and
a Sup R Mod RF Modulator.

List: $2,020

Compumart Sale Price: $1,769

New from Apple for the Apple II:

DOS 3·3 Convert disks to 16 sector format for 23%
more storage and faster access $60

Apple Plot. The perfect graphic complement for
Visicalc. $70

Dow Jones News & Quotes

Adventure (Uses 48K)

DOS Tool Kit

Apple Fortran

Silentype Printer w/Xface

Visicalc

Tax Planner

From Symtech & Info Unlimited

Super Sound Generator (mono) $159 (stereo) $259

Light Pen $249

X·10 Controller (plugs into paddle port)

Apple Sync Controller

From Personal Software

Visicalc

Desk top plan

New from Videx! - Video Term
80 Col. x 24 line
7 x 9 matrix, plug in compatible board for the Apple
II. Price $325 without graphics EPROM. With
graphics EPROM $350.

New from MUSE

The Voice

Super Text

Address Book

Mountain Hardware - Expansion accessories for
your Apple

lntrol/Xvl OSystem

Super Talker

The Music System

ROM plus board w/keyboard filter

Clock Calendar

16 Channel A to D Converter

Apple Expansion Chassis

ROM Writer

Miscellaneous Apple II Accessories:

Easy Writer (80 cor. need Videx)

Easy Mover

Easy Mailer

Dysan Diskettes

S.S.M. Serial & Parallel Apple Interface

ABT's Numeric Key Pad

$249

$ 49

$ 69

ea. $ 5
$225

$110

Preview of the Apple III

THANKSGIVING
SPECIAL

$95

$35

$75

$200

$595

$149

$120
Buy $1,000 worth of merchandise from this ad,
including at our special sale prices and deals, and
we'll ship you a Texas Instrument's Speak & SpellTM
with your order. This is Tl's famous talking and learn-
ing aid with the electronic voice and brain. It's an
incredible electronic learning aid for children aged 7
and up. A $69.95 Value Yours FREE with $1,000 pur-
chase.

$49

$49

$149

$99

SUPERSALE PRICEDTO MOVE!
We want to move our inventory of Zenith Z·89 and
Exidy Computers. To do it, we've priced them so low
you'll have to call us for prices. If you want either of
these two great computers, call us now while sup-
plies last for the best prices you'll find anywhere.
Good selection of Zenith and Exidy peripherals as
well.

$39.95
___ COMMODORE

$99.00

$49.95

Buy direct from the bigges t - Compumart has deliv-
ered more Commodore computers in the U.S. than
any other dealer. We were Commodore's first dealer
and carry everything Commodore manufactures. In
stock for immediate delivery! Call us now lor low
prices and special deals.

NEW FOR PET:

Visicalc (Need 32K and a disk drive) $199

Word Pro 1, $29.95 • Word Pro 2, $99.95 •

Word Pro 3, $199.95 • Word Pro 4, $299.95 •

$289

$299

$545

$199

$280

$350

$650

$175

ROCKWEll AIM 65
The single board development system
that's perfect in the classroom or lab.
Our AIM System includes: 4K AIM with BASIC
interpretor assembler, Power Supply, Cassette
recorder & Enclosure $799.

4KAIM - 65
PL65 High Level Language
Paper for the AIM (roll)
Rockwell's 4·slot Motherboard (SALE)

$499
$125
$ 2.50
$175

CompuMart's Microflex 65 System lor your AIM
Includes: Adapter Buffer Module w/ 4·slot module
stack, 8K RAM module, 16K PROM/ROM module,
Asynchronous communications Interface, & Power
Supply $1,299

Call or write for
our complete
Microflex 65
brochure

Introducing the Hp:S5
$3,250

Industry. This extremely
portable computer leatures
extended BASIC to solve your
problems quickly and' efficiently
along with an advanced graphics
system to enhance communication.

These 4 new Flexible Disk Drives provide last on-line
storage using flexible disks
·HP 82901M. Supplies approx. 540K bytes 01 on- line
storage. $2,500

·HP 82902M. Approx. 270K bytes 01 on- line storage.
$1,500

•HP 82901 S. Supplies an additional 540K bytes when
connected to an HP 82901 M or an HP 82902M.

$2,200
·HP 829025. Supplies an additional 270K bytes when
connected to an HP 82901 M or an HP 82902M.

$1,300

The Hewlett-Packard 1225A. High Quality/Low Cost
Graphics Plotter. $2;050

Call our expert sales lorce lor complete product
specilications.

COMPUMART'S EXCLUSIVE
ATARISPECIALS. (Pick one)
3 Ways to save when you buy the Atari 800 from us.

1) Free 8K of memory with purchase. (So your Atari
will come to you with 24K.)

2) Free 410 program recorder with purchase ($89.95
value).

3) $100 011 Atari Disk Drive purchase.

AlARI 800 Personal Computer
System -
Comes with 800 Operators Manual, 16K RAM
Memory module, 10 K ROM Operating System,
power supply, TV Switch Box. $1080.00

PERIPHERALS
Atari 410 Program Recorder (FREE w/purchase of
Atari 800) $ 89.95

Atari 810 Disk Drive ($100 off with purchase) 699.95

New Dual Disk double density 1499.95

825 Printer (CentroniCS 737). ,. 995.00

RS232 Interface w/Cable .< t 249.95

~E;;;;,~ iru'"-,
IMPORTANT ORDERING
INFORMATION All orders
must include 4% shipping
and handling. Mass. resi-
dents add 5% Sales
tax, Michigan resi·
dents 4% for
sales tax.

Phones
open from

8:30 a.m. to
7:00 p.rn., Mon.'

Fri.: 11:00 a.rn .. 4:00
p.m. Sat. PO.'s accepted

from Dun & Bradstreet
rated companies - shipment

contingent upon receipt of signed
purchase order. Sale prices valid for

month 01 magazine date only- all prices
subject to change without notice. Our Ann

Arbor retail store is open 11 :00 a.m. to 7:00
p.m. Tues.·Fri., 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Saturdays.

Stop by and visit.

Dealers Assoc.

270 THIRD ST., P.O. BOX 568, DEPT. 131, CAMBRIDGE, MA 02139
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Computers,Disk System~
SUPERBRAIN

BvlNTERTEC

32K or 64K (Double or Quad Density units
availablel. Uses two l-80 CPU's Commercial-
type terminai with 12" monitor. Dual double
density minifloppies. Over 350 kilobytes of
storage (twice that with quad density drives).
Two serial RS232 ports, 1/0 ports standard.
Expandable with optional S-100 S-100 inter-
face. Comes with CP/MTM 2.2 operating sys-
tem. MiniMicroMart includes [ASIC inter-
preter and can supply a wide range of CP/M
Development and Application software.

w/32K Double Density, List $2995 $2685
w/64K Double Density, List $3345 . $2883
w/64K Quad Density, List $3995. . $3595
W I64K Quad - MiniMicroMart
Upgrade Special. $3395

MICROMATION

A 64K complete computer with dual density
8" floppies (1 megabyte I. Rack or vertical
mounting. Systems with double-sided drives,
hard disks, and multi-user (MP/MI
Z + 10064K RAM,Computer, $2495.. $2099
l+ 120 Includes two 8" disks, $4995 ... $4199
"Z" system features new distributed processing
multi-user concept with one l-80 per user, with
l-80 for MP1M (Master Satellite concepti.

AS lOW AS $11,899!

SDSVSTEMS
SDS-100, w/32K RAM, $6995 .
SDS200, List $8995 .

$5945
$7645

RADIO
SHACK

INTERSVSTEMS
formerly ITHACA AUDIO

DPS-l, List $1795

Call for Price!
The new Series II CPU Board features a 4 MHz
l-80A CPU and a full-feature front panel. 20-
slot actively terminated motherboard, with 25
amp power supply (50/60 Hz operation, incl.
68 cfm fanl.
COMPLETE SYSTEM with InterSystem 64K
RAM, 1/0 Board wi priority interrupt and
double density disk controller board. Full l-year
warranrv, List $3595

Call for Price!

HEWLETT -PACKARD

HP-85A
Desk-Top
Computer

Call
for
Price

- .
;!~ ,,"="'

NORTH STAR MDS-A
Double Density Mini
Floppy Disk System

Double Density, Kit
List $799 OUR PRICE $669
Assembled and Tested $719
Quad Version, Kit, List $836
Assembled, List $1099 $896
Above MDS-A units do not include cabinet or
power supply.
Shipping and Insurance: Add $7.50.

NEW! CROMIX
FROM CROMEMCO

A New UNIX Like
Disk Operating System,

With true multi-user.
multi-tasking capabilities

List $295 OUR PRICE $249

NEW! DOUBLE DENSITY
CONTROLLER BOARD

FROM CROMEMCO
With built-in diagnostics

16 FDC Controller. List $595 OUR PRICE $505

NEW! CROMEMCO
SYSTEM ZERO

List $995 OUR PRICE $849
NEWI CROMEMCO SYSTEM ZERO/D

A complete 64K Computer with Double
Density Disk Controller List $2995

OUR PRICE$2545
Companion Disk drive for above -
Quad Density - Total of 780 Kilobytes of
storage on the two drives list $1295

OUR PRICE $1099
Only $3644 for a complete 64K Disk System

MORROW
Discus 20's
IN STOCK

MORROW
THINKER TOYS®
DISCUS M26™

26 megabytes of
formatted storage
List $4,995 $4,199

THINKER TOYS®
DISK SYSTEMS
Now includes CP/M@ 2.2

Discus 2D, List $1199 $1019
Discus 20, dual-drive, List $1994 $1694
Discus 2+2, Assem., List $1549 $1319
Dual Discus 2+2, Assem., $2748 $2335
All Morrow systems now include CPIM'" 2.2

0/226



Terminals andPrinters!

12" display, 24 x 80 format, 18-key numeric
keypad, 128 upper/lower case ASCII charac-
ters. Reverse video, blinking, complete cursor
addressing and control. Special user-defined
control function keys, protected and unpro-
tected fields. Line insert/delete and character
insert/ delete editing, eleven special line draw-
ing symbols.

MiniMicroMart, Inc. ~
1618 James Street, Syracuse NY 13203 (315) 422-4467 TWX 710-541-0431 [8.

TELEVIDEO TVI-912C

Upper and lower case, 15 baud rates: 75 to
19,000 baud, dual intensity, 24 x 80 character
display, 12 x 10 resolution. Numeric pad. Pro-
grammable reversrble video, auxiliary port,
self-test mode, protect mode, block mode,
tabbing, addressable cursor. Microprocessor
controlled, programmable underline, line and
character insert/delete. "C" version features
typewriter-style keyboard. List $950

OUR PRICE $789
920C (with 11 function keys, 6 edit keys and
2 transmission mode keys, List $1030

ONLY $849

Intertec
EMULATOR

Software compatible with a Soroc 10-120,
Hazeltine 1500, AOM-3A or OEC VT-52. Fea-
tures block mode transmission and printer port;
12" anti-glare screen; 18-key numeric keypad;
full cursor control. List $895

NEW INTERTUBE III
List $995 ONLY $749

SOROC TI-810
IQ-120
List $995

TI-810 Basic Unit, $1895. ONLY $1695
TI-810 w/full ASCII (Lower case), vertical

forms control, and compressed print. $1895
TI-745 Complete printing terminal
with acoustic coupler, List $1695 .... $1399

10-140 List $1495
SPECIAL $1149

HAZELTINE PAPER TIGER®

1410w/numeric keypad, List $900 $749
1420 w/lower case and numeric pad 849
1510, List $1395 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1089
1520, List $1650 1389

IOS-440 Paper Tiger, List $995. $895
w/graphics option, incl. buffer, $1194 .. $989
TRS-80 cable 45

NEW IDS PAPERTIGER460List $1295 . $1149
HEW IDS PAPERTIGER460G List $1394 $J 199

NEW IDS 460
QUALITY PRINTING AT MATRIX

SPEED-LOGIC SEEKING
PROPORTIONAL SPACING

w / autn text justification

NEe SPINWRITER™

ANADEX
DP9S00 / DP9S01 PRINTERSTerminal/Keyboard as well as

RO Printer Only models available.
CALL. FOR PRICES!

DP-9500, List $1650 $1399

DP-9501, List $1650 $1399

CENTRONICS
PRINTERS

OKIDATA
Microline 80 ONLY $649
Tractor Feed Option . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $99
Serial interface . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $89

AXIOM IMP I , , , $699
NEW 730, parallel, friction, tractor $679
NEW 737 parallel, friction, tractor $849
779-2 w/tractor (same as TRS-80 Line

Printer I), List $1350 1049
702120 cps, bi-direct., tractor, VFU 1995
703185 cps, bi-direct., tractor, VFU 2395
704 RS232 serial version of 703, $2350 .. $1995

COMPRINT 912 w/parallel interf. $559
912 w/serial interface, List $699 $589

MICROTEK, List $750 $675
ANADEX 80-Col. Dot Matrix ..... $849

Above prices reflect a 2% cash discount (order prepaid prior to shipment). Add 2% to prices for credit
card orders, C.O.O.'s, etc. Prices are f.o.b. shipping point. Prices are subject to change and offers
subject to withdrawal without notice. WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG.



Try to beat our prices!
NORTH STAR HORIZON®SUPERBRAIN" by Intertec

Self-contained computer with duat disks and
two RS232C ports. Complete with CP/M' 2.2

and BASIC $2685
32K Double Density, List $2995 .
64K Double Density. List $3345 . $2883
64K MinilVticroMart-upgraded
to Quad Density. .. .. .. SPECIAL $3395

VIDEO TERMINALS
NEW EMULATOR IIntertecl. List $895$ 749
NEW INTERTUBEIIIList $895. ONLY $ 749
SOROC 120, List $995 SPECIAL $ 729
1Q140, List $1495. . . . SPECIAL $1149

PERKIN-ELMER 550, List $997 . $ 799
with anti-glare screen, $1027 $ 829

HAZELTINE 1410, List $900 $ 749
1420. . $ 849
1500, List $1225 . $ 879
1510, List $1395............. $1089
1520, List $1650 . $1389

ADDS R-20, List $995 . s 945
LEAR SIEGLER ADM3A, Assembled .. $ 849
TELEVIDEO 912C, List $950 . $ 789
920C, List $1030 . s 849

PRINTERS
ANADEX DP-8000 . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . $ 849
DP-9500, List $1650 . $1399
DP-9501. List $1650 $1399

PAPER TIGER IDS-44O, List $995 . $ 895
w/graphics op.. incl. buffer, $1195. $ 989

NEW IDS PAPERTIGER460 List 1295 $1149

NEW IDS PAPERTIGER46DGList $1394 $1199
NEC Spinwriters .
TELETYPE 43 KSR ..
CENTRONICS
730-1 parallel interface. . NEW LOW $679
737 parallel interface . SUPER VALUE $849
779 w/Tractor, List $1350 . $1049
702 w/Tractor, VFU, List $2480. $1995
703w/Tractor, VFU, List $2975. $2395
704 w/Tractor, VFU, List $2350 . . $1995

TI810 Basic, List $1895 . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1695
810/seriai & Centronics-style

parallel interface, List $1940 .
810 w/full ASCII (U/LC), Vertical

Forms Control, Compressed Print. $1895
TI 820 KSR, List $2165 . $1895
TI745 wlfull ASCII, List $1695. . .... $1399
COMPRINT 912 wlparallel interface $ 559
912 wlserial interface, List $699 ..... $ 589

AXIOM IMP I $ 699
MICROTEK, List $750 . $ 675
OKIDATA Microline 80, List $949 . 649
Tractor Feed Option. . $ 99
RS232 Serial Interface . . . . . . . . . . $ 89

Call for Price
$1087

$1735

HORIZON 1 ASSEMBLED & TESTED
32K, Double Density, List $2695 .... $2279
32K, Quad Density, List $2995 . $2539

HORIZON 2 ASSEMBLED & TESTED
32K, Double Density. List $3095. . . $2619
32K, Quad Density, List $3595 . $3049
48K, Double Density, List $3590 $3039
48K, Quad Density, List $4090 . $3469
64K, Double Density, List $3830 . $3239
64K, Quad Density, List $4330 $3669

LIMITED QUANTITYOF
HORIZON2 KITS AVAILABLE

FLOPPY DISK SYSTEMS
NORTH STAR MDS-A
Assembled, List $899 SPECIAL $ 719
Kit Version, List $799 . . .. $ 669

MORROW THINKER TOYS' Discus 2D,
List $1199 . OUR PRICE $1019*
Discus 20, dual-drive, List $1994 .... $1694*
Discus 2+2, A&T, List $1549. $1319*
Dual Discus 2 + 2, A&T, List $2748 . $2335*

'Now includes CP/M' 22
MICROMATION Megabox, DO wi
8" drives, l-megabyte, List $2295 ..
2-megabyte, List $3095 .
MICROPOLIS 1041 MacroFloppy'
w/enclosure (no P.S.), List $695 $ 625
1042 MacroFloppy wlcase & AC P.S. $ 709
1053 Dual MetaFloppy' ,List $1895 . $1695

$1949
$2629

VIDEO BOARDS
1/0 Mapped

SD COMPUTER VDB-8024,kit,List $370 $319t
Assembled, List $470 . $ 399 t

XITEX SCT-looK, Kit ONLY $154.95
SCT -100A Assembled. $174.95

SSM VB2 1/0, Kit, List $199 Call
Assembled & Tested. List $269 Call

Memorv Mapped
SSM VB1C, 16x64, Kit, List $179
Assembled & Tested, List $242
SSM VB3, 80-Char.,4MHz,Kit, List $48! Call
4 MHz, A&T, List $565. Call
iNTERSYSTEMS, 16x64, A&T, List $165 $149

ESCONCONVERSION
FOR IBM SELECTRIC

Complete wi microprocessor controller and
power supply. Factory built. User installs
solenoid assembly or it can be done at Escon
factory at nominal cost.
Parallel (TRS-80, Sorcerer, etc.). $575 $514
RS232 Standard Serial, List $599 . 534
IEEt:-'188 (for PET), List $660 . . 584
TRS-80 Cable. . . . . . . . . . . . 25

CPU BOARDS
(assembled unless noted)

NORTH STAR Z80A (ZPB-A/A), $299 $254
CROMEMCO 4 MHz (ZPU-W), List $395 $335
4 MHz (SCC-W), List $450 . $382
INTERSYSTEMS (formerly Ithaca Audio)
new Series II Z-80, 4 MHz. List $395 .. $349

SSM CBl 8080 A&T. List $252
CB1A Kit, List $183 ..
CB2 Z-80. A&T, List $344
CB2 Kit, List $260 .

DELTA Z-80, with 1/0 .
SD SBC·l00, List $350 .
SBC 100 Kit, List $295 .
SBC200, List $400
SBC-200 Kit, List $320 .

$289
$298
$250
$332
$272

MEMORY BOARDS

l32KSO ExpandoRAM Kit
ONLY $249t

ONLY $159without RAM chips

CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS
280 CPU BOARDSList $299
DISK CONTROLLER2422 List $399
32 CASESTATIC List $710 ..... _
64K DYNAMIC BOARDList $699

$269
$359

$599
$589

NORTH STAR 16K Dynamic RAM Board,
A&T (RAM-16-A/A), List $499 $420
16K Kit Version, List $449 . SPECIAL $299
32K A&T (RAM-32/A), List $739. $620
32K Kit, List $669 SPECIAL $499

CROMEMCO 16KZ-W, List $49[, . " $419
64KZ-W, List $1795 . 1485

MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS & CONTROLS
(Guaranteed performance, incl. labor/parts 1 yr)
DM6400 64K Board wlall 64K, $795. $659
DM4800 with 48K, List $695 . $589
DM3200 with 32K, List $595 . $509
DMB6400 64K Board wlall 64K . $859
DMB4800 with 48K $789

MORROW SuperRAM - all static, all A&T
16K, 4 MHz or 2 MHz, List $349. $299
32K, 4 MHz, List $699 . $629
16K Memory Master, List $399 . $339
24K Memory Master, List $549 . . . $465
INTERSYSTEMS (formerly Ithaca Audio)
8K Static 2 MHz, A&T, List $165 . $149
8K Static 4 MHz, A&T, List $195. $176
16K Static 2 MHz, A&T, List $475 . $427
16K Static 4 MHz, A&T, List $495 . $445
64K Dynamic, List $995 . $895

CALIFORNIA COMPUTER
16K Static, A&T, List $349.9.5 .

FLOPPY DISK
CONTROLLER BOARDS

$259

NORTH STAR, DO,
Assembled, List $499 . $399

MORROW Disk Jockey 1, A&T ($213) . $189
Disk Jockey 20, A&T, List $479 $429

SD Versafloppy 1, Kit, List $250 . . . $212 t
Versafloppy II, DO Kit, List $350 $297 t
Versafloppy II, DO, A&T, List $430 $365 t

DELTA double density A&T ($385) $345
CONDUCTOR, double density A&T . $269
INTERSYSTEMS FDC-2, A&T, $495 $439
MICROMATION Doubler, DD, A&T $399
TARBELL Floppy Disk Interface Kit $199
double density, A&T, List $495 . . $444

NEW CROMEMCO
DOUBLE DENSITY
DISK CONTROLLER

List $595 OUR PRICE $505
SHIPPING AND INSURANCE: Add $2.50 for boards, $6 for Selec~ric Conver~er or Floppy Disk Drives, $7.50 for Floppy Disk Systems, $15 for Horizon. SHIPPED FREIGHT COLLECT: SuperBrain, Centronics
and T I printers Contac us for shipping information on other terminals and printers. _ . . .

. . r ;, I a 2% casn discount tercer prepaid pnor to shipment). Add 2% to prices for credit card orders, C.O.o.'s, etc. Prices are subject to change and offers subject to Withdrawal Without notice.
Above pnces re ee _ WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG _
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lQQK
WHAT'S COOKING
on the FIFTY BUS
32K STATIC RAM BOARDS

Designed for use with:* Existing SS50 Systems * SS50C Extended Address Systems

• Assembled
• Burned In
• Tested

16K.
24K.
32K.

THE CLASSY CHASSIS

· $328.12
· $438.14
· $548.15

16K and 24K Versions are
socketed for 32K and require
only additional 2114's for
expansion.

FEATURES:
• Decoding for 4 Extended Address Lines (allows
memory decoding up to 1 megabyte)

• DIP-switch to set extended addressing or disable it
• 4 separate 8K blocks, addressable to any 8K
boundary by DIP-switch

• Each 8K block may be individually disabled

• Write protect either of two 16K sections
• Low power consumption - uses 2114L low
power RAMS

• Fully Socketed
• Gold Bus Connectors
• Guaranteed 2MHz operation

AND NOW ... GIMIX OFFERS YOU A
Choice of 6800 or 6809 CPU CARDS

You can order your system to fit your needs or select one of the below featured systems.
Please contact the factory for further information and availability.
Add as much memory as you need using GIMIX Static RAM Cards for the utmost in reliability.

32K 6800 SYSTEM ,
Includes: Chassis, 6800 CPU, 32K RAM BOARD, 1/0 card

$1,694.59

32K 6809 SYSTEM .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1,844.69
Includes: Chassis, 6809 CPU; 32K RAM BOARD, 1/0 card

32K 6809 PLUSSYSTEM $1 ,994.79
Includes: Chassis, 32K RAM BOARD,1/0 Card, and features our 6809 PLUSCPUCard with the Time of Day
Clock option with battery back-up installed, as well as the 6840 Timer Package that provides 3 independent
16 bit counters.
This system also allows the following options to be added at additional cost:
• Battery back-up of the 1K RAM by substituting CMOS parts.
• A 9511 or 9512 Arithmetic Processor.
• GIMIX or SWTP Dynamic Address Translators.

EXPORT NOTES:
For 50Hz 230V C.V. POWERSUPPLY.
80 x 24 VIDEO BOARDS - Specify Format (No Added Charge)

. . Add $30.00

OnOrders under $250.00 lor a Single Board. or Chips. pleaseAdd $30.00 Handling and we will ship Air Mail Prepaid.
On all other orders we will ship via Emery Air Freighl Collect. and we will charge no handling. All orders must be
prepaid in U.S. Funds. Pleasenote that loreign checks have been taking about eight weeks lor collection. so we
would advise wiring money or checks drawn on a bank account in the U.S. Our bank is the Continental Illinois
National Bank 01Chicago, Account 173·32033. Visa or Master Charge also accepted.

$898.19
• 25 amp (5V) ferro-resonant constant voltage

power supply, .
• Heavy weight aluminum cabinet with 3 position
key switch, fan, and provisions for two 5" disk
drives;

• 6800/6809 Mother Board, fifteen 50 pin and
eight DIP-switch addressable 30 pin slots (gold
plated pins), fully decoded;

• Baud rate generator' on I/O section of
Mother Board.

lID BOARDS
for the 30 PIN BUS:
1 Port Serial $ 88.41
(RS 232 or 20MA, current loop)

2 Port RS232 Serial. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 128.43
2 Port Parallel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88.42

for the 50 PIN BUS:
8 Port RS232 Serial. . 288.40
8 Port RS232 Serial. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 318.46

with on board Baud Rate generator.
8 Port Parallel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 198.45

BOTH 6809 SYSTEMS
FEATURE OUR

NEW TERMINAL BASED
GMXBUG 09 SYSTEM MONITOR

GMXBUG 09 includes advanced debugging
tools, utility, and memory manipulation
routines.
Both 6809 Systems:

* Can be reconfigured to allow use of other
system monitors (OS-9 and SBUG-E)

* Include 1K of Scratchpad RAM on the CPU
* Allow optional software switching of system

monitors.

2MHz 6809's at slight additional cost when they
become available.

Phone, write, or see your dealer for details and
prices on our broad range of Boards and
Systems for the SS50/SS50C bus and our AC
Power Control Products for all computers;

FACTORYPRIME STATIC RAMS
2114L 450 ns .. $5.90 300 ns .. $6.40200 ns .. $6.90

4044 450 ns .. $5.90 Z50"s .. $6.90
ADO $5.00 HANDLINGON ORDERSUNDER$200.00

~ -~c:~m.~n?5;:~..~~"'-i' Quality Electronic products since 1975.

1337 WEST 37th PLACE, CHICAGO, IJ-60609
(~12) 927·5510 • TWX 910·221·4055GIMIX" and GHOS1'" are Registered Trademarks of GIMIX INC.
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Call our new toll free number
for further information.

1-800-255-6638

The Businessman's
Business System

Business Computer Systems offer flexibility time, operator's name, inventory item, and the changesMSI
and expandability unmatched by any other microcom-
puter system, large or small. Our SDOS operating
system is totally device independent and supports up to
four users. This means that you can start with a single
user, dual drive, floppy disk system today, and add up
to 80 megabytes of hard disk with additional worksta-
tions tomorrow. As your business grows, your MSI
system grows with you-and your software won't be-
come obsolete.

Perform text processing tasks at one workstation
while entering sales orders on another. Add a third
workstation in inventory control and a fourth in ac-
counting. That's expandability!!!
• MSI Inventory Software, with complete Bills of
Material, provides a complete inventory control and
management system for manufacturers.
• Complete manufacturing forecasting, with produc-
tion pick lists, allows automatic adjustment of compo-
nent inventory levels.
• All transactions resulting in any change to the inven-
tory data base are written to audit trail files listing date,

which were made.
• Sales Order Entry/Accounts Receivable Software
displays customer balances and credit standing as new
orders are entered. Correct product prices and descrip-
tions are obtained from inventory files if desired.
• Invoices are generated automatically as orders are
shipped. Customer statements, with aged accounts re-
ceivable, are printed on demand.
• Purchase Order Entry/Accounts Payable Software
optionally link to inventory program, in order to easily
visualize inventory items which are on order.
• General Ledger programs link to the accounts re-
ceivable and accounts payable modules for easy up-
dates and posting.
• If your business is expanding and you would like to
know how an MSI Computer System can help you
make it more profitable, call or write Midwest Scien-
tific Instruments, 220 W. Cedar, Olathe, Kansas
66061, (913) 764-3273, TWX 910 749 6403 (MSI
OLAT), TELEX 42525 (MSI A OLAT).



Educator. Entertainer. Accountant.
Your Challenger
Personal Computer.
Through the miracle of modern
technology, a complete computer as
powerful as the multimillion dollar
room-sized computers of a few years
ago can be put in a package the size of
a typewriter and sells for as little as a
color television set!
Through its years of microcomputer
experience, Ohio Scientific has effec-
tively channeled this tremendous
computer power into a "friendly"
computer with hundreds of personal
uses, via a huge software library
of programs for a broad range of
personal, home, educational and
business use.
This available software allows you to
use and enjoy your computer without
becoming an expert. The Challenger,
however, is a powerful, general
purpose computer which can be pro-
grammed in several languages by
those who choose to.
Here are just a few of the popular uses
of an Ohio Scientific
Challenger
Computer:
Education
The personal
computer is

. the ultimate

educational aid because it can enter-
tain while it educates. Software
available ranges from enhancing your
children's basic math, reading and
spelling ability, through tutoring high
school and college subjects, to
teaching the fundamentals of com-
puters and computer programming.
Entertainment
Many of the Challenger's games
educate while they entertain, from
cartoons for preschoolers to games
which sharpen mathematical and
logical abilities. But, entertainment
doesn't stop here. The Challenger's
graphics capabilities and fast opera-
tion allow it to display action games
with much more detail than the best
video games, providing spectacular
action in games such as Invaders,
Space Wars, Tiger Tank and more! All
popular sports such as golf, baseball
and bowling are available as simulated
computer games as well as many
conventional games such as chess
where the computer plays the role of a

formidable opponent.

Accounting
Your Challenger computer can keep
track of your checkbook, savings
account, loans, expenses, monitor your
calorie intake and your biorythms.
If you are involved in a business, you
can use it to do word processing; ac-
counting, inventory control, order pro-
cessing, customer lists, client records,
mailing labels and planning.
And more:
This may seem like a lot of uses, but it's
only the tip of the iceberg for a general
purpose computer. For example, your
Challenger can be expanded to control
lights and appliances, manage your
energy usage and monitor for fire and
break-ins. Furthermore, it can commu-
nicate with you, with other computers
and the new personal computer infor-
mation services over the telephone.
In fact, the uses of general purpose,
personalized computers are expand-
ing daily as more and more people
discover the tremendous capabilities

of these new
technological
wonders.
Ohio Scientific
offers you four
personalized
computer sys-
terns starting
at just $479.


